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1 INTRODUCTION
Ultimately, the US 97 Parkway Plan (Parkway Plan) will identify geometric, operational, management
and safety strategies to be implemented on the Parkway to improve its performance into the future. The
purpose of Phase 1 of the plan is to provide a summary of the existing conditions with influence in the
study area.
This report provides a summary of key plans, studies, and management agreements that influence the
US 97 Parkway Plan study area. Some relate to the entire corridor and others are specific to an
interchange or segment of the Parkway. As such, this report is divided into a several chapters. Chapter 2
addresses the overarching documents that influence decisions at the state and regional levels. Chapters
3, 4 and 5 present specific plans and studies that were developed to address specific issues along the
study area.
The study area is defined as US 97 between mile point 130.31 and 144.06 and is shown on Figure 1. The
study area has been broken into three geographically oriented areas, defined as:
•

•

•

North Area: The northern boundary is the Deschutes Market Interchange and the southern
boundary is the Empire Avenue Interchange (MP 130.31 to 135.51). The eastern boundary is 18 th
Street/Purcell and the western boundary is O.B. Riley Road.
Central Area: The northern boundary is the Empire Avenue Interchange and the southern
boundary is the Reed Market Interchange (MP 135.51 to 139.14). The eastern boundary is 8th
Street/9th Street and the western boundary is Wall Street.
South Area: The northern boundary is the Reed Market Interchange and the southern boundary
is the Bend MPO boundary, including the Baker Road Interchange (MP 139.14 to 144.06). The
eastern boundary is 3rd Street and the western boundary is Brookswood Blvd.
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Figure 1. US 97/Bend Parkway Plan Study Area
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2 STUDY AREA AND OVERARCHING PLANS
There are a number of statewide and regional plans that influence the geometric, operational,
management, and safety strategies implemented and constructed in the corridor.

2.1 OREGON STATEWIDE RULES AND PLANS
2.1.1 Transportation Planning Rule, as Amended
Oregon’s Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) was enacted to support Oregon’s Statewide Planning Goal
12, Transportation, and is implemented through Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 660-12. Goal 12
seeks to “promote the development of safe, convenient and economic transportation systems”
designed to reduce reliance on the automobile. In 2012, Section 0060 of the TPR was revised to better
address transportation requirements in urban environments to promote economic development and
compact urban development as described in other Statewide Planning Goals.
The TPR requires the MPOs to adopt and implement transportation demand strategies. Evaluation is
required over time to demonstrate progress towards increasing transportation choices and reducing
automobile reliance. The basic requirement is to have a demand management plan and a parking plan.
The two plans should do the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Show achievement of a 10 percent reduction in the number of parking spaces per capita over a
20-year period.
Show achievement of a 10 percent reduction in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per capita over a
20-year period.
Show achievement of an additional five percent reduction in VMT within 30 years of adoption of
the Transportation System Plan (TSP).
Establish minimum and maximum parking regulations.
Be consistent with demand management programs, transit-oriented developments, and
planned transit service.

The TPR also allows jurisdictions to choose alternative standards instead of the VMT reduction standard,
the Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) can authorize alternative standards to
demonstrate progress towards achieving reduced reliance on the automobile.
Specific performance standards to meet the TPR for the Parkway Plan are identified in the Oregon
Highway Plan, Policy 1F – Highway Mobility Policy, as further discussed below.
2.1.2 Oregon Transportation Plan, 2006
The Oregon Transportation Plan (OTP) is made up of nine modal or element plans that facilitate an
integrated and interconnected transportation system. The 2006 Oregon Transportation Plan is the
overarching policy document among a series of plans (summarized in sections below) that together form
the state transportation system plan (TSP). The OTP recognizes that recent and anticipated population
growth in the Bend MPO, along with all of Oregon’s urban areas, will continue to have an impact on
multimodal travel within and through the city and nearby communities. The OTP establishes a set of
seven goals and supporting policy to guide studies and investments on the statewide multimodal
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transportation network. The plan summaries below highlight relevant information in the statewide
mode-specific plans.

2.1.2.1

Oregon Highway Plan, 1999

The 1999 Oregon Highway Plan (OHP) defines policies and investment strategies for the state highway
system. The OHP was originally established with five goals: System Definition, System Management,
Access Management, Travel Alternatives, and Environmental and Scenic Resources. In 2012 the OHP was
updated with several significant changes. The Highway Mobility Policy (Policy 1F) was rewritten to
enhance focus on multimodal and community objectives. This directly relates to the Transportation
Planning Rule 2012 amendments, discussed above, which focused on urban issues. Additional OHP
revisions were made to the Access Management goal and a sixth goal was added: Tolling and Congestion
Pricing.
US 97/Parkway in the study area has multiple classifications that dictate policies and requirements that
apply to the roadway. Many of the classifications also determine the funding sources that are available
to projects on the highway.
•

•
•

•

•

National Highway System (MP 130.31 to 144.06): a system of Statewide and Interstate
Highways and intermodal connectors meeting federal criteria, designated by Congress in the
National Highway System Designation Act of 1995. Oregon has 470 miles of routes on the
National Highway System.
National Network, Federally Designated Truck Route (MP 130.31 to 144.06)
Reduction Review Route (MP 130.31 to 144.06): Reduction Review Routes (RRR) are routes that
have been identified as state highways that must meet specific horizontal or vertical clearance
requirements. A proposed action on a designated RRR is subject to ORS 366.215 and require a
review under OAR 731‐012‐0030, Division 12. If it is found that a project will not meet the
clearance requirements, a formal review shall commence to determine if the proposed action is
to be allowed (for safety or access) or will need to be revised to meet the clearance
requirements.
Expressway (MP 130.31 to 144.06): Expressways are defined as “complete routes or segments
of existing…highways that provide for safe and efficient high speed and high volume traffic
movements. Their primary function is to provide for interurban travel and connections to ports
and major recreation areas with minimal interruptions. A secondary function is to provide for
long distance intra-urban travel in metropolitan areas. In urban areas, speeds are moderate to
high...Usually there are no pedestrian facilities, and bikeways may be separated from the
roadway” (p. 38). Private access is discouraged, public road access is highly controlled, and
parking is prohibited on expressways.
Bypass (MP 134.67 to 141.91): Bypasses are highways designed to maintain or increase mobility
for through traffic. Generally they relocate the highway alignment around a downtown, an
urban or metropolitan area or an existing highway to provide an alternative route for through
traffic using that highway.
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Table 2-1. Access Management Intersection Spacing Standards (AADT of More than 5,000 Vehicles)
Posted Speed
Urban Expressway
55 mph or higher 2,640 ft. (MP 142.52 to 142.87)
45 mph
2,640 ft. (MP 134.76 to 142.52)
Source: 1999 Oregon Highway Plan, Including amendments November 1999 through May 2015; Table 14.

Highway Mobility Policy 1F
The Highway Mobility Policy (interchangeably called Policy 1F) establishes state highway mobility targets
that implement the objectives of the OTP and other OHP policies. Policy 1F establishes mobility
objectives for the highway system as congestion targets to meet the TPR as identified with volume to
capacity (v/c) ratios in Table 2-2. However, achieving v/c targets will not necessarily be the determinant
of the transportation solution(s). The policy also recognizes and emphasizes opportunities for
developing alternative mobility targets (including measures that are not v/c-based) that provide a more
effective tool to identify transportation needs and solutions and better balance state and local
community needs and objectives. In particular, the policy recognizes the importance of considering the
performance of other modes of travel. While the policy does not prescribe mobility targets for other
modes of travel, it does allow and encourage ODOT and local jurisdictions to consider mobility broadly –
through multimodal measures or within the context of regional or local land use objectives.
Still, the policy reflects the expectation that highways, and the Parkway, maintain a level of mobility to
safely and efficiently support statewide economic development while balancing available financial
resources. The policy states: “In order to better support state and local economic activity, targets for
Freight Routes are set to provide for less congestion than would be acceptable for other state highways.
Interstate Highways and Expressways are incompatible with slower traffic and higher level of vehicular
congestion…For Interstate and Expressway facilities it will be important to manage congestion to
support regional and state economic development goals.” If the Parkway Plan recommends a less
stringent volume to capacity ratio, the Oregon Transportation Commission would need to be consulted
and formally approve the request.
Table 2-2. Volume to Capacity Ratio Targets for Peak Hour Operating Conditions
Highway Category
Inside Urban Growth Boundary, MPO Outside Urban Growth Boundary
0.85
Statewide Expressways
0.70
(MP 134.76 to 141.83)
0.70
0.85
Freight Route on a Statewide Highway
(MP 130.31 to 134.76,
(MP 141.83 to 142.87)
MP 142.87 to 144.06)
Source: 1999 Oregon Highway Plan, Including amendments November 1999 through May 2015; page 84.

2.1.2.2

Oregon Freight Plan, Rail Plan, and Aviation Plan

The 2011 Oregon Freight Plan (OFP) identifies US 97 as the Central Oregon corridor, a strategic freightdependent corridor. As a parallel route to I-5, US 97 provides redundancy to Oregon’s entire freight
network. It carries relatively high-value products in the Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing and the Food
Manufacturing industry groups. Throughout the Parkway Plan study area, BNSF Railway (BNSF) runs
parallel to US 97 and provides shared use with the Union Pacific (UP) Railroad. Also known as the
Oregon Trunk Line, BNSF is the major north-south rail corridor in Oregon connecting to California and
Washington (2017 Oregon Rail Plan). Similarly, a pipeline runs north-south through the state adjacent to
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US 97. The Bend Municipal Airport is located east of the study area at NE Butler Market Road and Powell
Butte Road (2007 Oregon Aviation Plan).

2.1.2.3

Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, Public Transportation Plan & Transportation Options Plan

The 2015 Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (OBPP) contains the state’s policy and strategies for biking
and walking modes in a similar level to the other OTP modal elements. It sets forth the statewide vision
and nine goal areas, including safety, accessibility, and equity. The Parkway has striped bicycle lanes or
allows bikes on the Parkway shoulder throughout the study area. There are sidewalks along some
segments of the Parkway in the study area. The OBPP policies and strategies will be particularly
important at key at-grade intersections with the east-west streets of Cooley Road and Robal Road.
The state is currently in the process of updating the Oregon Public Transportation Plan (OPTP). The OPTP
will focus on policies and strategies that cover transportation services provided by or funded by public
agencies, like fixed-route bus, demand response (door-to-door) services, streetcar, and light rail. The
plan will also look at interactions between public services and existing and emerging private services,
like intercity bus, ridesharing, and carsharing systems. As a statewide plan, it will provide a high-level
foundation that will guide public transportation decisions and investment throughout the state.
The 2015 Oregon Transportation Options Plan (OTOP) provides policy guidance for state and local
partners to enhance and expand transportation access for all Oregonians while ensuring that
transportation investments are efficient and support broader community goals such as growing the
economy and improving personal and environmental health. Options included in the OTOP include
programs and investments that facilitate the use of biking, walking, taking transit, sharing rides, and
telecommuting. One example of a transportation option program is the Bend Commute Options
Rewards Program that works with employers to expand the number of employees walking, biking,
taking transit, and sharing rides. The plan found that in Bend, nearly 25 percent of those commuting to
work in 2012 did not drive alone; they chose to either carpool, bicycle, walk, take transit or a taxi, or to
work from home (p. 32).

2.1.2.4

Oregon Transportation Safety Action Plan, 2016

The 2016 Oregon Transportation Safety Action Plan (TSAP) sets forth a vision for “no deaths or lifechanging injuries on Oregon’s transportation system by 2035.” To achieve this, the TSAP provides long
term goals, policies and strategies, and near-term actions. This plan emphasizes that infrastructure
investments include safety treatments and consider the most vulnerable roadway users, such as
pedestrians, bicyclists and motorcyclists, during design.
2.1.3 ODOT 2015-2018 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
The Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) details the full list of funded projects on
ODOT’s facilities. The list below are the STIP projects (amended as of Monday, January 16, 2017) in the
study area (between mile posts 130.31 and 144.06).
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Table 2-3. 2015-2018 STIP Projects in the Study Area
Mile
Name (STIP Key)
Description
Points
US97: Romaine Village
141.86 to Widen median and install concrete
Way - Lava Butte
147.50
Median barrier.
(17807)
US97/Murphy Rd:
141.00 to Extension and realignment of Murphy
Brookswood-Parrell
142.30
Road.
(Bend) Phase 2 (18270)
US97 (Bend Parkway)
138.08 to
Incident Response
Install cameras.
139.98
Cameras (18690)
US97: Bend To Spring
Creek Hill VSL (19260)

143.00 to
244.00

Install weather responsive variable
Speed limit system.

US97 @ Powers Rd
(19450)

139.70 to
140.30

Develop Final Plans for bike-ped
crossing.

US97: Redmond to
Bend (20357)

124.40 to
133.39

Speed feedback signs, pavement
markings, lighting, signing and
striping enhancements.

US97 Bend North
Corridor Project
(14020)
US20 @ Empire
Avenue (19572)

US 20:
17.49 to
19.03
18.80 to
18.80

US20: Empire Greenwood (3rd St,
Bend) (20391)

18.80 to
20.99

Corridor Planning & Development
Signal system upgrades &
improvements.
Design shelf plans for pavement
preservation, ADA upgrades,
sidewalks, bike lanes, pedestrian
crossing, sign and signal upgrades.

Status
Construction
Phase Completed
2016
Construction
Phase Completed
2015
Combined with
another Project
Final Plans
Scheduled to
Begin
Final Plans
Scheduled to
Begin
Land Purchase
Land Purchase;
Combined with
20391
Combined with
20391
Final Plans
Scheduled to
Begin

Total STIP
Amount
$8,061,000

$7,204,000

$75,000

$300,000

$219,300

$613,000

$12,484,000
$75,000

$2,646,011

2.1.4 The Oregon Resilience Plan, 2013
The Oregon Resilience Plan presents the steps needed to bring Oregon’s roadway infrastructure up to
performance levels to withstand an inevitable natural disaster of a Cascadia earthquake and tsunami.
The intent is to prepare a plan for enhancing our infrastructure so that when the disaster occurs, our
economy and communities will recover quickly.
The Plan found that our state is far from resilient from the impacts of an earthquake and tsunami today.
A key component of the Resilience Plan is to seismically upgrade lifeline transportation routes into and
out of major business centers statewide by 2030. The report finds that US 97 has the ability to provide a
back-up route if I-5 is not operational or is severely restricted. US 97 will be a critical facility for ongoing
interstate commerce and for staging response and recovery efforts.
The Plan identifies US 97 from I-84 to the California border as a part of the Tier 1, Phase 1 system (also
referred to as the backbone system), which is a designated network of highway routes that allows
access to all vulnerable regions, major population centers, and areas considered vital for rescue and
recovery operations. This backbone system was also perceived to be the lowest retrofit cost. In addition
to the entire length of US 97, the other portions of the statewide backbone system include:
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•
•
•

I-5, from I-84 (Portland) to OR 58
I-84, from I-5 (Portland) to U.S. 97
OR 58, from I-5 to U.S. 97

The report indicates that the movement of goods and people is likeliest along US 97 because of the low
vulnerability of the highway and access to the BNSF railroad and the Redmond airport. The Plan presents
lists of short- and long-term recommendations.
2.1.5 Oregon State Highway Performance Data and Metrics Related to Freight, 2013
This report was prepared in 2013 to identify freight bottleneck locations in Oregon. The US 97 corridor
was studied from the Oregon/Washington State Boarder to the Oregon/California border. Of all 19
corridors studies statewide, the US 97 corridor:
•
•

•
•

Ranks in the top three in terms of total industry flows by value for Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishing (12.37%) and Food Manufacturing (13.74%).
Ranks in the top three corridors for total industry by weight for five industries: Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries, Food Manufacturing, Machinery and Metals, Retail Trade and
Services/Other.
Ranks in the top three for two specific commodities by value - Food and Kindred Products and
Other/Miscellaneous.
Ranks in the top three for Food and Kindred Products by weight.

Locations with the most delay are generally located around Bend and north. For the corridor overall,
about 70 percent of delay is due to congestion and about 8 percent is due to incidents. Roadway
curvature and grade account for about 22 percent of total delay (outside of the study area).
2.1.6 ODOT Pinch-Point Reports, 2015
ODOT’s Freight Planning Unit conducted the Highway Over-dimension Load Pinch Points (HOLPP) study
in late 2015. In total, the study identified 12 pinch points on US 97, five of which are recommended as
high priority, with the following characteristics:
General Information
County: Deschutes
MP 134.93
Travel Direction: SB
Approx. # of Over-dimension
loads/month:142

Pinch Point Type*
Location & Description
Pinch Point type: VC
This structure is the NB US20/ US97
Business connection to US20 west in
the north part of Bend. This is a High
Route and VC should be 17’-4” but is
15’-10”. This roadway (Exit 135A)
takes SB traffic to US20/US97
Business and US20 EB.

Analysis and Recommendation
Pinch point appears to be a
significant constraint. Impact of
Removing Pinch Point: This RRR
segment would probably be able to
accommodate taller loads.

Recommendation: High Priority Pinch
Point.

* Pinch Point Types: WL = Wide & Long Loads, VC = Vertical Clearance; HL = Heavy Loads; OD = Overdimension; MP = milepost; NB = northbound; SB = southbound; EB = eastbound; WB; westbound;
2.1.7 Transportation Reinvestment Innovation and Planning for 97 Partnership
The Transportation Reinvestment Innovation and Planning tor 97 Partnership (TRIP97) plan was created
to identify and prioritize strategic projects on US 97 that promote the economic condition of Central
Oregon and to maximize investment dollars for the benefit of the region. TRIP97 is a collaborative
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Partnership between: ODOT, Deschutes and Jefferson counties, the Bend MPO and the cities of Bend,
Madras, Redmond and La Pine. The TRIP97 Partnership was created to:
•
•
•
•
•

Increase system performance emphasis on regional job creation, safety, accessibility, and
alternative travel modes
Make overall better use of the dollars for transportation along the corridor
Allow a range of investments that include lower-cost management and maintenance options in
addition to capital strategies
Prioritize corridor investments by the partnership to address system needs across jurisdictional
lines
Utilize growth allowed by TRIP97 to help fund the identified system improvements

The goals and associated performance measures of TRIP97 are:
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Mobility:
o Average Travel Time: average expected time for a vehicle to traverse the corridor in one
direction during the analysis period
o Travel Time Reliability: how travel time changes based on varying expected conditions,
such as weather, traffic incidents, demand, work zones, demand fluctuation and
capacity variations
o Side-Street Delay: the amount of delay travelers experience while waiting to turn onto
or to cross US 97
Economy:
o Funding Plan Review: generated revenue from growth (job creation, larger tax base,
etc.)
o Job Potential: measure of the economic development benefit created by a
transportation improvement
Safety:
o Predicted Crash Frequency and Severity: comparison of historical crash experience with
the results of predictive safety models from the Highway Safety Manual (HSM) to
estimate the net change in expected crashes by frequency and severity (property
damage only, injury, and fatality)
Environment:
o Carbon Dioxide Emissions: quantify and monetized evaluation of emissions
Network Redundancy:
o Percent of north-south travel on US 97: estimate the percentage of the total northsouth travel within a specific segment that is carried by US 97
Accessibility:
o Public Street Turning Movement Opportunities per Mile: connectivity of the surrounding
surface street transportation system to US 97
Travel Options:
o Multimodal Level of Service: estimates the service levels of non-auto travel modes
along US 97
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The plan establishes an evaluation approach for how the above performance measures are analyzed and
how the results of that analysis are combined and summarized into meaningful direction for
transportation investment and decision-making. The intent of this evaluation approach was to ensure
the results could inform decision-makers as to which projects provide the greatest return on
investment.
Figure 2. TRIP97 Evaluation Approach Overview

Using this process, a group of projects and strategies was identified as well as an initial funding plan to
understand the potential funding sources that could be available to the projects and future project
needs. Projects relevant to the US 97/Parkway Plan listed in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4. TRIP97 Recommended Parkway Projects
Recommended Project
Cooley Road Interim - Bend
Powers Road Interchange –
Bend

Variable speed limit –
Corridor
Median (Bend to Sunriver)
Incident Management –
Corridor
Green extension for trucks
at signals – Corridor

Why
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Final | March 3, 2017

Job potential change
Improves travel time, travel time variability, side street delay
Improves average travel time, travel time variability, side
street delay
Reduces expected crash frequency
Improves public street turning opportunities
Enhances pedestrian and bicycle travel
Improves travel time and reduces travel time variability
Reduces expected crash frequency
Reduces expected crash frequency
Reduces travel time variability
Reduces travel time variability and average travel time
Reduces expected crash frequency
Improves travel time, travel time variability, and side street
delay
Reduces expected crash frequency
Reduces GHG

Cost
Estimate
(millions)
$45
$30

$1
$5
$2
$1
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Next steps identified by TRIP97 include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of a regional Partnership in addressing the complex funding, management, and
formal governance needs of the US 97 corridor.
Regional coordination of land use as it impacts the overall system.
Development of a regional governance and decision making structure to prioritize and preserve
the corridor.
Develop a regional travel demand forecasting model.
Refine the evaluation analysis tool (so that it has the capability to handle more segments and
adds batching capabilities to make evaluation more efficient).
Collect data to conduct refined corridor analysis such as turning movement counts (to be
collected) and travel forecast information (to come from travel demand forecasting model).
Develop corridor-wide 2035 population and employment forecasts which are essential input for
the regional travel demand forecasting model.
Develop a refined project list as a natural outcome from applying the new tools described
above.
Refine funding sources and develop a funding implementation plan.
Select a specific governance structure that meets the needs of the Partnership and identified
funding approach.
Obtain necessary local, regional, and state agency endorsements.

2.1.8 US 97 Freight Plan
ODOT has initiated a two part project to prepare a comprehensive freight plan for US 97 within Oregon.
Phase 1 is the description of existing conditions. This phase of the project is nearing completion. The
entire Parkway was within a single study segment – Segment 7, which extends between mile post 132.19
and 143.47. Below are the existing conditions findings relevant to Segment 7.
The average annual daily traffic (AADT) in Segment 7 was over 30,000. 1 However, as identified in the
2040 Bend Metropolitan Transportation Plan, some locations of the Parkway experience average
volumes of over 45,000–50,000 vehicles per day. Over 8 percent of the vehicle type in the segment are
trucks, when converting trucks to passenger car equivalents, the percentage is closer to 18 percent.
Vehicles travel nearly 317,000 miles in the segment daily and experienced nearly 550 hours of delay
daily.
Nearly 60 percent of all collisions on the Parkway are rear-end collisions. Expected, Predicted and Excess
crash frequency were calculated using the Highway Safety Manual (HSM) method and ODOT software.
The results are shown in Table 2-5. There were two Safety Priority Index System (SPIS) locations on the
parkway in the 2011 to 2013 period. One is located on the Powers Road on ramp and is in the top 10
percent. The other is located northbound and southbound on the Parkway north and south of the Robal
Lane.
This is an average of all points along Segment 7 (within Bend city limits). However, the 2015 AADT at the Revere
Ave ATR station was 46,200 and the July 2015 ADT at Revere Ave ATR station was 55,642. Much higher than the
segment average.

1
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Expected crash frequency represents average annual observed crashes over time adjusted by certain
factors. In Segment 7 crashes are likely to occur with multiple vehicles. Predicted frequencies are the
number of crashes that “should” take place based on the roadway type, volumes and other
characteristics. Excess crash frequency is the number of average annual crashes in that segment beyond
what would be anticipated for that roadway type. It is calculated by subtracting the predicted from the
adjusted observed (or expected) crash frequency. Excess crash frequency is a useful tool because it
highlights areas that might be particularly conducive to mitigation. As shown, Segment 7 has a high
expected crash frequency. In fact, it was the highest of all segments studied by over double. The cause
of and potential mitigation for the excess crashes should be studied further.
Table 2-5: Urban Segments Excess Crash Frequency per Million VMT per Year

US 97 Segments

3 – Madras
5 – Redmond
7 - Bend
10 – Klamath Falls

Length
(mi)
4.2
5.2
10.5
7.6

Expected - Not
Driveway Related
Multiple
Vehicles
13.7
32.2
78.0
5.3

Single
Vehicle
2.7
4.8
10.9
9.3

Expected Driveway
Related
Multiple
Vehicles
0.4
1.0
0.4
0.3

Total
Expected
(Adjusted
Observed)
16.6
37.3
89.3
14.8

Total
Predicted

Excess
Crash
Frequency

4.8
14.5
40.1
6.6

11.8
22.8
49.2
8.1

Primary issues in Bend identified by project stakeholders, such as the City of Bend, included:
•
•
•
•
•

There are no designated rest stops, truck stops or ODOT rest areas along the Parkway and
opportunities should be identified in the general area.
There is a lack of bicycle and pedestrian crossing of the Parkway, and it is difficult to get across
the Parkway for all modes, particularly in the southern segment.
Congestion on the Parkway is significant and traffic models show it getting worse.
There are few parallel streets to the Parkway that allow for local traffic, as opposed to through
traffic.
Speeding vehicles are an issue.

2.2 DESCHUTES COUNTY
2.2.1 Deschutes County Comprehensive Plan and Transportation System Plan, 2012
The 2010 – 2030 Deschutes County TSP was adopted in 2012. Deschutes County defers all land use and
transportation planning to the cities with jurisdiction, however there are roads within cities that are
county owed. The TSP classifies US 97 as a Principal Arterial. Relevant County roads within the Parkway
Study Area include:
•
•
•
•
•

Tumalo Road
Deschutes Market Road
Hunnel Road north of Loco Road
18th Street south of Egypt Drive to Bend city limits
Baker Road & Knott Road
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Relevant projects identified on or affecting County roads and highways in the study area are detailed in
Table 2-6.
Table 2-6. County Road and Highway Projects
Road Name
Location
Functional
Classification
Old BendTumalo Road
Arterial /
Redmond
Collector
Hwy
Hunnell Road
Cooley to Rodgers
Collector
Cooley Road

Regional TDM
program
Regional TDM
program

Project
Intersection Turn Lanes

Estimated
Cost
$250,000

New Road

$752,500

18th St to
Deschutes Market
Road
Countywide

Arterial

New Road

$653,413

n/a

$160,000

Countywide

n/a

County share of funding
Commute Options at $8K
per year
Install ride share lots at
future locations based on
2011-12 study

$45,000

Priority
Medium
(6-10
yrs)
High
(0-5 yrs)
Low
(11-20
yrs)
High
(0-5 yrs)
Medium
(6-10
yrs)

2.2.2 Deschutes County Intelligent Transportation Systems Plan, 2011
The Deschutes County Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Plan
was originally developed in 2005 and updated in 2011. Deschutes
County has seen high population growth rates and growth is
projected to continue, which will affect mobility on the county and
state roadways and highways. As shown in Figure 2, over half (60
percent) of congestion results from temporary disruptions to traffic
flow, caused from weather, work zones, special events and incidents,
thus demonstrating a significant need for improvements specifically
tied to these problem areas.
The plan was developed to identify innovative tools to address
Figure 3. Causes of Congestion in
increasing traffic congestion and safety issues that affect traveler
Deschutes County
mobility within Deschutes County. ITS is defined as a system of
“advanced technologies and management techniques to relieve congestion, enhance safety, provide
services to travelers, and assist transportation system operators in implementing suitable traffic
management strategies.” ITS projects have been instrumental in other ODOT regions by providing lower
cost options that improve the safety and efficiency of the transportation network in a relatively short
implementation timeframe without major capital infrastructure investment. This plan details a 20-year
deployment plan of ITS projects. The investments range from CCTV cameras, variable message or speed
limit signs, to count stations and weather stations. A number of these investments have been identified
for installation on the Bend Parkway and some of the adjacent roadways as show on Figure 4-B on the
next page. The figure also shows the ITS tools that exist on the corridor today.
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2.3 BEND METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION & CITY OF BEND
The US 97 Parkway Plan (Parkway Plan) study area is largely within the Bend Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) boundary. The Bend MPO boundary was expanded in May of 2015 to include a
longer segment of US 20 north past Tumalo State Park. The Bend MPO is responsible for coordinating
regional transportation planning and project programming for the city of Bend, its entire urban growth
management area and some limited areas of un-incorporated Deschutes County.
2.3.1 2040 Metropolitan Transportation Plan – Bend MPO
The Bend Metropolitan Transportation Plan (BMTP) is a multi-modal transportation plan designed to
meet the anticipated 25-year transportation needs within the BMPO planning area boundary.
The population of the Bend area is expected to increase by nearly 70 percent between 2010 and 2040.
This increase in population will have a significant impact on the transportation system. By 2040,
population is expected to grow to 140,861 persons within the Bend UGB (up from 76,639 in 2010
[Census]). Growth in total employment within the Bend urbanized area is forecast to increase steadily
over the next 30 years. Much of this growth is expected to occur in the trade and service sectors. The
highest growth in employment is expected in Transportation, Communications and Utilities sectors and
in the Construction industry. Overall, employment with the BMPO area is expected to grow from 40,763
jobs in 2010 to 80,783 jobs by 2040.
Financially constrained transportation projects identified in the BMPO related to US 97 include:
•

•

US 97-Powers Road Intersection: Preliminary engineering and right of way acquisition for
overcrossing or interchange. This project would initiate engineering and right of way acquisition
for an overcrossing or interchange for US 97 and Powers Road (project # 14).
US 97-Murphy Road: Construct northbound on and southbound off ramps to and from US 97
and Murphy Road (project # 25).

Also included in the plan as aspirational roadway projects are:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

US 97 Bend North Corridor Improvements: Bend Northern UGB to Empire Avenue.
Improvements associated with this project were studied as part of the Environmental Impact
Statement for the US 97 Bend North Corridor Project to provide and plan for a safe, affordable,
long term traffic solution for US 97 at the north end of Bend. This project is described in more
detail within section 3.1.
Empire Avenue: 3rd Street to US 97 NB ramps. Widen to 5 lanes and install signal at SB ramps
US 97/Cooley Road area improvements. Implement the “mid-term” project
US 97 NB off-ramp to Empire Avenue: Widen existing ramp to 2 lanes
US 97/Powers Road Intersection: Preliminary engineering and ROW acquisition for overcrossing
or interchange
US 97/Murphy Road: Construct northbound on and southbound off ramps
US 97 Corridor Improvements: Empire Avenue to Colorado Avenue. The scope and scale of
anticipated projects within this segment of US 97 have not been identified.

Below is an overview of relevant chapters of the Bend 2040 MTP.
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2.3.1.1

Chapter 5: Forecast Land Use

In the decade between 1990 and 2000, Bend experienced a 154 percent population growth, from 20,469
to 52,029 people. Although not as high of a growth rate, between 2000 and 2010 Bend added another
24,610 people, a population growth of 47 percent. The following table summarizes the 2010-2040
updated population forecast from the Office of Economic Analysis and utilized by BMPO and the City of
Bend:
Table 2-7. Bend UGB 2000-2040 Population Forecast
Year

Bend UGB

2010
2028
2040

Population Growth

76,639
115,063
140,861

Percent Population
Growth

38,424
64,222

50.1%
83.8%

The Bend urbanized area is forecast to add over 40,000 jobs by 2040, from 40,763 in 2010. High growth
industries are the Transportation, Communications, Utilities sector (250 percent growth) and the
Construction industry (228 percent growth). Service industry employment is projected to grow by 83
percent. Manufacturing employment is forecast to grow 63 percent. Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
(F.I.R.E.) is forecast to grow 64 percent.
Table 2-8. Bend UGB 2000-2040 Employment Forecast
Sector
Agriculture/Forestry
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation, Communications, Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
FIRE
Service
Government
Total Employment

2010
406
46
2,311
3,178
1,002
1,001
6,288
2,276
22,708
1,547
40,763

2040
655
367
7,596
5,197
3,543
3,069
12,958
3,741
41,666
1,991
80,783

Change
+249
+321
+5,285
+2,019
+2,541
+2,068
+6,670
+1,465
+18,958
+444
+40,020

Percent Population
Growth
61%
698%
229%
64%
254%
207%
106%
64%
83%
29%
98%

Locations with high traffic volumes today are expected to be the locations with the highest traffic
volumes in the future. The highest traffic volumes in the region are forecast to occur on Highway 97 (the
Parkway). High traffic-volumes are also expected on Highway 20 (3rd Street/Greenwood Avenue), Reed
Market Road, 18th Street, O.B. Riley Road, Empire Avenue, and 27th Street. Vehicle miles of travel
(VMT) in the MPO are currently (year 2010) estimated to be approximately 108,000 miles during the PM
peak hour. By 2040, PM peak hour VMT within the MPO is expected to increase by 59% to
approximately 171,500 miles.

2.3.1.2

Chapter 6: Motor Vehicles

Motor vehicle operational analysis found that several segments of US 97 will not meet operational
standards in 2040. In 2040, the Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes along this four-lane facility
are projected to be between 45,000–50,000 vehicles per day. Segments of US 97 that will perform at
demand-to-capacity ratios exceeding 1.0 are between Cooley Road and Butler Market Road as well as
Final | March 3, 2017
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between Revere Avenue and Truman Avenue. The high traffic volumes along the Bend Parkway and US
97 were not directly addressed in the MTP Update. Additional north-south capacity, in the form of
parallel local improvements, and other management strategies will be considered in a future US 97
Parkway Refinement Study (this study). Figure 6-3 and 6-4 at the end of this section identify the
committed projects and planned (illustrative) projects in the Bend MPO. Those that are relevant to this
study are identified in Table 2-9.
Table 2-9. Project List for State, County and Local Facilities
Project #
Location & Project Description
Murphy Rd Phase 1 - Re-align Murphy Rd, Murphy
5
overcrossing US 97, hwy access modifications,
Murphy/3rd roundabout
7

Empire Avenue - Construct 2 lane extension

12

US 97/Cooley Road area improvements
US 97 @ Powers Road Intersection - Preliminary
engineering and ROW acquisition for overcrossing or
interchange

14
17

North frontage road - New 2 lane road

18

South frontage road - New 2 lane road

22
25
44
47
Illustrative
Project
Illustrative
Project
Illustrative
Project
Illustrative
Project
Illustrative
Project
Illustrative
Project

2.3.1.3

Mervin Samples Road/Sherman Road - Upgrade to 2 lane
collector roadway and install traffic signal at US 20
US 97@ Murphy Rd - Construct northbound on and
southbound off ramps
US 97 (Parkway)/Robal Road intersection - High capacity
intersection improvement
US 97 - Complete construction of interchange or
overcrossing
Cooley Road - Construct 3 lane road extension

Hunnell Road – Construct 2 lane road extension
South frontage road - Construct new 2 lane road
US 97 Bend North Corridor Improvements
US 97 Bend Corridor Improvements
Colorado - US 97 Parkway NB Ramps

Limits

Estimated Cost
Funded (under
construction)

Purcell Boulevard to
27th Street
Cooley Road
Powers
Road
Intersection
Murphy Road to
Powers Road
Murphy Road to
Parkway off- ramp
O.B. Riley Road to
Empire Avenue
Murphy Road
Robal Road
intersection
Powers Road
Intersection
18th Street to
Deschutes Market
Road
Cooley Road to
Rodgers Road
Ponderosa Street
Baker Road
Bend Northern UGB
to Empire Avenue
Empire Avenue to
Colorado Avenue
NB Ramps

$6,700,000
$30,000,000
$6,500,000
$5,400,000
$13,800,000
$6,100,000
$6,100,000
$4,800,000
$12,500,000
$11,867,000

$8,000,000
Unknown
$120-$180
million
Unknown
$3,400,000

Chapter 7: Pedestrian and Bicycle System

Bend has a robust bicycle and pedestrian system with striped and separated bike lanes, sidewalks and
multiuse trails. Year 2012 ACS 5-year estimates data shows that approximately 1.7-percent of workers in
the MPO area commuted to work by bicycle, while about 2.6-percent walked to work. Nearly 80 percent
of people in the MPO travel to work in 15 minutes or less, whether it’s by vehicle, transit, bike or
walking.
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A complete and safe network of trails, sidewalks and bicycle facilities will further encourage these trips
to be taken by modes other than the personal vehicle. The MPO identified bike and pedestrian paths
that exist or are planned as shown on Figure 7-2 at the end of this section. Planned bicycle and
pedestrian projects relevant to the Parkway Study include:
•
•
•
•

Multi-use trail adjacent to the BNSF Railway between the MPO’s northern boundary and
Colorado Avenue.
Multi-use trail under the Bend Parkway along Arizona/Colorado Avenue and Scott Street.
Bicycle path on Clausen Drive.
Bicycle path on Murphy Road.

2.3.1.4

Chapter 8: Transit

2.3.1.5

Chapter 9: Transportation Systems Management

The primary transit service provider for the Bend MPO is Cascades East Transit (CET). CET provides local
(City) fixed-route service, regional (intercity) fixed-route service, and flexible demand-responsive
service. Fixed-route transit does not operate on the Bend Parkway.
The Oregon Transportation Planning Rule defines transportation systems management (TSM) as the use
of “techniques for increasing the efficiency, safety, capacity or level of service of a transportation facility
without increasing its size.” Table 2-10 lists the relevant ITS projects to the Bend Parkway Plan. The ITS
projects utilize the following general strategies to improve the operational efficiency and management
of the Bend area transportation network:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corridor management - including traffic signal coordination, remote monitoring, and traveler
information dissemination - on key corridors
Rail warning systems
Parking management
Transit system management
Multi-jurisdictional programs for traffic management, incident response, emergency
management, and maintenance and construction management
Regional traveler information dissemination

Table 2-10. ITS Deployment Projects Relevant to Bend Parkway
#/Title

Description

DC-TM-02B: Bend Pkwy
and 3rd St: Reed Market Rd
to Murphy Rd (Stage 1)

• Subscribe to leased services between ODOT Region 4
TOC and communications hub TBD between Reed
Market Road and Murphy Road
• Install VDSL in existing conduit and existing aerial route
along 3rd Street/The Dalles-California Highway
between Reed Market Road and Power Road
• Install fiber optic cable in existing conduit along Powers
Road between 3rd Street/The Dalles-California Highway
Bend Parkway
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#/Title

DC-TM-08E: Hwy 97
(Bend Parkway) - Travel
Time Performance
Measurements
DC-TM-02C: Bend Pkwy
and 3rd St: Reed Market
Rd to Murphy Rd (Stage 2)

DC-TM-08A: Bend Pkwy
from Hwy 372/Colorado
Ave to Reed Market Rd

DC-TM-08B: VMS: Bend
Parkway northbound at
Empire

Description
• Install fiber optic cable in existing conduit along Bend
Parkway between Powers Road and Murphy Road
• Upgrade traffic signal controllers at:
1. Bend Parkway/Powers Road
2. Bend Parkway/Pinebrook Boulevard
3. Bend Parkway/3rd Street/The Dalles-California
Highway
• Install PTZ cameras at
1. Bend Parkway/Powers Road
2. Bend Parkway/3rd Street/The Dalles-California
Highway
• This project will deploy devices to measure travel times
for traveler information and performance
measurement assessment.
• Install fiber optic cable in existing conduit and existing
aerial route along 3rd Street/The Dalles-California
Highway between Reed Market Road and Powers Road
• Install fiber optic cable in existing conduit along Powers
Road between 3rd Street/The Dalles-California Highway
Bend Parkway
• Install fiber optic cable in existing conduit along Bend
Parkway between Powers Road and Murphy Road
• Salvage removed VDSL equipment from 3rd Street/The
Dalles-California Highway, Powers Road, and Bend
Parkway for use on State Highway 372/ColoradoArizona Couplet
• Install fiber optic cable along Bend Parkway between
Colorado Avenue/State Highway 372 and Reed Market
Road
• Install PTZ camera on Bend Parkway north of Reed
Market Road
• Connect to existing PTZ camera near Colorado
Avenue/State Highway 372
• Install variable message sign on Bend Parkway
northbound at Empire Boulevard

DC-TM-08C: Bend
Parkway: Revere Avenue
to Franklin Avenue

• Install fiber optic cable along Bend Parkway between
hub at Revere Avenue/Wall Street and Franklin Avenue

DC-TM-08D: Bend Parkway:
Empire Avenue to Cooley
Road

• Install fiber optic cable along Bend Parkway between
Empire Ave and Cooley Ave
• Connect to existing interconnect along Robal Road
• Upgrade traffic signal controller at Robal Road/Berg
Lane
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#/Title
DC-TM-17A: Reed Market
Road from Bend Pkwy to
3rd St

2.3.1.6

Description
• Install fiber optic cable along Reed Market Road
between Bend Parkway southbound ramps traffic signal
and 3rd Street/The Dalles-California Highway
• Upgrade traffic signal controller at Reed Market
Road/Bend Parkway southbound ramps
• Connect to existing interconnect along 3rd Street/The
Dalles-California Highway to Wilson Avenue
• Install PTZ camera on Bend Parkway south of Reed
Market Road
• Install wireless communications to PTZ camera

Capital Cost &
Implementation
Target
$190,000 to
$440,000
(No Implementation
Target Identified)

Chapter 11: Truck Freight Systems

Chapter 11 of the BMTP is dedicated to the truck freight system. It has not been updated since 2007.
The applicable goals and objectives related to freight mobility include:
•
•
•
•

Provide a variety of practical and convenient means to move people and goods to, from and
within the MPO area.
Identify and support the development of local freight routes
Support the through movement of goods and people on the state transportation system
Implement transportation improvements that foster economic development and business
vitality.

Truck freight specific policies include:
•
•
•

Work with the city of Bend, ODOT, and Deschutes County to identify and implement appropriate
signage for designated freight routes.
Work with the city of Bend and Deschutes County to identify and implement appropriate design
standards for designated freight routes
Work with the city of Bend and Deschutes County to identify, and possibly implement, freight
route roadway classifications

Through the urban area, US 97 is either a four-lane or five-lane section. Truck traffic in the urban area is
largely confined to roadways adjacent to industrial, commercial and surface mining zoned properties.
The surrounding arterial street system provides links from state highways to the nearby businesses. All
of Bend’s existing manufacturing and shipping areas (freight generators/receivers) are within 1 ½ miles
of US 97 or US 20. In 2004, truck volumes on US 97 were as follows:
Automatic Traffic Recorder Location
South of Revere Avenue
South of Empire Boulevard
0.9 miles south of Bend

2004 Average Daily Traffic
38,600
41,300
22,150

Truck ADT
2,740
3,550
1,795

Truck %
7.1
8.6
8.1

The US 97/Bend Parkway is a truck freight route in the entirety of the study area as shown on Figure 111 at the end of this section.
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2.3.2 City of Bend Urban Growth Boundary Expansion, 2016
On November 14, 2016, the Oregon Department of Conservation and Development approved the Urban
Growth Boundary (UGB) expansion plan for the City of Bend. The expansion added 2,380 acres of land
for housing and employment to the UGB, as mapped in the figure below. The table details the total
number of new housing and jobs that will be accommodated in the UGB expansion areas.
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Figure 4 shows the now adopted Bend UGB, also showing the previous UGB boundary.
Figure 4. Bend Adopted UGB Expansion & Comprehensive Plan Designations

Notes: “Proposed UGB” was formally approved on November 14, 2016. “Current Urban Growth Boundary” refers to the old UGB.
CB: Central Business District, CC: Commercial Convenience, CG: Commercial General, CL: Commercial Limited, IG: Industrial
General, IL: Industrial Light, IP: Industrial Park, ME: Mixed Employment, MN: Mixed Neighborhood, MR: Mixed Riverfront, MU:
Mixed Urban, PF: Public Facilities, PO: Professional Office, RH: Residential Urban High Density, RL: Residential Urban Low
Density, RM: Residential Urban Medium Density, RS: Residential Urban Standard Density
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During the analysis of the UGB expansion areas, the City identified projects such as the construction of
new arterials or collectors, the upgrade of rural arterials or collectors to urban standards, and the need
for other improvements such as bridges over irrigation canals. These projects (shown in Figures 9.2 and
9.3) will likely be added to the next update of the City TSP.
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In additional to the transportation system analysis preformed to evaluate the impact of the UGB
expansion areas, a more detailed analysis was performed on the final UGB growth scenario to meet the
requirements of OAR 660-012-0060 (a section of the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR). This TPR
analysis was required to identify whether any parts of the state highway system in Bend would both
exceed ODOT’s adopted mobility standards (which are generally below the physical capacity of the
roadway) and experience more traffic based on the final UGB growth scenario than based on the City’s
current UGB and current adopted comprehensive plan designations.
The TPR analysis for the final UGB scenario identified only one additional project, a roughly $4.8 million
widening of US 20 from Robal Road to about Empire Avenue. This project is already planned as part of
the Bend Metropolitan Planning Organization’s 2040 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) but is not
expected to be funded and built prior to 2028 in the absence of the UGB expansion and the related
efficiency measures.
2.3.3 Bend Comprehensive Plan, 2016
The Bend Comprehensive Plan was formally adopted in 1998. The plan has a 20-year planning horizon of
2020. The vision of the Comprehensive Plan is as follows:
Bend is a community valuing its natural features of trees, rocks, river, sounds, views and a
diverse citizenry that works together creating a healthy legacy and vision for Bend’s future
livability. The Bend Comprehensive Plan is designed to preserve and enhance this vision for our
community.
The plan has eleven chapters; most relevant to the Parkway Plan Study is Chapter 7, Transportation
Systems. In 2013, the chapter underwent a comprehensive re-write and, most recently in 2016, the
chapter went under minor formatting and text updates. Chapter 7 is summarized in section 2.3.3.1.
Below is a brief summary of other relevant chapters of the plan:
•

•

•

Housing (updated in 2016): There will be future demands for a wider range of housing, for
families, retirees, and affordable housing. Goals and policies include livability with a variety of
living styles and choices while maintaining residential compatibility, proximity to natural areas
and transportation options, and flexibility in development standards to lessen impact on natural
features.
Economy (updated in 2016): Bends economy continues its historic role as a trade, service,
education and tourist center for Central Oregon. The establishment of a 4-year extension
campus for Oregon State University will increase the higher-skilled labor market of residences in
Bend and will likely attract more innovative businesses and industries. The service industry will
also continue to be strong. Goals and policies address the need to balance a diverse and
sustainable community with overall livability, ensuring adequate supply of industrial,
employment, commercial and mixed-use lands, and continue to support the regional role of the
City.
Growth Management (adopted in 2016): Addresses the growth of the region and the demands
on the City as well as the recent Urban Growth Boundary expansion (presented in detail in
section 2.3.2). Goals and policies reflect a need to use land wisely and efficiently while create
new neighborhoods that have a mix of uses, are walkable and have access to natural areas.
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2.3.3.1

Transportation Systems

The Transportation Systems chapter, also known as the Transportation System Plan (TSP), of the Bend
Comprehensive Plan lays out the city’s plan for multimodal transportation, including walking, biking,
public transit, and driving. The modal chapters presented above in the 2040 Bend MPO plan are the
same as those in the City’s Comprehensive Plan, presented in section 2.3.1 of this memo.
The TSP several specific policies for the Parkway:
•

•
•
•

•

Policy 7-30: develop safe and convenient bicycle and pedestrian circulation to major activity
centers…East-west access to the downtown area needs particular emphasis across major
obstacles, such as 3rd Street, the Bend Parkway and the railroad.
Policy 7-67: develop and implement a plan to improve the appearance, safety and function of
East 3rd Street, portions of Highway 20 and old Highway 97 when the Parkway is completed.
Policy 7-68: work with the State to line the entrance to the city of Bend along Highways 97…and
the Parkway, with large stature trees.
Policy 7-73: accepts the findings of the US 97 Bend North Corridor Project Preferred EIS
Alternative and sets forth a high-level process for coordination and development of the
infrastructure project.
Policy 7-74: establishes that the City and ODOT will coordinate prior to implementation of
closures to approaches on Empire Avenue and the improvements to Mervin Sampels and
connecting roads.

2.4 PORTLAND STATE POPULATION ESTIMATES
Portland State University’s Population Research Center provides annual population estimates for Oregon
counties, cities and towns. The relevant 2016 certified population estimates compared to 2015
estimates are as detailed in Table 2-11.
Table 2-11. Certified Population Estimates
Certified Population
Place
Estimate July 1,
2016
Oregon
4,076,350
Deschutes County
176,635
Bend
83,500

Certified Population
Estimate July 1,
2015
4,013,845
170,740
81,310

Population Change
2015-16

Percent Change
2015-16

62,505
5,895
2,190

1.6%
3.5%
2.6%

2.5 BEND SAFETY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN: EXISTING CONDITIONS, OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES
This plan identifies existing conditions and provides an assessment of pedestrian crossing opportunities
and challenges along several roadway corridors in Bend. Relevant to the Parkway Study are the findings
along 3rd Street between Greenwood Avenue and Murphy Road. Opportunities and challenges identified
in the study area include:
•

The existing center turn lane provides the opportunity for median refuge islands to break up the
ﬁve lane crossing of 3rd Street. This would make crossings easier for all users, including children,
elderly, and disabled populations.
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•

•
•
•
•

This former state highway can be considered for a lane reconﬁguration. This would simplify
pedestrian crossings and allow for the addition of buffered bike lanes, which would address the
high number of bicycle crashes on this corridor.
Existing bus stops provide logical crossing locations.
Bus stops can be relocated closer to adjacent intersections.
Wide curb radii on both corners of Greenwood Ave allow motorists to take right turns at higher
speeds where they may fail to notice crossing pedestrians or bicyclists.
There are numerous curb cuts and driveways along the corridor.

2.6 PARKWAY AGREEMENTS
There are numerous established agreements between federal, state, county, city and the railroads that
formally describe the management responsibilities of each agency. While some are less critical to this
study, such as landscape maintenance responsibilities, others are critical to the everyday operations of
the Parkway. The most relevant agreements are summarized, below.
2.6.1 Access Management Agreement 10167
This is a cooperative policy to manage access to Principal Arterial standards on the Bend Parkway and
obligates the city and county to follow policy in land use decisions. ODOT has review and approval
authority over all traffic control facilities or access designs on the Bend Parkway.
Road approaches shall be designed and constructed to standards described in the Highway Design
Manual, the 1984 AASHTO policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, Oregon administrative
Rules 764 Division 50, as well as local laws on access and land use. These standards address driveway
width, site distance, turning radii, etc. In addition, the following standards shall apply (with minimal
exceptions) to future private road approaches:
•
•
•

The minimum distance between adjacent private road approaches shall be 150 feet.
The minimum distance between any private road approach and a public street or road
intersection shall be 300 feet.
The minimum distance between any private road approach and the beginning or ending point
of an interchange ramp shall be such that it will not adversely affect the operation of the ramp,
as determined by the State.

2.6.2 Cooperative Improvement Agreement 11732: Preliminary Engineering and Construction Finance
This agreement established the agreement between the City, County and State to construct the Bend
Parkway. The agreement details how land transfers would be executed. It was originally established in
June of 1993. Several amendments have occurred over time:
•
•
•
•

Amendment 1, 1994: Obligated the County to improve frontage road between Butler Market
Road and Addison St.
Amendment 2, 1994: Further obligates the County to install a signal at Butler Market Rd.
Amendment 3, 1998: Amendments to boiler plate language, among other minor changes.
Amendment 4, 2000: Details construction and jurisdictional responsibilities. Connections,
Colorado Interchange, access road jurisdiction, maintenance and ownership of local roads.
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•

•

Relinquishment Deed, 2007: State relinquish to the City its right, title and interest in the
connecting streets for portions of right-of-way between SW Taft Ave. and SW Roosevelt Ave.
(11,300 sq. ft.) for public road purposes only.
AR 723 – Relinquishment Deed: ODOT relinquishes its interest in Robal Lane to the city and
county.

2.6.3 Jurisdictional Transfer Agreement 712
This 2003 transfer agreement formally transfers the Third Street right-of-way, maintenance and repair
responsibilities, and liability to the City from the intersection of Greenwood Avenue, south to its
intersection with the Parkway. This agreement formally renames the section of roadway “US 97
Business.” A subsequent amendment removed the south end of Third Street from the state highway
system.
2.6.4 Construction/Maintenance Agreement 1431
This 1997 agreement between ODOT and the BNSF Railway allows for the relocation of a BNSF train
depot, track, and facilities. This will enable ODOT to eliminate an at-grade crossings and construct a new
highway overcrossing. This also establishes an agreement for ODOT to acquire roadway easements and
property from BNSF.
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3 NORTH PARKWAY
The North portion of the Parkway Plan study area is between Tumalo Road and Empire Avenue.
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3.1 NE BEND TRANSPORTATION STUDY, 2009
The NE Bend Transportation Study, led by the City of Bend, was an umbrella effort to coordinate
transportation system planning, land use planning, and project development work in the north‐east part
of the City of Bend led by either ODOT, City of Bend, Deschutes County or the Bend MPO, but involved
two or more of them for coordination purposes. The investigation identified strategies to support better
use of the local (i.e., non‐highway) transportation system for shorter distance travel and decrease local
trip reliance on the state highways. Ongoing and previous projects were identified within the study are
shown in Figure 5 and listed in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Ongoing & Previous Projects in NE Bend
Lead Agency
Ongoing & Previous Projects
City of Bend
• City of Bend Transportation System Plan (TSP) Updates
• Bend UGB Expansion Study
• Juniper Ridge Master Plan
• US 97/Cooley Road Mid-Term Improvement Study
• Juniper Ridge Employment District Special Planned Area (SPA) & TPR Analysis
ODOT
• US 97 & US 20 Refinement Plan
• US 97 North Corridor Study
Deschutes County • Deschutes County TSP
Bend MPO
• MPO updates to the Regional Transportation Plan
Figure 5. NE Bend Transportation Study Area
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The study identified a set of common transportation planning principles, context assumptions, and
evaluation criteria. Next, the study developed a range of transportation system alternatives and
evaluated them by the evaluation criteria. Ultimately, the plan presents a list of key conclusions and
recommendations. The package of “most promising” strategies identified through this study relevant to
the Bend Parkway Plan are listed in the bullets, below. Supplemental notes are provided in italics, if
relevant information is summarized elsewhere in this Summary Report.
•

•

•
•

Identifying, and committing to, feasible Transportation Demand Management and
Transportation System Management policies at a regional level (see section 0, Deschutes County
ITS Plan, and section 2.3.1.5, the summary of the Bend MPO Chapter 9, Transportation System
Management, for more )
Enhancing local roadways to provide attractive alternatives to highway routes for local trips.
Two strategies that showed benefit at a high level included:
o Enhancing local roadways that connect to, and/or parallel, the highways.
o Identifying a new north‐south arterial corridor through NE Bend in the general vicinity of
18th Street.
 To have benefit, the N‐S arterial needs to tie to US 97 at a northern interchange
location and be further west than Deschutes Market Road as that is too far east
to draw a lot of traffic from US 97.
 This connection could be created using 18th Street but it doesn’t have to be
restricted to that alignment if subsequent detailed work shows another location
is preferable.
 Developing two parallel corridors (such as 18th Street and Purcell Boulevard) is
another possible option for creating this connection.
• Two parallel corridors could provide redundancy in the system and
allow for two smaller roads as opposed to one larger road.
 Further details about location and character of the connection (or connections)
will be evaluated as part of the Juniper Ridge TPR work and associated efforts.
Providing additional east‐west crossings of the highways at strategic locations to complement
interchange locations.
Providing strategic connections from the local system to the state highways. These should be
spaced at about one mile intervals and connect to key non‐highway routes.

3.2 US 97 BEND NORTH CORRIDOR PROJECT FEIS, 2014
ODOT, in coordination with Deschutes County and the City of Bend undertook the US 97 Bend North
Corridor Project. This project would improve an approximate 6-mile corridor on US 97 in Deschutes
County, Oregon between the Deschutes Market Road/Tumalo Junction interchange and the Empire
Avenue interchange to address congestion, traffic flow, and safety on this highway corridor. A number
of alternatives were studied to develop a project that is achievable within a 20-year funding period.
The preferred alternative would reroute US 97 east of its current alignment, adjacent to the existing
railroad tracks. Where US 97 is realigned, the current US 97 roadway would be used as a portion of the
extension of 3rd Street. Within the City of Bend UGB, jurisdiction over this converted segment of US 97
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is proposed to be transferred to the City of Bend. ODOT would retain jurisdiction of the newly realigned
portion of US 97.
US 97 would connect to 3rd Street at a signalized intersection. The design would also include enhanced
pedestrian and bicycle improvements, design improvements for Empire Avenue, and a signalized
intersection at 3rd Street and Mervin Sampels Road.
The following chart compares the preferred alternative to not building this project in terms of relevant
traffic related long term impacts:
No Build Alternative
12 intersections below operational standards (2—US
97, 4—US 20, 6— local road system) due to increased
congestion during peak periods
n/a
15 intersections blocked by queues
5 mph overall average network speed
66,100 overall network stops
4,700 hours overall network delay
5,300 hours overall network travel time.

Preferred Alternative
5 intersections below operational standards (1—US 97,
3—US 20, 1—local road system)
2 US 97 mainline and merge/diverge/weave segments
over standards
0 intersections blocked by queues
19 mph overall average network speed
35,500 overall network stops
1,100 hours overall network delay
1,900 hours overall network travel time

3.3 BEND NORTH AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY
Once ODOT finalized the FEIS for the US 97 Bend North Corridor Project, the MPO, City, and ODOT
recognized that additional detail was needed to identify how the long- and mid-term improvements
could be prioritized, funded, and ultimately constructed in a way that builds toward or directly
implements the established long-term vision. The Bend North Area Transportation Study (BNATS)
planning effort evaluated 18 concepts for improving connectivity, safety, operations, and system
management in the Bend North area. 2 The study team also developed criteria to evaluate these
concepts’ effectiveness based on the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Route Choices
Connectivity
Safety
Balanced System Flow
Multimodal System
Do Not “Preclude”
Maximize Investment Value
Respects Community, Natural, and Financial Constraints

Based on the evaluation, 13 potentially viable concepts were identified to address near- and mediumterm needs. Some of the concepts could be implemented independently or in phases, while others will
be more effective when combined and/or phased with other concepts. The near-term concepts and
The future volumes used in this study were based on an older version of the Bend MPO model then the one used
for the more recent Bend UGB analysis. The more recent travel demand model analysis indicated lower traffic
volumes in the BNATS study area, particularly on Highway 20.

2
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phasing considerations are shown in Table E2, and medium-term concepts are summarized in Table E2
through E6.
Table 3-2. Package A (US 97 Corridor North and Western Triangle) Concepts and Phasing
Concept
Type
Description
Cost1
Notes
Analysis shows that US 97/Cooley Road will be the
first intersection to exceed capacity as the
surrounding area develops. This project provides
US 97/Cooley Road:
modest safety and capacity benefits, and the
1A
Capacity
Remove split
$200K
change in phasing will allow better coordination
phasing
with the signal at Robal Road. The City and ODOT
may also consider alternative mobility targets at
this location.
This project also provides modest safety and
US 97/Robal Road:
capacity benefits, and the change in phasing will
Remove Split
allow better coordination with the signal at Cooley
2A
Capacity
Phasing and add
$400K
Road. The northbound left turn storage can be
second eastbound
increased as part of this project, or later as part of
left
3C. The City and ODOT may also consider
alternative mobility targets at this location.
Transit Connectivity/
Co-located major transit stop and park-and-ride
Location
13
Transit/TDM
$250K
central to Triangle with strong bicycle and
Improvements Near
pedestrian connections.
Robal/Hunnell
Creates multimodal grid within the triangle with
many route choices, connecting destinations and
reducing dependence on arterial system.
Connectivity in the largely undeveloped western
Connectivity Within
11
Connectivity
section of the triangle is assumed to be
$2.1M
Triangle
implemented with new development. This project
focuses on a new north-south connection north of
Robal Road and a new east-west connection south
of Lowe’s.
Can be implemented in three stages with various
sub-options:
(1) Extend the northbound left-turn storage bay to
US 97/Nels
reduce the likelihood of queue spillover.
Anderson Place:
(2) Close existing northbound left access at US
Left-Turn Access
Est.
3C
Safety
97/Nels Anderson Place retaining the access as
Restrictions and
$300K
Right-in, Right-out only.
Related
(3) Consider the viability and impact of alternate
Improvements
routes to the Robal Road traffic signal or into the
mall available from US 20, Robal Road, Nels
Anderson (east).
Enhance Signal Ahead signage, auxiliary signal
heads, and other driver awareness treatments at
Rear-End Crash
15
Safety
$400K
the US 97/Cooley Road and US 97/Robal Road
Mitigation
intersections
Total Cost
$4.6M
1

Costs shown are for planning purposes only. Costs exclude right-of-way, utility relocation, and other details.
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Table 3-3. Package B (US 20 Corridor North) Concepts and Phasing
Concept
Type
Description
Cost1
Notes
This concept addresses significant future delay at
US 20/Cooley
the Cooley Road approach to this unsignalized
Capacity and
Road:
6
intersection while maintaining high levels of safety.
$5.5M
Safety
Roundabout or
ODOT preference to evaluate a roundabout due to
Traffic Signal
better safety, will require freight coordination.
This concept closes the intersection’s west leg,
allowing the center turn lane to be used for a twostage left turn from Old Bend-Redmond Highway
onto US 20 toward Bend. Concept 5A should be
US 20/Old Bendimplemented after Concept 6, as the reduced delay
5A
Safety
Redmond
$80K
on Cooley Road approaches to US 20 will benefit
Highway
trips that can no longer use Old Bend-Redmond
Highway to access US 20. Would require a
Deschutes County TSP amendment and may
require other improvements to accommodate
rerouted traffic.
Extend the multiThis multiuse pathway allows cyclists to cross at
use pathway
the US 20/Cooley intersection and proceed north
16
Connectivity
$275K
from Cooley to
to the Old Redmond-Bend Highway. Should be
Old Redmondconstructed with 5A.
Bend
Total Cost
$5.9M
1

Costs shown are for planning purposes only. Costs exclude right-of-way, utility relocation, and other details.

Table 3-4. Package C (West of US 20) Concepts and Phasing
Concept
Type
Description
Cost1

4

7

Connectivity/
Capacity

Signal or
Roundabout at OB
Riley/Empire

$2M

Connectivity/
Capacity

US 20/Robal Road:
Add West Leg
(Britta Extension),
Roundabout or
Signal

$5.5M
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Notes
This concept addresses capacity needs at OB
Riley Road/Empire Avenue, particularly for the
stop-controlled westbound movement on
Empire Avenue. Improving flow for this
movement will help manage queuing that may
impact other network connectivity
improvements west of US 20. Requires
realignment.
Concept 7 extends Britta Street west of US 20,
setting the stage for the new connections and
related travel patterns in Concept 12. The
concept is unlikely to improve operations at US
20/Robal Road, but will reduce dependence on
US 20. It will also provide a bicycle and
pedestrian connection into the retail area.
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Concept

Type

Description

Cost1

12

Connectivity

Connectivity
Southwest of the
Triangle

$6.9M

Safety

US 20/Jamison St:
Access Closure or
restriction

$50K

8

Total Cost
1

Notes
The following priorities can be implemented as
follows:
(1) Complete the Britta Street to US 20/Robal
Road connection
(2) Extend a connection from the north end of
Jamison Street to Britta Street, creating new
circulation for trips affected by Concept 8
(3) Complete the Halfway Road extension
between Jamison and OB Riley.
(4) Extend Robal Road to OB Riley Road
(pending review of environmental issues).
The recommendation for this concept is to
convert the Jamison Street access to rightin/right-out only. New connections (Concept
12) to the Robal Road extension (Concept 7)
must be in place before Concept 8 is
implemented.

$14.4M

Costs shown are for planning purposes only. Costs exclude right-of-way, utility relocation, and other details.

Table 3-5. Package D (South of Triangle) Concepts and Phasing
Concept

Type

10

Capacity

3rd Street (US
20)/Empire Avenue:
Additional
Southbound Left
Turn

9

Capacity

US 97
Southbound/Empire
Avenue: Signal

Total Cost
1

Description

Cost1

$1.3M

$550K

Notes
Concept 10 should be implemented before Concept
9. Concept 10 should be phased as follows:
(1) Improve Mervin Sampels Road and add a signal at
the 3rd Street/Mervin Sampels Road intersection
(2) Modify Nels Anderson Road to right-in/right-out
access at 3rd Street
(3) Close access on south side of Empire Avenue 200
feet west of 3rd Street
(4) Modify 3rd Street/Empire Avenue to provide
second southbound left turn lane and second
receiving lane on east leg of intersection
This concept would require coordination with
affected properties and additional review.
After Concept 10 is implemented, the second
receiving lane from 3rd Street/Empire Avenue can be
extended eastbound to the US 97
Southbound/Empire Avenue intersection. This
second lane will carry through US 97
Southbound/Empire Avenue, creating additional
capacity benefits when Concept 9, which signalizes
the intersection, is implemented.
This concept would require coordination with
affected properties and additional review.

$1.9M

Costs shown are for planning purposes only. Costs exclude right-of-way, utility relocation, and other details.
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3.4 JUNIPER RIDGE
Juniper Ridge is 1,500 acres of City-owned land bounded generally by US 97 to the west, Cooley Road to
the south, Deschutes Market Road to the east, and the Tumalo Road interchange with US 97 to the
north, as shown on Figure 6. The master plan was drafted in 2007 and updated in 2008. It builds on
years of planning studies by the City, MPO and ODOT. The summaries below all relate to the specific
planning and policy efforts for Juniper Ridge.
Figure 6. Juniper Ridge Master Plan Study Area

3.4.1 Juniper Ridge Master Plan, 2008
In 2005 the City of Bend issued a Request for Qualifications to prepare a master plan for Juniper Ridge
that built upon years of work by the city, consultants, and interested citizens. The design of Juniper
Ridge is inspired by the principles of smart growth. The plan acknowledges that well-designed
transportation system is critical to supporting many of these smart growth principles. One goal of the
plan is to minimize impacts to US 97 and maximize local road connectivity. In addition, Juniper Ridge was
designed to limit vehicular trips production, which is anticipated to minimize the number of automobiles
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Juniper Ridge could add to US 97 and the Bend Parkway. Connections to north-south roadways such as
Deschutes Market Road and 8th Street are intended to create attractive alternatives to US 97.
Residential and business traffic would use one of three US 97 interchanges for access to and from
Juniper Ridge:
•
•
•

Deschutes Junction,
A planned new interchange on US 97 between Deschutes Market Road, and
Empire Boulevard, and Cooley Road interchange.

These three interchanges are planned for improvements that will be coordinated with the future
infrastructure improvements associated with the US 97 North Corridor Project.
3.4.2 Juniper Ridge Urban Renewal Plan, 2005
In 2005, the City of Bend adopted the Juniper Ridge Urban Renewal Plan to guide and facilitate
development within the urban renewal area (URA), shown on Figure 7. Relevant projects included in
URA-A include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highway 97 Interchange and Intersection Improvements
Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) Railroad Grade Separation (Cooley Road)
Cooley Road Widening, Realignment and Improvements
Roundabouts on Cooley
Cooley Road Extension
Linear Trail/ Greenway Network which may include pedestrian pathways, recreational trails and
greenway buffers along the area’s western edge (to protect lands along the COID canal).

Relevant projects that can be undertaken in URA-B include:
•
•

Cooley Road Upgrade
Bicycle Lane Improvements, including planned bike lanes on Cooley Road (Hwy 20 to Highway
97), Hunnell Road (Robal Lane to Cooley Road) and Robal Lane (Hwy 20 to Highway 97).
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Figure 7. Juniper Ridge Urban Renewal Area

3.4.3 Juniper Ridge IGA, 2010
An IGA was agreed to between ODOT and the City of Bend to support the zone change for employment
within a portion of URA-A. The zone change allows the city to rezone 256.2 acres of land from Urban
Area Reserve (UAR) to Light Industrial (LI). This zone change will have significant effects on the planned
and existing transportation facilities in the region. The agreement sets for a Vehicle Trip Limit for peak
hour trips generated from the employment sub-district to 2,220 peak hour trips (between 4pm and
6pm). The city and ODOT developed a comprehensive mitigation strategy that includes land use
measures, transportation demand measures and transportation improvements to local and state
highway facilities to mitigate the significant effect of the zone change and avoid exceeding the Vehicle
Trip Limit. With this IGA, the city and ODOT committed to the transportation improvements listed in
Table 3-6 at a shared cost of $53,360,000.
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Table 3-6. Transportation Improvements to Achieve Vehicle Trip Limit
PM Peak
Hour Trips

700

600

500

340

Mitigation Improvement
Empire Avenue/18th Street
Roundabout
Empire/US 97 Northbound Ramp
Terminal
Empire/US 97 Southbound Ramp
Terminal (Third Street to US 97)

Total Cost

City Funded
US 97
Local

ODOT
Funded

$4,000,000

$0

$4,000,000

$0

$1,600,000

$1,600,000

$0

$0

$3,600,000

$3,600,000

$0

$0

US 97/Cooley Road Improvements

$30,000,000

$11,385,000

$0

$18,615,000

US 97/Robal Road Improvements

$1,5000,000

$492,600

$0

$1,007,400

$10,000

$3,284

$0

$6,716

$4,400,000

$0

$4,400,000

$0

$3,250,000

$1,316,250

$0

$1,933,750

$5,000,000

$0

$5,000,000

$0

US 97 Raised Median – Nels Anderson
Place
18th Street Corridor Improvements
Cooley to Empire – 3 lanes
US 97 SB auxiliary Lane – Empire
Avenue to Butler Market Road
Purcell Street Extension – Cooley to
Yeoman
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4 CENTRAL PARKWAY
The Central portion of the Parkway Plan study area is between Empire Avenue and Reed Market Road.
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4.1 EMPIRE AVENUE EXTENSION, 2006
The City of Bend initiated the Empire Avenue Extension study to identify traffic operations, safety and
other transportation system issues associated with extending Empire Avenue east between 18th Street
and 27th Street. The study identified short-term improvement needs as well as longer term travel needs.
The recommendations are as follows:
•

•
•

•

Initial extension of Empire Avenue should be one lane in each direction, with left turn lanes at
the intersections with Purcell Boulevard and Butler market Road. The study found that the
street would need to be widened to two travel lanes by 2021. Ultimately, the road should be
consistent with the Major Arterial Street classification standards.
Traffic signal and roundabout options are presented for Butler Market Road, Purcell Boulevard,
and 18th Street intersections.
There are three properties that will need local access to the Empire Avenue extension: Pine
Nursery Park, Trinity Lutheran Church, and a city-owned property that will ultimately be a singlefamily housing subdivision.
Empire Avenue must accommodate pedestrian and bicycle circulation with buffered sidewalks
and on-street bicycle lanes, built to ADA standards. The extension should also accommodate
access to and from the proposed multi-use trail to the pedestrian and bicycle facilities on Empire
Avenue.

4.2 BEND CENTRAL WESTSIDE PLAN, 2016
In 2016, the City of Bend adopted the Bend Central Westside Plan (CWP). The objective of the CWP is to
create a future land use and transportation vision for Bend’s central west side in response to on-going
development and transportation issues in the study area. The study area was bounded by Portland
Avenue to the north, 19th Street and the Deschutes River to the east, the Deschutes River and West
Ridge Avenue to the south, and a boundary roughly at NW Skyliner Summit Loop to the west. The study
area for the Transportation network took a larger look at major corridors in the city. The study identified
a preferred land use plan, transportation performance measures and a list of transportation projects
and policies for the area.
The study revealed that there is need for enhanced east-west multi-modal connection under the Bend
Parkway just south of the Colorado and Arizona couplet at Aune Street. This will provide an alternative
route to 3rd Street and the Old Mill District. Next steps include the establishment of:
•
•
•
•
•

policy and code language;
transportation overlay district/area to fund and build the improvements;
implementation of land use changes;
conduct studies for Columbia/Street/Harmon Blvd., and Portland, Simpson, and Chandler
avenues; and
on-going community dialog.

4.3 BEND CENTRAL DISTRICT MULTIMODAL MIXED USE AREA PLAN, 2014
The City of Bend’s Central District Multimodal Mixed-Use Area (MMA) Plan focuses specifically on an
area between the Bend Parkway and 4th Street and between approximately Revere and Burnside
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Avenues. The intent of the MMA designation is to help revitalize and facilitate future redevelopment in
the area to create a vibrant district. The Central District MMA recommends:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

1st street to be a combination of light industrial, residential, commercial uses with up to 6 or 8
story structures, allowing for significant redevelopment.
2nd Street provides for a mix of small-scale retail, office and residential uses. It will likely
experience significant redevelopment of higher residential densities.
3rd Street is home to many larger scale commercial uses today and these will likely remain into
the future. However, there may be a transition toward a mix of commercial, retail and
residential in the southern portion close to downtown.
4th Street will be primarily residential with some mix of office and ground floor retail. Building
height is limited to three stories to transition to lower density residential development to the
east.
East-west streets of Greenwood and Franklin will primarily be commercial or offices, other less
used east-west streets will be a mix of residential and small-scale retail/commercial uses.
The north-south streets and Greenwood and Franklin are major streets and will be enhanced
with bicycle, pedestrian and transit connections.
The plan calls for new or enhanced bike and pedestrian facility under crossings below US 97
particularly at Hawthorne Avenue and Franklin Avenue
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5 SOUTH PARKWAY
The South portion of the Parkway Plan study area is between Reed Market Road and just south of Baker
Road.
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5.1 REED MARKET INTERSECTION EVALUATION, 2012
The City of Bend developed this plan to identify recommended lane configuration and intersection
traffic control that would accommodate future year 2030 traffic demand along Reed Market Road
between American Lane and 15th Street, east of the Parkway. The plan recommends the following:
•

•
•

Construct traffic signals at the intersections of:
o SE Reed Market Road/American Lane
o SE Reed Market Road/SE 9th Street
Realign American Lane where it crosses the Central Oregon Irrigation District canal
approximately 250 feet west (consistent with the Reed Market Corridor Plan).
Construct a multi-lane roundabout at SE Reed Market Road/SE 15th Street

Phasing options are identified for each of the recommended projects, if needed. Below is a list of other
design considerations for these improvements that are relevant to this study.
•

•

•
•

•
•

Design for emergency response vehicles should be incorporated at all intersections. All traffic
signals should be equipped with emergency vehicle pre-emption and the roundabout should
allow for an ambulance and a hook/ladder fire truck to stay in-lane for all approaches and exits.
Sidewalk should be provided along both sides of SE Reed Market Road, American Lane, SE 9th
Street, and SE 15th Street within the project limits. Sidewalks and curb ramps should be
constructed per ADA requirements all on quadrants of all intersections.
Bicyclists should be accommodated along all roadways and intersections to provide system
connectivity.
An advanced warning system which informs the public via message signs should be provided
with advanced information about trains approaching the railroad crossing on SE Reed Market
Road between American Lane and SE 9th Street. Advance warning devices could be located at SE
Reed Market Road/SE 3rd Street and SE Reed Market Road/SE 15th Street.
Communications infrastructure (conduit) should be provided between the railroad and adjacent
traffic signals and train advanced warning system.
The traffic signals at SE Reed Market Road/American Lane and SE Reed Market/SE 9th Street
should feature heavy rail preemption.

5.2 SOUTH BEND PARKWAY REFINEMENT PLAN, 2004
ODOT in coordination with the City of Bend prepared the South Bend Parkway Refinement Study
(SBPRS) in 2004. The SBPRS study area encompasses City of Bend and State of Oregon transportation
facilities, located near the south city limits (SCL) of Bend, Oregon. The study area extends from just
north of Powers Road to just south of the Baker Road interchange with U.S. 97and extends from
Brookswood Avenue on the west to Parrell Road on the east. U.S. 97 is the highest volume north-south
highway in Central Oregon, and is designated an expressway as well as being the primary truck route.
The purpose of the refinement study is to help develop a detailed improvement and management plan
for this section of the Bend Parkway.
Twelve transportation options were developed to address the problems at the at-grade intersections on
the Bend Parkway and south on U.S. 97. The 12 options and a no-build option were evaluated against
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established performance requirements. The evaluation identified one recommended option that
included the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Construct a diamond-style interchange at Powers Road;
Close the Badger Road connection to the Parkway;
Restrict or close the Pinebrook Boulevard connection;
Murphy Road realigned to the south and connected to Brookswood Boulevard;
Romaine Village Way connection removed from U.S. 97;
Ponderosa Avenue / China Hat Road intersection converted to right-in/right-out with
acceleration lanes;
Brookswood Blvd. widened to four lanes through the study area;
Powers Road widened to four lanes between Brookswood Blvd and Third Street.
A north-south frontage road west of the Bend Parkway connecting the Murphy Road extension
to Romaine Village Way and Ponderosa Avenue. This roadway may also be extended to Baker
Road in the future.
A southbound connection from the Parkway to a frontage road, which connects the extension of
Murphy Road with Romaine Village Way and Ponderosa Avenue.
A northbound connection from Third Street to the Parkway via a loop ramp south of Murphy
Road.

5.3 MURPHY CORRIDOR REFINEMENT PLAN, 2008
The City of Bend prepared the Murphy Corridor Refinement Plan identify key transportation issues and
solutions along the Murphy Road corridor in southern Bend. The plan explored extending Murphy Road
to the east to 15th Street or 27th Street as well as opportunities for multimodal design improvements
along the existing segment of Murphy Road.
Figure 8. Murphy Crossing Study Area
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US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 1: Summary of Existing Plans & Agreements
The study made the following recommendations:
•

•

Improve the existing section of Murphy Road within the existing right-of-way with a third lane,
on-street bicycle lanes and sidewalks. Install either roundabouts or signal stop control
intersections along the corridor at Parrell Road, County Club Road, and Brosterhous Road.
Extend Murphy Road east to 15th Street with a bridge over the railroad tracks. The cross-section
would be a width of 80-feet and include a center lane, a travel lane in each direction, bicycle
lanes, planter strips and sidewalks on each side of the street.

5.4 MURPHY CROSSING URBAN RENEWAL PLAN, 2008
In 2008, the City of Bend adopted the Murphy Crossing Urban Renewal Plan (URP) to guide and facilitate
development within the 230 acre urban renewal area (URA), shown on Figure 9. The area is in the
vicinity of the southern convergence of the Bend Parkway and Southeast 3rd Street. The south westerly
portion of the Area encompasses the Murphy Crossing Refinement Plan area and the north easterly
portion includes part of the Southeast 3rd Street commercial corridor. The URP was developed to
implement study decisions identified between 2001, with the initiation of the South Bend Parkway
Refinement Study, through the 2008 Murphy Corridor Refinement Plan.
URA transportation projects were listed in priority order to include:
1. Local Streets West of Bend Parkway: The local streets west of the Bend Parkway include Murphy
Road from the overpass (see project 2 below) west to the Brookswood Road roundabout and a
new street from the central roundabout north to Murphy Road.
2. Murphy Overcrossing of Parkway: This includes an overpass on Murphy Road and a realignment
of Murphy Road east of Parkway and a new street from Ponderosa Road north to the central
roundabout.
3. Frontage Road(s): This improvement includes construction of Frontage Road from Murphy Road
north to Pinebrook Road and from Pinebrook Road north to Badger Road.
4. Parkway Improvements: Parkway improvements include a 3rd Street flyover ramp (a ramp
which goes over the top of the Parkway), a southbound off ramp and a northbound on ramp
5. 3rd Street Corridor Improvements:
a. 3rd Street improvements from Pinebrook Road to Powers Road consist of streetscape
improvements including sidewalks, landscaping, parking bays, median treatments and
street lighting.
b. Intersection improvements at 3rd Street and Powers Road and streetscape
improvements including street lighting, sidewalks, bike lanes, landscape strips.
c. Intersection improvements at Powers/Parrell/Chase roads and improvements to the
street connections to city standards from Chase Road to Brosterhous Road.
d. Improvements to Parrell Road from Chase Road to Murray Road to modernize Parrell
Road and meet city standards.
6. Murphy Road Overcrossing: The Murphy Road overcrossing from Brosterhous Road to 15th
Street consists of constructing a three lane bridge over the Burlington Northern Santa Fe
Railroad tracks including a roundabout intersection improvement at Brosterhous Road and 15th
Street.
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Figure 9. Murphy Crossing Urban Renewal Area
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US 97 Parkway Plan, Survey Summary
October 24, 2018 – DRAFT

Overview
The primary purpose of the survey was to obtain public feedback to confirm the findings in the US 97 Parkway
Study Existing Conditions Report and to gather public feedback on elements that will inform discussion of a
Parkway Plan Vision Statement at upcoming Sounding Board, Technical Advisory Committee, and Policy Board
meetings.
The survey also included several questions intended to gather feedback and identify possible improvements to
bicycle and pedestrian routes adjacent to the Parkway.
A link to the online survey was advertised via direct email on September 7, 2018. The link was distributed to the
Bend MTP/TSP Interested Parties list, all Bend neighborhood associations, Sounding Board membership, and the
Metropolitan Planning Organization interested parties list. The link was also shared via a press release and was the
subject of an article in the Bend Bulletin.

Feedback Summary
As of October 9, the survey had received 1,799 responses. Nearly 90% of participants indicated that they were
Bend residents who use the Parkway multiple times per week or more. Most respondents reported regularly
accessing the Parkway from Empire Blvd, Revere Ave, Colorado Ave, Reed Market Rd, and Powers Rd. While most
respondents indicated that they usually get around using a car (alone or with others), roughly a third also reported
walking and/or riding bikes.
Existing Conditions
Questions about existing conditions were broken down by northern, central, and southern segments. Respondents
in the northern segment reported the most concerns about traffic congestion as well as concerns with the number
and timing of traffic signals impeding the flow of traffic. Respondents in the central segment (between Empire Ave.
and Reed Market Rd) reported merging traffic as their most significant concern and reported the highest levels of
concern about speeding. Traffic issues in the southern segment (south of Reed Market Rd) were present but less
severe than in the central and northern segments. Traffic signals were the most frequently mentioned problem in
this segment, though they were not as significant of a concern as in the northern segment.
Respondents were asked for feedback about the performance of seven key intersections under study. Roughly half
of respondents reported that they “always” or “usually” encounter safety or mobility problems at each of the
study intersections listed in the north and central segments, with fewer safety and mobility problems associated
with the intersections in the southern segment. Hawthorne Avenue elicited the highest levels of concern of any
intersection under study.
A high number of respondents consistently rated the lack of comfortable walking, bicycling, and crossing options
on the Parkway as “always a problem” and a significant number of commenters repeatedly called for removing
bicycle and pedestrian facilities from the Parkway altogether because they feel that they are unsafe, unused, or
because they were negatively impact the flow of vehicle traffic. Many respondents who identified as bike users
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also supported the idea of creating new separated bike and walking facilities, as they find many of the existing
alternatives to the Parkway to be impractical, unsafe, or inaccessible.
Vision
Respondents were asked to provide feedback on “Vision Elements” that will inform the development of a Vision
Statement. While a majority of respondents supported each of the Elements as stated, many open ended
comments seemed to express confusion about how a vision statement would be used. Comment themes related
to the Vision Elements included: using more aspirational language and a shorter timeframe; clarifying ambiguous
terms; and incorporating more specific and prescriptive solutions (see below).
Respondents expressed concerns about changes that would:
•
•
•
•

reduce the ability of local traffic to use the Parkway;
negatively impact downtown because of reduced access;
allow unsafe bicycle and pedestrian facilities on and along the Parkway; or
further inhibit the flow of traffic.

Some respondents were skeptical that there are or will ever be viable alternatives to using the Parkway, or that
the parallel (local) system can support demand.
Solutions
Although not specifically solicited, respondents recommended a number of solutions throughout the survey that
they felt would help address traffic and mobility issues. The most common recommendations included: formally
designating the Parkway as a higher speed limited access freeway; removing stop signals from parkway; creating a
separate bypass to allow through-traffic to travel around the city; removing bicycle and pedestrian facilities from
the Parkway altogether; and providing over- or under-crossings to facilitate east-west travel for cars, bikes, and
pedestrians. Respondents also provided various site-specific recommendations to lengthen turn lanes and merging
lanes.
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Survey Questions
Q1: What are your concerns about the NORTHERN section of the US 97 Parkway (north of Empire Ave.)?
1,793 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Traffic congestion was described as the most significant issue in the northern section, with over 75%
of respondents describing it as “always” or “usually” a problem. Less than 1% of respondents were “unsure” about
traffic congestion in this section. Of the three segments, the northern segment had the highest perceived problem
with traffic signals, with 69% reporting that they are “always” or “usually” a problem. Concerns about crossing,
walking, or biking along the Parkway were polarized, with the majority of respondents either feeling that these
issues are “always a problem” or else being “not sure”.
Are there other significant issues in this section?
632 respondents provided follow-up information.

•
•
•

•

•

•

152 comments concerned biking and/or walking. Most of these comments described the dangerous
conditions on the Parkway and/or the need to separate people who ride bicycles and walk from vehicles.
111 comments were addressed traffic signals, with most respondents indicating that they felt the signals
were responsible for creating delays and congestion and should be removed.
97 respondents commented on speed. While some felt that the speed limits in this segment should be
increased, others thought that speeds should be lowered because merging lanes are too short and it is
dangerous to have merge with high-speed traffic. Respondents noted that few drivers observe the posted
45 MPH speed limit and most drive closer to 60 MPH. Drivers also cited lax enforcement of existing speed
limits.
89 comments referred to merging and turn lanes. Many noted to the problems with left-hand turn lanes
feeling unsafe, creating conflicts with fast-moving traffic, and causing delays. Merging lanes were
generally perceived as too short. Additional right-turn exit lanes were called for at some locations.
65 comments referred to shopping center and commercial development access. Access is often difficult
and turning traffic (particularly northbound traffic turning left) creates to backups on the Parkway. The
amount of development was described as problematic and a cause of congestion. There is an unsafe mix
of people who are slowing down and turning combined with people who want to move through quickly.
Recommended solutions tended to focus on adding a separate bypass, more capacity/lanes, adjustments
to signal timing or removing stoplights, lengthening merge lanes, and making better use of the roadway
median. Addressing the poor connection between US20 and US 97 was described as difficult and a reason
for backups and delays.
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Q2: How often do you encounter safety or mobility problems at this location?
1,770 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Half of respondents reported experiencing safety or mobility issues at Nels Anderson Place.
Are there other significant issues in this section?
An open ended comment option was not included for this location. The responses below are extracted from Question 1.

•
•

From US 97 northbound, turning east onto Nels Anderson is not as problematic as turning west into the
shopping area.
The northbound Nels Anderson left-turn pocket should be lengthened to prevent backups onto US 97.
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Q3: What do you feel are the most significant problems affecting the CENTRAL section of the US 97 Parkway
(between Empire Ave. and Reed Market Rd.)?
1,686 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Merging traffic was reported as usually or always a problem by 60% of respondents, and has some
of the lowest number of responses indicating that this is “never a problem” (5%). Traffic congestion and unsafe
speeds were also perceived as significant issues. As in the north section, concerns about crossing, walking, or
biking along the Parkway were polarized, with the majority of respondents either feeling that these issues are
“always a problem” or else being “not sure”.
Are there other significant issues in this section?
606 respondents provided follow-up information.

•

•

•

•

240 comments referred to exits, ramps, and access points. Existing entrances and merge lanes are
perceived as too short. Exits and off-ramps are perceived as having too few lanes and often back up onto
the Parkway. Many commenters noted frequent slowing and vehicle stopping associated with signalized
intersections and access points. Some comments perceived that it is more problematic to enter the
Parkway than to exit at these locations while others felt that slowing down traffic to turn off the Parkway
is also unsafe. Several noted that there are fewer northbound exits than southbound exits in this
segment.
185 comments referred to biking and/or walking. The majority of these comments referred high vehicle
speeds and the dangerous conditions on the Parkway and/or the need to separate people who ride
bicycles and walk from cars and vehicles. Several comments noted how the Parkway divides the City for all
modes, but particularly for bikes and pedestrians.
140 comments referred to vehicle speed. This section was perceived as particularly bad for speeding, with
several respondents noting that the design of this segment encourages faster driving. Many commenters
felt that the posted speed limits are too low. Enforcement of speed limits was cited as inconsistent.
120 comments specifically referred to merging with most noting that there is not enough merging
distance in this section and it is unsafe.
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Q4: How often do you encounter safety or mobility problems at the following locations?
1,671 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Roughly half of respondents reported safety and mobility issues at the specified locations.
Hawthorne Ave. was perceived as the most problematic out of all the intersections under study, with 53%
reporting that it is “always” or “usually” a problem.
Please describe any concerns or problems.
576 respondents provided follow-up information.

•

•

•

•

General Comments: Most respondents felt that these locations feel dangerous due to the sharp turn
required to access the Parkway and the limited acceleration and deceleration space available. While some
commenters favored closing these access points altogether, others raised concerns about impacts to
downtown businesses and to other already congested local streets or if these access points are changed.
Most agreed that safety related updates are needed. As in Question 3, many respondents reiterated
concerns about speeding vehicles contributing to making these exits unsafe. Traffic exiting the Parkway
was often described as less problematic than merging traffic.
Hawthorne (110 comments): Southbound access to the Parkway is problematic due to the sharp turn and
lack of merging/acceleration lane. There are often no breaks in traffic flow to allow safe merging. There
were a number of concerns that this street is an important exit from the Parkway and provides important
access to the downtown parking structure.
Lafayette (84 comments): Southbound access to the Parkway is difficult and unsafe due to the lack of
acceleration and deceleration lanes. While commenters agreed it is problematic, many noted that
Lafayette provides important access to downtown.
Truman (109 comments): Access to US 97 is problematic here due to a lack of acceleration or
deceleration lanes. Commenter also reported poor visibility when merging onto US 97. Truman provides
important access to the Old Mill.
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Q5: What do you feel are the most significant problems affecting the SOUTH section of the US 97 Parkway (south of
Reed Market Rd.)?
1,621 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: While still significant issues, traffic congestion, unsafe speeds, traffic signals, and merging were not
perceived as problematic in the south as in other segments. While slightly less polarized than in the north and
central segments, a majority of respondents still feel that crossing, walking, or biking along the Parkway in this
section is “always a problem” or are otherwise “not sure”.
Are there other significant issues in this section?
475 respondents provided follow-up information.

•

•

•

•

•

135 respondents referred to bicycle and/or pedestrian facilities in this segment. The vast majority of
these commenters felt that bike and pedestrian facilities are inappropriate on the Parkway, either
because they are unsafe or because these facilities slow down traffic.
108 commenters noted crosswalks. Many commenters felt that existing crossings are unsafe because
traffic is moving fast and/or does not stop, or that crosswalks are generally not appropriate on a Parkway.
Many called for over- or under-crossings as an alternative. Some commenters raised concerns about the
safety and effectiveness of the flashing lights at crosswalks, while others felt that the flashing beacons
have helped create safer crossing options.
116 comments mentioned traffic signals as problematic in this section. Many described stop lights as
incongruous with the Parkway as a “freeway”. The signal/intersection at Powers Rd was mentioned as
particularly problematic for creating congestion.
75 respondents referred to access issues at Murphy Road and south of Powers Road. Most concerns
noted the lack of a southbound exit and northbound on-ramp at Murphy Road and the general a lack of
southbound off-ramps after Powers Road.
51 respondents mentioned vehicle speed. Most commenters felt that current speeds are too low and
often poorly enforced.
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Q6: How often do you encounter safety or mobility problems at the following locations?
1,611 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Powers Road was perceived as “always” or “usually” a problem by the most respondents (42%). The
other locations identified in this segment were perceived as the least problematic out of all the intersections.
Please describe any concerns or problems.
270 respondents provided follow-up information.

•

•
•

•
•

General Comments: As in Question 5, many commenters expressed concerns about bike and pedestrian
facilities on the Parkway. As in other segments, commenters described the need for longer on and offramps and merge lanes due to vehicle speeds. Many raised concerns about the design of the Murphy
Road interchange and the lack of a southbound exit or northbound entrance there.
Reed Lane (24 comments): Some commenters perceived Reed Lane as little used and less of a problem at
this time, others felt it is unsafe due to the lack of an adequate deceleration and acceleration lane.
Powers (84 comments): Many commenters noted congestion problems at Powers Road. As in Question 5,
commenters felt that the traffic light at Powers is part of the problem. Several comments called for
developing a full interchange at Powers and providing an overcrossing for east-west traffic. Several
respondents noted sightline and visibility issues here, possibly due to the southwest jug-handle and the
location of a retaining wall.
Badger (16 comments): Commenters noted the lack of acceleration and deceleration lanes here, which
make the sharp turns on and off the Parkway dangerous when traffic is moving fast.
Pinebrook (17 comments): As at Badger road, commenters noted the lack of acceleration and
deceleration lanes, which make the sharp turns on and off the Parkway dangerous when traffic is moving
quickly.
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Q7: Where is there the greatest need for improved bicycle and pedestrian crossings in the northern segment of the
Parkway? Choose one per row.
1,468 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: The Robal Road crossing and the crossing from Jamison to Trader Joe’s were perceived as the
highest priority by over half of respondents. The Jamison to Trader Joe’s crossing received the most high and
medium priority ratings of any crossing.
Other location not listed?
177 respondents provided follow-up information.
•
•
•

General comments: Many commenters noted concerns about bikes and pedestrians on the Parkway and
recommend new overcrossings as a way to avoid traffic impacts while improving safety.
14 commenters noted the need for improved crossings and/or strategies to address growth in pedestrian
traffic associated with shopping centers. Some suggested a pedestrian overcrossing here.
13 commenters noted the need for improved crossings of Highway 20 and Empire.
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Q8: Where is there the greatest need for improved bicycle and pedestrian crossings in the central segment of the
Parkway?
1,436 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: The Greenwood and Franklin under-crossings were rated as the highest priority in this segment and
among three highest priority crossings overall. A relatively high number (42%) or respondents were not sure about
the Aune Avenue underpass.
Other location not listed?
143 respondents provided follow-up information.
•

•
•
•
•

General comments: Many commenters reiterated concerns about bikes and pedestrians on the Parkway
and recommend new overcrossings as a way to avoid traffic impacts while improving safety. While some
respondents perceived the crossings in this section to be adequate because of available under-crossings,
many said they were unaware of some of these facilities, and others said that they felt unsafe using the
under-crossings due to homeless camping, poor lighting, and unsanitary conditions.
Franklin & Greenwood (28 comments) were described as heavily used crossings, though many
commenters said they feel unsafe in these underpasses for the reasons mentioned above.
Crossing the railroad (12 comments) was mentioned as a general concern for all modes in this segment.
Hawthorne (7 comments) was suggested as a possible location for a multi-use overcrossing.
Lack of safe crossings of on- and off-ramps adjacent to the Parkway were described (2 comments) as a
barrier to east-west pedestrian travel. Examples included the northbound Parkway exit to Reed Market
Road and the northbound on-ramp at Butler Market Road.
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Q9: Where is there the greatest need for improved bicycle and pedestrian crossings in the south segment of the
Parkway?
1,410 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Familiarity with available crossing options decreased in the southern segment, though most of the
crossings were still described as high or medium priority by close to half of respondents who provided a rating.
Respondents reported less familiarity with the COID underpass. The Reed Market Road overpass was rated as the
highest priority for improvement in this section.
Other location not listed?
109 respondents provided follow-up information.
•

•

•
•
•

General comments: Respondents reported less familiarity with crossings in this segment. As in other
segments, commenters noted concerns about bikes and pedestrians on the Parkway and recommend new
overcrossings as a way to avoid traffic impacts while improving safety.
Crosswalks and flashing beacons (32 comments) in this section were often described as “inappropriate”
for a parkway and were perceived as creating problems for through-traffic while being dangerous for
pedestrians due to high vehicle speeds. Several commenters noted that the flashing lights seem to remain
on for too long, or they appear to malfunction. Two commenters said they felt the beacons make the
crossings safer.
Reed Market Road (10 comments) was described as a heavily used crossing. Several described the
overcrossing and ramp crossings as dangerous.
COID underpass (6 comments) may be underutilized and has some safety issues related to transients and
poor lighting.
Ponderosa Street (1 comment) was mentioned as an additional location in need of improvement.
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Q10: What are the main issues that currently limit east-west bike and walking travel across the Parkway?
1,047 respondents answered this question.

Observations: Most (71%) of respondents
reported that a lack of access to crossings and
connecting bike lanes and sidewalks was the
main limitation impacting bike and walking
travel across the Parkway.
Other?
318 respondents provided follow-up
information.
•

•

•
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Over- and/or under-crossings (79 comments) were frequently mentioned as preferred alternatives to
existing at-grade crossings. Commenters also flagged safety issues due to homeless camping, poor
lighting, and debris in existing under-crossings such as at Franklin and Greenwood.
General safety for bikes and pedestrians (40 comments) was a common theme. Driver behavior
(speeding or not yielding to crosswalk users), high speeds, and high traffic volumes were cited as major
reasons commenters feel unsafe. While some respondents specifically called out existing crossings as
feeling unsafe, other comments did not clearly distinguish between issues that affect travel across the
Parkway from travel along the Parkway.
Other issues included poor separation from traffic and a general lack of dedicated paths (15); narrow
lanes or shoulders (10); few crossing options for any mode (9); gravel and debris on roadways (8); poor
lighting (particularly at under-crossings) (5); connections to busy roads on either side of the Parkway; and
a lack of signage telling bikes and pedestrians where to go (1).

Q11: Currently the Parkway is marked with bike lanes, but these are highly stressful bike routes because of high
speeds, narrow width, and conflicts with merging and exiting vehicles. What are the main issues that limit
north/south bike travel to the west or east of the Parkway? Check all that apply.
1,275 respondents answered this question.

78%

Observations: Based on the “Other”
29%
23%
responses below, it is possible that some
respondents misread the question as
asking about issues that limit travel on
No direct
Routes are
Not enough
the Parkway. While safety and traffic
north/south unsafe for bikes bike lanes
routes
were noted as significant off-Parkway
issues, a misreading of the question may
partially account for the relatively high
number of respondents (78%) who cited “Routes are unsafe for bikes”.
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Other?
354 respondents provided follow-up information.
• General comments: Nearly half of commenters responded as if this question were asking about bike
travel on the parkway and reiterated many of the concerns about mixing bikes with high speed traffic.
• Congestion on city streets and a lack of viable north/south corridors was a common theme. Commenters
specifically mentioned Wall, Harmon, 8th, 14th, 15th, and 27th as having high speeds and traffic volumes
with poor separation from vehicles. 3rd was cited as a possible north/south route but was described as
having too many signals and no bike lanes north of Greenwood.
• Other general issues impacting north/south bicycle travel included: gravel and cinders, glass, storm
drains, and snow in bike lanes; street design that encourages higher vehicle speeds; too narrow bike
lanes; a lack of physical barriers or separation from traffic along bike routes; blind off-ramps; poor lighting
at night; and driver behavior.
• Commenters suggested that there should be more separated bike paths and bike routes that use lower
traffic side streets. Suggested alternatives included: 2nd, 3rd, 4th, Brookswood, and Brosterhouse.
Q12: Currently the Parkway has some segments of sidewalk, but these are highly stressful routes because of high
speeds, limited landscape buffering, and discontinuous sidewalks. What are the main issues that limit how you use
north/south travel routes on foot to the east or west of the Parkway? Explain below.
1,214 respondents answered this question.

68%

Observations: As in Question 11, roughly
half of open ended comments were
24%
framed as if this question were asking
about pedestrian travel on the parkway.
No direct
Routes are
This may partially account for the high
north/south
unsafe for
number (68%) of “routes are unsafe for
routes
walking
walking” responses, though the open
ended comments did include a number of
safety related concerns about access and a lack of sidewalks.

38%

Not enough
sidewalks

34%

24%

Poor access to Other (please
north/south
specify)
routes from
other sidewalks

Other?
294 respondents provided follow-up information.
• Commenters raised general issues similar to as in Question 11 (issues impacting bike travel) including: fast
moving vehicles on local streets; conflicts with vehicles exiting the Parkway; inadequate separation from
vehicles; debris, gravel, and snow on sidewalks; and a lack of adequate street lighting. Commenters also
noted problems with noise, exhaust fumes, and a lack of attractive landscaping.
• Some commenters noted a general lack of sidewalks, poor sidewalk conditions, non-contiguous
sidewalks, and a lack of new sidewalks accompanying new construction. Some noted that bicycles use
often use sidewalks because it is unsafe to bike in the roads.
• Commenters noted a general lack of contiguous walking corridors. Examples included: 2nd (no sidewalks
from Colorado to Wilson) and 3rd (difficult to cross and stressful between Butler Market and Underwood).
• Commenters suggested that there should be more separated walking paths, trails, and overcrossings of
high traffic streets. Possible north/south routes mentioned: 1st, 2nd, 3rd (or routes parallel to 3rd), and Reed
Market to downtown.
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Vision Elements Overview
Questions 13-17 asked respondents to react to proposed “Vision Elements” which will help shape a Vision
Statement that will inform the evaluation of possible solutions. In each case a majority of respondents supported
each Element as stated, though many offered broad suggestions or comments that were applicable to all of the
Elements, or that apply to the project more generally.
Common themes from open ended feedback included:
•

•
•
•

Many respondents appeared to be unclear about the purpose of a Vision Statement or how the Vision
Elements would be used. A number found the use of vague language, lack of specific solutions, and
framing the statements as occurring “In 2040” to be confusing. Some respondents perceived that only
one of the Vision Elements would be selected as the final vision statement instead of the final vision being
assembled from all of the individual Elements.
Many comments expressed that the Elements themselves should be more ambitious, with changes
occurring sooner (before 2040) and exceeding (not simply accommodating or meeting) existing needs.
Commenters often recommended specific solutions which were also not specifically relevant to the theme
of the vision Element in question. The most common ideas have been listed at the end of this section.
Many of the respondents who objected to the vision elements were primarily skeptical that the Elements
were achievable.
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Q13: "In 2040, local traffic growth is accommodated on the local roadway system: As Bend grows, the region’s
transportation authorities have provided the community with viable alternatives to meet local needs to get around
and preserve the function of U.S. 97 and the Parkway." Do you support this vision element as stated?
1,272 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: This Element received outright support from 57% of respondents. While this was the lowest level of
support of all the proposed Elements, some of the concern may have been due to respondents not knowing that
issues not included in this Element would be addressed in other Vision Elements to follow.
Reasons for opposition or suggested changes:
495 respondents provided follow-up information.
•

•

•

•

•
•

There is some skepticism (64 comments) that this Element is achievable and doubt that the local network
will ever be able to support local needs without increasing local congestion. Some felt that “viable
alternatives” such as biking and walking are not realistic due to weather and entrenched habits. Others
felt that local improvements place an undue burden on the City, or that improvements to support
capacity will not be funded.
61 comments referred to the Parkway as a bypass or limited access highway. Some suggested that the
Element could more strongly reflect that the primary function of the Parkway is to serve the needs of cars
and freight.
Language is too vague or unspecific (37 comments). Some respondents were not clear what terms like
“viable alternatives” or “local needs” referred to. It may be helpful to be more explicit about who will be
served by the Parkway and the local roadway system, i.e. through-travelers or local traffic and businesses.
34 comments described the Parkway as an important local and were concerned that this Element implies
that the Parkway will not serve local needs in the future. Some commenters suggested that the Parkway
should be part of a local solution as many people depend on it for access to Downtown and other
locations.
Other modes and transportation options should be included (25 comments). If “traffic” also includes
cars, bikes, walking, and transit, then these should be called out more explicitly.
The statement should be more aspirational and should happen sooner than 2040 (24 comments). Some
suggested that the language should describe exceeding future needs.

Public suggestions for wording changes
•
•

“...to meet local needs to efficiently get around...”
“... preserve the function and safety of U.S. 97...”
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Q14: "In 2040, the U.S. 97 Bend Parkway Corridor is safer and more efficient due to access changes: Crosswalks that
are currently directly on the Parkway and some current signalized intersections have been strategically closed or
upgraded to an overcrossing or undercrossing. Right-in/right-out local road accesses have been closed or upgraded.”

Do you support this vision element as stated?
1,289 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: 72% of respondents supported this element as stated.
Reasons for opposition or suggested changes:
236 respondents provided follow-up information.
•

•

•

•

93 comments expressed concerns about access changes, primarily due to the potential impacts to
downtown and local businesses. Many felt that closing access points will put additional pressure on local
streets and make the Parkway more of an East/West barrier within the city. Many commenters suggested
that accesses should be “upgraded” instead of closed, though some questioned what this actually would
mean. A small number of respondents called for increasing the number of access points and accepting
slower speeds as a tradeoff necessary for access. Some respondents were confused about what “rightin/right-out” means and how it impacts traffic flow. Some respondents only opposed closing right-in
(traffic exiting the Parkway) because they feel it helps alleviate congestion, and many commenters said
that they did not feel that right-in/right-out turns were as problematic as traffic signals.
44 comments referred to bicycling and/or walking. Most of these (39) referred to either removing bikes
and pedestrian facilities from the parkway or otherwise providing separate facilities. Several referred to
adding language that would emphasize how changes support alternative (non-car) transportation.
38 comments referred to over- and/or under-crossings. Most of these comments were favorable, with
many commenters who had concerns with access changes or existing crosswalks expressing support.
Several comments raised concerns about unsafe under-crossings; others had concerns about under-used
over-crossings.
21 commenters felt that the changes need to happen sooner than 2040.

Public suggestions for wording changes
•

Add: “...while providing convenient, safe, and frequent access between both sides of the parkway by local
roads, bikeways, and sidewalks.”
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Q15: "In 2040, the U.S. 97 Bend Parkway Corridor is fully integrated into the overall Bend multimodal transportation
system with strategic on/off ramps, overcrossings/undercrossings, and a strong parallel system that accommodates
the community’s transportation needs: The City, Metropolitan Planning Organization, and ODOT have strategically
planned and supported changes to the area’s street network, including the Parkway, to provide for multimodal
access to local businesses and neighborhoods as part of a cohesive, integrated network." Do you support this vision

element as stated?
1,262 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: This Element received the highest level of outright support, with 81% in favor as stated.
Reasons for opposition or suggested changes:
213 respondents provided follow-up information.
•

•

•

•
•

33 comments referred to bicycling and/or walking. Most (20 comments) referred to either removing
bikes and pedestrian facilities from the parkway or otherwise providing separate facilities. Several
referred to adding language that would emphasize how changes support alternative (non-car)
transportation. It was unclear to some respondents whether a “strong parallel system” includes bike,
pedestrian, and transit facilities.
22 comments referred to the general wording of the Vision Element. Some felt that the statement is too
vague; others had concerns with the number of “buzz” words used. Commenters sought clarification on
terms such as “fully integrated;” “multimodal”; and “parallel system.”
While generally supportive of the premise, 19 commenters were skeptical that this Element is achievable.
Several commenters expressed doubt about developing a “strong parallel system”, others did not feel
that the City and ODOT will be able to work together.
14 commenters felt that the changes need to happen sooner than 2040.
13 comments emphasized that the purpose of the Parkway is to move cars and trucks quickly.

Public suggestions for wording changes
•
•
•
•

Include a reference to “safety” or “safe network”.
“...accommodates the community’s ‘intra- and inter-city’ transportation needs.”
Add “the community” as one of the listed partners in planning future changes.
Add: “The Parkway does not separate but rather unifies our community including east west corridors,
including improvements for people who bike and walk.”
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Q16: "In 2040, the U.S. 97 Bend Parkway Corridor is part of a transportation system that supports active
transportation modes such as walking, biking and taking the bus: The City, Metropolitan Planning Organization and
ODOT have planned and supported improvements that allow more people to walk and bike efficiently and safely
providing low stress, accessible facilities for walking and biking along, across, and parallel to the Parkway." Do you

support this vision element as stated?
1,255 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: 62% of respondents supported this element as written.
Reasons for opposition or suggested changes:
411 respondents provided follow-up information.
•

•

•

241 comments referred to biking and/or walking, with a significant majority expressing that biking and
walking “along” US 97 is undesirable and alternatives are needed elsewhere. Many suggested removing
the word “along” from the Vision Element.
44 comments focused on the use of the Parkway and local roads by cars, and noted that they were not
addressed in this Element. Many of the commenters did not want active transportation improvements to
negatively impact automobile travel.
21 comments referred to other transportation options and many suggested using language that is
inclusive of other modes such as scooters, wheelchairs, Segways, tricycles, and skateboards. The term
“mass transit” or “shared mobility” was suggested instead of “bus”. Carpooling and services such as Uber
and Lyft should also be considered.

Suggested wording changes
•

“... accessible facilities for walking and biking along, across, and parallel to the Parkway.”
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Q17: "In 2040, people who bike and walk can cross the U.S. 97 Bend Parkway Corridor safely at key locations: Safety
improvements have been made at key locations to allow people to cross the Parkway more safely on bike and on
foot." Do you support this vision element as stated?
1,252 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: This Element received the second highest level of outright support, 73%.
Reasons for opposition or suggested changes:
282 respondents provided follow-up information.
•
•

•

•

91 commenters referred to walking and/or biking, with most expressing that biking and walking on US 97
is undesirable and alternatives (such as over/under-crossings) are needed.
87 comments referred to over- and under-crossings. These comments were primarily supportive and
focused on to improving safety without impacting vehicle travel on the Parkway. Many of these
comments sought the removal of signals and crosswalks that impact through travelers.
30 comments focused on the use of the Parkway and local roads by cars, and noted that they were not
addressed in this Element. Many of the commenters did not want active transportation improvements to
impact automobile travel.
14 commenters referred to the use of the term “Key locations”. Some felt that this was too unspecific and
will result in crossings being too far apart. Several noted that the spacing of access can significantly impact
bike and pedestrian access.

Suggested wording changes
•
•

•
•

Change “key locations” to: “all locations;” “frequent and convenient locations;” “locations no more than a
mile apart;” or “at over/under-passes.”
Include a reference to “wheelchair” access.
Add: “...while providing convenient, safe, and frequent access between both sides of the parkway by local
roads, bikeways, and sidewalks.”
Need to be able to cross “conveniently” and/or “easily” as well as safely.
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Q18: In addition to the elements described above, is there anything else that should be included in the vision?
369 respondents answered this question.

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

91 comments referenced bikes and/or walking. Common recommendations included: promoting biking
and walking and implementing changes to make these realistic transportation options; creating a safer
network of bike and walking paths throughout the city away from high traffic roads; and facilitating easier
and safer crossings of the Parkway. Of the 91 comments, 24 comments specifically called for removing
bike and pedestrian facilities from the Parkway due to safety concerns and/or the impact on cars.
71 comments called for a bypass or similar solution that would allow through-traffic to avoid downtown
Bend, typically by traveling to the north and east of the city. 18 of these comments specifically referenced
a need for an improved connection between US 97 and Highway 20.
42 respondents referred to issues with vehicle speed. 25 responses called for reducing the speed limit for
safety and/or doing a better job of enforcing posted speeds. Most comments agreed that people do not
drive the posted speed limit. 15 comments called for increasing posted speeds.
33 comments called for explicitly designating the Parkway as a limited access highway designed to move
vehicle traffic through Bend.
32 comments referred to including or emphasizing other transportation options, such as public transit,
rail, options for wheelchair users and people with disabilities, electric bikes and scooters, and
autonomous vehicles. One comment called for adding "efficient integration with local non-motorized
transit corridors." Another comment specifically called for a transit oriented vision element: “In 2040, the
U.S. 97 Bend Parkway Corridor will have capacity or a plan to accommodate growth in Bend and that State
of Oregon until the year 2080. This includes plans for fixed-route transit to supplement and provide an
alternate mode to driving on the US 97 Bend Parkway.”
25 comments called for removing stop lights from the Parkway due to their perceived impact on
congestion and traffic flow.
19 comments sought additional roadway capacity for vehicles to accommodate future growth.
17 comments referenced Parkway aesthetics. These comments noted that trash is often a problem and
suggested attractive median treatments; more trees and plantings; limiting billboards and visual clutter;
and finding ways to include cultural and artistic elements into the Parkway design.
New elements to consider or emphasize further within the Vision Elements included: land use,
commitment to interagency coordination, commitment to implementing existing plans and projects;
support for commercial traffic and freight; support for interstate travel; impacts to local business;
commitment to community involvement in solutions; and affordability.
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Frequently Noted Ideas and Suggestions
Recommended solutions that were not specifically relevant to the theme of the Vision Element where they were
suggested above have been listed below.
Frequent recommendations included:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Fully converting the Parkway to a higher speed limited access highway with no stop-lights, and improved
freeway-style on- off-ramps.
Removing bikes and pedestrian facilities (bike-lanes, crosswalks, sidewalks, flashing beacons, etc.) from
the Parkway entirely, either because these facilities are (or feel) unsafe, or because they negatively
impact vehicle traffic flow.
Removing all stoplights from the Parkway to improve traffic flow.
Providing underpasses and/or ADA-compliant overpasses and bridges to provide for east/west travel for
cars, bikes and pedestrians.
Creating a new east-side bypass to allow traffic to more easily pass through the area and/or allow the
Parkway to remain useable for local access.
Providing a means to access Highway 20 without requiring the use of the Parkway.
Providing longer deceleration and merge lanes to improve safety.

Q19: Do you have anything else to share with the project team?
332 respondents answered this question.

•
•

•

•
•
•

80 comments referred to biking and/or walking. About half of the comments expressed a desire for
removing bike/ped facilities from the Parkway or providing separate bike/ped facilities elsewhere.
33 comments referred to vehicle speed. Most (20) commenters called for better enforcement of existing
speed limits and/or reducing speed limits to improve safety on the Parkway. 7 comments called for
increased speed limits. Several noted that it is often impractical to reduce speed to posted limits due to
the speed of traffic, and the design of the Parkway does not make it obvious what the speed is supposed
to be. Several commenter suggested strategies such as speed cameras or providing wider shoulders for
police to stop vehicles safely.
33 comments called for a bypass to allow through traffic to more easily pass around congested areas.
Many of these comments called for an improved connection between US 97 and Highway 20; whether
through a bypass or better interchange.
23 comments prioritized driving and/or the Parkway as a facility for cars. These commenters felt that the
Parkway should be treated as a limited access highway with higher speed.
22 comments called for removing stoplights from the Parkway. Many of these commenters requested
supported over- or under-crossings to accommodate pedestrian and bicycle travel.
In addition to calling for fixes to many location specific comments (see Appendix A for a complete list),
respondents offered some general recommendations: widening shoulders for safety and emergency
parking; using more solid barriers on the Parkway; making better use of the Parkway median; improving
signage to encourage drivers to use the left lane; adding speed bumps and/or street trees to slow down
traffic; using 27th St./Knott as an eastern Parkway; installing “yield” signs at onramps; adding more exits to
relieve congestion; lengthening merge lanes; improving signage for tourists; providing better maintenance
of bike lanes to encourage use; and improving Parkway lighting.
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Tell us about you
Q20: Contact information
This question asked for contact information if respondents wished to be added to the project interested parties list. 413
respondents answered this question.

Q21: What is the zip code of your primary residence?
1,257 respondents answered this question.

Observations: 86% of participants indicated that they live in
97703, 97701, and 97702.
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329
26%
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Q22: How would you describe yourself? Check all that apply.
1,341 respondents answered this question.

Observations: 87% of respondents
identified as Bend residents. 30%
identified as owners or employees of a
Bend Businesses, and roughly 30%
identified as living or working adjacent to
the Parkway. Only 5% of participants
indicated that they were visitors to Bend.
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Q23: How do you usually get around? Check all that apply.
1,356 respondents answered this question.

Observations: While a significant majority
of respondents said that they usually
drive alone, roughly one-third said that
they usually bike or walk.
The most popular “other” modes not
covered by these options included:
motorcycles, scooters and skateboards, RVs.
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Q24: How often do you use the Bend Parkway? Choose one.
1,362 respondents answered this question.

Once a month or less
17
1%

A few times per month
50
4%
Once a week
108
8%

Observations: A significant majority (87% of
respondents) indicated that they use the
Parkway multiple times per week or more.

Every day
575
42%

Multiple times a week
612
45%

Q25: When do you usually use the Parkway? Check all that apply.
1,342 respondents answered this question.

Observations: Respondents represented a range of Parkway use times. Most respondents (59%) reported using
the Parkway on weekday afternoons (4-7pm), followed by weekend days (52%) weekdays between 9am-7pm
(49%), and weekday mornings between 7-9am (43%). Nights, evenings, and weekend mornings were the least
popular times.
59%
43%

52%

49%

21%
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Q26: Where do you usually access or exit the Parkway? Check all that apply.
1,337 respondents answered this question.

Observations: Most respondents reported accessing the Parkway from Empire Blvd, Revere Ave, Colorado Ave,
Reed Market Rd, and Powers Rd. (Powers Rd was initially omitted from this list and added as an option on 9/10
after the survey had been live for three days. The number of Powers Rd users is likely higher than what is shown
here.)
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Q29: What is your age?

25%

990 respondents answered this question.

Observations: Respondents represented
a relatively even distribution of ages, with
slightly less representation from persons
under 35 and over 65.
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Q30: What gender do you identify with?
992 respondents answered this question.

Observations: Respondents were evenly distributed
between male and female.

Prefer not
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Male
486
49%
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Q31: What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months?
924 respondents answered this question.

26%

24%

Observations: Respondents represented
a range of incomes, though a majority of
reported earning more than the Bend
median household income
($52,471/year).
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Q32: What race or ethnicity do you identify with?
953 respondents answered this question.

Observations: 94% of respondents
identified as “White/Caucasian”, which is
slightly overrepresented compared to
2016 census data (86%).

94%
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2%

0%

3%

0%
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Q33: What languages do you speak at home?
976 respondents answered this question.

99% of respondents reported that they speak English at home, with 4% speaking Spanish. Other reported
languages (2%) included German, French, Italian, Dutch, Finnish, Korean, Chinook, and Chetco.
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Overview

This memo describes the public outreach approach and feedback received during the final outreach phase of the
U.S. 97 Parkway planning process. The purpose of this phase was to provide information to the public about
potential Parkway solutions and strategies. This phase also included additional efforts to reach new stakeholder
groups and gather feedback from underrepresented members of the public in accordance with the recommended
engagement approach described in the U.S. 97 Parkway Plan Title VI Environmental Justice Memorandum.
Feedback from this outreach will help the project team to refine the proposed strategies and solutions and will
ultimately help decision-makers prioritize future investments on the U.S. 97 Bend Parkway.
January 9, 2020
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Outreach Tools
This phase relied upon an online open house as the primary means for sharing information about possible
solutions and for gathering public feedback. Although designed in the SurveyMonkey survey tool, the online open
house differed from a conventional survey in that it contained more details, images, and links to other information
intended to help create informed feedback. This tool was selected following the successful implementation of a
2018 online survey which received 1,799 responses. An overview of the online open house structure is included in
Appendix A.
In early Fall 2019, a Title VI report and demographic analysis was developed to determine whether additional
effort was necessary to obtain feedback from historically underrepresented groups. While the report did not
identify any particularly prominent group, it did recommend that there should be additional focus on reaching lowincome populations based on their lower participation in the 2018 survey. The memo suggested using contacts
with local social service organizations and in-person tabling to promote participation. During the two-day
outreach period, the project team provided project information to two local food pantries and hosted two tabling
events at local grocery stores where they engaged with roughly 90 shoppers and referred them to the online
survey. Links to the online survey were also forwarded to 15 local social service groups. More information about
the tabling effort and a list of social service organizations contacted is included in Appendix B.
Collateral materials were developed to provide basic project information and to promote participation in the
online open house. These materials included a project fact sheet and a business card sized takeaway for use
during tabling activities.
ODOT distributed a press release to media outlets on November 22, 2019 in advance of the online open house
going live. The story was published by KTVZ on November 22. The Bend Bulletin issued a related story on
December 10 entitled “Bend Parkway plan could close access Lafayette, Hawthorne”.
Two email notifications were developed to promote participation in the online open house. One notice was sent
on November 26 when the open house first launched, and a second notification was sent on December 9 to
remind participants that the open house would close December 15. Each notice was sent to the 415 person
interested parties list, 15 local social service agencies identified in the Title VI memo, each of the Bend
Neighborhood Associations, the Bend Metropolitan Planning Organization contact list, the project Technical
Advisory Committee, the Bend Citywide Technical Advisory Committee (CTAC), and the 700-person Bend
Transportation System Plan interested parties list.
The project website was updated with the latest fact sheet and the link to the online open house while the survey
was active.

January 9, 2020
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Survey Results

The online survey was available from November 26 to December 15,
2019 and received 1,122 responses including 455 long form openended comments. Emails and handwritten letters received while the
survey was open have also been incorporated into this summary.

Findings Overview

The survey included 13 questions asking about the relative urgency of
proposed solutions and strategies to problems on the U.S. 97
Parkway. For each solution, respondents could choose from “Very
urgent”, “Somewhat urgent”, “Less urgent”, “Not needed”, “I have
concerns”, or “Not sure.” These rating options were selected to help
ODOT determine priorities. These options were also intended to allow
the public to weigh in on overall necessity (“not needed”), to flag
problematic solutions (“I have concerns”), and to identify where not
enough information has been provided (“not sure”).
The questions were divided into separate pages corresponding with
the three Parkway study areas (see map).
The following summary includes highlights from the survey findings:

Corridor Wide Solutions
•

•
•

•
•

•

Responses to these solutions were the most varied. Only a
few of the ramp, crossing, and Transportation Systems
Management and Operations improvements were perceived
as urgent by a majority of respondents.
Ramp meters were perceived as less urgent (68%) amid
concerns they will negatively affect the local street network.
Closing right-in/right-out movements was a polarizing topic,
particularly as it related to accesses near downtown. While
roughly half of respondents felt that it was at least
somewhat urgent to limit access at Lafayette, Hawthorne,
and Truman Avenue, these changes also elicited the most
concern out of any of the proposed changes. Other rightin/right-out closures were perceived as less urgent.
Ramp improvements were perceived as at least somewhat urgent at Hawthorne (77%) and Revere (55%)
but less so at Reed Market Road (44%).
Crossing improvements closer to downtown (Greenwood Ave, Franklin Ave, and a new crossing at
Hawthorne Ave) were perceived as more urgent by a majority of respondents, followed by improvements
north of Greenwood Ave. Improvements south of Franklin were considered less urgent, but also had
higher numbers of “not sure” responses. Many respondents felt that bicycles should not be allowed on
the Parkway for safety reasons, regardless of their stance on new bicycle infrastructure.
Transportation Systems Management and Operations improvements were mixed, with a significant
majority (80%) calling improved shoulders at least somewhat urgent, followed by enhanced signal
operations at ramp terminals (65%), and better incident management (57%). The remaining
improvements were considered somewhat urgent or better by less than half of respondents.
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North Study Area
While referenced in the online open house, the survey did not seek public feedback about the U.S. 97 North
Corridor FEIS solutions that apply to this portion of the Parkway.

Central Study Area Observations
•
•

•
•
•

All of the central study area improvements were considered “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by a majority
of respondents.
Both Auxiliary lane improvements (Empire to Butler Market Road southbound and 3rd St. to Empire
northbound) were perceived as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by a majority of respondents, though 3rd
Street to Empire (northbound) was perceived as more urgent (60%).
All Butler Market Road improvements were rated as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by a majority of
respondents. A southbound off-ramp signal or roundabout was the slight favorite with 55%.
Lane re-channelization on Revere Ave. was perceived as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by 65% of
respondents.
Addressing the northbound ramps and signal at Colorado Ave. was perceived as “Very” or “Somewhat
urgent” by 61% of respondents.

South Study Area Observations
•
•
•

•
•

Only the northernmost improvements in the south study area (at Reed Market Road and Powers Road)
were considered to be “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by a majority of respondents.
Both Reed Market Road improvements were considered “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by 72% of
respondents.
Powers-Murphy improvements received mixed ratings. Only the Powers Road Tight Diamond Interchange
received a majority (52%) of “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” responses, though “Not sure” responses were
higher in this area. This is consistent with 2018 survey findings suggesting less general familiarity with
conditions in the south study area. The Murphy Tight Diamond did receive a plurality (45%) of “Very” and
“Somewhat urgent” responses. A relatively high number of open-ended comments (17) called for an
interchange at Murphy. The frontage roads were considered comparatively less urgent.
The China Hat Overcrossing improvement was perceived as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by a plurality
(45%) of respondents. 36% felt that it was “less urgent” or “not needed”.
Baker/Knott Road improvements were only perceived as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by 37% of
respondents. 47% felt that the changes were “less urgent” or “not needed”.

Open Ended Feedback and General Observations
Closing access (to and/or from) the Parkway was one of the most prominent concerns among survey respondents.
Adding access points and improving ramps was seen as one of the more productive and popular solutions.
Many respondents expressed general concerns about shifting problems from one place to another. Closing access
to the Parkway was widely perceived as likely to create new congestion and other problems on local streets. Many
respondents felt that improvements to specific problem areas (such as adding ramps or reducing problems at key
interchanges) was likely to lead to improved conditions in the overall system.
Respondents tended to express greater urgency and fewer “not sure” responses about improvements in the
central study area than in the south.
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Respondent Profile
Most of the collected feedback came from Bend residents (88%) who use the Parkway once a week or more (87%).
30% said that they live or work adjacent to the. While 87% of respondents said that they usually get around by
driving a car, roughly one quarter said that they also usually bike or walk.
Most respondents identified as white/Caucasian (95%) which is overrepresented compared to 2016 census data
(86%). Despite additional efforts to engage lower income groups, this survey had a slightly lower response rate
than the 2018 survey among respondents who reported earning under the Bend median income (14% vs. 16%)
while participation from respondents earning $100,000 or more increased slightly. Compared with the 2018
survey, respondents over 65 years old were significantly overrepresented, constituting over one third of all
respondents (twice the actual 65+ population). Respondents identifying as male were also overrepresented by
about 8%, outnumbering female respondents by 13%.

Next Steps
Public feedback about the urgency of the proposed solutions will help ODOT establish recommendations for the
timing of future investments in the form of an Investment Strategy. The Investment Strategy will be reviewed by
the Bend MPO Policy Board in late winter. It will be incorporated in the final plan document which will be reviewed
for adoption in late spring.
Based on the feedback collected, future public outreach and education may be helpful to clarify the intent and
applicability of certain proposed solutions and to address concerns about potential negative side-effects. This
supplemental outreach could be conducted as part of the wrap up of this plan and/or future planning efforts
particularly in situations where public perceptions about problems and needs differ from earlier study findings.
Aspects of the solutions and strategies that could benefit from further clarification might include:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts of ramp meters on local street travel and congestion.
Impacts of right-in/right-out closures on local street traffic and downtown access.
System benefits of bicycle/pedestrian crossing locations with higher numbers of “unsure” responses.
Costs and benefits of individual and collective TSMO improvements.
Solutions at the south end of the study area with more “unsure” responses due to general unfamiliarity.

The details of individual solutions and strategies will be refined based on these comments and future coordination
with the City of Bend and jurisdictional partners.
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Question Summary
Corridor Wide Projects
1. How urgent are ramp meters as a possible improvement? (Choose one.)
790 respondents answered this question.

0%
Ramp Meters

10%

33

20%

30%

40%

127

Very urgent

50%

60%

70%

238

Somewhat urgent

80%

90%

297

Less urgent

Not needed

100%

70

I have concerns

25

Not sure

Observations: A majority (68%) of respondents felt that ramp meters were less urgent or not needed, whereas only
20% felt that ramp meters were very or somewhat urgent. This was rated as the least urgent improvement in
among the corridor wide projects.
Related open-ended comments:
• 3 respondents said they opposed ramp metering, noting that metering requires ramp and street capacity
which Bend does not have. Ramps in Bend are too short, do not have adequate storage, and would not
provide enough room for vehicles to get up to speed.
• 1 respondent supported ramp metering, noting that it could reduce congestion during peak hours.
2. How urgent is it to close the following right-in/right-out movements as a possible improvement? (Choose one per
row.)
798 respondents answered this question.
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Nels Anderson Place

10%

20%

40%

153

220

Hawthorne Avenue
(Parkway entrance only)

253

125

Truman Avenue

241

140

Reed Lane
Badger Lane
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104

Pinebrook Boulevard

97

98

Very urgent
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Somewhat urgent
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Observations: Roughly half of respondents felt it was very or somewhat urgent to close the right-in/right-out
turning movements at Lafayette Avenue, Hawthorne Avenue, and Truman Avenue. These three locations had the
highest level of urgency but also the highest number of “I have concerns” responses in the entire survey (13%). Only
25-30% perceived the other locations as very or somewhat urgent to close, with roughly half of all respondents
saying that these were “less urgent” (19-21%) or “not needed” (27-32%). These other locations also had the highest
"Not sure" responses, which may indicate less general familiarity with conditions at these access points.
Related open-ended comments: 137 open-ended comments referred to changes to Parkway exits.
• 105 respondents specifically objected to closures. Concerns tended to focus on reduced access to
downtown and concerns about adding increased congestion to local streets. Closures at Lafayette and
Hawthorne* had the most concerns. Commenters expressed concern that eliminating access at
Hawthorne and Lafayette access would increase problems at Revere and Colorado.
• 22 respondents made comments that supported the closures. They noted that these access points are
dangerous due to the high travel speeds on the Parkway, they slow down traffic which leads to increased
Parkway congestion and are incongruous with the function of the Parkway as a limited access highway.
• Other commenters did not indicate a specific preference about closures but offered other ideas and
compromise solutions. Some felt that access onto the Parkway was a problem but that allowing access off
the Parkway should be maintained. Some questioned whether the locations could be “improved” (not
removed,) by adding acceleration and deceleration lanes and reducing the parkway speed limit. Others
said the closures should only occur if capacity is added elsewhere on the local system.
* Multiple commenters noted objections to the complete closure at Hawthorne and may not have been aware that
closing the exit from the Parkway at Hawthorne is not being considered as part of this solution.
3. How urgent are the following ramp improvements? (Choose one per row.)
793 respondents answered this question.
0%

10%

Deceleration lane
to Hawthorne Ave
Southbound exit to
Reed Market Road
Revere Ave
northbound on-ramp
Very urgent

20%

30%

40%

361
181
202
Somewhat urgent

50%

60%

70%

248
167

Less urgent

I have concerns

100%

62 2017

188
188

Not needed

90%

82

202
237

80%

8 31
112

9 33

Not sure

Observations: 77% of respondents said that a deceleration lane at Hawthorne Ave is “Very” or “Somewhat urgent”.
This was the second most highly rated corridor wide improvement. Improvements at Revere Avenue northbound
were marked as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by 55% of respondents. Respondents were more divided by
Improvements at the southbound exit to Reed Market Road, with 49% noting the changes as “Less urgent” (25%) or
“Not needed” (24%).
Related open-ended comments: 47 commenters addressed ramps and merging. Many acknowledged how short
existing ramps are and how difficult it can be to achieve safe speeds. Lengthening deceleration ramps was seen by
some of these respondents as preferable to closing access points.
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4. How would you prioritize the following high priority crossing improvements? (Choose one per row.)
766 respondents answered this question.
0%

10%
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20%
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Greenwood Ave
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Murphy Rd
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100%
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80%
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Franklin Ave
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Baker/Knott Rd

50%
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40%
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Butler Market Rd

Canal/Garfield Ave

30%

15
11
14
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I have concerns

189
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Not sure

Observations: Crossing improvements closer to downtown Bend (Greenwood Ave, Franklin Ave, and a new crossing
at Hawthorne Ave) had the highest levels of reported urgency. A plurality of respondents also rated crossing
improvements north of Greenwood Ave as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent”. Crossing improvements in the southern
study area had less perceived urgency but also received the highest number of “Not sure” responses, indicating less
familiarity with these locations. (This is consistent with the findings from the 2018 survey.)
Related open-ended comments: 47 respondents provided comments on bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. Of
these, commenters were generally supportive of alternative crossing solutions for people who walk and ride
bicycles due to safety as well as the impact of at-grade crosswalks on Parkway traffic. Many respondents that
mentioned bicycles or bicycle infrastructure said that bicycles should not be allowed on the Parkway for safety
reasons, regardless of their stance on new bicycle infrastructure.
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5. How would you prioritize the following Transportation Systems Management and Operations improvements?
(Choose one per row.)
787 respondents answered this question.
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40%
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Shoulders built to standard

Signal Priority for Transit

30%
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Enh. signal ops. at ramp terminals

Travel information signing

20%

309
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300

Less urgent

Not needed

97

27614

123
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124
147

14 68
24 80

170
I have concerns

1240
Not sure

Observations: The most urgent TSMO improvement was building shoulders to standard, with 80% saying that this
was a “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” improvement. This was the highest urgency rating among the corridor-wide
strategies. Enhanced signal operations at ramp terminals (65% “Very” or “Somewhat urgent”) and improved
incident management (57% “Very” or “Somewhat urgent”) were also considered among the more urgent
strategies. Each of the other improvements were perceived as “less urgent” or “not needed” by most respondents.
Relatively few respondents expressed concerns about any of the given TSMO strategies.
Related open-ended comments:
• 16 commenters commented on signage improvements. Most of these suggested using “through-travel
keep left” advisories. Several suggested improved advisories about limited turnarounds and services at
the south end of the Parkway. One noted that overhead lane signage is beneficial when roads are covered
with snow. One called for reducing unnecessary signage.
• 6 commenters noted problems with the current lack of shoulders and how it is difficult for vehicles to pull
off the road. Adequate shoulders are needed to accommodate breakdowns, to allow law enforcement to
pull people over, and to allow emergency vehicles to bypass congestion.

North Study Area
There were no survey questions associated with this segment, however links were provided to additional
information about the findings in the U.S. 97 North Corridor FEIS.
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Central Study Area
6. How would you prioritize the following auxiliary lane improvements? (Choose one per row).
793 Respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Both proposed auxiliary lane improvements were perceived as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by a
majority of respondents, though 3rd Street to Empire (northbound) was perceived as the most urgent improvement
in the central study area (66%).
Related open-ended comments: No respondents explicitly mentioned “auxiliary lanes” by name, though several
noted problems with the interchange at Empire and how additional lanes and turning options would be an
improvement.
7. How would you prioritize the following improvements near Butler Market Road (Choose one per row.)
778 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Each of the proposed solutions near Butler Market Road was rated as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent”
by a majority of respondents. A southbound off-ramp signal or roundabout was the slight favorite with 55%. These
changes were considered slightly less urgent than other improvements in this section.
Related open-ended comments:
• 11 respondents commented on Butler Market Road. Several noted how the existing interchange is
problematic and that the current infrastructure in the area does not work with the current function of the
Parkway. Improvements at the Butler Market exit could serve improve conditions elsewhere.
• 10 commenters mentioned roundabouts (generally). 7 were in favor and 3 were opposed or preferred
signals. Respondents noted some problems with congestion at existing roundabouts.
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8. How urgent is lane re-channelization on Revere Ave. as a possible improvement? (Choose one.)
783 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Lane re-channelization on Revere Ave. was perceived as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by 65% of
respondents. This was one of the most urgent changes in the central study area (64%).
Related open-ended comments: 5 respondents commented on Revere Ave. Two mentioned the impact of trains
that cause traffic to back up onto the Parkway. Two said that reducing vehicle capacity on Revere would add to
congestion. One commenter said that a bike lane is needed on Revere from 3rd to Wall St.
9. How urgent is addressing the northbound ramps and signal at Colorado Ave as a possible improvement? (Choose
one.)
810 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Addressing northbound ramps and signal at Colorado Ave. was perceived as “Very” or “Somewhat
urgent” by 61% of respondents. This was one of the top three most urgent changes in this section.
Related open-ended comments: 11 respondents commented on Parkway access from Colorado. Several noted
that the intersection is dangerous, difficult to turn from eastbound Colorado northbound, and only getting busier.
•
•

2 respondents said that the existing northbound ramp is too short for adequate acceleration and merging.
One commenter noted that the southbound exit ramp is also problematic.
2 respondents suggested that adding additional access at other locations, such as Wilson Ave., could make
improvements at Colorado less urgent.
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South Study Area
10. How would you prioritize the following Reed Market Road improvements? (Choose one per row.)
773 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: The two proposed solutions at Reed Market Road were rated as “Very” or “Somewhat urgent” by a
significant majority of respondents. The left turn lane at Reed Market and 3rd Street was perceived as urgent by
76%. This was the most urgent change in the south study area.
Related open-ended comments: There were 46 comments on Reed Market, with many comments on existing
heavy congestion and traffic:
•
•
•
•
•

11 commenters noted how difficult and dangerous it is to turn left onto westbound Reed Market Road
from the northbound off ramp.
4 commenters suggested that fixing problems at Murphy and U.S. 97 would lessen problems at Reed
Market Road.
2 commenters noted how the train impacts traffic flow.
1 respondent noted that better pedestrian markings are needed in these locations.
Respondents suggested possible solutions such as: preventing left turns from the northbound off ramp to
Reed Market Road westbound, or from Reed Market Road westbound to U.S. 97 northbound; creating a
cloverleaf ramp to the north of Reed Market; adding additional lanes and fixing congestion issues on Reed
Market Road; and addressing signal timing at the southbound off ramp.
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11. How would you prioritize the following Powers-Murphy improvements? (Choose one per row.)
735 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: While only the Powers Road Tight Diamond Interchange received a majority (52%) of “Very” or
“Somewhat urgent” responses, “Not sure” responses were relatively high in this area. This is consistent with earlier
findings suggesting less overall familiarity with conditions in the south study area. The Murphy Tight Diamond
Interchange received the second most support, with a plurality (45%) of “Very” and “Somewhat urgent” responses.
Among respondents who did provide urgency ratings, the North Frontage Road solution was rated as urgent by
about half, while the West and South Frontage Road options were perceived as less urgent.
Related open-ended comments: 41 comments addressed Powers and Murphy, with several noting that addressing
issues in this location were among their top priorities.
•
•
•

•

17 respondents noted the need for an interchange to provide access to Murphy and 7 respondents said
that improvements at Murphy would possibly fix problems at Powers and Reed Market as well.
5 respondents described problems at Powers, including poor access, a problematic traffic signal and
dangerous merge onto U.S. 97 northbound.
3 respondents called for a full interchange at Powers, with one noting that it would help cyclists and
pedestrians. One respondent questioned whether simply improving deceleration lanes would be a simpler
solution than a full interchange.
3 comments addressed frontage roads. Two were opposed, saying that they were not necessary and had
too many negative impacts. One was in support, noting that frontage roads may be more feasible than
adding additional lanes.
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12. How urgent is an overcrossing at China Hat Road as a possible improvement? (Choose one.)
774 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: A plurality (45%) of respondents felt that a China Hat overcrossing was “Very” or “Somewhat
urgent”; 36% felt that it was “less urgent” or “not needed”.
Related open-ended comments:
•
•
•

2 respondents were concerned about how they would be able to access U.S. 97 (from China Hat) if these
changes are made.
2 respondents suggested that a full overcrossing wasn’t necessary, only an improved northbound merging
lane.
1 respondent said they did not understand the proposed design.

13. How urgent are these potential changes at Baker/Knott Road as a possible improvement? (Choose one.)
743 respondents answered this question.
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Observations: Only 37% of respondents felt that the improvements at Baker/Knott Road were “Very” or
“Somewhat urgent”; 47% felt that the changes were “less urgent” or “not needed”.
Related open-ended comments: 3 respondents provided comments on Baker/Knott Road. They noted the existing
traffic issues at peak hours and how difficult it is to turn (northbound) onto the Parkway without a signal. One
respondent suggested a roundabout.
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14. Is there anything else you want to tell us about the project or the proposed solutions? (Please explain below.)
455 respondents answered this question.

Observations: The content in the “related open-ended comments” section following each question above was
derived from answers to this question and from public comments received through mail and email. What follows
are more general observations about the open-ended feedback received. The full text of the open-ended comments
is provided in Appendix C.
Respondents gave a range of answers to this open-ended question, including identifying problems, offering
solutions, stating opinions about specific road treatments, and referencing specific locations.
The most common general problems identified:
•
•
•
•

Congestion (61)
Safety (33)
Speed (18)
Traffic signals (19)

The most common solutions and opinions about road treatments:
•
•
•

Keeping right-in (and/or) right-out exits open (104)
Adding new ramps or merge lanes (47)
Better enforcing the speed limit on the Parkway (36)

The most popular locations mentioned:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hawthorne (106)
Lafayette (90)
Reed Market (46)
Empire (33)
Murphy (30)
Powers (29)

20 respondents raised concerns about the survey structure or process approach:
•
•
•

•
•

8 respondents said that the complex language used in the survey and the technical memos was not
accessible or easy for the general public to understand.
5 respondents felt that the survey was designed only to validate preformed conclusions.
3 respondents commented on the survey focus: 1 wanted the survey to solicit feedback on the proposed
U.S. 97 North Corridor Solutions; 2 said that the survey should focus on understanding problems and
guiding principles. [These themes were the focus of the 2018 survey.]
3 respondents reported that the survey link did not work, or that they heard from others that it did not
work. [The problem link in question was not identified.]
2 respondents commented on images: 1 respondent wanted more images; 1 respondent had a difficult
time understanding the maps.
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2 respondents commented on the structure of the survey questions: 1 respondent wanted to provide
open-ended comments on each solution; 1 respondent felt that the use of “urgency” in a rating scale was
too ambiguous a term.

Respondent Information
15. What is the 5-digit zip code of your primary
residence?
793 respondents answered this question.

97701
178
23%

Observations: 90% of participants indicated that
they live in or near Bend: 97703, 97701, and 97702.

Other
82
10%

97702
303
38%

97703
230
29%

16. How would you describe yourself? Check all that apply.
806 respondents provided
answers to this question.

Observations: 709 (88%)
of respondents identified
as Bend residents. 241
(30%) identified as living or
working adjacent to the
Parkway, and 213 (26%)
identified as owners or
employees of a Bend
Businesses. Only 3% of
participants said that they
were visitors to Bend.

I am a Bend resident

709

I live or work in a neighborhood
adjacent to the Parkway
I am an owner or employee
of a Bend business

241
213

Other (please specify)

100

I am involved in Neighborhood
Association…
I am a visitor to Bend
I am a Parkway Plan
Sounding Board member
I serve on the Citywide
Transportation…

44
24
7
4

17. How do you usually get around? Check all that apply.
813 respondents answered this question.

Observations: While a significant majority
of respondents (87%) said that they usually
drive alone, roughly one quarter said that
they usually bike or walk.

Car (drive alone)
Car (drive with others)

420

Walk

231

Bike

212

Other (please specify)

22

Transit

19

Freight or delivery…
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18. How often do you use the Bend Parkway? Choose one.
814 respondents answered this question.

Observations: A significant majority (87%
of respondents) indicated that they use
the Parkway multiple times per week or
more.

Multiple times a week
Every day
Once a week
A few times per month
A few times a year
Once a month
Seldom or never
Less than once a year

19. What is your age?

24
8
2
1
0

65+
55-64
45-54
35-44
25-34
18-24
Under 18

610 respondents answered this question.

312

69

398

214
127
104
110

Observations: Consistent with the 2018 survey,
respondents between 35 and 64 years old were evenly
51
distributed. Respondents under 35 were less
4
represented. Unlike the 2018 survey, persons 65 years
0
and older had significantly higher representation,
constituting over a third of the responses to this
question. This is roughly double the representation from the previous survey (17%) and of the actual 65+
population (16%).
20. What gender do you identify with?
608 respondents answered this question.

Observations: Male respondents outnumbered female
respondents by 13%. Males were overrepresented by 8%
compared to the Bend population (48% male).

Prefer not to
specify
8
1%
Male
337
56%
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21. What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months?
559 respondents answered this question.

$150,000 or more

Observations: Respondents represented a
range of incomes, though a majority
reported earning more than the Bend
median household income
($52,471/year). Only 14% reported
earning less than the median.

107

$100,000 to $149,999

162

$75,000 to $99,999

114

$50,000 to $74,999

96

$35,000 to $49,999

44

$25,000 to $34,999
Less than $25,000

23
13

22. What race or ethnicity do you identify with? Check all that apply.
585 respondents answered this question.

Observations: 95% of
respondents identified as
“White/Caucasian”, which is
overrepresented compared to
2016 census data (86%).

White/ Caucasian
Other (please specify):
Asian or Pacific Islander
Hispanic/ Latino
American Indian/ Native American/…
Slavic
Black/ African American
Middle Eastern

556
12
10
9
6
3
3
1

23. What languages do you speak at home? Check all that apply.
604 respondents answered this question.

Observations: 93% of Bend residents speak only English. Of survey respondents, 99.7% of respondents reported
that they speak English at home, with 4% speaking Spanish. Other reported languages (2.7%) included Chinese,
Russian, French, Portuguese, Nepali, Finnish, and German.
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Appendix A: Online Open House Content
The online open house used the following structure:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Welcome – Including an introduction to the purpose of the open house, instructions for using the online
open house, and reference links to the technical memos that provided the online open house content.
Background – Including a project area map, an overview of the project purpose and previous steps in the
planning process.
Evaluation Process – A high level overview of how the featured solutions and strategies were developed
and refined. This page then allowed respondents to respond to the subsequent list of solutions in order,
or to skip directly to individual study segments.
Proposed Solutions and Strategies – Each page offered a short introduction and then presented a series
of brief descriptions that typically included an image and a list of “pros” and “cons” for each solution.
Respondents were asked to weigh in on the “urgency” of each solution and given the option to say if they
were “not sure” or that they “have concerns”. Solutions were divided over four pages corresponding with
project segments:
a. Corridor Wide Projects
b. North Study Area
c. Central Study Area
d. South Study Area
Final Questions – Respondents were asked for open ended feedback, as well as for additional information
about how they use the Parkway.
Demographic Questions – Respondents were given the opportunity to answer optional questions about
age, gender, income, race, and spoken language.
Thank You – A final “Thank You” page provided information about next steps and where to learn more
about the project.
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Appendix B: Title VI Tabling Overview
While the Title VI memorandum did not identify any particularly prominent Title VI population, lower income
groups were shown to have been underrepresented in prior outreach and are typically more difficult to engage
due to more limited availability. To promote the online survey and to try and increase outreach to lower-income
populations, the project team spent time tabling at two locations from December 5-6, 2019:
•
•

Grocery Outlet - Thursday, 12/5, 2:30-6:30 PM. Engaged with roughly 44 people.
Food4Less – Friday, 12/6, 10 AM-2 PM. Engaged with roughly 45 people

The project team proactively engaged shoppers as they entered each store, asking people if they often used U.S.
97 and if they would like to give ODOT feedback. The project team collected anecdotal feedback about the
experience but did not prompt the public with formal or structured questions about the specific solutions that
were described in the online survey. A Spanish speaking team member was able to answer general questions
about the project and survey process and wore a nametag that said “Yo Hablo Español”.
Shoppers were given small handout cards with the website URL if they were too busy to stop and talk. During
tabling, the team also provided fact sheets and other ODOT promotional items.
While in Bend, the team provide project materials to Neighbor Impact and the St. Vincent De Paul food bank to
distribute to clients.
Links to the survey were also sent to the following social service organizations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Latino Community Association of Central
Oregon
Central Oregon Council on Aging
Cascade Youth & Family Center
Bend Senior Center at Camp Marshal
Cascade Youth & Family Center
Central Oregon Collective
Open Arms Adult Day Service to Open

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shared Future Coalition
Heart of Oregon Corps
Big Brothers Big Sisters
Boys & Girls Clubs of Bend
J Bar J Youth Services
NeighborImpact
Healy Heights Head Start
Abilitree (Center for Independent Living

Observations
•

•

•

Most people were very receptive and excited to give feedback. While the staff at tables directed people to
the survey to respond to specific solutions, many acknowledged problems with the Parkway, primarily
related to speed, access, and traffic volume. Others provided comments on other nearby facilities. Several
suggested that the infrastructure in Bend seems unable to accommodate the current rate of growth. The
team was thanked several times for hosting the info table. (Additional comments are listed below.)
Shoppers at Grocery Outlet were more inclined to give feedback than people who shopped at
Food4Less. This location was recommended by the City of Bend and could serve as a good location for
future outreach.
Local food banks were excited to distribute project information and have their clients’ voices heard.
There are likely future opportunities for providing information through foodbanks to low-income
individuals in the future.
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Comments and Themes Noted by the Public
Solutions:

Problems:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Safety and congestion were the biggest
problems that people noted during the
tabling.
Bend is growing too fast and the
infrastructure can't keep up.
Everybody thinks US 97 is a freeway and
drives too fast.
Empire Avenue gets nasty with traffic
congestion.
The interchange at U.S. 97 and U.S. 20 is
very congested and unsafe.
The overpass at the Wickiup Junction is a
problem because the bridge is unsafe.
Getting onto the Parkway is impossible
because of the current right-in/right-out
entrances and congestion.
Cooley Rd. is a mess because of traffic
congestion.
The road needs work.
Congestion on Empire is problematic.
Speed and safety are major problems.
Something needs to be done about highspeed crashes.
U.S. 97 is too narrow to be a freeway.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
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Stop people from moving here.
Travelers need to be able to exit north on
U.S. 97 at Mt. Washington.
Need more formal exits and entrances
instead of right-in/right-out street exits.
Fix the Wickiup Junction overpass bridge in
La Pine.
Add a stoplight, a skybridge or something
by Ace Hardware to allow pedestrians to
cross more easily and safely.
Bend needs a sign on U.S. 97 southbound
that tells travelers, especially truckers, that
this is the last exit in Bend and the last gas
before Sunriver.
The city needs to enforce existing driving
rules, including speed limits.
Move the road from where it is to
somewhere else, not in the middle of the
city.
Make U.S. 97 have a correct speed for the
type of roadway it is; some places are too
fast and some are too slow.
Education on how to use the road - people
don't understand how this roadway works.
Bike routes throughout the city would be
nice.
Create a left-hand turn from Empire onto
the Parkway to make it safer.
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Appendix C: Open Ended Questions
Question 14. Is there anything else you want to tell us about the project or the proposed solutions?
1.

Don't close expressway access to/from Hawthorne and Lafayette. The nightmare of traffic congestion
downtown boggles the imagination. Sure, give us a bit of a lane so we don't have to merge from a
standstill.

2.

I believe that closing the Lafayette exit is unacceptable, however I can see closing the Right turn onto the
Parkway from Hawthorne. / We need to remove the current median, add larger shoulders, or a new lane.
A new center lane could be used as a third lane by alternating between Northbound and Southbound use
between exits, as permissible to create better traffic flow. -Emergency vehicle 'turnaround lanes” need to
be placed strategically in the center of the Parkway. / I propose closing the right turn onto the Parkway at
Truman as well. / I suggest closing the left hand turn-in lane just past the HWY 20N overpass. Instead,
extend the left turn lane for the light at Robal Rd. This would prevent some of the left lane backup that
occurs from people going to Trader Joe's, etc... and put them in a controlled intersection. / -I am not sure
what a solution is to the issue where the on ramp from 3rd st. merges immediately before the Olney exit.
However, something needs done. / -The purpose of the Parkway was NOT and is NOT to provide for
“alternative modes of transportation.” It WAS and IS designed to improve automobile traffic flow,
removing traffic from the City surface streets.

3.

Bend bypass on the east side. From tuna lo rd, near the airport, then down to/past china hat. Easy
connection to highway 20 east bound. Needs to happen!

4.

Our families main issue along with every family I know in town is the reed market corridor. It often takes
20 minutes to get down which then makes everyone late to school, pickups, ect. We shouldn’t be
spending so much of our life sitting on reed market. Our business is also on reed market and people are
always late , as they just can’t get to us. The biggest issue is the train; but the fact that it is not a 4 lane
road is insane.

5.

Add designated right turn lanes to EVERY INTERSECTION with a light. Time the lights with one another to
turn green at the same time the traffic flows through. Do not get rid of right in right out streets, instead
add a right turning lane and merging lane. for all intersections use lights before roundabouts. Add a better
transit system. We have a railroad that runs from bend to Redmond, put in a rail system.

6.

No

7.

Concerning the possible closure of the Hawthorne and LaFayette ramps - seems this would put an
enormous burden on other areas/streets that could not handle that amount of traffic... It would be
moving the problems...not fixing them!

8.

No

9.

The parkway through Bend (and all of hwy 97 from Redmond to Bend) should be a limited access divided
freeway. There’s too much traffic for stop lights and right and left turns.

10. Traffic on Reed Market Rd has increased dramatically in the last two years due to increased and continual
development in SE Bend. Coupled with delays caused by the railroad stops, traffic congestion is constant
and increasing.
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11. Reduce unnecessary signage.
12. My main concern currently is the Hawthorne and Lafayette Roads. They are used so much and while
getting onto Hwy 97 from them is sometimes difficult, it is doable. But leaving Hwy 97 onto these roads
doesn't really slow traffic. To close these roads would over load the other downtown exits to the point of
major traffic jams.
13. Safer bike lanes and pedestrian crossings are important considerations
14. Those of us who work downtown rely on the Hawthorne entry and exit from the Parkway and would
appreciate improvements to the exit/entry, not elimination. Easy in and out there relieves downtown
traffic congestion
15. Closing access to Hawthorne, Truman and Lafayette would only add to congestion.perhaps have only
access off 97 but not on is a better solution
16. It would be nice to have a light turning left from empire to the parkway south or some type of
improvement. It is always incredibly backed up.
17. We believe having RO access at Lafayette is much better than the proposed Hawthorne. There is parking
available here which is used for downtown events and this road gives direct access to that lot.
18. Please take care of our roads. Also there needs to be roundabout on Butler Market and Deschutes
Market. Also widen the road on Mt. Washington. Create wider roads such as 2 lane roads on 27th all the
way from China Hat to Butler Market.
19. We need a bypass from hwy 97 that goes around Bend. The current hwy 97 could remain an expressway
with the on and off exits.
20. Butler market, reed market road, brookswood, murphy road, empire, 27th street, and several other major
roads should all be widened to accommodate 2 lanes in each direction (4 total). This should have been
done during previous road projects, but keeps getting ignored, wasting time, money, and putting our
community further behind for road capacity and improvements.
21. I marked Not Sure for areas I don't drive on a regular basis
22. Many of the intersections definitely need improvements with a signal/roundabout, but not needed are
the crosswalks, etc. For example, Baker/Knott Roads intersection is all vehicles and literally no
pedestrians. Encouraging other modes of transportation such as bicycles, etc. is just not realistic for some
of these intersections. Have you done studies of what the pedestrian and non-vehicle traffic is before
your improvements and after your improvements?
23. Please add signs that inform drivers to use the LEFT lane for passing and the RIGHT lane for slower travel.
That is half the battle!
24. Entrance to 97 north from eastbound Colorado is broken. Need a roundabout. Same for 97 exit on to
Reed Market.
25. enforce speed limit. if this is not a freeway why are people allowed to drive as if it is. that would make
exiting & entering safer. don't close any.
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26. The City's traffic consultant plans do little to help solve some of these issues. They need to work with you.
The Parkway is heavily used, especially for intracity travel, because Bend's traffic solutions have proved
abysmal. Your models predict problems which their models ignore. Speed and "tailgating" are huge
impediments to any of your systems. Ramp sequencing lights do not resolve the above. Merge,
roundabout, and ramp traffic light solutions, aong with driving adjustments based on weather, require
common sense and courtesy which we seem to be short of. Improving speed reduction enforcement
would help. Powers Road really needs to be addressed - and joint solutions of "tight diamonds at Murphy
and Powers would set a solid basis for both interconnection and a southern river crossing. Your emphasis
on the Cooley interchange is warranted. Bend has done such a poor job of its TSP that your Lafayette and
Hawthorne access is critical - there is no way to move traffic adequately only on Colorado, Bond, Wall,
and Revere via Newport/Greenwood. An integrated "smart" traffic signal controller system throughout
the Bend area would do wonders for both traffic and fuel consumption. And finally, ODOT has
traditionally done a pretty good job of knowing its system, perhaps over-designing roads, and trying to
keep us safe. Now if we humans could only follow.
27. Please whatever is done make sure that the speed limit on Hwy 97 is maintained and enforced at 45 mph.
If speeds are greater then this there will be a significant increase in the traffic noise pollution. I saw this
happen in Colorado five years ago when wyH !-225 was increased from two lanes to three lanes and the
speed limit increased from 55 mph to 65 mph. It was horrible! Easily a 3 to 5 fold increase in noise
occurred when this change was completed.Keeping speed limits under control is vital in keeping future
noise pollution in check for the entire city of Bend.Thanks
28. Enforcement of the 45 mph speed limit would significantly improve safety and lower stress of driving the
Parkway.
29. Hwy 97 both north and southbound is an absolute mess almost at all times, and yet more shopping has
been added. This is urgent to get fixed so traffic flows. And the exit from the parkway onto Reed Market is
so dangerous that I never take it. These are main priorities to address.
30. Solutions that would allow the parkway to move to a 55 mph speed limit would be great.
31. Is the Parkway meant to be a passage "thru" Bend or a way for locals to get from north to south and viceversa?
32. Can more speed limits/changes be used to reduce accidents and improve egress/ingress?
33. Colorado north is a major accident waiting to happens. 10 ton cement trucks enter at 50-60 mph. Close all
the southbound entrances to parkway in downtown area; close all but 1 southbound exit to downtown
area. Need more slowdown exit length at northbound Revere.
34. I think that an easy way to eliminate dangerous in and out on the parkway would be to close Hawthorne
and Lafayette roads using gates that can be opened during festivals and downtown activities. This will
allow access to those areas during high congestion times, but provide day to day safety from people
slamming on their brakes to turn, or slamming on brakes because some one pulls out in front of people
traveling on parkway not matching traveling speeds. Also implementing walking bridges over or under 97
parkway at the proposed areas instead of what is currently being used would be safer.
35. Left turn onto reed market at north off ramp very dangerous, but only way to access west bound. Need
solution! Ed pedestrian access across 97 in south Bend. Need good access to downtown without going
through neighborhoods with parking problems.
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36. More biker friendly considerations.
37. Closing Lafayette, Hawthorne and Thurman access will only result in heavier traffic and longer waits
getting in and out of downtown bend.
38. Please don't close the street exits off the Bend Parkway. Does the current parkway design cause a lot of
rear-end crashes? If you can't make that case, then closing the street exits is a solution in search of a
problem.
39. We need to eliminate bikes on 97. / Speed is a constant issue on the parkway. / A connection to
greenwood/hwy 20 is a priority. When the parkway was built it was already outdated. Hope to see more
fore thought and anticipation for growth.
40. Make the Lafayette RIRO as an exit only southbound and extend/lengthen the slow down ramp to allow
for seamless flow./ Extend the exit lanes for right turn southbound traffic at Coley and Robel for mall
traffic./ Close the first left turn northbound exit to mall and require traffic to take exit and enter at hwy 20
and Robel on west side of mall. The malls are a huge problem, stop catering to it.
41. Regarding traffic flow and back up, suggested that left turns downtown and on Greenwood onto side
streets be limited during peak hours. (7:30 to 9:00 a.m. and then 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
42. If new bridges are in the works then consider better conditions at key crossings in the central core to
create better east west connectivity for pedestrians and bikes. This more than anything will stimulate
growth for housing and commercial use in the core.
43. I am very concerned about the proposed closing of Lafayette and Hawthorne Avenues in Bend. I think this
is a terrible idea and should not even be considered.
44. There was nothing that I saw in this survey about closing Lafayette and Hawthorne. I do not think either of
these access and ingress points to downtown should be eliminated. If they are it will cause even more
congestion on Franklin and Greenwood. People trying to get out of downtown will have to go way out of
their way to reach the east side. And by closing them both it will have a severely negative impact on
downtown, providing no easy access to downtown. Wall street can not handle the extra traffic and using
Colorado for access to downtown will also cause congestion. Slowing down traffic on the parkway is key
to having safe entrance and exits off and on the parkway. It was not meant to be a freeway and I'm sure
more police patrols would be cheaper than the work it will take to close those intersections. Flashing
SLOW signs should help too. 'Fines will be enforced' signs, etc, should help. I'm sure there are many
options to slowing down traffic.
45. 97 is a highway. Pedestrians & bikes rarely use - rightly so and should be eliminated. Hard to rate projects
when some are/should be dependent on others. Less or more urgent than what? We need more public
transit on a grid system not hub in order to move more people. Younger ones will use it if available, older
folks will use it if it goes where they want to go
46. Empire from Boyd Acres to OB Riley is, fairly, a nightmare for bike commuters. Please so something.
47. I think one of the most dangerous areas is where Powers Rd merges onto the parkwayt Northbound. I had
an accident there,and it is one of the most poorly designed places that ODOT has designed.
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48. These are only TEMPORARY solutions to the more MAMMOTH problem. Having moved here from So.
Calif. where they did no improvements until it was too late and by the time the project(s) were completed
the traffic situation and problems were worse than before they began (ie: traffic congestion on the
freeways, on and off ramps, light traffic monitoring, designated traffic lanes, etc.). The solution from the
beginning of the Highway 97 Redmond area to the most southern area of Bend is a NEW routing of
Highway 97! This highway should not be going directly through these 2 rapidly growing urban areas. Put
the money into re-routing Highway 97 (which HAS to happen now rather than making it much more
expensive later) and the congestion problems in Redmond and Bend on their parkways will be temporarily
solved (but will still need to be done as the area grows in the future).
49. I drive to Bend for work every day. This includes Highway 20, various intersections on the north parkway,
and use of the LaFayette exit to my job. I see the proposals to close LaFayette and Hawthorne and just
cringe. Do you see the amount of traffic using these exits all day long? Lots of government employees and
downtown business employees and THEIR CUSTOMERS use these routes. I don’t see any consideration to
the impact closing either of these exits would have on the surface streets, but I imagine a nightmare of
gridlock. I work right there and the traffic on Wall Street, Greenwood, Olney, and Revere is already horrid.
I presume that there have not been sufficient studies to determine the use of these exits and how closing
them would impact services and small business downtown. I only go to those small businesses because
they are easy to access, but without LaFayette and Hawthorne access from the parkway, I doubt many of
those businesses would survive. It is already so crowded down there, that adding additional traffic burden
will deter people from coming. / I would like to know what studies have been done to project the impact
of these changes and how routing all of the business, government, social work, tourists, and local
consumers onto fewer routes will impact the traffic in our growing region. It does not make sense. There
will be more accidents. / Think about the impact on local cost if it takes each government employee an
extra 5 minutes to get to their destination on taxpayer dollars. How will that impact county budgets in the
future when every trip reduces productivity but costs more? / I hope all of this is considered when
removing routes instead of improving them.
50. Please do not eliminate single lane off ramps @ Lafayette, Hawthorne or Truman
51. Seems overly focused on minor adjustments to driving time “predictability” which seems like code for
increasing traffic throughput. At the cost of slower, safer neighborhoods. I am skeptical of many aspects
of this project and it would be hella expensive. Value =/= cost.
52. Do overhead walking/ biking paths, instead of making traffic stop dead on parkway. Get rid of turning lane
heading north into Trader Joes. Light there? So dangerous! Access light from from target and home depot
to the new area where Cracker Barrel is. Hard to get from one side to the other of all that shopping. Lots
of cutting thru parking lots.
53. Do not remove Lafayette and or Hawthorne exits entrances from parkway. That would back up Revere
and Colorado too much.
54. Being able to exit Bend without having to go through the local traffic congestion at the north mall area by
Cooley is critical to solving our traffic problem. We need a way for thru traffic to avoid this local traffic jam
-- the back up on north 97 is a significant bottleneck and hazard. / Also, Scott Street/Wilson are becoming
bottlenecks as well due to parkway access issues. The safety of Scott Street for cyclists is compromised
due to traffic trying to get on the parkway and several side streets, with poor visibility, have become
“parkway access” (between 3rd St and Scott St). This greatly effects the livability of my neighborhood, in a
negative way.
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55. I'm in favor of solutions that improve access and safety for bicyclists and pedestrians
56. Turn parkway into freeway it already is given all travel at 55 mph not the 45 posted
57. Excellent report. I don't travel the southern part of town enough to comment.
58. Not at this time. So happy to see some forethought being put in to development and improvements.
59. Instead of adding multiple lanes for cars, I would consider funding multi-modal transport and adding to
infrastructure that way (i.e. more bus transit, protected bikeways for year-round cycling/walking (winter,
night hazards). Consideration for an East-West parkway. Ideally, investing in rail system. Study
Amsterdam, European transit, even Portland's transit system. Clearly, what we're doing as a young
city/country is not looking at the situation long-term for sustainable (environmentally, economically,
population growth-wise)
60. Can't take away on or off ramps. In anything, need more, especially from the East side
61. Lower speeds before you do anything else.
62. Getting out of downtown at 5pm is horrible. If you close Hawthorne, more cars will be on residential
streets getting to Arizona, which is already backed up from the Parkway to Wall. Need merge lanes at
Hawthorne.
63. Projects should prioritize bike/ped improvements
64. I can not believe the parkway got approved with its non user friendly plan. Instead of closing Hawthorne
and Lafayette, why not just create longer on/off merge lanes. I drive in the left lane going both north and
south, as a courtesy to any cars trying to get onto the parkway. It is also ridiculous that mirror exits and
entrances were not made for the cross streets. The waste of money on the Murphy Rd project is another
example of horrible planning. No way to get off the parkway at Murphy Rd. Now all traffic is funneled to
Powers Rd to 3rd St to Murphy.
65. Another waste of money is the Empire Expansion to 27th St. with NO southbound EXIT off the parkway at
Empire! / I would like to see a lot more round a bouts and a lot less traffic signal on the East side of town.
They are natural traffic flow controllers. / Lastly, trying to maneuver from NE to SW or SE to NW across
town is exhausting. No easy way to do that with out zig-zagging through neighborhoods.
66. PLEASE PLEASE make a southbound off ramp for Murphy. Like we were promised when the roundabout
was built. Also, taking away my right turn onto 97 northbound from China Hat concerns me, and impacts
my daily commute.
67. the RI/RO closures of Lafayette and Hawthorne should consider how to evacuate the downtown in an
emergency. RO should be kept with RI contingency in an emergency.
68. Extend Murphy to 27th ave / Add roundabouts to reed market between 15th and bond / I use a bike a lot
to get around town and use Wilson to cross from east to west. A clear bike lane from larkspur trail and
crossing 15th near Wilson would be nice. Crossing Wilson often is difficult
69. I am VERY concerned about the proposed solutions and would like to discuss those solutions with the
appropriate groups.
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70. Bike/Ped overcrossing at Hawthorne is very much needed!
71. DO NOT CLOSE LAFAYETTE or HAWTHORNE
72. How fast can you get it done? It needed to be done 5 years ago. All of these projects are necessary but
Powers and the RIRO to downtown are the worst holdups on 97 right now.
73. Close Lafayette, Hawthorne, Badger, Reed Ln and Truman. Make the existing crossings/on/off ramps
work.
74. I support many changes to the parkway in the South end of town due to future development that will be
concentrated on this area. I also think Empire and Reed Market are some of the most stressed areas of
town. The northbound ramp on Colorado Ave is VERY dangerous already, I'd probably put that #1 on my
priority list.
75. The major priority should be for getting rid of all the traffic lights at the north end of the parkway.
Everything else depends on this. That bottleneck is the root of all our traffic problems.
76. Closing the exit at Hawthorne going south on the parkway would overwhelm the Revere and Colorado
intersections. Need deceleration lane.
77. Why were no survey questions included for the North Corridor Project study. I see this as a very urgent
need for improvement both North and South near Emire and Cooley road. Also the entrances to Cascade
Mall are in need of safety improvements.
78. Stop spending millions to advertise more ppl to come visit Bend. We are creating our own problems. Until
proper infrastructure is in place this needs to halt.
79. SHORT TERM: Please fix the timing of light at Reed Mkt/S’bound Pkwy off-ramp. The Eastbound light cycle
is way too short vis-a-vis how much time the off-ramp allows those motorists! Thank you.
80. If the city would enforce the 45mph speed on the parkway the speeding traffic would not cause the
congestion. Revenue could go back to the city.
81. Get rid of the lights on 97, add overpass, no pedestrian crosswalks on 97, add overpass. Knott Baker exits
need a major revamp, have you tried turning left at morning and night rush hour? Along with the many
other side streets right at the south exit especially. Very dangerous, very slow, and train also impacts flow
82. Richard, my husband and I use the short exits off the bend parkway to get to our destinations./.Please
don’t close them, I offer a plan to extend the de acceleration lane./.I know we are not the only folks who
use these short exits /entrances./.Well, in my dream, and probably not in a budget, is: / have a
Greenwood ramp, both on and off the hwy. This would alleviate much traffic at Empire, and would
expedite traffic simply heading east/west. From the time we 1st started travelling thru Bend, it was
confusing to stay on 20. Many semi's could stay off 3rd. As for the short ramps, extend the off/on
sections, but maybe remove one or two if we had Greenwood available.
83. Empire entry to parkway is horrible and very unsafe many times throughout the day (southbound
parkway entry especially). Traffic east/west and west/east tends to snarl the entire area commonly
backed-up through the traffic lights.
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84. unless you control speed!!! have more visible patrol by law enforcement..accidents will happen..45MPH
now!!! everyone does 60... NO CLUE HOW DRIVE/MERGE
85. We need to keep the right hand lane turn off at Hawthorne./ This is the best way to access downtown and
both Greenwood and Franklin from the Parkway. This off-ramp allows access to many business and the
post office. Closing the Hawthorne off ramp will only increase traffic at other off ramps and on the
downtown streets. / Don't try to solve one problem by creating several others
86. 1. Traffic on US97 from Empire to Cooley is a like a cork in the bottle of traffic flow because of the
congestion around those shopping centers. Bypassing that entire area MUST BE your top priority! / 2.
Why the hell are bikes and pedestrians of concern? Bikes and pedestrians should NOT BE ALLOWED on
the parkway!
87. Yes...let's spend more $$$ fixing problems that were brought up when the parkway was first
proposed...many people expressed concerns re: capacity back in the 70's and were dismissed by the
powers that be...karma.
88. If you really want to improve traffic you will build a light rail that connects Redmond to Bend. Stop trying
to "improve" traffic flow. Get cars off the streets.
89. As these plans evolve, a project schedule showing a timeline and cost for key elements of planning,
engineering, cost development/bidding and construction should be included.
90. Off-ramp access Southbound from the Parkway onto Murphy Road seems to be missing from the above.
(Perhaps that was inferred or intended in the frontage road options?) Either way, when admittedly
awkward left turn lane was from the Parkway to Murphy was removed in the last phase, it forced the
buildup of exits at Powers. If a true southbound off-ramp to Murphy was included, folks could get exit
there, then head east on Murphy all the way to 15th - which would in turn relieve traffic exiting at Reed
Market for the many many people who are also trying to get east to 15th (and beyond).
91. There needs to be an improvement for trucks to connect with HWY 20 in both directions. Requiring them
to use third street as the connection causes congestion on Third and Greenwood.
92. The police can speed up the entire reviewing of accidents, not all wrecks need to look like a mass
shooting. You have police cars and other emergency vehicles causing traffic gridlock its ridiculous. Most
are not serious, take some photos, push them off and out of the way.
93. I strongly urge closure of the "smaller" on/off ramps in the central area: Lafayette, Hawthorne (I know,
not considered), Truman.
94. The survey will not let you indicate the same priority for auxiliary lanes between Empire and Butler
Market. Why? Definitely must keep Hawthorne as RI off ramp. Should keep Reed Ln as RO only since
removing it will only make Reed Mkt or Powers worse.
95. There is a need to enter Murphy Road headed south. Crazy that it was not done when built a few yrs
back! Also, closing right turns on and off the Parkway causes streets to be overloaded. Poor design from
the beginning and by closing them now would just create stress on streets that are already overloaded.
DO NOT close those access points!!! It's not just about the Parkway congestion! Big picture plans and
impacts please! Murphy Road south entry point is critical! Still shake my head in why it was not done in
first design! And please fix North bound Parkway access!
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96. Closing ANY roads, on/off ramps is a VERY bad idea and will have horrible repercussions. Our roads are
already congested enough without adding more cars.
97. I would like to see the right-ins and right-outs at Hawthorne, Lafayette, Truman, and Pinebrook made
safer but left open.
98. I think you should make the right-ins and right-outs safer, but you should not close them.
99. Although I see that the Hawthorne Avenue entry to the parkway may need to be eliminated, I am
concerned that the increased traffic on Wall Street to get out of downtown would worsen the current
problems of cars speeding down Wall and ignoring pedestrians at or in the crosswalks near City Hall, the
library, and the school district building.
100. I feel strongly that Hawthorn needs to stay open - it is really the best way to get on to Greenwood,
Downtown and Franklin. Eliminating it will cause too much traffic on Bond and Wall between Colorado
and downtown
101. I stopped taking the survey on the 2nd page. I'm just astonished by the complete lack of foresight by Bend
leaders. You coveted growth, you encouraged growth, you sought after growth, and you lacked the
foresight to establish the necessary infrastructure for this growth to happen in a safe manner. I look at all
of the options and all I see are my property taxes going up, up, up! Unlike those of you who partnered
with the greed/growth mongers in Bend, my salary has not even increased at the same rate as the cost of
living index, I have not become wealthier and my quality of life in Bend has diminished. Yes, all of the
items you have proposed have clear benefits, instead of using these surveys to justify a future bond
measure on the ballot, why don't you ask those who have profited hand over fist from the growth you
and they coveted to foot the bill?
102. If you close LaFayette and other RO exits on the Parkway going south, it will turn Revere into a quagmire.
Then the only exit into the downtown area will be Revere. Traffic will back up to the Parkway, particularly
during commute time.
103. Access into and out of the Downtown Bend core must be retained. We should never expect surface
streets to sustain such added traffic.
104. I have 2 points to make: 1) Truman exit should be closed immediately. It's dangerous and traffic comes to
a halt there since there's no separate exit lane. 2) PLEASE, add a north-bound on-ramp to the parkway at
Murphy Rd. Would love a south-bound exit there as well.
105. The off ramp at Empire should be widened to two lanes to allow more stacking, thereby getting more cars
off of the highway, sooner. / Closing RIRO streets would push traffic to other roads. / I don't understand
the reasoning for the proposed design at China Hat. / The Powers Rd. intersection was originally designed
so that a future interchange would fit within it's existing footprint. / On/off ramps should have been
designed into the Murphy overcrossing and the sountern most overcrossing never installed. / Closing the
RIRO at Nels Anderson PL. Would severly effect future development of the Thomas property at that
corner. / I don't see anything here addressing the severe backup and accidents caused by traffic entering
into Cascade Village northbound. When merging onto the northbound from Empire, you need to
accelerate to get up to road speed while watching for NB traffic, then traffic is stopped just over the
horizon and around the corner. / O / I don't see anything here that addresses major alignment changes
planned on the North end. / Everything here addresses the parkway with minimal mention of its effects
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on surface streets. ODOT and City of Bend don't seem to be communicating much. Look to Redmond for
how to citywide traffic planning with the long view in sight.
106. Pls consider closing the first left turn entrance into Trader Joes because it causes traffic to back up in the
entire lane past the overpass. It is very dangerous when cars are stopped completely in this lane allowing
only the right lane for thru traffic. If not closing this off there needs to be a dedicated lane sine cars turn
left to avoid the next traffic light where they should be turning left into shopping area.
107. Keep Southbound exits to downtown, add lane if possible
108. any intersection closure(s) without creating new access will only induce the problem to relocate
somewhere else, which means throwing a large quantity of money at the problem for no net benefit.
Spend the money to fix the problem where it is created.
109. Please do provide access to exit Parkway at Hawthorne and Truman Avenue. These exits are critical for
access to local work places and businesses. Thank you.
110. It seems that all these improvements focus on capital expenditures. I wonder if traffic/speed enforcement
could mitigate some of structural issues being proposed.
111. Northern projects urgently need to address congestion at 97/20 with a busy shopping center.
112. RIRO points should be improved..not eliminated. There was no option to choose improvement which is
needed!!!
113. Do not close Truman, Hawthorne or Lafayette access to Parkway. 97 is not an expressway within the city
limits. Make them safer by extending the off and on lanes.
114. Hawthorne is heavily used both for entering and exiting the Parkway as it is a direct route to the
downtown area. Make it safer, yes. Shut if off, NO.
115. I am concerned with the potential exit closures and the traffic back up at the other exits, specifically
closing Lafayette and Hawthorne would create a huge influx of traffic going into downtown from
Colorado.
116. Consider salt for the roads in winter. Bend is not a safe place to drive in the winter with snow, ice, traffic
etc. Not always the drivers driving too fast, etc. It's my biggest fear living here since 2011.
117. all traffic entering the parkway needs entry ramps and three lanes are needed instead of two
118. The on ramp at Empire to Southbound 97 is a disaster. A true example of idiotic planning. FIX IT!
119. Start enforcing the speed limit or install speedbumps-the parkway is not a freeway. When the family
dwellings are completed on the west side at Reed you will have a pedestrian crossing problem going to
Fred Meyer, you need stop lights or overpasses to Walmart and Fred Meyer
120. If the Reed Market road improvement had been thought out more carefully, it would have been 2 lanes
both ways from 3rd to 15th. As it is, it really hasn’t much improved traffic flow. Let’s take more time and
develop with more forethought.
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121. Please do not close both the Hawthorn exit and entrance. It is so difficult to get onto the parkway from
downtown as it is! NO ROUNDABOUTS ON MAJOR ROADS AND INTERSECTIONS. LIGHTS KEEP THE TRAFFIC
FLOWING AND ALLOWS FOR SOME BREAKS IN THE TRAFFIC.
122. Northbound the Parkway works well. Southbound thru the downtown area should have been heavily sign
posted "Through travel keep in left lane" and/or "Only exiting traffic use right lane". One of the
downtown on/offs should be closed, along with Truman Ave. Another potential problem area is getting
on/off at the northern shopping center, Food For Less, etc.
123. The 3rd street/Reed Market intersection is a massive problem. I'm not sure it can be solved without an
over-crossing which probably can never happen due to the limited space available. / Fixing the safety
hazard at the north-bound off ramp to turn left on Reed Market is a very high priority. Visibility to the
traffic eastbound over the bridge is very poor and the backups at 3rd street block left-turning vehicles
from making a turn.
124. Get rid of all crosswalks and stoplights on the Parkway itself. Yes to on/off ramps.
125. Please don't close the Hawthorne exit from Parkway. The Empire exit southbound is currently very
dangerous.
126. The unintended consequences need to be carefully studied before moving out on projects, particularly
right turn on/off the parkway at Lafayette and Hawthorne. Quit putting bicycles the priority before
automobiles. When bikes become the primary mode of transportation, yes, then make it important, but
until bicycles are frequenting the parkway and other bottlenecks, don't make them a priority.
127. I believe closing any of the entrances from neighborhoods to the parkway would cause more problems
than is necessary. It would be harder to get around. It would move more traffic back to 3rd street which is
already congested. It is not that hard to slow down on the parkway if somebody is exiting and entering
the parkway.
128. Metering lights are a terrible idea. They would slow the travel of all cars entering the parkway in Bend.
The primary problem isn't cars getting on the parkway at the same time. It's bottlenecks at intersections.
Fix this problem rather than creating a new source of delay and frustration./ Don't close RIRO access
points, especially near the center of town, unless you can ensure doing so will not create additional
congestion on streets near the parkway. Improving the safety of entry and exit at these points would be
very helpful. / There should not be crosswalks on the parkway (i.e., at Badger). Maximize ability of bikes
and pedestrians to cross over or under the parkway. / Need better lighting for major intersections onto
the parkway. More reflective pain on lines would help, too. Currently it is very hard to see lane lines at
night, especially in rainy conditions.
129. I think it is important to maintain at least one exit entrance in the downtown area so that traffic doesn't
get worse down town. Pedestrian and bike improvements are also important in the central district down
town areas to reduce congestion where the most people use walking and biking for access.
130. Concern about closing R turns at Hawthorn and Truman. Should leave for access--ok to remove R turn
onto the parkway on these streets for safety. / It seems that the parkway should NOT be a bicycle or
pedestrian corridor thru Bend. ODOT is trying to do too much with 97, and should focus on local &
regional car and freight traffic and transit. Trying to do too many functions with the 97 corridor will only
dilute its functionality as a car/truck corridor. Do I think we need more ped/bike accessibility in Bend--YES,
but 97 is not the place to do it and will only endanger users. More crossings of 97 for peds & bike however
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are badly needed / Fixing the Southbound Butler Market exit so people can easily make both R & L turns
onto Butler Market road will releave some Empire pressure and decrease wait time on both streets.
131. Old Bend Redmond Hwy intercession with Hwy 20 is extremely dangerous and needs a traffic light or
traffic circle ASAP...
132. Highest priority is an off-ramp southbound at Murphy road. Access off of 97 to the West of 97 South of
Powers road is critical - massive growth and no access points.
133. The south improvements should have been made with the Murphy Road extension project. What is it you
incompetent bureaucrats don't understand about the fact that, If everyone in Bend were driving Teslas
and every 18 wheeler was powered by a fuel cell, there would still be the same number of vehicles...not
bikes!
134. Every Trucker traveling N. or S. on our parkway understands that the 45 mph speed limit is not
enforceable because there is no way to pull over an 18 wheeler on the parkway. Hence they travel at 5565 mph with no worries. This has to change, it is extremely dangerous, especially in bad road conditions.
135. Thank you!
136. I live off of brookswood near murphy, it would help a ton if there was a way to access the pkwy north
from murphy, Powers is always backed up. It would also help to be able to easily turn left on to reed
market from the north bound off ramp.
137. Enforce 45mph limit
138. Removing central on and off options (Truman, Hawthorne and Louisiana) will shift traffic to congested
areas.
139. I live in River Rim and traffic has never been a regular conversation with neighbors until this year. I feel
trapped - unable to get out of the neighborhood via Brookswood or Baker Rd at peak times of day and it is
definitely impacting my perception about the livability in Bend. To me this work on Hwy 97 is critical for
the future of Bend.
140. Moving traffic thru the city is a priority. Closing roads only overloads other existing traffic options. We
need to be able to easily navigate to locations & businesses. My experience with ODOT is to reduce
speeds, close roads, and make travel more difficult :(
141. I understand better how complex this is.
142. Close Lafayette and Hawthorne unless you can feasibly make them legitimate off/on ramps. NO RIGHT
TURNS onto a fwy or hwy. yes, the Parkway should be treated like a fwy traveling thru a major city. /
Don't even waste time and money talking about closing NelsAndersen, Robal, etc; the Hwy has to be
moved and routing it like a surface street next to a shopping center is riduculous.
143. DO NOT eliminate the Lafayette or Hawthorne, exits into town! I don't care as much about the exits / back
onto the Parkway.
144. I’m extremely concerned about the City of Bend ability to keep up exploding population. Thanks for
listening.
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145. Very disappointed that the biggest problem area...Cascade mall and Highway 20 interchange...isn't yet on
the table!!
146. Concerned about spillback congestion into local streets if signal meter lights are used on on ramps.
147. Yes. What you should be doing is building a Bend bypass that connects 97 and 20 on the East side of the
city! That would get the trucks -- and many cars -- off the freeway!
148. How can we not have a parkway that doesn’t have an exit on to hwy 20 or greenwood ave?
149. Absolute need to keep Lafayette and Hawthorne access points to the Parkway. Work needed for better
off and on ramps but access from downtown is critical.
150. Enforcing the existing speed limit with cameras would be huge. Excess speed is the no 1 problem. Also
signs instructing through traffic to keep left would help a lot.
151. You are proposing nothing that improves 97 in the north end of town. You are proposing nothing that
improves the back up at Empire. You still have no connection from 97 to 20. This whole project was a
waste of my money and proposes nothing that will improve my life, or that of anyone I know. Ridiculous.
152. Keep the southbound off ramp at Hawthorn but make the off ramp longer. Hawthorn is a key link to going
east on Greenwood (Hwy. 20 E).
153. Closing access to and from the Parkway will only produce more congestion on the roads with remaining
access to the Parkway. If the Park way speed limit was reduced slowing for the exits and merging on to
the parkway would be far safer.
154. Please do not close the off ramps at Hawthorne and Layayette. It will make it harder for our employees
and patients to access our Physical Therapy Clinic on Greenwood and Hill St. and will cause even worse
congestion on Greenwood and Wall St.
155. The best change that could be made would be the elimination of all the abrupt right turn entrances and
exits between Revere and Reed Market. Those are dangerous, as vehicles cannot slow down to exit the
parkway or accelerate when entering the parkway without badly disrupting the flow of traffic.
156. Please don’t remove the Hawthorne exit from the parkway!!!
157. Keep the off ramps at Lafayette and Hawthorne, but eliminate the on ramps there
158. Changes in the entry/exit to the parkway are not necessary if speed was monitored and controlled. It's a
parkway not a freeway.
159. Get rid of the center trash and weed collector down the entire parkway, install concrete barrier to make
room for accel lanes from Hawthorne, Lafayette, Truman. Shoulders are limited when issues happen.
160. I don't believe cost should be the most important factor in this study. I believe that safety should be.
There is a significant amount of growth to the area and the entire parkway can not handle the influx of
traffic. I have been a driver in Bend for 15 years and feel that the Parkway is unsafe, mainly due to
capacity issues. There are too many cars trying to use a system designed for less cars.
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161. sooner or later bypass will need "normal" on/off ramps at hwy 20
162. closing right in, right out access to/from the Parkway without adding capacity elsewhere would be a major
mistake
163. Despite the fact that I walk a lot and ride my bike and would like to see improvements in safety and
access, I would prioritize car traffic mitigation, because it affects the majority of people and has the
greatest impact on enjoyment of our great city.
164. As a whole the 97 has always needed actual shoulders (break down lane) and right turn lanes, longer
merge lanes... now our population is beyond what it was designed for. One accident on the 97 and all of
Bend becomes gridlocked on every street. Personally the parkway in parts a should be 3 cars wide at the
rate we a growing so we don’t have to do things in a couple out years like the Powers exit, or Reed
Market... why was that not widened to two lanes when they redid it just a few years ago? Pedestrian
crossings were put in on a highway? Semis can’t stop a dime... most places put in skywalks or tunnels for
pedestrian/bike crossings for a highway as it doesn’t affect the flow of traffic and is safer in the long run.
It feels like we are playing catch up and now there’s too many people to make these changes fast enough
unless we build bigger not for the demands of right now or we are spending to just fix what should have
been handled correctly to begin with. I grew up in the Midwest and traffic actually flows with way more
semi traffic... I feel for any trucker that has to deliver and navigate our city.
165. Reed Market north bound off ramp, car heading west is dangerous. Cross over 3 lanes, plus poor visiability
to west. Clover leaf exit is best.
166. Survey was too confusing to understand. I use and appreciate the Hawthorne and Lafayette exits and
would appreciate keeping them open and getting to have turnout space ahead of time so I don't have to
slam on my breaks and impede traffic to turn off and when entering the parkway have a space to get up
to speed to merge onto the parkway. I use all of the exits, Badger, Powers, Reed Lane, Reed Market,
Colorado, Revere, Empire on a regular basis.
167. 1) How about signage that says “thru traffic keep left”? Most of us have learned to keep right unless
passing but if thru traffic kept left it would be easier for traffic to merge onto the parkway' / 2) Do not
close Lafayette.
168. Powers road is a real challenge however it was difficult to tell which solution would most benefit local
traffic
169. This was a long, tough survey to get through. This survey should be supplemented by a live meeting asking
the same questions, with the opportunity for the public to ask questions on things that they don't
understand. / I have serious concerns about a number of proposed projects.
170. I have heard that closing the Lafayette and Hawthorn exits is the plan. I am relieved to see that they are
not. / It seems that we are too worried about congestion on US97 and not the effects that locals will
suffer in order to make it easier for through traffic from other towns and states. I do not see any
evaluations of problems caused to obtain rights of way from local landowners and neighbors. This needs
to be presented.
171. I propose use of signs on SB-97 between Empire and Powers Road during peak hours encouraging use of
the left lane (unless exiting). This would decrease use of the right lane when people enter from arterial
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streets. / Also propose an additional exit at Murphy Road and exit and overpass at Ponderosa off 97
north and Southbound to help with the traffic at Powers Road offramps.
172. Please consider removing some structures to improve traffic flow and capacity in the central area.
173. Current road (Hwy 97) should be a business loop. Need to build a "no-exit" bypass of Hwy 97 to skip Bend,
allowing thru traffic to skip Bend, and reduce congestion. Or create elevated bypass.
174. Add north/westbound hwy 20 access to 97 at greenwood to mitigate traffic from north 3rd street. Add
northbound access to 97 from downtown. Improve southbound on-ramp at 97 and division - merge lane is
too short and routinely floods. Improve empire/97 interchange with better on/off ramps ie cloverleaf.
175. Right-in, right-out connections to the Parkway need to be eliminated. The Parkway is supposed to be a
highway to move traffic through Bend with select interchanges for local access. It has become a
bottleneck for traffic due to congested connections and dangerous traffic maneuvers from vehicles
entering at these RI/RO intersections from a stop and not being able to accelerate to highway speeds.
Traffic does not obey the 45mph posted limit, which makes these maneuvers even more dangerous. The
City of Bend needs to stop using the Parkway as a part of their local system to try to accommodate for
their own poor planning and realize that it is a state highway system, not a local system.
176. The Arizona to Colorado to North bound 97 is a nightmare traffic jam. Something has to be done to lessen
the congestion going from downtown, past Market of Choice turning right onto Colorado then left onto
North bound 97. On ramps and off ramps need to be implemented throughout the Parkway to keep traffic
flowing.
177. Take stop lights and hard turns off the parkway. Use ramps and overpasses to create a true thoroughfare
from north to south of Bend. This is what the parkway was supposed to be designed for originally,
however it was not designed properly in the beginning. Take out pedestrian crossings and make them
overpasses to protect pedestrians from vehicles. Create walking and biking lanes that are separated by a
safety barrier to protect pedestrians and bikes. Redesign by Cascade Village to ease congestion getting in
and out of the shopping center. No hard turns! Use ramps and overpasses! No more traffic signals! It’s a
thoroughfare, not a business route!
178. this survey is a terrible way to address public concerns - it seems like the survey leads to a preconceived
idea rather than asking true questions.
179. The less signals the better. We saw that they did not work in the first design of the Parkway. Round-abouts are a good option.
180. A few random observations/ideas; 1) Lafayette and Hawthorne RIRO; narrow the median in these areas to
allow installation of extended entry/exit merging lanes. 2) Any pedestrian crossings should be
above/below grade, so not to impact the flow of motorized traffic and expedite foot/bike traffic. 3)
Obvious problem is the consistent speed of traffic over the posted limit of 45mph. Except during rush
hours, I can typically set my cruise to 47mph and, staying in the right lane, move smoothly from one end
of town to the other along the parkway, even at the Hawthorne & Lafayette RIROs. As you know, the
parkway was designed, and works, at 45mph. Automated speed ticketing zones?
181. Don’t close off ramps for Hawthorne, Truman, Lafeytte. Will only exacerbate problemsin many other
areas
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182. As a frequent user of the Hawthorne/Franklin exits I hope those do not go away. Would make it much less
convenient to get to downtown and the westside from the Northeast. I hope those exits could be
modified to be more safe but not close!
183. I’m all for closing the RO intersections with no onramps. Very dangerous to drivers on the express way.
We drive large utilities vehicles and we constantly get drivers pulling out into oncoming traffic with little
to no room for a vehicle nearly causing accidents. The congested roads lead these drivers to make poor
decisions because they are frustrated they cannot get out into traffic. Also can Bend please get lane signs
on the signals overhead! When the roads are covered in snow all the tourists are confused if it’s a turn
lane or a straight through lane! This is a city wide problem.
184. Closing the central zone off ramps (Hawthorne and lafayette) will lead to more congestion in other areas
of town. These areas are not supportive of the growth we have in bend. Closing these exits is not a
forward strategy to use rather, speed enforcement, speed changes and extending the ramps both on and
off are some of the better ways to address this issue. Please consider this before moving forward with a
decision that will impact our community.
185. I travel into Bend often and the increased population has severely effective traffic and congestion. All of
these projects look well studied and very needed ASAP, but know it will be many years down the road
before anything happens. Sooner is better than later.
186. An off ramp for vehicles traveling south on the Parkway at Murphy Road will relieve traffic at Powers
Road. The extention to the east of Murphy Road will increase traffic on Murphy.
187. colorado onramp northbound very dangerous / needs much longer onramp. Don't know how many times
I have been cut off by people who won't let me merge onto parkway
188. Please fix Hwy 97 at Cascade Village.
189. Please don’t close off ramps at Hawthorne and Lafayette. Build longer de-acceleration lanes. Highest
priority is to eliminate stop lights on Parkway and replace with bridges or tunnels
190. Closing access to Hawthorne/Lafayette would cause major traffic issues by limiting access to
downtown/Greenwood. Please consider that when looking into closing any current exits. Many of us use
this a daily route to home or work.
191. We need access to 97 northbound from the Murphy Road interchange! This will alleviate traffic at Reed
Market.
192. Avoid doing anything to the right turn exits off of the Parkway. I live on Hamehook Rd and using the
Parkway is my primary and most efficient way of getting anywhere in the city. Closing access points would
impact that ability and not in an efficient way.
193. The center median in the Lafayette/Hawthorne area should be converted to a south bound lane allowing
extended off and on ramps for those two streets
194. Th biggest priority should be walk/bike crossing at the parkway and 3rd St. You should also make
accessing downtown across the parkway and 3rd street more attractive and easy for foot and bike traffic.
Midtown a east Bend are growing and getting across the railroad tracks and the parkway/3rd street is
unpleasant and feels unsafe.
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195. Widen reed market!
196. Please consider a south bound exit at Murphy Rd!
197. Closing Truman, Lafayette, and Hawthorne RIRO are some of the smartest ideas to improve safety and
transit times.
198. Closing the southbound 97 exits at Lafayette, Franklin and Wilson will result in huge traffic congestion off
Revere and Colorado, which already have problems. Also, having only 2 downtown exits off 97 will be a
problem in case of accidents on the parkway.
199. It is disappointing to know that ODOT asks for public opinion but in reality doesn't care about public
opinion because ODOT has already decided what their plan is regardless of what the community actually
needs.
200. Roundabouts work really well around town.
201. I think rather than removing access to on and off ramps in the downtown corridor (lafayette and
hawthorne) you should consider signage on the hwy first. Too many people clog the right hand lanes
which doesn't allow for people to enter the hwy safely. But if you were to add signage that said thru
traffic merge left and right lanes are exit only it would free up some space for vehicles to enter the hwy
and get up to speed. Closing these exits will make the congestion on franklin and greenwood horrible, and
it would add to the chaos at revere and colorado which cannot handle anymore congestion
202. The Bulletin article was misleading relative to this survey. The article talked about closing the two RI/RO
into downtown. This was way beyond that. The survey has some issues that will skew the responses. Each
section should have a comment area. Combining 3rd Street crossings with the Parkway is confusing.
Beyond a cross walk and pedestrian light what else would ODOT do? Build an overpass at every
intersection. Questions don't make much sense. What timeline is considered urgent? 6 months, a year, 5
years? Placing bicycles on the Parkway is dangerous. They don't belong there unless a separated path can
be provided. Auxiliary lanes ARE for vehicles - multi-modal only works if it is safe. There is too much
emphasis on bicycles and pedestrian traffic when the expectation is that if it is available a lot of people
will use it. Just look at that idea as it was used as justification for a lack of parking at the college. The idea
failed miserably.
203. Limiting access/egress to 97 will reduce traffic on 97, thereby increasing traffic on Bend city arterials like
3rd st, 4th st, 8th st, etc. Develop and present the facts about what the overall effects will be on Bend
traffic. After years and years of planning, ODOT has completely failed to do their job on this. It is
erroneous to presume that improving a small part (97) will improve the whole flow of traffic - it just might
make matters worse.
204. The exits and entrances to the Parkway ARE needed, and seem to be exited well; the wait to enter is quite
long at times. The speed, as well as volume of traffic is the issue. As is well known, the 45MPH limit is a
joke in the area, as most travel at least 50, and often others drive at in excess of 60-65, which should be
reduced.
205. Pedestrian crossings are seldom used and should be removed from the parkway.
206. Just to reiterate...The northbound 97 Left turn exit to westbound Reed Mkt is very dangerous. Visibility is
limited to the west and east...
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207. There is no direct access from the parkway to Greenwood and there definitely should be. Hawthorne Ave.
is currently the best way to Greenwood from the north.
208. North bound speed does not slow till Powers. Improved speed control for the entire Parkway - protect
peds & bikes!
209. We need to add more access to the parkway-on/off ramps, not less access. Metered ramps is not an
effective solution. I travel on Reed Market using on/off parkway ramps several times a day as I have lived
in this area for 17 years. Reed Market Rd is a hot mess most times during the day and needs an
improvement to its traffic flow to alleviate some congestion. Traffic can back up on Reed Market for miles
due to the train/heavy traffic in all directions. The parkway traffic exiting/entering Reed Market just add
to the mess. We need more major ramps on/off parkway off other major roads such as Murphy Rd and
improved access to parkway from Powers. The steep grading on Reed Market from Silver Lake Blvd to the
overpass on Reed Market make it a safety concern as vehicles speed eastbound to beat the light and
speed west bound as vehicles travel down sharp decline. Ever time we have snow or rain that freezes I
witness vehicles fail to get traction and slide all over traveling east up the incline and west bound sliding
as they break to reduce their speed in the decline. Traffic will only increase on Reed Market with the 3
new sky rises being build on the west side, in addition to the large 100+ apartment complex being built on
Reed Lane that will feed onto Blakey/Silver Lake to Reed Market. Silver Lake has already become a
dangerous artery street with incomplete side walks and lack of bike lanes.
210. Closing the Lafayette and Hawthorne entrances would negatively impact in-town traffic, forcing drivers to
go north to Revere (already bad at the Portland-Wall intersection) or south to the increasingly busy
Colorado entrance. This will negatively impact those of us who live near downtown.
211. These all look like great ideas to problems that desperately need solutions. West East traffic in Bend is
brutal and is only further exasperated by the poor performance of 97 in Bend. Hopefully work to traffic
flow on 97 will allow for future improvements to the west-East flow. Also I was born and raised in Bend
and welcome all the growth. I just want the city to keep up with it and appreciate these sorts of surveys
for input.
212. Just fix the super congested areas. I grew up here and remember days without the parkway. We are now
back to the heavy traffic problems that we had before the parkway. Time to do something big to help get
traffic moving. The best thing you could do is put a wall between the west side of bend and the rest of
bend. Keep the traffic over there in their make believe world.
213. The shopping center access north from hwy20 to Cooley is so messed up. direct access to shopping has to
be changed! Traffic is always backed up. Why was direct access from 97 to the shopping centers
allowed!!! / Murphy road round about is overwhelmed with 3rd street traffic why there wasn't a direct
south access from Murphy to south 97 is insane. Visibility of 97 North at Pinebrook needs immediate
improvement. / There should be a redesign of 3rd street south to 97 by murphy. Having a 2 lane round
about is dangerous and the back up around Albertsons & Walmart makes traveling difficult.
214. Need more and better parkway access. / Need another North South bypass.
215. Before you shut down Lafayette and Hawthorne give it a two or three week test to discover where the
bottlenecks occur and other consequences. Then if you still want to do it, only close the right turn on to
the Parkway, not off the Parkway. Finally, seriously think about what you are doing regarding more bicycle
access. In 20 years, driving on the Parkway at least three times a day, I've seen all of three bicycles on the
bike paths. Bicycle access in this town is a pipe dream, back off.
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216. Please address Reed Market/Brookswood roundabout congestion
217. I could not find information about the proposed closure of the Hawthorne and Lafeyette closures. They
will greatly impede getting from north of Bend to residences and businesses in SE and make the Revere
alternative to SE even more congested and slow. Closing the entrances to the parkway here is a good
idea, but closing the exits is a very bad one. Without these exits it's much harder to get to and from
downtown as well as harder to get to SE
218. This is all necessary because the job was not done properly in the first place. Get it done right this time to
stop wasting tax payers money and time and save some lives!
219. Deceleration/acceleration lanes are a must for getting on/off the parkway, especially for the RIRO exits.
Right In is fine to keep so long as there is an acceleration lane and a curb barrier that guides people in the
correct direction, preventing left turns onto the parkway. Right out is fine anywhere with a deceleration
lane. / Lights or roundabouts are necessary for getting off and on the parkway as well.
220. Closing Hawthorne and Lafayette exits and on ramps is a terrible idea
221. Can’t emphasize enough the importance of the NB PKWY/Colorado roundabout! That is one of the worst
intersections in this package.
222. The conjestion on Empire Road for people getting on/off the freeway has become a traffic nightmare (due
to all the new homes & apartments being built East & North of Empire Road)
223. Don’t close entrance ramp at Hawthorn, lengthen the acceleration lane
224. Please remove low median and replace it with a Jersey barrier or high median to improve safety and
comfort of drivers.
225. bend Has not planned for the city trippling in the past five years or so in any way. I’m not sure how any of
the overpass solutions will help the city gridlock.
226. We need a safe way to enter hwy 20 (southbound) from the Old Bend Redmond Highway. Very dangerous
each morning trying to get the kids to school at North Star Elementary. And always late due to congestion
if we take 97 to Cooley - with still no way to cross Hwy 20 safely...
227. Understand the issues with RIRO interchanges but see no options for input? Very concerned how
elimination of these, esp. Lafayette and Hawthorne, will impact DT core traffic. Also, confused on what is
proposed for the NB Reed Mkt interchange. Currently this interchange at Reed simply does not function
for left (West bound) turning traffic. Is a signal being proposed here or? Living on West side, this or
Colorado are the only real options when traveling NB on 97. Colorado works but is getting busier and is
“somewhat” less convenient.
228. The best thing that could be done at reed market is removing the ability for east bound traffic to turn left
across 2 lanes onto the northbound ramp. Force them to take a right and loop under the highway instead
of back up traffic to take a left when they are directly next to a functional northbound on-ramp.
229. Please solve Lafayette, Hawthorne and Truman issues by enforcing the 45mph speed limit and thus not
causing great harm to access to business downtown. The Parkway is not a freeway for thru traffic. Don't
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kill local access and community and punish locals at the expense of thru traffic! To me, your monkey
survey looks like support for decisions already made.
230. Do not use these funds I tended for public safety to "reduce impact on Les Schwab businesses." The city
has already given more then enough leeway to this private business.
231. Thank you for providing this survey and looking into the future. I agree with what you’re looking to
accomplish. I’ve lived here for almost 40 years and there have been a lot of changes during that time. The
infrastructure definitely needs to be updated with the current influx of people moving to the area since
the parkway was built. I believe that the biggest problem area we face is the North end of town from
Butler Market to Cooley Road. The Hwy 20/97 interchange doesn’t make a lot of sense going forward. The
goal to keep the traffic moving smoothly through Bend is crucial and focusing on this interchange area to
allow freight and semi trucks that need to simply bypass Bend to continue on their journey (Northbound,
or Southbound) needs to be remedied first and foremost. / I know you’re looking to fix what we already
have, and I agree that that needs to be done, but I can only suggest that as a community, we also look
seriously at building a true bypass of Bend to the East. It was needed in the mid-late 90s and it is still
needed today.
232. Quit throwing good money after bad! You failed to do this project right the first time! / ie: traffic lights,
shitty off ramps, ridiculous median landscaping and lack of pedestrian overpasses, and a useless bike lane!
You guys are CLUELESS.
233. More bike lanes in SE Bend.
234. I did not see ?,s about access to Lafayette & Hawthorne. Keep them open as they get us to Greenwood.
Very important!
235. As one of many people who commute to and from Bend for work, the current traffic situation on North 97
between Empire and Cooley Rd is unacceptable. Years ago, the city turned down Walmart citing traffic
concerns. However, since then we have let other corporations build up the land between Cooley and Nels
Anderson Road. The left turn lanes to Cascade Village and Target are not long enough, causing congestion.
The crossings are limited, putting our homeless population at risk and yet we continue to let companies
like Chic-Fil-A and Cracker Barrel build with no consequence for increased traffic. Our once easy bypass to
leave town is now the longest part of my 40 minute commute.
236. With the extension of Murphy to 15th Street and the completed extension to Brookswood, it is imperative
to have Southbound off-ramps and Northbound on-ramps to ease the congestion at Powers.
237. I use the 2 downtown exits Lafayette and the other. often. It gets me downtown and to the N.W. Closing
those off would make congestion much worse other places and inconvenience many people.
238. Need a bike lane on revere st from 3rd st (97) to Wall Street
239. Murphy needs to be your focus. How did all that work building the overpass, roundabout and now
connectors to 15th GET approved, WITHOUT ANY PARKWAY ACCESS AT ALL to eliminate the severe
congestion on 3rd and Murphy?????????
240. Homes on Murphy road need an improved noise barrier. The current plastic option is insufficient.
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241. Structures/road ways need to be expanded or improved- NEVER removed. The streets are too small to
gain more traffic
242. Of all the possible improvements mentioned in this ODOT improvement project, I have experienced more
issues with the Hawthorne/Lafayette/Truman entrances. Just last night we drove by & we’re saying of an
on-ramp was needed. People rarely stop, or floor it into traffic. I’ve had several very near misses.
243. No one goes the posted speed limit on the Parkway. I make it a point to be that person who drives the
posted speed limit to make a point to others. If you could get folks to go slower, then it wouldn't make it
so hard to merge onto the parkway from the onramps. Right now it is very dangerous because folks are
going up to 60 mph. By the way, I am an avid bike commuter but the bike facilities you have on the
parkway are ridiculous. Nobody, nobody! rides here because you will lose your life. You must have
facilities in any of your plans for parallel routes to keep pedestrians and bicyclists from certain death.
Have you ever seen anyone (sane) ride on the Parkway? I have not.
244. Clear up the Trader JOes 97 area and add some center divders North on the 97 to save some lives during
the winter.
245. Here's the thing, whatever you do to 97 will back up traffic on 3rd. Limiting the on/off ramps of 97 will
push all that traffic to the limited off/on ramps- which will back up traffic on 3rd (and eventually 97). For
instance, if you close Truman, folks will be forced to get off on Colorado and then what. Most of the time
you can't cross 2nd/Wilson because of the back up on Wilson. No easy solutions, but closing access to 97
isn't the answer. I think it would have helped if you had on/off ramp for the new Murphy Rd pass over.
Then you could have closed off brookswood and perhaps others.
246. Use eminent domain to access more land for the southbound connector roads for Hawthorne, Lafayette
and Truman. it is for the public good.
247. I have lived in Bend for 15 years. My major concern is with the RIRO proposals. I agree that eliminating
right entering traffic at most of these locations is desirable. Entering the parkway at Hawthorne,
Lafayette, and Reed Lane usually involves long waits. The temptation is to accelerate very quickly and try
to squeeze in ahead of on-coming traffic. Dangerous. When multiple vehicles are waiting to make a right
entry the drivers behind the first car get irritated, even when the 1st driver is acting reasonably. These
right entries also have inadequate acceleration lanes. It's time to close them, at least where traffic is
heaviest in the central area. / HOWEVER: Right exits are a different story. Eliminating right exits at
locations like Hawthorne, Lafayette, and Truman in particular would have a bad impact on local traffic to
areas such as county offices and the Old Mill district. / I prefer to see ODOT close the right entries to the
parkway, but preserve the right exits, adding deceleration lanes where possible.
248. Concerned with the access to the neighborhood off of Ponderosa. So from 97 SB what's the access to the
neighborhood where now we just make a simple right turn off the parkway.
249. Closing LaFayette, Thurman, etc., as direct on/off access would be a nightmare. There already aren't
enough enter/exit access points from the 97, to surface streets and each side of town, as it is. Surface
street traffic would back up worse, with those potentially closed, not to mention, it would cause people to
to have to travel farther up and down the parkway to exit, enter, and then potentially back track on
surface street. The potential closure of those points is the worst part of this plan.
250. The major issue with the Parkway is that the speed limit is not enforced. The on and off ramps were
constructed for Parkway posted speeds. The city could benefit from a huge increase in revenue and
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drivers see safety benefits if people just obeyed the speed limits. Because it’s not enforced, if drivers
actually drive the posted limit they are tailgated. Please give more police presence and issue citations for
speeding and tailgating!!
251. We need better bike and pedestrian crossings over the railroad tracks and parkway in central bend. Let's
build world class bike and pedestrian bridges.
252. Don't close Hawthorne and Truman Ave exits from the Parkway! I use these all the time and it makes it
easy to get downtown or to the Old Mill. Enhance Truman exit.
253. If you slowed people down to actually doing 45 on the parkway it would help with merging. No comments
on the back-up on reed market, bond & brookswood roundabout that takes 20 minutes or more to get
through between 4 and 6 pm? No look at the Wilson roundabout & Bondstreet going east and the 20
minute delay to go 4 blocks. don't cherry pick your trouble spots if your going to review traffic issues look
at everything. also have you addressed the reed market round about and 15th when the high schools
opens and then there is a train, how long do you think that line will be, after living here 50 years I am
guessing a 20 or 30 minute delay. You are missing several areas in Bend that are bigger trouble spots than
someone exiting the parkway on hawthorn, that's easy slow people down from doing 65 or 70 on the
parkway, look at traffic jams I've turned onto reed market off 3rd street and was stopped because of a
train in the crosswalk there at little ceasers and again no mention of that being a problem. Pull your heads
out and look at everything or go back to California where you like traffic jams and 2 hour commutes.
254. Yes. This is a Band-Aid fix to a larger traffic/mobility problem that is tied to future growth which will
outlive the capacity and lifespan of the Parkway (PW) no matter what fixes are done now. The PW was
never designed to provide long-term high capacity arterial-type of driving. Closing right-ins and right-outs
eliminates necessary access to downtown areas and diverts traffic to surrounding local roads, which are
not designed for collector traffic, but local residential streets in the historic districts that often have no
sidewalks and pedestrians and residents walking baby carriages on substandard roads with potholes. The
study already shows that the Colorado exit will not have enough capacity to serve future demand - so
where will the traffic go? - onto local roads where cars will be speeding as if on a collector and not in a
local neighborhood. The bigger picture is to not use the PW as the primary means to move traffic on Hwy
97. We were able to divert traffic from 3rd street/Hwy 97 many years ago by building the PW, now it's
time to re-think the issue and consider building a totally different alternative to future traffic through
Bend.
255. I am extremely concerned about a number of so called improvements being considered which would
improve north / south traffic but increase gridlock on Bend city streets. For example, closing the on and
off ramps at LaFayette and Hawthorne would have an extremely negative impact on ingress and egress to
the downtown Bend economic center and tremendously increase downtown gridlock and causing other
intersections to fail (i.e. Revere access to Parkway in both directions. While evaluating each of the
proposed improvements, Traffic studies need to be done on Bend city streets to fully assess the impact
closing Parkway access points would create. / Although safety is a critical goal, it NOT acceptable to
adversely impact City grid traffic while making so called improvements. Each improvement should
improve BOTH Parkway traffic flow and City street flow. Prioritizing Parkway Traffic flow is not beneficial
to the Bend economic center or its community.
256. I didn't see anything for the proposed Hawthorne exit change. This would be a bad idea to discontinue
this. Coming south on the Parkway, I believe it is essential to have a street going directly into
downtown...to the post office, other business in town, Visitors center.
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257. Truman road to Old Mill area needs improvement ASAP. Lafayette and Hawthorne are critical exits and
need to stay - with improvments!
258. I believe that closing the Hawthorne and Lafayette entrances to the US97 southbound would be a safety
issue with people having to exit the downtown area during potential natural disasters and emergencies.
259. Don’t close Truman. There aren’t backups there. We use this frequently as an access to Wilson. Closing it
just puts heavier traffic flowing down the side streets and you’ve created a bigger problem that the one
you think you are solving!
260. a new southern river crossing off of the parkway that connects to century drive will solve future
congestion and traffic threefold. An additional north bound off ramp between Colorado and revere is
much needed on the parkway. Additionally, bike lanes are broken and fractured through-out this city, and
have large obstacles in them like sewer drains that pose a risk to bikers. Why aren't bike lanes maintained
along with the roads when plowed?
261. Rerouting US97 between Empire and Robal should be given highest priority
262. Please remove the low median and put in a real Jersey barrier or high median. I will feel much safer
knowing cars and big trucks can't drive into oncoming traffic.
263. Closing off Hawthorne, Lafayette, & Truman to access to the parkway seems crazy since there is already
traffic backing up at Olney and Portland during rush hour time to access the parkway and to travel
East/West. Closing those access points will only back up traffic more at all the points where traffic is
already backed up going East or West and where there are access points onto the parkway.
264. The left turn from reed mkt onto n97 near division needs immediate attention. It backs up traffic and
slows it significantly. Reed mkt is generally a mess for congestion. The whole roadway needs
improvements whatever those can be. I realize there are limitations due to space.
265. Not sure the Powers Rd. tight diamond is best option- definately need overcrossing but could change the
on/off ramps to provide deceleration/acceration lanes at perhaps less cost and avoid taking property. It
looks there is a design that works- as far as I know. Also not sure of the statement that dong a Powers rd
overcrossing will adversely impact Reed Market and Murphy roads. I don't see how that occurs or what
assumptions went into that statement. Iwould welcome someone talking to me about it.
266. the congestion and awful traffic problems north of town on the parkway really need to be relieved. I avoid
it at all costs so I hardly ever patronize those stores on that side of town (even though I love Trader Jo's,
it's too hard to get in and out of.
267. The ability to turn left off of Eastbound Reed Market onto the Northbound parkway ramp should be
closed. Too often cars hold up Reed market traffic while trying to turn left. They have the option to turn
right to enter the parkway Northbound but seem to ignore it.
268. Some RIRO is needed at China Hat. Your plan eliminates that. It's not clear how a driver can get onto
northbound 97 from China Hat.
269. Put a damned off ramp from 97 bypass to US 20, both ways!!! Get the big assed trucks off old 97. Should
have done it orginally. Million miler speaking..
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270. I love all of these suggestions! I gave some feed back a few months ago and you guys have done a great
job of interpreting where and what type of improvements we need.
271. Please don't close the lafayette and hawthorne roads for accessing the parkway. Have the cops start
enforcing the speed limit of 45 mph like it was designed! If you close these access points it is going to clog
PM rush hour that is going EAST. It's already bad enough and this creates relief. I agree is is dangerous to
try and get on at these points but this is just because everone is speeding. Enforce the speed limit and
everything will be fine.
272. Based on my experience, Powers Road and 97 is a problem. Getting on and off is a challenge every day.
273. Please eliminate all the right in/right out intersections on the Parkway, they are incredibly dangerous.
Next highest priority is fixing the Powers intersection and removing the light there so it's a safe
overcrowding for peds and bikes
274. The empire south bound hey 97 entrance needs some change. It’s near impossible to turn left onto the
on-ramp with traffic and the stop light only addresses the north bound entrance. Same deal for the
northbound Colorado entrance by the railroad. It gets backed up and there is no light for the northbound
entrance.
275. I am opposed to removing these two exits.
276. Making a beautiful, wide pedestrian/bike crossing over 97 which connects Hawthorne should be a
priority. This bridge should be designed to be iconic and a destination in itself. Building an enjoyable
"destination" as well as a functional bridge would be invaluable in reconnecting East/Bend.
277. Roadways moving traffic between the east and west side of town are the real issue. 97 is a sideshow to
make people feel good about themselves without really addressing the core of the traffic problems for
the city.
278. Closing Truman off ramp is really short sighted as it will cause more congestion on Reed Market.
279. Trains, weather, rush hour,population, and tourists complicate the Parkway issue. Hopefully some
solutions will be beneficial.
280. I think we should look at a hwy 20 to 97 connection to relieve more traffic off of empire and make travels
safer. A major contributor to the back flow of traffic from empire heading southbound is waiting for
people as they get on the on ramp coming from 20, this would alleviate a major clump of traffic and
would allow for safer left hand turns from empire to southbound 97 as well. 2nd, I think we should get an
off ramp from 97 north off to butler market / Mount Washington. This would also alleviate traffic off of
Revere and Empire. I have major concerns of closing outlets like Turner, and Hawthorne. If you close
these, you will see major traffic jams in areas like Reed or Colorado because they will be the only access
points to the old mill and 3rd street / Wilson. In fact, They should add a ramp both northbound and
southbound entrance and exit on Wilson to alleviate traffic on Reed and Colorado. This will allow a more
direct access to the old mill, box factory, and another access point to 3rd street. Lastly, this change would
help the congestion on Wilson to 2nd street which in turn would make the Colorado project less urgent.
281. Closing the Lafayette access will cause congestion on city streets and overload the Revere interchange.
Closing the Hawthorne access will have a similar effect on city streets and the Colorado interchange. /
Consider leaving Lafayette open as a right-in only and Hawthorne as a right-out only.
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282. All of the bandaid fixes proposed will be necessary for sure. The big picture fix is an entirely new highway
East of Bend from Knott Road all the way to Redmond. There really isn’t enough room for the parkway
through Bend to handle the growth that is on the way. No matter what we do it will be a mitigated shit
show going forward. People will multiply faster than the roads that can transport them. Good luck.
283. Why no proposed Murphy Road exit from Southbound 97. It is a hassle to exit 97 and then use surface
streets to access Murphy road.
284. RAISE the speed limit to 55... 45 is just too slow and unsafe for a freeway/expressway!
285. Yes, the current pedestrian crossing on the southbound and northbound entry ramps to Reed Market
Road needs painted pedestrian markings. Cars do not currently slow down for pedestrians or cyclists
there
286. Keep Hawthorne and Lafayette open to cars entering and exiting the bypass.
287. I am a bike rider, but the idea of reducing the traffic throughput on Revere to better accommodate bike
traffic is short-sighted. Bend is not L.A. There are long periods where some portion of the biking public
opts instead to use their automobiles, particularly during the winter and during heavy rains. During those
periods the normal auto congestion on the infrastructure increases. The result is that planning based on
increasing bike travel by reducing auto capacity is simply building congestion into the system. If you can
increase auto capacity and increase bike safety at the same time, great, but don't sacrifice auto capacity
for bikes.
288. Fully close the Hawthorne access to 97, the at grade intersections are so dangerous. I have only lived in
Bend for 3 years and have had four very scary incidents, luckily no crashes, caused by people turning right
onto 97 in front of me when there was not adequate space to do so safely.
289. Where is pedestrian improvements to the empire overcrossing of 97? The on/off ramps here are
extremely dangerous!
290. The sidewalk on 97 is never used except for transients, and presents a big safety risk. Same for the bike
lane. That width can be saved for longer turn lanes into Hawthorne and ESPECIALLY Truman avenue. / My
family and friends have had a lot of close calls in Truman turn with freight trucks and other drivers
speeding down the Colorado bridge, especially in bad driving conditions.
291. Please do not close Hawthorne and Lafayette! Need more on/off options on Parkway, NOT LESS! It would
make traffic worse with less options.
292. Removing traffic signals on Hwy 97 and Right on hwy 97 access are both safety concerns and congestion
issues that should be of the highest priority.
293. Please maintain the ability to turn right onto Hawthorne from 97N. This allows very quick and efficient
access to downtown. The right turn from Hawthorne to 97S is dangerous and should be eliminated
294. Monitor speeds better! I am constantly getting dirty looks for not going 50-55 on the parkway! / Staying in
the right lane is difficult due to merging traffic. Leave Lafayette or Hawthorne open. Going all the way
around to Colorado to Bond is out of the way for businesses north of downtown, ie Deschutes County
offices.
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295. Layfayette and Hawthorne should still have right turn exits from US97 with longer deceleration off ramps.
Easy access to offices and downtown. / Close the on ramps to US97.
296. Hawthorn and Lafiette aces to downtown are very necessary. Hawthorne should have an acceleration
lane for entry.
297. Think it is unwise to eliminate exits on Hawthorne and Lafayette. At least one of those access points from
downtown should remain open.
298. Once improvements take affect hopefully speed limits can be raised. Keep bicycle riders away from cars,
they can't keep up and cut in front of cars all the time. Get them far away from higher speed traffic. Baker
Knott could use a round about at the exit. Otherwise just make proper off ramps for everything else, don't
close any intersections.
299. I would suggest that the southbound entrance to 97 from Empire is in need of urgent improvement as
well. The left is unprotected, and traffic coming from 3rd is heavy. This leads to dangerous left turns and
accidents. Traffic coming from Nels Anderson Rd makes things even worse.
300. This survey is way too dense. I seriously doubt the layperson understands most of this. I honestly don't
understand several of the main project descriptions. Maybe a little more of a succinct format would be
better
301. I think you need to maintain access in and out of downtown. To be more forward looking you should
evaluate a double decker solution through the central part of bend where the upper deck roads would be
through traffic that is passing through the central area along with a lower deck that would be more like a
frontage road/on-off access to the downtown area.
302. Fewer parkway access points may increase traffic in the city but will also bring travelers familiarity and
access to more businesses.
303. Roundabouts area NOT a solution to any busy intersection—just look at Reed Market Rd. It is backed up
from 27th to Century Dr all the time. ODOT must stop applying bandaids. As one of the fastest growing
areas, it needs to look at solutions that are still effective 20 years from now.
304. Smart signal lights sensitive to traffic flow rather than fixed interval signals would be a huge improvement.
305. I’m very opposed to closing off ramps on parkway to Downtown. Having transportation company to drop
off and pickup clients downtown hotels and restaurants would funnel traffic into one off ramp would be
worse than having multiple ones
306. Having at least one on ramp at lafeyette and Hawthorne is going to be needed. Traffics will just get
backed up on wall st or franklin more than it already is if those 2 roads don’t access 97 anymore.
307. On I5 in Redding, there are signs directing through traffic to use left lane. I think this would help in Bend.
Right now people use the left lane as a passing lane and go way above the speed limit. If one is going the
speed limit, one feels compelled to stay in the right lane where everyone is trying to enter and exit.
Treating the left lane as the main travel lane and not as a speeders passing lane would help ease on and
off traffic, and reduce speeding.
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308. Make existing northbound Reed Market exit ramp right turn (eastbound) only. Add cloverleaf just north of
Reed Market for westbound onto Reed Market.
309. The empire interchange from westbound empire to southbound 97 is garbage. the majority of congestion
could be alleviated by closing nels anderson entrance onto empire and forcing traffic to get onto highway
20 instead. Every time the light cycles red and allows left turning traffic, all the cars backed up on nels
anderson turn and don't allow left turns.
310. If you are going to eliminate Hawthorne or Lafayette, please consider only eliminating the on ramps to 97.
I use the off ramps daily, multiple times a day, and they are a big time saver. Going through the lights
instead would add several minutes to my travels.
311. We need safer bike lanes.
312. no
313. Closing the Hawthorne right in right out is shortsighted and not practical without significantly improving
not only the other Hwy 97 interchanges but the surface streets between. ODOT will act irresponsibly if
Hawthorne is closed without a way to improve the already "broken" City systems. While I understand
ODOT is doing the best you can to operate with a tight budget, it's the citizens who are hurt if you
prioritize "preserving" the parkway at the expense of citizens. We want Hawthorne to remain open.
Please find a way to make this work.
314. This survey was highly incomplete and unsatisfactory, and made it appear that a decision has already
been made and no more public input is being sought on the proposed change that I consider nearcatastrophic: closure of the RI/RO access at Lafayette Avenue. I am a senior citizen who must drive from
Sisters to Bend for any kind of public services available to me, and being able to quickly access the state
and county offices from the parkway at Lafayette is crucial. You may be thinking that closing the exit there
will inconvenience only the employees of those buildings, but THINK of all the people who actually need
the services those employees provide! And it's not as if I have an alternate mode of transportation
available to me: Public transportation in Deschutes County does not offer services from Sisters to Bend
(not even dial-a-ride, which I qualify for, but which is not offered)! Cascades East Transit provides a
computer bus for workers, but not regular, all-day service. CET sent me free tickets to ride the bus or for
Dial-A-Ride, but I HAVE TO GET TO BEND before they can be used.) And now you want to cut off easy
access to my primary destination and force me to wrangle my way through the surface streets in the kind
of weather we get here? I'm sorry, but this sounds like elitist BS! Also, I think that if you close the
Hawthorne exit, downtown will die -- but I don't go to downtown on my every trip to Bend, and I do go to
the county/state offices, for access to my food stamps and medical benefits (you, know, survival issues?)
This is crazy!
315. Do not close the exits Lafayette and Hawthorne as there would not be any access to downtown Bend!
Would cause huge traffic problems for smaller streets leading into the city. These exits do not cause
problems for through way traffic.
316. Close Hawthorne and Lafayette to avoid accidents. I have been on this section of road many times and
people pull out in front of you. Once a Prius pulled out in front of my Motorcoach and had no idea that I
had 40,000 pounds of weight coming down the road, I avoided a colusion by moving abruptly into the
passing lane. Thank god no one was in that lane. I was at the correct MPH. If you close these intersection
this would not happen. / But if you keep these open, you will have to eliminate the center median, make
wider deceleration lanes and acceleration lanes so these little cars can speedup to avoid accidents. Also
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would have to eliminate the sidewalks as I have never seen anyone walk along this section of road. Also,
closing Thurman is a must also, as no deceleration lane exist and everyone moves to the passing lane then
back to other lane to get off at reed Market. Thanks for listening.
317. do not close lafayette or hawthorne access points to and from the parkway - doing so would likely
increase congestion in the downtown area
318. Law enforcement of speed limit
319. The train tracks at Revere make it awkward at the light. Will that also be addressed further?
320. Instead of closing Lafayette, Hawthorne and Truman, add a longer on/off lane. Otherwise you limit access
to downtown and will create worse problems at Revere, Colorado and Reed Market. And th these three
intersections are already bad.
321. The Parkway was not built as a main thoroughfare/through freeway in the way ODOT now wants to define
it. Closing the Hawthorne/LaFayette and Truman access points will but additional failure/burden on the
intersections that are currently at or above capacity. My 15 year old son rides his bike to school and to
classes and must cross Franklin at 5:00pm at night on his bike - add more congestion and I fear for his
safety. Truly fear. These access point closures will provide additional UNSAFE biking/pedestrian
conditions. I drive the parkway EVERY DAY for long trips, from Colorado to Empire. The MAIN congestion
is North of town at Cooley/Empire. NOT Hawthorne or LaFayette. I URGE you to make the right-in
entrances wider/safer and construct de-acceleration lanes. Do NOT put cars on local streets. That is what
we had prior to the parkway and it took 25 minutes to get from the S end to the N end of town with a
population of 50,000 people!! With our population growing and restricting parkway access will cause all of
our downtown neighborhood streets to fail. THAT is NOT successful planning.
322. I come from the bay area in California where ramp meters were implemented after the parkways and
freeway were in use for some time. I am convinced that the meters would be a horrible, horrible
implementation in Bend and would argue against them at all costs. I am very happy with roundabouts. I
am also very happy with adjustable signage as a solution.
323. You keep asking the same questions and ignoring the dire need to provide for more access to increasing
commuting into Bend downtown and university and community college. Your closing access to Layfaette
and Hawthrone shows that you are oblivious to the growing needs of Bend. In addition, metering requires
major ramp and street capacity in the city leading to the ramps which are not the reality for Bend too.
Wake up and smell the coffee and focus on keeping bicycles and pedestrians off Highway 97 and have
better access to a major and fastest-growing city in Oregon! / The Bend Parkway was an ideal that
outlived its usefulness. Time to put tunnels under it for cars and walking/bicycle ramps over it. Check out
what was done in Berkeley over Highway 580. Wake up ODOT!
324. Suggest signage on parkway for through traffic to use left lane
325. I would like to see a center crash barrier added the full length of US97 through town.
326. Please build the diamond overpass at Powers!
327. Need better off ramps and on ramps for Lafayette rd off 97. Fix the North end of 97 Empire to Cooley.
328. Emphasis should be on car/truck mobility, not bicycles.
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329. The greatest danger I've noticed the last couple of years is the speed variation of drivers on the Parkway.
There is consistently heavy traffic with speeds between 35 and 70 miles per hour in both lanes./
Additionally, I live off of Empire Avenue. I would choose to walk or bike to the market or other businesses,
but do not feel safe; especially when there is snow and ice.
330. Use of Lafayette and Hawthorne on-off need additional ramps, but more importantly, signs encouraging
travel in the left lane through that area (unless exiting).
331. The Parkway is designed for freeway speeds (60mph) and signed at 45mph. Drivers do not heed the limit,
which is typical, so the design needs to enforce the speed limit.
332. Bend needs an East side bypass. Costly, of course, but will have to do it eventually. Might as well start
planning now.
333. Eliminating Right - On from Hawthorne & Layfatette is more important than eliminating the Right-Off.
334. People not following the speed limits is the biggest problem through town. Those right-on/right-offs are
fine when people are traveling at 45 mph. Speed cameras need to be installed and more speeding vehicles
need to be ticketed.
335. I think it is important to leave the exits open for Lafayette, Hawthorne and Truman but closing the on
ramp as this is the dangerous part. Getting on the bypass
336. Adjustment of speed and/or traffic calming/enforcement is needed to maintain a consistent speed of all
vehicles. At the current 45 MPH speed, turning off/entering vehicles do not create the surging of traffic as
does following vehicles actually driving closer to 55-60 MPH.
337. One thing that I did not see as a way to mitigate some traffic flow issues is simply to strictly enforce the
posted 45mph speed limit. My concern with many of the improvements is that it moves the parkway one
step closer to becoming a freeway, something that should not be in the center of Bend.
338. Closing off Lafyette - Hawthorne and Truman would simply cause other failing intersections to TOTALLY
FAIL now. Do NOT do that.
339. While there may be additional traffic on China Hat, all that is really needed is a merging lane onto Hwy 97.
An over crossing is less important.
340. Too much emphasis and expense dedicated to bicycles. / STOP THIS. They are part of our Transpo needs
but a small one ESPECIALLY IN WINTER.
341. 1. Parkway should be limited access to entrance and exit. Overpasses would be best but not enough room
/ 2. Long term an “outer” parkway should be considered for East of Bend as the city grows.
342. I was interested in the Layfette exit/entrance but did not see Questions related to that street. I frequently
use that on ramp to 97, thiugh finding a gap is less and less certian. Because of this, I understand why you
might close the on-ramp. However, I do not think the off ramp should be removed - it is the fastest ramp
to get into downtown and I always use it over either Revere or Colorado.
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343. Multiple closures of parkway exits should be improved and not closed. Locals use the parkway to navigate
town and these closures take that away. The parkway is an integral part of Bend and not solely a bypass
for trucks. Therefore, add deceleration exit ramps and improve benefit of parkway to residents.
344. I only completed sections where I drive and have knowledge of ... thus, the high number for unsure
answers.
345. Very concerned about increasing noise pollution in the Empire to Cooley section. Preference would be to
sink the roadway so that noise goes up rather than out. Second option would be to enclose the highway in
noise-reduction walls, similar to the area near Reed Market. With regard to crossings, similar significant
concerns with regard to noise propagation.
346. Truman ave on off needs to go. Creates bad driving and drivers
347. Top 3 "quick" fixes: Expand to 3 lanes NB and SB between Butler Market and Empire. Expand NB Empire
exit ramp to 2 lanes to avoid backups. Add 3rd lane on NB Hwy 20 from Trader Joe's to Robal. More room
for merging traffic and flow a must!
348. It is so unfortunate that the Parkway does not connect to Highway 20, via a Greenwood interchange. Of
all the Parkway's problems, this is the biggest.
349. You are spending more tax dollars on new project when you are not taking care of what you have. The
current parkway is filthy and you destroyed the greenery.
350. I’m tired of Bend focusing on improved pedestrian and biking access. I do find this important but we do
get snow here and I won’t be walking or biking during rain, snow and the worst ICE. I’ve seen a few
diehards but we shouldn’t focus our limited funds with helping a few.
351. Close on and off ramps at Lafayette, Hawthorne and Truman. Close Reed Ln off ramp.
352. There are no transit-related evaluation criteria shown, although there are easy ways to measure benefits
to transit, for example on time performance. I'd recommend adding at least one transit-related measure
because this is described as a multimodal planning effort.
353. I do appreciate the work of ODOT to right the engineering wrongs throughout the 97 corridor. I was
disappointed in the simple fact that in almost every major 97 Crossing there hasn't been a design concept
for pedestrian and vehicular overpasses which would eliminate the need for both crosswalks and stop
lights. As is well-documented there is a lot of Commerce that moves North and South through Bend on
both the 97 and 20. Those semi trucks are forced to slow down, stop and merge unnecessarily because of
poor planning with the original concept of the 97 and the 97-20 interchange. I am disappointed that the
fix for this also involves a stop light which forces through traffic to stop and collects traffic jam. The most
dangerous intersections involved pedestrian crosswalks on the 97 and the 97 Cooley interchange. Those
intersections need to be addressed with overpasses and on ramps that allow traffic to merge rather than
stop. I hope that this committee will consider that digging 97 and 20 Corridor are also already a traffic
nightmare. This community is set to double in population over the next 10 to 20 years. The work that you
do on these projects should keep in mind that traffic volumes will also double. Please consider pedestrian
safety when designing these projects.
354. Please hire someone who has designed functional highways in other states. Signals are not the answer,
ever, on highways. Functional, adequate speed-up/slow-down lanes are critical. Overpasses are basic.
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Pedestrians shouldn’t have to rely on flashing yellow lights. No highway entrance should be guarded with
a stop sign. Exits ramps should not have decreasing-radius curves. Highway exits should have
corresponding entrances. All BASIC.
355. If Hawthorne right in right out is the only remaining connection to downtown then Hawthorne needs
improvements, lane markings, signage, parking restrictions due to expected heavier traffic loads once
Lafayette closes. It is already challenging.
356. Focus primarily on the northern end of the parkway with Cooley and Robal.
357. some people go faster then 50 Speed needs to be at 50 or less... I feel like if I go less the 50 I'm going to
get creamed or .. if I turn off of the parkway onto a badger? I think it is a road one block south of
PInebrook I'm going to get creamed.
358. The revere NB & SB on ramp acceleration lane would work fine if people would use the length of the lane
to get to speed instead of immediately cutting into the traffic lane. / Reed mrkt, 3rd st NB offramp. The
ability to go West on Reed mrkt should immediately be taken away at this intersection. It is a huge
accident waiting to happen. I am shocked that there are not more accidents at this location. I avoid that
intersection whenever possible because of almost being hit on a regular basis
359. Please maximize multimodal mobility
360. US 97 northbound exit to Reed Market. Heavy congestion and dangerous for cars that want to go
westbound on Reed Market to cross Reed Market going eastbound. Need a solution for cars NOT to cross
traffic.
361. Please be sure to use properly shielded lighting for all fixtures related to this project. The means:
minimizing glare and no light trespass into the sky and adjacent neighborhoods. Put the light where it is
needed to allow safe passage but not over-lighting with excessive lumens and intensity. Dimming lights
over the course of the evening and thru the night and increasing it as needed with motion sensors. This
will save money, and allow for protecting and restoring the night environment for all of us.
362. Hwy 97 needs to be treated like a full highway through town and not a city street. All on and off ramps of
Hwy 97 need to have full ramps and proper exits. Vehicles are traveling too fast and there are too many of
them to keep treating it like a simple bi-pass.
363. Stop unprotected left turns onto Reed Market from 97 north.
364. Please do not close down layfette and Hawthrone exits. If you must please consider letting cars off the
parkway and into downtown. If you close both off ramps getting into downtown will be difficult and
increasing the congestion on Revere and Colorado.
365. hope you do better than last time and please increase the speed limit!
366. Everyone drives 60 mph on the parkway so the sooner we acknowledge that fact the better. It is
impossible to drive in the right lane throughout Bend because of the merging traffic and people in the left
lane going 60+ mph. So you have to drive in the left lane and deal with the speedsters in order to get
through town. Getting onto the parkway going south from Revere requires one to have a death wish.
Turning left from the off ramp on Butler Market is ridiculous. There are so many issues with the parkway
and it's failure it makes one shake their head at what the developers were thinking? The Cooley road
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interchange would have been fixed years ago if not for the City of Bend's hate of Walmart? It is past time
to address this issue so good luck! I hope you can fix it and make it less stressful to drive it. Driving in Bend
is a contact sport. And I am always so happy to get home to Redmond.
367. 97 northbound, the off turning lane into the shopping area with Ross/Dicks etc is too short - very
dangerous. If you take out this turn, there will be too much traffic entering the area off the next cross
street with the lights.
368. Get rid of the median on the parkway and have bollards/cable barriers between north south traffic. Get
rid of bike lanes on parkway and create a surface street bike corridor.
369. It would take a traffic engineer to intelligently answer questions about relative urgency of any proposed
changes. So this survey of citizen opinion is essentially garbage-in-garbage-out. Ask the public what
problems they have encountered, ask what concerns they have about proposed changes. But not ratings
of relative urgency! Shocked by the pointlessness of this survey.
370. schedule?
371. a. Cooley Rd, Hwy. 126 in Redmond Lights are not timed right. Congestion at rush hour is terrible at both
intersections on Hwy. 97. Building more commercial at the 97/20 interchange was irresponsible, before
fixing the traffic issues. / B. Hwy. 97 & Lower Br. Wy - with over 5,000 residents turning there from
Crooked River Ranch alone, plus the other sub-divisions & Traffic to Sisters on that back road - has come
to critical mass. I commute from that intersection to Bend & it is so hard to get onto 97 or off it. I've been
to the meetings. Too little too late. But glad there are funds to address this intersection in any capacity
now. Thank you.
372. For the parkway, I think starting with "through traffic stay left" signs would be helpful to see if it helps the
issues in the mean time before any of these projects start.
373. No signals on 97, more space to get off 97 and on
374. Thank you for all of your hard work!
375. Keeping people happy, healthy and working together in Bend as Bend grows is important. It is more
important to increase SAFE bicycle lanes, walking paths and alternative modes of transport and making it
more shitty to sit in traffic, forcing people into other modes of transport. So spend Bend tax dollars on
bike lanes and walking paths.
376. Please put a light at Butler Mkt/Wells acres / Please change the light at Brinson/Butler Mkt to a
roundabout.
377. Remove bike lanes on parkway, no one uses them because they are a death trap. give space to cars and
cordinate with city on a complete ped/bike system that is running North to south.
378. It is critical for south bound travelers to be notified before Reed Market that that is the last off-ramp for
services before La Pine (or 20 miles, etc.) As there is no warning that you are about to leave Bend, we
have seen people more than once obviously slow when they get past Les Schwab on the south end, and
realize they have nowhere to go to return to town. This can be a huge issue for semi-trucks and travel
trailers, etc, who cannot easily turnaround - so exiting at Rocking Horse and trying to figure it out is not an
issue. Or for anyone traveling in winter when wanting/needing to stop for the night or just rest before
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heading on further - if there is no signage that you need to exit or else - you may soon find yourself out of
town, and out of gas, and no obvious place to resolve your issue. / Some way to transition more easily,
especially for semis, from 97 to 20.
379. Need to inform people who don't know much about Bend that the bypass southbound has limited exits,
esp past Reed Market. Maybe a sign saying last exit for Bend, and No Gas beyond this point.
380. I scanned through the documents that were linked and it looks like there isn't a lot of understanding of
how the roads work in the area. Please take a better look at these plans to better understand the
implications. Ramp metering like in Portland would be a terrible idea with how short the on ramps are
and the lack of storage. There isn't room to get up to speed. Closing connections to the Parkway would
only clog up the City streets more. This is not safe and is not an "improvement" and only someone from
Portland would think otherwise.
381. The right-in-right-out accesses to the parkway should not be seen as an all or nothing solution. The exits
from the parkway at Hawthorn and Lafayette can be maintained while eliminating the entrances that are
quite dangerous.
382. Heading west on Empire, turning south onto parkway...gets incredibly backed up. Maybe I missed it but
was surprised this didn’t address that area.
383. Instead of ripping out all the ramps you just built, when you created the parkway... Put an overpass in
Tumalo, at Cook Ave. and Hwy 20. I signed up for the ODOT " info chain", and have never had one
communication from Alia. You never had the third meeting,to tell us what is going on out there.
384. Need add a bypass between Bend and Redmond
385. Also, maintain RI at Lafayette, eliminate RO. / Pedestrian/Bicycle overpass at Hawthorn (connecting 3rd to
downtown) should be a future priority./ Retain RO and north acceleration ramp at China Hat./ Do an indepth study/analysis of proposed projects on the circulation effects of local road traffic, especially in the
downtown area and also 3rd Street./ Evaluate and start considering alternatives for a better 97/20 direct
connection (even though it is beyond the scope of these improvements). / Circulate design specifics for
the north segment (ie: Hwy 97 Bend North Corridor) as they emerge and facilitate community
outreach/interaction./ Reconsider Juniper Ridge access and a full interchange on 97 between Cooley Rd
and Deschutes Market Rd. / Incorporate beautification, viewscapes, landscaping and noise reduction into
projects.
386. I would like to know what level of fatality or injury for alternate transportation is being considered. Is this
an attempt at reducing deaths and improving safety and reliability for bicycle riders and increasing
options for pedestrian crossing?
387. in general at grade crossings need to be eliminated and all stop lights on 97 removed and replaced by
ramps and over/under passes. / A southern river crossing is critical to keeping traffic off of the downtown
and south of mill river corridor. This would allow the entirety of southern bend to avoid congesting traffic.
/ paramount to all plans is the inclusion of protected bike paths (not on 97) but crossing and feeding into
major roads.
388. Big concern for me: any traffic incident on the Parkway OR other emergency incident that in any way
impacts traffic volume and flow on the Parkway (brush fire adjacent to highway) immediately impacts the
traffic on the Parkway for a long distance and a long time duration. There does not seem to be a strong
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sustained plan for rerouting traffic if the parkway experiences negative impacts. As a first responder, this
is unacceptable in two ways: it makes access to an ongoing emergency difficult for responding vehicles,
and it essentially closes the Parkway AND clogs alternate routes around the Parkway. Any adverse impact
on the Parkway negatively impacts ALL roads in the vicinity, and no one has come up with a way to
resolve this. If there is a second emergency that crews must respond to, travel time will be heavily
degraded.
389. The Parkway is a key barrier between Bend's east and west sides. Priority should be given to all east-west
multi-modal crossings.
390. I fail to see how the MPO has delivered on its vision of having strong adjacent local street system. The
Parkway plan's central corridor shifts traffic to the local streets and the TSP ignores the local streets.
Revere's road diet adds to congestion. Queuing has been ignored. The southbound off ramp at Colorado
fails and is ignored by both the MPO and TSP. Projects at Murphy interchange are either; ) projects that
should be funded by the developer of the Murphy Crossing properties. The North frontage road is not
necessary for addressing "congestion" and only serves to a key LSN route which location is flawed.
391. We have needed a southbound exit at the Murphy Road overpass since it was built. The current structure
requires all south/east traffic to exit at one of the former exits and congests all intersections between
Wilson and Murphy. We need this now.
392. There needs to be a connection from Hwy 97 to Hwy 20 E. It was a flaw in the original design and remains
so. The solution must route traffic somewhere other than down 3rd and out Greenwood, and somewhere
other than Empire to 27th.
393. Impact analyses of ODOT's plans should broaden to include the overall effect on citywide traffic patterns
rather than the limited analysis on roadways in the immediate area.
394. Northbound exit onto Reed Market: either omit left turn option onto Reed Market or add a signal. It’s
usually impossible (and dangerous) and mostly used by unfortunate out-of-towners who don’t know what
will happen when they reach the top of the ramp!
395. It seems that improving bike and pedestrian transportation options could slow the growth in traffic in 97
396. You trying to fix stuff is gonna make it harder on the people who live in bend the projects you allready due
take forever and don’t really help. You guys suck at designing the road around here. You should just be
focused on snow removal as you guys never do a good job I’ve been here for 20 years and it hasn’t ever
been good in the past ten. We pay you to clean the road and you can’t even do that why we want you to
try and fix them. You guys can’t even fix potholes let alone a whole road. Don’t act like your helping when
you don’t.
397. To reduce congestion and improve the flow and safety of the Expressway simply designate the left lanes
(both N.bound & S.bound as Thru lanes. Encourage drivers to leave the utility lanes (right lanes) vacant to
allow drivers to exit and enter the expressway more easily. Place signs on the center median that state
"Thru Lane Keep Left". Pros: Increased utilization of Left lane that is largely vacant currently. Increased
safety. Cons: none.
398. There should not be bike lanes on 97 at all. There should not be pedestrian crossings at grade on 97. No
traffic lights on 97. 97 is a major relief route for I5, it should be a freeway.
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399. I would like to see a cement barrier on the parkway for safety reasons both south and north as far as you
can go with available funding.
400. No
401. The train traffic on Revere backs up traffic onto the parkway
402. There is very limited access to the Parkway from 3rd Street/Greenwood Avenue going south. One has to
travel to Wilson St. and then backtrack to the Colorado on-ramp. Is there a way to improve access to the
Parkway in this area? Also, the access onto the Parkway going north on the Colorado on-ramp is way too
short and it becomes very dangerous to get on the Parkway there when there is heavy traffic. Folks on the
Parkway don't slow or move over for merging traffic.
403. I appreciate the opportunity to participate in the project/solutions and would like to learn more about
them as they are developed. I am pleased to hear that a grade separation is being considered to replace
the existing traffic signalled interchange at Powers. I believe that all right in/out lanes should be closed as
speeds currently driven on the Parkway make them unsafe and closure of the currently signaled Robal
and Cooley Rd interchanges will only make them more dangerous. One more point, as a retired
civil/structural engineer (California), if ODOT intends to dedicate US97 as a lifeline corridor in the vent of
seismic or other disaster, it would do well to conduct seismic evaluations/condition assessments of ALL
overpasses and underpasses on the Parkway corridor.
404. I would like to reinforce the importance of bike/ pedestrian crossings (separated) to get under or over the
parkway. This is a critical improvement for both safety and efficiency of those who would walk or bike
around our city.
405. There should be an off ramp going south on 97 at Murphy Rd.
406. Provide low stress routs for bicycles and pedestrians.
407. All at grade and right in right out intersections on the parkway should be closed ASAP.
408. the sooner the better
409. I support most of the projects, although I think the Hwy 97 North Corridor by the mall is higher priority
and should be completed first. I do not support closure of the short exits and entrances (right-in & rightout) in Bend, and especially not until ODOT pays for all the improvements to Bend's streets and
intersections needed to accommodate the increased traffic for those closures. ODOT needs to focus more
on the 90% of users of the Parkway that enter or exit it in Bend and not on the 10% through traffic. ODOT
should look harder at improving the right-in entrances and making them safer, and constructing deacceleration lanes for the right-outs for more just Hawthorne. Parkway speed limit should be kept at 45
mph and needs greater enforcement. I think ODOT also needs to include congestion pricing with ramp
meters to reduce traffic congestion during peaks travel. This could be as simple as taking a photo of
license plates when one enters the Parkway and being sent a monthly bill. This would be much cheaper
than the expense reconstruction projects being considered and may raise revenue for Parkway
improvements. People who contribute to congestion should pay a greater share of the price of alleviating
it.
410. Need overpass walkways for pedestrians! / More speed control/monitoring. Don’t announce a “sting”,
just do it! Surprise!
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411. Please include pullouts for law enforcement vehicles as they have indicated it is nearly impossible to
patrol the parkway due to nowhere to pull off.
412. Much of what is being recommended appears to be "band-aid" solutions. Forcing the "multi-modal"
transportation concept won't work in Bend, due to winter weather. What we need are more lanes to
handle the increased vehiclular traffic. OR stop future development until infrastructure can handle
increased traffic. You guys are way behind the curve here, and solutions presented are lacking given the
growth we have had and what is projected.
413. with two lanes on the bypass, there is little advantage in doing much unless you add more lanes (I get that
is extremely difficult if not impossible) so I would suggest you use frontage roads and other roads to help
the flow of traffic.
414. We believe if Murphy Road Interchange with Hwy/Parkway 97 would lessen the need for Powers Road
problem.. The Reed Market problem will be lessened, too, by the new Murphy Road East/West corridor. If
we could use $$$ to implement easy access to 97 from Murphy Road it will eliminate a lot of traffic on
Reed Market.. Also, we travel lots and have found there is more use of adding directions right on the
road/pavement with arrows to show which way to go with out looking around or up at a sign.. in
roundabouts and Highways. Easy to follow if you are confused and new to the area.. Printing signs on
pavement as you drive or get in line for a roundabout.. We love Roundabouts better than sitting in
traffic while you wait for signal to change.. then you get to the signal and have to wait again.. Two lane
roundabouts will need pavement signs for the confused.. (which there are a lot of)... Thanks for working
on this problem. Also love the idea of off road bike trails for those commuters.. It's scary out there on a
bike!
415. I fully support these improvements and thank you for getting public opinions. I found out by accident,
pleas spend some additional money on advertising the survey. The Parkway has become dangerous with
the RIRO’s particularly the Hawthorn, Lafayette, and Truman T on/off ramps.
416. At this stage it seems to me that the Vision statement should be solid rather than a tentative list of
potentials.
417. Build full interchange with US 20. Close off inadequate accel and deccel ramps.
418. The Parkway is designed for cars. Crossing by bike or ped either needs to be via overpass or traffic signal.
The current flashing lights are just not realistic. The number of peds and cyclists going E-W is minimal, and
I travel only on foot in Bend. Some of your maps appear to put south on the top, contrary to convention.
Maybe I am wrong, but they are hard to analyze.
419. I use Reed Market frequently and am most familiar than with other locations. Until 3rd and Reed Mkt
problems-congestion is addressed (1/4 block length right turn lanes, east-west connections from points
north and south away from 3rd and reed, etc.), nothing will help parkway. Do not shorten length of any
off ramps due to backups spilling onto parkway itself. I do not think frontage roads accomplish anything
but destroy existing neighborhoods and negate parkway's purpose. Build bigger (3 lane) parkway if we
need more lanes to avoid more new roads. The beginning (north end empire-butler mkt) of this survey
confusing with learn more maps not coinciding with questions.
1.

1. Text needs to be simpler. It is written at a college level which most citizens will not understand. Also it
covers many complex design choices rather than guiding principles. / 2. The best way to improve safety is
to reduce speed. The current running speed on the Parkway is often far above the posted speed which is
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already too high for an urban area. Also most near-term congestion, ramp and signal problems can be
addressed by simply reducing speed. This will take agressive physical measures, enforcement and
commitment. / Long-term delays and congestion cannot be solved with standard thinking and road
projects. There is far too much emphasis on travel time, volume/capacity, and other outdated measures.
Only a strong shift away from promoting car use will help. We cannot continue to play nice with cars and
expect good results.
420. I do not support any widening of the Parkway. Increasing capacity leads to induced demand and more
driving resulting in more air pollution and greenhouse gases.
421. Please eliminate the stop light on 97 at Powers Rd
422. Closing access to the parkway should be lowest priority
423. First, I love the parkway. I have used it for over 20 years. I am concerned about closing the RIROs. They
may be an issue during peak traffic, but they are of significant benefit during non-peak hours. I especially
don't want to see the RO option at Truman closed. How else can one easily get to the Old Mill, especially
at non-peak hours?? Removing the RIROs will only make driving 3rd street an even bigger headache than
it is already.
424. We need to look at exit strategies from the westside to the parkway in the event of a natural disaster (aka
forest fire) - just getting to the parkway is going to be impossible if there is a mass exit.
425. Strategic placement of new retail would help reduce daily drives to the same stores we all drive to
everyday
426. Please put an emphasis on safer bicycling and walking. This is what my entire Neighborhood Assn wants!
427. Please have more reference images in the next survey!!
428. Murphy Rd. off ramp needed when traveling south from Bend on Parkway. Also need on ramp North at
Murphy Rd. Bend is improving the Murphy Corridor but no way to get people on and off Parkway at
Murphy to travel to Bend.
429. Elimination of signal light at nea Anderson going into cascade shopping center traffic can use Cooley rdl
430. I had hoped to see more in here about pedestrian and bike safety and about (present an future) mass
transit options. E.g. planning for bus stops, bus-only lanes, right of way for transit. Traffic always expands
to accommodate all available capacity.
431. No, thank you
432. Enforcing the actual posted speed limit would GREATLY improve safety along 97. Allowing people to
consistently drive 60+ in a 45 makes it very unsafe for drives entering and exiting, especially exits without
ramps/deceleration lanaes like Hawthorne or Truman
433. There needs to be an exit where the new local road at the north end of town merges back into highway
97. Don't make the mistake of putting a light or traffic circle at that intersection.
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434. don't understand why at all the existing exits are not build at true on/off ramps like a major highway
which 97 has become. its ridiculous that it was not built this way to begin with!
435. no
436. I hate the idea of closing Hawthorne and Lafayette, if speeding on the parkway was fixed, these would not
be a problem. I think most urgent needs are fixing Powers with removing the light and making and
interchange and fixing the issues in the north corridor. Everything else can wait if people would drive 45
rather than 70mph
437. Fixing Powers Road should be a high priority
438. I support efforts to eliminate small exits that have very short off ramps. I also support wider shoulders.
439. A southbound off ramp with a signal at Murphy Road would help ease congestion West to East at Reed
Market and Powers.
440. Set speed to 55 mph, provide center road barricade and build overpasses for both vehicle and
pedestrians, reduce on and off roads that do not have merge lanes
441. Hawthorn should be a exit only. Lafayette on/off just needs to go away
442. Look for opportunities for creative enhancement with existing facilities. For example, "thru traffic keep
left" signage, no pass striping, to help ramps and RI/RO. Use VMS more actively. Continue to work with
MPO to develop commercial/retail/community hubs to mitigate cross town travel. Encourage school
district to encourage more busing for peak school traffic times to reduce volume spikes. Look for a
fundamental change of the bike/ped facility of the parkway itself. Idea is the reduce the existing shoulder
width for traffic calming and take up the existing bike lane and sidewalk to create a multi-use bike/ped
facility separated by hard barrier. This need is higher than operational shoulder, considering the facility is
multilane already. Right now the Parkway is a facility with bike/ped features that don't get used
adequately, lets make it adequate instead of relying on shifting this traffic to local streets completely.
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Appendix D: Email and Written Comments
These comments were submitted to ODOT outside of the online survey. This feedback has been incorporated into the
summary of open-ended comments above.
1.

I spent 1/2 day reviewing the 50 page “alternatives” for the parkway. It is hard to believe Peter would
send out (via the Bulletin) a 50 page document for public input with terms such as [variable speed-ramp
lanes-two stage left-singlepoint interchange-diamond interchange-single point interchange-dedicated
turn-congestion pricing-ramp meters-integrated corridor.] How many of the public have “any clue” what
these terms mean? -w/o pictures I could not even provide a reasonable response. / After reading the 50
page document (more than once) I had no clue how or where to respond. To believe any public response
is valid is ridiculous. The other major concern is one alternative talked about very minor (low cost)
changes and the next line talked about full interchanges or bridges across the Deschutes. / On a positive
note I believe a system of traffic signals (similar to 27th St.) between the existing interchanges has
considerable [underlined] positive impacts-The reasons very low cost for 6-8 signals- would more than
double the EAST-WEST traffic options. It would allow Bend to serve as ONE CITY VS an East Side and a
West Side. The new city grid would drastically improve eastside traffic to going to westside and West Side
to Hospital, COSTCO, etc. I less than 2 years the public would discover which routes to take in AM and PM,
At this time-some of the 50 alternatives could be constructed.-I believe the public would love the change.

2.

I would like to say that the Southbound exits to Lafayette and Hawthorne should be allowed to remain
open to facilitate traffic flow . To close both streets in both directions would be a grave mistake. Perhaps
an overhead onramp to Parkway 97 from these streets would be a solution.

3.

The link for comment on the Bend Parkway does not work. I personally am concerned that there are not
enough exits that allow people living on the west side of Bend to have a more direct route. Lafayette is
one that is used now, if it is closed it will cause a lot more of a delay to get over to the west side. Just my
opinion.

4.

I use the Parkway every day. It is a good thing the Bulletin published the article today on closing access at
Lafayette, Hawthorne and Truman. / Otherwise most who use the Parkway every day likely would not
have known of the proposed plans. My comments are as follows: 1)The surveymonkey survey is extremely
technical and complicated and it appears to support decisions already made as extruded through the
process. 2) Closing access at Lafayette, Hawthorne and Truman would make getting to businesses and
attractions in downtown Bend difficult causing frustration, loss of time, loss of business revenue, loss of
attendance to events and attractions and loss of appeal and support for community. 3) My wife and I use
and need those accesses for business and pleasure. 4) It is apparent that law enforcement has given up on
enforcing the 45mph speed limit and associated safety. The Parkway was not designed for 55mph and not
designed solely for thru traffic. Please look for ways to maintain local access versus eliminating it.
Enforcing the speed limit or lowering it would help or eliminate need to close accesses. It is not a freeway.
5) Eliminating local access seems to always be the ODOT solution for safety and capacity issues. That
serves thru traffic at the expense of locals. Statewide goals need serve local access as well as fast
unhindered thru traffic. 6) Why was the planting removed from the median? Hopefully, it was not to
install an ugly concrete median barrier. Again it is a parkway, not a freeway. Remember that Context
Sensitive Design is a Federal Highways criteria for highway planning. That means responding to the
cultural, social and landscape character of the community. Thus, community access and landscaping are
essential elements in planning and design.
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5.

A problem on Empire trying to make a left on to the South bound entry on to the Parkway, is made more
difficult by traffic merging on to Empire from Sherman.

6.

Please understand that as a 13-year Bend resident originally from a much more populated and gridlocked
city, I see roads and traffic as the one major drawback to quality of life in Central Oregon. Highways
leading out of Bend are very unsafe in my estimation, and the two-lane streets in the city of Bend are
frustrating to drive on. If it wasn’t for our courteous drivers, left turns from driveways and parking lots
would are often nearly impossible. / The parkway is narrow and lacks emergency provisions for flat tires
and mechanical malfunctions. Allowing studded tires destroys and degrades the roadway, causes strips of
puddling and ice, and causes many cars and trucks to veer from side to side because of the “tracks”. / It is
appreciated that ODOT is doing everything possible to make the most of the inadequate roads we have in
this area considering the lack of funding that seems to be available. Thousands have been spent on
studies to improve the 97/Cooley intersection while the only real solution is likely a beltway around the
east side of the city. / Walking and bicycling are unsafe, public transportation is sparse and not utilized,
and it’s understood the present road system was designed for a city of 20,000 while Bend’s population
will likely grow to eight times that by 2035. / Here’s hoping ODOT can put their strategic hats on and plan
ahead. In the meantime, your efforts continue to be appreciated.

7.

Somehow I have to speak about how I feel about the proposed work on the Parkway and I could not think
of a better person than you to communicate these feelings to. I know it will have zero impact on how this
project evolves. / In 2001 the Parkway was designed to relieve the congestion on Third Street (formerly
Hwy 97) to mostly serve Bend with only 10 to 20% of the traffic on the Parkway going through to distant
destinations in the south. Multiple accesses (Hawthorne, Lafayette, Butler Market, Truman, Colorado and
more) were designed to serve Bend in agreement with the original purpose of the Parkway. A few years
later the Parkway was classified as a Federal Highway which completely turned the original intent of its
construction on its head. Now any access to the Parkway was to be severely limited and residents of Bend
were told that they should not consider it as an artery serving Bend but its purpose should be to facilitate
through traffic to the south. To make matters worse the Parkway location (which was originally going
along 27th street) was moved closer to the heart of Bend where it is now, probably at the insistence of
Mike Hollern who was then at the head of the OTC, and probably to better serve the Old Mill District he
was developing at the time. As a result Bend was essentially cut in half by a massive barrier, the Parkway,
with very few open passages from east to west. This barrier would become more impervious to east-west
traffic if most of the existing accesses to the Parkway were eliminated in order to follow the rules of a
Federal Highway. This will mostly results in a very increased traffic on Third Street (and many other city
streets) thus defeating the original purpose of the Parkway which was to relieve traffic on Third Street. /
So we have come full circle, after spending a lot of money and no future improvements for traffic in Bend.
As you can conclude I am not in favor of closing Lafayette, Hawthorne, Truman and other accesses to the
Parkway, but I would like to see the safety of theses accesses greatly improved. I am much more positive
about the North Corridor project which is absolutely necessary and should be the top priority of any
project around Bend. / Sorry about wasting your time with my little feelings that you can do nothing
about. However I fell better now after letting them out.

8.

I use lafayette every sunday and wednesday to go to church right there behind the courthouse, so please
don`t close Lafayette.

9.

I heard about the proposal to close the parkway exits at Hawthorne, Lafayette and Truman. This seems
like a poor plan to me. By eliminating 3 exits, this will bottleneck the other remaining exits, Revere,
Colorado and Reed Market which will cause greater slowdowns. It makes more sense for the exits to be
distributed along the Parkway. Also, the Parkway is not a freeway, and not meant for drivers to be able to
drive over the speed limit, which they usually do. I don’t think having slowdowns at 3 existing exits at only
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certain times of the day is cause for alarm. It may actually keep drivers down to the speed limit (which
doesn’t seem to be enforced for some reason). / By closing 3 exits, there will be more street traffic and
confusion as drivers will need to make their way over to the street they want to get to. There is already
enough traffic downtown, and this will increase that problem. The Parkway was built to eliminate
congestion on 3rd Street; but by closing exits, it will encourage people to go back to using 3rd Street. / I
think that making it more difficult to get downtown will deter people from wanting to go down there,
hurting businesses. Also, the Truman exit is a great way to get to the Old Mill area. If this exit is closed, it
will make it more difficult to get to all the businesses in the area, and the Old Mill itself. It would
bottleneck the Reed Market exit which is already busy. / I understand there is a Survey Monkey that we
have been asked to fill out. According to a friend, they tried to use it and found it confusing and difficult to
use. I also find that these types of surveys are limited in their questions and don’t give you the
opportunity to give full feedback. / Please take all of these things into consideration!
10. I read in today's Bulletin about the proposal to close the parkway exits at Hawthorne, Lafayette and
Truman. I can't believe it! That only leaves Revere and Colorado for those of us who are going to
downtown Bend. I live in the country between Tumalo and Eagle Crest and come into Bend at least 3-5
days a week. I volunteer at the Deschutes County History Museum, go to the library weekly and enjoy
shopping and dining downtown. Those exits are the major exits that go to downtown. If they are closed
then I will be forced to take the Revere exit, which is already busy and backs up fairly regularly, or go the
3rd Street route, which the parkway was designed to avoid! / Please reconsider this decision. If it
becomes difficult to get to downtown, Redmond is close to us and has a library, shops and dining
establishments. / I can't believe that the downtown merchants support this plan.
11. I use lafayette every sunday and wednesday to go to church right there behind the courthouse, so please
don`t close Lafayette. I tried to take your survey but the link might be messed up.
12. Having driven the Parkway this morning there appears to be more than adequate existing public property
and/or right of way to lengthen decell lanes for Lafayette and Hawthorne.
13. I would like to see wider shoulders so law enforcement can pullover and ticket all the speeders and
tailgaters. / Remove signal lights North and South and install on/off ramps. / Reduce the speed limit to 45
MPH for traffic coming into town from the North. / Close or add on/off ramps for streets that do not have
them. / People seem to forget that Reed Lane is one of them. / It is very difficult to merge, from a deadstop, when traffic is going 55-60 MPH. / Thank you for plowing the Parkway. / ODOT does a much better
job than the city of Bend does in plowing streets. / They make it very difficult to walk anywhere.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The outcome of the US 97 Parkway Plan (Parkway Plan) will be identification of geometric, operational,
management and safety strategies for US 97 (also referred to as the Bend Parkway), to improve the
corridor’s performance into the future. Phase 1 of the Parkway Plan addressed project goals and
objectives and existing conditions focused on roadway elements. Phase 2 addresses future conditions,
multimodal analysis, and system management and operational strategies and seeks to identify low cost
strategies that improve mobility, reliability, and safety.
The Phase 1 Summary of Existing Plans & Agreements report provided an extensive summary of key
plans, studies, and management agreements that influence the Parkway Plan study area. The purpose of
this Phase 2 Summary of Existing Plans & Agreements report is to revise the Phase 1 report to include
summaries of five additional studies that were not included in the Phase 1 report but that are identified
as relevant to the Parkway Plan as they address locations within, directly connecting to, or otherwise
influencing the study area. Note that the summaries provided in the Phase 1 report are not duplicated in
this Phase 2 report.
As shown on Figure 1.1 below, the study area is defined as the US 97 between the Bend city limit to the
north and the Bend MPO boundary to the south, including areas immediately adjacent to the corridor.
The study area has been broken into three geographically oriented areas, defined as:
•

•

•

North Area: The northern boundary is the Bend city limit and the southern boundary is the
Empire Avenue Interchange. The eastern boundary is 18th Street/Purcell and the western
boundary is O.B. Riley Road.
Central Area: The northern boundary is the Empire Avenue Interchange and the southern
boundary is the Reeds Market Interchange. The eastern boundary is 8th Street/9th Street and the
western boundary is Wall Street.
South Area: The northern boundary is the Reed Market Interchange and the southern boundary
is the Bend MPO boundary, including the Baker Road Interchange. The eastern boundary is 3rd
Street and the western boundary is Brookswood Boulevard.
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Figure 1.1. US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2 Study Area
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2 PLAN SUMMARY
For the Phase 2 analysis, the project team has identified five additional plans that were reviewed but not
summarized in the Phase 1 analysis; these five additional plans are summarized in this report. As
mentioned in the introduction, the plan reviews and/or summaries that were included in the Phase 1
report are not duplicated in this Phase 2 report. It is also important to note that the plans summarized in
this report address locations throughout each of the north, central, and south study areas, with the
exception of the Hawthorne Avenue Bridge study, which is only located in the central study area.

2.1 MULTIMODAL TRAFFIC SAFETY STUDY 2012–2014, 2012
Published by the City of Bend in 2012, the purpose of the Multimodal Traffic Safety Study 1 is to
determine the most significant causes, types, and characteristics of crashes in the city and identify how
best to mitigate for crashes under the constraints of limited resources. The goals of the study are to
reduce both crashes and community costs. The objectives of the study are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Conduct public outreach about the safety program
Develop a list of highest priority traffic safety projects
Focus on injury crashes
Create ongoing monitoring and safety assessment methodology

At the time of the study, the City had limited staff resources to mitigate for multimodal crashes.
Significant staff reduction in the years leading up to the study caused the City’s transportation division
and the Traffic Safety Advisory Committee to reevaluate the crash program. With consultants, staff
reviewed current trends and practices. The national Highway Safety Manual (HSM), first published in
2010, established new, data-driven methodology for addressing safety that allowed resources to be
allocated efficiently to improve transportation safety. Bend was one of the first communities to
implement this new approach to safety.
It is important to note that the study does not refer to US 97 and states that crash data, for example, are
collected for roadways under the jurisdiction of the City of Bend and do not include crashes on US
Highway 20, which is under ODOT jurisdiction; therefore, it is assumed that the data used for the study
does not include US 97, as this roadway is also under ODOT jurisdiction. The study does find that
roadways with higher functional classification experience more crashes: from 2006 to 2010, 38 percent
of crashes occurred on Minor Arterials, and 36 percent of crashes occurred on Principal Arterials, with
the remaining 26 percent of crashes occurring on Collector and Local roadways. The study also identifies
enforcement needs, with 42 percent of all crashes in Bend involving either speeding or driving while
under the influence of alcohol or drugs: from 2006 to 2010, there were 1,216 speed-related crashes and
315 alcohol- or drug-related crashes, many resulting in injury or fatality.
As part of the study, the City outlines a safety management program that meets the core requirements
of the HSM. Figure 2.1.1 below presents a diagram of Bend’s traffic safety management program.

1

City of Bend. Multimodal Traffic Safety Study 2012–2014. 2012.
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Figure 2.1.1: City of Bend Traffic Safety Management Program

Bend intends to implement the traffic safety management program in order to reduce crashes in the city
during the 2012 to 2014 program cycle . In the Benchmarking phase of the program, Bend finds that the
city has a higher number of fatalities as well as speeding and DUII crashes than comparable cities in
Oregon, concluding that countermeasures should include enforcement and education in addition to
engineering countermeasures. The City identifies the following five crash characteristics that appear to
occur at abnormally high rates in Bend when compared to similar communities; these characteristics are
the focus areas of the 2012–2014 safety management program:
•
•
•
•
•

Fatal and injury crashes
Alcohol-involved crashes
Speed-involved crashes
Pedestrian and bicyclist crashes
Roadway departure crashes

Table 2.1.1 below depicts causation for some of the above crash focus areas.
Table 2.1.1: Bend Multimodal Traffic Safety Study Focus Area Crash Causation
Roadway Departure
Bicyclist
201 crashes
58 crashes
Contributing Factors
Alcohol
Wrong way riding
Speed
Nighttime visibility
Fixed object
Right turn hook
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Pedestrian
25 crashes
Multilane roadway crossings
Non-exclusive “WALK” phase of signal
Nighttime visibility
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In the Network Screening, Diagnosis, and Project Ranking phases of the program, the City ultimately
develops countermeasures to eliminate specific crash patterns at high crash locations, presenting the
proposed countermeasures relative to the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) project list. Projects
located within or directly connecting to the Parkway Plan are listed in adapted Table 2.1.2 below.
Table 2.1.2: Bend CIP Project List with Countermeasures (Adapted)

Project Location

Crash Trend

1st Street at
Greenwood Avenue1

NB EB angle
crashes

2nd Street at Wilson
Avenue

Sidestreet crossing
(poor visibility)

3rd Street at Franklin
Avenue
3rd Street at
Brosterhous Road

3rd Street at Powers
Road

3rd Street at Reed
Market Road (seek
implementation with
general obligation
[GO] bond project)

• System: right turn
hook with bike
• System: red light
running
• System: red light
running
• System: left hook
with pedestrian
• System: red light
running
• System: right turn
on red hit ped
• Left hook with
pedestrian
• System: red light
running
• System: right
hook with ped
• System: right
hook with bike

Countermeasure
Cost

Countermeasure
Economic Impact
via Crash
Reduction

$44,376

$22,000

$18,480

$150,000

• Dutch bike crossings
• Signal timing and
phasing

$259,256

$998,000

• Signal timing and
phasing
• Protected only
phasing

$469,000

$228,000

Signal timing and
phasing

$65,856

$834,000

• Signal timing and
phasing
• Leading ped phase
• Dutch bike crossings

$183,538

$1,350,000

Signal timing and
phasing and signal
head visibility

$83,266

$229,000

Mini roundabout

$98,883

$283,000

$58,776

$238,000

N/A

N/A

Countermeasure(s)
Curb extensions south
side
Improve visibility by
do not block
intersection

Arizona Avenue at
Wall Street

System: red light
running

Awbrey Road at
Portland Avenue

• Sidestreet
crossing hit
mainline bike
• System: rear end
in shared left-thru

Bond Street at
Colorado Avenue

System: red light
running

Bond Street at Reed
Market Road2

Signal timing and
phasing and signal
head visibility

No crash trend

No countermeasure
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Countermeasure
Cost

Countermeasure
Economic Impact
via Crash
Reduction

N/A

N/A

$6,160

$444,000

• Protected only
phasing
• Road diet
• Signal timing and
phasing

$144,259

$1,393,000

No crash trend

No countermeasure

N/A

N/A

Greenwood Avenue
at Hill Street

Pedestrian/bicycle
crossing safety

$167,655

$70,000

Franklin Avenue at
Wall Street

• System: right turn
on red crossing
bike
• System: right
hook with ped
• Pedestrian
compliance to
DON’T WALK

Add curb extensions,
advance stop bars,
illumination
• Eliminate SB right
turn lane
• Leading pedestrian
phase
• WAIT audible
message

$80,663

$101,000

Project Location
Brookswood
Boulevard at
Pinebrook Boulevard3
Country Club Road at
Murphy Road
Division Street at
Revere Avenue
Firerock Lane at O.B.
Riley Road2

1 Not

Crash Trend

Sidestreet left out
Stop sign run NB
• System:
permitted lefts
• System: rear end
in shared left-thru
• System: red light
running

Countermeasure(s)
New roundabout at
Murphy (100’ south)
will change patterns
Enhance visibility of
stop

proposed for ranking due to low benefit/cost ratio
proposed for ranking due to no crash trend/no available countermeasure
3 Not proposed for ranking due to short-term roadway network changes 100’ south
2 Not

The study concludes by making the case for a broad based safety program, with increased enforcement,
education, and changes to standards and specifications (engineering). Table 2.1.3 below provides a
summary of the 2012–2014 crash reduction program elements.
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Table 2.1.3: Summary of Bend 2012–2014 Crash Reduction Program Elements
Education
Continue current education
programs
Supplement existing
programs with focus on:
• Biking (visibility at night, risk of
vehicles turning across their path
of travel, wrong way riding)
• Walking (visibility at night, risk of
vehicles turning across their path
of travel on “WALK,” multiple
approach lane risk during roadway
crossings)
• Driving (speeding, DUII, red light
running, turning across a bicyclist’s
path of travel, yielding to people
walking)

Enforcement
Focus on high crash locations
Focus on high crash causations:
• Speeding
• DUI
• Red light running
• Failure to yield to bicyclists and
pedestrians
Continue Bike Diversion Program
Investigate Pedestrian Diversion
Program
Find ways to support more
funding for traffic enforcement

Engineering
Design and construct
CIP project list
Perform city-wide curve warning
assessment and mitigation

Perform city-wide roadside hazard
identification and mitigation
Update standards and
specifications to reflect state of the
art and technology usage to reduce
crash risks
Implement multimodal count
program to support future crash
analysis efforts

2.2 BEND SAFETY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN, 2015
Published in 2015, the Bend Safety Implementation Plan 2 report summarizes proposed conceptual
designs for safety solutions at priority locations in the four corridors that the plan addresses:
•
•
•
•

3rd Street between Greenwood Avenue and Murphy Road
Colorado Avenue between Bend Parkway and Bond Street
Greenwood Avenue between 3rd Street and Awbrey Road
Greenwood Avenue between 3rd Street and 12th Street

Each of these corridors is either fully or partially within, or directly connects to, the study area for the
Parkway Plan. The report identifies two priority projects for each corridor, in addition to four projects
selected by City staff. The project team presents two alternatives for each location, including order of
magnitude construction costs and a schedule of maintenance costs and requirements.
Table 2.2.1 below presents the selected projects located within or directly connecting to the Parkway
Plan study area, noting which concept plan option is preferred by the project Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC); the preferred, final concepts move forward to preliminary engineering, with
additional public and stakeholder involvement.

2

City of Bend. Bend Safety Implementation Plan. 2015.
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Table 2.2.1: Bend Safety Implementation Plan Selected Projects

Project Name

TAC
Preferred
Concept
Plan

Countermeasures

3rd Street & Reed
Market Road

N/A

The proposed improvements feature bike lanes on all four legs of the intersection in
each direction. The northbound approach on the south leg of the intersection features
a green bike box. Bike lanes at intersection approaches are filled with green, and green
bike lane line extensions are used in the intersection. Static warning signs are posted to
alert right turning motorists of the presence of bicycles proceeding straight through the
intersection.

3rd Street &
Roosevelt Avenue

Option 2

3rd Street &
Hawthorne
Avenue

Option 1B

Colorado Avenue
& Bend Parkway
Ramps

Option 1

Colorado
Avenue—Bond
Street to Bend
Parkway
Franklin Avenue
& 3rd Street

Option 2

Option 1 features a marked crosswalk, median refuge island and warning signage on
the north end of the intersection. Option 2 features a marked crosswalk, median refuge
island, pedestrian crossing warning and Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacons (RRFB) on
both the south and north sides of the intersection.
Option 1A features a median refuge island on the North side of the intersection. Option
1B features a median refuge island on the south side of the intersection. Option 2
features a full median refuge/diverter. Additionally, Option 1B features a Rectangular
Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB). Option 1B is preferred by CET for current bus turning
movements.
Option 1 features a bike signal for the diagonal intersection crossing and the addition of
curb extensions to facilitate shorter pedestrian crossing distances and improved
visibility. Option 1 also brings southbound cyclists onto the sidewalk path as they
approach the intersection. Option 2 is a simpler version of Option 1 without a bike
signal for the diagonal crossing or rerouting the bike lane to the sidewalk path. Option 2
also channelizes the bike lane with a concrete island at the west end the intersection.
Option 1 features a 7’ buffered bike lane with one parking lane on the south side of the
street. Option 2 features a protected bike lane with an additional row of parking
adjacent to the protected bike lane.

Greenwood
Avenue and 3rd
Street

Option 2

Greenwood
Avenue and 4th
Street

Option 2

Greenwood
Avenue and 4th
Street

N/A

N/A
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The proposed improvements include features bike lanes on all four legs of the
intersection in each direction. The westbound approach on the east leg of the
intersection features a green bike box. Green bike lane line extensions are used in the
intersection and along Franklin Avenue to draw attention to conflict areas. Static
warning signs are posted to alert right turning motorists of the presence of bicycles
proceeding straight through the intersection.
Option 1 features truck turning aprons on the NE and SE corners of the intersection to
allow larger freight access while still providing a tighter turn radius for other vehicles. It
also provides a bike lane on the east leg of the intersection. On the NE corner of the
intersection (eastbound approach) is a bike box to provide cyclists a headstart after a
red light and improve visibility. Option 2 is similar to Option 1 but also provides a
leading pedestrian interval to give pedestrians a headstart and make them more visible
to turning vehicles.
Option 1 features median islands on the east and west legs of the intersection. Option 2
features a full median refuge island/diverter prohibiting left turns and through traffic
on 4th Street. The traffic diverter also has bicycle cut throughs for bicycle traffic on 4th
Street.
The proposed improvement includes the addition of a full median refuge island/traffic
diverter prohibiting through vehicle travel on 6th Street. The diverter features cut
throughs allowing bikes to continue traveling in the N-S direction. The median refuge
island also features Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacons (RRFB) to warn drivers of
pedestrians/bikes attempting to cross the street.
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The report also provides a cost estimate summary for each concept option, adapted below in Table
2.2.2.
Table 2.2.2: Bend Safety Implementation Plan Conceptual Cost Estimate Summary of Options
Project
3rd Street & Hawthorne Avenue
3rd Street & Roosevelt Avenue
Greenwood Avenue & 4th Street
Greenwood Avenue & 6th Street
Greenwood Avenue & 3rd Street
Colorado Avenue: Bond Street to
Chamberlain Street
Colorado Avenue: Chamberlain Street to
Bend Parkway
3rd Street & Franklin Avenue
3rd Street & Reed Market Road
Colorado Avenue & Bend Parkway Ramps

Option(s)
Option 1A: North Side Refuge Island
Option 1B: South Side Refuge Island
Option 2: Median Refuge Island
Option 2: North & South Side Refuge
Islands
Option 1: West Side Refuge Island
Option 2: Median Refuge Island
Option 1: Median Refuge Island
Option 1: Truck Apron
Option 2: Leading Pedestrian Interval
Option 1: Protected Bike Lane/Buffered
Bike Lane
Option 2: Raised Bike Lane
Option 1: Protected Bike Lane
Option 2: Raised Bike Lane
Option 1: Reconfigure Lanes/Dynamic
Warning Sign
Option 1: Dynamic Warning Sign
Option 2: Protected Intersection
Option 1: Bike Signals and Curb
Extensions
Options 2: Curb Extensions

Construction Cost
Estimate
$140,500
$139,200
$198,300
TBD
$153,000
$182,300
$178,400
$293,000
$2,600
$273,100
$440,400
$358,600
$339,100
$188,000
$190,800
Not indicated in report
$514,700
$495,400

2.3 2015–2025 STRATEGIC IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR WALKING AND BIKING
INFRASTRUCTURE, 2014–2015
The City of Bend began initial work on the 2015–2025 Strategic Implementation Plan for Walking and
Biking Infrastructure 3 in 2013, publishing the final report in September 2014 and the executive summary
in August 2015. For this plan, the City collaborated with stakeholders to review existing bicycle and
walking infrastructure and develop an approach to implementing system upgrades throughout Bend.
The plan prioritizes system-wide areas of safety mitigation, identifies design upgrades to encourage
increased levels of active transportation for everyday needs, and emphasizes construction of key missing
connections. The final report and executive summary for the plan provide direction for the City’s
pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure priorities.
The plan strategy envisions a unified pedestrian and biking transportation system through the
incremental but systematic deployment of safe and accessible facilities, placing high importance on the
use of state of the art design techniques to increase user comfort and perception of safety in order to
3

City of Bend. 2015–2025 Strategic Implementation Plan for Walking and Biking Infrastructure. 2015.
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support and encourage increased levels of walking and biking in targeted areas of the community. The
approach provides a priority assessment for capital projects and uses multiple deployment mechanisms,
including strategies for alternative funding sources and opportunities to maximize implementation
during maintenance activities.
The recommended bicycling system deployment strategy includes the following delivery techniques:
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on central core where densities and land use intensity are greatest
Capitalize on private development provided infrastructure
Capitalize on maintenance projects (e.g. overlays)
Provide the next level of bike facility (not just a bike lane; e.g., buffered facility, cycle track,
separated facility, bike box, etc.) to serve the broadest range of community members
Create complete streets to accommodate multimodal trips along and across the street

The plan incorporates bike boulevards as a new system element to broaden the reach of the existing
bike lane system. As defined in the plan, whereas bike lanes are provided on arterial and collector
roadways which carry heavier traffic loads and freight traffic, bike boulevards are located on local
streets to provide a less stressful and more comfortable route for a broader range of community
members. The plan considers bike boulevards important in achieving increased mode split and safety.
The recommended deployment strategy for pedestrian facilities includes the following delivery
techniques:
•
•
•

Focus on pedestrian zones—complete neighborhoods that already have many of the elements
that make them attractive to pedestrians
Continue to require complete streets—streets serving all modes and abilities along and across
the street
Provide less stressful and more comfortable, safe, and secure pedestrian facilities (not only ADA
compliant but also attractive, safe, and inviting with street crossings, buffered sidewalks, street
trees, illumination, etc.)

Table 2.3.1 below lists the prioritized pedestrian and bicycle capital projects located within or directly
connecting to the Parkway Plan study area.
Table 2.3.1: Bend 2014 Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Priorities Project List
Prioritized
System
Element
Structures

Corridor Study

Location
3rd Street canal (south
of Brosterhous)
Brosterhous canal (east
of 3rd)
Franklin undercrossing
of railroad and US 97
Parkway over/undercrossings
(corridor concept)

Draft v. 1| June 19, 2018

Project Description

Class 51 Cost
Estimate

Add/enhance pedestrian and biking facilities
at these locations

$2–10 million2

US 97 study with ODOT, City of Bend, and
Bend MPO for safety crossings, to determine
mitigation to congestion and strategies for
multimodal comfort/performance and
connectivity

Included in $2–10
million above
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Prioritized
System
Element
Sidewalks

Streetscape
Corridors

Overlays

Stormwater
Grate Inlet
Elevation
Changes

Trip Facilities
Bike
Boulevards

Location
Sidewalks included in
Capital Improvement
Plan (CIP, includes
Newport, 8th, Wilson,
Neff/Purcell)
College Way-PortlandOlney-Neff (Central
Oregon Community
College [COCC] to St.
Charles medical center)
Newport-Greenwood
(College Way to 12th
Street)
Galveston-RiversideFranklin-Bear Creek
(14th to Purcell)
Colorado-2nd (Bond to
Wilson)
Wilson (Bond to 9th)
3rd (Greenwood to
Central Oregon
Irrigation District canal)
4th/Studio (Alden to
Butler Market)
8th-9th (Reed Market to
Butler Market)
Up to eight overlays
(locations not specified)

Wilson Avenue
Bond Street
8th/9th Streets
Franklin Avenue
Three additional
corridors (locations not
specified)
Wayfinding signage
(locations not specified)
COCC to St. Charles via
1st Street Rapids (4 mi.)
COCC to Larkspur Trail
via Hawthorne (3.2 mi.)
Oregon State CascadesOld Mill District (OMD)-
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Project Description
Add sidewalks

Prioritized for both pedestrian and biking
upgrade—create integrated streetscape
projects (e.g. landscaping, illumination,
enhanced roadway crossing and bike lanes,
missing sidewalks)

Take advantage of “clean slate” afforded with
fresh pavement surface to facilitate complete
biking corridors (e.g. enhanced connectivity,
use of state of the art bike lanes such as
buffered bike lanes, green conflict zones, bike
boxes, and protected bike lanes)
Smooth pavement transitions for stormwater
grate inlets located in bike lanes

Add wayfinding signage along key routes to
provide travel times and directions to
community destinations
Deploy six initial neighborhood bikeways on
local streets and provide enhanced crossings
of busy streets

Class 51 Cost
Estimate
$3–5 million2

$10–15 million2

$1–2 million

$50,000–100,000
annually

$500,000
implementation,
$25,000 annually
$2–3 million2
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Prioritized
System
Element

Downtown

Enhanced
Roadway
Crossings
1 Class

Location
Coyner Trail via Aune (4
mi.)
Juniper Swim & Fitness
Center-Bend Senior
High School-Marshall
High School via 6th (2.3
mi.)
Harmon-Columbia
route, Kenwood to
OMD (2 mi.)
Bike parking
Pedestrian facility
enhancements
Bike facility
enhancements
3rd & Hawthorne
3rd & Roosevelt
Greenwood & 6th
Greenwood & 4th

Project Description

Add group bike parking downtown to
optimize safety of all users. Upgrade traffic
signal equipment and phasing/timing to
enhance safety of all users. Add pedestrian
safety features such as enhanced crossings,
curb extensions, and illumination. Add
bikeway facilities throughout downtown.
Enhanced crossings include median refuge,
high visibility signage, and pavement marking
and can include activated flashing lights.

Class 51 Cost
Estimate

$2–3 million

$1–5 million2

5 = conceptual, predesign, or preliminary estimate with accuracy range -50% to +100%
may include additional projects not located within or directly connecting to the Parkway Plan study area

2 Estimate

2.4 US 97 SAFETY ASSESSMENT, 2015
Prepared for ODOT by Kittelson & Associates, Inc., and completed in June 2015, the US 97 Safety
Assessment 4 analyzes crash history and evaluates potential crash countermeasures on a nine-mile
section of US 97 from Redmond to Bend. The assessment identifies near- and medium-term
countermeasures that would cost less than a series of frontage roads identified by ODOT as long-term
alternatives. The assessment applies quantitative safety evaluation methods to evaluate a range of
countermeasures to improve safety along the US 97 corridor in the study area. Figure 2.4.1 below
depicts the study area for the US 97 Safety Assessment.

4

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. US 97 Safety Assessment. 2015.
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Figure 2.4.1: US 97 Safety Assessment Study Area
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The assessment prioritizes projects aimed at reducing fatal and severe injury crashes as short-term,
medium-term, or median projects. Median projects are phased separately from other countermeasures
due to the impacts to public and private accesses along the corridor. The median projects include
several designs for U-turn treatments to maintain access to driveways along the corridor that would
otherwise be restricted by a median.
The assessment recommends several short-term, medium-term, and median projects, most of which are
located north of Bend city limits, or beyond the extent of the Parkway Plan study area. Tables 2.4.1
through 2.4.3 below are adapted summarize the projects that the assessment recommends for the Fort
Thompson Lane to Bend city limits segment, which is the only location analyzed in the assessment study
area that connects to the Parkway Plan study area. Note that the tables include benefit/cost (B/C) ratios
for each project; according to the assessment, while the magnitude of the B/C ratios may change upon
refining cost estimates, the priority implementation is not expected to change.
Table 2.4.1: US 97 Safety Assessment Short-Term Projects

Location

Ft
Thompson
Ln to
Bend City
Limits

Annual
Observed
Crash
Frequency

2.8

Annual
Predicted
Crash
Frequency

Annual
Expected
Crash
Frequency

3.9

3.4

1 CMF

Medium-Term
Project
Countermeasures
• Install speed
feedback signs
in transition
zones
• Inlaid Raised
Pavement
Markers

Project
CMF1

20-Yr
Crash
Reduction

Preliminary
20-Yr Cost
Estimate2

Expected
Annual
Comprehensive
Crash Cost
Reduction
(Benefit)

82%

12.6

$27,000

$103,800

B/C Ratio3

47.9

= Crash Modification Factor
Cost estimates exclude any right-of-way impacts or costs.
3 B/C Ratios reflect a uniform series present worth factor of 12.46 for a 20-year life span. B/C Ratio = (Annual Benefits X Present Worth Factor)/(Estimated Project Cost)
Note: All costs presented are Present Value Costs ($) over the 20-year analysis period.
2

Table 2.4.2: US 97 Safety Assessment Medium-Term Projects (Adapted)

Location

Ft
Thompson
Ln to
Bend City
Limits

Annual
Observed
Crash
Frequency

Annual
Predicted
Crash
Frequency

Annual
Expected
Crash
Frequency

Medium-Term
Project
Countermeasures

Project
CMF1

20-Yr
Crash
Reduction

2.8

3.9

3.4

Segment lighting

96%

2.5

Preliminary
20-Yr Cost
Estimate2

Expected
Annual
Comprehensive
Crash Cost
Reduction
(Benefit)

B/C Ratio3

$466,000

$20,700

0.6

1 CMF

= Crash Modification Factor
Cost estimates exclude any right-of-way impacts or costs.
3 B/C Ratios reflect a uniform series present worth factor of 12.46 for a 20-year life span. B/C Ratio = (Annual Benefits X Present Worth Factor)/(Estimated Project Cost)
Note: All costs presented are Present Value Costs ($) over the 20-year analysis period.
2
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Table 2.4.3: US 97 Safety Assessment Median Alternatives and Phasing (Adapted)
Phase

Start and End
MP

Phase 4

132.04 –
133.39 (Phase
1 median to
Bend city
limits)

1 Cost

Number of UTurns
Included

Project
Cost ($)1

Project
Benefit
($)

B/C
Ratio

Two

$2.2
million

$2.97
million

1.4

estimates assume a concrete barrier median type and J-turn treatment for a
conservative analysis. Cost estimates exclude any right-of-way impacts or costs.
Note: All costs presented are Present Value Costs ($) over the 20-year analysis period.

Additional details on each countermeasure are provided in the assessment. When implementing the
proposed countermeasures, the assessment suggests:
•
•

•
•

Consider implementing short-term projects first, as these are the most cost-effective and
generally do not require additional right-of-way or impact to adjacent properties.
Consider implementing the median projects in phases. Phases 1 and 2 5 could be implemented
with two U-turn treatments, when funding becomes available. Phases 1 and 2 address high
crash locations while also minimizing the number of access points impacted by the median.
Precede implementation of median and U-turn treatments with a public education campaign,
and provide signage to educate drivers how to safely use the U-turn treatment.
Medium-term projects are cost-effective but require greater investment than short-term
projects. They have potential to impact right-of-way, which would delay implementation.
Pending successful implementation of median Phases 1 and 2, Phases 3 and 4 could be
implemented when funding becomes available.

2.5 HAWTHORNE AVENUE BRIDGE, 2016
Prepared in 2016, the Hawthorne Avenue Bridge technical memorandum 6 acknowledges that US 97 and
the BNSF Railroad “cut through” the City of Bend, limiting east-west movement of vehicles, bicycles, and
pedestrians to a series of undercrossings, many of which feature substandard or nonexistent bicycle and
pedestrian facilities. As acknowledged in the memo, Hawthorne Avenue has no existing crossing, and
many of the bicycle and pedestrian facilities at adjacent crossings and the connections between are
substandard. The purpose of the Hawthorne Avenue Bridge project is to improve pedestrian and
bicyclist safety by providing access for these modes across US 97 and the BNSF Railroad.
The memo considers two alternatives for providing a bicycle and pedestrian crossing at Hawthorne
Avenue. Alternative 1 proposes to construct a pedestrian tunnel under both US 97 and the BNSF
Railroad right-of-way. The memo acknowledges the following drawbacks to the proposed tunnel:
•

The tunnel would require extensive ramps to transition from existing ground to tunnel invert

Because Phases 1, 2, and 3 do not connect to the Parkway Plan study area, they are not included in the adapted
Table 3: Median Alternatives and Phasing.
6
CH2M. “Technical Memorandum: Hawthorne Avenue Bridge.” 2016.
5
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•
•
•
•

•

Pedestrian tunnels are not viewed favorably in the US due to safety concerns around perceived
isolation
Undercrossings at railroads are much more expensive than overcrossings due to the need to
construct shoofly structures and rebuild tracks
Underground structures require more maintenance than overcrossings
Vacant lots are available adjacent to the crossing to construct the necessary stairs and ramps;
however, the vacant lot on the west side of the crossing may not be large enough to
accommodate the proposed ramp
Tunnels can be extremely expensive per square foot of plan area (though the ramps leading to
the tunnel would be less expensive per square foot); additionally, involving the railroad in the
project increases the scope of engineering, agency review, and construction costs and schedule

The memo estimates that the pedestrian tunnel alternative would cost over $10 million7, including
design, construction, railroad involvement, and construction engineering and inspection.
Alternative 2 proposes to construct a pedestrian overcrossing, or bridge, for bicycle and pedestrian
traffic. Refer to Figure 2.5.1 below for a conceptual plan of the proposed bridge design. The bridge
would include a combination of ramps and stairs to provide access to the deck, in addition to screens
and barriers to protect US 97 and the railroad from any objects that might fall from the bridge. The
memo acknowledges the drawback that extensive ramps would be required to transition from existing
ground to the bridge, similar to the pedestrian tunnel proposal. The memo estimates that the
pedestrian bridge alternative would cost approximately $5 million.
Based on the considerations presented, the memo recommends that an overcrossing structure would be
less expensive to construct and operate than an undercrossing—and an overcrossing is more likely to be
used. The memo concludes as follows:
•
•
•

If a pedestrian facility is proposed at Hawthorne Avenue, then the recommended approach
includes an overcrossing
Because both alternatives considered are expensive, bicycle and pedestrian movements at this
location warrant further study
It may be more cost effective to improve alternative routes, such as the Greenwood Avenue
undercrossing (which currently features four-foot-wide sidewalks, constrained between a
guardrail and bridge abutments)

The memo notes that the cost estimates included are Class 5 estimates as defined by ASTM E2516, Standard
Classification for Cost Estimate Classification System, and these estimates can be expected to have an accuracy
range of approximately +100% to -50%.

7
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Figure 2.5.1: Hawthorne Avenue Bridge Conceptual Plan
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US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Methodology Memorandum
This Methodology Memorandum documents the proposed approach for transportation analysis to be
conducted for the US 97 Parkway Plan and includes evaluation criteria for use in comparing and
selecting alternatives. Phase 1 was completed in 2017 and primarily consisted of the development of
goals and objectives as well as the analysis of existing conditions. The first section of this memorandum
includes the methods and assumptions documentation used to support Phase 1 analysis (provided as
originally documented on March 7, 2017). The second section includes new documentation for methods
and assumptions to support new analysis that expands the existing conditions assessment as well as
future conditions and alternatives evaluation. In addition, evaluation criteria based on the goals and
objectives developed during Phase 1 have been provided to guide the selection of a preferred
alternative.

1 PHASE 1
The purpose of this memorandum is to gain concurrence from the City of Bend, the Bend Metropolitan
Planning Organization (“BMPO”), and Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) staff on the
proposed existing conditions traffic analysis methodology. The intent is to better define key assumptions
and procedures associated with the analysis approach described in the Statement of Work, including the
breadth of the study area, when traffic counts will be taken, analysis scenarios, analysis software, how
traffic volumes will be developed and seasonally adjusted, assumptions for select analysis procedures
inputs, and mobility standards to be applied. Future conditions and additional existing conditions
analyses were deferred to Phase 2 of this project, and are included in the Phase 2 methodology
discussion in the memorandum.
The scope of Phase 1 analysis is limited to identifying the core transportation problems under existing
conditions. Phase 2 will include more detailed analysis of those problems, as well as consideration of
future conditions and how proposed alternative solutions may help meet project goals. Phase 2 includes
more robust analysis methods, such as microsimulation, to support a broader range of performance
measures that align with project goals and objectives.

1.1 METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
The traffic analysis methodology begins with a listing of the project study intersections, analysis years,
and analysis tools. Other sections will address the traffic volume development process as well as
operational, safety, and multi-modal analysis.
1.1.1 Study Intersections
The project study area will include the following study intersections along the US 97 Parkway corridor
through Bend, as summarized in Table 1 and shown on a Google map
(https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WnEMiVtt4rpPkL-sGU6AuGdo8Bk&usp=sharing).
#
1
2

Table 1: Study Intersections and Count Information
Count Date
Type
Turn Movement
US 97 & Deschutes Pleasant Ridge Rd
4/11/2017
Count
Turn Movement
US 97 & Cooley Rd
4/11/2017
Count

Location
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Duration
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
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3

US 97 & Robal Rd

4/11/2017

4

US 97 & Nels Anderson Pl

4/11/2017

5

Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp & Empire Blvd

4/11/2017

6

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Empire Blvd

4/11/2017

7

US 97 Business Rt & Empire Blvd

4/11/2017

8

US 97 Business Rt & Butler Market Rd

4/11/2017

9

Bend Pkwy SB Off-Ramp & Butler Market Rd

4/11/2017

10

Bend Pkwy NB On-Ramp & Butler Market Rd

4/11/2017

11

Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp/Division St & 3rd St

4/11/2017

12

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Revere Ave

4/12/2017

13

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Revere Ave

4/12/2017

14

Bend Pkwy & Lafayette Ave

4/12/2017

15

Bend Pkwy & Hawthorn Ave

4/12/2017

16

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Colorado Ave

4/12/2017

17

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Colorado Ave

4/12/2017

18

Bend Pkwy & Truman Ave

4/12/2017

19

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Reed Market Rd

4/12/2017

20

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Reed Market Rd

4/12/2017

21

Bend Pkwy & Reed Ln

4/13/2017

22

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Powers Rd

4/13/2017

23

Bend Pkwy & Powers Rd

4/13/2017

24

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Powers Rd

4/13/2017

25

Bend Pkwy & Badger Rd

4/13/2017

26

Bend Pkwy & Pinebrook Blvd

4/13/2017

27

US 97 & Romaine Village Way

4/13/2017
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Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
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28

US 97 & Ponderosa St

4/13/2017

29

US 97 SB Ramps & Baker Rd

4/13/2017

30

US 97 NB Ramps & Knott Rd

4/13/2017

Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count

2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)

The project scope allows for traffic counts at three additional study intersections, whose locations have
yet to be designated. The study area includes all US 97 Parkway intersections within the City of Bend
Urban Growth Boundary, but limited intersections adjacent to this facility. The project study area as
defined in the scope of work limits the analysis to mostly freeway/highway and interchange operations,
and will not capture some of the local level impacts of US 97 congestion on City facilities (see Google
map for project limits). Therefore, the impacts to City streets surrounding the US 97 corridor from
highway congestion will not be fully captured in the existing conditions analysis.
Note: ODOT is currently considering the purchase of supplemental traffic counts to better support
microsimulation analysis and the evaluation of impacts beyond the immediate US 97 Parkway corridor in
Phase 2. This supplemental data would likely be paired with additional field observations focused on
locations critical to calibrating a Parkway microsimulation model. The calibration measures to be used
for future microsimulation are listed as follows:
•

Observed queue lengths on all US97 Parkway off-ramp terminal intersections

•

Field observations at all US97 Parkway ramp merge locations for driver behavior characteristics

•

Corridor and segment average travel times from HERE data and travel times measured during
the field observations

•

Observed queue lengths for all arterial level approaches at project study intersections

1.1.2 Analysis Years
The analysis will focus on existing conditions (year 2017) only. All future conditions analysis will be
addressed in later project phases.
1.1.3 Analysis Tools
The following software will be utilized in the traffic analysis:
•
•
•

Emme/4 – Used to pull Origin-Destination data from the Bend Redmond Base Year (2010) model
for freeway ramp weaving analysis
HCS 7 or FREEVAL – Used to perform HCM 6 freeway ramp merge/diverge/weave analysis
Synchro (Version 9) – Used to perform intersection HCM 2000 and 2010 analysis at study
intersections

1.2 VOLUME DEVELOPMENT
The counts will be collected in mid-April. All counts will be collected over the 2-hour interval from 4PM
to 6PM. In addition to the study intersection counts, 2-hour 4PM to 6PM counts will be collected at the
following locations for ramp merging, diverging, and weaving analysis (see study area map website):
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

US 20 SB Ramp to US 97 Business Rt
US 97 Business Rt NB Ramp to US 20
SB US 97 Business Rt to NB US 20
NB Bend Pkwy to NB US 20
SB Bend Pkwy to US 97 Business Rt
3rd St NB Ramp to Bend Pkwy
SW Division St NB Ramp to Bend Pkwy
SB US 97 Business/Murphy Rd on-ramp to US 97 SB
NB US 97 off-ramp to US 97 Business/Murphy Rd

In addition to the PM peak period counts, the consultant team will collect four 24-hour bi-directional
counts with 13-vehicle classifications and individual vehicle speeds at the following locations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

US 97 between Cooley Road and Clausen Road
Bend Pkwy between Empire Blvd and Butler Market Rd
Bend Pkwy between Truman Ave and Reed Market Rd
US 97 between China Hat Rd and Knott Rd

The 24-hour counts will be used to identify daily volume distributions on US 97, which will be used to
identify how long peak periods last. This data will be supplemented by the four ATRs located within the
project study area.
1.2.1 System Peak
All traffic counts will be collected in the same week. A system peak will be applied to each day of counts.
For example, all counts collected on a certain Wednesday will use the same system peak, but not
necessarily the same system peak as counts collected on other days of the same week. This method is
intended to reduce volume balancing adjustments while still providing representative peak periods from
each count day.
1.2.2 Seasonal Factors
Seasonal adjustments account for the variation in traffic during the year. For estimating the target
conditions for either 30th highest annual hour (30 HV) or average weekday periods, seasonal
adjustments will be made using the methodology from ODOT’s Analysis Procedures Manual (APM). 1
There are four ATRs within the project study area on US 97; two north of US 20 (at Empire Blvd and
Revere Ave) and two south of US 20 (at Pinebrook Blvd and China Hat Rd). Therefore, per the APM
guidelines the on-site ATR methodology will be implemented on this project. Data from the last five
recorded years (2011-2015) will be used for all US 97 study intersections included in the analysis per the
APM guidelines.
Over the past five recorded years (2011-2015) the Average Weekday Traffic (AWT) exceeds the Average
Daily Traffic (ADT) at all four ATRs within the study area. Therefore, the counts will be seasonally
factored to the AWT. The on-site ATR data indicates some key trends pertaining to traffic composition
on US 97 throughout the year. Both northern ATR (09-007 and 09-009) have closely correlated seasonal
1

ODOT Analysis Procedures Manual, Version 2.
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trends. The two southern ATRs are also closely correlated to each other but have significantly more
seasonal variability with a steeper summer peak than the northern ATRs, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: US 97 ATR Average Weekday Traffic Seasonal Trends

The steeper increase in summer traffic volumes compared to winter at the southern ATRs likely
indicates a higher recreational proportion of traffic compared to the more commuter-oriented traffic
profile of the northern ATRs. All four ATR counts indicated that July conditions best represent the 30 HV.
Following the APM methodology for two or more on-site ATRs, two seasonal factors will be used for US
97. All intersections from Reed Market Road to the north will use the seasonal factor derived from the
average of the two northern ATRs, as shown in Table 2. All intersections south of Reed Market Road will
use the seasonal factor derived from the average of the two southern ATRs, as also shown in Table 2.
Note that since the traffic counts will be collected during weekdays and the trends from the ATR table
indicate that the AWT is higher than the ADT, the seasonal factors are calculated based on the 30 HV
(peak month) AWT and annual AWT (rather than the annual ADT).
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Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Table 2: ATR Data and Seasonal Factors
Northern ATRs
Southern ATRs
30 HV
Monthly AWT/Annual AWT
Monthly AWT/Annual AWT
Seasonal
Factor
ATR 09-007
ATR 09-009 Average
ATR 09-003
ATR 09-025
Average
0.88
0.87
0.87
1.28
0.79
0.81
0.80
0.91
0.91
0.91
1.23
0.82
0.84
0.83
0.96
0.94
0.95
1.17
0.89
0.91
0.90
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.11
0.94
0.97
0.96
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.09
1.02
1.05
1.04
1.08
1.09
1.09
1.03
1.14
1.14
1.14
1.10
1.13
1.12
1.00
1.26
1.24
1.25
1.10
1.12
1.11
1.00
1.26
1.24
1.25
1.04
1.05
1.05
1.07
1.09
1.07
1.08
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.09
0.99
1.01
1.00
0.95
0.94
0.94
1.18
0.90
0.88
0.89
0.94
0.93
0.94
1.19
0.86
0.84
0.85

30 HV
Seasonal
Factor

ATR 09-007 = Bend Parkway south of Empire Blvd
ATR 09-009 = Bend Parkway south of Revere Ave
ATR 09-003 = US 97 south of China Hat Rd
ATR 09-025 = US 97 north or Pinebrook Blvd

With the counts likely to be collected the week of April 10th, the seasonal factor for the northern study
intersections will be approximately 1.11, and the seasonal factor for the southern study intersections
will be approximately 1.31. The actual 30HV from the four ATRs located within the project area will be
used to calibrate the seasonally factored volumes on the corridor.
1.2.3 Volume Balancing
Not all PM turn movement counts will be collected on the same day. Therefore, the consultant team will
balance volumes between counts from different days as necessary. The use of different seasonal factors
for the northern and southern study intersection may also lead to some volume imbalances. These
volume discrepancies will be balanced to US 97 through movements using engineering judgement.

1.3 OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The operations analysis will use the 30 HV balanced volumes to evaluate existing motor vehicle
operations at study intersection and at select parkway (freeway) interchange ramp connections.
1.3.1 Intersection Analysis
The consultant team will conduct HCM analysis at all study intersections (HCM 2010 at unsignalized,
HCM 2000 at signalized). All intersection operations analysis will be conducted for the PM peak hour
only. Operational measures reported will include Level of Service (“LOS”), v/c, and delay at at-grade
intersections and interchange ramp terminals. All intersection analysis results will be generated by
Synchro.
1.3.2 Parkway Analysis
The consultant team shall provide HCM analysis of merge/diverge/weave/segment sections on US 97
including: ramp spacing, merge/weave lengths and LOS & v/c impacts of weaving at the following
locations:
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1.50
1.39
1.31
1.21
1.10
1.00
1.00
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1.25
1.40
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Revere-Butler Market-Empire-Sister’s Loop Ramp in northbound direction.
SB Division on-ramp & SB Revere off-ramp in southbound direction.
EB Reed Mkt to NB US 97 on-ramp and WB Reed Mkt to NB US 97 in northbound direction.
Revere to Colorado in both directions.
The consultant team will use the HCS 7 or FREEVAL software to complete the parkway ramp analysis and
provide results per the APM guidelines. Freeway analysis methodologies will be used, however, it is
recognized that the parkway does not fully fit the description of a freeway. Therefore, careful
consideration of analysis input will be required to appropriate model parkway conditions. Some key
methods and assumptions for the ramp analysis are listed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ramp volumes will be developed from the PM Peak Hour traffic counts
Weaving origin-destination movements will be estimated from the base year 2010 BendRedmond Travel Demand Model
Recreational vehicle volumes will be collected for all freeway ramp counts pertaining to the
merge/diverge/weave analysis
Analysis will use the “Highway or C-D road setting” to better match the capacity constraints of
the Bend Parkway
Will consider further fine-tuning mainline and ramp capacities with adjustment factors to better
match the Bend Parkway design
Given the significant recreational component to the US 97 traffic during the 30 HV the following
two population factors will be used:
o 0.95 – All ramps located north of Reed Market Road (moderate recreational traffic
composition)
o 0.90 – All ramps located south of Reed Market Road (heavy recreational traffic composition)

1.3.3 Travel Time Reliability Analysis
Travel time reliability analysis will be performed using the most recent three years of available HERE
data for US 97/Bend Parkway. HERE data includes crowdsourced travel time information from mobile
devices on a selected corridor. The consultant team will analyze travel time reliability using a planning
time index over the segments summarized in Table 3.
Roadway
US 97
US 97
US 97
US 97
Bend Pkwy
Bend Pkwy
US 97 Business Rt
US 97 Business Rt
Bend Pkwy
Bend Pkwy
SE 3rd St

Table 3: Travel Time Reliability Segments
From
To
Deschutes Pleasant Ridge Rd
Clausen Rd
Clausen Rd
Deschutes Pleasant Ridge Rd
Clausen Rd
US 20 Interchange
US 20 Interchange
Clausen Rd
US 20 Interchange
SE 3rd St Interchange
rd
SE 3 St Interchange
US 20 Interchange
US 20 Interchange
SE 3rd St Interchange
Bend Pkwy Interchange
US 20 Interchange
SE 3rd St Interchange
Colorado Ave
Colorado Ave
SE 3rd St Interchange
Bend Pkwy Interchange
US 20 (Greenwood Ave)
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Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
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Roadway
SE 3rd St
Bend Pkwy
Bend Pkwy
SE 3rd St
SE 3rd St
Bend Pkwy
Bend Pkwy
SE 3rd St
SE 3rd St
US 97
US 97

From
US 20 (Greenwood Ave)
Colorado Ave
Reed Market Rd
US 20 (Greenwood Ave)
Reed Market Rd
Reed Market Rd
Murphy Rd Interchange
Reed Market Rd
Murphy Rd Interchange
Murphy Rd Interchange
China Hat Rd

To
Bend Pkwy Interchange
Reed Market Rd
Colorado Ave
Reed Market Rd
US 20 (Greenwood Ave)
Murphy Rd Interchange
Reed Market Rd
Murphy Rd Interchange
Reed Market Rd
China Hat Rd
Murphy Rd Interchange

Direction
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound

Note that the travel time segments are approximate and may vary depending on the HERE data
segmentation. The HERE travel time data will be supplemented with travel time data from local ATRs
where such data is found to be available and of acceptable quality.

1.3.4 Mobility Targets
This project will compare study intersection capacity under existing 30 HV traffic conditions against the
current performance standards. US 97 is classified as a Statewide Expressway in 1999 Oregon Highway
Plan and US 97 Business Route is classified as a Statewide Highway (north of Greenwood Avenue). Both
facilities are under ODOT jurisdiction. The mobility targets for the project study intersections, as defined
in Oregon Highway Plan (“OHP”) are listed in Table 4. Note that any additional non-state facility study
intersections analyzed in this project will be held to the City of Bend Traffic Operations Performance
Standards 2.

2
3

Table 4: Study Area Mobility Targets
Intersection
Location
Jurisdiction
Control
ODOT/Deschutes
US 97 & Deschutes Pleasant Ridge Rd
Unsignalized
County
US 97 & Cooley Rd
ODOT/City of Bend Signalized
US 97 & Robal Rd
ODOT/City of Bend Signalized

4

US 97 & Nels Anderson Pl

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

5

Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp & Empire Blvd

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

6
7
8

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Empire Blvd
US 97 Business Rt & Empire Blvd
US 97 Business Rt & Butler Market Rd

ODOT/City of Bend
ODOT/City of Bend
ODOT/City of Bend

Signalized
Signalized
Signalized

9

Bend Pkwy SB Off-Ramp & Butler
Market Rd

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

10

Bend Pkwy NB On-Ramp & Butler
Market Rd

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

ODOT/City of Bend

Signalized

v/c < 0.85

ODOT/City of Bend

Signalized

v/c < 0.85

1

11
12
2

Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp/Division St &
3rd St
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Revere Ave

Current Performance
Standards
v/c < 0.70 (major)
v/c <0.95 (minor)
v/c < 0.85
v/c < 0.85
v/c < 0.85 (major)
v/c <0.95 (minor)
v/c < 0.85 (ramp)
v/c < 0.95 (Empire Blvd)
v/c < 0.85
v/c < 0.85
v/c < 0.85
v/c < 0.85 (ramp)
v/c < 0.95 (Butler Market
Rd)
v/c < 0.85 (ramp)
v/c < 0.95 (Butler Market
Rd)

City of Bend Development Code, 4.7.500 Transportation Impact Analysis, Section B.6, Revised December 2016
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Location

Jurisdiction

13

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Revere Ave

ODOT/City of Bend

Intersection
Control
Signalized

14

Bend Pkwy & Lafayette Ave

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

15

Bend Pkwy & Hawthorn Ave

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

16

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Colorado Ave

ODOT/City of Bend

Signalized

17

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Colorado Ave

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

18

Bend Pkwy & Truman Ave

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

19

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Reed Market
Rd

ODOT/City of Bend

Signalized

20

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Reed Market
Rd

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

21

Bend Pkwy & Reed Ln

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

22

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Powers Rd

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

23

Bend Pkwy & Powers Rd

ODOT/City of Bend

Signalized

24

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Powers Rd

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

25

Bend Pkwy & Badger Rd

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

26

Bend Pkwy & Pinebrook Blvd

ODOT/City of Bend

Signalized

27

US 97 & Romaine Village Way

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

28

US 97 & Ponderosa St

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

29

US 97 SB Ramps & Baker Rd

ODOT/City of Bend

Unsignalized

30

US 97 NB Ramps & Knott Rd

ODOT/Deschutes
County

Unsignalized

Current Performance
Standards
v/c < 0.85
v/c < 0.85 (major)
v/c <0.95 (minor)
v/c < 0.85 (major)
v/c <0.95 (minor)
v/c < 0.85
v/c < 0.85 (ramp)
v/c < 0.95 (Colorado Ave)
v/c < 0.85 (major)
v/c <0.95 (minor)
v/c < 0.85
v/c < 0.85 (ramp)
v/c < 0.95 (Reed Market
Rd)
v/c < 0.85 (major)
v/c < 0.95 (minor)
v/c < 0.85 (ramp)
v/c < 0.95 (Powers Rd)
v/c < 0.85
v/c < 0.85 (ramp)
v/c < 0.95 (Powers Rd)
v/c < 0.85 (major)
v/c < 0.95 (minor)
v/c < 0.85
v/c < 0.85 (major)
v/c < 0.95 (minor)
v/c < 0.85 (major)
v/c < 0.95 (minor)
v/c < 0.85 (ramp)
v/c < 0.95 (Knott Rd)
v/c < 0.85 (ramp)
v/c < 0.95 (Knott Rd)

The performance standards listed in Table 4 will be used as the mobility targets for the existing
conditions analysis. Intersections failing to meet mobility targets will be flagged as deficient under
current traffic conditions. All ramp merge/diverge/weaving operations are held to the same v/c
standard as the highway facility, per the OHP. Therefore, the mobility target for all 12
merge/diverge/weaving locations analyzed in this project will be v/c < 0.85.
1.3.5 Existing High-Level Capacity Deficiencies
The consultant team will use the base year 2010 and future year 2040 RTP Financially Constrained BendRedmond Travel Demand Model scenarios to identify deficiencies for the existing conditions by
comparing percent change of volumes on key links and model demand-to-capacity and ADT-to-capacity
ratios. This exercise may reveal where congestion could cause diversion or peak hour spreading.
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The consultant team will also provide unconstrained demand comparisons to the PM Peak Hour
assigned model runs for both the Base Year (2010) and Future (2040).

1.4 SAFETY ANALYSIS
The consultant team will obtain the most recent crash data available including data from at least five
years from ODOT’s Crash Analysis & Reporting Unit for study segments and intersections in the project
area, and supplement this with crash data provided by the City of Bend. The consultant team will
assemble an inventory and identify crash patterns (alcohol-involved, weather, surface, light conditions,
etc.) in the history of collisions on the transportation system among all users (e.g. vehicles, pedestrians,
bicyclists).
The crash data must include the following:
•
•
•
•

Location
Crash type and characteristics
Severity (property damage, injury, or fatality)
Summary review of pedestrian/bicycle and fatal crashes

The data for state highways will include locations of Safety Priority Index System (“SPIS”) sites.
The consultant team will calculate study intersection and US 97 mainline segment crash rates, and will
use the HSM Part B Critical Crash Rate and Excess Proportion of a Specific Crash Type screening methods
to identify any safety focus locations. Crash patterns will be identified for any intersection/segment
flagged in SPIS or with an intersection/segment crash rate that exceeds one of the following measures:
•
•
•
•

Critical crash rate
90th percentile crash rate
90th percentile rates in the Crash Rate Table II (for segments)
Positive excess proportion higher than 0.100

1.5 MULTI-MODAL OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The multi-modal analysis component of this project will include evaluation of the quality of the
pedestrian and bicycle at-grade crossings at Reed Lane (Fred Meyer), Powers Road, Badger Road, and
Pinebrook Boulevard using National Cooperative Highway Research Program (“NCHRP”) Report 562,
“Improving Pedestrian Safety at Unsignalized Crossings.” The consultant team will also qualitatively
evaluate the spacing of pedestrian/bicycle crossings and potential areas needing crossings by identifying
potential crossing gaps where demand may be present due to the proximity of surrounding attractions.
The City of Bend will provide Level of Traffic Stress analysis results for pedestrian and bicycle travel on
surrounding surface streets.

1.6 SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Based on the analysis methods and assumptions described above, the following performance measures
will be produced for Phase 1.
•

Volume-to-capacity ratios
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•
•
•
•

Levels of service (and related vehicular delay)
Travel time reliability (planning time index)
Crash rates compared to critical crash rates
Excess proportion of specific crash types

The more robust analysis anticipated to occur in Phase 2 would allow for the use of a broader range of
performance measures, including those used for TRIP97. While this work has not been formally scoped,
performance measures could include [performance measures for Phase 2 were subsequently scoped,
have been refined, and are included in section 2.4]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume-to-capacity ratios
Levels of service (and related vehicular delay)
Delay/travel time (which could be converted to a travel cost)
Throughput
Speed (time/location plots)
Average travel time [TRIP97]
Travel time reliability (planning time index) [TRIP97]
Side street delay [TRIP97]
Expected crash frequency – by severity (which could be converted to a cost) [TRIP97]
Turning movement opportunities per mile [TRIP97]
Percent north-south traffic on US 97 [TRIP97]
Pedestrian, Bicycle, and Transit Levels of Service [TRIP97]
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2 PHASE 2
This section of the methodology memorandum builds off the methodology for existing conditions
analysis performed in Phase 1 and provides key assumptions and procedures associated with additional
existing conditions tasks, in addition to new future conditions and alternatives analysis. Evaluation
criteria for evaluating alternatives are provided at the end of this document.

2.1 METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
This section updates the study area, study intersections, analysis years, and analysis tools from Phase 1.
2.1.1 Study Area and Intersections
In Phase 2, the study area boundaries on US 97 run from Baker Road to the Bend North City Limits
(Clausen Road). Otherwise, the boundaries of the north, central and southern areas remain the same as
in Phase 1. In addition to study intersections identified in Phase 1, this phase of analysis will also include
the study intersections on surface streets in the US 97 Parkway study area as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Additional Study Intersections
Count Date

#

Location

1

US 97 Business Rt & OB Riley Rd

4/11/2017

2

4th St & Butler Market Rd

4/11/2017

3

3rd St & Revere Ave

4/11/2017

4

4th St & Revere Ave

4/11/2017

5

Brookswood Blvd & Reed Market Rd

4/11/2017

6

Silver Lake Blvd & Reed Market Rd

4/11/2017

7

Division St & Reed Market Rd

4/11/2017

8

3rd St & Reed Market Rd

4/11/2017

9

Brookswood Blvd & Powers Rd

4/11/2017

10

Blakely Rd & Powers Rd

4/11/2017

11

3rd St & Powers Rd

4/11/2017

12

Parrell Rd & Powers Rd

4/11/2017

13

3rd St & Badger Rd

4/11/2017

14

3rd St & Pinebrook Blvd

4/11/2017

15

3rd St & Murphy Rd

4/11/2017
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Type
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count
Turn Movement
Count

Duration
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)
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#

Location

Count Date

16

Parrell Rd & China Hat Rd

4/11/2017

Type
Turn Movement
Count

Duration
2-Hr Weekday
(4-6 PM)

2.1.2 Analysis Years
Existing conditions analysis will be performed for year 2017 to be consistent with Phase 1. All future
conditions analyses, including no-build, build alternatives, and Powers Road improvements, will be
performed for year 2040.
2.1.3 Analysis Tools
The following software will be utilized in Phase 2 of the traffic analysis:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Emme/4 – Used to pull Origin-Destination (O-D) data, pull travel pattern data, create future
forecasts, identify deficiencies, and determine volume shifts for existing, future no-build, and
future build conditions using the Bend-Redmond Base Year (2010) model and the BendRedmond Future Committed (2040) model.
Visum (Version 17) – Used to perform Origin-Destination Matrix Estimating (ODME) on the O-D
data from the regional Emme/4 model as an interim step to generate Vissim model existing and
future volumes and routes.
HCS 7 – Used to perform HCM 6 freeway ramp merge/diverge/weave analysis
Synchro/SimTraffic (Version 10) – Used to perform intersection HCM 2000 (signals) and HCM 6th
Edition (two-way and all-way stop controlled) analysis at study intersections. Also used for
queueing (SimTraffic) at some specific study intersections.
Vistro (Version 5) – Used to perform intersection HCM 6th Edition analysis on single and multilane roundabouts
Vissim (Version 10) – Used to develop and calibrate existing and future conditions
microsimulation models and report queuing, congestion, and delay performance measures
HERS-ST – Used by ODOT to derive performance measures for travel time reliability

2.2 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The existing conditions analysis will be expanded in Phase 2 to include the 16 additional study
intersections listed in Table 5, above. Additional performance measures will also be calculated to update
and expand the previous existing operations, travel time reliability, safety, multi-modal, and origindestination analyses.
2.2.1 Volume Development
The same system peak hour (4:30 to 5:30 PM) that was used for the existing conditions analysis in Phase
1 will be used for Phase 2. Since the turning movement counts for the newly added study intersections
were collected on the same day, the system peak should be consistent with the previous analysis. Newly
added intersections volumes will be balanced with the previous study intersection volumes after a
seasonal factor is applied.
Due to an absence of ATR data for non-Parkway intersections, the ODOT Seasonal Trend Method was
used to determine the 30HV factor for all non-Parkway intersections. The ODOT Seasonal Trend Method
references the Seasonal Trend Table, which is constructed by averaging seasonal trend groupings
Draft v.3| July 17, 2018
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throughout the state. To be consistent with the methodology used for non-ODOT intersections in the
ongoing Bend MTP/TSP update, the Commuter Trend from the ODOT Seasonal Trend Table (provided on
the APM webpage) was selected. The Commuter Trend has a Seasonal Trend Peak Period Factor of
0.9037, and mid-April (the count time of the month) has a factor of 0.9538. Therefore, all non-Parkway
intersection turning movement counts will receive a 0.9538/0.9037 = 1.06 seasonal factor.
2.2.2 Mobility Targets
This project will compare study intersection capacity under existing and future 30 HV traffic conditions
against current performance standards. US 97 is classified as a Statewide Expressway in 1999 Oregon
Highway Plan and US 97 Business Route is classified as a Statewide Highway (north of Greenwood
Avenue). Both facilities are under ODOT jurisdiction. The mobility targets for the newly added study
intersections, as defined in Oregon Highway Plan are listed in Table 6. Note that additional non-state
facility study intersections analyzed in this project will be held to the City of Bend Traffic Operations
Performance Standards 3.
Table 6: Study Area Mobility Targets

#

Location

1

US 97 Business Rt & OB Riley Rd

2

4th St & Butler Market Rd

3

3rd St & Revere Ave

4

4th St & Revere Ave
Brookswood Blvd & Reed Market
Rd

5

3

Jurisdiction
ODOT/City of
Bend
City of Bend
ODOT/City of
Bend
City of Bend

Intersection
Control
Signalized

Current Performance
Standards
v/c ≤ 0.85

Unsignalized Intersection Delay ≤ 80 s
Signalized

v/c ≤ 0.85

Unsignalized Intersection Delay ≤ 80 s

City of Bend

Roundabout

6

Silver Lake Blvd & Reed Market Rd

City of Bend

Unsignalized

7

Division St & Reed Market Rd

City of Bend

Unsignalized

8
9

3rd St & Reed Market Rd
Brookswood Blvd & Powers Rd

City of Bend
City of Bend

Signalized
Roundabout

10 Blakely Rd & Powers Rd

City of Bend

Unsignalized

11 3rd St & Powers Rd

City of Bend

Signalized

12 Parrell Rd & Powers Rd

City of Bend

Unsignalized

13 3rd St & Badger Rd

City of Bend

Signalized

14 3rd St & Pinebrook Blvd

City of Bend

Unsignalized

15 3rd St & Murphy Rd

City of Bend

Roundabout

16 Parrell Rd & China Hat Rd

City of Bend

Unsignalized

v/c ≤ 1.00
Critical Lane Group (100+
veh) Delay ≤ 50 s
Critical Lane Group (100+
veh) Delay ≤ 50 s
v/c ≤ 1.00
v/c ≤ 1.00
Critical Lane Group (100+
veh) Delay ≤ 50 s
v/c ≤ 1.00
Critical Lane Group (100+
veh) Delay ≤ 50 s
v/c ≤ 1.00
Critical Lane Group (100+
veh) Delay ≤ 50 s
v/c ≤ 1.00
Critical Lane Group (100+
veh) Delay ≤ 50 s

City of Bend Development Code, 4.7.500 Transportation Impact Analysis, Section B.6, Revised December 2016
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2.2.3 Operations Analysis
The operations analysis will use the 30 HV balanced volumes to evaluate existing motor vehicle
operations at study intersections on the parkway and additional study intersections off the parkway as
listed in Section 2.1.1 of this memo. A combination of Vissim microsimulation (Delay and 95th percentile
queues) and Synchro HCM methodology (intersection v/c ratio) will be used to produce performance
measures for the intersection operations analysis.
The consultant team will conduct HCM analysis at the 16 surface street study intersections to
supplement the operations analysis from Phase 1 (HCM 6th Edition at unsignalized; HCM 2000 at
signalized). All intersection operations analysis will be conducted for the PM peak hour only. Operational
measures will include Level of Service (LOS), v/c, and delay.
A SimTraffic model will be created from the Synchro model developed in Phase 1 model for the Cooley
Road/Robal Road area on US 97. Based on this analysis, 95th percentile queues will be reported from
SimTraffic simulation results for the following intersections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

US97/Cooley Road
US97/Lowes right-in/right-out access
US97/Chavre Way right-in/right-out
US97/Target & Home Depot right-in/right-out access
US97/Robal Road
US97/Nels Anderson Place
Hunnell Road/Robal Road
Nels Anderson Road/Robal Road

The consultant team will also conduct operations analysis of the US 97 mainline, ramp terminals, and
select surface streets from Butler Market Road to Baker Road using microsimulation in the Vissim
software. The following performance measures will be reported from the microsimulation analysis:
•
•

95th percentile queues and vehicle delay for at-grade intersections; and
vehicle throughput, travel times, and speeds for identification of bottleneck locations.

Microsimulation and documentation will be conducted according to ODOT’s Vissim Protocol 4.

2.2.3.1

Vissim Methods and Assumptions

The Vissim study period will be the two-hour PM peak period, with a 30-minute seeding period.
Performance measures will be collected and reported for the modeled one-hour system peak. The
following data is required to build and calibrate the existing conditions Vissim model:
•

•

4

Roadway Geometric Data: includes number of lanes, lengths of storage bays and tapers,
pedestrian crossing locations, and roadway segment lengths; will be obtained from aerial
photos, Google Street View, and field observations.
Traffic Control Data: includes posted speeds, stop bar and stop sign locations, traffic signal
locations, traffic signal timing data, and detector plans; will be obtained from agencies, aerial
photos, Google Street View, and field observations.

Protocol for Vissim Simulation, Oregon Department of Transportation, June 2011
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•

•
•

•

Traffic Volume Data: motor vehicle, pedestrian, bicycle, and heavy vehicle data collected as
described in the Phase 1 and 2 Study Intersections section. The turn movement counts will be
used in development of motor vehicle and pedestrian volume inputs, routing, and peaking
profile in the Vissim model. In addition to the 16 new study intersections, traffic volumes for the
following intersections will be included in the Vissim model to assist in calibration (per the
Vissim Protocol guidelines).
o Convention Center Driveway and Mt. Washington Drive
o NE 3rd Street and US 97 northbound on-ramp
o Harriman Street and Revere Avenue
o Aune Street and Scott Street
o Blakely Road and Badger Road
Transit Data: bus schedules and headways obtained from Cascades East Transit website
Field Observations: conducted in the study area during the weekday PM peak period when the
counts were collected will be used to verify roadway geometry and traffic control data, as well
as to identify queuing issues and areas of congestion.
Travel Time Data: historical data collected as part of the travel time reliability analysis for the US
97 Parkway corridor.

The consultant team will use the Bend-Redmond travel demand model to develop origin-destination (OD) and routing data for each of the Vissim analysis scenarios. The O-D development process involves the
following steps for the existing year scenario:
1. Extract a subarea network with the same extents as the Vissim model areas from the BendRedmond travel demand model in Emme and import it into a Visum network model.
2. Factor Bend-Redmond Model PM peak hour subarea matrix to 2-hour volumes, using net peak
to two-hour ratio (1.98) from the traffic counts.
3. Refine the subarea model network in Visum to include detailed street network (including all
Vissim model intersections).
4. Use an O-D matrix estimation method (TFlowFuzzy 5 procedure in Visum) to calibrate the O-D
matrix of the subarea model to fit the traffic count data. Use the Bend-Redmond travel demand
model to verify routing assumptions.
The end results of this process will be traffic demand with complete O-D routing that maintains the
Bend-Redmond travel demand model trip distribution patterns while matching each turn movement
volume to the count data. These volumes and routes will then be exported to Vissim for microsimulation
analysis. O-D routes are critical to the Vissim analysis to ensure proper lane utilization and merging
behaviors while studying the corridor.
The following calibration targets will be used for the existing year Vissim model:
•

A quantitative comparison between real-world data and model output results for traffic
volumes.

TFlowFuzzy is a matrix estimation method in Visum used to adjust a given O-D seed matrix so that the result of
the assignment more closely matches the observed volumes at points within the network, while closely
maintaining the original trip distribution patterns.

5
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•

A qualitative comparison of queuing and general operations along the entire study area based
on field observation and video data.

The calibration targets will be evaluated based on the methodology outlined in the ODOT Vissim
Protocol 6. Simulation results will be based on an average of 10 simulation runs. Travel Time Reliability
Analysis
Travel time reliability data that was analyzed in Phase 1 will be compared to historic crash, incident, and
weather data to identify correlations between those occurrences and impacts to travel time reliability.
2.2.4 Safety Analysis
Safety analysis that was performed in Phase 1 will be supplemented by the following additional safety
analysis tasks:
•

•

•

Identification of locations on the US 97 mainline where geometric conditions may present safety
risks, including locations that do not meet current ODOT design standards and locations where
people walking and biking experience high exposure to high-speed traffic.
Calculation of expected and predicted crash frequencies for the US 97 mainline using the
Highway Safety Manual (HSM) Part C methodology. Crash data from Phase 1 will be updated to
include year 2016 data.
Analysis of historical crash data and travel times to determine possible correlations

2.2.5 Multi-modal Operations Analysis
It was determined in Phase 1 that bicycle and pedestrian facilities on US 97 are poor. Thus, the focus of
the multi-modal assessment in Phase 2 will be to develop parallel off system improvements and to
identify crossing locations. The off-system improvements will be developed by a Bicycle and Pedestrian
Working Group composed of ODOT and City of Bend staff. This analysis will be coordinated with the
City’s previous Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) work and the ongoing Bend Transportation System Plan (TSP)
update.
Pedestrian and bicycle conditions will be assessed along the US 97 corridor and at US 97 crossing
locations that fall within the US 97 Right-of-way between Cooley Road and Baker Road using LTS analysis
methodologies described in Chapter 14 of ODOT’s Analysis Procedures Manual. The results of this LTS
analysis will be presented in the form of maps. US 97 crossing locations to be included in this LTS
analysis include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
6

Cooley Road
Robal Road
Empire Boulevard southbound ramp terminal
Empire Boulevard northbound ramp terminal
Butler Market Road southbound ramp terminal
Butler Market Road northbound ramp terminal
3rd Street southbound ramp terminal
3rd Street northbound ramp terminal
Revere Avenue southbound ramp terminal

Protocol for Vissim Simulation, ODOT, June 2011
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Revere Avenue northbound ramp terminal
Colorado Avenue southbound ramp terminal
Colorado Avenue northbound ramp terminal
Reed Market Road southbound ramp terminal
Reed Market Road northbound ramp terminal
Reed Lane at-grade
Powers Road southbound jug handle
Powers Road at-grade
Powers Road northbound jug handle
Badger Road at-grade
Pinebrook Boulevard at-grade
Murphy Road roundabout
Baker Road southbound ramp terminal
Baker Road northbound ramp terminal

2.2.6 Origin-Destination Travel Patterns
This analysis task will be performed under existing conditions for comparison with future no-build and
future alternatives analysis. The consultant team will use the base year (2010) Bend-Redmond travel
demand model to estimate the percentage of North-South traffic on the US 97 mainline at up to four
locations, as well as to identify regional and local destinations for US 97 users.

2.3 FUTURE CONDITIONS
This section covers future baseline conditions analysis tasks as well as future alternatives analysis tasks,
including the Powers Road improvements.
2.3.1 Future Forecasting
The 2010 Base and 2040 Committed 7 Bend-Redmond travel demand model scenarios from the Bend
MTP/TSP Update will be used to estimate year 2040 turn movement volumes at all study intersections.
Volumes will be forecasted for the 30th highest annual hour condition. Raw link level volumes from the
model will be post-processed using methods consistent with the ODOT APM. This approach is derived
from methodologies outlined in the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report
765: Highway Traffic Data for Urbanized Area Project Planning and Design.
2.3.2 Future No-build Conditions
The future year 2040 “no-build” conditions analysis will comprise intersection operations analysis,
predictive safety analysis, multi-modal analysis, and travel time reliability analysis.
The Bend-Redmond travel demand model will be used to identify deficiencies for the year 2040 planning
horizon by comparing percent change of volumes from 2010 on key links and model PM peak hour
demand-to-capacity and Average Daily Traffic (ADT) to capacity ratios.

7

Network containing projects with committed funding.
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2.3.3

Operations Analysis
The consultant team will calculate v/c ratios for the same merge/diverge/weave/segment movements
on the US 97 mainline as in Phase 1, using Highway Capacity Software (HCS).

The existing conditions Synchro models will be updated with future 2040 volumes and future funded
projects, as applicable. Performance measures of v/c ratios, delay, and level of service will be provided
for all study intersections. The SimTraffic model for the Cooley Road/Robal Road area will be updated
with 2040 volumes and the network updated to reflect the funded interim improvements on Cooley
Road.
The existing conditions Vissim microsimulation models will be updated with future 2040 volumes, origindestination data from the travel demand model, and future funded projects, as applicable. The ODOT
Vissim Protocol will be followed for this future no-build analysis. The same performance measures as
the existing conditions analysis will be reported:
•
•
2.3.4

95th percentile queues and vehicle delay for at-grade intersections; and
vehicle throughput, travel times, and speeds for identification of bottleneck locations.
Safety Analysis

Predictive HSM Part C methods will be performed for locations that were flagged in the existing
conditions analysis. For those locations that differ from existing conditions in volume only, the “excess
expected crash frequency” method will be used. For locations that differ from existing conditions in
volume and network characteristics (e.g. number of lanes, or intersection control), the “net change in
predicted crashes” method will be used. For the free-flow sections of US 97, the ISATe
freeway/interchange tool will be used.
2.3.5

Multi-modal Operations Analysis
Pedestrian and bicycle LTS analysis that was completed for the existing conditions analysis will be
updated for future conditions, with the network updated with assumed future projects.
2.3.6

Travel Time Reliability
The HERS-ST tool will be used to perform travel time reliability analysis under future conditions. The
consultant team will provide data inputs for the HERS-ST tool to ODOT’s Transportation Planning
Analysis Unit (TPAU), reflecting the 2040 no-build condition. TPAU will complete the travel time
reliability analysis using HERS-ST and will provide the results to the consultant team. TPAU will report
the following performance measures from this analysis:

•
•
•
•
•
2.3.7

Travel Time Index,
Planning Time Index,
Average Travel Time,
Average Speed, and
Total Hours of Delay.
Origin-Destination Travel Patterns

The consultant team will use the Bend-Redmond Future Committed (year 2040) travel demand model to
estimate the percentage of North-South traffic on the US 97 mainline at up to four locations, as well as
to identify regional and local destinations for US 97 users.
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2.3.8 Future Build Alternatives
The consultant team will identify solutions at the conceptual level for the needs identified in the existing
and future analyses. Solutions will include Transportation System Management Options (TSMO),
elimination or modification of at-grade intersections, and interchange and mainline improvements (e.g.
auxiliary lanes). These solutions will include those that were identified in previous planning efforts. New
alternatives will be based on stakeholder feedback, new analysis and consideration of evaluation
criteria. The consultant team will provide initial alternative order of magnitude costs. Parallel bicycle and
pedestrian improvements and crossing improvements on the mainline will be identified by the City and
ODOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Working Group. The consultant team will also collaborate with the Bend
TSP/MTP project team to development local system improvements as mitigation for US 97 safety and
operations issues. These improvements will be analyzed by the TSP/MTP team.
After the initial alternatives have been selected, a first level screening will be performed on up to ten
alternatives based on high-level qualitative measures. This first level screening will eliminate fatally
flawed alternatives and those that score poorly on the evaluation criteria, as described in section 2.5 of
this memo. These criteria will include assessment of geometric feasibility, potential impacts to property
and the environment, relative order of magnitude costs, quality of walking and biking facilities, potential
impacts to freight movement, and substantial conflicts with ODOT policies and regulations. Two corridor
improvement alternatives will be selected from this initial screening to be analyzed in detail for the
second level screening.
For the second level screening, the same analysis completed for the no-build alternative will be
completed for each of two alternatives, including:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Update 2040 traffic forecasts to incorporate alternatives using new full Bend-Redmond travel
demand model runs (provided by TPAU)
Update 2040 no-build Synchro and Vissim models with origin-destination data from the BendRedmond travel demand model and analyze operations by providing the following performance
measures: 95th percentile queues, v/c ratios, and vehicle delay from at-grade intersections, and
vehicle throughput, travel times, and speeds for identification of bottleneck locations.
Calculate v/c ratios for merge/diverge/weave/segment movements on the US 97 mainline using
Highway Capacity Software
Update pedestrian and bicycle LTS analysis
Use the Bend-Redmond Future Committed (year 2040) travel demand model to estimate the
percentage of North-South traffic on the US 97 mainline at up to four locations for each
alternative
Perform travel time reliability analysis using HERS-ST tool results
Perform predictive HSM Part C methods for comparison against the No Build analysis.

As a part of the second level screening, the consultant team will also evaluate the impact of at-grade
intersection and right-in/right-out closures at study intersections that receive at least an additional 50
PM peak hour trips compared to future no-build conditions. The following scenarios will be analyzed:
•
•
•

Closure of Lafayette Avenue
Closure of Hawthorne Avenue
Conversion of Lafayette or Hawthorne to right-in only
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•
•
•

Closure of Truman Avenue, Reed Lane, and Nels Anderson Place
Closure of Pinebrook Boulevard and Badger Road (evaluate in coordination with Powers Road
alternatives)
Closure of all intersections listed above

These scenarios will be analyzed by using the Bend-Redmond travel demand model to identify how
many trips would be added or removed from area streets, and by using Synchro to report v/c ratios,
levels or service, and change in volume for impacted study intersections.
In addition, a qualitative discussion of the potential impacts of Connected/Autonomous vehicles on the
congestion on US 97 will be provided.
2.3.9 Powers Road Improvement
The consultant team will develop up to two alternative concepts for improvements at the US 97/Powers
Road intersection using the 2040 weekday PM peak hour travel demand forecast volumes, based off the
build alternative scenarios modeled in the Bend Redmond Travel Demand Model. Alternatives will
include an overcrossing design and an interchange design. The consultant team will illustrate concepts
with simple double-line sketches to show approximate location and right-of-way footprint. The
interaction between upcoming Murphy Road improvements and operations at the Powers Road
interchange will be considered. The closure of the Pinebrook Boulevard and Badger Road intersections
on US 97 will be included in the evaluation of these alternatives. Analysis of alternatives will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operations analysis: use Synchro to report v/c ratios, and Vissim to report level of service,
delays, and 95th percentile queues
Safety analysis: calculate crash reduction potential
Assess quality of pedestrian and bicycle facilities using LTS
Estimate planning-level costs (WSP)
Estimate order of magnitude of right-of-way needs
Identify key constraints

This analysis and feedback from reviewers will be used to identify the preferred alternative for Powers
Road.

2.4 SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Based on the analysis methods and assumptions described above, the following performance measures
will be produced for Phase 2:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume-to-capacity ratios
Levels of service (and related vehicular delay)
95th percentile queues
Vehicle throughput
Vehicle travel times
Vehicle speeds for identification of bottleneck locations
Safety risk locations (existing conditions only)
Expected and predicted crash frequencies (existing conditions only)
Pedestrian and bicycle level of traffic stress
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•
•
•

Origin-destination travel patterns
Excess expected crash frequency and net change in predicted crashes (future conditions only)
Travel time reliability (travel time index, planning time index, average travel time, average
speed, total hours of delay) (future conditions only)

These performance measures may be used to support the evaluation criteria described in the following
section.

2.5 EVALUATION CRITERIA
Based on the Goals and Objectives for the project, the evaluation criteria outlined in Table 7 will be used
to compare the future scenarios:
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Table 7: Evaluation Criteria

Goal
1. Improve safety for all
modes

Objectives
Reduce the frequency and severity of crashes for all
modes with an emphasis on severe and fatal injuries

2. Support economic
development
throughout the region
and state

Support efficient movement of people, goods and
services, and recreational traffic to, within and
through the City of Bend

3. Manage transportation
mobility into the future

4. Consider accessibility
to key destinations
now and in the future
5. Facilitate the use of
multimodal travel
options

Develop strategies to accommodate planned growth
through provision of transportation options now, and
into the future
Evaluate the ability to achieve ODOT volume/capacity
(V/C) targets and develop alternative mobility
measures and targets, where appropriate
Assess impacts on local system
Evaluate and assess reliable travel times between key
destinations during peak periods
Enhance transit, bicycle and pedestrian facilities
along, parallel to, and across, US 97

Look for transportation demand management
opportunities

Draft v.3| July 17, 2018

Evaluation Criteria
Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)
Reduction in crash severity (all modes)
Travel Time Reliability measures on the Bend
Parkway (planning time index)
Percent through traffic on congested segments
(modeled demand/capacity ratio > 1.0) of the Bend
Parkway
Degree to which the alternative enhances travel for
multiple modes (qualitative assessment)
Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets
Ability to meet Bend mobility standards (v/c ratios
and LOS)
Travel Time Reliability measures (planning time
index) for specific routes during PM peak hour
Number of bike and pedestrian crossing locations
on the Bend Parkway with low Level of Traffic
Stress (LTS 2 or lower)
Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian facilities
with low Level of Traffic Stress within 0.25 miles of
the Bend Parkway (LTS 2 or lower)
Does the alternative allow for transportation
demand management strategies?
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6. Enhance the
environment

Reduce emissions through reduction of vehicular
delay, improved connections in the local system, and
the use of alternative modes

Total PM peak hour vehicle delay (vehicle hours)

Total PM peak hour vehicle miles traveled (regional
measure)

Minimize right of way impacts
Design projects to avoid, mitigate and minimize
impacts
7. Identify cost effective
solutions
8. Develop an
implementation plan

Prioritize low cost, high benefit solutions
Prioritize solutions that that leverage existing
planned projects and programs
Consider available funding sources and existing
planned project and programs
Recommend potential future funding sources
Include partner commitments to short term actions
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Approximate degree of right of way impacts (order
of magnitude costs)
NA (design criteria; applies to all projects)
Total cost
Does alternative leverage existing planned projects
and programs?
Can the alternative be separated into reasonably
fundable and constructible phases?
NA (funding sources to be recommended in
implementation plan)
Does the alternative have local agency support?
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The purpose of this memorandum is to describe existing transportation conditions for US 97 and the US 97
Bend Parkway through the city of Bend. This includes a description of the geometric characteristics,
frequencies and types of access provided, traffic controls, modes of travel served, traffic volume
characteristics, conditions for walking and biking, safety conditions, levels of congestion, and the reliability of
travel times through the corridor. A summary of the key findings from this memorandum is provided below, with
further information included in the subsequent sections.

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
Existing Transportation Facilities
•

US 97 through the study corridor is classified as a Statewide Highway and has been designated
as a part of the National Highway System, a Federally Designated Truck Route, a State Freight
Route and Reduction Review Route, and an Expressway. The segment south of Robal Road to
south of the Murphy Road interchange has also been designated as a Bypass.

•

Sidewalk coverage is sparse, but bicycle facilities are present along most of the corridor.

•

Speed limits range between 45 and 65 mph.

•

The northbound and southbound travel lanes are physically separated through most of the study
corridor. The approximately 3.4-mile segment of highway between Tumalo Place and
Grandview Drive includes only a striped median of about 10 feet in width.

•

From Empire Avenue to Reed Market Road, the average interchange spacing is approximately
one mile, which is significantly shorter than ODOT’s 1.9-mile interchange spacing standard for
urban expressways.

•

Approximately two-thirds of the highway corridor has substandard shoulder widths.

•

Approximately 30 regional transit buses travel along US 97 every weekday.

Traffic Volume (Updated in Phase 2)
•

Traffic volumes in the south half of the corridor have more seasonal variability with a steeper
increase in traffic during the summer. This likely indicates a higher recreational proportion of
traffic compared to the more commuter-oriented traffic profile in the north half of the corridor.

•

During a typical weekday, traffic volumes peak sharply in the morning around 7:00 AM,
decrease until about 10:00 AM, then gradually increase and peak again around 5:00 PM.

•

PM peak traffic volumes are significantly higher than those in the AM peak.

•

The Central Study Area experiences the greatest traffic volumes (nearly 49,000 vehicles per
day), while the South Study Area experiences the lowest (about 19,000 vehicles per day).

•

Travel pattern analysis using the Bend-Redmond travel demand model shows that on average
40% of trips on US 97 in Bend are local trips within Bend and 50% of trips using US 97 have
either an origin or destination in Bend. On average, only 10% of trips on US 97 are through
trips, meaning they start and end outside of Bend. This finding indicates that vehicles on US 97
are exiting and entering the Parkway frequently throughout the corridor to complete local trips.
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Multimodal Analysis (Updated in Phase 2)
•

The at-grade pedestrian crossings at Reed Lane, Badger Road, and Pinebrook Boulevard
appear to be appropriately controlled (Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons) for the low
measured pedestrian demand. However, if even a modest increase in pedestrian demand were
realized, a higher level of protection would be warranted, such as a signal or beacon with red
indication. Despite the NCHRP report recommendation, the enhanced crossing treatments may
not be safe enough in the long-term. Therefore, these existing pedestrian crossings should be
considered as candidates for grade separation. Since one of the project goals is to “Facilitate
the use of multimodal travel options” 1, this should be considered in the future.

•

The distances on US 97 between pedestrian and bicycle crossing opportunities range from 900
to 4,500 feet, with an average of 2,000 feet. Crossings in the North Study Area are most widely
spaced. From Butler Market Road to Murphy Road, where crossing demand is likely highest, the
average distance between crossings is approximately 1,650 feet (about 1/3 mile). In urban
areas, the desired spacing for pedestrian and bicycle accessways commonly ranges from 500800 feet, where practical.

•

Bicycle crossings at interchange ramps are difficult to complete, especially at off-ramps where
exiting vehicles can often be difficult to recognize from through vehicles due to late activation of
turn signals.

•

For northbound bicycles, the crossing at the northbound US 20 to Sisters loop ramp does not
have sufficient sight distance, requiring the cyclist to estimate vehicle proximity by sound.

•

Portions of US 97 currently have bike lanes, but the Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) experienced is
still very high because riders are adjacent to high-speed traffic. Physical separation between
people biking and motorized traffic would be required to make US 97 a comfortable place to ride
a bike.

•

Signalized crossings of US 97 tend to result in lower Levels of Traffic Stress for people biking,
while unsignalized crossings result in moderate Levels of Traffic Stress.

•

The entire corridor was rated as having Medium to High stress pedestrian environments. High
stress environments are present where no sidewalks exist or where sidewalks are curb-tight
with no buffer from high-speed traffic. Where planter strips were present, the pedestrian stress
was reduced to Medium because of the added buffer the planter strips provide separating
people walking from motor vehicles.

•

Unsignalized crossings of higher speed roadways (45 mph or greater) resulted in the highest
levels of traffic stress for pedestrians.

Safety Analysis (Updated in Phase 2)
•

1

Most crashes occur in the 12:00 PM to 6:00 PM period, which corresponds with the peak in
traffic volumes.

US 97 Parkway Plan Goals and Objectives, May 9, 2017 Final
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•

Weekdays experience more crashes than weekend days.

•

November and December experience significantly more crashes than the other months.

•

Approximately 58 percent of all crashes resulted in only property damage.

•

Most crashes for a road condition of either wet, snow, or ice occur in the months of November,
December, and February. These account for half of the total crashes during those months.

•

From 2011-2015 there were two fatal crashes, five severe injury (level ‘A’) crashes, four bicycleinvolved crashes, and two pedestrian-involved crashes.

•

The segments of US 97 between the north city limits and Robal Road and between Powers
Road and the Murphy Road interchange have recently experienced crash rates higher than the
statewide average. The removal of the traffic signal at the Pinebrook Boulevard intersection and
the Murphy Road interchange construction project may have influenced the crash rate in the
latter segment.

•

19 of the 29 study intersections were flagged as safety focus locations, including the three top
10 percent SPIS sites at Cooley Road, Powers Road, and Pinebrook Boulevard (may have
been recently mitigated). Table 1 shows which study intersections were flagged as safety focus
areas and why.

•

Of the four locations on the Parkway (US 20 to Murphy Road) where existing deceleration lane
lengths are shorter than ODOT’s standard design at the posted travel speed, two include the atgrade intersections with Powers Road. The at-grade intersections of Southbound US 97 to
Lafayette Avenue and Southbound US 97 to Hawthorne Avenue have deceleration lane lengths
that are sufficient at 45 mph, but not at 55 mph. The at-grade intersections of Southbound US
97 to Truman Avenue, Southbound US 97 to Badger Road, Northbound US 97 to Badger Road,
and Northbound US 97 to Reed Lane do not have deceleration lanes.

•

The difficulty of getting up to mainline speeds and safely merging from at-grade intersections on
the Parkway is a commonly expressed concern. The existing at-grade intersections on the
Parkway do not have acceleration lanes. If acceleration lanes were provided at at-grade
intersections to help merging traffic get up to speed, lengths up to 960 feet would be desired.

•

Most interchanges on the Parkway have adequate acceleration lane lengths with the exceptions
of Northbound US 97 at Division Street, Colorado Avenue, and Revere Avenue.

•

Pedestrians experience a high level of exposure to high-speed traffic over most the corridor due
to lack of sidewalks or other pedestrian facilities. Short segments of southbound US 97 do have
sidewalks near Nels Anderson Place, Revere Avenue, Wilson Avenue, and Pinebrook
Boulevard. Both sides of US 97 have sidewalks from around Reed Market Road to Pinebrook
Boulevard.

•

Except for a small segment of a separated shared use path on southbound US 97 from Murphy
Road to Romaine Village Way, people riding bicycles experience a high level of exposure to
high-speed traffic due to a lack of physically separated facilities.

•

An HSM predictive analysis was performed to determine a baseline collision rate for comparison
with future safety improvement alternatives. This predictive analysis resulted in 126 expected
crashes (59 fatal or injury, 67 property damage only) under existing conditions compared with a
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historic five-year average of 103 crashes (43 fatal or injury, 60 property damage only) along the
entire US 97 corridor in Bend.
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Table 1: Intersections Flagged as Safety Focus Areas
Reason Intersection was Flagged as Safety Focus Area
High
Intersection
Crash Rate

Int.
No.
1

Intersection Name
US 97 & Tumalo Pl

2

US 97 & Cooley Rd

Rear-end

3

US 97 & Robal Rd

Rear-end

4

US 97 & Nels Anderson Pl

Rear-end

5

Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp & Empire Blvd

6

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Empire Blvd

Not Flagged

7

US 20 & Empire Blvd

Not Flagged

8

x

12

US 20 & Butler Market Rd
Bend Pkwy SB Off-Ramp & Butler
Market Rd
Bend Pkwy NB On-Ramp & Butler
Market Rd
Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp/Division St &
3rd St
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Revere Ave

13

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Revere Ave

x

14

Bend Pkwy & Lafayette Ave

Rear-end

15

Bend Pkwy & Hawthorne Ave

Rear-end

16

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Colorado Ave

18

21

Bend Pkwy & Truman Ave
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Reed Market
Rd
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Reed Market
Rd
Bend Pkwy & Reed Ln

22

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Powers Rd

Rear-end

23

Bend Pkwy & Powers Rd

Rear-end

24

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Powers Rd

25

Bend Pkwy & Badger Rd

9
10
11

19
20

Blvd 2

26

Bend Pkwy & Pinebrook

27

US 97 & Ponderosa St

28

US 97 SB Ramps & Baker Rd

29

US 97 NB Ramps & Knott Rd

Overrepresentation Top 10%
of a Crash Type
SPIS Site
Not Flagged
x

High
Segment
Crash Rate
x
x

Turn

Turn
Not Flagged
Not Flagged
Turn
Turn

Angle & Turn
Not Flagged
Not Flagged
x

Angle & Turn
Not Flagged
x
x

x

Turn

x

Rear-end

x

x

x

x

SS-O
x
Not Flagged

2

In 2015, this intersection was reconstructed to allow only right-in and right-out turning movements, which may have mitigated the high
crash rate.
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Corridor Operations Analysis (Updated in Phase 2)
•

There is a significant amount of congestion at study intersections during the PM peak hour, with
eight of the 17 unsignalized intersections and eight of the 11 signalized intersections on the US
97 corridor failing to meet adopted mobility targets (i.e., they experience a V/C ratio greater than
0.85). Four of the 11 unsignalized intersections and one of the five signalized intersections
paralleling the corridor also fail to meet adopted mobility targets.

•

Aggressive driver behavior at many unsignalized intersections during the peak hour was noted
in the field, resulting in short gap acceptance.

•

Southbound traffic at the Bend Parkway Southbound On-Ramp/Division Street & 3rd Street
intersection queues significantly, impacting upstream queues at the Mt Washington and OB
Riley intersections.

•

Recent improvements to the US 97/Murphy Road interchange removed one of the southbound
to eastbound movements from the Parkway. This appears to have increased the southbound
jug-handle volume at the Parkway/Powers Road intersection. During the PM peak hour, the
southbound jug-handle movement was observed to queue back around the loop ramp and
occasionally back up the Parkway to Powers Road. Southbound traffic on the Parkway would
then queue back to near Reed Lane. This condition should be solved in the long-term following
the completion of the rest of the ramps at Murphy Road.

•

Many interchange ramp connections to the Parkway are estimated to be operating near capacity
during the summer peak hours. This is specifically true in the southbound direction between
Division Street and Colorado Avenue and in the northbound direction between 3rd Street and
Empire Avenue.

•

Under peak summer conditions US 97 & Cooley Road operates near capacity and fails to
achieve the ODOT mobility target. Operations at this intersection are heavily influenced by
commuter and recreational travel between Bend and Redmond. Queuing issues were observed
for the southbound, eastbound, and westbound approaches.

•

Capacity deficiencies were found at US 97 & Robal Road, with southbound queues sometimes
extending to Cooley Road and northbound queues extending south of the US 20 interchange.
The northbound left turn movement exceeds storage capacity.

•

US 97 & Nels Anderson Place operates at capacity during the PM peak hour. Queue storage is
an issue for eastbound right traffic attempting to turn onto southbound US 97.

•

Both the Division Street and Butler Market Road intersections with US 20 (3rd Avenue) fail to
meet mobility targets. Simulation analysis shows queuing issues at these locations: southbound
through and on-ramp movements at US 20/Division Street/US 97 Southbound On-Ramp,
westbound left and through movements at US 20/Butler Market Road, and the eastbound right
turn at US 20/Butler Market Road.

•

At US 97 Northbound & Southbound Ramps & Colorado Avenue the conflict between the high
demand unsignalized eastbound left turn from Colorado Avenue and the westbound right turn
and through movements on Colorado Avenue causes queuing issues that extend nearly half a
mile on Colorado Avenue.
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•

The high volumes at the US 97 Southbound Ramps & Reed Market Road intersection result in
southbound right turns spilling back into the mainline ramp. However, the back of the ramp
queue remains more than a safe stopping distance (SSD) from the gore point of the off-ramp.

•

The high volumes at the US 97 Northbound Ramps & Reed Market Road intersection result in
northbound right turn vehicles spilling back into the safe sight distance part of the ramp gore.

•

The eastbound queue spillback at US 97 & Powers Road extends west, blocking through the
US 97 southbound off-ramp onto Powers Road.

•

US 97 & Baker Road/Knott Road ramp terminals and US 97 at Truman, Lafayette, and
Hawthorne all experience aggressive driver gap selection behavior, which minimizes the queue
spillback impacts and keeps the queues within storage areas. However, aggressive gap
selection is also a sign of drivers accepting a greater crash risk.

•

4th Avenue & Butler Market Road experiences significant westbound queues, indicating that the
intersection is operating at or near capacity.

•

4th Avenue & Revere Avenue operates near capacity, with queue storage deficiencies at
southbound right, eastbound through, and westbound left turn movements.

•

The Brookswood Road/Bond Street/Reed Market Road roundabout appeared to be operating at
capacity under average weekday conditions but operates at capacity under peak summer
conditions. The two critical movements are eastbound and southbound.

•

3rd Avenue & Reed Market Road experiences heavy east-west traffic during the PM peak, with
Reed Market Road serving as one of the primary east-west connections across the city. The
most significant queuing issues are for the northbound left and through, southbound left, and
eastbound through movements.

•

The Brookswood Boulevard & Powers Road roundabout experiences some brief but heavy
queuing on the southbound approach during the peak 15 minutes of the peak hour but operates
well below capacity for the remainder of the PM peak hour.

•

There is poor travel time reliability (i.e., travel times vary and can be difficult to predict) on US 97
near Cooley Road/Robal Road and near Powers Road.

•

The AM and PM peak hours tend to have less reliable travel times, especially in the North Study
Area.

•

Even during the peak hours, travel time reliability remains relatively good in the Central Study
Area.

•

There is a strong correlation between incidents or collisions and an increased average travel
time during the PM peak hour. A comparison to weather data was less conclusive, as only half
of the segments show higher travel times when precipitation was recorded on that day.
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EXISTING TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
US 97 is the key north-south connection for Central Oregon. It provides connections between California and
Washington and is the primary route between regional destinations from The Dalles to Klamath Falls. The
segment of US 97 addressed by this study spans from Tumalo Place (Milepoint 130.18) to Baker Road
(Milepoint 143.69). This segment of US 97 is classified by the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT)
as a Statewide Highway and has been designated as a part of the National Highway System, a Federally
Designated Truck Route, a State Freight Route and Reduction Review Route, and an Expressway. The
segment from Milepoint 134.67 to 141.91 (south of Robal Road to south of the Murphy Road interchange) has
also been designated as a Bypass. 3 Within the bypassed area, US 97 is known as the Bend Parkway. Once
US 97 becomes the Bend Parkway, 3rd Street, which runs parallel to the Parkway, becomes the US 20 (north
of Greenwood Avenue)/US 97 Business Route.
The study corridor has been divided into three study areas: North, Central, and South. Figures 1 through 3
show the study area limits along with the existing motor vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities. Sidewalk
coverage is sparse, but bicycle facilities are present along most of the corridor. Speed limits within the study
area range between 45 and 65 mph, as shown in the figures.

3

A short segment from Milepoint 141.12 to 141.86 does not appear to be designated as a Bypass.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Typical Cross-Section and Access

The highway is comprised of a four-lane typical cross-section (two lanes each direction; 12-foot-wide lanes)
throughout the study area. The level of access provided varies throughout the corridor, with a mix of painted
and barrier median treatments, two-way left turn lanes (TWLTL), at-grade intersections, and grade-separated
interchanges. Figures 4-7 illustrate the level of access provided along the corridor and the spacing between
intersections and interchanges.
The northbound and southbound travel lanes are physically separated through most of the study corridor. The
approximately 2.4-mile segment of highway from Tumalo Place to just south of Fort Thompson
Lane/Beechcraft Lane includes only a striped median of about 10 feet in width. ODOT’s standard design 4 for a
striped median requires a minimum width of 16 feet. The striped median was not designed for use as a left turn
lane but is commonly used as one. The standard design for a left turn lane requires a minimum width of 20
feet. In addition to the public street connections shown in this segment, there are also many private accesses
to US 97, which create opportunities for vehicular conflicts in this high-speed corridor. Lastly, a TWLTL exists
for approximately one mile between Grandview Drive and just south of Fort Thompson Lane/Beechcraft Lane.
Within the approximately 3.7 miles from Empire Avenue to Reed Market Road, there are five interchanges and
three at-grade, right-in/right-out intersections. The average interchange spacing (disregarding the at-grade
intersections) is approximately one mile, which is not uncommon in heavily urbanized areas but is significantly
shorter than ODOT’s interchange spacing standard for urban expressways of 1.9 miles. ODOT’s access
spacing standards applicable to US 97 vary throughout the corridor. Table 2 compares those spacing
standards for segments of the corridor to the actual frequency of access points, showing that there are far
more direct connections to US 97 than desired for the safe and efficient operation of the expressway.

4

ODOT Highway Design Manual, 2012, Table 7-1: ODOT 4R/New Rural Standards – Expressway.
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Table 2: Access Management Standards and Average Access Spacing along the US 97
Segment

A

Tumalo Pl to MP 132.19 (0.27 mi
north of Fort Thompson Ln)
MP 132.19 to MP 133.32 (700 ft
north of Fort Thompson Ln)
MP 133.32 to MP 133.56 (740 ft
north of Grandview Dr)
MP 133.56 to Nels Anderson Pl
Nels Anderson to Sisters Loop
Sisters Loop to Revere Ave
Revere Ave to Lafayette Ave
Lafayette Ave to Hawthorne Ave
Hawthorne Ave to Truman Ave
Truman Ave to Reed Market
Reed Market to Reed Ln
Reed Ln to Pinebrook Blvd
Murphy Rd to Ponderosa St
Ponderosa St to Rocking Horse Ct.
Rocking Horse Ct. to Baker Rd

Rural/Urban
Expressway
Rural
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban

Speed
(mph)

Access
Management
Spacing
Standard (mi)

Average
Access
Spacing NB
(mi)

Average
Access
Spacing
SB (mi)

65

1.0 B

0.65

0.49

65

0.5 B

0.04

0.03

55

0.5 B
0.5 B
1.0 C
1.9 A
1.0 CD
0.5 B
1.0 C
1.0 C
1.0 C
0.5 B
1.0 C
0.5 B
1.0 C

0.10
0.28
0.21
0.72
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.32
0.28
0.41
NA
0.73

0.08
0.15
0.21
0.72
0.29
0.27
0.32
0.25
NA
0.28
0.40
0.22
0.73

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
55
65

Oregon Highway Plan, Appendix C Access Management Standards, Table 12: Interchange Spacing
Oregon Highway Plan, Appendix C Access Management Standards, Table 14: Access Management Spacing Standards for Statewide
Highways with AADT of More than 5,000 Vehicles
C
Oregon Highway Plan, Appendix C Access Management Standards, Table 19: Minimum Spacing Standards Applicable to NonFreeway Interchanges with Two-Lane Crossroads
D
Oregon Highway Plan, Appendix C Access Management Standards, Table 20: Minimum Spacing Standards Applicable to NonFreeway Interchanges with Multi-Lane Crossroads
B
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Shoulder Widths

In addition to providing needed lateral support for the pavement, highway shoulders serve many safety and
operational functions. They provide space for law enforcement activity, disabled vehicles to pull over, bicycle
travel, passage around incidents blocking travel lanes, and partial storage for snow removal.
Shoulder widths vary throughout the study area. ODOT’s Highway Design Manual (Urban and Rural NonFreeway) 5 shoulder widths standards for expressways are eight feet for the outer/right shoulder and four feet
for the inside/left shoulder. Approximately two-thirds of the highway corridor does not meet this standard, as
shown in Figures 8-11. This includes the roughly eight-mile segment from Grandview Drive to Murphy Road
where most of the shoulder is no greater than six feet wide, which is typically not sufficient to store a disabled
vehicle away from moving traffic without disrupting the flow of traffic. The figure also shows the degree to
which the segment fails to meet standards.
ODOT’s standard design for bike lanes requires only six feet of width. Where the highway shoulder is used for
bicycle travel (which may be referred to as a shoulder bikeway), a six-foot width would be considered to meet
the minimum need. However, if this space is also used for other purposes (e.g., disabled vehicles, law
enforcement activity, etc.) it would not be functional for bicycle travel.

5

Highway Design Manual, Chapters 6 and 7, ODOT, 2012.
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Figure 8
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Figure 9
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Figure 10
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Figure 11
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Transit System

Figures 12-14 show the relationship between existing transit routes and the US 97 study corridor. Regional
transit routes provide connecting service between regional destinations, such as the cities of Redmond, La
Pine, Madras and Portland, while local routes serve the city of Bend. Approximately 30 regional transit buses
travel along US 97 every weekday. There is one stop on US 97, just south of Robal Road, that serves about
eight buses per weekday.
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Figure 12
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Figure 13
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Figure 14
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TRAFFIC VOLUME
This section describes motor vehicle traffic volume characteristics along US 97 under existing conditions
(2017).

Seasonal Variability

Seasonal adjustments to measured traffic volumes help account for the variation in traffic during the year. The
30th highest annual hour traffic volumes (30 HV) will be used for analysis and design purposes. To estimate
conditions for the 30 HV period, seasonal adjustments to obtained traffic counts were made using the
methodology from ODOT’s Analysis Procedures Manual (APM) 6, as detailed in the Traffic Analysis
Methodology Memorandum for this project. 7
There are four Automatic Traffic Recorder stations (ATRs) within the project study area; two north of US 20 (at
Empire Boulevard and at Revere Avenue) and two south of US 20 (at Pinebrook Boulevard and at China Hat
Rd). These ATRs collect traffic volume data continuously throughout the year and reveal some key trends
pertaining to traffic composition on US 97. Both northern ATRs (09-007 and 09-009) have closely correlated
seasonal trends. The two southern ATRs are also closely correlated to each other but have significantly more
seasonal variability with a steeper summer peak than the northern ATRs, as shown in Figure 15.
The steeper increase in summer traffic volumes compared to winter at the southern ATRs likely indicates a
higher recreational proportion of traffic compared to the more commuter-oriented traffic profile of the northern
ATRs. All four ATR counts indicated that July conditions best represent the 30 HV. However, the traffic counts
for the study area were collected the week of April 10. To adjust these counts to represent July conditions, two
different seasonal factors were applied to the north and south ends of the corridor. As a result, all counts
collected from Truman Road to the north were increased by 11 percent. All counts collected south of Pinebrook
Boulevard were increased by 31 percent. Counts between Truman Road and Pinebrook Boulevard were
gradually increased by 11 to 31 percent, maintaining balanced volumes along the corridor.

6
7

ODOT Analysis Procedures Manual, Version 2.
US 97 Parkway Plan [Traffic Analysis] Methodology Memorandum, March 7, 2017.
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Figure 15: US 97 ATR Average Weekday Traffic Seasonal Trends through Bend
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Average Weekday Traffic Volume Profile

Changes in traffic volumes on US 97 throughout an average weekday were studied by creating a daily traffic
volume profile using 24-hour counts collected in April 2017 at the following four locations.
•

North of Clausen Road

•

Between Butler Market Road and Empire Avenue

•

Between Reed Market Road and Truman Avenue

•

Between Knott Road and China Hat Road

These locations represent the North, Central, and South Study Areas. For the profile presented below, the
second and third locations were averaged to create the Central Study Area profile.
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Figure 16: Average Weekday Traffic Volume Profile by Study Area
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Time of Day

As shown in, Figure traffic peaks sharply in the morning around 7:00 AM, decreases until about 10:00 AM,
then gradually increases and peaks again around 5:00 PM. PM peak traffic volumes are significantly higher
than those in the AM peak. The Central Study Area experiences the greatest traffic volumes, while the South
Study Area experiences the lowest. Though the magnitude varies along the corridor, the pattern over the day is
similar for each study area. These trends informed the selection of a single system peak hour for use in the
analysis.

Peak Hour Traffic Volumes (Updated in Phase 2)

Motor vehicle turning movement counts were collected at each of the 45 study intersections during the
weekday evening peak period 8 (4:00 PM to 6:00 PM). All traffic counts were collected in the same week. The
peak hour of traffic occurs from about 4:30 PM to 5:30 PM.
Figures 17-21 summarize existing lane configurations, traffic control, and weekday PM peak hour turning
movement traffic volumes for each study intersection, as well as Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volumes with
heavy vehicle (e.g., trucks, RVs) percentages at select locations on US 97. Detailed traffic count data,
including PM peak period turn movement counts at the study intersections and 24-hour vehicle classification
counts, are attached to this memorandum. As shown, average daily traffic volumes range from nearly 49,000
vehicles per day in the Central Study Area to about 19,000 vehicles per day in the South Study Area. Heavy
vehicle percentages vary only slightly and average around nine percent.

8

Count data collected on Tuesday, April 11th, 2017; Wednesday, April 12th, 2017; and Thursday, April 13th, 2017.
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Figure 17
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Figure 18
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Figure 19
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Figure 20
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Figure 21
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Regional Travel Patterns (New in Phase 2)

An analysis was performed to determine what percentage of trips using US 97 originate or terminate in a local
destination in Bend or a regional destination. The 2010 Bend-Redmond travel demand model was used to
estimate the distribution of trips using US 97 at four locations along the corridor. Table 3 breaks down the
corridor usage by trips that begin and end in Bend, trips that either originate or terminate in Bend, and trips that
begin and end outside of Bend.
Table 3: US 97 Corridor Travel Patterns
Begin and End in
Bend

Begin or End in Bend

Begin and End Outside
Bend

South of US 20 interchange

40%

50%

10%

South of Revere Ave interchange

53%

38%

9%

South of Truman Ave

54%

37%

9%

South of Badger Rd

21%

60%

19%

South of US 20 interchange

27%

65%

8%

South of Revere Ave interchange

55%

36%

9%

South of Truman Ave

52%

36%

12%

South of Badger Rd

21%

59%

20%

Location
US 97/Bend Parkway Southbound

US 97/Bend Parkway Northbound

The travel pattern analysis shows that on average 40% of trips on US 97 in Bend are local trips within Bend
and 50% of trips using US 97 have either an origin or destination in Bend. On average, only 10% of trips on US
97 are through trips, meaning they start and end outside of Bend. This finding indicates that vehicles on US 97
are exiting and entering the Parkway frequently throughout the corridor to complete local trips.

MULTIMODAL ANALYSIS
This section includes an overview of the existing state of the bicycle and pedestrian facilities along the study
corridor. At this time, the multimodal analysis has been limited to consideration of the frequency of pedestrian
and bicycle crossing opportunities, the quality of the at-grade pedestrian crossings, and a measure of the Level
of Traffic Stress (LTS) experienced by people walking and biking within the immediate US 97 corridor. A
separate Pedestrian and Bicycle Working Group comprised of ODOT and City of Bend staff are compiling
supplemental information describing walking and biking conditions on surrounding streets that will be
considered when it becomes available.
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Pedestrian Crossing Analysis

The following four at-grade crossings of the Parkway were analyzed using the National Cooperative Highway
Research Program (NCHRP) Report 562, “Improving Pedestrian Safety at Unsignalized Crossings” 9:
•

Reed Lane

•

Powers Road

•

Badger Road

•

Pinebrook Boulevard

The NCHRP report groups pedestrian crossing treatments into three categories: passive (e.g., a crosswalk),
enhanced/active (vehicles are warned but not required to stop, often with a flashing yellow light), and red signal
or beacon (vehicles are required to stop, often with a red light). The crossings at Reed Lane, Badger Road,
and Pinebrook Boulevard are currently controlled by rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs), which are
categorized as active. The crossing at Powers Road is signal-controlled and thus categorized as a signal
treatment. Pedestrian crossing treatments are shown on Figures 22-24.
The inputs for this analysis include major road volume, posted speed limit, crossing distance, and pedestrian
volume. The measured pedestrian volumes during the PM peak hour were low (less than five pedestrians per
hour) for all four crossings, which leads to a recommendation that passive treatments such as raised median
islands, curb extensions and other measures to slow traffic and shorten crossing distances may be adequate10.
If peak pedestrian crossing volumes are actually greater than measured or if demand grows to be greater than
14 pedestrians per hour, then the recommendation changes to implement red signal/beacon devices at all four
crossings. This category includes devices that show a red indication (such as a signal or beacon) to motorists
at the crossing location, requiring them to stop. Further details on this analysis can be found in the Appendix.
At-grade intersections have been progressively removed from the Parkway. The plan for the future is to
continue doing so, replacing at-grade access points with interchanges. As this occurs, speeds will increase and
drivers may not expect to encounter an at-grade pedestrian crossing. Despite the NCHRP report
recommendation, enhanced/active or red signal/beacon pedestrian crossing treatments may not be safe in the
long-term. Therefore, these existing pedestrian crossings should be considered as candidates for grade
separation (e.g., and overcrossing bridge).

Bicycle and Pedestrian Spacing Analysis

Figures 22-24 identify the spacing of pedestrian and bicycle crossings on US 97. Along the entire study area
corridor, spacing distances range from 900 to 4,500 feet, with an average of 2,000 feet. Crossings in the North
Study Area are most widely spaced. From Cooley Road to Empire Avenue, east-west access is further limited
by the railroad tracks that run parallel and adjacent to the highway. Other constraints such as existing
development and topography further limit east-west access along the corridor. From Butler Market Road to
Murphy Road, where crossing demand is likely highest, the average distance between crossings is

9

NCHRP Report 562: Improving Pedestrian Safety at Unsignalized Crossings, Transportation Research Board, 2006.
Freight route mobility statue OR 366.215 may preempt some treatments.

10
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approximately 1,650 feet (about 1/3 mile). In urban areas, the desired spacing for pedestrian and bicycle
access commonly ranges from 500-800 feet where practical.
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Figure 22
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Figure 23
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Figure 24
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Bicycle Facilities

US 97 includes a bike lane in each direction from the Murphy Road interchange to the northern urban growth
boundary. The bike lanes are demarcated with standard bike lane striping (6-inch shoulder stripe plus bike
symbol stencil) and colored pavement as shown in Figure 25 and have typical widths of five to six feet.
The North and Central segments of the study corridor contain multiple interchanges. Bulb-outs with bicycle
signage, as shown in Figure 25 are used at some locations to align bicycles for optimal visibility at off-ramp
crossings. Note there are no bulb-outs at the Southbound Revere Avenue, Southbound/Northbound Colorado
Avenue, and Southbound Reed Market Road off-ramps. Bicycles are required to yield to motor vehicles at all
ramp crossings.
The quality of bicycle facilities was evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively. The following field
observations related to biking comfort and safety were made by a moderately experienced cyclist. Key findings
for further consideration include:
•
•
•

Bicycle ramp crossing are difficult to safely complete, especially at off-ramps where exiting vehicles can
be difficult to recognize from through vehicles due to late activation of turn signals.
For northbound cyclists, the crossing at the northbound US 20 to Sisters loop ramp has limited sight
distance.
Both the bicycle and pedestrian facilities are impacted by the heavy right turn movements at the
intersection of Powers Rd and the Parkway, as well as the associated jug-handle off and on-ramps.

Based on the qualitative field observations, the cycling conditions along the US 97 study corridor could be
perceived as very stressful due to the multiple ramp crossings and proximity to higher speed vehicles.
Figure 25: Bike Facility Examples
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Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress Assessment (New in Phase 2)

A Bicycle “Level of Traffic Stress” (LTS) analysis was also conducted to characterize the bicycling experience
on US 97. This methodology 11 breaks road segments into four classifications for measuring the effects of
traffic-based stress on bicycle riders. The measure of traffic stress quantifies the perceived safety issue of
being in close proximity to vehicles, primarily considering the physical distance to traffic and the speed of
traffic. The methodology does not include explicit consideration of traffic volume because it is assumed that the
stress caused by proximity is present regardless of the amount of traffic. The four levels of stress are described
below:
• LTS 1 (lowest): Represents little traffic stress and requires less attention, so is suitable for all
cyclists. This includes children that are trained to safely cross intersections alone and
supervising riding parents of younger children. Generally, the age of 10 is assumed to be the
earliest age that children can adequately understand traffic and make safe decisions, which is
also the reason that many youth bike safety programs target this age level. Traffic speeds are
low and there is no more than one lane in each direction. Intersections are easy to cross by
children and adults. Typical locations include residential local streets and separated bike
paths/cycle tracks.
•

LTS 2 (low): Represents little traffic stress but requires more attention than young children can
handle, so is suitable for teen and adult cyclists with adequate bike handling skills. Traffic
speeds are slightly higher but speed differentials are still low and roadways can be up to three
lanes wide in total for both directions. Intersections are not difficult to cross for most teenagers
and adults. Typical locations include collector-level streets with bike lanes or a central business
district.

•

LTS 3 (medium): Represents moderate stress and is suitable for most observant adult cyclists.
Traffic speeds are moderate but can be on roadways up to five lanes wide. Intersections are still
perceived to be safe by most adults. Typical locations include low-speed arterials with bike
lanes or moderate speed non-multilane roadways.

•

LTS 4 (high): Represents high stress and is suitable only for experienced and skilled cyclists.
Traffic speeds are moderate to high and can be on roadways from two to over five lanes wide.
Intersections can be complex, wide, and or high volume/speed that can be perceived as unsafe
by adults and are difficult to cross. Typical locations include high-speed or multilane roadways
with narrow or no bike lanes.

For this analysis the mainline of the US 97 corridor was analyzed, as well as key crossing locations. The
results of the Bicycle LTS analysis are illustrated in Figures 26-28. The speed of adjacent traffic is a major
factor in this analysis, so corridors with lower posted speeds tend to have more favorable ratings, while
corridors with higher posted speeds (over 35 mph) tend to have less favorable ratings. Portions of US 97
currently have bike lanes, but the LTS experienced is still very high because riders are adjacent to high-speed

11Mineta

Transportation Institute Report 11-19. Low stress Bicycling and Network Connectivity. May 2012
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traffic. Physical separation between people biking and motorized traffic would be required to make US 97 a
comfortable place to ride a bike.
The Bicycle LTS analysis also considers the difficulty of crossing streets (at intersections between collectors
and arterials only). The crossing criteria includes number of motor vehicle travel lanes and speed of motorized
traffic. As shown in Figures 26-28, the intersections identified as having a medium level (highest identified) of
stress for bicyclists were located at unsignalized intersections. These intersections include:
•

3rd Street & US 97 Northbound Ramp Terminal

•

Reed Market Road & US 97 Northbound Ramp Terminal

•

Baker Road & US 97 Southbound Ramp Terminal
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Figure 26
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Figure 27
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Figure 28
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Pedestrian Level of Traffic Stress Assessment (New in Phase 2)

A Pedestrian Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) assessment was completed for the US 97 mainline and key crossing
locations to characterize the quality of the pedestrian environment. The level of stress experienced by
pedestrians was assessed by considering various roadway characteristics and applying a context-based,
subjective stress rating of “Lowest, Low, Medium, or High” where Lowest indicates the least stressful
environment and High indicates the most stressful. The assessment methodology follows guidelines set forth
by ODOT. 12 The four levels of stress for pedestrians are described more explicitly below:
•

•

•

•

PLTS 1 (lowest)- Represents little to no traffic stress and requires little attention to the traffic situation.
This is suitable for all users including children 10 years or younger, groups of people and people using
a wheeled mobility device (WhMD) 13. The facility is a sidewalk or shared-use path with a buffer
between the pedestrian and motor vehicle facility. Pedestrians feel safe and comfortable on the
pedestrian facility. Motor vehicles are either far from the pedestrian facility and/or traveling at a low
speed and volume. All users are willing to use this facility.
PLTS 2 (low)- Represents little traffic stress but requires more attention to the traffic situation than of
which young children may be capable. This would be suitable for children over 10, teens and adults. All
users should be able to use the facility but, some factors may limit people using WhMDs. Sidewalk
condition should be good with limited areas of fair condition. Roadways may have higher speeds and/or
higher volumes. Most users are willing to use this facility.
PLTS 3 (medium)- Represents moderate stress and is suitable for adults. An able-bodied adult would
feel uncomfortable but safe using this facility. This includes higher speed roadways with smaller buffers.
Small areas in the facility may be impassable for a person using a WhMD and/or requires the user to
travel on the shoulder/bike lane/street. Some users are willing to use this facility.
PLTS 4 (high)- Represents high traffic stress. Only able-bodied adults with limited route choices would
use this facility. Traffic speeds are moderate to high with narrow or no pedestrian facilities provided.
Typical locations include high speed, multilane roadways with narrow sidewalks and buffers. This also
includes facilities with no sidewalk. This could include evident trails next to roads or ‘cut through’ trails.
Only the most confident or trip-purpose driven users will use this facility.

Roadway characteristics that were considered to impact the comfort and safety of pedestrian travel included
the presence and width of buffers from traffic (landscaped or others), the condition and width of sidewalks or
paths, lighting, number of travel lanes, and the speed of motorized traffic. The results of the assessment can
be seen in Figures 29-31.
The entire corridor was rated as having Medium to High stress pedestrian environments. High stress
environments are present where no sidewalks exist or where sidewalks are curb-tight with no buffer from high-

Oregon Department of Transportation Analysis Procedure Manual Version 2. Updated February 2017.
A wheeled mobility device (WhMD) includes walkers, manual wheelchairs, power base chairs, and light weight
scooters. Each of these devices requires the operator to maneuver and set the direction of travel. All of these devices can
be operated independently and do not require additional people to maneuver the device. The American with Disability Act
(ADA) (1990) sets limits on the vertical change in a surface to 0.5 inches.
12
13
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speed traffic. Where planter strips were present, the pedestrian stress was reduced to Medium because of the
added buffer the planter strips provide separating people walking from motor vehicles.
The Pedestrian LTS analysis also considers the difficulty of crossing streets (at intersections between
collectors and arterials only). Crossing characteristics that were considered to impact the comfort and safety of
pedestrian travel include the presence of a median (at least 6 feet wide), minimal ADA features 14, lighting,
pavement markings, number of travel lanes, motor vehicle volume and the speed of motorized traffic. As
shown in Figures 29-31, unsignalized crossings of higher speed roadways (45 mph or greater) resulted in the
highest levels of traffic stress (LTS 4). These include:

14

•

Empire Boulevard & US 97 Southbound Ramp Terminal

•

3rd Street & US 97 Northbound Ramp Terminal

•

Baker Road & US 97 Southbound Ramp Terminal

•

Knott Road & US 97 Northbound Ramp Terminal

Minimal ADA features for this analysis includes curb ramps with a detectable surface (e.g. truncated domes).
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Figure 29
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Figure 30
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Figure 31
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SAFETY ANALYSIS
Crash data from 2011-2015 was obtained from ODOT’s Crash Analysis and Reporting Unit for study segments
and intersections and was supplemented by crash data from the City of Bend. Details on location, crash type,
severity, and other crash characteristics were used to identify crash patterns. Critical crash rates were
calculated and used to flag intersections and segments along the corridor as safety-focus locations.

Crash Calendar and Patterns

Crash calendars were developed to illustrate the pattern of crashes over the five-year period, 2011-2015, by
month, day, and periods within each day. The calendars display these trends for total crashes (Figure 32), for
severity of crashes (Figure 33), and for road condition and selected causes (Figure 34).
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Figure 32: Crash Calendar – Total Crashes 15

15

Calendar cells are shaded based on the local minima and maxima. Totals are shaded on a separate scale.
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Figure 33: Crash Calendar – Severity
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Figure 34: Crash Calendar – Road Condition and Selected Causes
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The crash calendar for total crashes shows that most crashes occur in the 12:00 PM to 6:00 PM period, which
corresponds with the peak on the corridor volume histogram. Weekdays experience more crashes than
weekend days and the months of November and December experience significantly more crashes than the
other months.
Overall, approximately 58 percent of all crashes resulted in only property damage. Fridays have the greatest
number of property damage crashes, while midweek days like Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday tend to have
higher numbers of crashes that result in injuries.
When looking at road condition, the impact of weather is very apparent. Per the crash calendar, most crashes
for a road condition of either wet, snow, or ice occur in the months of November, December, and February.
These road condition crashes account for half of the total crashes during those months.
The crash calendar for cause considers the following characteristics: speed-related (speeding, driving too fast
for conditions) and compliance-related (failing to yield, disregarding traffic signal, passing stop sign) crashes.
Crashes with speed as a contributing cause most often occurred in the winter months of February, November,
and December. This may be indicative of motorists driving too fast for conditions when the road is wet, snowy,
or icy. Conversely, the compliance-related crashes are more spread out throughout the year and have their
highest occurrence during summer months of June and August, when the population may have a higher
percentage of visitors unfamiliar with the roadways.
Some crash characteristics, such as bicycle or pedestrian-involved crashes, alcohol-involved crashes, high
severity, or animal-involved crashes, did not have enough data points for analysis in the crash calendar. Over
the study period of 2011-2015 there were two fatal crashes, five severe injury (level ‘A’) crashes, four bicycleinvolved crashes, and two pedestrian-involved crashes. There were 27 animal-related crashes and 26 alcoholinvolved crashes out of a total of 689 crashes over the five-year period. Additional details on the crash data
can be found in the Appendix.

Crash Rate Analysis

Crash rate analysis was conducted for each study intersection and segment along the US 97 study corridor
and compared against respective statewide rates. Intersections and segments were flagged as safety focus
locations if observed crash rates surpassed the accepted rates described below.
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Intersection Crash Rate Analysis

The observed crash rate for intersections is a function of the number of crashes and the annual average daily
traffic (AADT). Each intersection is grouped into a reference population based on intersection control and
urban or rural area classification. The crash rates (crashes per million entering vehicles) for each intersection
were compared to two different standards: a critical crash rate which compares performance to other similar
intersections being studied, and a 90th percentile crash rate which is based on similar intersections throughout
the state (obtained from ODOT’s Analysis Procedures Manual Exhibit 4-1). Full calculations are provided in the
Appendix. The table below (Table 4) shows these crash rates for study intersections where crashes were
documented. Intersections that had observed crash rates greater than either the critical or 90th percentile crash
rate were flagged as safety focus areas for further consideration.
Table 4: Intersection Crash Rates* (2011-2015)
Int.
No.
1

Intersection Name
US 97 & Tumalo Pl

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

US 97 & Cooley Rd
US 97 & Robal Rd
US 97 & Nels Anderson Pl
Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp & Empire Blvd
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Empire Blvd
US 20 & Empire Blvd
US 20 & Butler Market Rd
Bend Pkwy SB Off-Ramp & Butler Market Rd
Bend Pkwy NB On-Ramp & Butler Market Rd
Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp/Division St & 3rd St
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Revere Ave
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Revere Ave
Bend Pkwy & Lafayette Ave
Bend Pkwy & Hawthorne Ave
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Colorado Ave
Bend Pkwy & Truman Ave
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Reed Market Rd
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Reed Market Rd
Bend Pkwy & Reed Ln
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Powers Rd
Bend Pkwy & Powers Rd
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Powers Rd
Bend Pkwy & Badger Rd
Bend Pkwy & Pinebrook Blvd
US 97 & Ponderosa St
US 97 SB Ramps & Baker Rd
US 97 NB Ramps & Knott Rd

Observed
Flagged Crash Rate
0.08
0.63
0.66
0.07
0.15
0.54
0.48
Yes
0.74
0.27
0.04
0.10
0.48
Yes
0.76
0.13
0.26
0.26
0.04
0.11
Yes
0.62
0.19
0.27
0.61
0.13
0.11
Yes
1.03
0.19
Yes
0.68
0.56

*Crash rates are crashes per million vehicles entering the intersection.

Critical
Crash Rate
0.58
0.68
0.68
0.35
0.39
0.73
0.71
0.70
0.39
0.43
0.72
0.76
0.74
0.30
0.29
0.79
0.31
0.73
0.35
0.32
0.38
0.68
0.39
0.39
0.40
0.38
0.36
0.72

90th
Percentile
Rate
1.08
0.86
0.86
0.41
0.41
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.29
0.41
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.29
0.29
0.86
0.29
0.86
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.86
0.29
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.48
1.08
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Five intersections were flagged as safety focus areas. The intersections at US 20/Butler Market Road and
Bend Parkway Northbound Ramps/Revere Avenue had crash rates only slightly greater than the critical crash
rate, but still lower than the 90th percentile crash rate. In contrast, the intersections at Bend Parkway
Northbound Ramps/Reed Market Road, Bend Parkway/Pinebrook Boulevard, and US 97 Southbound
Ramps/Baker Road had crash rates much greater than the critical and 90th percentile crash rates. It should be
noted that in 2015, the intersection of Bend Parkway/Pinebrook Boulevard was reconstructed from a fullmovement signalized intersection to an unsignalized intersection allowing only right-in/right-out turning
movements, which may have mitigated the high crash rate. Although it was not flagged as a safety focus area
the intersection of US 97 Northbound Ramps and Knott Road has a guardrail that gets hit frequently by drivers
making a left turn onto the northbound ramp, possibly due to a tight turning radius.
The excess proportion of specific crash types analysis looks at the proportion of crash types (i.e., rear-end,
backing, angle, etc.) for each intersection and compares it with the average for the reference population (i.e.,
similar intersections within the study area) to determine if certain types of crashes are more prevalent than
should be expected. A reference population must contain at least five intersections to be valid and at least two
crashes of the same type are necessary to calculate the excess proportion for that intersection. Crash types
with a crash rate at least 10% higher than the reference population were flagged as safety focus areas. The
following table (Table 5) presents only the flagged intersections and shows that rear-end and turning crashes
are the most commonly overrepresented crash types at study intersections.
Table 5: Excess Proportion of Crashes (2011-2015)
Int.
Crash
Intersection Name
Flagged
No.
Type
Yes
Rear-end
2
US 97 & Cooley Rd
Yes
Rear-end
3
US 97 & Robal Rd
Yes
Rear-end
4
US 97 & Nels Anderson Pl
Yes
Turn
5
Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp & Empire Blvd
Yes
Turn
9
Bend Pkwy SB Off-Ramp & Butler Market Rd
Yes
Turn
12
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Revere Ave
Yes
Turn
13
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Revere Ave
Yes
Rear-end
14
Bend Pkwy & Lafayette Ave
Yes
Rear-end
15
Bend Pkwy & Hawthorne Ave
Yes
Angle
16
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Colorado Ave
Bend
Pkwy
NB
Ramps
&
Reed
Market
Rd
Yes
Angle
20
Bend
Pkwy
SB
Ramps
&
Powers
Rd
Yes
Rear-end
22
Bend Pkwy & Powers Rd
Yes
Rear-end
23
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Powers Rd
Yes
Turn
24
Bend
Pkwy
&
Badger
Rd
Yes
Rear-end
25
US
97
&
Ponderosa
St
Yes
SS-O*
27
*SS-O = Sideswipe crash that occurred while overtaking another vehicle

Excess
Crash
Excess
Proportion Type Proportion
0.17
0.13
0.21
0.19
0.59
0.59
0.16
0.18
0.30
0.24
Turn
0.14
0.10
Turn
0.30
0.34
0.17
0.43
0.16
0.18

The Safety Priority Index System (SPIS) provides another method for identifying crash hot spots. The SPIS is a
method developed by ODOT for identifying potential safety problems on state highways. This method
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considers the rate, frequency, and severity of crashes to produce a rating, with the highest rated sites
statewide being considered for potential safety improvements.
The 2015 SPIS ratings for US 97 were obtained from ODOT to screen for locations with SPIS ratings among
the state’s top 10 percent. Three study intersections on US 97 were flagged, as shown in Table 6. These
intersections were already flagged as safety focus areas in the above crash rate analyses. In total, 19
intersections were flagged through the three methodologies described above as safety focus locations.
Table 6: Intersections with SPIS Ratings among the Top 10 Percent (2015)
Int. No.
2
23
26

Intersection Name
US 97 & Cooley Rd
Bend Pkwy & Powers Rd
Bend Pkwy & Pinebrook Blvd

Flagged
Yes
Yes
Yes

Segment Crash Rate Analysis

In addition to individual intersections, crash rates for segments of the US 97 study corridor were analyzed to
identify potential problem areas of the corridor. Thirteen segments along the corridor and their crash rates were
obtained from the 2014 ODOT Crash Book (2015 data was not yet available). The average crash rate
experience between 2010-2014 was compared against the statewide average (Crash Rate Table II in the
Crash Book). Segments were flagged as safety focus areas if their five-year average observed crash rate
exceeded the statewide average rate. As seen in Table 7, two segments were flagged: City Limits to Robal
Road and Powers Road to 3rd Street (now replaced by the Murphy Road interchange). It should be noted that
both segments have at-grade signalized intersections. A region wide safety assessment was recently
completed for the ODOT All Roads Transportation Safety (ARTS) Program 16, which identified regional hot
spots for further safety focus. This assessment did not show the US 97 study corridor as being among the top
safety concerns in Region 4.

16

ODOT All Roads Transportation Safety (ARTS) Program – Hot Spot Report, Prepared by DKS Associates, May 2015.
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Table 7: US 97 Study Corridor Segment Crash Rates
Start
MP

End
MP

130.18
132.19
133.56

132.19
133.56
134.60

134.60

136.48

136.48
136.92
137.13
137.66
138.24
139.17
139.97

136.92
137.13
137.66
138.24
139.17
139.97
141.01

141.01

142.24

142.24

143.47

Segment Name
Bend-Deschutes Market Rd to
Bend UA
Bend UA to City Limits
City Limits to Robal Rd
Robal Rd to Hwy 17/3rd Street
Crossing
US 97/3rd Street Crossing to
Division St
Division St to Revere Ave
Revere Ave to Greenwood Ave
Greenwood Ave to Colorado Ave
Colorado Ave to Reed Market Rd
Reed Market Rd to Powers Rd
Powers Rd to 3rd St
3rd St to Ponderosa Dr/China Hat
Rd
Ponderosa Dr to Baker Rd/Knott
Rd

Flagged

Area Type

Yes

Rural Area
Suburban Area
Urban City
Urban City

Yes

Urban City
Urban City
Urban City
Urban City
Urban City
Urban City
Urban City
Urban City
Suburban Area

Observed
Crash Rate

Statewide
Average
Rate

0.41

0.73

0.29
1.10

0.99
0.86

0.40

0.86

0.06

0.86

0.48
0.30
0.46
0.21
0.76
2.40

0.86
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.86

0.44

0.86

0.33

0.99

Crash Maps

Figures 35-37 illustrate the findings from Table 7, showing observed segment crash rates compared to
statewide average crash rates. They also identify clusters of study intersections (shown as “Areas”), for which
more detailed crash maps are provided in Figures 38-40. These maps show the number of crashes by severity
and crash type trends for each intersection, and whether the intersection is flagged as a safety focus area.
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Figure 35
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Figure 36
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Figure 37
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Figure 38: Intersection Crashes – North Study Area
Int. 1: US 97 & Tumalo Pl
Crash Severity
1 Serious Injury Crash (Injury A)
4 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
2 Rear-end Crashes
3 Other Crashes

Int. 2: US 97 & Cooley Rd
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
14 Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
26 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
4 Angle Crashes
2 Sideswipe Crashes
32 Rear-end Crashes
2 Other Crashes
Int. 3: US 97 & Robal Rd
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
1 Serious Injury Crashes (Injury A)
19 Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
22 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
2 Sideswipe Crashes
3 Turn Crashes
32 Rear-end Crashes
5 Other Crashes
Int. 4: US 97 & Nels Anderson Pl
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
1 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
4 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
4 Rear-end Crashes
1 Other Crash
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Figure 39: Intersection Crashes – Central Study Area
Int. 5: Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp & Empire Int. 7: US 20 & Empire Blvd
Blvd
Crash Severity
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
9 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B &
Crash Severity
C)
1 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C) 13 Property Damage Only Crashes
4 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
Crash Type
2 Angle Crashes
2 Turn Crashes
1 Bicycle Crash
3 Rear-end Crashes
6 Turn Crashes
12 Rear-end Crashes
Int. 6: Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Empire
1 Other Crash
Blvd
Crash Severity
11 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
9 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
2 Angle Crashes
5 Turn Crashes
12 Rear-end Crashes
1 Other Crash
Int. 8: US 20 & Butler Market Rd
Flagged as Safety Focus Area

Int. 10: Bend Pkwy NB On-Ramp &
Butler Market Rd

Crash Severity
Crash Severity
20 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C) 1 Property Damage Only Crash
18 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
Crash Type
1 Rear-end Crash
4 Angle Crashes
10 Turn Crashes
Int. 11: Bend Pkwy SB On22 Rear-end Crashes
Ramp/Division St & 3rd St
2 Other Crashes
Crash Severity
1 Fatal Crash
Int. 9: Bend Pkwy SB Off-Ramp & Butler
2 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B &
Market Rd
C)
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
1 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Severity
Crash Type
1 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
1 Pedestrian Crash
5 Property Damage Only Crashes
1 Turn Crash
Crash Type
1 Rear-end Crash
5 Turn Crashes
1 Other Crash
1 Rear Crash
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Int. 12: Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Revere
Ave
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
1 Serious Injury Crash (Injury A)
5 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
8 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
11 Turn Crashes
3 Rear-end Crashes
Int. 13: Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Revere
Ave
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
1 Serious Injury Crash (Injury A)
7 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
19 Property Damage Only Crashes

Int. 14: Bend Pkwy & Lafayette Ave
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
4 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B &
C)
8 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
10 Rear-end Crashes
2 Other Crashes
Int. 15: Bend Pkwy & Hawthorne Ave
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
11 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B
& C)
13 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
23 Rear-end Crashes
1 Other Crash

Crash Type
3 Angle Crashes
1 Bicycle Crash
10 Turn Crashes
13 Rear-end Crashes
Int. 16: Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Colorado Int. 18: Bend Pkwy & Truman Ave
Ave
Crash Severity
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
3 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Severity
Crash Type
1 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
2 Rear-end Crashes
5 Property Damage Only Crashes
1 Other Crash
Crash Type
2 Angle Crashes
2 Turn Crashes
2 Rear-end Crashes
Int. 17: Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Colorado
Ave
No crashes reported at this site
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Figure 40: Intersection Crashes – South Study Area
Int. 19: Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Reed
Market Rd
Crash Severity
1 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
3 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
1 Angle Crash
1 Turn Crash
1 Rear-end Crash
1 Other Crash

Int. 21: Bend Pkwy & Reed Ln
Crash Severity
5 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B
& C)
5 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
1 Sideswipe Crash
2 Turn Crashes
7 Rear-end Crashes

Int. 20: Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Reed
Market Rd
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
11 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
11 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
3 Angle Crashes
1 Sideswipe
12 Turn Crashes
6 Rear-end Crashes

Int. 22: Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Powers Rd Int. 25: Bend Pkwy & Badger Rd
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
Crash Severity
2 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B
3 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
& C)
4 Property Damage Only Crashes
2 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
Crash Type
7 Rear-end Crashes
1 Turn Crash
3 Rear-end Crashes
Int. 23: Bend Pkwy & Powers Rd
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Int. 26: Bend Pkwy & Pinebrook
Crash Severity
Blvd
23 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C) Flagged as Safety Focus Area
16 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Severity
Crash Type
18 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury
5 Angle Crashes
B & C)
1 Sideswipe Crash
16 Property Damage Only Crashes
1 Turn Crash
Crash Type
31 Rear-end Crashes
5 Angle Crashes
1 Other Crash
1 Bicycle Crash
Int. 24: Bend Pkwy NB Ramps/Powers Rd
2 Sideswipe Crashes
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
8 Turn Crashes
18 Rear-end Crashes
Crash Severity
2 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
1 Property Damage Only Crash
Crash Type
2 Turn Crashes
1 Rear-end Crash
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Int. 27: US 97 & Ponderosa St
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
2 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
6 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
2 Sideswipe Crashes
1 Turn Crash
5 Rear-end Crashes
Int. 28: US 97 SB Ramps & Baker Rd
Flagged as Safety Focus Area
Crash Severity
7 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
10 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
9 Turn Crashes
8 Rear-end Crashes
Int. 29: US 97 NB Ramps & Knott Rd
Crash Severity
3 Non-serious Injury Crashes (Injury B & C)
7 Property Damage Only Crashes
Crash Type
4 Turn Crashes
3 Rear-end Crashes
3 Other Crashes

Bicycle and Pedestrian-Involved Crashes

Bicycle and pedestrian-involved crashes along the corridor are shown on Figures 41-43. There were four
crashes involving people on bicycles and two crashes involving people walking. Pedestrian-involved crashes
included one major injury on US 97 just outside the northern city limits and one fatality at the intersection of
Bend Parkway Southbound On-Ramp/Division Street and 3rd Street. The severity of crashes involving people
on bicycles ranged from minor to major injury, with two crashes occurring at intersections in the Central Study
Area and two occurring along US 97 in the South Study Area. Three of the bicycle and pedestrian crashes
occurred when it was dark and visibility was low. Only one crash occurred during cloudy weather, which
indicates that weather generally was not a significant factor in these crashes.
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Figure 41
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Figure 42
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Figure 43
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Geometric Safety Risk Assessment (New in Phase 2)

Locations along the limited access Parkway segment of the corridor (US 20 to Murphy Road) were identified
where geometric conditions may represent safety risks to due to limited lengths of acceleration or deceleration
lanes, which can affect the ability to safely enter or exit the highway. The identification of locations with higher
risk factors included a comparison of existing conditions to ODOT’s design standards. The existing lane
lengths were compiled based on measurements from aerial photographs and were rounded to the nearest 25
feet.
For exit ramps, ODOT Highway Design Manual (HDM) 17 standards differ depending on the type of exit. On the
US 97 Parkway, there are either interchange ramp deceleration lanes or at-grade intersection deceleration
lanes. For ramp deceleration lanes, it was assumed the design speed of the turning curve is 10 mph lower than
the highway design speed. While the US 97 Parkway has a posted speed of 45 mph, the facility was designed
using a 55 mph design speed and drivers are commonly observed traveling faster than the posted speed.
Table 8 provides a comparison of existing measured deceleration lane lengths in the corridor to a range of
design standards based on different design speeds.
Table 8: Risk Assessment for Exit Ramp and Intersection Deceleration

SB US 97 to US 20

Ramp

Existing
Deceleration
Lane Length
(ft)
1,025

SB US 97 to Butler Market Rd

Ramp

300

235

220

Ramp
At-grade
At-grade

300
225
225

235
320
320

220
215
215

Ramp

75

235

220

SB US 97 to Truman Ave

At-grade

< 50

320

215

SB US 97 to Reed Market Rd
SB US 97 to Powers Rd
SB US 97 to Badger Rd
NB US 97 to 3rd Street
NB US 97 to Badger Rd
NB US 97 to Powers Rd
NB US 97 to Reed Ln
NB US 97 to Reed Market Rd
NB US 97 to Colorado Ave
NB US 97 to Revere

Ramp
At-grade
At-grade
Ramp
At-grade
At-grade
At-grade
Ramp
Ramp
Ramp

225
50
< 50
400
< 50
50
< 50
425
300
100

235
320
320
235
320
320
320
235
235
235

220
215
215
220
215
215
215
220
220
220

Exit Ramp Location

SB US 97 to Revere
SB US 97 to Lafayette Ave
SB US 97 to Hawthorne Ave
SB US 97 to Colorado Ave

17

Type

ODOT HDM Minimum Deceleration Lane
Length (ft)A
55 mph Design Speed

45 mph Design Speed

235

220

Oregon Department of Transportation. Highway Design Manual, Chapters 8 and 9. 2012.
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NB US 97 to Empire Blvd
NB US 97 to US 20

A Red

Ramp
Ramp

500
250

235
235

220
220

bold text indicates that the measured deceleration length is less than the standard.

The sensitivity of the need for longer deceleration lane lengths at higher travel speeds can be seen by
comparing the number of ramps that have shorter deceleration lane lengths than design standards at the
various speeds shown. At 45 mph, the posted speed, four deceleration lanes appear to be shorter than the
standard and four more at-grade intersections with no deceleration lanes are present. At 55 mph, the number
of locations with deceleration lanes shorter than the standard increases to seven.
Of the four locations where existing deceleration lane lengths are shorter than the standard at the posted travel
speed, two include the at-grade intersections with Powers Road. The at-grade intersections of Southbound US
97 to Lafayette Avenue and Southbound US 97 to Hawthorne Avenue have deceleration lane lengths that are
sufficient at 45 mph, but not for 55 mph. The at-grade intersections of Southbound US 97 to Truman Avenue,
Southbound US 97 to Badger Road, Northbound US 97 to Badger Road, and Northbound US 97 to Reed Lane
do not have deceleration lanes.
For the entrance ramps, there was no difference between HDM standards for a 45 mph or 55 mph design
speed. Acceleration lanes are not frequently constructed for at-grade intersections and ODOT design
standards are not available for design speeds less than 50 mph. However, the difficulty of getting up to
mainline speeds and safely merging from at-grade intersections on the Parkway is a commonly expressed
concern. Therefore, existing at-grade intersections on the Parkway were compared against design standards
for acceleration lane lengths to show how long acceleration lanes should be if provided.
Table 9 compares existing acceleration lane lengths to ODOT standard lengths along the Parkway. 18 As
shown, if acceleration lanes were provided at at-grade intersections to help merging traffic get up to speed,
lengths up to 960 feet would be desired. Most interchanges have adequate acceleration lane lengths with the
exceptions of Northbound US 97 at Division Street, Colorado Avenue, and Revere Avenue.
Table 9: Risk Assessment for Entrance Ramp and Intersection Acceleration
Entrance Ramp Location
Empire Blvd to SB US 97
3rd Street to SB US 97
Revere Ave to SB US 97
Lafayette Ave to SB US 97
Hawthorne Ave to SB US 97
Colorado Ave to SB US 97
Reed Market Rd (North) to SB US 97

18

Type

Existing
Acceleration Lane
Length (ft)

ODOT HDM Minimum
Acceleration Lane Length
(ft)A,B

Ramp
Ramp
Ramp
At-grade
At-grade
Ramp
Ramp

1,350
575
725
< 50
< 50
1,100
1,000

540
540
540
960
960
540
540

Oregon Department of Transportation. Highway Design Manual, Chapter 9. 2012.
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Reed Market Rd (South) to SB US 97
Powers Rd to SB US 97
Badger Rd to SB US 97
3rd Street to SB US 97
Truman Ave to SB US 97
Badger Rd to NB US 97
Powers Rd to NB US 97
Reed Ln to NB US 97
Reed Market Rd to NB US 97
Division St to NB US 97
Colorado Ave to NB US 97
Revere Ave to NB US 97
3rd Street to NB US 97
Butler Market Rd to NB US 97
Empire Blvd to NB US 97

A Red

Ramp
At-grade
At-grade
Ramp
At-grade
At-grade
At-grade
At-grade
Ramp
Ramp
Ramp
Ramp
Ramp
Ramp
Ramp

650
< 50
< 50
850
< 50
< 50
< 50
< 50
550
425
225
250
1,100
750
1,025

bold text indicates that the measured acceleration lane length is less than the standard.
a design speed of 55 mph

540
960
960
540
960
960
960
960
540
540
540
540
540
540
540

B Assumes

Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Risk Assessment (New in Phase 2)

Locations along the corridor were identified where geometric conditions may represent safety risks to people
walking and biking. These locations include areas where people walking and biking experience high exposure
to high-speed traffic.
Figures 44-46 show where people walking experience high exposure to high-speed traffic. Pedestrian high
exposure locations include locations where pedestrian facilities are not present (e.g., no sidewalks). Most the
corridor was rated as having high exposure for pedestrians due to lack of sidewalks or other pedestrian
facilities. Short segments of southbound US 97 do have sidewalks near Nels Anderson Place, Revere Avenue,
Wilson Avenue, and Pinebrook Boulevard. Both sides of US 97 have sidewalks from around Reed Market
Road to Pinebrook Boulevard.
Bicycle high exposure locations include locations where bicycle facilities are not physically separated from
motor vehicle traffic and where facilities are not present at all. Except for a small segment of a separated
shared use path on southbound US 97 from Murphy Road to Romaine Village Way, the entire US 97 corridor is
rated as high exposure for people riding bicycles due to the lack of separated facilities on this high-speed
facility.
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Figure 44
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Figure 45
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Figure 46
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Predictive Method (New in Phase 2)

The Highway Safety Manual (HSM), published in 2010, is the first national resource that provides quantitative
information and methods to evaluate the safety performance of roadways. The predictive method, Part C within
the HSM, estimates the expected crash frequency (for existing conditions) and the net change in expected
crash frequency (for alternatives evaluation) on a facility, segment, or at an intersection using a combination of
site characteristics and historical crash data. The expected crash frequency is calculated using a Safety
Performance Function (SPF), which is a regression equation developed for a specific type of facility using a
national database of information. Each SPF was then adjusted to account for specific site characteristics using
Crash Modification Factors (CMFs). CMFs can also be applied to estimate the effectiveness of various
countermeasures.
The Oregon HSM Spreadsheet for Urban and Suburban arterials, provided by ODOT, was used to conduct all
of the HSM analyses and countermeasure investigations. The ISATe Spreadsheet for Freeways and
Interchanges was used to analyze interchanges. According to ODOT’s Analysis Procedures Manual (APM),
freeways and interchanges must be analyzed as separate segments. The output of the Oregon HSM
Spreadsheets and the ISATe spreadsheet was the expected number of crashes per year for the entire study
site, including sub-segments and intersections. The expected number of crashes for each study site will be
used to evaluate the relative safety performance of the site when future conditions analysis is performed. This
analysis was conducted on the immediate US 97 corridor from Clausen Road through the Baker Road/Knott
Road interchange for existing conditions.

Local Calibration Factors

The SPFs and CMFs used in the HSM were derived from a national database of roadways and intersections.
As such, the equations need to be calibrated to local conditions to account for differences in driver behavior,
weather, and crash reporting thresholds, among other factors. Previous research efforts have developed a set
of recommended calibration factors for the State of Oregon, which are outlined the APM. For Urban and
Suburban Arterials intersections, the calibration factors are 0.35, 0.45, 0.73, and 1.05, for 3-leg minor stop, 4leg minor stop, 3-leg signalized, and 4-leg signalized intersections, respectively. For Urban and Suburban
Arterial segments, the calibration factors are 0.64, 0.63, and 0.64, for 4-lane divided, 4-lane undivided, and 5lane with two-way-left-turn-lane (TWLTL).

Limitations and Assumptions

The year of analysis for HSM part C is 2017, however collision data from 2012-2016 and annual average traffic
data from 2016 were used to supplement the analysis. The Murphy Road interchange was partially under
construction during 2012-2016 study period and as a result, collision and vehicle volume data may vary during
that period for that interchange. The intersection of US 97 and Powers Road (including the jug handle
movements) was modeled as a single at-grade intersection for the purposes of the predictive analysis. The
collision and volume data for these movements were adjusted accordingly.

Analysis Results

A comparison of the historical average number of crashes per year (2012-2016) with the expected average
number of crashes per year (using the HSM analysis methods under existing conditions) provides a relative
safety performance of the study site. The existing conditions analysis will be most useful for comparison with
future conditions predicted crashes in order to evaluate future alternatives and potential safety improvements.
Historical and expected crash frequency by crash severity (fatal and injury, property damage only, and total
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crashes) for the US 97 corridor is broken down into segments, intersections, and interchanges as summarized
in Tables 10-12.
Table 10: Historical and Expected Crashes on US 97 – Segments
Study Site
Clausen Rd to Cooley Rd
Cooley Rd to Robal Rd
Robal Rd to Nels Anderson
Pl
Nels Anderson Pl to US 20
off ramp
Empire Blvd ramp to Butler
Market Rd ramp
Butler Market Rd ramp to
Revere Blvd ramp
Revere Ave ramp to
Lafayette Ave
Lafayette Ave to Hawthorne
Ave
Hawthorne Ave to Colorado
Ave ramp
Colorado Ave ramp to
Truman Ave
Truman Ave to Reed Market
Rd ramp
Reed Market Rd ramp to
Reed Ln
Reed Ln to Powers Rd
Powers Rd to Badger Rd
Badger Rd to Pinebrook
Blvd
Pinebrook Blvd to Murphy
Rd ramp
Murphy Rd ramp to
Ponderosa St/China Hat Rd
Ponderosa St/China Hat Rd
to MP 142.52
MP 142.52 to Baker
Rd/Knott Rd ramp

Historical Crashes per Year
(2012-2016)

Expected Crashes per Year

Fatal and
Injury

Property
Damage Only

Total

1.6
2.8

Property
Damage Only

Total

1
2.2

Fatal and
Injury

1
2.2

1.4
3

134.6-134.75

0.2

0.6

0.8

0.3

0.7

1

134.75-134.92

0

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.7

35.77-135.92

0.6

0.8

1.4

0.3

1

1.3

136.81-136.96

0.6

0.4

1

0.2

0.6

0.8

137.32-137.53

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.3

0.9

1.2

137.53-137.8

0

0

0

0.2

0.6

0.8

137.8-137.97

0.2

1

1.2

0.3

0.9

1.2

138.4-138.75

0

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.6

0.8

138.75-138.85

0.4

0

0.4

0.2

0.5

0.7

139.43-139.68

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.2

0.5

0.7

139.68-139.97
139.97-140.3

0.2
0

0.2
0.2

0.4
0.2

0.2
0.2

0.7
0.5

0.9
0.7

140.3-140.52

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.1

0.4

0.5

140.52-140.95

0.6

1.6

2.2

0.4

1.1

1.5

142.02-142.24

0.2

1.2

1.4

0.3

0.7

1

142.24-142.52

0.4

0.2

0.6

0.3

0.7

1

142.52-143.1

0.2

0.8

1

0.5

1.1

1.6

5.6

11.4

17

5.6

15.2

20.8

Segment MP
133.9-134.11
134.11-134.6

Totals

0.6
0.6

0.4
0.8
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Table 11: Historic and Expected Crashes on US 97 – Intersections
Study Site

Historical Crashes per Year
(2012-2016)

Expected Crashes per Year

Fatal and
Injury

Property
Damage Only

Total

7.2
7.8
0.6
2.6
6
0.8
1.4
9
1.6
6.6

Property
Damage Only

Total

4.4
4
0.4
2
3
0.6
1
3.6
0.8
3

Fatal and
Injury

4.4
4.6
1
1.2
2.7
0.8
1
6.4
0.9
2

6.8
7.2
1.8
1.8
3.9
1.2
1.5
9.8
1.5
3.3

MP 142.24

0.4

1.2

1.6

0.6

0.9

1.5

Totals

21.2

24

45.2

14.4

25.9

40.3

Location

US 97/Cooley Rd
US 97/Robal Rd
US 97/Nels Anderson Pl
US 97/Lafayette Ave
US 97/Hawthorne Ave
US 97/Truman Ave
US 97/Reed Ln
US 97/Powers Rd
US 97/Badger Rd
US 97/Pinebrook Blvd
US 97/Ponderosa St-China Hat
Rd

MP 134.11
MP 134.6
MP 134.75
MP 137.53
MP 137.8
MP 138.75
MP 139.68
MP 139.97
MP 140.3
MP 140.52

2.8
3.8
0.2
0.6
3
0.2
0.4
5.4
0.8
3.6

2.4
2.6
0.8
0.6
1.2
0.4
0.5
3.4
0.6
1.3

Table 12: Historic and Expected Crashes on US 97 – Interchanges
Study Site
US 20 Interchange
Empire Blvd Interchange
Butler Market Rd/ US20
Interchange
Revere Ave Interchange
Colorado Ave Interchange
Reed Market Rd
Interchange
Murphy Rd Interchange
Baker Rd/Knott Rd
Interchange

Historical Crashes per Year
(2012-2016)

Expected Crashes per Year

Fatal and
Injury

Property
Damage Only

Total

2
5.6

Property
Damage Only

Total

1
2.8

Fatal and
Injury

2.2
5.5

3.7
10.2

135.92-136.81

1.8

1.6

3.4

3.8

5.5

9.3

136.96-137.32
137.97-138.4

4
0.8

7.8
1.8

11.8
2.6

5.5
2.6

8.7
4.6

14.2
7.2

138.85-139.43

2.6

3.6

6.2

3.9

5.3

9.2

140.95-142.02

1.2

1.8

3

1.1

2.2

3.3

143.1-143.7

2.2

4

6.2

2.9

4.9

7.8

16.4

24.4

40.8

26

38.9

64.9

Segment MP
134.92-135.13
135.13-135.77

Totals

1
2.8

1.5
4.7

The overall expected crashes for the US 97 facility in Bend is 126 crashes (46 fatal or injury, 80 property
damage only) compared with a historic five-year average of 103 crashes (43 fatal or injury, 60 property
damage only). This finding, along with the above tables, will be used to evaluate future alternatives to improve
safety on the entire US 97 corridor in Bend.
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CORRIDOR OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The corridor operations analysis examines the efficiency of travel under existing (2017) conditions by
identifying locations of congestion and using crowdsourced speed data to describe the variability in travel
times.
Field observations were performed in April of 2017 in conjunction with the count data collection. During field
observations, capacity issues were noted mainly at the Cooley Road and Robal Road intersections. Most of
the unsignalized intersections also had some queueing issues, and aggressive driver behavior (short gap
acceptance of around 5 seconds compared to Highway Capacity Manual default value of 6.9 seconds) during
the peak hour. This shows the impact of long-term demand exceeding capacity where there are very little
normal “acceptable” gaps. When this occurs the potential for crashes is greatly increased. Therefore, this
shows a risk factor for a future crash location. Southbound queues at US 97/Robal Road extend through
Cooley Road during the PM peak hour, and both the Cooley Road and Robal Road intersections appear to
operate at or near capacity. Southbound traffic at the US 97 Southbound On-Ramp/Division Street & 3rd Street
intersection also queues significantly, impacting upstream queues at the Mt Washington and O.B. Riley
intersections.
Recent improvements to the Murphy Road/US 97 interchange removed one of the southbound to eastbound
movements from the Parkway. This may have increased the southbound jug-handle volume at the
Parkway/Powers Road intersection. During the PM peak hour, the southbound jug-handle movement was
observed to queue back around the loop ramp and occasionally back up the Parkway to Powers Road.
Southbound traffic on the Parkway would then queue back to near Reed Lane. This issue was exacerbated by
detrimental weather conditions (hail) during the PM peak hour field observations, indicating sensitivity of traffic
operations on the Parkway to changes in weather.

Intersection Operations Analysis (Updated in Phase 2)

Intersection traffic operations were analyzed using Synchro 10 (signals and stop-controlled) and Vistro 5 (at
roundabouts) software and the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 19 methodologies (HCM 2010 20 at
unsignalized intersections, HCM 2000 at signalized intersections, HCM 6 21 at roundabouts). The analysis was
conducted at all study intersections using the seasonally factored 30 HV traffic volumes for the year 2017.
Performance measures used for this analysis include volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio, seconds of control delay,
level of service (LOS), and 95th Percentile Queue lengths. Table 13 summarizes the HCM results of this
analysis for the Parkway intersections (including ramp terminals) and for intersections on parallel routes near
the Parkway, comparing each intersection’s performance against the adopted mobility target. 22 Locations
where a performance measure exceeds the mobility target are bolded for ease of reference. Analysis results
were validated against the field observations to ensure proper calibration. The intersection HCM results are

2000 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, Washington, D.C., 2000.
2010 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, Washington, D.C., 2010.
21 2016 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, Washington, D.C., 2016.
22 Mobility targets for ODOT facilities obtained from the 1999 Oregon Highway Plan.
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included in the “Synchro HCM reports (Existing Conditions)” (signalized and stop-controlled intersections) and
the “Vistro HCM reports (Existing Conditions)” Appendices.
Table 13: Existing (2017) 30th Highest Annual Hour Traffic Operations at Study Intersections (2017)
US 97/Bend Parkway Study Intersections
Mobility Target
Int.
No. Intersection

Jurisdiction Control D

Performance

V/C

V/C A

LOS B

Delay
(sec) C

< 0.70 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)

0.51(0.46)
/0.30

B/B

NA

1 US 97 & Tumalo Pl

ODOT/
County

Free

2 US 97 & Cooley Rd

ODOT/ City

Signalized

< 0.85

0.99

D

61.6

3 US 97 & Robal Rd

ODOT/ City

Signalized

< 0.85

1.02 F

E

78.7

4

US 97 & Nels Anderson
Pl/Cascade Village

ODOT/ City

TWSC

< 0.85 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)

1.29/1.29
E

F/F

>100/ >100

5

Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp
& Empire Blvd

ODOT/ City

TWSC

< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Empire
Blvd)

0.72/0.71

D/F

27.7/>100

Signalized

< 0.85

0.87

C

24.1

Signalized
Signalized

< 0.85
< 0.85
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Butler
Market Rd)
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Butler
Market Rd)

0.96
0.92

E
E

68.5
56.0

NA/0.76

NA/E

NA/39.3

0.12/0.04

B/C

10.4/15.0

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps &
ODOT/ City
Empire Blvd
7 US 20 & Empire Blvd
ODOT/ City
8 US 20 & Butler Market Rd ODOT/ City
6

9

Bend Pkwy SB Off-Ramp
& Butler Market Rd

ODOT/ City

TWSC

10

Bend Pkwy NB On-Ramp
& Butler Market Rd

ODOT/ City

TWSC

ODOT/ City

Signalized

< 0.85

0.97

C

31.1

ODOT/ City

Signalized

< 0.85

0.69

C

22.0

ODOT/ City

Signalized

< 0.85

0.62

B

10.9

ODOT/ City

TWSC

NA/1.53 E

NA/F

NA/>100

ODOT/ City

TWSC

E

NA/F

NA/>100

ODOT/ City

Signalized

0.79

C

28.5

ODOT/ City

TWSC

D/F

29.3/>100

18 Bend Pkwy & Truman Ave ODOT/ City

TWSC

NA/F

NA/>100

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Bend Pkwy SB OnRamp/Division St & 3rd St
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps &
Revere Ave
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps &
Revere Ave
Bend Pkwy & Lafayette
Ave
Bend Pkwy & Hawthorne
Ave
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps &
Colorado Ave
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps &
Colorado Ave

< 0.85 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)
< 0.85 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)
< 0.85

NA/>2.00

< 0.85 (ramp)
0.88/
< 0.95 (Colorado
>2.00 E
Ave)
< 0.85 (major)
NA/1.00 E
< 0.95 (minor)
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US 97/Bend Parkway Study Intersections
Mobility Target
Int.
No. Intersection
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps &
19
Reed Market Rd

Jurisdiction Control D
ODOT/ City

Signalized

ODOT/ City

TWSC

ODOT/ City

TWSC

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps &
Powers Rd

ODOT/ City

TWSC

23 Bend Pkwy & Powers Rd

ODOT/ City

Signalized

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps &
Powers Rd

ODOT/ City

TWSC

25 Bend Pkwy & Badger Rd

ODOT/ City

TWSC

Bend Pkwy & Pinebrook
Blvd

ODOT/ City

TWSC

ODOT/ City

TWSC

28

US 97 SB Ramps & Baker
ODOT/ City
Rd

TWSC

29

US 97 NB Ramps & Knott ODOT/
Rd
County

TWSC

20

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps &
Reed Market Rd

21 Bend Pkwy & Reed Ln
22

24

26

27 US 97 & Ponderosa St

Performance

V/C

V/C A

LOS B

Delay
(sec) C

< 0.85

0.95

C

34.0

NA/1.53 E

NA/F

NA/>100

NA/0.44

NA/C

NA/21.6

0.07/0.83

A/E

9.0/37.8

1.12 F

E

63.5

0.21/0.09

A/B

9.3/11.7

NA/0.20

NA/C

NA/16.9

NA/0.27

NA/C

NA/15.5

< 0.85 (major)
NA/0.26
< 0.95 (minor)
< 0.85 (ramp)
0.05/0.87
E
< 0.95 (Knott Rd)

NA/C

NA/15.0

A/E

8.3/35.7

< 0.85 (ramp)
0.31/1.76
E
< 0.95 (Knott Rd)

B/F

10.3/>100

< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Reed
Market Rd)
< 0.85 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Powers
Rd)
< 0.85
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Powers
Rd)
< 0.85 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)
< 0.85

Study Intersections Paralleling US 97
40 US 20 & O.B. Riley Rd

ODOT

Signalized

42 Butler Market Rd & 4th St

City

AWSC

46 Revere Ave & 3rd St

ODOT

Signalized

47 Revere Ave & 4th St

City

AWSC

< 0.85

0.62

B

19.9

(< 50 s)

1.27 G

F

147.9

< 0.85

0.83

D

46.3

(< 50 s)

1.27

F

160.1

< 1.00

1.14 F

F

60.6

49

Reed Market Rd &
Brookswood Blvd

City

Roundabout

50

Reed Market Rd & Silver
Lake Blvd

City

TWSC

(< 50 s)

0.17/0.54

B/F

10.7/95.7 G

51

Reed Market Rd & Division
City
St

TWSC

< 1.00

0.14/0.12

B/C

13.4/17.2
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US 97/Bend Parkway Study Intersections
Mobility Target
Int.
No. Intersection

Jurisdiction Control D

52 Reed Market Rd & 3rd St

City

Powers Rd & Brookswood
City
Blvd

53

Performance

V/C

V/C A

LOS B

Delay
(sec) C

Signalized

< 1.00

1.05 F

F

92.3

Roundabout

< 1.00

1.07 F

E

37.8

< 1.00

0.65

C

25.9

(< 50 s)

0.04/0.16

A/B

8.0/13.8

< 1.00

0.46

B

11.4

(< 50 s)

0.19/.30

B/D

10.6/29.7

< 1.00

0.54

B

10.7

54 Powers Rd & 3rd St

City

Signalized

55 Powers Rd & Parrell Rd

City

TWSC

57 Badger Rd & 3rd St

City

Signalized

58 Pinebrook Blvd & 3rd St

City

TWSC

59 Murphy Rd & 3rd St

City

Roundabout

China Hat Rd and Parrell
Rd

City

TWSC

(< 50 s)

0.01/0.12

A/B

7.6/10.1

62 Powers Rd & Blakely Rd

City

TWSC

(< 50 s)

0.11/0.36

A/F

9.2/51.8 G

60

A Overall intersection V/C ratio at signalized intersections, worst case approach V/C at roundabouts and all-way stop-controlled

intersections, and V/C ratio for Major Street/Minor Street at two-way stop-controlled. Major Street NB(SB)/Minor Street at two-way stopcontrolled intersections where HCS Multilane Highway Analysis was used.
A Major street LOS/minor street LOS for two‐way stop-controlled intersections. Worst case approach LOS at roundabout and all-way
stop-controlled intersections. Overall intersection LOS for signalized intersections.
B Control delay for Major Street/Minor Street for two‐way stop-controlled intersections. Worst case approach delay at roundabout and
all-way stop-controlled intersections. Overall intersection delay for signalized intersections.
C TWSC stands for Two‐Way Stop-Controlled. AWSC stands for All-Way Stop-Controlled.
D Gap Acceptance of seven seconds was used, which is the HCM default value. However, field observations revealed a more
aggressive gap acceptance of approximately five seconds.
E Some roundabout and signalized intersections are shown having V/C ratios greater than 1.00. While theoretically impossible, these
values appear to the result of the seasonal factoring applied to actual count data to replicate 30 HV conditions.
F At some AWSC intersection approaches, drivers fail to come to a complete stop, resulting in a higher throughput than the calculated
HCM AWSC approach capacity.
G The delay mobility target for the City of Bend only applies to critical lane groups with 100+ vehicles per hour.
Bold values indicate performance measures failing to meet adopted mobility targets.

As shown in Table 12, eight of the 17 unsignalized Parkway intersections and eight of the 11 signalized
Parkway intersections along the corridor fail to meet adopted mobility targets. Four of the 11 unsignalized
intersections and one of the five signalized intersections paralleling the corridor also fail to meet adopted
mobility targets. This indicates that there is a significant amount of congestion at these study intersections
during the peak hour. Figures 47-49 summarize intersection performance for the North, Central, and South
study areas.
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Figure 47
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Figure 48
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Figure 49
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A vehicle queuing analysis, following the ODOT APM methodology (with SimTraffic 10 and Vissim 10), was
used to estimate 95th percentile queues for each dedicated turn lane at the designated study intersections in
both the Vissim and SimTraffic analyses. The 95th percentile queues, rounded to the nearest 25 feet, for
existing conditions are summarized in the Appendices and are discussed with the traffic findings as follows.

Northern Subarea Refined Operations Analysis (New in Phase 2)

To better analyze the operational performance of the intersections on US 97 north of US 20, a SimTraffic
model was developed for a select portion of the project area centering around the Cooley Road and Robal
Road area on US 97, encompassing the study subarea outlined in Section 2.2.3 of the Parkway Plan
Methodology Memorandum. The SimTraffic model was built off the operations analysis Synchro model, using
the seasonally adjusted 30 HV volumes. This model was visually calibrated to the queues observed over two
weekdays in mid-July (a good 30 HV time period representative in this study subarea), using Google Maps
traffic speed plots to estimate the existing queuing. The 95th percentile queues, rounded to the nearest 25 feet,
for existing conditions are summarized in the “SimTraffic (North Area) Queue reports (Existing Conditions)”
Appendix. These queuing results informed the operations analysis findings presented below:
•

US 97 & Cooley Road – HCM analysis indicates that under 30 HV volume conditions this intersection
operates near capacity and fails to achieve the ODOT mobility target. Operations at this intersection are
heavily influenced by commuter and recreational travel between Bend and Redmond. Even with long
cycle times (as high as 165 seconds) this intersection remains near capacity for most of the PM peak
hour, with multiple cycle failures. The 95th percentile SimTraffic queues at this intersection highlighted
the following operational issues:
o

Southbound queues can extend nearly a mile to the north

o

Southbound left turn lane storage is insufficient to serve the demand, with the 95th percentile
queue exceeding the available storage

o

Both the eastbound and westbound left turns from Cooley Road also spill out of the designated
turn lanes, due to increasing traffic either from shopping areas to the southwest or from
residential and diverted (avoiding congested areas) traffic to the east

•

US 97 & Robal Road – HCM 30 HV analysis also indicated capacity deficiencies, with southbound
queues sometimes extending to Cooley Road and northbound queues extending south of the US 20
interchange. In addition, the northbound left turn lane does not have sufficient storage for the demand
under 30 HV PM peak hour conditions.

•

US 97 & Nels Anderson Place – This Right-In/Right-Out/Left-In intersection operates at capacity during
the PM peak hour. Drivers completing turn movements at this location take advantage of the queue
spillback from Cooley Road and Robal Road, weaving through or into slow moving northbound and
southbound vehicle platoons. Queue storage is an issue for eastbound traffic attempting to make a right
turn onto southbound US 97.

The full queuing analysis tables are included in the appendices. Note that both the Vissim and SimTraffic
queue tables use the same methodology for estimating storage distance, as follows:
1. For auxiliary turn lanes, the storage length is simply the length of the auxiliary lane (taper not included).
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2. For through movements at intersections, the storage length is the distance to the nearest major
intersection, which could be either the nearest signal, nearest ramp terminal, nearest roundabout, or
nearest major TWSC intersection.
3. For non-auxiliary lanes on off-ramps, the available storage is the length of the off-ramp, measured from
the beginning of the striped gore to the terminus intersection, minus the safe stopping distance based
on the ramp exit design speed.

US 97/Bend Parkway Refined Intersection Operations Analysis (New in Phase 2)

To better analyze the operational performance of the US 97 corridor, including the origin-destination
interactions between regional and local trips, a Vissim model was developed for US 97 from Empire Boulevard
through the Baker Road/Knott Road interchange. The Vissim model also included several intersections on
parallel local facilities, covering the total study area outlined in the “Parkway Plan Methodology Memorandum”
and shown in Figures 50 and 51. The Vissim model was developed and calibrated following the ODOT APM
and Vissim Protocol standards. The “Bend Parkway Study Data Collection Summary and Vissim Calibration
Report” provides the details on the model development, calibration, and validation, and is included in the
appendix to this memorandum. The model was calibrated to average weekday conditions (matching field
observations and traffic counts) but was then seasonally factored to 30 HV volumes for analysis.
The Vissim model provides data relating to speeds on and near US 97 over the entire two-hour (4:00-6:00 PM)
evening time period. Delay plots were developed, showing the relative delay throughout the model, giving an
indication of the extents of queues throughout the model every 15 minutes from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM). These
delay plots show the time variant traffic patterns throughout the US 97 corridor and are included in the “Vissim
Queue plots (Existing Conditions)” Appendix. Overall, the delay plots show queuing issues in the US 20/Butler
Market Road area, the US 97/Reed Market Road interchange area, the US 97/Powers Road intersection area,
the US 97/Colorado interchange area, and the roundabout at Reed Market Road/Bond Street.
US 97 Corridor Intersections Operations
Based on the HCM analysis from the Synchro model and the analysis results from the Vissim simulations, the
following findings were made at US 97 Corridor intersections.
•

US 20 (3rd Avenue) & Butler Market Road/Division Street – HCM analysis indicates that both the
Division Street and Butler Market Road intersections with US 20 (3rd Avenue) fail to meet mobility
targets under 30 HV volume conditions. This finding is supported by the simulation analysis, which
shows the following operational issues at these two intersections:
o

Southbound through and on-ramp movements at the US 20/Division Street/US 97 Southbound
On-Ramp intersection, mainly due to limited green time and some unbalanced lane utilization
due to the high demand on the US 97 southbound on-ramp.

o

Westbound left turns at US 20/Butler Market Road extend beyond the lane storage and
combined with the westbound through queues extend east through both the northbound offramp and southbound on-ramp to the US 97 terminal intersections. These queues are mostly
due to lack of green time at US 20 and queue spillback from the southbound movements at the
US 20/Division Street/US 97 Southbound On-Ramp intersection.
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Figure 50
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Figure 51
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o
•

The eastbound right turn queues at US 20/Butler Market Road extends beyond the lane
storage, due mainly to the limited storage length (75 feet)

US 97 Northbound & Southbound Ramps & Colorado Avenue – the primary operational issue at this
intersection is caused by the conflict between the high demand unsignalized eastbound left turn from
Colorado Avenue and the westbound right turn and through movements on Colorado Avenue. This
conflict generates the following queuing issues:
o

The westbound left turn extends back into the US 97 southbound ramps and Colorado Avenue,
interfering with signal operations and generating nearly half mile queues on Colorado Avenue

•

US 97 southbound ramps & Reed Market Road – The high volumes at the US 97/southbound ramps
intersection result in southbound right turns spilling back into the mainline ramp. However, the back of
the ramp queue remains more than a safe stopping distance (SSD) from the gore point of the off-ramp.

•

US 97 northbound and southbound ramps & Reed Market Road – The high volumes at the US 97
northbound ramps intersection result in northbound right turn vehicles spilling back into the safe sight
distance part of the ramp gore. This could lead to a heightened risk queuing onto the mainline and an
increase in rear-end crashes as volumes continue to increase throughout the corridor. The southbound
right turn lane does not provide sufficient storage for the 30 HV demand, spilling back down the offramp.

•

US 97 & Powers Road – the eastbound queue spillback extends west on Powers Road, blocking
through the US 97 southbound off-ramp onto Powers Road.

•

US 97 & Baker Road/Knott Road ramp terminals both experience aggressive driver gap selection
behavior, which keeps the queues within the current ramp storage areas.

•

Right In/Right Out access to US 97 at Truman, Lafayette, and Hawthorne – the aggressive gap
selections used by drivers coming from these minor streets onto US 97 minimizes the queue spillback
impacts.

Parallel Route Intersection Operations
Based on the HCM analysis from the Synchro model and the analysis results from the Vissim simulations, the
following findings were made at study intersections on the parallel ODOT and local system. The full queuing
analysis tables are included in the “Vissim (Parkway) Queue reports (Existing Conditions)” Appendix.
•

4th Avenue & Butler Market Road – This all-way stop controlled intersection experiences significant
westbound queues, matching the results from the HCM analysis and indicating that the intersection is
operating at or near capacity. Vehicles on Butler Market don’t generally come to a full stop, rather
slowing to 3-5 mph and then accelerating through the intersection when it is clear. These rolling stops
opposed to complete stops help to maintain a higher capacity than as calculated with HCM.

•

4th Avenue & Revere Avenue – this AWSC intersection operates near capacity, performing better than
the 1.27 v/c calculated by HCM due to drivers failing to come to a complete stop frequently. The
following approaches and turn lane experience queue storage deficiencies at this intersection:
o

Southbound Right – exceeds available storage

o

Eastbound Through - spills back to the 3rd Avenue/Revere Avenue intersection
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o

Westbound Left – exceeds available storage

•

Brookswood Road/Bond Street/Reed Market Road – This roundabout appeared to be operating at
capacity under average weekday conditions. Under 30 HV conditions, the duration of the at-capacity
operation extends outside the peak hour. The two critical movements are eastbound on Reed Market
Road and southbound on Bond Street, corresponding to work-to-home commute from downtown Bend
to southwest Bend and the heavy west-to-east travel observed in Bend during the peak hour.

•

3rd Avenue & Reed Market Road – This intersection experiences heavy east-west traffic during the PM
peak, with Reed Market Road serving as one of the primary east-west connections across the city. The
particular movements that experience the most significant queuing issues are listed below:

•

o

Northbound Left – exceeds formal storage but does have additional informal storage available in
the Two-Way-Left-Turn (TWLT) median

o

Northbound Through – this queue can spill back to the Division Street signal

o

Southbound Left – similar to the northbound left turn, this movement as additional storage
available in the TWLT median

o

Eastbound Through – This movement queues back to the US 97/Reed Market Road ramp
terminals from time to time

Brookswood Boulevard & Powers Road – this roundabout experiences some brief but heavy queuing
on the southbound approach during the peak 15 minutes of the peak hour, but operates well below
capacity for the remainder of the 4:00-6:00 PM time interval.

Parkway Merging/Diverging Ramp Operations Analysis

Operations analysis was performed for select interchange ramp merging, diverging, and weaving segments on
the Parkway using HCM methodologies. 23 The select segments included:
•

Revere-Butler Market-Empire-Sister’s Loop Ramp in northbound direction

•

Southbound Division on-ramp & Southbound Revere off-ramp in southbound direction

•

Eastbound Reed Market to Northbound US 97 on-ramp and Westbound Reed Market to
Northbound US 97 in northbound direction

•

Revere to Colorado in both directions

Table 14 summarizes the results of this analysis for the 30 HV condition. The adopted mobility target for these
movements on the Parkway is at a V/C ratio no greater than 0.85. V/C ratios exceeding 0.85 exceed the target.
Locations where the V/C mobility standard was exceeded are shown in boldface.

23

Highway Capacity Software (HCS) 7 software and the HCM 6 methodology were used.
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Table 14: Existing 30th Highest Annual Hour Merging/Diverging/Weaving Operations (2017)
Location
US 97/Bend Parkway Southbound

Segment Type

V/C

SB Division Street Ramp
SB Revere Avenue Ramp
SB Revere Avenue Ramp
SB Colorado Avenue Ramp
SB Colorado Avenue Ramp
US 97/Bend Parkway Northbound

Merge
Diverge
Merge
Diverge
Merge

0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.90

NB Reed Market Road Ramp
NB Division Street Ramp (Reed Market)
NB Colorado Avenue Ramp
NB Colorado Avenue Ramp
NB Revere Avenue Ramp
NB Revere Avenue Ramp
NB 3rd Street Ramp
NB Butler Market Road Ramp
NB Empire Avenue Ramp
NB Empire Avenue Ramp - Sisters Loop

Merge
Merge
Diverge
Merge
Diverge
Merge
Merge
Merge
Diverge
Weaving

0.42
0.54
0.54
0.84
0.83
0.72
0.88
0.97
0.95
0.61

Bold values indicate performance fails to meet adopted mobility target.

Congestion in the southbound direction is more prevalent during the PM peak hour, with all locations analyzed
failing to meet the mobility target. Congestion in the northbound direction steadily increased from Reed Market
Road to Revere Avenue, with performance failing to meet the mobility target from 3rd Street to Empire Avenue.
Field observations, which were performed during traffic conditions closer to average annual conditions than the
30 HV, noted no congestion around these merge/diverge/weave areas. The difference between observed and
calculated conditions is likely due to the seasonal factoring applied to the actual traffic counts, with the volumes
analyzed in HCS being significantly higher (10-30%) than the field observed volumes. Also, given the mix of
expressway and arterial highway type designs on the Parkway, the HCS analysis used capacity reduction
factors associated with frontage and collector-distributor roads, which may be underestimating the amount of
available capacity.

Travel Time Reliability Analysis

Travel time reliability is a measure of the consistency in travel times over a corridor. Even in a congested
corridor, if travel times can be confidently predicted drivers can plan their trips to arrive on time. However,
where consistent travel times are less reliable, unexpected delays can make trip planning a frustrating
experience.
Travel time reliability analysis was performed using the most recent three years of available HERE data for US
97. HERE data includes crowdsourced travel time information from mobile devices on a selected corridor.
DKS analyzed travel time reliability using a planning time index for the study segments along the US 97 and
US 20/US 97 Business/SE 3rd Street. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) defines the planning time
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index as 95th percentile travel time divided by the free-flow travel time, indicating the time a driver should allow
to traverse the corridor segment while remaining on schedule 95 percent of the time. The planning time index
represents the total travel time that should be planned for, including both typical and unexpected delay. For
example, a planning time index of 1.50 means that for a trip that takes 20 minutes in light traffic a traveler
should budget a total of 30 minutes to ensure on-time arrival 95 percent of the time. The higher the index, the
less reliable the segment.
Table 15 summarizes the results of the travel time reliability analysis for the PM peak hour (4:30 PM to 5:30
PM), showing average speeds, average travel times, and the planning time index for each segment of the
corridors. The planning time indices for each segment are also illustrated in Figures 52-54, where red indicates
a high planning time index and green indicates a lower planning time index.
As expected, higher planning time indices on the US 97 study corridor occur in the north study area due to the
congested nature of the peak periods at the at-grade intersections, mainly Cooley Road and Robal Road. The
southern study area likely experiences higher planning indices on US 97 due to both the at-grade intersection
at Powers Road and the construction that has taken place over the past three years (e.g., Murphy Road
interchange) from which the HERE data was sourced. US 20/US 97 Business/SE 3rd Street generally
experiences worse travel time reliability than the Parkway, which is likely due to the frequency of driveways
and intersections along that corridor.
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Table 15: Weekday PM Peak Hour Travel Time Reliability
Seg.
No./
Name From
To
US 97/Bend Parkway Southbound
S1
Tumalo Pl
Clausen Rd
S2
Clausen Rd
US 20 Interchange
S3
US 20 Interchange
SE 3rd St Interchange
S5
SE 3rd St Interchange
Colorado Ave
S7
Colorado Ave
Reed Market Rd
S9
Reed Market Rd
Murphy Rd Interchange
S11 Murphy Rd Interchange
China Hat Rd
US 97/Bend Parkway Northbound
N11 China Hat Rd
Murphy Rd Interchange
N9
Murphy Rd Interchange
Reed Market Rd
N7
Reed Market Rd
Colorado Ave
N5
Colorado Ave
SE 3rd St Interchange
N3
SE 3rd St Interchange
US 20 Interchange
N2
US 20 Interchange
Clausen Rd
N1
Clausen Rd
Tumalo Pl.
US 20/US 97 Business/SE 3rd Street Southbound
S4
US 20 Interchange
SE 3rd St Interchange
S6
Bend Pkwy Interchange
US 20 (Greenwood Ave)
S8
US 20 (Greenwood Ave)
Reed Market Rd
S10 Reed Market Rd
Murphy Rd Interchange
US 97 Business/SE 3rd Street Northbound
N10 Murphy Rd Interchange
Reed Market Rd
N8
Reed Market Rd
US 20 (Greenwood Ave)
N6
US 20 (Greenwood Ave)
Bend Pkwy Interchange
N4
Bend Pkwy Interchange
US 20 Interchange

Posted Avg.
Speed Speed
(mph) (mph)

Average
Travel Time
(min)

Planning
Time
Index

45-65
45
45
45
45
45
45

48
24
48
45
44
37
41

4.74
2.58
1.92
2.40
1.26
2.79
0.96

1.34
3.14
1.14
1.15
1.22
1.80
1.41

45
45
45
45
45
45
45-65

42
40
47
46
45
20
54

0.96
2.50
1.18
2.31
2.00
3.15
4.12

1.27
1.43
1.08
1.13
1.06
4.24
1.26

35-45
35-45
35
35*45

23
19
16
22

3.78
3.78
5.56
3.96

2.28
2.69
2.56
2.34

35-45
35
35-45
35-45

20
18
19
26

4.4
5.16
3.73
3.97

2.68
2.90
3.15
2.09
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Figure 52
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Figure 53
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Figure 54
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Table 16 shows how travel times for larger segments of the study corridor change between free flow (i.e., a
time when no congestion is experienced) conditions and the PM peak hour. A trip through the corridor during
the PM peak hour takes an extra three minutes on average compared to non-congested times. Most of that
congestion occurs north of Colorado Avenue.
Table 16: Weekday PM Peak Hour Travel Time Summary

US 97 Segment/Direction
US 97/Bend Parkway Southbound
US 97/Bend Parkway Southbound
US 97/Bend Parkway Northbound
US 97/Bend Parkway Northbound

From
Clausen Rd
Colorado Ave
China Hat Rd
Colorado Ave

To
Colorado Ave
China Hat Rd
Colorado Ave
Clausen Rd

Free Flow
Travel Time
(min)
5.00
4.00
4.00
5.00

Average
Travel Time
(min)
6.90
5.01
4.64
7.46

Figures 55-57 show 24-hour travel time reliability measures for southbound and northbound directions. The AM
and PM peak hours tend to have less reliable travel times. Due to the congestion and crashes associated with
the peak hours, travel time is more variable, especially at the at-grade intersections. This effect is more
pronounced in the North Study Area. However, even during the peak hours, travel time reliability remains
relatively good in the Central Study Area.
Figure 55: Travel Time Reliability - North Study Area
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Figure 56: Travel Time Reliability - Central Study Area
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Figure 57: Travel Time Reliability - South Study Area
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Travel Time Correlation Analysis (New in Phase 2)

Travel time data used in the travel time reliability analysis was compared with historic collision, incident, and
weather data to identify correlations between those occurrences and impacts to travel time reliability. The study
period used for this analysis is the weekday PM peak hour (4:30-5:30 PM) for May 2015 to April 2017. For the
incident data comparison, travel times were flagged if an incident occurred along the US 97 corridor in the
study period. These incident-related travel times were averaged by segment for comparison with the baseline
average travel time (from Table 15). For the collision data comparison, a similar procedure was used to flag
collision-related travel times along the corridor during the study period. Note that collision data is not yet
available for 2017, however 2017 travel times are included in the baseline average travel times. For the
weather data comparison, daily precipitation totals were used as an indicator of poor weather that may impact
travel times. A travel time was considered weather-related if the daily precipitation totaled 0.1 inches or
greater. Average travel times related to collision, incident, and weather-related factors are summarized along
with the baseline travel times by segment in the table below, with travel times exceeding the baseline shown in
red.
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Table 17: Average Travel Time Comparison
Segment

From

To

Average Travel Time (min)
Baseline Incident Collision
Weather

US 97/Bend Parkway Southbound
S2

Clausen Rd

US 20 Interchange

2.58

2.94

2.82

2.53

S3

US 20 Interchange

SE 3rd St Interchange

1.92

2.02

1.91

1.91

S5

SE 3rd St Interchange

Colorado Ave

2.4

2.84

2.43

2.45

S7

Colorado Ave

Reed Market Rd

1.26

1.35

1.3

1.33

S9

Reed Market Rd

Murphy Rd Interchange

2.79

2.75

2.93

2.71

S11

Murphy Rd Interchange

China Hat Rd

0.96

1

1.04

0.95

US 97/Bend Parkway Northbound
N11

China Hat Rd

Murphy Rd Interchange

0.96

0.95

0.98

0.94

N9

Murphy Rd Interchange

Reed Market Rd

2.5

2.51

2.61

2.48

N7

Reed Market Rd

Colorado Ave

1.18

1.34

1.21

1.23

N5

Colorado Ave

SE 3rd St Interchange

2.31

3.03

2.91

2.91

N3

SE 3rd St Interchange

US 20 Interchange

2

2.58

2.75

2.38

N2

US 20 Interchange

Clausen Rd

3.15

4.07

4

4.15

The comparison above indicates a strong correlation between incidents or collisions and an increased travel
time average. The majority of the corridor shows a higher average travel time compared to the baseline when
an incident or collision occurred in the PM peak hour. The weather data comparison was less conclusive, as
only half of segments show higher travel times when precipitation was recorded on that day. Further
investigation into specific precipitation types (such as snow, rain, or ice) is needed to determine if any strong
correlations exist between weather patterns and travel time reliability.
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US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Future Traffic Forecast Technical Memorandum #3
This memorandum documents the process followed for forecasting future traffic volumes for the US 97
Parkway Plan Phase 2 project for the year 2040. The forecasted traffic volumes will be used in evaluation
of future conditions without proposed improvements. It should be noted that the methodologies and
model referenced in this memorandum are consistent with methods in use for the Bend Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP) update currently in progress.

1 BEND-REDMOND TRAVEL DEMAND MODEL
The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) has developed and maintains a travel demand model
that estimates daily and p.m. peak hour demand for the existing year (2010) and future year (2040)
transportation system. The travel demand model includes the surrounding communities of Bend and
Redmond and is called the Bend-Redmond Model (BRM).
The BRM includes two key structures that help estimate future traffic:
•

•

Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZs): The TAZs for the BRM typically match geographically to
either census blocks or census block groups, with some refinement due to geographic
constraints such as waterways or roadways. Each TAZ includes 2010 and projected 2040 land
use data. The TAZs are used to generate trips by mode (auto, bus, bike, and walk) for the
existing year (2010) and future year (2040).
Transportation Network: The model includes a network of links that generally represents the
major transportation system (typically collector roads and above) in the model area. Each link is
coded with attributes (e.g., speed and capacity) that approximate the function of existing
roadways (for the base year and future year) and roadway improvements for the future year.
Each TAZ is connected to links in the model at points that approximate where travelers are
expected to enter the network.

1.1 FUTURE TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
To provide a better estimate of 2040 network conditions, the 2040 “Baseline” (Financially Constrained)
model was used for the future year network. The current Financially Constrained model contains
projects from the following planning studies:
•

Bend MTP (2014 Update): The most recent completed update to the Bend MTP occurred in
2014. One of the key outcomes of the MTP is the Financially Constrained Project List. All the
projects on the 2014 MTP Financially Constrained list are included in the “Baseline” model
network. The following list includes projects that are part of the Financially Constrained project
list and have a significant impact on traffic operations on US 97. Note that the list does not
contain all MTP Financially Constrained projects, but only the projects likely to have significant
impact on the US 97 Parkway Plan Study area:
o Empire Avenue Widening (MTP Project #7): Widen Empire Avenue to 5 lanes between 3rd
Street and US 97 Northbound Ramps. Also install a signal at the US 97 Southbound Ramps.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact the traffic patterns for the US 20 southbound
to US 97 southbound movement.
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o

o

o
o
o

o

o
o

•

Empire Avenue Extension (MTP Project #8): Extend Empire Avenue from Purcell Boulevard
to 27th Street.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact traffic at the Empire Avenue and US 97
interchange ramp terminals.
Murphy Road Extension (MTP Project #11): Extend Murphy Road from Brosterhous Road to
15th Avenue.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact the traffic at the Murphy Road and US 97
interchange.
US 97/Cooley Road Area Improvements (MTP Project #12): Assumed to include grade
separation of US 97 at Cooley Road, with signalized connections.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact US 97 at Cooley Road.
Empire Avenue/US 97 Northbound Ramp widening (MTP Project #13): Widen US 97
northbound off-ramp at Empire Avenue to two lanes.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact the traffic on US 97 at Empire Avenue.
North Frontage Road (MTP Project #17): New two-lane frontage road from Murphy Road to
Powers Road. Assumed to include closure of the Badger Road and Pinebrook Boulevard
Right-In/Right-Out.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact traffic operations on US 97.
South Frontage Road (MTP Project #18): New two-lane frontage road from Murphy Road to
Ponderosa Street.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact the traffic at the Murphy Road and US 97
interchange.
US 97/Murphy Road Interchange Ramps (MTP Project #25): Northbound on-ramp and
southbound off-ramp.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact traffic operations on US 97.
US 20 Widening (MTP Project #42): Add second southbound lane between Cooley Road and
3rd Street.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact travel demand on US 97 southbound.

Bend Urban Growth Boundary Expansion: The Bend Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) was
expanded in 2016. As part of the UGB expansion process several projects were added to the
Bend Transportation System Plan (TSP). These projects are considered part to the Financially
Constrained Project list for the City of Bend and are therefore included in the “Baseline”
scenario. The following list includes projects that are part of the Financially Constrained project
list and would significantly impact traffic operations on US 97. Note that list does not contain all
projects from the Bend TSP Amendment, but only the projects likely to have significant impact
on the US 97 Parkway Plan Study area:
o China Hat Road Widening (#S-1): Widen China Hat Road from two to three lanes from US 97
to Mountain High Drive.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact demand at the China Hat access to US 97.

Again, note that the “Baseline” Scenario used for the Bend MTP/TSP update currently underway is the
same scenario that will be used as the future “No-Build” scenario for the US 97 Bend Parkway Project.
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1.2 PROJECTED LAND USE CHANGES
Land use is a crucial factor in forecasting future transportation demand. The amount of land that is to be
developed, the type and scale (housing units or number of employees) of the land uses, and how the
land uses are arranged within the model area has a direct impact on the future system.
Projected land uses were developed for the model area with the general development patterns based
on the Comprehensive Plan designations for the City of Bend. The overall growth in land uses was
applied to individual TAZs with detailed input and review from staff at agencies within the region as part
of the Bend MTP/TSP Update process, incorporating the land use forecasts developed as part of the
Integrated Land Use and Transportation Plan (ILUTP) created during the UGB expansion process. These
population and employment assumptions form the basis for the BRM model used in forecasting.

1.3 GROWTH WITHIN IN THE BEND-REDMOND AREA
The projected household and employment growth between 2010 and 2040 within the Bend MPO area is
shown in Figures 1 and 2. Note that this growth is identical to the growth assumed for the Bend
MTP/TSP update currently underway.
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Figure 1: Household Growth (2010-2040)
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Figure 2: Employment Growth (2010-2040)
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1.4 POST PROCESSING AND MODEL APPLICATION
The year 2010 and year 2040 model assignments were prepared and provided by ODOT. Limited
additional minor network refinements were applied during the forecasting process to add detail to
account for local connectivity and circulation patterns, particularly in the vicinity of project study
intersections. Adding the new network detail helps refine local circulation within the study area without
affecting routing in the overall regional model. Modifications include:
•

Adjusting the connector for TAZ 541 to provide access to O.B Riley Road as well as 3rd Street, to
better represent the access around the O.B. Riley Road and 3rd Street project study
intersection.

The existing (2017) counts were collected during a time-period that coincided exactly with the Average
Weekday in Bend (mid-April of 2017). These counts were then seasonally factored to the 30th Highest
Hour (30HV) for the existing conditions analysis, as described in detail in the Existing Conditions
memorandum. 1 These factors ranged from approximately 11% in the north to around 30% in the south.
Recreational traffic has been increasing rapidly in Bend. The proposed approach deviates from the
typical procedure used by TPAU, which is to develop 30HV volumes from the counts, then post-process
the future turn forecasts off the 30HV turn volumes using link growth from the regional model. As the
regional model represents average weekday traffic, the typical processing method essentially assumes
that the seasonal (recreational in Bend) portion of the traffic will remain the same as it is today. To
account for some potential future growth in recreational traffic, a different approach was used. The
volume forecasting was first completed for the average weekday volumes, then the seasonal factors
developed in the Existing Conditions memorandum1 were applied to the future forecasts, thereby
applying the seasonal factor not only to the count, but to the post-processed growth increment
generated by the travel demand model (which is an average weekday volume) as well.
PM peak hour link model volumes were extracted from the model for both the base year (2010) and
forecast year (2040) scenarios. A “post processing” technique following NCHRP 765 Methodology was
used to refine link level model travel demand to average weekday turn movement forecasts (Appendix
B). The average weekday forecasts were then manually adjusted to reflect local circulation impacts and
balanced across the network (Appendix C – adjustments, Appendix D – final average weekday volumes).
Seasonal factors (Appendix E) developed during Phase 1 of the project were then applied to the average
weekday 2040 turn movement forecasts (Appendix F). Final balancing adjustments (Appendix G) were
then applied to the now 30HV forecasts, resulting in the final 30HV volume forecasts (Appendix H –
volume table, Appendix A – volume figure).

1

Technical Memorandum #2 Existing Conditions, October 30, 2018
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The purpose of this memorandum is to describe “No Build” transportation conditions in the year 2040
for US 97 and the adjacent city street network through Bend. This builds off previous tasks by applying
many of the same analysis methods and performance measures used to describe existing conditions
(see Technical Memorandum #2) to the forecasted traffic volumes for the year 2040 (see Technical
Memorandum #3).
A summary of the key findings from this memorandum is provided below, with further information
included in the subsequent sections.

1.0 SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
1.1 FUTURE TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
•
•

•
•

The regional travel demand model indicates high growth throughout the project limits, with
especially high growth at the north and south ends of the analysis area.
High level travel demand model analysis indicates that the 2040 travel demand on US 97 will
exceed the peak hour capacity, while all major east-west connections within the project limits
will also operate near or over capacity.
Daily demand to peak hour capacity analysis indicates likely trip diversion due to congestion on
US 97, Empire Boulevard, and Reed Market Road.
Travel pattern analysis using the Bend-Redmond travel demand model shows that on average
43% of trips on US 97 in Bend in 2040 are local trips (begin and end in Bend) within the city and
another 47% of trips using US 97 have either an origin or destination in Bend. This is generally
consistent with findings for existing conditions, except for the segment south of Badger Road
where the percent of local trips on US 97 increases dramatically (21% to 41%) due to future
growth in the southeast UGB expansion area. On average, only 10% of trips on US 97 are
through trips, meaning they start and end outside of Bend.

1.2 MULTIMODAL ANALYSIS
•

•

•

In the future 2040 No Build scenario, the only planned improvement that would significantly
change the Bicycle LTS findings from existing conditions is the new traffic signal on Empire
Boulevard at the US 97 Southbound Ramp Terminal. Signalization of this intersection would
improve the estimated level of traffic stress from Low (LTS 2) to Lowest (LTS 1).
There are no physically separate bicycle facilities planned for the US 97 mainline and travel
speeds are assumed to remain high. Therefore, the Bicycle LTS on the mainline will continue to
be high.
The only planned improvement by 2040 that would significantly change the Pedestrian LTS
findings from existing conditions is the new traffic signal on Empire Boulevard at the US 97
Southbound Ramp Terminal. This crossing was rated as having a High (LTS 4) level of traffic
stress under existing conditions but improves to a Low (LTS 2) level of traffic stress with
signalized control.
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•

•

•
•

The other three intersections found to have a High Pedestrian level of traffic stress under
existing conditions will continue to have high levels of traffic stress under the 2040 No Build
condition. These include: 3rd Street/ US 97 Northbound Ramp, Baker Road/ US 97 Southbound
Ramps, and Knott Road/ US 97 Northbound Ramps.
In addition to these, the Pedestrian LTS worsens from Medium (LTS 3) to High (LTS 4) at the
intersection of Colorado Avenue/ US 97 Northbound Ramps due to an increase in traffic
volumes at this unsignalized crossing.
The 2040 No Build assessment of Pedestrian LTS on the US 97 mainline is unchanged from
existing conditions, with levels of stress ranging from Medium to High.
An analysis of US 97 crossing needs for people walking and biking that included factors such as
the current quality of crossings (e.g., level of traffic stress), distance between crossing
opportunities, potential demand resulting from adjacent land uses, crash history, and alignment
with the City’s low-stress network has identified a number of strategic locations for
improvements that would provide low-stress crossings in the corridor at an average spacing of
less than ½-mile.

1.3 SAFETY ANALYSIS
•

A predictive crash analysis was performed using Highway Safety Manual Part C procedures to
determine a baseline crash frequency for comparison with future safety improvement
alternatives.

•

A comparison of expected crashes under 2040 No Build conditions and existing conditions
indicated a growth in crash frequencies by 20% for locations where the only change between
existing and future conditions is traffic volumes.

1.4 CORRIDOR OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
•

Nearly all Parkway and non-Parkway study intersections fail to meet mobility targets in 2040.
Most of the intersections not only fail to meet mobility targets, but also fail to provide sufficient
capacity to serve the forecasted volume.

•

The Cooley Road Interim Improvements at US 97 identified in the 2014 MTP Update meet
mobility targets through 2025 and provide sufficient capacity to serve the forecasted demand
through 2035. A southbound right turn lane at the northern Cooley Road and US 97 intersection
would likely allow the Interim Improvements to serve the future 2040 demand.

•

The US 97 and Robal Road intersection provides less than 70% of the capacity needed to serve
the 2040 demand.

•

The US 97/Empire Boulevard/US 20/3rd Street area experiences large volume growth, and the
improvements for this area included in the 2014 MTP update do not provide nearly enough
capacity for the forecasted demand.
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•

The portions of the Parkway south of Empire Boulevard are only able to serve approximately
83% of the forecasted seasonal demand, based on simulation results.

•

The capacity failures at the Reed Market interchange ramp terminals appear to cause the largest
bottleneck in the system, generating long queues for both northbound and southbound US 97.
The capacity failures at the ramp terminals are accelerated by capacity constraints at the 3rd
Street and Reed Market intersection.

•

The Powers Road intersection fails to provide sufficient capacity for the northbound and
southbound movements on US 97.

•

All right-in/right-out intersections queue extensively on the minor street approaches.

•

Congestion at all interchange ramp merging, diverging, and weaving areas on the Parkway will
worsen by 2040. In fact, 10 of the 15 mainline/ramp junctions analyzed are projected to have
insufficient capacity to serve the traffic demand. This could result in more bottleneck locations
on the Parkway mainline, diversion of traffic to adjacent city streets, and an increased duration
of congestion.

•

In the northbound direction, the stretch of interchange ramp merging and diverging areas on
the Parkway mainline failing to meet the adopted mobility target will extend from the Colorado
Avenue on-ramp to the Empire Boulevard off-ramp.

•

In the southbound direction, all analyzed interchange ramp merging and diverging areas on the
Parkway mainline from Division Street to Colorado Avenue will fail to meet the adopted mobility
target.

1.5 TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
•

In general, travel time reliability will get worse for most segments on the US 97 corridor when
comparing existing to future no build conditions. Key locations that showed significant
deterioration in the future include Clausen Road to Cooley Road, Robal Road to the US 20
interchange, and Hawthorne Avenue to the Colorado Avenue interchange.

•

Corridor travel times on US 97 are projected to increase by as much as 25 minutes throughout
the PM peak period by the year 2040.
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2.0 FUTURE TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
The 2040 No Build transportation network includes several planned improvement projects within and
surrounding the study area. These projects were taken from recent planning studies and combined to
create a “Financially Constrained” transportation network, which will be the baseline from which to
compare improvement alternatives. A summary of planned improvements included in the 2040 No Build
network that could significantly impact travel within the US 97 study corridor is provided below. 1
Source: Bend MTP (2014 Update)
•

Empire Boulevard Widening (MTP Project #7): Widen Empire Boulevard to 5 lanes
between 3rd Street and US 97 Northbound Ramps. Also install a signal at the US 97
Southbound Ramps.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact the traffic patterns for the US 20
southbound to US 97 southbound movement.

•

Empire Boulevard Extension (MTP Project #8): Extend Empire Boulevard from Purcell
Boulevard to 27th Street.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact traffic at the Empire Boulevard and US 97
interchange ramp terminals.

•

Murphy Road Extension (MTP Project #11): Extend Murphy Road from Brosterhous
Road to 15th Avenue.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact the traffic at the Murphy Road and US 97
interchange.

•

US 97/Cooley Road Area Improvements (MTP Project #12): Assumed to include grade
separation of US 97 at Cooley Road, with signalized connections.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact US 97 at Cooley Road.

•

Empire Boulevard/US 97 Northbound Ramp widening (MTP Project #13): Widen US 97
northbound off-ramp at Empire Boulevard to two lanes.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact the traffic on US 97 at Empire Boulevard.

•

North Frontage Road (MTP Project #17): New two-lane frontage road from Murphy
Road to Powers Road. Assumed to include closure of the Badger Road and Pinebrook
Boulevard Right-In/Right-Out.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact traffic operations on US 97.

•

South Frontage Road (MTP Project #18): New two-lane frontage road from Murphy
Road to Ponderosa Street.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact the traffic at the Murphy Road and US 97
interchange.

•

1

US 97/Murphy Road Interchange Ramps (MTP Project #25): Northbound on-ramp and
southbound off-ramp.

Note: This list of improvements was also provided in Tech Memo #3.
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Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact traffic operations on US 97.
•

US 20 Widening (MTP Project #42): Add second southbound lane between Cooley Road
and 3rd Street.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact travel demand on US 97 southbound.

Source: Bend Urban Growth Boundary Expansion (2016)
•

China Hat Road Widening (#S-1): Widen China Hat Road from two to three lanes from
US 97 to Mountain High Drive.
Impacts to Study Area: This project will impact demand at the China Hat access to US 97.

Again, note that the “Baseline” model scenario used for the Bend MTP/TSP update currently underway
is the same scenario that will be used as the future “No Build” scenario for the US 97 Bend Parkway
Project. The projects included in this scenario are also the current Bend MTP Financially Constrained
Project List.
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3.0 TRAFFIC VOLUME
This section describes motor vehicle traffic volume characteristics along US 97 under future conditions
(2040).

3.1 PEAK HOUR TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Future traffic volumes were forecasted for the year 2040 using the Bend-Redmond Travel Demand
Model. The future forecasting methodology and intersection turn movement volumes can be found in
the Future Traffic Forecast Technical Memorandum. 2 In the Existing Conditions Memorandum, the peak
hour of traffic was identified to occur from about 4:30 PM to 5:30 PM.

3.2 DEMAND COMPARISON
A high-level regional demand analysis was performed using the Bend-Redmond Model (BRM). The
analysis included the following measures:
•
•
•

Percent change in PM peak hour demand from 2010 (the model base year) to 2040
(Figures 1-3)
Peak hour demand to capacity ratios for 2010 and 2040 (Figures 4-9)
Daily demand to peak hour capacity ratios for 2010 and 2040 (Figures 10-15)

The percent change in PM peak hour demand from 2010 to 2040 shows the roadways in Bend with the
highest growth. Note that roadways either constructed between 2010 and 2018 (present day) or added
to the model as projects from the MTP Financially Constrained list show as >300% growth. Throughout
the area, there is significant growth in travel demand. The north and south study areas see the largest
trip growth, in part due to the expected growth in housing and employment in areas brought into the
Bend Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) in 2016. The central study area sees a lower level of trip growth,
with some links barely changing between 2010 and 2040.
A peak hour demand to capacity ratio above 0.9 indicates likely capacity failures at intersections along a
corridor. Under 2010 conditions, most of the system operates below a demand to capacity ratio of 0.7,
essentially indicating that the key corridors within the project limits will experience only minor delays
during the PM peak hour. During the 2040 PM peak hour, the demand volumes exceed the hourly
capacity in numerous areas. Large segments of the Parkway are congested with high demand-tocapacity ratios. This is particularly pronounced in the central study area, with congestion on the Parkway
and other key routes in the city. At least some portion of every east-west connection across US 97
within the project limits has a location where the demand either approaches or exceeds the capacity.
The daily demand to peak hour capacity ratio is a rough measure of the level of congestion. It is a way to
estimate peak spreading on a road system and is considered a higher planning level rating of the level of
congestion as compared to duration of congestion or queuing. 3 The daily demand to peak hour capacity
ratios indicate locations where traffic is likely to shift to an alternate route (if available) to avoid
2
3

US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2 Technical Memorandum #3 – Future Traffic Forecast, September 2018.
Analysis Procedures Manual Version 2 - Chapter 9, July 2018.
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congestion or that the duration of the congested period may increase. A typical daily demand to
capacity could range to as high as 12. A demand to capacity ratio greater than 12 indicates that the peak
hour demand will likely exceed the capacity, and therefore shift to an alternate route, or that the
duration of congestion may extend beyond the peak hour into multiple hours.
Figures displaying the daily demand to peak hour capacity ratios for 2010 and 2040 can be seen below.
The figures below are based on the Bend-Redmond travel demand model volumes and capacities and
therefore, cover an area much larger than the plan study area. Given this approach, the extent of the
issues may be understated. Further analysis, as described in the corridor operations analysis section
(section 6.0), will describe the extent of the congestion issues in more detail. Under 2010 conditions,
only Empire Boulevard between US 20 and US 97 shows an indication of PM peak hour diversion to
alternate routes (likely Butler Market Road). Under 2040 conditions, numerous locations on US 97 show
daily demand to peak hour capacity ratios greater than 12. Empire Boulevard and Reed Market Road are
two key east-west corridors most likely to divert PM peak hour demand to other routes.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Figure 11
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Figure 12
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Figure 13
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3.3 REGIONAL TRAVEL PATTERNS
An analysis was performed to determine what percentage of trips using US 97 originate or terminate in
a local destination in Bend or a regional destination. The 2040 Bend-Redmond travel demand model was
used to estimate the distribution of trips using US 97 at four locations along the corridor. Table 1 breaks
down the corridor usage by trips that begin and end in Bend, trips that either originate or terminate in
Bend, and trips that begin and end outside of Bend 4.
Table 1: US 97 Corridor Travel Patterns Comparing Existing Conditions to 2040 No Build Conditions
Location
US 97/Bend Parkway Southbound
South of US 20 interchange
South of Revere Ave interchange
South of Truman Ave
South of Badger Rd
US 97/Bend Parkway Northbound
South of US 20 interchange
South of Revere Ave interchange
South of Truman Ave
South of Badger Rd

Begin and End in
Bend 2040 / (2010)

Begin or End in
Bend 2040 / (2010)

Begin and End Outside
Bend 2040 / (2010)

41% / (40%)
56% / (53%)
58% / (54%)
42% / (21%)

48% / (50%)
35% / (38%)
33% / (37%)
41% / (60%)

11% / (10%)
9% / (9%)
9% / (9%)
17% / (19%)

34% / (27%)
54% / (55%)
57% / (52%)
41% / (21%)

59% / (65%)
38% / (36%)
32% / (36%)
41% / (59%)

7% / (8%)
8% / (9%)
11% / (12%)
18% / (20%)

The travel pattern analysis shows that on average 43% of trips on US 97 in Bend in 2040 are local trips
within the city and 47% of trips using US 97 have either an origin or destination in Bend. Of particular
note, the percent of local trips (begin and end in Bend) on US 97 south of Badger Road increases
dramatically (21% to 41%) due to future growth in the southeast UGB expansion area. On average, only
10% of trips on US 97 are through trips, meaning they start and end outside of Bend.

The 2040 Bend urban growth boundary was used for the purpose of identifying trips that begin and/or end in
Bend.

4
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4.0 MULTIMODAL ANALYSIS
This section includes an overview of the future state of the bicycle and pedestrian facilities along the
study corridor. The multimodal analysis focuses on the Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) experienced by
people walking and biking, as was done under existing conditions. Again, the LTS analysis was applied
only to the mainline of the US 97 corridor and key crossing locations.

4.1 BICYCLE LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS ASSESSMENT
In the future 2040 No Build scenario, the only planned improvement that would significantly change the
Bicycle LTS findings from existing conditions is the new traffic signal on Empire Boulevard at the US 97
Southbound Ramp Terminal. Under existing conditions, it was found that the unsignalized crossings
generally experienced higher levels of traffic stress. Signalization of Empire Boulevard at the US 97
Southbound Ramp Terminal would improve the estimated level of traffic stress at this location from Low
(LTS 2) to Lowest (LTS 1).
There are no physically separate bicycle facilities planned for the US 97 mainline and travel speeds are
assumed to remain high. Therefore, the Bicycle LTS on the mainline will continue to be high.
Figures 16-18 show the Bicycle LTS projected for the US 97 mainline and key crossing locations under
2040 No Build conditions.
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Figure 16
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Figure 17
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4.2 PEDESTRIAN LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS ASSESSMENT
As with the Bicycle LTS analysis, the only planned improvement by 2040 is the new traffic signal on
Empire Boulevard at the US 97 Southbound Ramp Terminal. This crossing was rated as having a High
(LTS 4) level of traffic stress under existing conditions but improves to a Low level of traffic stress with
signalized control. The other three intersections found to have a high level of traffic stress under existing
conditions will continue to have high levels of traffic stress under the 2040 No Build condition. These
include: 3rd Street/ US 97 Northbound Ramp, Baker Road/ US 97 Southbound Ramps, and Knott Road/
US 97 Northbound Ramps.
In addition to these, the Pedestrian LTS worsens from Medium (LTS 3) to High at the intersection of
Colorado Avenue/ US 97 Northbound Ramps due to an increase in traffic volumes at this unsignalized
crossing.
Under existing conditions, the US 97 mainline was noted being a Medium to High stress pedestrian
environment. There are no planned improvements along the US 97 mainline that would lessen levels of
traffic stress experienced by people walking and the Pedestrian LTS analysis methodology for street
segments is unaffected by traffic volume. Therefore, the 2040 No Build assessment of Pedestrian LTS on
the US 97 mainline is unchanged from existing conditions.
Figures 19-21 show the Pedestrian LTS projected for the US 97 mainline and key crossing locations under
2040 No Build conditions.
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Figure 19
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Figure 20
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Figure 21
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4.3 PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE CROSSING IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES
A separate Bicycle and Pedestrian Working Group comprised of ODOT and City of Bend staff has
provided supplemental analysis focused on the need for more high-quality crossing opportunities along
US 97 for people walking and biking. This analysis included factors such as the current quality of
crossings (e.g., level of traffic stress), distance between crossing opportunities, potential demand
resulting from adjacent land uses, crash history, and alignment with the City’s low-stress network.
Tables 2 and 3 show the results of this analysis, documenting locations for crossing enhancements
related to existing crossing locations and new crossing locations, respectively. The crossing
enhancements locations were broken down into two tier levels: Tier 1 locations are considered higher
priority and Tier 2 projects, while still important, are considered lower priority. All new crossings are
assumed to be grade-separated (i.e., they would cross over or under US 97).
Table 2: Tier 1 and 2 Locations for Improving Existing US 97 Pedestrian & Bicycle Crossings
Study Area
North

Central

Tier 1 Investment Locations
Empire Blvd

Tier 2 Investment Locations
Robal Rd

Cooley Rd
Butler Market Rd

Revere Ave

Olney Ave

Greenwood Ave

Wilson Ave

Franklin Ave
Reed Market Rd

South

Canal/Garfield Ave

Powers Rd

Baker Rd/Knott Rd

Murphy Rd

Table 3: Tier 1 and 2 Locations for Creating New US 97 Pedestrian & Bicycle Crossings
Study Area

Tier 1 Investment Locations

North

(none)

Central

Hawthorne Ave

South

Tier 2 Investment Locations

Badger Rd/Pinebrook Blvd
China Hat Rd

The proposed investments in existing and new pedestrian and bicycle crossing improvements would
result in the low-stress crossing spacing detailed in Table 4.
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Table 4: Pedestrian & Bicycle Low-Stress Crossing Spacing on US 97 Resulting from Investments in Existing and New
Crossing Improvements
Study Area
North

Central

South

Cross Street 1

Cross Street 2

Distance (ft)

Distance (mi)

Cooley Rd

Robal Rd

2,620

0.50

Robal Rd

Empire Blvd

4,545

0.86

Empire Blvd

Butler Market Rd

4,510

0.85

Butler Market Rd

Underwood Ave

3,170

0.60

Underwood Ave

Revere Ave

1,170

0.22

Revere Ave

Olney Ave

1,045

0.20

Olney Ave

Greenwood Ave

1,775

0.34

Greenwood Ave

Hawthorne Ave

735

0.14

Hawthorne Ave

Franklin Ave

730

0.14

Franklin Ave

Colorado Ave

1,610

0.30

Colorado Ave

Aune Rd

590

0.11

Aune Rd

Wilson Ave

1,980

0.38

Wilson Ave

Reed Market Rd

2,380

0.45

Reed Market Rd

Canal/ Garfield Ave

1,630

0.31

Canal/Garfield Ave

Powers Rd

2,820

0.53

Powers Rd

Badger Rd/Pinebrook Blvd

2,275

0.43

Badger Rd/Pinebrook Blvd

Murphy Rd

1,480

0.28

Murphy Rd

China Hat Rd

4,380

0.83

China Hat Rd

Baker Rd/Knott Rd

6,410

1.21

Figures 22-24 illustrate the resulting low-stress pedestrian and bicycle crossing spacing assuming all
investments in existing and new facilities are made (consistent with Table 4).
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Figure 22
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Figure 23
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Figure 24
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5.0 SAFETY ANALYSIS
To establish a future 2040 baseline from which to compare the effectiveness of alternatives, the same
predictive crash analysis (Highway Safety Manual Part C) performed under existing conditions was
performed for the 2040 No Build condition. Predictive methods are used to assess safety performance at
the intersection, segment, or interchange level and are effective for a comparison of future alternatives.
“Predicted” crash frequency was calculated for all locations, including those where additional geometry
changes were assumed under the 2040 No Build conditions. “Expected” crash frequency was calculated
at locations where the only change under 2040 No Build conditions is traffic volumes 5. The difference
between these two methods is that the expected crash frequency utilizes historical crash data, whereas
the predictive crash frequency does not.

5.1 ANALYSIS RESULTS
Since the predicted crash frequencies will be used for comparison of future alternatives, predicted crash
frequency by crash severity (fatal and injury, property damage only, and total crashes) is presented in
the tables below for the 2040 No Build condition. These values have little meaning on their own and will
be most useful for comparison with future alternative conditions for evaluation of potential safety
improvements. Note that intersections US 97/Pinebrook Boulevard and US 97/Badger Road are not
included in the 2040 No Build analysis because they are assumed to be closed in the future.

At locations where the AADT volume exceeds the maximum value in the HSM Calculation spreadsheet for urban
arterials the maximum AADT value was used instead. The locations where this occurred and the actual AADT are
noted in the appendix.

5
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Table 5: 2040 No Build Predicted Crashes on US 97 – Segments
Study Site

Segment MP

Clausen Rd to South Cooley Rd Intersection
South Cooley Rd Intersection to Robal Rd
Robal Rd to Nels Anderson Pl
Nels Anderson Pl to US 20 off ramp
Empire Blvd ramp to Butler Market Rd ramp
Butler Market Rd ramp to Revere Blvd ramp
Revere Ave ramp to Lafayette Ave
Lafayette Ave to Hawthorne Ave
Hawthorne Ave to Colorado Ave ramp
Colorado Ave ramp to Truman Ave
Truman Ave to Reed Market Rd ramp
Reed Market Rd ramp to Reed Ln
Reed Ln to Powers Rd
Powers Rd to Badger Rd
Badger Rd to Pinebrook Blvd
Pinebrook Blvd to Murphy Rd ramp
Murphy Rd ramp to Ponderosa St/China Hat Rd
Ponderosa St/China Hat Rd to MP 142.52
MP 142.52 to Baker Rd/Knott Rd ramp

133.9-134.35
134.35-134.6
134.6-134.75
134.75-134.92
35.77-135.92
136.81-136.96
137.32-137.53
137.53-137.8
137.8-137.97
138.4-138.75
138.75-138.85
139.43-139.68
139.68-139.97
139.97-140.3
140.3-140.52
140.52-140.72
142.02-142.24
142.24-142.52
142.52-143.1
Totals

Predicted Crashes per Year
Property
Fatal and
Damage
Injury
Only
0.7
2.1
0.6
1.8
0.4
1.3
0.4
1.3
0.4
1.2
0.4
1.2
0.6
1.8
0.8
2.2
0.5
1.4
0.9
2.8
0.4
1.1
0.5
1.3
0.6
1.7
0.5
1.3
0.3
0.9
0.6
1.6
0.6
1.4
0.5
1.3
1.1
2.9
10.8
30.6

Total
2.8
2.4
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
2.4
3
1.9
3.7
1.5
1.8
2.3
1.8
1.2
2.2
2
1.8
4
41.4

Table 6: 2040 No Build Predicted Crashes on US 97 – Intersections
Study Site

Location

US 97/North Cooley Rd Intersection
US 97/South Cooley Rd Intersection
US 97/Robal Rd
US 97/Nels Anderson Pl
US 97/Lafayette Ave
US 97/Hawthorne Ave
US 97/Truman Ave
US 97/Reed Ln
US 97/Powers Rd
US 97/Ponderosa St/China Hat Rd

MP 133.95
MP 134.35
MP 134.6
MP 134.75
MP 137.53
MP 137.8
MP 138.75
MP 139.68
MP 139.97
MP 142.24
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Totals

Predicted Crashes per Year
Property
Fatal and
Damage
Injury
Only
2.2
5.2
1.8
3.8
3.4
6.1
1
1.4
0.4
0.8
0.7
1.8
0.8
1.8
0.7
1.4
5.6
10.5
1.2
1.6
17.8
34.4

Total
7.4
5.6
9.5
2.4
1.2
2.5
2.6
2.1
16.1
2.8
52.2
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Table 7: 2040 No Build Predicted Crashes on US 97 – Interchanges
Study Site

Segment MP

US 20 Interchange
Empire Blvd Interchange
Butler Market Rd/US 20 Interchange
Revere Ave Interchange
Colorado Ave Interchange
Reed Market Rd Interchange
Murphy Rd Interchange
Baker Rd/Knott Rd Interchange

134.92-135.13
135.13-135.77
135.92-136.81
136.96-137.32
137.97-138.4
138.85-139.43
140.72-142.02
143.1-143.7
Totals

Predicted Crashes per Year
Property
Fatal and
Damage
Injury
Only
4.1
6.4
11.5
16.4
7.5
14.1
13.5
19
9.3
14.4
7.6
12.7
2
3.1
4.1
7.3
59.6
93.4

Total
10.5
27.9
21.6
32.5
23.7
20.3
5.1
11.4
153

Overall, about 246 crashes per year were predicted for US 97 through Bend (88 fatal or injury, 158
property damage only). This finding, along with the above tables, will be used to evaluate future
alternatives to improve safety on the entire US 97 corridor in Bend. Note that the expected crash
frequencies for existing conditions presented in the Existing Conditions memorandum should not be
compared to the 2040 No Build predicted crashes, as they are based on different methodologies.
2040 No Build conditions can be compared back to existing conditions for some locations where only
traffic volumes are assumed to change (i.e., no infrastructure improvements are made) using the
“excess expected crash frequency” measure. This metric compares the difference between expected
(uses historic crash data) and predicted (uses predictive model only) crash frequency for a study site
under specific conditions. A positive excess expected crash frequency indicates that a site’s crash
frequency is greater than comparable sites and safety countermeasures may be needed. If the measure
is negative, this indicates the crash frequency at the site is less than comparable sites. The following
tables show the expected crashes per year and excess expected crash frequency for each site where
traffic volumes are the only characteristic that changes under 2040 No Build conditions. It should be
noted that the only locations to have a higher (positive) excess expected crash frequency are US 97 at
Hawthorne Avenue and Lafayette Avenue. In addition, the change between excess expected crash
frequency for 2040 No Build and existing conditions is provided.
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Table 8: 2040 No Build Expected Crashes on US 97 – Segments

Study Site

Segment MP

Robal Rd to Nels Anderson Pl
Nels Anderson Pl to US 20 off
ramp
Empire Blvd ramp to Butler
Market Rd ramp
Butler Market Rd ramp to
Revere Blvd ramp
Revere Ave ramp to
Lafayette Ave
Lafayette Ave to Hawthorne
Ave
Hawthorne Ave to Colorado
Ave ramp
Colorado Ave ramp to
Truman Ave
Truman Ave to Reed Market
Rd ramp
Reed Market Rd ramp to
Reed Ln
Reed Ln to Powers Rd
Powers Rd to Badger Rd
Badger Rd to Pinebrook Blvd
Murphy Rd ramp to
Ponderosa St/China Hat Rd
Ponderosa St/China Hat Rd
to MP 142.52
MP 142.52 to Baker
Rd/Knott Rd ramp

134.6-134.75

Expected Crashes per
Year (2040)
Fatal Property
and
Damage Total
Injury Only
0.3
0.9
1.2

134.75-134.92

0.2

0.6

35.77-135.92

0.4

136.81-136.96

-0.5

Change in
Excess
Expected Crash
Frequency
(2040-2010)
-0.4

0.8

-0.9

-0.5

1.1

1.5

-0.1

-0.2

0.2

0.6

0.8

-0.8

-0.4

137.32-137.53

0.3

0.9

1.2

-1.2

-0.2

137.53-137.8

0.2

0.6

0.8

-2.2

-0.2

137.8-137.97

0.3

0.9

1.2

-0.7

-0.1

138.4-138.75

0.3

0.6

0.9

-2.8

-1

138.75-138.85

0.2

0.6

0.8

-0.7

-0.4

139.43-139.68

0.2

0.6

0.8

-1

-0.5

139.68-139.97
139.97-140.3
140.3-140.52

0.3
0.2
0.2

0.8
0.6
0.5

1.1
0.8
0.7

-1.2
-1
-0.5

-0.6
-0.5
-0.3

142.02-142.24

0.4

0.9

1.3

-0.7

-0.3

142.24-142.52

0.3

0.8

1.1

-0.7

-0.3

142.52-143.1

0.5

1.2

1.7

-2.3

-1

4.5

12.2

16.7

-17.3

-6.9

Totals

*negative values indicate site has a lower crash frequency than other comparable sites
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Table 9: 2040 No Build Expected Crashes on US 97 – Intersections
Expected Crashes per
Year (2040)
Study Site
Location
Fatal Property
and
Damage Total
Injury Only
US 97/Robal Rd
MP 134.6
3.2
5.3
8.5
US 97/Nels Anderson Pl
MP 134.75 0.7
0.9
1.6
US 97/Lafayette Ave
MP 137.53 0.7
1.2
1.9
US 97/Hawthorne Ave
MP 137.8
1.3
3.3
4.6
US 97/Truman Ave
MP 138.75 0.5
1
1.5
US 97/Reed Ln
MP 139.68 0.6
1.2
1.8
US 97/Powers Rd
MP 139.97 3.9
6.8
10.7
US 97/Ponderosa St/China Hat Rd MP 142.24 1
1.3
2.3
Totals 11.9
21
32.9
*negative values indicate site has a lower crash frequency than other comparable sites

Excess
Expected
Crash
Frequency
(2040) *
-1
-0.8
0.7
2.1
-1.1
-0.3
-5.4
-0.5
-6.3

Table 10: 2040 No Build Expected Crashes on US 97 – Interchanges
Expected Crashes per
Year (2040)
Study Site

Segment MP

Fatal
and
Injury

Property
Damage
Only

Total

US 20 Interchange
Butler Market Rd/US 20 Interchange
Revere Ave Interchange
Colorado Ave Interchange
Reed Market Rd Interchange
Baker Rd/Knott Rd Interchange

134.92-135.13
135.92-136.81
136.96-137.32
137.97-138.4
138.85-139.43
143.1-143.7
Totals

1.8
4.9
6.3
3.2
4.9
3.5
24.6

2.5
6.6
10
5.5
6.9
5.8
37.3

4.3
11.5
16.3
8.7
11.8
9.3
61.9

*negative values indicate site has a lower crash frequency than other comparable sites

Change in Excess
Expected Crash
Frequency
(2040-2010)
-2.7
0.2
0.1
-0.1
-0.7
-0.3
-4.3
-0.5
-8.3

Excess
Expected
Crash
Frequency
(2040) *
-6.2
-10.1
-16.2
-15
-8.5
-2.1
-58.1

Change in
Excess
Expected
Crash
Frequency
(2040-2010)
-2.4
-16
-18.6
-19.6
-11.5
-3.7
-71.8

The overall expected crashes for the portion of US 97 in Bend where no geometric changes occur under
2040 No Build conditions are 112 crashes (41 fatal or injury, 71 property damage only). The same
portion of US 97 had 95 expected crashes (34 fatal or injury, 61 property damage only) under existing
conditions. As volumes increase, crash frequencies will also increase; in this case the growth in crashes is
about 18%. The excess expected crash frequency for 2040 No Build conditions is mostly negative, which
means that the crash frequency at the study sites generally have a lower crash frequency than
comparable sites.
Even though both expected and predicted crash frequencies increased under future conditions due to
an increase in traffic volumes, the excess expected crash frequency (difference between expected and
predicted) decreased. This indicates that the sites will continue to have a lower crash frequency than
comparable sites under 2040 No Build conditions. At locations with larger changes in excess expected
crash frequency between 2040 No Build and existing conditions, this is likely due to a larger increase in
traffic volumes when compared to the historic crash frequency.
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6.0 CORRIDOR OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The corridor operations analysis examines the efficiency of travel under future 2040 No Build conditions
by identifying locations of congestion and using crowdsourced speed data to describe the variability in
travel times.
Existing conditions operations analysis demonstrated capacity issues mainly at the Cooley Road and
Robal Road intersections. Furthermore, most of the unsignalized intersections also had some queueing
issues, and aggressive driver behavior (short gap acceptance of around 5 seconds compared to Highway
Capacity Manual default value of 6.9 seconds) during the peak hour. With aggressive gap selection, a
driver is accepting a greater crash risk resulting in a potential increase in crashes at these intersections.
Existing capacity issues were confirmed in the future 2040 operations analysis. Furthermore, the
forecasted demand exceeds the capacity at majority of the study intersections.

6.1 INTERSECTION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The 2040 No Build analysis assumes that all projects included in the Bend MTP 2014 Update Financially
Constrained project list are constructed, as well as the projects identified for construction by the year
2028 in the Bend 2016 UGB Expansion. The Financially Constrained projects that impact the US 97
Parkway Study intersections are listed as follows:
•

•

US 97/Cooley Road Area Improvements (MTP Project #12)
o Description: Assumed to include grade separation of US 97 at Cooley Road, with
signalized connections.
o Intersection Geometry Impacts: This project grade separates the northbound and
southbound through movements at US 97 and Cooley Road (Study Intersection #2),
replacing the existing signalized intersection with the following three signalized
intersections:
 Study Intersection 2A: Three-leg intersection, serves the southbound through,
southbound right/southbound left (combined into a southbound right),
northbound through, eastbound left/westbound right (combined into
eastbound left). Assumes dual eastbound left turn lanes, and northbound
through and southbound through lanes (no southbound right turn lane).
 Study Intersection 2B: Four-leg intersection, serves all movements except the
northbound through and southbound through. Assumes dual eastbound
through and westbound through lanes, single westbound left, dual eastbound
lefts, and exclusive northbound right, northbound left, southbound right, and
southbound left turn lanes.
 Study Intersection 2C: Three-leg intersection, serves the southbound through,
northbound through, northbound right/northbound left (combined into a
northbound left), eastbound right/westbound left (combined into eastbound
right). Assumes dual northbound left turn lanes, dual eastbound right turn
lanes, and dual northbound through and southbound through lanes.
Empire Boulevard Widening (MTP Project #7)
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Description: Widen Empire Boulevard to 5 lanes between 3rd Street and US 97
Northbound Ramps. Also install a signal at the US 97 Southbound Ramps.
o Intersection Geometry Impacts: This project was assumed to add a second through lane
in each direction on Empire Boulevard at US 20 (Study Intersection #7), as well as a
second southbound left turn lane. This project was also assumed to drop the second
eastbound through lane on Empire at the US 97 Southbound On-Ramp (Study
Intersection #5) as a right turn trap lane and add a signal with a protected westbound
left turn phase as this study intersection. While these assumptions do not include the
full FEIS build out at the US 20 and Empire Boulevard intersections, the assumed
improvements are in line with the estimated construction cost included in the Bend
MTP 2014 Update.
Empire Boulevard/US 97 Northbound Ramp widening (MTP Project #13)
o Description: Widen US 97 northbound off-ramp at Empire Boulevard to two lanes.
o Intersection Geometry Impacts: The short de-facto northbound right turn lane coded in
the analysis model for the US 97 northbound ramps and Empire Boulevard intersection
(Study Intersection #6) was updated to include 500’ of storage.
North Frontage Road (MTP Project #17)
o Description: New two-lane frontage road from Murphy Road to Powers Road.
o Intersection Geometry Impacts: Assumed to include closure of the Badger Road (Study
Intersection #25) and Pinebrook Boulevard (Study Intersection #26) right-in/right-out
minor street west leg connections.
US 97/Murphy Road Interchange Ramps (MTP Project #25)
o Description: Northbound on-ramp and southbound off-ramp.
o Intersection Geometry Impacts: Assumed to include closure of the Badger Road (Study
Intersection #25) and Pinebrook Boulevard (Study Intersection #26) right-in/right-out
minor street east leg connections.
o

•

•

•

Intersection traffic operations were analyzed using the same tools and methodology applied for existing
conditions. The analysis was conducted at all study intersections using the forecasted seasonally
factored 30 HV traffic volumes for the year 2040. The 2040 No Build turn movement forecasts are
included in the “Future Traffic Forecast Technical Memorandum” for this project.
Given the high growth forecasted for the project study area and the capacity limitations of many of the
studied intersections, some of the lower intersection peak hour factors (PHF) were modified using
guidance from the Analysis Procedures Manual. 6 The modified peak hour factors are listed below:
•
•
•
•

3rd Street and Butler Market Road – PHF increased from 0.88 to 0.92
US 97 Northbound Ramps and Revere Avenue – PHF increased from 0.89 to 0.90
US 97 Northbound Ramps and Revere Avenue – PHF increased from 0.87 to 0.90
US 97 Northbound Ramps and Knott Road – PHF increased from 0.89 to 0.90

Increasing peak hour factors applies an assumption that the peak flow of traffic arriving during the peak hour will
be spread out over a longer period (i.e., the duration of the peak flow will be longer in the future).

6
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•
•

4th Street and Revere Avenue – PHF increased from 0.89 to 0.90
Parrell Road and China Hat Road – PHF increased from 0.75 to 0.90

Table 11 summarizes the operations analysis results of the 2040 No Build analysis for the Parkway
intersections (including ramp terminals) and for intersections on parallel routes near the Parkway,
comparing each intersection’s performance against the adopted mobility target. 7 Locations where a
performance measure exceeds the mobility target are bolded for ease of reference. The intersection
operations analysis results are included in the “Synchro HCM reports (Future No Build)” (signalized and
stop-controlled intersections) and the “Vistro HCM reports (Future No Build)” Appendices.
Table 11: 2040 No Build Design Hour 8 Traffic Operations at Study Intersections
US 97/Bend Parkway Study Intersections
Mobility Target

Performance

V/C

V/C A

Int.
Intersection
No.

Jurisdiction

1

(removed from study area after existing conditions analysis was completed)

US 97 & Tumalo Pl

Control D

LOS B

Delay (sec) C

2A US 97 & Cooley Rd (north) ODOT/ City

Signalized < 0.85

1.07

D

41.3

2B US 97 & Cooley Rd
ODOT/ City
2C US 97 & Cooley Rd (south) ODOT/ City
3 US 97 & Robal Rd
ODOT/ City

Signalized < 0.85
Signalized < 0.85
Signalized < 0.85

0.61
0.90
1.41

D
B
F

39.9
15.3
>100

>2.00/
>2.00

F/F

>100/ >100

4
5
6
7
8

US 97 & Nels Anderson
Pl/Cascade Village
Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp &
Empire Blvd
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps &
Empire Blvd
US 20 & Empire Blvd
US 20 & Butler Market Rd

TWSC

ODOT/ City

Signalized
< 0.85
E

1.28

F

>100

ODOT/ City

Signalized < 0.85

1.33

F

91.2

ODOT/ City
ODOT/ City

Signalized < 0.85
Signalized < 0.85
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Butler
TWSC
Market Rd)
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Butler
TWSC
Market Rd)

1.32
1.27

F
F

>100
>100

NA/1.30

NA/F

NA/>100

0.11/0.04 B/B

9.5/14.9

ODOT/ City

Signalized < 0.85

1.37

F

>100

ODOT/ City

Signalized < 0.85

0.99

D

51.7

ODOT/ City

Signalized < 0.85

0.94

C

25.5

9

Bend Pkwy SB Off-Ramp &
ODOT/ City
Butler Market Rd

10

Bend Pkwy NB On-Ramp &
ODOT/ City
Butler Market Rd

Bend Pkwy SB OnRamp/Division St & 3rd St
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps &
12
Revere Ave
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps &
13
Revere Ave
11

< 0.85 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)

ODOT/ City

14 Bend Pkwy & Lafayette Ave ODOT/ City

TWSC

< 0.85 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)

NA/>2.00 NA/F

NA/>100

Mobility targets for ODOT facilities obtained from the 1999 Oregon Highway Plan.
The “design hour” is the future equivalent of the 30th highest annual hour (30 HV), which was used for existing
conditions analysis.
7
8
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US 97/Bend Parkway Study Intersections
Int.
Intersection
No.
Bend Pkwy & Hawthorne
Ave
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps &
16
Colorado Ave
15

17

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps &
Colorado Ave

18 Bend Pkwy & Truman Ave

Mobility Target

Performance

V/C

V/C A

< 0.85 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)

NA/>2.00 NA/F

NA/>100

1.17

73.3

Jurisdiction

Control D

ODOT/ City

TWSC

ODOT/ City

Signalized < 0.85

ODOT/ City

TWSC

ODOT/ City

TWSC

< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Colorado
Ave)
< 0.85 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)

19

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps &
Reed Market Rd

ODOT/ City

Signalized < 0.85

20

Bend Pkwy NB Ramps &
Reed Market Rd

ODOT/ City

TWSC

21 Bend Pkwy & Reed Ln
22
23
24
25
26

Bend Pkwy SB Ramps &
Powers Rd
Bend Pkwy & Powers Rd
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps &
Powers Rd
Bend Pkwy & Badger Rd
Bend Pkwy & Pinebrook
Blvd

27 US 97 & Ponderosa St

ODOT/ City

< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Reed
Market Rd)
< 0.85 (major)
TWSC
< 0.95 (minor)
< 0.85 (ramp)
TWSC
< 0.95 (Powers Rd)
Signalized < 0.85
< 0.85 (ramp)
TWSC
< 0.95 (Powers Rd)
Free F
NA

ODOT/ City

Free F

ODOT/ City

TWSC

ODOT/ City
ODOT/ City
ODOT/ City
ODOT/ City

28

US 97 SB Ramps & Baker
Rd

ODOT/ City

TWSC

29

US 97 NB Ramps & Knott
Rd

ODOT/
County

TWSC

NA
< 0.85 (major)
< 0.95 (minor)
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Knott Rd)
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Knott Rd)

LOS B

E

Delay (sec) C

0.52/1.29 C/F

16.6/>100

NA/>2.00 NA/F

NA/>100

1.29

93.2

F

NA/>2.00 NA/F

NA/>100

NA/1.05

NA/>100

NA/F

0.08/1.24 A/F

9.5/>100

1.45

>100

F

0.28/0.09 A/B

10/11.4

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA/>2.00 NA/F

NA/>100

0.02/1.26 A/F

8.6/>100

0.41/>2.00 B/F

12.5/>100

Study Intersections Paralleling US 97
40 US 20 & O.B. Riley Rd

ODOT

Signalized < 0.85

0.91

D

35.5

42 Butler Market Rd & 4th St

City

AWSC

1.72

F

>100

46 Revere Ave & 3rd St

ODOT

Signalized < 0.85

1.17

F

>100

47 Revere Ave & 4th St

City

AWSC

>2.00

F

>100

Roundabo
< 1.00
ut

>2.00

F

>100

TWSC

(< 50 s)

0.25/>2.00 B/F

13.3/>100

TWSC

< 1.00

0.23/0.17 C/D

15.6/25.4

Reed Market Rd &
City
Brookswood Blvd
Reed Market Rd & Silver
50
City
Lake Blvd
Reed Market Rd & Division
51
City
St
49
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US 97/Bend Parkway Study Intersections
Mobility Target

Performance

V/C

V/C A

LOS B

Delay (sec) C

Signalized < 1.00

1.52

F

>100

City

Roundabo
< 1.00
ut

1.30

F

90.7

54 Powers Rd & 3rd St

City

Signalized < 1.00

0.98

D

46.2

55 Powers Rd & Parrell Rd

City

TWSC

0.03/0.43 A/C

8.6/21.7

57 Badger Rd & 3rd St

City

Signalized < 1.00

0.55

`12.0

58 Pinebrook Blvd & 3rd St

City

TWSC

0.17/0.40 B/E

11.6/44.2

59 Murphy Rd & 3rd St

City

Roundabo
< 1.00
ut

1.48

88.2

60 China Hat Rd and Parrell Rd City

TWSC

(< 50 s)

0.08/1.42 B/F

10.5/>100

62 Powers Rd & Blakely Rd

TWSC

(< 50 s)

0.20/1.31 B/F

10.7/>100

Int.
Intersection
No.

Jurisdiction

Control D

52 Reed Market Rd & 3rd St

City

53

Powers Rd & Brookswood
Blvd

City

(< 50 s)

(< 50 s)

B

F

A Overall intersection V/C ratio at signalized intersections, worst case approach V/C at roundabouts and all-way stop-

controlled intersections, and V/C ratio for Major Street/Minor Street at two-way stop-controlled. Major Street NB(SB)/Minor
Street at two-way stop-controlled intersections where HCS Multilane Highway Analysis was used.
B Major street LOS/minor street LOS for two‐way stop-controlled intersections. Worst case approach LOS at roundabout and
all-way stop-controlled intersections. Overall intersection LOS for signalized intersections.
C Control delay for Major Street/Minor Street for two‐way stop-controlled intersections. Worst case approach delay at
roundabout and all-way stop-controlled intersections. Overall intersection delay for signalized intersections.
D TWSC stands for Two‐Way Stop-Controlled. AWSC stands for All-Way Stop-Controlled.
E The delay mobility target for the City of Bend only applies to critical lane groups with 100+ vehicles per hour.
F Control change due to Financially Constrained Project
G Minor street access removed
Bold values indicate performance measures failing to meet adopted mobility targets.

As shown in Table 11, only one of the study intersections (Study Intersection# 2B, US 97 turn
movements and Cooley Road) meets mobility targets under future conditions. The only unsignalized
intersections meeting mobility targets are both northbound ramp terminals; at Powers Road and Butler
Market Road. Off the Parkway, several key local intersections also fail to meet mobility targets. These
intersections will be discussed in more detail in context with the microsimulation results. Figures 25-27
summarize intersection performance for the North, Central, and South study areas.
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Figure 25
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Figure 26
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Figure 27
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A vehicle queuing analysis, following the ODOT APM methodology (with SimTraffic 10 and Vissim 10),
was used to estimate 95th percentile queues for each dedicated turn lane at the designated study
intersections in both the Vissim and SimTraffic analyses. The 95th percentile queues, rounded to the
nearest 25 feet, for future forecast are summarized in the Appendices and are discussed with the traffic
findings as follows.
The full queuing analysis tables are included in the appendices. Note that as for existing conditions
analysis results, both the Vissim and SimTraffic queue tables use the same methodology for estimating
storage distance, as follows:
1. For auxiliary turn lanes, the storage length is simply the length of the auxiliary lane (taper not
included).
2. For through movements at intersections, the storage length is the distance to the nearest major
intersection, which could be either the nearest signal, nearest ramp terminal, nearest
roundabout, or nearest major two-way stop-controlled intersection.
3. For non-auxiliary lanes on off-ramps, the available storage is the length of the off-ramp,
measured from the beginning of the striped gore to the terminus intersection, minus the safe
stopping distance based on the ramp exit design speed.

6.2 NORTHERN SUBAREA REFINED OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The analysis for the northern subarea focused on testing the “Interim Improvements” to the US 97 and
Cooley Road intersection (discussed in geometric detail previously), to determine how long the
improvements 1) meet mobility targets and 2) provide sufficient capacity to serve design hour volumes.
Straight-line traffic growth was estimated between the present day (2017) counts and the future
forecast volumes. The three signalized intersections that replace the US 97 and Cooley Road intersection
were all tested with the assumption that if one intersection failed to meet mobility targets, the interim
improvement project would fail to meet mobility targets. As shown In Table 11, both the north and the
south US 97 and Cooley Road intersections (Study Intersections 2A and 2C) failed to meet mobility
targets for the forecasted design hour demand in 2040. The northern intersection also failed to provide
sufficient capacity to serve the 2040 demand. Iterative testing of interpolated design hour volumes
between 2017 and 2040 indicated that all three intersections would meet the ODOT mobility target
(v/c<0.85) until the year 2025, and the Interim Improvements would provide enough capacity to serve
the forecasted demand (v/c<1.0) until the year 2035. The SimTraffic model developed during the
existing conditions analysis was used to measure the 95th percentile queues for the year 2025. The 95th
Percentile queues (rounded to the nearest 25 feet) are summarized in the “SimTraffic (North Area)
Queue reports (Future Conditions)” Appendix. These queuing results informed the operations analysis
findings presented below:
•

US 97 & Cooley Road – operations analysis indicates that under design hour 2040 forecast
conditions the north and south intersections fail to meet mobility targets, with the demand at
the northern intersection exceeding the capacity. However, the northern intersection does not
include a southbound right turn lane, which if constructed would allow southbound right turns
(which capture both the southbound right and southbound left turns at Cooley Road) to be
removed from the southbound through movement and run as an overlap with eastbound left
turn movement. While this improvement would not likely meet the mobility target (v/c<0.85), it
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•

•

would provide sufficient capacity to serve the 2040 demand. Under estimated 2025 conditions,
the 95th percentile queues generated by the US 97 and Cooley Road intersections do not cause
any major operational issues. However, the queues from the southbound through movement at
the US 97 and Robal Road intersection extend north through the Cooley Road intersections and
ultimately out of the SimTraffic model.
US 97 & Robal Road – The Existing Conditions analysis indicated capacity deficiencies at this
intersection. The future forecasts indicate increased demand for all movements. The
north/south approaches increase 25-35% due to growth in both Bend and Redmond, while the
east-west movements increase by more than 100% due to employment growth projected near
the intersection and within the Bend North Area. The increased demand leads to increased
queuing, with the intersection only providing sufficient capacity to serve a portion of the
demand. Under 2040 design hour conditions, queues extend beyond the SimTraffic model
extents in all directions and impact the operations at the US 97 and Cooley Road intersections as
well.
US 97 & Nels Anderson Place – This intersection remains over capacity in the future. The
forecasted demand for both the northbound left and eastbound right turn movements
decreases from existing, due to the increased (>30%) southbound through demand on US 97.

6.3 US 97/BEND PARKWAY REFINED INTERSECTION OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The Vissim model developed as part of the Existing Conditions analysis was updated with origindestination (O-D) data from the 2040 Bend-Redmond Model (BRM) and volumes from the 2040 design
hour forecasts. The “Bend Parkway Study Future No Build Vissim Model Results Report” (see appendix)
provides the details on updates to the model associated with the 2040 forecasts and the full model
results. As shown in Table 11, most of the study intersections are expected to experience demand well
above their capacity under forecasted 2040 design hour conditions. Therefore, the Vissim model
generated unserved demand over the two-hour (4-6 PM) analysis interval. Averaged over all the model
simulation runs, more than 13,000 vehicles (approximately 17% of the total 4-6 PM demand) were
unable to enter the network. Due to the excess levels of demand in the model, it should be noted that
the simulation may not be showing all the impacts on a spatial or temporal basis as conditions are worse
than shown. Furthermore, it should be noted that when future alternatives are evaluated, capacity
issues may not necessarily be resolved due to the latent demand finally being served. The impact of
latent demand will be considered when developing and evaluating solutions.
As for existing conditions, the Vissim model provides data relating to speeds on and near US 97 over the
entire two-hour (4:00-6:00 PM) evening time period. Delay plots were developed, showing the relative
delay throughout the model, giving an indication of the extents of queues throughout the model every
15 minutes from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM). These delay plots show the time variant traffic patterns
throughout the US 97 corridor and are included in the “Vissim Queue plots (Future No Build Conditions)”
Appendix. The data from the queue plots shows the capacity breakdown of the throughout the 4-6 PM
analysis.
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6.4 US 97 CORRIDOR INTERSECTIONS OPERATIONS
Based on the operations analysis from the Synchro model and the analysis results from the Vissim
simulations, the following findings were made for the Future No Build analysis at US 97 Corridor
intersections.
•

•

•

•

US 20 (3rd Street) & Butler Market Road/Division Street – Operations analysis indicates that
both the Division Street and Butler Market Road intersections with US 20 (3rd Street) will
experience demand well above their capacity under forecasted 2040 No Build design hour
volume conditions. The traffic forecasts indicate significant (50% to 80%) east/west growth on
Butler Market Road due to housing growth on the West side and in the Northeast Area. The
north-south volumes also increase significantly (50% to 90 %) due to growth in Downtown Bend
and increased congestion on the Parkway. This finding is supported by the simulation analysis,
which shows the following capacity breakdown issues at these two intersections:
o Southbound and westbound movements at the 3rd Street and Butler Market Road
queue up immediately at 4:00 PM. The westbound queues spill back to the US 97
southbound off-ramp onto Butler Market Road, which in turn queues onto southbound
US 97 past the Empire Boulevard ramps.
o The eastbound left turns at the 3rd Street and Division Street intersection queue out of
the Vissim model by 4:15 PM.
o The 3rd Street and O.B. Riley Road intersection acts as a meter for southbound traffic
approaching the 3rd Street and Butler Market intersection. By 4:15 PM, the O.B. Riley
intersection is over capacity and remains over capacity for the remainder of the analysis
time period.
US 97 Southbound Ramps/Wall Street & Revere Avenue – The northbound approach queues out
of the Vissim model by 4:15 PM, due to increased demand (more than 100% increase in
northbound right turn volume) which is due to capacity constraints at the other east-west
connections across the Bend Parkway.
US 97 Northbound & Southbound Ramps & Colorado Avenue – The eastbound left turn at the
US 97 Northbound Ramps increase by more than 50%, leading to increased queuing back
through the Southbound Ramps intersection by 4:00 PM. Both the northbound and southbound
off-ramps from US 97 do not experience to full forecasted demand, as queuing elsewhere in the
network limits the number of vehicles that can actually reach the ramps.
US 97 northbound and southbound ramps & Reed Market Road – The volume on the
southbound off-ramp only experience a moderate increase (approximately 25%), but large
increases in volume (about 100%) for the northbound right turn from the northbound off-ramp,
combined with large increases in eastbound volume on Reed Market Road (more than 50%) lead
to a bottleneck issue at the 3rd Street and Reed Market Road intersection. The queue spillback
from this intersection impacts both the northbound and the southbound off-ramps, leading to
queues that extend onto the Parkway mainline by 4:15 PM. This southbound Parkway queue
reaches the following cross streets over the analysis time interval:
o 4:15 PM – Truman Avenue
o 4:30 PM – Colorado Avenue
o 4:45 PM – Hawthorne Avenue
o 5:00 PM – Revere Avenue
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5:15 PM to 6:00 PM – Combines with Butler Market Southbound Off-Ramp and Empire
southbound on-ramp queues and extends to model extents.
The northbound Parkway queues caused by the northbound off-ramp to Reed Market Road
extends to the following cross streets over the analysis time interval:
o 4:15 PM – Garfield Avenue
o 4:30 PM – Reed Lane
o 4:45 PM – Powers Road
o 5:00 PM – Badger Road
o 5:15 PM – Murphy Road
o 5:30 PM – Romain Village Way
o 5: 45 to 6:00 Pm – China Hat Road
US 97 & Powers Road – While the volumes on the Powers Road jug-handle movements do not
experience much growth due to the addition of the northbound on-ramp and southbound offramp to the Murphy Road interchange, the increase in northbound (70%) and southbound (35%)
demand leads to increased queuing. The northbound queue spillback from the northbound offramp at Reed Market Road reaches the Powers Road northbound jug handle movement by 4:45
PM, accelerating queues for the other movements.
US 97 & Baker Road/Knott Road ramp terminals do not experience the full forecasted
southbound demand due to the capacity constraints impacting the US 97 southbound traffic to
the north.
Right-in/right-out access to US 97 at China Hat, Reed Lane, Truman, Lafayette, and Hawthorne –
all the right-in/right-out approaches queue significantly due to increased northbound and
southbound traffic on US 97. The China Hat Road eastbound right turn experiences the largest
volume increase due to the projected employment growth in the area surrounded by US 97,
China Hat Road, and Knott Road.
o

•

•

•

•

6.5 PARALLEL ROUTE INTERSECTION OPERATIONS
Based on the operations analysis from the Synchro model and the analysis results from the Vissim
simulations, the following findings were made at study intersections on the parallel State and local
system. The full queuing analysis tables are included in the “Vissim (Parkway) Queue reports (No Build
Conditions)” Appendix.
•

•

•

4th Street & Butler Market Road – The westbound queues at this intersection extend out of the
model by 4:15 PM and continue to build unserved demand until the end of the analysis time
period.
3rd Street and 4th Street & Revere Avenue – increased growth (approximately 60%) for
eastbound Revere Avenue due to limited options for east-west travel causes queue spillback
from the 4th Street intersection to create northbound and southbound queues on 3rd Street,
which also experiences demand beyond the intersection’s capacity. Westbound demand on
Revere Avenue increases as well. The 3rd Street intersection does not provide sufficient capacity
for the increased demand, leading to westbound queues that extend out of the model by 5:00
PM.
Brookswood Road/Bond Street/Reed Market Road – The roundabout continues to experience
demand that exceeds the intersection capacity under Future No Build conditions, with the
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•

northbound and southbound Brookswood Boulevard and Reed Market eastbound approaches
queuing out of the model by 4:15 PM.
3rd Street & Reed Market Road – This intersection experiences increased east-west demand,
with the northbound approach queueing out of the model at 4:00 PM, the eastbound approach
queues through the US 97 ramps also by 4:00 PM, and the southbound Reed Market approach
queuing out of the model by 5:00 PM.

6.6 PARKWAY MERGING/DIVERGING RAMP OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
Operations analysis was performed for select interchange ramp merging, diverging, and weaving
segments on the Parkway using HCM methodologies, 9 consistent with the existing conditions analysis.
The select segments included:
•
•
•
•

Revere-Butler Market-Empire-Sister’s Loop Ramp in northbound direction
Southbound Division on-ramp & Southbound Revere off-ramp in southbound direction
Eastbound Reed Market to Northbound US 97 on-ramp and Westbound Reed Market to
Northbound US 97 in northbound direction
Revere to Colorado in both directions

Table 12 summarizes the results of this analysis for the 2040 design hour 10 under No Build conditions
compared to those reported under existing conditions. The adopted mobility target for these
movements on the Parkway is at a V/C ratio no greater than 0.85. V/C ratios exceeding 0.85 exceed the
target. Locations where the V/C mobility target was exceeded are shown in boldface.
Table 12: Existing (2017) and 2040 No Build Merging/Diverging/Weaving Operations
Location

Segment Type

Existing (2017) V/C

2040 No Build V/C

SB Division Street Ramp
SB Revere Avenue Ramp
SB Revere Avenue Ramp
SB Colorado Avenue Ramp
SB Colorado Avenue Ramp
US 97/Bend Parkway Northbound

Merge
Diverge
Merge
Diverge
Merge

0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.90

1.24
1.24
1.20
1.21
1.13

NB Reed Market Road Ramp
NB Division Street Ramp (Reed Market)
NB Colorado Avenue Ramp
NB Colorado Avenue Ramp
NB Revere Avenue Ramp
NB Revere Avenue Ramp
NB 3rd Street Ramp
NB Butler Market Road Ramp
NB Empire Boulevard Ramp
NB Empire Boulevard Ramp - Sisters Loop

Merge
Merge
Diverge
Merge
Diverge
Merge
Merge
Merge
Diverge
Weaving

0.42
0.54
0.54
0.84
0.83
0.72
0.88
0.97
0.95
0.61

0.66
0.82
0.73
1.09
1.10
0.98
1.20
1.27
1.27
0.56

US 97/Bend Parkway Southbound

Highway Capacity Software (HCS) 7 software and the HCM 6 methodology were used.
The “design hour” is the future equivalent of the 30th highest annual hour (30 HV), which was used for existing
conditions analysis.

9

10
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Bold values indicate performance fails to meet adopted mobility target requiring operation at a V/C ratio no greater than 0.85.
Results for Existing (2017) represent the 30th highest annual hour of traffic, while results for 2040 No Build represent the future
design hour. Both are generally assumed to be the weekday PM peak hour during the summer.

Under existing conditions, congestion in the southbound direction is more prevalent during the PM peak
hour, with all locations analyzed failing to meet the mobility target. Furthermore, congestion in the
northbound direction was found to steadily increase from Reed Market Road to Revere Avenue, with
performance failing to meet the mobility target from the 3rd Street on-ramp to the Empire Boulevard
off-ramp.
A similar trend is projected for the 2040 No Build condition, but the level of congestion at these
junctions will be significantly higher and in many cases the traffic demand will exceed the roadway
capacity. In the northbound direction, the stretch of merging and diverging ramp connections failing to
meet the mobility target expands from the Colorado Avenue on-ramp to the Empire Boulevard off-ramp.
However, the findings from the intersection operations and Vissim microsimulation analysis indicate
that queues generated from the Parkway off-ramps will cause congestion bottlenecks throughout the
system for both northbound and southbound traffic before the merge and diverge locations reach
capacity.
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7.0 TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Travel time reliability is a measure of the consistency in travel times over a corridor. Even in a congested
corridor, if travel times can be confidently predicted drivers can plan their trips to arrive on time.
However, where consistent travel times are less reliable, unexpected delays can make trip planning a
frustrating experience.
Travel time reliability analysis was performed using the HERS-ST analysis tool. This is a complex
modeling tool that is used by state agencies to analyze highway deficiencies for programming and
planning purposes. The tool can capture probabilities and impacts from various delay events or causes,
which makes it an effective tool for travel time reliability analysis of future conditions. The HERS-ST tool
uses facility characteristics such as geometry, traffic control, and volume components to produce
several delay measurements that can be used to calculate travel time reliability measures. These
measures are not calibrated to local conditions; thus, only the relative difference is reported for
evaluation of alternatives.
Travel time reliability was analyzed by using a planning time index for the study segments along the US
97 corridor. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) defines the planning time index as 95th
percentile travel time divided by the free-flow travel time, indicating the time a driver should allow to
traverse the corridor segment while remaining on schedule 95 percent of the time. The planning time
index represents the total travel time that should be planned for, including both typical and unexpected
delay. For example, a planning time index of 1.50 means that for a trip that takes 20 minutes in light
traffic a traveler should budget a total of 30 minutes to ensure on-time arrival 95 percent of the time.
The higher the index, the less reliable the segment.
Table 13 summarizes the results of the travel time reliability analysis as relative change in average daily
conditions for the existing year (2015) and 2040 No Build conditions, for each segment of the corridor.
The change in planning time index indicates the amount which travel time reliability changes under 2040
No Build conditions as compared to existing conditions.
All the segments except for one showed an increased planning time index, which indicates decreased
travel time reliability. This is likely due to an increase in peak hour congestion, which degrades the daily
travel time reliability. Key locations that showed significant deterioration in the future include Clausen
Road to Cooley Road, Robal Road to the US 20 interchange, and Hawthorne Avenue to the Colorado
Avenue interchange. These changes are due to new traffic control (at Cooley Road) and increases in
demand along the corridor. Pinebrook Boulevard to Murphy Road was the only segment to improve in
reliability, due to the removal of traffic control and closure of the Pinebrook Boulevard intersection
under 2040 No Build conditions.
Average daily speed and average travel time support the travel time reliability trends and indicate an
increase in congestion where speeds decrease and travel times increase. The entire corridor shows a
total travel time increase of just under two minutes.
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Table 13: Change in Average Daily Travel Time Reliability
2040 No Build – 2015 Conditions
From

To

Clausen Rd
Cooley Rd
Robal Rd
US 20 Interchange
Empire Blvd
Butler Market Rd Interchange
Revere Blvd
Lafayette Ave
Hawthorne Ave
Colorado Ave Interchange
Truman Rd
Reed Market Rd Interchange
Reed Ln
Powers Rd
Badger Rd
Pinebrook Blvd
Murphy Rd
Murphy Interchange
Ponderosa St/China Hat Rd

Cooley Rd
Robal Rd
US 20 Interchange
Empire Blvd
Butler Market Rd Interchange
Revere Blvd
Lafayette Ave
Hawthorne Ave
Colorado Ave Interchange
Truman Rd
Reed Market Rd Interchange
Reed Ln
Powers Rd
Badger Rd
Pinebrook Blvd
Murphy Rd
Murphy Interchange
Ponderosa St/China Hat Rd
Baker Rd/Knott Rd Interchange

Change in
Average
Speed
(mph)
-18
-1
-14
-2
-7
-5
-3
-7
-13
-6
-6
-2
-2
-3
0
16
0
0
0

Change in
Average
Travel Time
(sec)
38
2
38
1
6
9
2
3
6
6
3
1
1
3
0
-10
0
0
0

Change in
Planning Time
Index
1.18
0.14
2.33
0.14
0.48
0.37
0.21
0.45
0.98
0.40
0.39
0.11
0.11
0.32
0.03
-1.17
0.00
0.04
0.01

In addition to daily travel time reliability, a comparison of simulated travel times from the Vissim
microsimulation analysis is provided to give context on 2040 No Build travel conditions. The following
figures show how average travel time varies during the PM peak period (using 30th highest hour peak
volumes) for the US 97 corridor segment just south of the Empire Boulevard interchange through the
Baker Road/Knott Road interchange.
Travel time is fairly consistent throughout the peak period (around nine minutes) under existing
conditions, however the 2040 No Build conditions show almost a 25-minute variation throughout the
peak period.
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Figure 28: Vissim Model Travel Times for the Southbound US 97 Corridor
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Figure 29: Vissim Model Travel Times for the Northbound US 97 Corridor
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The purpose of this memorandum is to describe the preliminary alternatives identified for US 97 and the
adjacent city street network through Bend. Alternatives were developed from plans such as the Bend
Metropolitan Transportation Plan (2014 Update), the Bend Transportation System Plan (2014 Update),
the Bend Transportation System Plan (2000) and Urban Area Transportation Plan (2016), the US 97 Bend
North Corridor Project (FEIS), community feedback, the Project Management Team (PMT), and the
Consultant Team. These alternatives are intended to address the deficiencies in operations and safety
identified in the Existing Conditions 1 and Future Conditions 2 Memoranda.
The alternatives in this memorandum are described at the conceptual level for a first level screening
evaluation in a subsequent memo. After the first level screening, this list of alternatives will be narrowed
down and combined into two packages of alternatives to be fully tested in the second level of screening.
The first level of screening will use the evaluation criteria for this project, developed in the Methodology
Memorandum 3 to narrow down the list of alternatives. The plan goals, objectives, and evaluation
criteria are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Plan Goals, Objectives and Evaluation Criteria

Goal

Objectives

Evaluation Criteria

1. Improve safety
for all modes

Reduce the frequency and
severity of crashes for all modes
with an emphasis on severe and
fatal injuries

Reduction in crash frequency (all
modes)
Reduction in crash severity (all
modes)
Travel Time Reliability measures
on the Bend Parkway (planning
time index)
Percent through traffic on
congested segments (modeled
demand/capacity ratio > 1.0) of
the Bend Parkway

2. Support
economic
development
throughout the
region and state

3. Manage
transportation
mobility into the
future
4. Consider
accessibility to
key destinations
now and in the
future

Support efficient movement of
people, goods and services, and
recreational traffic to, within and
through the City of Bend
Develop strategies to
accommodate planned growth
through provision of transportation
options now, and into the future
Evaluate the ability to achieve
ODOT volume/capacity (V/C)
targets and develop alternative
mobility measures and targets,
where appropriate

Degree to which the alternative
enhances travel for multiple
modes (qualitative assessment)

Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets

Assess impacts on local system

Ability to meet Bend mobility
standards (v/c ratios and LOS)

Evaluate and assess reliable
travel times between key
destinations during peak periods

Travel Time Reliability measures
(planning time index) for specific
routes during PM peak hour

US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Revised Tech Memo #2 Existing Conditions, August 14, 2018
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #4 Future Conditions, November 9, 2018
3
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Methodology Memorandum, July 13, 2018.
1
2
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5. Facilitate the use
of multimodal
travel options

Enhance transit, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities along, parallel
to, and across, US 97

Look for transportation demand
management opportunities

6. Enhance the
environment

Reduce emissions through
reduction of vehicular delay,
improved connections in the local
system, and the use of alternative
modes

Minimize right of way impacts

Number of bike and pedestrian
crossing locations on the Bend
Parkway with low Level of Traffic
Stress (LTS 2 or lower)
Miles of north-south bike and
pedestrian facilities with low
Level of Traffic Stress within
0.25 miles of the Bend Parkway
(LTS 2 or lower)
Does the alternative allow for
transportation demand
management strategies?
Total PM peak hour vehicle
delay (vehicle hours)
Total PM peak hour vehicle
miles traveled (regional
measure)
Approximate degree of right of
way impacts (order of magnitude
costs)

Design projects to avoid, mitigate
and minimize impacts

The alternatives were identified with the goals in mind and the potential goal areas addressed are listed
for each alternative in this memo. Goal area refers to the topic addressed by the goal. For example, the
first goal, improve safety for all modes, addresses the goal area of safety. The goal areas for the plan set
forth in Table 1 are safety, economic development, mobility, accessibility, multimodal options and
environment.
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS PROJECTS
Transportation System Management and Operations (TSMO) Projects includes a set of strategies that
focus on operational improvements and maintenance that have the potential to restore and even
increase the performance of existing facilities before capacity enhancement projects are required.

RAMP METERING
Ramp meters are used to control the traffic flow from on-ramps onto freeways to forestall merge
congestion and maximize the capacity of the mainline. This results in increase travel speeds, improves
safety, and reliability for longer trips on the freeway facility.
Several ramp merge locations are forecasted to exceed their current capacity in the future (2040) as
identified in the Future Conditions Memo. Ramp metering has the potential to reduce levels of
congestion by regulating the amount of traffic entering US 97. All on-ramps to US 97 from Empire
Boulevard through Murphy Road would likely need a ramp meter for this alternative to provide any
significant benefit. The presence of at-grade, non-metered access to US 97 at locations such as Powers
Road and the RI/RO intersections would also likely significantly or entirely negate the operational
benefits of ramp meters, as drivers would have options to avoid the ramp meters and still access US 97.
Figure 1 shows an example of a ramp meter.
Figure 1: Example of a Ramp Meter

Typical Cost Range: $10,000 - $300,000
Project Source: Bend MTP/TSP Update
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
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SHOULDERS BUILT TO STANDARD
In addition to providing needed lateral support for the pavement, highway shoulders serve many safety
and operational functions. They provide space for law enforcement activity, disabled vehicles to pull
over, bicycle travel, passage around incidents blocking travel lanes, and partial storage for snow
removal. Figure 2 shows an example of a shoulder built to a highway standard.
Shoulder widths vary throughout the study area. ODOT’s Highway Design Manual (Urban and Rural NonFreeway) 4 shoulder widths standards for expressways are eight feet for the outer/right shoulder and
four feet for the inside/left shoulder. Approximately two-thirds of the highway corridor does not meet
this standard. This includes the roughly eight-mile segment from Grandview Drive to Murphy Road
where most of the shoulder is no greater than six feet wide, which is typically not sufficient to store a
disabled vehicle away from moving traffic without disrupting the flow of traffic. Figures 8-11 in the
Existing Conditions Memorandum show more exact information as to where the shoulders are deficient
and improvements will be considered.
Figure 2: Example of a Shoulder Built to Standard

Typical Cost Range: $2,000,000 - $10,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, Accessibility, Multimodal
Options, and Environment

WEATHER WARNING SYSTEM
Weather Warning Systems include a variety of applications that activate warnings regarding weather
(e.g. roadway flooding, fog, snow, or ice) and in some case can include automatic gates (typically for

4

Highway Design Manual, Chapters 6 and 7, ODOT, 2012.
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high winds). These applications may improve safety during winter weather events. As identified in
Technical Memorandum #2 Existing Conditions, winter weather has a significant impact on traffic in
Bend. These crashes account for half of the total crashes during the winter months. Weather Warning
Systems will be provided throughout the entire corridor. Figure 3 shows an example of a weather
warning system.
Figure 3: Example of a Weather Warning System

https://www.hsierra.com/solutions/public-safety-warning-systems/icy-road/

Typical Cost Range: $5,000 - $450,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility

VARIABLE SPEED SIGNS
Variable speed signs are used to manage congested corridors by displaying what’s happening on the
roadway ahead. They provide a flexible restriction on the rate at which motorists can drive on a given
stretch of road. Variable speed signs inform drivers in advance that a speed change is coming and may
be controlled by the current environmental and road conditions. This tool has the potential to both
increase safety and improve operations along a corridor.
Along US 97, variable message signs could be used to reduce driver speed ahead of congestion.
Reducing speed ahead of traffic slow-downs limits the risk of driver surprise at slow or stopped
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upcoming traffic, increasing safety and with the proper implementation strategy may even reduce
congestion. Variable speed signs are typically spaced half a mile to one mile apart throughout an entire
corridor. Some segments of US 97 (particularly between Revere Avenue and Reed Market Road) would
likely require quarter mile spacing due to the number of access points. Figure 4 shows an example of a
variable speed sign.
Figure 4: Example of a Variable Speed Sign

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/variable-speed-limits-improving-safety-or-confusing_us_5a9037b8e4b0a49d395e0e8e

Typical Cost Range: $500,000 to $1,500,000 per sign
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Incident management focuses the coordination of responses to incidents that impact region or bi-state
travel to and from Oregon. Strategies include: dedicated incident response programs, incident response
vehicles, and staged/dry run towing.
In Bend this would require coordination with the city, county and state. The goal of this TSMO tool could
be to restore normal service operation as quickly as possible when US 97 experiences an incident.
Typical Cost Range: $50,000 - $500,000 per year ($1,000,000 - $10,000,000 over the next 20 years)
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
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FREEWAY AND ARTERIAL INTEGRATED CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT (ICM)
ICM focuses on route or mode diversion to parallel facilities, providing real-time information, and realtime adjustments for signals, ramp meters, etc. When US 97 experiences congested traffic conditions,
traffic on adjoining roadways and interchanges on the corridor are impacted as well. The congestion on
the mainline results in drivers either finding an alternate route, selecting a different roadway, adjusting
their trip, or remaining on their current course. These disruptions range in scale, frequency,
predictability, duration, and may impact multiple facilities or modes. 5
A few useful ICM tools include proactive implementation of managed lane strategies and promotion of
alternate traffic routes. For example, if a northbound lane blocking incident is reported on the Parkway
near Powers Road, drivers could be routed to 3rd Street at Murphy Road via a variable message sign
(VMS). A US 97 alternate route signal timing plan could be dynamically activated on 3rd Street,
prioritizing through movements parallel to US 97 near the incident. These strategies have the potential
to maximize existing roadway capacity, improve travel times, and enhance safety and reliability of
travel.3
Typical Cost Range: $2,000,000 - $10,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility

ENHANCED TRAFFIC SIGNAL OPERATIONS AT RAMP TERMINALS
Enhancing traffic signal operations at ramp terminals includes improving existing signals through retiming/optimization, adaptive systems, or better/increased detection. Improvements to signal timing
may result in improved mobility and a reduction in fuel consumption and emissions.
The forecasted demand at several ramp terminals along US 97 is expected to exceed the current
capacity in the future. Enhancing existing signals with better detection (queue dumps, etc.), signal
performance measures, or other technology improvements is a preliminary solution to maximizing
capacity and improving operations at the ramp terminals along US 97. Most enhancements to existing
traffic signals would also likely require the installation and maintenance of a new central system in Bend,
along with the corresponding controller upgrades and enhancements to the signal communication
network.
Typical Cost Range: $50,000 - $100,000 per signal
Project Source: Consultant Team, Deschutes County 2011 ITS Plan (Central System)
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, Accessibility, and
Multimodal Options

TRAFFIC SIGNAL PRIORITY FOR FREIGHT AND TRANSIT AT SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS ON US 97
This TSMO tool provides extra green time at traffic signals for freight and transit to reduce delay and/or
improve safety for these modes of travel. Along US 97, transit priority could reduce delay and improve
reliability for mass transit users. US 97 experiences high levels of freight traffic. Freight signal priority
5

USDOT Federal Highway Administration – Corridor Traffic Management, 2018.
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could reduce stops and delays for heavy vehicles with braking and acceleration issues, to increasing
freight travel time reliability and enhancing safety at intersections. It should be noted that this would be
an interim improvement as the long-term plan is to remove signalized intersections from the US 97
Parkway mainline. Priority signalization is proposed along 3rd Street and at Powers Road (interim
project). Figure 5 shows an example of a traffic signal priority for freight.
Figure 5: Example of Traffic Signal Priority for Freight at a Signalized Intersection

https://www.spatialmedia.com.au/project/nsw-freight-priority/

Typical Cost Range: $8,000 to $35,000 per signal
Project Source: Bend MTP/TSP Update
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Multimodal Options

TRAVELER INFORMATION SIGNING – SIGN ROUTE FROM US 20 TO US 97 TO CONTINUE ON 3RD
STREET
Traveler information signage is used to guide travelers along a certain path. For example, traveler
information signage could be used to encourage drivers using southbound US 20 to remain on 3rd Street
until they reach the Division Street ramp instead of using the more congested Empire Boulevard. Figure
6 shows an example of a typical guide sign.
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Figure 6: Example of Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination

https://www.mdt.mt.gov/visionzero/roads/know-your-signs.shtml

Typical Cost Range: $2,000-$30,000 per sign
Project Source: Bend MTP/TSP Update
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, and Mobility

ROADSIDE TRAVELER INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
This TSMO tool uses variable message signs (VMS) on roadways or highway advisory radio to
disseminate traveler information. Strategic messaging on US 97 could be used to warn drivers of
upcoming hazards or delays on the corridor, allowing drivers enough time to decide if they wish to
pursue an alternate route. This tool can be a cost-effective way to improve mobility and travel time
reliability in certain situations. It is recommended that this tool be used throughout the entire corridor.
Figure 7 shows an example of roadside traveler information dissemination.
Figure 7: Example of Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination

http://www.wdam.com/story/29442987/mdot-displays-time-messages-on-dynamic-message-signs/

Typical Cost Range: $50,000 to $150,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
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AT-GRADE INTERSECTION MODIFICATION/ELIMINATION
The Existing and Future Conditions Memoranda identified significant safety and mobility issues around
the existing at-grade intersections along US 97. The following projects were developed to improve the
safety and operations of the at-grade intersections along US 97. These projects involve changing or
eliminating access to US 97 via at-grade intersections.

RIGHT-IN/RIGHT-OUT CLOSURES
A right-in/right-out (RIRO) refers to a type of intersection where the turning movements are restricted
to right turns only.
Currently, the RIROs along US 97 with the project study corridor are located at the following cross
streets:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

China Hat Road
Pinebrook Boulevard
Badger Road
Reed Lane
Truman Avenue
Lafayette Avenue
Hawthorne Avenue

It should be noted that the RIROs located north of Empire Boulevard were not considered in this analysis
because they will be addressed in the US 97 Bend North Corridor Project (FEIS). These connections to US
97 provide access alternatives to the interchanges. The RIROs at Hawthorne and Lafayette Avenues, in
particular, provide direct access to businesses in downtown Bend.
All the RIRO approaches are expected to queue significantly due to increased northbound and
southbound traffic on US 97 in the future, causing the intersections to fail to meet mobility targets.
Furthermore, increased congestion at these intersections has already resulted in drivers selecting
shorter gaps to enter US 97. This may lead to increased crashes. Note that the benefits of some of the
TSMO alternatives (such as ramp meters) are predicated on increased access control on US 97. In
addition, some of the interchange improvements identified in later sections (mainly at Powers Road)
would likely require the closure of some RIRO access.
While closing the RIROs will improve the operations and safety on US 97, the access provided by each
intersection must also be addressed. Closing all RIRO intersections without mitigation would likely be
detrimental to local business and downtown access. Therefore, a number of modifications and
configurations were explored and particular attention was given to access to key destinations, such as
downtown. The next section, Interchange/Mainline Improvements, considered the ability to build
acceleration and deceleration lanes to standards throughout the corridor, including for RIROs. Based on
this assessment and consultation with study advisory committees, the following RIRO closure and
modification alternatives will be tested to capture the benefits and identify the appropriate mitigations
and/or phasing strategies to manage these access points:
•

Closure of Lafayette Avenue
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•
•
•
•
•

Closure of Hawthorne Avenue
Conversion of Lafayette Avenue and/or Hawthorne Avenue to right-in only
Closure of Truman Avenue and Reed Lane
Closure of Pinebrook Boulevard and Badger Road (evaluate in coordination with the Powers
Road alternatives)
Closure of all intersections listed above

Figures 8 and 9 show the locations of possible RIRO closures.
Typical Cost Range: $50,000 - $250,000 per RIRO
Project Source: US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2 Scope of Work and Bend TSP 2000 with 2016 ILUTP
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety and Mobility
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Figure 8 RIRO Locations To Be Considered for Closure – Central Study Area
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Figure 9 RIRO Locations to be Considered for Closure – South Study Area
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CONVERT RIGHT-IN/RIGHT-OUT AT LAFAYETTE AVENUE AND/OR HAWTHORNE AVENUE TO RIGHT-IN
ONLY
An alternative to closing the RIRO at Lafayette Avenue or Hawthorne Avenue would be to convert the
intersections to right-in only. This means that drivers would be able to make a right-turn from US 97
onto Lafayette/Hawthorne Avenue but the right-turn onto US 97 would be restricted. This conversion
would require the deceleration lanes to be reconstructed to meet ODOT standards where feasible.
Restricting only the right-turn onto US 97 would eliminate the queueing issues projected at
Lafayette/Hawthorne Avenue and US 97 in the future but would still allow drivers to exit US 97. Figure
10 shows an aerial of US 97/Hawthorne Avenue with the right-turn onto US 97 closed.
Figure 10: Right-In Only at US 97/Hawthorne Avenue

Typical Cost Range: $100,000 - $5,000,000 (higher cost assumes deceleration lanes constructed to meet
standard)
Project Source: Bend TSP 2000 with 2016 ILUTP
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety and Mobility

CHINA HAT ROAD OVERCROSSING
Closing the RIRO at China Hat Road and US 97 would provide both safety and operational improvements
but would also restrict east-west connectivity. Therefore, a possible solution would be to construct an
overcrossing at China Hat Road. Grade separating this intersection should greatly improve the
operations and safety issues projected in the future. Grade separation allows traffic to move freely with
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fewer interruptions and at higher speeds. Furthermore, by removing conflicts between movements the
risk of accidents is reduced. Figure 11 shows a conceptual design of an overcrossing at China Hat Road.
Figure 11: China Hat Road Overcrossing

Typical Cost Range: $10,000,000 - $25,00,000
Project Source: Bend TSP 2000 with 2016 ILUTP
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility

POWERS ROAD OVERCROSSING (OPTION 1 OF 2) 6
In the future, the Powers Road intersection will fail to provide sufficient capacity for the northbound and
southbound movements on US 97. While the volumes on the Powers Road jug-handle movements are
not predicted to experience much growth once the northbound on-ramp and southbound off-ramp to
6

The second option for Powers Road is described in the next section, Interchange/Mainline Improvements.
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the Murphy Road interchange are constructed, the increase in northbound (70%) and southbound (35%)
demand in the future increases queuing. A possible solution would be to construct an overcrossing at
the Powers Road/US 97 intersection to maintain east-west connectivity if the RIRO intersections are
closed. Grade separation allows traffic to move freely with fewer interruptions and at higher overall
speeds. Furthermore, with fewer conflicts between movements, the risk of accidents is reduced. An
overcrossing would have some design challenges to meet proper clearance with minimal ROW impacts.
Figure 12 shows a conceptual design of an overcrossing at Powers Road.
Figure 12: Powers Road Overcrossing

Typical Cost Range: $10,000,000 - $25,000,000 (higher cost assumes significant ROW impacts may be
required to tie overcrossing to Powers Road existing grade)
Project Source: US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2 Scope of Work
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, and Mobility
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INTERCHANGE/MAINLINE IMPROVEMENTS
The following projects were developed to improve the safety and operations of the interchanges and
mainline along US 97. They involve improvements to facility ramps, changes to interchange
configurations, and added auxiliary lanes along mainline US 97.

RAMPS (ACCELERATION/DECELERATION LANES) BUILT TO STANDARD LENGTHS
Acceleration and deceleration lanes provide drivers with an opportunity to speed up or slow outside the
high-speed through traffic stream while entering or exiting the mainline facility. In Technical
Memorandum #2 – Existing Conditions, locations along US 97 within the study area were identified
where geometric conditions represented a safety risk due to substandard acceleration/deceleration lane
lengths, which can affect a driver’s ability to safely enter or exit the highway.
For exit ramps, ODOT Highway Design Manual (HDM) 7 standards differ depending on the type of exit.
On the US 97 Parkway, there are either interchange ramp deceleration lanes or at-grade intersection
deceleration lanes. While the US 97 Parkway has a posted speed of 45 mph, the mainline facility was
designed using a 55-mph design speed and drivers are commonly observed traveling faster than the
posted speed. However, the ramp design speeds are 10 mph lower than the mainline design speed.
Tables 3 and 4 provide the existing deceleration/acceleration lane lengths, the required minimum
deceleration/acceleration lane lengths (based on the mainline design speed), and whether the standard
is met for each intersection or ramp along US 97. Furthermore, both tables state whether improving a
deceleration/acceleration lane to meet the standard length is feasible without significant capital cost
(ROW acquisition, new/modified structures, etc.) in the future.
Table 3: Existing Exit Ramp and At-Grade Intersection Deceleration Lane Standards

Exit
Ramp
Location
SB US 97
to US 20
SB US 97
to Butler
Market
Rd
SB US 97
to Revere
SB US 97
to
Lafayette
Ave
SB US 97
to
7

Type

Existing
Decelerati
on Lane
Length
(ft)

ODOT
HDM
Minimum
Decelerati
on Lane
Length
(ft)A,B

Feasible
without
Significant
Capital Cost?

Considerations for
Designing to HDM
Standards

Ramp

1,025

235

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

300

235

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

300

235

N/A

Meets Standard

Atgrade

225

320

Yes

Minimal ROW acquisition

Atgrade

225

320

Yes

Minimal ROW acquisition.
Consideration would need to

Oregon Department of Transportation. Highway Design Manual, Chapters 8 and 9. 2012.
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Hawthorn
e Ave
SB US 97
to
Colorado
Ave

be made to the adjacent
pedestrian path.
Minimal ROW acquisition.
Consideration would need to
be made to the adjacent
pedestrian path.
May require widening the
Wilson Ave bridge and/or
constructing a pedestrian/
bicyclist tunnel under the
overcrossing
Row acquisition required.
Consideration would need to
be made to the adjacent
pedestrian path and bike lane.

Ramp

75

235

Yes

SB US 97
to
Truman
Ave

Atgrade

< 50

320

No

SB US 97
to Reed
Market
Rd

Ramp

225

235

Yes, if the
noise wall is
relocated

320

Yes, if
pedestrian
overcrossing
built. Potential
conflicts with
SB on-ramp
merge from
Powers Road

May require redesigning
pedestrian access at
Pinebrook (potentially an
overcrossing), minimal ROW
acquisition; likely required
closure with Murphy phase 3
(conflicts with southbound offramp deceleration)

SB US 97
to Badger
Rd

SB US 97
to
Pinebrook
Blvd
SB US 97
to
Ponderos
a St
SB US 97
to
Rocking
Horse Rd
NB US 97
to China
Hat Rd

Atgrade

< 50

May require redesigning
pedestrian access at Badger
(potentially an overcrossing),
minimal ROW acquisition;
likely required closure with
most Powers Road
Interchange alternatives

Atgrade

< 50

320

Yes, if
pedestrian
overcrossing
built. Conflicts
with planned
SB off-ramp to
Murphy Road

Atgrade

75

320

Yes

Minimal ROW acquisition

Atgrade

75

320

Yes

Minimal ROW acquisition

Atgrade

125

320

Yes

Minimal ROW acquisition

Yes, if
pedestrian
overcrossing
built. Conflicts
with planned
NB on-ramp
from Murphy
Road
Yes, if
pedestrian
overcrossing

May require redesigning
pedestrian access at
Pinebrook (potentially an
overcrossing), minimal ROW
acquisition; likely required
closure with Murphy phase 3
(conflicts with northbound onramp merge)
May require redesigning
pedestrian access at Badger
Rd (potentially an

NB US 97
to
Pinebrook
Blvd

Atgrade

< 50

320

NB US 97
to Badger
Rd

Atgrade

< 50

320
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NB US 97
to Reed
Ln

NB US 97
to Reed
Market
Rd
NB US 97
to
Colorado
Ave
NB US 97
to Revere
NB US 97
to Empire
Blvd
NB US 97
to US 20

A Red

built. Conflicts
with potential
NB off-ramp
deceleration to
Powers Road
Yes, if
pedestrian
overcrossing
built. Conflicts
with potential
NB on-ramp
merge from
Powers Road

overcrossing), minimal ROW
acquisition; likely required
closure with most Powers
Road Interchange alternatives
May require redesigning
pedestrian access at Reed Ln
(potentially an overcrossing),
minimal ROW acquisition;
likely required closure with
most Powers Road
Interchange alternatives

Atgrade

< 50

320

Ramp

425

235

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

300

235

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

100

235

No

Would require bridge widening

Ramp

500

235

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

250

235

N/A

Meets Standard

bold text indicates that the measured acceleration lane length is less than the standard.
a design speed of 55 mph

B Assumes

Table 4: Existing Exit Ramp and At-Grade Intersection Acceleration Lane Standards

Entrance
Ramp
Location
Empire Blvd
to SB US
97
3rd Street
to SB US
97
Revere Ave
to SB US
97
Lafayette
Ave to SB
US 97

Type

Existing
Acceleration
Lane Length
(ft)

ODOT HDM
Minimum
Acceleration
Lane Length
(ft)A,B

Feasible
without
Significant
Capital Cost?

Considerations
for Designing to
HDM Standards

Ramp

1,350

540

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

575

540

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

725

540

N/A

Meets Standard

No

May require
widening bridge
over Greenwood
Ave; acceleration
lane would
approach

Atgrade
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Hawthorne
Ave to SB
US 97

Colorado
Ave to SB
US 97
Truman
Ave to SB
US 97
Reed
Market Rd
(North) to
SB US 97
Reed
Market Rd
(South) to
SB US 97

Badger Rd
to SB US
97

deceleration lane
at Hawthorne Ave;
minimal ROW
acquisition
May require
widening bridge
over Franklin Ave;
potential ROW
impacts to
buildings;
additional ROW
acquisition

Atgrade

< 50

960

No

Ramp

1,100

540

N/A

Meets Standard

Atgrade

< 50

960

No

Significant ROW
impacts to
buildings

Ramp

1,000

540

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

650

540

N/A

Meets Standard

Atgrade

< 50

960

Yes, if access at
Pinebrook
closed. Conflicts
potential SB onramp merge from
Powers Road

Pinebrook
Rd to SB
US 97

Atgrade

< 50

960

Yes, if
pedestrian
overcrossing
built. Conflicts
with planned SB
off-ramp to
Murphy Road

Ponderosa
St to SB US
97

Atgrade

< 50

960

Yes, if access at
Rocking Horse
Rd closed
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May overlap with
any deceleration
lanes built at
Pinebrook Blvd;
minimal ROW
acquisition; likely
required closure
with most Powers
Road Interchange
alternatives
May require
redesigning
pedestrian access
at Pinebrook
(potentially an
overcrossing),
minimal ROW
acquisition; likely
required closure
with Murphy phase
3 (conflicts with
southbound offramp deceleration)
May extend to
deceleration lane
for Rocking Horse
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Rocking
Horse Rd to
SB US 97
3rd Street
to SB US
97
China Hat
Rd to NB
US 97

Pinebrook
Blvd to NB
US 97

Ct; minimal ROW
acquisition
Atgrade

< 50

960

Yes

Minimal ROW
acquisition

Ramp

850

540

N/A

Meets Standard

Atgrade

< 50

960

Yes

Minimal ROW
acquisition

Atgrade

< 50

960

Yes, if access at
Badger is closed.
Conflicts with
planned NB onramp from
Murphy Road

May overlap with
any deceleration
lanes built at
Badger Rd; may
require redesigning
pedestrian access
at Pinebrook Blvd;
minimal ROW
acquisition; likely
required closure
with Murphy phase
3 (conflicts with
northbound onramp merge)
May require
redesigning
pedestrian access
at Badger Rd
(potentially an
overcrossing),
minimal ROW
acquisition; likely
required closure
with most Powers
Road Interchange
alternatives
May require
widening bridge
over canal; minimal
ROW acquisition;
likely required
closure with most
Powers Road
Interchange
alternatives

Badger Rd
to NB US
97

Atgrade

< 50

960

Yes, if
pedestrian
overcrossing
built. Conflicts
with potential NB
off-ramp
deceleration to
Powers Road

Reed Ln to
NB US 97

Atgrade

< 50

960

No

Ramp

550

540

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

425

540

Yes, if the sound
barrier is
relocated

Row acquisition
required.
Consideration

Reed
Market Rd
to NB US
97
Division St
to NB US
97
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Colorado
Ave to NB
US 97
Revere Ave
to NB US
97
3rd Street
to NB US
97
Butler
Market Rd
to NB US
97
Empire Blvd
to NB US
97

A Red

would need to be
made to the
adjacent
pedestrian path
and bike lane.
Ramp

225

540

No

Would require
bridge widening

Ramp

250

540

No

Would require
bridge widening

Ramp

1,100

540

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

750

540

N/A

Meets Standard

Ramp

1,025

540

N/A

Meets Standard

bold text indicates that the measured acceleration lane length is less than the standard.
a design speed of 55 mph

B Assumes

Typical Cost Range: $1,000,000 - $5,000,000
Project Source: Bend MTP/TSP Update
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety

AUXILIARY LANE FROM EMPIRE BOULEVARD TO BUTLER MARKET ROAD (SOUTHBOUND)
An auxiliary lane is defined by AASHTO as the portion of the roadway adjoining the traveled way for
speed change, turning, weaving, truck climbing, maneuvering of entering and leaving traffic, and other
purposes supplementary to through-traffic movement. 8 Auxiliary lanes are used to balance the traffic
load and maintain a more uniform level of service on the highway. They facilitate the positioning of
drivers at exits and the merging of drivers at entrances. Furthermore, auxiliary lanes have the potential
to improve mobility and safety.
In the future, traffic demand from the Empire Avenue southbound on-ramp to US 97 is forecasted to
exceed the capacity of the current ramp merge configuration. A southbound auxiliary lane from the
Empire Avenue southbound off-ramp to the Butler Market southbound off-ramp would provide a
significant capacity boost for this movement, smoothing the combined impacts of vehicles merging onto
US 97 from Empire Avenue and vehicles exiting the Parkway at Butler Market Road. Figure 13 shows a
conceptual example of adding an auxiliary lane from Empire Boulevard to Butler Market Road.

A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials, Washington, D.C. 2001

8
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Figure 13: Auxiliary Lane Connecting Empire Boulevard to Butler Market Road (southbound)

Typical Cost Range: $1,000,000 - $2,000,000
Project Source: Juniper Ridge IGA, 2010 and US 97 Bend North Corridor Project FEIS
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
Draft | December 11, 2018
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AUXILIARY LANE FROM 3RD STREET TO EMPIRE BOULEVARD (NORTHBOUND)
As explained above, an auxiliary lane is used to balance traffic and maintain a more uniform level of
service on a highway. In the future, congestion levels will lead to capacity issues and congestion at the
3rd Street on-ramp to northbound US 97. The capacity of this merge is further degraded by the weaving
impacts of the downstream exit ramp to Empire Boulevard. An auxiliary lane connecting 3rd Street to
Empire Boulevard would provide additional capacity for traffic entering northbound US 97 at both 3rd
Street and Butler Market Road and exiting northbound US 97 at Empire Boulevard and isolating weaving
movements from the mainline traffic stream. Furthermore, auxiliary lanes have the potential to improve
mobility and safety. Figure 14 shows a conceptual example of adding an auxiliary lane form 3rd Street to
Empire Boulevard.
Figure 14: Auxiliary Lane Connecting 3rd Street to Empire Boulevard (Northbound)

Typical Cost Range: $1,000,000 - $3,000,000
Project Source: Bend TSP 2000 with 2016 ILUTP, US 97 Bend North Corridor Project FEIS
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
Draft | December 11, 2018
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NB OFF-RAMP CONNECTING US 97 TO BUTLER MARKET ROAD
Currently, there is no existing direct connection from US 97 to Butler Market Road. A driver must exit at
Revere Avenue and travel north via US 20 to reach Butler Market. By directly connecting US 97 to Butler
Market Road, some of the traffic taking an out of direction route to portions of northeastern Bend using
Empire Avenue could use a more direct connection via Butler Market Road. This could relieve some of
the forecasted congestion on northbound US 97 north of Butler Market Road. For the proposed ramp to
operate effectively, a new intersection treatment (either roundabout or signal) would likely be required
at the new ramp terminus. If the ramp terminus treatment includes as signal, the timing would need to
be coordinated with the gates at the existing at-grade rail crossing located approximately 150 feet to the
east of 2nd Avenue on Butler Market Road. Roundabout treatments should also consider mitigations for
rail event queues. Figure 15 shows a conceptual example of connecting US 97 to Butler Market Road
with a northbound off-ramp via NE 2nd Street.
Figure 15: Northbound Ramp Connection from US 97 to Butler Market Road
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Typical Cost Range: $5,000,000 - $10,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, Accessibility, and
Multimodal Options

SB FRONTAGE ROAD AT BUTLER MARKET ROAD INTERCHANGE (OPTION 1 OF 4)
In the future, the intersection at the terminus of the southbound off-ramp at the Butler Market Road
interchange will experience demand that exceeds the intersection capacity. In addition, queuing issues
at the intersections of US 20 (3rd Street) at Division Street and Butler Market Road will impact operations
at the US 97 ramps. The Butler Market and US 97 SB off-ramp intersection was also identified as a safety
concern under existing conditions.
A possible solution (option 1 of 4) would be to construct a frontage road extending from the US 97 SB
off-ramp to the US 20 (3rd Street) ramp. The US 97 SB off-ramp would be signalized and the signal at US
20 (3rd Street) and Division Street intersection would be realigned to the new four-legged intersection.
This solution would move some of the US 97 to US 20 southbound traffic away from the congested
Butler Market Road intersection, reducing queuing on Butler Market Road at the ramp terminus. The
signalized intersection at the US 97 SB off-ramp may help mitigate the existing safety issue at this
intersection. Figure 16 shows a high-level sketch of this frontage road alternative.
Figure 16: SB Frontage Road at Butler Market Road Interchange
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Typical Cost Range: $2,000,000-$5,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, Accessibility, and
Multimodal Options

FORMALIZED TWO-STAGE LEFT AT BUTLER MARKET ROAD INTERCHANGE (OPTION 2 OF 4)
Currently the US 97 SB off-ramp at Butler Market Road is stop controlled. Southbound left turning
vehicles from the ramp onto Butler Market Road can use a center two-way left turn lane to make a twostage left turn by first entering into the center turn lane, then merging onto Butler Market Road when it
is clear. The demand for this movement will exceed the existing capacity in the future. In addition, the
unprotected left turns increase safety risks.
A potential solution for this safety and operations issue would be to create a formalized two-stage left
turn at this location. This would include a barrier created by flexible delineators to clearly mark the
center turn lane as a refuge for left turns until they can safely merge into traffic. This concept could also
include widening the off-ramp to create an exclusive left turn lane to reduce ramp queues. Figure 17
below shows an example of this concept and its proposed location.
Figure 17: Formalized Two-Stage Left Example and at Butler Market Road Interchange

https://www.greenvillenc.gov/Home/Components/News/News/1520/66?backlist=%2F

Typical Cost Range: $500,000-$1,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility

SINGLE POINT URBAN INTERCHANGE AT BUTLER MARKET ROAD (OPTION 3 OF 4)
Another option to address the future capacity and safety issues at the Butler Market Road interchange is
to construct a single point urban interchange (SPUI) at this location. This alternative would involve
adding a NB off-ramp and a SB on-ramp to the interchange. This alternative is contingent on completion
of the US 97 Bend North Corridor Project FEIS and would require the closing of the SB on-ramp from US
Draft | December 11, 2018
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20 (3rd Street). The alternative would also likely require a widening the overcrossing of US 97 over US 20
(3rd Street). The signal timing would need to be coordinated with the gates at the existing at-grade rail
crossing located approximately 150 feet to the east of 2nd Avenue on Butler Market Road. A sketch of
the interchange configuration is presented in Figure 18 below.
Figure 18: Single Point Urban Interchange at Butler Market Road
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Typical Cost Range: $20,000,000-$30,000,000
Project Source: US 97 Bend North Corridor Project FEIS and Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility

SIGNALIZE US 97 SB OFF-RAMP AND BUTLER MARKET ROAD (OPTION 4 OF 4)
Currently the intersection Butler Market Road and US 97 SB off-ramp is a three-legged stop-controlled
intersection. In the future, this intersection will not have sufficient capacity to serve the demand from
the off ramp. To improve operations and safety at this intersection, a possible solution is to signalize this
intersection. This would allow for increased capacity at the intersection, minimizing queues on the ramp
and allowing large gaps for turning vehicles. This solution may also include widening the off-ramp to
provide an exclusive left turn lane. A roundabout could be considered at this location, but due to
intersection constraints a signal could be more cost effective and have less right-of-way impacts.
Typical Cost Range: $500,000-$1,000,000
Project Source: Bend MTP/TSP Update (ongoing)
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Multimodal Options

DIAMOND INTERCHANGE AT COLORADO AVENUE
Under future conditions, the US 97 NB and SB ramps at Colorado Avenue will not provide enough
capacity to serve the forecasted demand at this interchange. In addition, the US 97 southbound ramp
intersection at Colorado Avenue was flagged for safety issues under existing conditions. Reconstructing
the interchange as a complete diamond configuration may address some of the operational and safety
issues. If sight distance requirements can be met, signalizing the intersection of the US 97 NB ramps at
Colorado Avenue would also increase the operational and safety benefits of this alternative. Figure 19
shows a concept level sketch of the diamond interchange.
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Figure 19: Diamond Interchange at Colorado Avenue

Typical Cost Range: $10,000,000-$25,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
Draft | December 11, 2018
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WIDEN NB OFF-RAMP AT REED MARKET ROAD INTERCHANGE (OPTION 1 OF 3)
In the future, the Reed Market Road Interchange is forecasted to experience the worst operating
conditions along US 97 in Bend. The future demand at this intersection far exceeds the available
capacity. The US 97 NB ramps/Reed Market Road intersection was also flagged as a safety focus location
under existing conditions due to a high observed crash rate. Currently, the NB off-ramp is striped as a
single lane until 130 feet before the intersection, where it then splits into exclusive left and right turn
lanes.
To minimalize queuing onto the US 97 mainline, which is both a safety and operational concern, a
potential solution (option 1 of 3) would extend the length of the exclusive left and right turn lanes by
widening the NB off-ramp. This would increase storage for the NB off-ramp and limit queue spillback on
mainline US 97. Some design challenges for this alternative include impacts to existing retaining walls
and noise walls. This alternative is presented in Figure 20 below.
Figure 20: Widen NB Off-Ramp at Reed Market Road Interchange

Typical Cost Range: $1,000,000-$3,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Mobility, and Accessibility

SIGNALIZE US 97 NB RAMPS AND REED MARKET ROAD (OPTION 2 OF 3)
As mentioned, above the Reed Market Road interchange is a location of system failure along US 97 in
the future. Both US 97 ramp intersections fail to serve the future demand at this location. To improve
Draft | December 11, 2018
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mobility and mitigate this operational issue, a possible solution is to signalize the US 97 NB ramp
terminal at Reed Market Road. This would allow for increased capacity at the intersection, minimizing
queues on the ramp and would reduce safety issues by allowing larger gaps for turning vehicles. This
alternative would include maintaining the restriction on the westbound left turn as shown in Figure 23
below. A roundabout could be considered at this location, but due to intersection constraints a signal
could be more cost effective and have less right-of-way impacts.
Figure 23: Signalize US 97 NB Ramps and Reed Market Road

Typical Cost Range: $500,000-$1,000,000
Project Source: Bend MTP/TSP Update (ongoing)
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Mobility, and Multimodal Options

SINGLE POINT URBAN INTERCHANGE AT REED MARKET ROAD INTERCHANGE (OPTION 3 OF 3)
As mentioned above, the Reed Market Road interchange is a location of system failure along US 97 in
the future. To mitigate this operational issue, a possible solution is to construct a single point urban
interchange (SPUI) at this interchange. The interchange type would consolidate the conflicting left turn
movements on and off the US 97 mainline into one signalized intersection, increasing the efficiency of
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ramp terminal operations. A concept level sketch is provided of the SPUI at Reed Market Road in Figure
21.
Figure 21: Single Point Urban Interchange at Reed Market Road Interchange

Typical Cost Range: $25,000,000-$50,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
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REPLACE POWERS ROAD AT-GRADE INTERSECTION WITH AN INTERCHANGE (OPTION 2 OF 2)
As discussed above, under future conditions the Powers Road intersection will fail to provide sufficient
capacity for the northbound and southbound movements on US 97. To mitigate this capacity issue
without closing the intersection altogether and restricting access to US 97, a compact diamond
interchange could be constructed at this intersection. This interchange would allow for full access on
and off US 97. This alternative would also address some of the safety issues with the current at grade
intersection configuration. Design challenges would include meeting interchange grade impacts while
limiting right-of-way impacts. A concept sketch of the alternative is provided in Figure 22.
Figure 22: Replace Powers Road At-Grade Intersection with an Interchange

Typical Cost Range: $20,000,000-$40,000,000
Project Source: US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2 Scope of Work
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
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SIGNALIZE US 97 RAMPS AT BAKER ROAD/KNOTT ROAD INTERCHANGE
Under future conditions, the ramp terminal intersections at Baker Road/Knott Road will not have
sufficient capacity to effectively serve forecasted demand. Since both intersections are currently stopcontrolled, a possible solution to improve mobility and safety would be to signalize these intersections.
This solution might require some widening on Baker Road/Knott Road at the ramp terminals to provide
protected left turn lanes. This would allow for increased capacity at the intersection, minimizing queues
on the ramp and allowing large gaps for turning vehicles. A roundabout could be considered at this
location, but due to intersection constraints a signal could be more cost effective and have less right-ofway impacts.
Typical Cost Range: $1,000,000-$2,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, Accessibility and
Multimodal Options
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OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
This category of alternatives includes improvements that don’t fit into any of the above categories. They
include the North Corridor Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and off-system solutions such as
road extensions, new river crossings, and improvements to intersections off US 97. These include
projects identified and tested in the ongoing Bend MTP/TSP Update that have significant positive
benefits to US 97 within the project limits.

COMPLETE SOUTHERN FRONTAGE SYSTEM FROM CHINA HAT ROAD TO BAKER ROAD
In the future, there will be heavy demand on US 97 and shorter trips may shift off US 97 to parallel
alternative routes, where available. In addition, significant development and housing is proposed in the
southern area of Bend, which will produce more trips from this area. To increase safety and operations,
the at-grade access at China Hat Road/Ponderosa Street may be modified or closed.
A possible solution to maintain good connectivity and sufficient operations for travelers to the south is
to construct a frontage road system from China Hat Road/Ponderosa Street to the Baker Road/Knott
Road interchange. This frontage road would tie into the frontage road proposed for Phase 3 of the
Murphy Interchange. Figure 24 shows a concept level sketch of this alternative.
Figure 24: Southern Frontage System from China Hat Road to Baker Road

Typical Cost Range: $5,000,000-$10,000,000
Project Source: Bend MTP/TSP Update (ongoing)
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
Draft | December 11, 2018
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVES FROM US 97 BEND NORTH CORRIDOR FEIS
Under future conditions, there will be several operational and safety issues with the forecasted demand
at the north portion of US 97 in Bend. The US 97 Bend North Corridor study is assessing some
coordinated alternatives to address queueing and operational issues around Empire Boulevard, Robal
Road, and Cooley Road. The preferred alternatives are presented in the US 97 Bend North Corridor FEIS
exhibits in the appendix.
Typical Cost Range: $150,000,000-$200,000,000
Project Source: US 97 Bend North Corridor FEIS
Potential Goals Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, Accessibility, and Multimodal
Options

SOUTHERN RIVER CROSSING AT POWERS ROAD
In the future, there will be heavy demand along US 97 in Bend, especially in the central region around
Reed Market Road. As mentioned previously, Reed Market Road is a localized area of failure that
impacts the whole corridor. Part of the issue is the demand on the Reed Market Road, which is
exacerbated by a lack of east-west routes connecting across the Deschutes river. To improve east-west
connectivity and relieve some of the demand on Reed Market Road, a new river crossing at Powers Road
is proposed under this alternative. The approximate location of this potential project is presented in
Figure 25 below.
Figure 25: Southern River Crossing at Powers Road

Typical Cost Range: $75,000,000-$150,000,000
Project Source: Bend MTP/TSP Update (ongoing)
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
Draft | December 11, 2018
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DEDICATED LEFT TURN LANES AT REED MARKET ROAD AND 3RD STREET
As mentioned previously, under future conditions the Reed Market Road Interchange has the worst
operating conditions along US 97 in Bend. This leads to extensive queueing along Reed Market Road,
impacting nearby intersections. The left turn movements at Reed Market Road and 3rd Street contribute
to these queues since there is no separate storage lane for left turning vehicles. Adding dedicated left
turn lanes on Reed Market Road for vehicles turning onto 3rd Street would help prevent the left turning
vehicles from queuing onto Reed Market Road through lanes. In addition, adding turn lanes may reduce
safety issues at this intersection, including reducing rear and turning crashes. This alternative would
require widening Reed Market Road to provide right-of-way for the new turn lanes. A figure
representing this alternative is presented below.
Figure 26: Dedicated Left Turn Lanes at Reed Market Road and 3rd Street

Typical Cost Range: $1,000,000-$2,000,000
Project Source: Bend MTP/TSP Update (ongoing)
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility

WILSON AVENUE EXTENSION TO THE EAST
In the future, there will be heavy demand along US 97 in Bend, especially in the central region around
Reed Market Road. As mentioned previously, Reed Market Road is a localized area of failure that
impacts the whole corridor. Part of the issue is the demand on the Reed Market Road, which is
exacerbated by a lack of east-west routes connecting across the river. To improve east-west connectivity
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and relieve some of the demand on Reed Market Road, an extension of Wilson Avenue, just north of
Reed Market Road, is proposed as a possible solution. This extension (shown in Figure 28) would
connect 15th Street to 27th Street. This extension would run through a currently mostly residential area,
likely resulting in homeowner displacement and significant right-of-way costs. The extension would also
likely require the development of a new “neighborhood collector” standard by the City.
Figure 28: Wilson Avenue Extension to the East

Typical Cost Range: $15,000,000-$25,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility

WIDEN 3RD STREET AT COLORADO AVENUE RAIL CROSSING
As traffic increases on US 97 in the future, so will the need for a reliable alternate route. 3rd Street may
provide an alternate route as it runs parallel to US 97 with four lanes for most of its length. However, at
the rail crossing near the US 97 Colorado Avenue interchange 3rd Street narrows down to two lanes. This
reduction in capacity significantly impacts 3rd Street’s ability to carry shorter distance trips in Bend that
may otherwise be routed on US 97, or trips diverted to 3rd Street due to an incident.
A possible solution would be to widen 3rd Street from two to four lanes at the Colorado Avenue rail
crossing. This would improve operations on US 97 by allowing 3rd Street to provide more effective
incident alternate routing and also serve some short distance local trips that might otherwise try to use
US 97. A figure demonstrating this concept is presented below.
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Figure 27: Widen 3rd Street at Colorado Avenue Rail Crossing

Typical Cost Range: $5,000,000-$10,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility

INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT AT BUTLER MARKET ROAD AND 4TH STREET
In the future, Butler Market Road at 4th Street will not have sufficient capacity to serve the forecasted
demand. Queue spillback from this intersection could impact operations at the US 97 ramp terminal
intersections on Butler Market Road. The intersection is currently all-way stop-controlled and already
operates near capacity. An intersection improvement such as a signal or roundabout would be a
possible solution to address the operations issues at this intersection.
Typical Cost Range: $500,000-$1,000,000
Project Source: Consultant Team
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, Accessibility, and
Multimodal Options
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ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS
The category of alternatives aims to improve multimodal access around US 97 by improving crossing
locations and parallel routes.

PLACEHOLDER FOR BIKE PED WORKING GROUP IMPROVEMENTS
NOTE: An agency Working Group is developing these alternatives and will provide the list and associated
text separately.
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STRATEGIES FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION
The following strategy will require further analysis outside of this project but is presented below to
provide a complete picture of available alternatives for improving operations on US 97 in the future.

CONGESTION PRICING ON US 97
Due to future travel demand on US 97 exceeding the facility capacity, other strategies such as
congestion pricing could be considered to influence trip-taking behavior on US 97. Congestion pricing is
a dynamic pricing strategy to regulate the volume of vehicles using a facility by varying the cost to use
the facility based on demand. For example, users would be charged a higher toll to use the facility during
peak periods of demand, such as evening commute time.
If shorter, local trips could be motivated by monetary cost to use alternative routes, travel demand on
US 97 could potential be reduced during peak periods, increasing the capacity and throughput of the
facility. However, this transportation demand strategy would have citywide impacts and would require
further consideration of many complex issues that outside the scope of this analysis.
Figure 29: Congestion Pricing Example

https://www.gannett-cdn.com/-mm-/23dd656786aef27f3909d1ec28e1f04697a4a982/c=0-51-1024-630/local//media/2017/12/07/USATODAY/USATODAY/636482468259193449-BELTWAY-TOLL-1-.JPG?width=3200&height=1680&fit=crop

Typical Cost Range: Varies widely depending on the scope of the pricing
Project Source: Bend MTP/TSP Update (ongoing)
Goal Areas Potentially Addressed: Safety, Economic Development, Mobility, and Accessibility
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1.0 ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION PROCESS
In the previous memorandum 1, potential projects were developed to address the deficiencies in
operations and safety identified in the Existing Conditions 2 and Future Conditions 3 Memoranda. The
purpose of this memorandum is to begin the process of evaluating and screening these projects (Level 1
Evaluation).
Evaluation criteria were previously developed that reflect the goals and objectives 4 established to guide
this planning effort. The evaluation will take place in two steps. The objective of the first step, “Level 1”
evaluation is to screen the field of individual projects to be advanced as two bundles of projects for a
more detailed analysis in the Level 2 Evaluation. The Level 1 evaluation will use a simplified, qualitative
version of the project evaluation criteria.
The Level 2 evaluation will be completed in the next task. It will include a more comprehensive
assessment of potential benefits and trade-offs associated with the alternatives using quantified analysis
and evaluation criteria. The projects will be assembled into two bundles that will be run as two
alternatives using the Bend-Redmond Travel Demand and more detailed traffic analysis. The results will
be discussed with project stakeholders, leading to the identification of the best projects to be combined
into a final, Preferred Alternative.

LEVEL 1 EVALUATION PROCESS
In order to evaluate each project identified in Technical Memorandum #5, groups were created based
on location or because they addressed similar needs. For example, projects located in the same area,
such as Butler Market Road, were evaluated against each other. Similarly, TSMO projects that have
similar approaches throughout the corridor are evaluated against each other.
Each group was evaluated individually using the qualitative evaluation criteria. Note that many of the
projects considered are complementary and would be appropriate to include in both project bundles.
The groups include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation Systems Management and Operations Projects
Right-In/Right-Outs Closures
Ramp Metering
Preferred Alternatives from US 97 Bend North Corridor FEIS
Butler Market Road @ US 97 Improvements
Revere Avenue @ US 97 Improvements
Colorado Avenue @ US 97 Improvements
Reed Market Road @ US 97 Improvements
Powers Road @ US 97 Improvements

US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #5 Preliminary Alternatives, January 31, 2019
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Revised Technical Memorandum #2 Existing Conditions, August 14, 2018
3
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #4 Future Conditions, November 9, 2018
4
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Methodology Memorandum, January 4, 2019
1
2
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•
•
•

China Hat Road @ US 97 Improvements
Other Projects
Congestion Pricing

Following the Level 1 evaluation process, the projects with the highest ranking based on the evaluation
criteria will be recommended to be grouped together to form the two bundled alternatives for further
analysis (Table 15). The projects, Level 1 evaluation criteria, and the process of developing the two
project bundles will be discussed further in the following sections.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
Project goals, objectives and evaluation criteria are defined in the Methodology Memorandum 5. Many
of the evaluation criteria presented in the Methodology Memorandum are quantitative and require a
more detailed analysis. They are the criteria that will be used in Level 2 screening.
Since the Level 1 screening is qualitative, the original evaluation criteria were modified for use in a highlevel qualitative screening. For example, a Level 1 screening criteria might be “potential to reduce
crashes” (qualitative) instead of the Level 2 screening criteria of “reduction in crash frequency”
(quantitative). For comparison purposes, the Level 1 screening criteria are presented in Table 2 below
alongside the goals, objectives, and Level 2 evaluation criteria.

5

US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #4 Future Conditions, November 9, 2018
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Table 2: Level 1 Screening Evaluation Criteria

Goal

1. Improve safety for
all modes
2. Support economic
development
throughout the
region and state
3. Manage
transportation
mobility into the
future
4. Consider
accessibility to key
destinations now
and in the future
5. Facilitate the use
of multimodal
travel options

6. Enhance the
environment

7. Identify cost
effective solutions
8. Develop an
implementation
plan

Objectives

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)

Reduce the frequency and severity of crashes for all
modes with an emphasis on severe and fatal injuries

Potential to reduce crashes
N/A

Support efficient movement of people, goods and
services, and recreational traffic to, within and
through the City of Bend

Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97

Develop strategies to accommodate planned growth
through provision of transportation options now, and
into the future
Evaluate the ability to achieve ODOT volume/capacity
(V/C) targets and develop alternative mobility
measures and targets, where appropriate
Assess impacts on local system
Evaluate and assess reliable travel times between key
destinations during peak periods

N/A
Enhances travel for multiple modes

Degree to which the alternative enhances travel for multiple
modes (qualitative assessment)

Would reduce congestion on US 97

Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets

Would reduce congestion on City streets

Ability to meet Bend mobility standards (v/c ratios and LOS)

N/A

Travel Time Reliability measures (planning time index) for
specific routes during PM peak hour

Supports implementation of low-stress pedestrian and bicycle
Enhance transit, bicycle and pedestrian facilities along, crossings of US 97
parallel to, and across, US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress walking and
biking network along the US 97 corridor
Look for transportation demand management
Supports travel demand management strategies (or supports
opportunities
the transit system)
Reduce emissions through reduction of vehicular
N/A
delay, improved connections in the local system, and
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
the use of alternative modes
Minimize right of way impacts
Design projects to avoid, mitigate and minimize
impacts
Prioritize low cost, high benefit solutions
Prioritize solutions that that leverage existing planned
projects and programs
Consider available funding sources and existing
planned project and programs
Recommend potential future funding sources
Include partner commitments to short term actions

Additional Criteria
(from Scope of Work)

Draft | February 13, 2019

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)
Reduction in crash severity (all modes)
Travel Time Reliability measures on the Bend Parkway
(planning time index)
Percent through traffic on congested segments (modeled
demand/capacity ratio > 1.0) of the Bend Parkway

Would impact property

Number of bike and pedestrian crossing locations on the
Bend Parkway with low Level of Traffic Stress (LTS 2 or lower)
Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian facilities with low
Level of Traffic Stress within 0.25 miles of the Bend Parkway
Does the alternative allow for transportation demand
management strategies?
Total PM peak hour vehicle delay (vehicle hours)
Total PM peak hour vehicle miles traveled (regional measure)
Approximate degree of right of way impacts (order of
magnitude costs)

Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
N/A
Ability to construct in reasonably affordable phases
N/A
N/A
Can be constructed to comply with design standards
(geometric feasibility)
Would impact freight movement
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and
regulations

Page 3

Total cost
Does alternative leverage existing planned projects and
programs?
Can the alternative be separated into reasonably fundable
and constructible phases?
Does the alternative have local agency support?

US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: First Level Alternatives Evaluation Technical Memorandum #6
Each candidate project was scored on each of the above criteria to assess its positive, negative, or
neutral impacts compared to the Future No-Build alternative, unless otherwise indicated. This
assessment is qualitative and high-level since the full impacts of each project are unknown at this point
in the process. To represent this qualitative evaluation, a value of +1, 0 or -1 is applied, as appropriate.
This Level 1 qualitative scoring will be used to inform the selection of the projects to bundle into two
(Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B) analysis alternatives for the detailed, quantitative analysis to be
performed for the Level 2 evaluation.
To better understand how projects were evaluated, the basis of scoring against the criteria is described
in Table 3. Given the qualitative nature of this evaluation, engineering judgement and experience from
similar projects were used to develop reasonable assumptions for the performance of each project.
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Table 3: Level 1 Evaluation Criteria – Basis of Scoring

Qualitative Evaluation
Criteria (Level 1)
Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time
reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple
modes
Would reduce congestion on
US 97
Would reduce congestion on
City streets
Supports implementation of
low-stress ped. and bike
crossings of US 97
Supports implementation of a
parallel low-stress
walking/biking network along
the US 97 corridor
Support travel demand
management (TDM)
strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle
Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the
environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in
reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply
with design standards
(geometric feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with
ODOT, City, or County policies
and regulations

Draft | February 13, 2019

1

Would likely reduce
crashes (based on Crash
Modification Factors)
Improves access
management on US 97;
decreases impact of
incidents
Would likely provide
safer and more efficient
travel for bikes, peds, or
transit
Would likely enhance
capacity of US 97
Would likely enhance
capacity of City streets
Would likely decrease
Level of Traffic Stress
(LTS) at US 97 crossings
Would likely provide or
improve safety and
efficiency on parallel
facility for active modes

Evaluation Score
0

-1

No impact or impact
unknown

Would likely increase
crash frequency

No impact or impact
unknown

Degrades access
management on US 97

No impact or impact
unknown
No impact or impact
unknown

Would likely decrease
the safety and efficiency
of travel for certain
modes
Would likely degrade
capacity of US 97
Would likely degrade
capacity of City streets

No impact or impact
unknown

Would likely increase LTS
at US 97 crossings

No impact or impact
unknown

Would likely decrease
safety and efficiency on
parallel facility for active
modes

Is part of a TDM strategy
or supports transit

No impact or impact
unknown

Would preclude a TDM
strategy

Would likely decrease
out of direction travel

No impact or impact
unknown
Minor to no property
impacts required/ impact
unknown
No impact or impact
unknown

Would likely increase out
of direction travel

Existing right-of-way
available
Significant positive
environmental impacts
(major VMT reduction)
Cost is lower relative to
projects in the same
group
Can likely construct in
phases

No impact or impact
unknown

Significant property
impacts

Cost is average for
projects in the same
group
Phasing feasibility
unknown

Potential conflicts with
natural features or
resources
Cost is higher relative to
projects in the same
group
Cannot likely construct in
phases

Is likely geometrically
feasible

Geometric feasibility
unknown

Is not likely to be
geometrically feasible

Would likely reduce
freight delay

No impact or impact
unknown

(not applicable – this
criterion used to flag
fatal flaws or issues to
resolve)

Would likely have
negative impacts on
freight operations

No known conflicts with
policies

Conflicts with policies
(such as the Bend TSP)
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2.0 LEVEL 1 PROJECT EVALUATION
As described above, many projects identified in Technical Memorandum #5 are complementary with
one another. However, some are competing projects where no more than two will be advanced for
further detailed analysis as part of the two project bundles. Using the Level 1 screening criteria, as
described in the previous section, projects were evaluated and ranked to screen out less feasible
solutions for further study. Projects within each group were scored against one another. The projects
are grouped by category, described briefly, and evaluated, below. For more details on the projects and
why they were considered, see Technical Memorandum #5.
For each of the projects evaluated, planning level costs are included. Cost estimates were developed
based on a conceptual level of project definition. Major cost elements were identified and order of
magnitude costs were determined with contingencies. Right-of-way costs are not included.
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS PROJECTS
Transportation System Management and Operations (TSMO) Projects includes a set of strategies that
focus on operational improvements and maintenance that have the potential to restore and even
increase the performance of existing facilities before capacity enhancement projects are required. These
projects generally do not conflict with one another and multiple strategies may be included in both
alternative bundles. The following projects were included in the TSMO group (Figure 1):
•

•

•

•

•

•

Shoulders Built to Standard Widths ($2,000,000 - $10,000,000): provide needed lateral support
for the pavement and serve many safety and
Figure 1: TSMO Projects
operational functions. They provide space for
law enforcement activity, disabled vehicles to
pull over, bicycle travel, passage around
incidents, and partial storage for snow removal.
Weather Warning System ($5,000 - $450,000
per sign): includes a variety of applications that
activate warnings regarding weather (e.g.,
roadway flooding, fog, snow, or ice) to inform
drivers of potentially hazardous conditions.
Variable Speed Signs ($500,000 - $1,500,000
per sign): used to manage congested corridors
and/or weather impacted events by displaying
advisory speeds according to the conditions
ahead. They provide a flexible and enforceable
restriction on the rate at which motorists can
drive on a given stretch of road and can help to
reduce crashes.
Incident Management ($50,000 - $500,000 per
year): focuses the coordination of responses to
clear incidents that impact safe and efficient
travel. Strategies include: dedicated incident
response programs and strategies, incident
response vehicles, and staged/dry run towing.
Freeway and Arterial Integrated Corridor
Management (ICM) ($2,000,000 - $10,000,000):
focuses on route or mode diversion to parallel
facilities, providing real-time information, and
real-time adjustments for signals, ramp meters,
etc.
Enhanced Traffic Signal Operations at Ramp
Terminals ($50,000 - $100,000): includes
improving existing signals through retiming/optimization, adaptive systems, or
better/increased detection. Improvements to
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•

•

•
•

signal timing may result in improved mobility and a reduction in fuel consumption and
emissions.
Traffic Signal Priority for Freight at Signalized Intersections on US 97 ($8,000 - $35,000 per
signal): provides extra green time at traffic signals for freight to reduce delay and/or improve
safety.
Traffic Signal Priority for Transit at Signalized Intersections on US 97 ($8,000 - $35,000 per
signal): provides extra green time and in some cases shrink or skip opposing phases at traffic
signals to reduce delay and/or improve safety for transit. Along US 97 (or at US 97 ramp
terminals), transit priority could reduce delay and improve reliability for mass transit users.
Traveler Information Signing ($2,000 - $30,000): static signing that guides travelers along a
certain path.
Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination ($50,000 - $150,000): uses variable message
signs (VMS) on roadways or highway advisory radio to disseminate traveler information.

The results of the evaluation are as follows (Table 4).
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Table 4: Evaluation Results for the TSMO Projects

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria
(Level 1)
Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time
reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City
streets
Supports implementation of lowstress ped. and bike crossings of US
97
Supports implementation of a
parallel low-stress walking/biking
network along the US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management
strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles
Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable
affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with
design standards (geometric
feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City,
or County policies and regulations

Total Evaluation Score
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Shoulders
Built to
Standard

Weather
Warning
System

Variable
Speed
Signs

Incident
Mgmt.

1

0

1

0

1

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

Evaluation Score
Enhanced
Signal Ops. at
Ramp Terminals

Transit
Signal
Priority

Freight
Signal
Priority

Travel
Info.
Signing

Roadside
Traveler Info.
Dissemination

1

1

1

0

0

1

0
0

0
0

0
1

1
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

-1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
-1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
-1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

4

3

1

6

6

6

3

3

1

1

Integrated
Corridor
Mgmt.

0

0
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The scoring evaluation resulted in the following findings and recommendations for the TSMO projects:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Shoulders Built to Standard Widths – this project was assumed to reduce secondary crashes by
providing space for vehicles to pull off the road and out of traffic during an incident. This project
is expected to provide safety and travel time benefits to the corridor. Recommendation:
Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Weather Warning System – this project is expected to provide safety benefits, particularly
during the winter months. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Variable Speed Signs – this project is expected to provide safety and travel time benefits to the
corridor. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Incident Management – this project is expected to provide safety benefits on the corridor yearround. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Freeway and Arterial Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) – this project would likely
require significant capacity enhancements to the local system, leading to projects that may run
contrary to the Bend TSP objectives while potentially promoting local cut-through traffic. In
addition, with several intersections on parallel local routes such as 3rd Street and Brookswood
Boulevard already forecasted to operate at capacity in the future, the benefits provided by the
ICM system would be minimal if focused only on US 97. Recommendation: Not Recommended
for Advancement
Enhanced Traffic Signal Operations at Ramp Terminals – this project was assumed to reduce
congestion on US 97 by decreasing the probability of queue spillback onto the main facility. This
project could provide significant relief to US 97 by allowing treatments such as ramp queue
dumps and scored particularly well due to relatively low cost combined with likely congestion
relief and safety benefits. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Traffic Signal Priority for Freight at Signalized Intersections on US 97 – this project provides
extra green time at traffic signals for freight to reduce delay and/or improve safety. Pairing with
the Enhanced Traffic Signal Operations at Ramp Terminals could significantly mitigate the cost
of this project, which is expected to have both safety and freight travel time reliability benefits.
Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Traffic Signal Priority for Transit at Signalized Intersections on US 97 - this project provides
extra green time and, in some cases, can shrink or skip opposing phases at traffic signals to
reduce delay and/or improve safety for transit. Along US 97 (or at US 97 ramp terminals), transit
priority could reduce delay and improve reliability for mass transit users. Pairing with the
Enhanced Traffic Signal Operations at Ramp Terminals could significantly mitigate the cost of
this project. This project would support the Bend TSP objectives to develop both north-south
and east-west high capacity transit corridors, and scored well due to low cost and benefits to
multiple modes of travel. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Traveler Information Signing – this project could assist unfamiliar drivers (especially common
during the summer in Bend) with correct routing to regional destinations. A relatively low-cost
project likely to be implemented with other project on or adjoining the US 97 corridor.
Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination – this project provides some safety (crash
warning) and travel time reliability benefits. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and
Project Bundle B
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RIGHT-IN/RIGHT-OUT CLOSURES ($50,000 - $250,000 PER LOCATION)
A right-in/right-out (RIRO) refers to a type of intersection where the turning movements are restricted
to right turns only. On US 97, this refers to minor street stop-controlled intersections of a local road with
the US 97 Parkway, where only right turns to and from the local road are allowed.
Several RIROs with operational and safety issues were identified along the US 97 corridor (Figure 2). The
RIRO access points likely have significant influence on each other, where closing one might significantly
increase traffic either at an adjacent RIRO or on the local system. To state, the Bend-Redmond Travel
Demand model will be used to analyze these impacts in Figure 2: RIRO Projects
the Level 2 evaluation, focusing on study intersections
that receive at least an additional 50 PM peak hour trips
under each RIRO closure scenario compared to future
no-build conditions. The following RIRO scenarios will be
analyzed initially:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Closure of Lafayette Avenue
Closure of Hawthorne Avenue
Conversion of Lafayette or Hawthorne to right-in
only
Closure of Truman Avenue, Reed Lane, and Nels
Anderson Place
Closure of Pinebrook Boulevard and Badger
Road (evaluate in coordination with Powers
Road alternatives)
Closure of all intersections listed above

The results from the RIRO closure scenario analysis,
combined with input from project stakeholders
regarding local business access and previous work
identifying the improvements necessary to make the
RIROs meet ODOT design standards will be used to
develop the preferred RIRO scenario, which could then
be recommended for inclusion in both project bundles
in the Level 2 evaluation.
For this first level screening, the RIRO closure scenario
was analyzed as a general concept. The results from the
evaluation are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5: Evaluation Results for the RIRO Closure/Modification Scenario

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)
Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City streets
Supports implementation of low-stress ped. and bike crossings of US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress walking/biking network along the
US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with design standards (geometric feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and regulations

Total Evaluation Score

Evaluation Score
1
1
0
0
-1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
5

The scoring evaluation resulted in the following findings and recommendations for the as yet to be
determined Preferred RIRO Closure Scenario:
•

RIRO Closure/Modification Scenario – This project would likely reduce the frequency of crashes
at the locations identified for closure by controlling access. It will also be likely to increase
congestion on City streets due to reduced access to US 97. The RIRO closure/modification
scenario is expected to provide significant safety and travel time reliability benefits to the
corridor, decreasing conflicts on US 97 and reducing deceleration and acceleration in the main
lanes. In cases where the RIRO or Right-in only access are preserved, these locations would be
considered for improvements to meet ODOT standards. Recommendation: Advance, Project
Bundle A and Project Bundle B
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RAMP METERING ($100,000 - $300,000, PER LOCATION)
Ramp meters are used to control the traffic flow from on-ramps onto freeways to forestall merge
congestion and maximize the capacity of the mainline. This results in increased travel speeds, improves
safety, and enhances reliability for longer trips in the corridor.
The general location of ramp metering on this corridor are shown in Figure 3. Note that, for the ramp
metering project to provide maximum operational benefit, at a minimum the Right-Out movements
onto US 97 would need to be closed as a significant amount of traffic could be diverted to them
otherwise. Therefore, this project was identified as a
Figure 3: Ramp Meter Project
unique group because, if passed through the first level
evaluation, all analysis would need to include the RIRO
closures. The results from the evaluation can be seen
below in Table 6.
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Table 6: Evaluation Results for the Ramp Metering Project

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)

Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City streets
Supports implementation of low-stress ped. and bike crossings of US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress walking/biking network along the
US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with design standards (geometric feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and regulations

Total Evaluation Score

Evaluation Score
0
1
0
1
-1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
4

The scoring evaluation resulted in the following findings and recommendations for the ramp meter
project:
•

Ramp Metering – This project was assumed to have the potential to improve travel time
reliability on US 97 by metering the flow of traffic onto the facility. Ramp meters were also
assumed to have the potential to cause queue spillback onto City streets during congested
periods. The scoring for property impacts assumed no property impacts, essentially, assuming
that the existing ramps would provide sufficient storage for queuing vehicles and sufficient
acceleration distance. This assumption implies that ramp meters would only be turned on when
mainline speeds are significantly below the facility design speed. This strategy is employed by
ODOT in Region 1 at locations with existing ramp constraints. If the ramps need to be extended
to comply with design standards, impacts to properties could increase costs.
Given the preliminary findings concerning the impacts of ramp metering on US 97 identified in
the Bend TSP, this project should be included in both project bundles and compared against NoBuild during the Level 2 evaluation. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and Project
Bundle B
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE FROM US 97 BEND NORTH CORRIDOR FEIS ($150,000,000 $200,000,000)
Under future conditions, there will be several operational and safety issues with the forecasted demand
at the north portion of US 97 in Bend. The US 97 Bend North Corridor study is assessing some
coordinated projects to address queueing and operational issues around Empire Boulevard, Robal Road,
and Cooley Road (Figure 4).
This project was identified as its own group as it will affect only the north portion of the corridor and is
compatible with all other projects. The results from the Figure 4: North Corridor FEIS Projects
evaluation are as follows (Table 7).
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Table 7: Evaluation Results for the FEIS Project

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)

Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City streets
Supports implementation of low-stress ped. and bike crossings of US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress walking/biking network along the
US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with design standards (geometric feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and regulations

Total Evaluation Score

Evaluation Score
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
-1
-1
0
-1
1
1
0
0
6

The scoring evaluation resulted in the following findings and recommendations for the FEIS project:
•

US 97 North Corridor FEIS – This project has the potential be built in phases. Individual pieces
have been broken out into subprojects. For example, the current US 20 Empire to Greenwood
includes parts of the FEIS. The work already completed to establish the FEIS project indicated
numerous operational and safety benefits from the project. While this project is outside the
main study are for this project, it is the current preferred plan for the portion US 97 north of
Empire Boulevard and south of Grandview. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and
Project Bundle B
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BUTLER MARKET ROAD PROJECTS
Improvement projects were identified at both ramp terminuses along Butler Market Road (Figure 5). In
the future, the intersection at the terminus of the southbound off-ramp at the Butler Market Road
interchange will experience demand that exceeds the intersection capacity. In addition, queuing issues
at the intersections of US 20 (3rd Street) at Division Street and Butler Market Road will impact operations
at the US 97 ramps. The Butler Market and US 97 southbound off-ramp intersection was also identified
as a safety concern under existing conditions. Furthermore, an extension project to the northbound offramp was identified due to the lack of existing connectivity from US 97 to Butler Market in the
Figure 5: Butler Market Road Projects
northbound direction.
The following projects were included in the Butler
Market Road Projects group:
•

•

•

Northbound Off-Ramp Connecting US 97 to
Butler Market Road ($5,000,000 - $10,000,000):
There is no existing direct connection from US
97 to Butler Market Road. A driver must exit at
Revere Avenue and travel north via US 20 to
reach Butler Market. By directly connecting US
97 to Butler Market Road, some of the traffic
currently taking an out of direction route to
northeastern Bend using Empire Avenue could
use a more direct connection via Butler Market
Road. Two possible intersection improvements
would be considered:
o Signal
o Roundabout
Southbound Frontage Road at Butler Market
Road Interchange ($7,250,000): Currently,
queuing and congestion issues at the
southbound off-ramp are exacerbated by the
nearby Butler Market Road/US 20 (3rd Street)
and Division Street/ US 20 (3rd Street)
intersections. Constructing a frontage road
extending from the US 97 southbound off-ramp
to the US 20 (3rd Street) ramp would help
redirect traffic and reduce demand at the
nearby intersections. The US 97 southbound offramp would be either signalized or have a
roundabout and the signal at US 20 (3rd Street)
and Division Street intersection would be
realigned to the new four-legged intersection.
Formalized Two-Stage Left at Butler Market
Road Interchange ($765,000): Currently the US
97 southbound off-ramp at Butler Market Road
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•

•

is stop controlled. The demand for this movement will exceed the existing capacity in the future.
In addition, the unprotected left turns increase safety risks. A potential solution for this safety
and operations issue would be to create a formalized two-stage left turn at this location. This
would include a barrier created by flexible delineators to clearly mark the center turn lane as a
refuge for left turns until they can safely merge into traffic.
Single Point Urban Interchange at Butler Market Road ($19,680,000): Another option to
address the future capacity and safety issues at the Butler Market Road interchange is to
construct a single point urban interchange (SPUI) at this location. This project would involve
adding a northbound off-ramp and a southbound on-ramp to the interchange.
Intersection Improvement at US 97 southbound Off-Ramp and Butler Market Road
($1,110,000): In the future, this intersection will not have sufficient capacity to serve the
demand from the off ramp. To improve operations and safety at this intersection, a possible
solution is to either signalize this intersection or implement a roundabout. This improvement
would allow for increased capacity at the intersection, minimizing queues on the ramp and
allowing large gaps for turning vehicles.

The results of the evaluation are as follows (Table 8).
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Table 8: Evaluation Results for the Butler Market Road Projects

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)
Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City streets
Supports implementation of low-stress ped. and bike
crossings of US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress
walking/biking network along the US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with design standards
(geometric feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and
regulations

Total Evaluation Score

*RAB = Roundabout; **SPUI = Single Point Urban Interchange
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Evaluation Score

New NB
Off-Ramp
w/ Signal

New NB OffRamp w/
RAB*

New SB
Frontage
Road

Formalized
Two-Stage
Left (SB Ramp)

SPUI**

Signalize
SB OffRamp

RAB* at
SB OffRamp

1
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
1
-1
0
-1
0

0
1
-1
0
-1
0

0
1
-1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1
1

0
0
-1
0
-1
-1

0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
-1
0
1
1

0

0

0

1

-1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

6

-1

5

3

0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
1
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Some of the Butler Market Road projects conflict with each other (i.e. cannot both be built). For
example, a roundabout and a signal cannot both be constructed at the same intersection. The scores
from the evaluation were used to develop recommendations of two mutually exclusive sets of projects
(where necessary) to be analyze in the next task.
Some key assumptions used in the qualitative scoring against the evaluation criteria include:
•

•

All projects involving construction of new roadways assume that new facilities will be designed
to include facilities for walking and biking. Therefore, any new construction is assumed to
provide an enhancement to the walking and biking network (including crossings).
Adding signals to existing unsignalized intersections is assumed to reduce stress for walking and
biking by providing designated crossings.

The findings and recommendations for the projects at Butler Market Road are summarized as follows:
•

•

•

Conflicting at Butler Market Road and US 97 Northbound On-Ramp
o Northbound Off-Ramp Connecting US 97 to New Signal at Butler Market Road – This
project scored poorly due mainly to property impacts and cost. Recommendation: Not
Recommended for Advancement
o Northbound Off-Ramp Connecting US 97 to New Roundabout at Butler Market Road –
This project scored poorly due mainly to property impacts and cost. Recommendation:
Not Recommended for Advancement
Conflicting at Butler Market Road and US 97 Southbound Off-Ramp
o Formalized Two-Stage Left at Butler Market Road Interchange –The safety benefits,
low cost, and low property impacts of this project lead to the highest score against
evaluation criteria. However, the operational benefits of this project are already
captured in the Future No-Build analysis. Therefore, this project is recommended as
likely an interim improvement at this location. Recommendation: Advance, No-Build
o Southbound Frontage Road at Butler Market Road Interchange – This project scored
well due to both operational benefits to US 97 and pedestrian and bicycle
improvements to Butler Market Road. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A
o Signal at US 97 southbound Off-Ramp and Butler Market Road – This project scored
well due to both likely operational benefits to US 97 and pedestrian and bicycle
improvements to Butler Market Road. However, this project does not need to be
evaluated individually as it is also included in the Southbound Frontage Road Project.
Recommendation: Not Recommended for Advancement
o Roundabout at US 97 southbound Off-Ramp and Butler Market Road – This project
scored moderately well due mainly to operational benefits on US 97, partially offset by
property impacts and cost. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle B
Conflicting with all other projects at Butler Market Road
o Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) at Butler Market Road – This project had the
lowest score due to high cost, high property impacts, phasing constraints, and design
feasibility constraints. Recommendation: Not Recommended for Advancement
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REVERE AVENUE LANE REDUCTION ($500,000 - $2,000,000)
To improve bicycle and pedestrian facilities on Revere Avenue, a lane reduction project is proposed from
4th Avenue to Wall Street, reducing the existing roadway cross section from four to three lanes (varying
at the signalized intersections). The lane reduction will allow for better sidewalks and buffered bike
lanes within the existing right of way (Figure 6).
This project was identified as its own group as it is only expected to impact the Revere Avenue
interchange and is therefore compatible with all other projects. The results from the evaluation are as
follows (Table 9).
Figure 6: Revere Avenue Project
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Table 9: Evaluation Results for the Revere Avenue Lane Reduction Project

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)

Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City streets
Supports implementation of low-stress ped. and bike crossings of US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress walking/biking network along the
US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with design standards (geometric feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and regulations

Total Evaluation Score

Evaluation Score
0
0
1
0
-1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
4

The scoring evaluation resulted in the following findings and recommendations for the Revere Avenue
Lane Reduction project:
•

Revere Avenue Lane Reduction – This project scored well due to bicycle and pedestrian crossing
enhancements coupled with low cost. While promising at a conceptual level, a more detailed
investigation of potential negative impacts to motor vehicle travel is recommended to fully
understand the net benefit of the lane reduction. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A
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COLORADO AVENUE PROJECTS
Under future conditions, the US 97 northbound and southbound ramps at Colorado Avenue will not
provide enough capacity to serve the forecasted demand at this interchange. In addition, the US 97
southbound ramp intersection at Colorado Avenue was flagged for safety issues under existing
conditions. The following projects were included in the Colorado Avenue Project group (Figure 7):
•

•

Intersection Improvement at US 97 northbound Ramps and Colorado Avenue ($500,000 $1,000,000): To improve mobility and mitigate operations, a possible solution is to either
signalize or implement a roundabout at the
US 97 northbound ramp terminal at Colorado Figure 7: Colorado Avenue Projects
Avenue. Sight distance requirements would
have to be met for this project.
Diamond Interchange at Colorado Avenue
($20,550,000): To mitigate the safety and
operational issues, a possible solution is to
reconstruct the interchange as a complete
diamond configuration.

The Colorado Avenue Projects were grouped together
based on their shared location and because they are
mutually exclusive. The evaluation results are as
follows (Table 10).
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Table 10: Evaluation Results for the Colorado Avenue Projects

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)
Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City streets
Supports implementation of low-stress ped. and bike crossings of
US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress walking/biking
network along the US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with design standards (geometric
feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and
regulations

Total Evaluation Score

Evaluation Score

Diamond
Interchange

Signalize
NB Ramps

Roundabout
at NB Ramps

1

1

0

0

0

0

0
0
-1
0
-1
-1

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
-1
0
0
1

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

3

1
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
1
1

1
0
0
1
1

All the Colorado Avenue projects conflict with each other (i.e. cannot be built together). For example, a
roundabout and a signal cannot both be constructed at the same intersection. The scores from the
evaluation were used to develop recommendations two mutually projects to be analyze in the next task.
Some key assumptions used in the qualitative scoring against the evaluation criteria:
•
•

All three Colorado Avenue projects would likely reduce congestion on US 97.
Adding signals to existing unsignalized intersections is assumed to reduce stress for walking and
biking by providing designated crossings.

The findings and recommendations for the conflicting projects at Colorado Avenue are summarized as
follows:
•

•

Signal at US 97 northbound Ramps and Colorado Avenue – the congestion benefits to both US
97 and local streets, and low property impacts of this project lead to the highest score against
evaluation criteria. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle B
Signal at US 97 northbound Ramps and Colorado Avenue – the congestion benefits to both US
97 and local streets of this project lead to a good score against evaluation criteria. However, as
the signal project at this location is already recommended for advancement to Level 2
Evaluation, this project is redundant. Note that if the signal project is the recommended solution
after the Level 2 evaluation, a roundabout would still be considered as a solution in design.
Recommendation: Not Recommended for Advancement
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•

Signal at US 97 southbound Off-Ramp and Butler Market Road – This project would likely have
significant property impacts and would be difficult to construct in one phase. This project scored
lowest of the three projects at Colorado Avenue due to high costs, property impacts, phasing
constraints, and geometric feasibility concerns. However, if the other projects at Colorado
Avenue do not provide sufficient future capacity, this project could be revisited in the future as
it represents a large-scale solution at this location. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle
A
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REED MARKET ROAD PROJECTS
In the future, the Reed Market Road Interchange is forecasted to experience the worst operating
conditions along US 97 in Bend. The future demand at the US 97 northbound ramps/Reed Market Road
intersection far exceeds the available capacity. Furthermore, this intersection was also flagged as a
safety focus location under existing conditions due to a high observed crash rate. The following projects
were included in the Reed Market Road Projects group (Figure 8):
•

•

•

Widen northbound Off-Ramp at Reed Market Road Interchange ($2,320,000): The northbound
off-ramp is striped as a single lane until 130 feet Figure 8: Reed Market Road Projects
before the intersection, where it then splits into
exclusive left and right turn lanes. To minimize
queuing onto the US 97 mainline, which is both
a safety and operational concern, a potential
solution would extend the length of the
exclusive left and right turn lanes by widening
the northbound off-ramp.
Intersection Improvement at US 97 northbound
Ramps and Reed Market Road ($660,000): To
improve mobility and mitigate this operational
issue, a possible solution is to either signalize or
implement a roundabout at the US 97
northbound ramp terminal at Reed Market
Road. This would allow for increased capacity at
the intersection, minimizing queues on the ramp
and would reduce safety issues by allowing
larger gaps for turning vehicles.
Single Point Urban Interchange at Reed Market
Road Interchange ($38,390,000): To mitigate
this operational issue, a possible solution is to
construct a single point urban interchange
(SPUI) at this interchange. The interchange type
would consolidate the conflicting left turn
movements on and off the US 97 mainline into
one signalized intersection, increasing the
efficiency of ramp terminal operations.

The Reed Market Road Projects were grouped together
based on their shared location and because some are
mutually exclusive. The lowest scoring projects will be
considered for removal from the next level of screening.
The results are as follows (Table 11).
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Table 11: Evaluation Results for the Reed Market Road Projects

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)
Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City streets
Supports implementation of low-stress ped. and bike
crossings of US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress
walking/biking network along the US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with design standards
(geometric feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies
and regulations

Total Evaluation Score

Evaluation Score

Widen NB
Off-Ramp

Signalize
NB Ramps

Roundabout
at NB Ramps

SPUI*

1
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0
0
-1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
-1
0
1
1

0
0
-1
0
-1
-1

-1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

5

3

0

1
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0

*SPUI = Single Point Urban Interchange

Some of the Reed Market Road projects conflict with each other (i.e. cannot both be built). For example,
a roundabout and a signal cannot both be constructed at the same intersection. The scores from the
evaluation were used to develop recommendations of two mutually exclusive sets of projects (where
necessary) to be analyze in the next task. Some key assumptions used in the qualitative scoring against
the evaluation criteria:
•

•

All projects involving construction of new roadways assume that new facilities will be designed
to include facilities for walking and biking. Therefore, any new construction is assumed to
provide an enhancement to the walking and biking network (including crossings).
Adding signals to existing unsignalized intersections is assumed to reduce stress for walking and
biking because it would provide designated crossings.

The findings and recommendations for the projects at Reed Market Road are summarized as follows:
•

Conflicting at Reed Market Road and US 97 Northbound Off-Ramp
o Signal at US 97 Northbound Ramps and Reed Market Road – This project scored well
due to likely congestion relief, bicycle and pedestrian level of stress improvement, and
low cost. design feasibility of a roundabout at the northbound ramps was not
determined for this level of analysis. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A
o Roundabout at US 97 Northbound Ramps and Reed Market Road – This project scored
well due to safety benefits and likely congestion relief, partially offset by potential
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•

•

property impacts. However, as the signal project at this location is already
recommended for advancement to Level 2 Evaluation, this project is redundant. Not
that if the signal project is the recommended solution after the Level 2 evaluation, a
roundabout would still be considered as a solution in design. Recommendation: Not
Recommended for Advancement
Project does not conflict with the US 97 Northbound Off-Ramp
o Widen northbound Off-Ramp at Reed Market Road Interchange – this project would be
geometrically feasible but will also increase the crossing distance for pedestrian and
bicyclists. The safety benefits and potential congestion relief of this project are partially
offset by geometric feasibility constraints caused by likely property impacts. However,
combining this project with an intersection improvement at US 97 Northbound Ramps
and Reed Market Road could indicate whether the existing interchange has the longterm capacity to serve future demand. This project could also be part of a short-term
interim solution at this location Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A
Conflicting with all other projects at Reed Market Road and US 97
o Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) at Reed Market Road Interchange – This project
is assumed to be geometrically feasible based on the relatively large amount of right-ofway available. The SPUI was the lowest scoring project at this location due mainly to
cost, limited phasing opportunities (likely need to remove existing interchange for most
of the construction). However, the Reed Market Interchange was identified as a
significant pinch point for congestion in existing and future conditions analysis.
Therefore, the intersection improvements at the US 97 Northbound Ramps and Reed
Market Road may not provide enough capacity to relieve the forecasted demand. A
more comprehensive analysis and a larger interchange capacity enhancement project
(such as a SPUI) may be necessary. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle B
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POWERS ROAD PROJECTS
Under future conditions, the Powers Road intersection will fail to provide sufficient capacity for the
northbound and southbound movements on US 97. Several projects were identified to address this issue
(Figure 9). Since these are competing projects and will have differing impacts, the screening process will
be used to select two mutually exclusive projects to analyze. Note that an additional analysis focused on
the Powers Road improvements will be completed as a separate task. The following projects were
included in the Powers Road Projects groups:
•

•

•

Powers Road Overcrossing ($15,025,000):
Figure 9: Powers Road Projects
Construct an overcrossing at the Powers
Road/US 97 intersection to maintain east-west
connectivity if the RIRO intersections are closed.
Grade separation allows traffic to move freely
with fewer interruptions and at higher overall
speeds. Furthermore, with fewer conflicts
between movements, the risk of crashes is
reduced.
Replace Powers Road At-Grade Intersection with
an Interchange ($21,650,000): To mitigate the
capacity issue at this location without closing the
intersection altogether and restricting access to
US 97, a compact diamond interchange could be
constructed at this intersection. This interchange
would allow for full access on and off US 97. This
project would also address some of the safety
issues with the current at grade intersection
configuration.
Southern River Crossing near Powers Road
($75,000,000 - $150,000,000): To improve eastwest connectivity and relieve some of the
demand on Reed Market Road, a new river
crossing at Powers Road is proposed under this
project.

The Powers Road Projects were grouped together based
on their shared location and because they are mutually
exclusive. The lowest scoring projects will be considered
for removal from the next level of screening. The results
are as follows (Table 12).
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Table 12: Evaluation Results for the Powers Road Projects

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)
Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City streets
Supports implementation of low-stress ped. and bike crossings
of US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress walking/biking
network along the US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with design standards (geometric
feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and
regulations

Total Evaluation Score

Overcrossing

Evaluation Score
River Crossing

Interchange

1

0

1

0

0

0

0
-1
-1
0
0
-1

0
1
-1
-1
-1
-1

0
0
-1
0
0
-1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

-1

4

1
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
0
1

1
1
1
1
1

Some of the Powers Road projects conflict with each other (i.e. cannot be built together). For example,
while an overcrossing could be built as a first phase of an interchange project, the impacts for an
overcrossing versus an interchange are very different. The scores from the evaluation were used to
develop recommendations two mutually projects to be analyze in the next task. Some key assumptions
used in the qualitative scoring against the evaluation criteria:
•
•

All three projects have the potential to reduce congestion along the City streets due the
improved east-west connectivity.
With controlled access (interchange and overcrossing only), crash frequency may decrease.

The findings and recommendations for the projects at Powers Road are summarized as follows:
•

Conflicting at Powers Road and US 97
o Powers Road Overcrossing – This project has the potential to reduce congestion along
US 97 by removing the signal from the facility and controlling access. The overcrossing is
assumed to be geometrically feasible based on the ease of design at the location. This
project scored well due to likely improvements to US 97 operations and bicycle and
pedestrian crossing enhancements. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A
o Replace Powers Road At-Grade Intersection with an Interchange – This project has the
potential to reduce congestion along US 97 by removing the signal from the facility and
controlling access. This project scored well due to likely improvements to US 97
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•

operations and bicycle and pedestrian crossing enhancements. Recommendation:
Advance, Project Bundle B
Non-conflicting projects
o Southern River Crossing near Powers Road – This project had the lowest score due to
environmental impacts, cost, property impacts and limited phasing opportunities.
However, the impacts of this project should be considered as part of any long-term
solution at the Powers Road and US 97 intersection. Recommendation: Not
Recommended for Advancement
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CHINA HAT ROAD PROJECTS
A previously identified project is to close the RIRO at China Hat Road/Ponderosa Street. Closing the RIRO
at China Hat Road and US 97 would provide both safety and operational improvements but would also
restrict east-west connectivity. Furthermore, in the future, there will be heavy demand on US 97 and
shorter trips may shift off US 97 to parallel alternatives routes, where available. Therefore, additional
solutions to address these issues are proposed (Figure 10). The following projects were included in the
China Hat Road Project group:
•

•

China Hat Road Overcrossing ($12,500,000):
Figure 10: China Hat Road Projects
This project includes closing the existing RIRO
intersections and building an overcrossing to
maintain east-west connectivity. Gradeseparating this intersection should greatly
improve the operations and safety issues
projected in the future. Grade separation allows
traffic to move freely with fewer interruptions
and at higher speeds.
Complete Southern Frontage System from
China Hat Road to Baker Road ($5,000,000 $10,000,000): To provide a parallel route to US
97 and support development in southern Bend,
a frontage road could be constructed from China
Hat Road to Baker Road. This frontage road
would tie into the frontage road proposed for
Phase 3 of the Murphy Interchange.

The China Hat Road Projects were grouped together
based on their shared location. The results are as follows
(Table 13).
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Table 13: Evaluation Results for the China Hat Road Projects

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)
Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City streets
Supports implementation of low-stress ped. and bike crossings of US
97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress walking/biking
network along the US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with design standards (geometric
feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and
regulations

Total Evaluation Score

Evaluation Score

Overcrossing

New Frontage Road

1

0

0

1

0
-1
-1
0
0
-1

0
0
-1
0
1
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

4

1
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
1

The findings and recommendations for the projects at China Hat Road are summarized as follows:
•

•

China Hat Road Overcrossing – This project is assumed to be geometrically feasible based on
the relative ease of design to the location. A new overcrossing would provide a new low stress
pedestrian and bicycle connection across US 97. This project is expected to enhance multiple
modes of travel and ease congestion on US 97. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A
and Project Bundle B
Complete Southern Frontage System from China Hat Road to Baker Road – This project is
assumed to promote a parallel low-stress bicycle and pedestrian network along the US 97
corridor. This project is expected to enhance multiple modes of travel and ease congestion on
US 97. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A
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OTHER IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
This group of projects includes improvements that can be implemented in conjunction with any of the
other groups (Figures 11 and 12). The following projects are included in the Other Improvement Project
group:
•

Auxiliary Lanes: An auxiliary lane is defined by
Figure 11: Other Improvement Projects
AASHTO as the portion of the roadway
adjoining the traveled way for speed change,
turning, weaving, truck climbing, maneuvering
of entering and leaving traffic, and other
purposes supplementary to through-traffic
movement. 6
o Auxiliary Lane from Empire Boulevard
to Butler Market Road (Southbound)
($1,000,000 - $2,000,000): In the future,
traffic demand from the Empire Avenue
southbound on-ramp to US 97 is
forecasted to exceed the capacity of the
current ramp merge configuration. A
southbound auxiliary lane from the
Empire Avenue southbound off-ramp to
the Butler Market southbound off-ramp
would provide a significant capacity
boost for this movement, smoothing the
combined impacts of vehicles merging
onto US 97 from Empire Avenue and
vehicles exiting the Parkway at Butler
Market Road.
o Auxiliary Lane from 3rd Street to Empire
Boulevard (Northbound) ($1,000,000 $3,000,000): In the future, congestion
levels will lead to capacity issues and
congestion at the 3rd Street on-ramp to
northbound US 97. An auxiliary lane
connecting 3rd Street to Empire
Boulevard would provide additional
capacity for traffic entering northbound
US 97 at both 3rd Street and Butler
Market Road and exiting northbound US
97 at Empire Boulevard and isolating
weaving movements from the mainline
traffic stream.

A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials, Washington, D.C. 2001

6
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•

•

•

•

Intersection Improvement at US 97 Ramps at Baker Road/Knott Road Interchange ($1,000,000
- $2,000,000): Under future conditions, the ramp terminal intersections at Baker Road/Knott
Road will not have sufficient capacity to effectively serve forecasted demand. Since both
intersections are currently stop-controlled, a possible solution to improve mobility and safety
would be to either implement a roundabout or signalize these intersections.
Dedicated Left Turn Lanes at Reed Market Road and 3rd Street ($1,000,000 - $2,000,000):
Under future conditions, the Reed Market Road Interchange has the worst operating conditions
along US 97 in Bend. This leads to extensive queueing along Reed Market Road, impacting
nearby intersections. The left turn movements
Figure 12: Other Improvements Projects, Part 2
at Reed Market Road and 3rd Street contribute
to these queues since there is no separate
storage lane for left turning vehicles. Adding
dedicated left turn lanes on Reed Market Road
for vehicles turning onto 3rd Street would help
prevent the left turning vehicles from queuing
onto Reed Market Road through lanes.
Wilson Avenue Extension to the East
($15,000,000 - $25,000,000): In the future, there
will be heavy demand along US 97 in Bend,
especially in the central region around Reed
Market Road. As mentioned previously, Reed
Market Road is a localized area of failure that
impacts the whole corridor. Part of the issue is
the demand on Reed Market Road, which is
exacerbated by a lack of east-west routes
connecting across the river. To improve eastwest connectivity and relieve some of the
demand on Reed Market Road, an extension of
Wilson Avenue, just north of Reed Market Road,
is proposed as a possible solution.
Widen 3rd Street at Colorado Avenue Rail
Crossing ($5,000,000 - $10,000,000): As traffic
increases on US 97 in the future, so will the need
for a reliable alternate route. 3rd Street may
provide an alternate route as it runs parallel to
US 97 with four lanes for most of its length.
However, at the rail crossing near the US 97
Colorado Avenue interchange, 3rd Street
narrows down to two lanes. A possible solution
would be to widen 3rd Street from two to four
lanes at the Colorado Avenue rail crossing. This
would improve operations on US 97 by allowing
3rd Street to provide more effective alternate
routing and also serve some short distance local
trips that might otherwise use US 97.
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•

•

•

Intersection Improvement at Butler Market Road and 4th Street ($500,000 - $1,000,000): In the
future, Butler Market Road at 4th Street will not have sufficient capacity to serve the forecasted
demand. Queue spillback from this intersection could impact operations at the US 97 ramp
terminal intersections on Butler Market Road. The intersection is currently all-way stopcontrolled and already operates near capacity. An intersection improvement such as a signal or
roundabout would be a possible solution to address the operations issues at this intersection.
Ramps (Acceleration/Deceleration Lanes) Built to Standard Lengths ($1,000,000 - $5,000,000):
Acceleration and deceleration lanes provide drivers with an opportunity to speed up or slow
outside the high-speed through traffic stream while entering or exiting the mainline facility. In
Technical Memorandum #2 – Existing Conditions, locations along US 97 within the study area
were identified where geometric conditions represented a safety risk due to substandard
acceleration/deceleration lane lengths. Constructing ramps to standard is recommended, where
feasible, to improve safety on US 97.
Active Transportation Improvements (Variable): This category of projects, developed by the
City of Bend Bicycle and Pedestrian Working Group, aims to improve multimodal access around
US 97 by improving crossing locations and parallel routes.

The results of the evaluation are as follows (Table 14).
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Table 14: Evaluation Results for the Other Improvement Projects

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria
(Level 1)
Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability
on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City
streets
Supports implementation of low-stress
ped. and bike crossings of US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel
low-stress walking/ biking network
along the US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management
strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles
Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable
affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with
design standards (geometric feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City,
or County policies and regulations

Total Evaluation Score

*RAB = Roundabout
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Auxiliary Lane from Empire Boulevard to Butler Market Road (Southbound) – This project has
the potential to improve travel time reliability by decreasing delay caused by weaving
movements and can be constructed in reasonable phases because construction will not
significantly impact daily functions of the facility. This project scored well due to expected travel
time reliability and congestion relief benefits. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and
Project Bundle B
Auxiliary Lane from 3rd Street to Empire Boulevard (Northbound) – This project has the
potential to improve travel time reliability by decreasing delay caused by weaving movements
and can be constructed in reasonable phases because construction will not significantly impact
daily functions of the facility. This project scored well due to expected travel time reliability and
congestion relief benefits. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Signals at US 97 Ramps at Baker Road/Knott Road Interchange – This project scored well due
to traffic operations benefits and enhancements to alternate modes of travel. Recommendation:
Advance, Project Bundle A
Roundabouts at US 97 Ramps at Baker Road/Knott Road Interchange – This project scored well
due to traffic operations benefits and enhancements to alternate modes of travel.
Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle B
Dedicated Left Turn Lanes at Reed Market Road and 3rd Street – This project scored well as this
project is likely to provide congestion relief to the local system and safety benefits on a key eastwest corridor. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Wilson Avenue Extension to the East – This project scored poorly due to expected residential
property impacts, potential environment impacts, and high cost. Recommendation: Not
Recommended for Advancement
Widen 3rd Street at Colorado Avenue Rail Crossing – This project scored poorly due to expected
commercial property impacts and high cost. However, it should be noted that if this project is
advanced by the City it is expected to provide some positive benefit to US 97, mainly by
providing more capacity to local trips forecasted to use the Parkway. Recommendation: Not
Recommended for Advancement
Signal at Butler Market Road and 4th Street – This project is likely to provide local system
congestion relief and safety benefits, resulting in a high score. Recommendation: Advance,
Project Bundle A
Roundabout at Butler Market Road and 4th Street – This project is likely to provide local system
congestion relief and safety benefits, resulting in a high score. Recommendation: Advance,
Project Bundle B
Ramps (Acceleration/Deceleration Lanes) Built to Standard Lengths – This project is expected
to provide key safety benefits and compliance with adopted standards. Recommendation:
Advance, Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B
Active Transportation Improvements (Variable) – This package of improvements is expected to
provide enhancement to active transportation modes along the entire corridor and therefore
score well against the evaluation criteria. Recommendation: Advance, Project Bundle A and
Project Bundle B
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CONGESTION PRICING (VARIABLE PRICING)
Due to future travel demand on US 97 exceeding the facility capacity, other strategies such as
congestion pricing could be considered to influence trip-taking behavior on US 97 (Figure 13) .
Congestion pricing is a dynamic pricing strategy to regulate the volume of vehicles using a facility by
varying the cost to use the facility based on demand.
This project was identified as its own group as it will affect the entire corridor and is compatible with all
other projects. Furthermore, this transportation demand strategy would have citywide impacts and
would require further consideration of many complex
Figure 13: Congestion Pricing Project
issues that are outside the scope of this analysis. The
results from the first round of evaluation can be seen in
Table 15.
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Table 15: Evaluation Results for the Congestion Pricing Project

Qualitative Evaluation Criteria (Level 1)

Potential to reduce crashes
Ability to improve travel time reliability on US 97
Enhances travel for multiple modes
Would reduce congestion on US 97
Would reduce congestion on City streets
Supports implementation of low-stress ped. and bike crossings of US 97
Supports implementation of a parallel low-stress walking/biking network along
the US 97 corridor
Support travel demand management strategies
Potential to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
Would impact property
Would impact the environment
Order of magnitude cost
Ability to construct in reasonable affordable phases
Can be constructed to comply with design standards (geometric feasibility)
Would impact freight
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and regulations

Total Evaluation Score

Evaluation Score
0
1
0
1
-1
0
-1
1
0
0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
0

The scoring evaluation resulted in the following findings and recommendations for the Revere Avenue
Lane Reduction project:
•

Congestion Pricing - Under a congestion pricing scenario, some drivers would likely reroute to
City streets to avoid tolls. Therefore, congestion might decrease along US 97 but increase along
City streets. –Increased traffic along City streets would increase pedestrian and bicycle stress on
parallel routes. Based on the evaluation criteria, the Congestion Pricing project scored zero
points due mainly to the likely negative congestion and bicycle and pedestrian impacts to the
local system. A more comprehensive study of the benefits and impacts of congestion pricing in
Bend would be needed to fully develop and evaluate various congestion pricing scenarios and
their specific implications. Recommendation: Not Recommended for Advancement
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3.0 CONCLUSION
The following section summarizes the results of the Level 1 evaluation into two project bundles (A and
B) and describes the next steps in the evaluation process. The two project bundles recommended for
advancement to Level 2 evaluation are summarized as follows (Table 16).
Table 16: Level 2 Project Bundles

Group

TSMO
TSMO
TSMO
TSMO

Project Bundle A

Shoulders built to standard
Weather warning system
Variable speed signs
Incident management
Enhanced signal operations at ramp
TSMO
terminals
TSMO
TSP for freight on US 97
TSMO
TSP for transit on US 97
TSMO
Travel information signing
TSMO
Traveler Information Dissemination
Ramp Meters
Ramp Meters
RIRO
Preferred RIRO Closure Scenario
FEIS
FEIS projects
Butler Market Rd* SB frontage road to interchange
Revere Ave
Lane Reduction
Colorado Ave
Diamond interchange
Reed Market Rd
Widen NB off ramp
Reed Market Rd
Signal (or roundabout) at NB off ramp
Powers Rd
Overcrossing
China Hat Rd
Overcrossing
China Hat Rd
Frontage system
Auxiliary lane Empire Blvd to Butler Market
Other
Rd SB
Other
Auxiliary lane 3rd St to Empire Blvd NB
Other
Revere Avenue Lane Reduction
Other
Signal at Baker Rd/Knott Rd
Dedicated left turn lane Reed Market Rd
Other
and 3rd St
Other
Signal at Butler Market Rd/4th St
Other
Active transportation improvements
*No-Build will assume formalized two-stage left (SB)

Project Bundle B

Shoulders built to standard
Weather warning system
Variable speed signs
Incident management
Enhanced signal operations at ramp
terminals
TSP for freight on US 97
TSP for transit on US 97
Travel information signing
Traveler Information Dissemination
Ramp Meters
Preferred RIRO Closure Scenario
FEIS projects
Roundabout (or signal) at SB off ramp
-Signal (or roundabout) at NB ramp
Interchange (SPUI)
-Interchange
Overcrossing
-Auxiliary lane Empire Blvd to Butler Market
Rd SB
Auxiliary lane 3rd St to Empire Blvd NB
-Roundabout at Baker Rd/Knott Rd
Dedicated left turn lane Reed Market Rd
and 3rd St
Roundabout at Butler Market Rd/4th St
Active transportation improvements

NEXT STEPS
The next step in the evaluation process is detailed quantitative analysis of the two recommended
alternatives using the criteria highlighted in Table 17. We recommend that each goal be weighted
equally. Within each goal, performance measures would be scored equally. For example, for Goal 1
(Safety) the reduction in predicted crash frequency will provide 50% of the Goal 1 score, and the
reduction in predicted severe crashes will provide the remaining 50%.
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Table 17: Level 2 Screening Evaluation Criteria

Goal

Objectives

Reduce the frequency and severity of crashes
1. Improve safety for
for all modes with an emphasis on severe and
all modes
fatal injuries
Support efficient movement of people, goods
2. Support economic and services, and recreational traffic to, within
and through the City of Bend
development
throughout the
Develop strategies to accommodate planned
region and state
growth through provision of transportation
options now, and into the future
Evaluate the ability to achieve ODOT
3. Manage
volume/capacity (V/C) targets and develop
transportation
alternative mobility measures and targets,
mobility into the
where appropriate
future
Assess impacts on local system
4. Consider
accessibility to key Evaluate and assess reliable travel times
destinations now between key destinations during peak periods
and in the future

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)
Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)
Reduction in crash severity (all modes)

50%

Travel Time Reliability measures on the Bend Parkway (planning time index)
Percent through traffic on congested segments (modeled demand/capacity ratio > 1.0) of
the Bend Parkway

33%
33%

Degree to which the alternative enhances travel for multiple modes (qualitative
assessment)

33%

Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets

50%

Ability to meet Bend mobility standards (v/c ratios and LOS)

50%

Travel Time Reliability measures (planning time index) for specific routes during PM peak
hour

100%

Number of bike and pedestrian crossing locations on the Bend Parkway with low Level of
Enhance transit, bicycle and pedestrian facilities Traffic Stress (LTS 2 or lower)
5. Facilitate the use
along, parallel to, and across, US 97
Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian facilities with low Level of Traffic Stress within
of multimodal
0.25 miles of the Bend Parkway
travel options
Look for transportation demand management
Does the alternative allow for transportation demand management strategies?
opportunities
Reduce emissions through reduction of
Total PM peak hour vehicle delay (vehicle hours)
vehicular delay, improved connections in the
Total PM peak hour vehicle miles traveled (regional measure)
local system, and the use of alternative modes
6. Enhance the
Minimize right of way impacts
Approximate degree of right of way impacts (order of magnitude costs)
environment
Design projects to avoid, mitigate and minimize
impacts
Prioritize low cost, high benefit solutions
Total cost
7. Identify cost
Prioritize solutions that that leverage existing
effective solutions
Does alternative leverage existing planned projects and programs?
planned projects and programs
Consider available funding sources and existing
Can the alternative be separated into reasonably fundable and constructible phases?
planned project and programs
8. Develop an
Recommend potential future funding sources
implementation
plan
Include partner commitments to short term
Does the alternative have local agency support?
actions
Can be constructed to comply with design standards (geometric feasibility)
Additional Criteria
Would impact freight movement
(from Scope of Work)
Substantial conflicts with ODOT, City, or County policies and regulations
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By Goal
11.1%

11.1%

11.1%

11.1%

33%
33%

11.1%

33%
33%
33%
33%

11.1%

33%
50%
50%

11.1%
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33%
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33%
33%
33%
33%
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SUMMARY
The Level 2 Evaluation builds on Level 1 evaluation 1 by applying a more comprehensive assessment of
potential benefits and trade-offs associated with projects using a combination of qualitative and
quantitative analysis and evaluation criteria. The key findings and proposed recommendations from the
Level 2 Evaluation are presented by geography (Corridor Wide, North Study Area, Central Study Area,
South Study Area) below. Preliminary results will be reviewed with the Project Management Team, the
BMPO Policy Board and TAC, the Sounding Board and on-line open houses. This memorandum will then
be revised to address stakeholder input and projects will be further prioritized for implementation as
part of the Investment Strategy.

CORRIDOR WIDE PROJECTS
Ramp Meters
Ramp meter implementation strategies would need to consider multi-lane meters at the Empire
Boulevard Southbound On-Ramp and the Colorado Avenue Northbound On-Ramp. Queue spillback
impacts from ramp meters appear to be manageable on existing ramps, with some exceptions. A more
dynamic analysis is needed to determine the fully balanced impacts of ramp meters, as the current
analysis provides the worst-case local system and best-case ramp terminal results. Due to difficult to
improve ramp length constraints, at a minimum the Revere Avenue Southbound On-Ramp and Colorado
Southbound On-Ramp would need to either be triggered by mainline speed reductions/traffic density or
located upstream of ramp curvature to ensure safe vehicle merging speeds. However, a ramp meter
implementation strategy would likely involve similar methods for triggering ramp meters throughout the
corridor. Overall, actual ramp meter locations would need to be evaluated in more detail on a case by
case level due to several ramps not currently meeting standards.
Ramp meters have significant trade-offs on the City’s system for reliability and shifting VMT onto the
local system (particularly 3rd Street). Some of these impacts could potentially be addressed through
signal improvements along 3rd Street. Under future traffic conditions, ramp meters have the potential to
produce major improvements to Parkway operations and safety. Overall, this project performed well
against the evaluation criteria, showing potential to achieve many of the project goals. Additional
projects are needed to make ramp metering feasible (RIRO Closures and Improving Ramps to Standard
Lengths) as well as the elimination of an at-grade intersection at Powers Road. Therefore, this project is
recommended for inclusion in the implementation plan as a long-term solution, with a recommended
next step of a concept of operations to determine the triggers and strategies need for effective
operation.
RIRO Closures/Modifications
Based on a traffic operations screening analysis, closure of all right-in-right-out (RIRO) access except the
exit at Hawthorne Avenue was evaluated. The exit at Hawthorne was maintained to provide continued
access to downtown businesses via Oregon Avenue.

1

US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #6 First Level Alternatives Evaluation, July 9, 2019
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This project would provide significant safety and mobility benefits to the Parkway by eliminating atgrade access points and reducing local short trips on the Parkway. The closures also increase the
effectiveness of ramp meters in optimizing throughput and travel time reliability on the Parkway.
The closures do increase traffic demand on the local system, particularly on 3rd Street and Wall Street, as
local trips shift off the Parkway. The City is already proposing a study to identify improvements to the
“Z” (Wall/Revere/Division) as well as signal improvements to the 3rd Street corridor. Local system
benefits included reductions in queuing on streets that formerly provided Right-On access to the
Parkway.
After receiving feedback from the Bend MPO Policy Board, the exit at Lafayette Avenue is recommended
to remain open if the right-turn deceleration lane on the Parkway is extended to mitigate some of the
existing safety issues. This location should still be considered in the long-term for full closure if
warranted by future operational or safety issues.
This project is relatively inexpensive with minimal to no ROW impacts and is recommended to be
implemented through a phased approach. Overall, this project performed well against the evaluation
criteria, achieving many of the project goals, and is recommended for implementation.
Ramps Improved to Standard Lengths
The most sub-standard acceleration and deceleration lane length locations on the Parkway are the atgrade, RIRO intersections. If these were closed, the number of substandard locations on the corridor
would significantly decrease.
This project provides some safety benefits along the corridor, reducing crashes at merge and diverge
locations. This project would also be beneficial, although not required, to implement ramp metering on
the corridor.
The costs of this project would vary widely depending on location and the methods used to gain
additional width. While this project did not score particularly well against all the project goals, it also
had no negative scores. A phased approach would be an effective way to implement this project,
maximizing safety benefits will minimizing costs.
The following ramps are recommended for near-term improvement, based need (particularly safety)
and on feasibility for near-term implementation (related to cost and ROW):
•
•
•

SB US 97 to Hawthorne Ave
SB US 97 to Reed Market Rd
Revere Ave to NB US 97

The following additional ramps are also deficient and recommended for medium to long-term
improvements due to cost and ROW constraints:
•
•
•

Powers Road On-Ramps – Likely to be addressed through a grade separation project
China Hat/Ponderosa acceleration/deceleration lanes – Likely to be addressed through a grade
separation project
Division Street from Reed Market Road to northbound US 97 – Could be addressed as part of the
solution for the Reed Market Road Corridor
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•

Colorado Avenue Northbound On-Ramp – Potential to avoid bridge impacts by re-aligning bridge
curvature.

Active Transportation Improvements
US 97 is a high-stress environment for people walking and biking in the corridor and creates a barrier for
those desiring to travel east-west across the city. Providing low-stress alternative routes on City facilities
that parallel US 97 is the preferred approach for accommodating north-south travel. However,
enhanced pedestrian and bicycle crossings of US 97 that connect to the citywide low-stress network will
be important for encouraging people to walk and bike.
The joint ODOT-City Bicycle and Pedestrian Working Group has identified several locations where
enhancements are needed to existing crossings and where new crossings are needed to fill gaps. When
all projects are completed, east-west connectivity will be significantly improved, making walking and
biking a more feasible and attractive option. We have worked with the Bicycle and Pedestrian Working
Group to identify the highest priority crossing locations for improvements.
Overall, this project performed well against the evaluation criteria, achieving many of the project goals,
and is recommended for implementation.
Transportation Systems Management and Operations Projects
Weather Warning Systems, Variable Speed Signs, and Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination –
Weather warning systems and variable speed signs are two of the highest scoring TSMO strategies and
have a significant ability to cost-effectively improve safety and travel time reliability in the Parkway
corridor. Roadside traveler information dissemination on its own may provide only minor benefits, but
these three strategies complement each other and can share common infrastructure, making this a costeffective package of improvements that are recommended for near-term implementation.
Incident Management – A comprehensive incident management program may be among the most
effective TSMO strategies for reducing crashes and incident-related delay on the Parkway.
Improvements could include enhancing inter-agency coordination, expanding detection and video
monitoring coverage, and increasing the size of the responder fleet. The potential effectiveness of
incident management could be improved by also implementing the strategies to widen shoulders to
meet standard widths, as discussed below, and provide roadside traveler information. Overall, this
project performed well against the evaluation criteria, achieving many of the project goals, and is
recommended for implementation.
Shoulders Built to Standard Widths – Widening the Parkway shoulders to meet standard widths would
provide space for law enforcement activity, disabled vehicles to pull over, bicycle travel, passage around
incidents, opportunities for improved freight operations, potential transit use, and partial storage for
snow removal. Wider shoulders would also enhance incident management, which is recommended as a
key strategy for reducing non-recurring congestion and improving travel time reliability. This strategy
may require a greater cost for implementation than many other TSMO strategies, but it can also be
constructed in smaller phases to better align with available funding. This project is recommended for
implementation.
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Enhanced Traffic Signal Operations at Ramp Terminals and Traveler Information Signing – These
TSMO strategies provide relatively limited benefits compared to other improvements considered,
though safety benefits that can be achieved through enhanced traffic signal operations at ramp
terminals can be substantial where ramp queues extend too close to the Parkway mainline. While not
recommended for stand-alone implementation, these are low-cost, effective improvements that could
be easily implemented in the near-term as part of other projects or maintenance activity.
Traffic Signal Priority for Transit and Freight at Signalized Intersections on US 97 – Transit and Freight
Priority at traffic signals can be effective for reducing delays for these modes of travel, but they don’t
score well against the project evaluation criteria because they provide benefits to only a limited number
of project goals. Furthermore, with only three traffic signals on the Parkway mainline (at Cooley Road,
Robal Road, and Powers Road) and the long-term plan to remove them in favor of grade-separated
facilities, the degree of benefit that could be achieved may be limited. Therefore, these projects are
recommended for short-term, interim implementation in conjunction the current ATC controller
implementation plan at locations where transit lines and existing Parkway signals intersection intersect.

NORTH STUDY AREA
The US 97 North Corridor FEIS included an extensive evaluation and selection of a Preferred Alternative
for improving travel conditions in the North Study Area. The complete set of improvements are very
costly, but otherwise score very well against the evaluation criteria, confirming their ability to achieve
the plan goals, and are recommended for implementation. Note that all the analysis and findings work
completed in this study related to the FEIS includes the full Preferred Alternative and not the yet to be
determined interim solution from the on-going North Corridor Study.

CENTRAL STUDY AREA
US 97 Mainline Projects
The auxiliary lanes on southbound US 97 between Empire Boulevard and Butler Market Road and on
northbound US 97 between 3rd Street and Empire Boulevard are included in the US 97 North Corridor
FEIS. Both projects will be effective for relieving congestion in this area, providing more capacity than
the expected demand and easing merging operations. Overall, these projects performed well against the
evaluation criteria, achieving many of the project goals, and are recommended for implementation.
Note that throughout all the alternatives analyzed, the demand on the northbound off-ramp to Empire
Boulevard continues to show significant future growth, indicating a continued need to widen this ramp
to two lanes, although the widening does not necessarily to extend onto the Parkway (i.e. a two-lane
diverge is not needed).
Butler Market Road Projects
Southbound Off-Ramp Terminal Traffic Control Options – Both the signal and roundabout projects
performed well from a safety and mobility standpoint at the ramp terminal and score well against many
of the project goals. Both options are feasible in combination with the southbound frontage road. The
channelized two-stage left turn did not provide any significant benefits and did not perform well against
the project goals. Therefore, this channelization control concept is not recommended for
implementation.
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Southbound Frontage Road from Interchange to US 20 – This project provides mobility benefits to the
Butler Market and Southbound Off-ramp, Division Street and 3rd Street, and Butler Market and 3rd Street
intersections, along with crash reductions and potential for a new bike-pedestrian connection. This
project performed well against the evaluation criteria, meeting many of the project goals, and is
recommended for implementation, following the completion of several supporting projects, including
the southbound off-ramp terminal traffic control project.
Traffic Control Options at Butler Market Road and 4th Street – Both the roundabout and the traffic
signal performed well from a safety, mobility, and local travel time reliability at this location, while also
relieving queuing impacts to the Butler Market/US 97 ramps. Overall, this project scored well against the
project goals, and is recommended for implementation.
Note the final traffic control option identified through design at this location should consider
compatibility with the final option selected for the southbound off ramp at Butler Market. In general, for
closely spaced intersections, it is preferred to use the same control types at both locations to enhance
performance, safety and efficiency.
Revere Avenue Projects
The Revere Avenue lane re-channelization project from 4th Street to Wall Street would reduce through
capacity on Revere Avenue but would enhance bicycle facilities, provide dedicated left-turn lanes at
Division Street, and create the ability to separate left-turn phases at Division Street and Revere Avenue
during railroad closures to the east.
This project would result in a small degradation in capacity at the interchange ramp terminals, but the
overall benefits may justify this. Also, it should be recognized that the project evaluation criteria may
not be designed to fully describe the potential local benefits that could be provided by the proposed rechannelization. There is potential for increased safety by separating out left turns at Division Street.
Despite the small degradation in ramp terminal capacity, the overall effect on the Parkway corridor
strategy from this project would be negligible. Overall, this project scored well enough to be
recommended for implementation, pending further design refinement.
Colorado Avenue Projects
Reconstructing the Colorado Avenue interchange into a diamond configuration would relieve some
congestion and safety issues but would be a very expensive and impactful project. Major capacity
expansion would be required for a diamond configuration because the major movements at this
interchange (the northbound to westbound and eastbound to northbound movements) that currently
do not conflict today would conflict under a diamond configuration. Additional turn lanes and ramp
widening would be needed to make this alternative work. The ROW impacts and capital costs of this
project to provide similar performance to much cheaper alternatives lead to a recommendation not to
implement a full interchange re-build at Colorado.
Constructing a traffic signal with westbound right turn lane or roundabout at the northbound ramp
terminal could address the safety and capacity problems at a significantly lower cost than reconstructing
the interchange in a diamond configuration. Overall, this traffic signal project scored well enough to be
recommended for implementation, pending further design refinement.
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However, additional improvements at the southbound ramp terminal would still be required, which may
involve realigning/reconfiguring the southbound ramps intersection with the Colorado/Arizona couplet.
A future project at this location should include consideration of the Aune Extension and the Sisemore
Extension, as well as the future circulation impacts identified in the Core Area Plan.

SOUTH STUDY AREA
Reed Market Road
The congestion that occurs along Reed Market Road and spills back onto the Parkway cannot be
addressed by simply re-building the interchange to add capacity. In fact, the key issues can likely be
addressed through some circulation simplifications and traffic control upgrades at the northbound
ramps, combined with access management along Reed Market and improvements at the Reed
Market/Bond and Reed Market/3rd Street intersections.
Constructing dedicated left-turn lanes would partially address the safety and congestion issues at the
Reed Market/ 3rd Street intersection, but the operational problems will still be significant. A more
comprehensive solution will need to be found through further study that encompasses a broader set of
issues such as area connectivity, property access, and pedestrian crossing opportunities, while
identifying set of solutions that can be implemented on Reed Market Road from Bond Street to 3rd
Street. Based on its performance against the evaluation criteria, the signal/roundabout at the
northbound ramps is recommended for further consideration as part of a potential solution in this Reed
Market Corridor study.
Powers Road
An interchange would perform better from a mobility standpoint and would maintain needed street
connectivity in this area. Both alternatives would address a major bottleneck and safety issues on the
Parkway, but the overcrossing would divert traffic to surrounding streets and neighborhoods which
would create other congestion and safety problems. Therefore, the interchange project is
recommended for implementation. The full recommendation for Powers Road will be included in
Technical Memorandum #8.
Murphy Road
The recommended design for the remaining ramps at the Murphy Road interchange will be included in
Technical Memorandum #8.
China Hat Road
The China Hat Overcrossing scored very well against the project evaluation criteria, but the frontage
road from Murphy Road to Ponderosa Street would need to be constructed to maximize the benefits
associated with this alternative. When coupled with the frontage road, the China Hat Overcrossing
relieves some of the demand from Parrell Road, the Murphy Road and 3rd Street roundabout, and some
key collector routes on the local system. The project reduces crashes, improves travel time reliability,
and provides a new multimodal low-stress Parkway crossing. Overall, this project performed well against
the evaluation criteria, achieving many of the project goals, and is recommended for implementation.
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The supplemental frontage road from Ponderosa Street south to Baker Road/Knott Road provides little
benefit to the Parkway corridor, other than creating an option for a new parallel low-stress bikeway. It
would benefit local connectivity as the area develops, but conflicts with the railroad would need to be
resolved.
Baker Road/Knott Road
Construction of either traffic signals or roundabouts at the interchange ramp terminals would address
the needs of this interchange. Design challenges created by existing grades, the nearby railroad, and
surrounding property access locations warrant a more detailed investigation to determine the
appropriate solution. This could be accomplished through an Interchange Area Management Plan
(IAMP). Overall, the roundabouts appear to perform slightly better against the goals, mainly due to the
anticipation of fewer emissions from vehicle delay and lower severity crashes. However, the full grade
related impacts of constructing roundabouts at this location were not assessed in this project and could
drive up the cost of this option when detailed in the IAMP.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The previous step of this planning process conducted the first level screening evaluation for a large
range of alternative solutions that were identified to address operational and safety deficiencies for the
corridor. The first level screening applied a simplified, qualitative version of the project evaluation
criteria that respond to the goals and objectives 2 that guide this planning process. The outcomes of the
first level screening identified two bundles of projects for further consideration, as documented in
Technical Memorandum #6. 3
The next step of this process, the “Level 2 evaluation,” applied a more comprehensive assessment of
potential benefits and trade-offs associated with the alternatives using a combination of qualitative and
quantitative analysis and evaluation criteria. The Level 2 evaluation and the findings are the subject of
this memorandum. Preliminary results will be reviewed with the Project Management Team, the BMPO
Policy Board and TAC, the Sounding Board and on-line open houses. This memorandum will then be
revised to address stakeholder input and projects will be further prioritized for implementation as part
of the Investment Strategy.

LEVEL 2 EVALUATION PROCESS
Project goals, objectives and evaluation criteria were previously defined in the Methodology
Memorandum. 4 Many of the evaluation criteria presented in that memo are quantitative and required a
more detailed analysis than was conducted during Level 1 screening. The goals, objectives and
evaluation criteria applied for Level 2 screening are summarized in Table 1 below. Note that while the
evaluation criteria are mostly focused on the performance, some network and local system measures
were also considered and provide input into project implementation recommendations.
Table 1: Level 2 Screening Evaluation Criteria

Goal
1. Improve safety for all
modes

Objectives
Reduce the frequency and severity
of crashes for all modes with an
emphasis on severe and fatal
injuries
Support efficient movement of
people, goods and services, and
recreational traffic to, within and
through the City of Bend

2. Support economic
development throughout the
region and state
Develop strategies to
accommodate planned growth
through provision of transportation
options now, and into the future
Evaluate the ability to achieve
3. Manage transportation
ODOT volume/capacity (V/C)
mobility into the future
targets and develop alternative

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)
Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)
Reduction in crash severity (all modes)
Travel Time Reliability measures on the
Bend Parkway (planning time index)
Percent through traffic on congested
segments (modeled demand/capacity
ratio > 1.0) of the Bend Parkway
Degree to which the alternative
enhances travel for multiple modes
(qualitative assessment)
Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets

Evaluation
Method

HSM Part C / TOPS BC /
Crash Modification
Factors (CMF)
HSM Part C / TOPS BC /
CMF
HERS-ST / TOPS BC
Travel Demand Model

Qualitative Assessment
Synchro/Vistro/ HCS
Analysis

US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Methodology Memorandum, January 4, 2019
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #6 First Level Alternatives Evaluation, July 9, 2019
4
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #4 Future Conditions, November 9, 2018
2
3
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Goal

Objectives
mobility measures and targets,
where appropriate
Assess impacts on local system

4. Consider accessibility to
key destinations now and in
the future

5. Facilitate the use of
multimodal travel options

Evaluate and assess reliable travel
times between key destinations
during peak periods

Enhance transit, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities along, parallel
to, and across, US 97
Look for transportation demand
management opportunities

6. Enhance the environment

Reduce emissions through
reduction of vehicular delay,
improved connections in the local
system, and the use of alternative
modes
Minimize right of way impacts
Design projects to avoid, mitigate
and minimize impacts

7. Identify cost effective
solutions

Prioritize low cost, high benefit
solutions
Prioritize solutions that that
leverage existing planned projects
and programs
Consider available funding sources
and existing planned project and
programs
Recommend potential future
funding sources

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Ability to meet Bend mobility standards
Synchro/Vistro
(v/c ratios and LOS)
Travel Time Reliability measures
(planning time index) for specific routes
HERS-ST / TOPS BC
during PM peak hour
Peak Hour VMT by street classification
Travel Demand Model
Number of bike and pedestrian crossing
locations on the Bend Parkway with low Bike/Ped LTS Analysis
Level of Traffic Stress (LTS 2 or lower)
Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian
facilities with low Level of Traffic Stress
Bike/Ped LTS Analysis
within 0.25 miles of the Bend Parkway
Does the alternative allow for
transportation demand management
Qualitative Assessment
strategies?
Total PM peak hour vehicle delay
Synchro/Vistro Analysis
(vehicle hours)
Total PM peak hour vehicle miles
traveled (regional measure)

Travel Demand Model

Approximate degree of right of way
Conceptual Layout/
impacts (order of magnitude costs)
Qualitative Assessment
Not applicable (design criteria; applies to
N/A
all projects)
Unit Cost/Planning
Total cost
Level Cost Estimates
Synchro/Vistro Analysis
Reduction in delay and crashes
& HSM Part C/ TOPS
BC
Does alternative leverage existing
planned projects and programs?
Can the alternative be separated into
reasonably fundable and constructible
phases?
Not applicable (funding sources to be
recommended in implementation plan)

8. Develop an
implementation plan
Include partner commitments to
short term actions

Evaluation
Method

Does the alternative have local agency
support?

Yes/No Assessment
Qualitative Assessment
Qualitative Assessment
Is included in an
adopted or in-process
plan demonstrating
local support.
However, local
agencies will need to
confirm support
through this process.

Based on input from the Technical Advisory Committee each goal was weighted equally, except for
safety, which was weighted twice as high. Within each goal, performance measures were scored equally.
The results of the evaluation were organized into scoring bins to simplify comparing outcomes across
goal areas. Each candidate project was scored to assess its positive, negative, or neutral impacts relative
Final | January 9, 2020
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to the Future No-Build alternative, unless otherwise indicated. A five-step scoring system was used by
assigning a value of +2, +1, 0, -1 or -2, according to the scale presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Level 2 Evaluation Scoring Scale

Evaluation Score
Level of support for
goals and
objectives

Score = 2
Strongly
supports

Score = 1
Moderately
supports

Score = 0
No significant
change

Score = -1
Moderately
conflicts

Score = -2
Strongly
conflicts

Groups of similar projects or projects that address the same problem, were identified in Technical
Memorandum #6. Within each group projects were scored against the No-Build and compared to each
another. For most of the quantitative measures, the range of values reported were analyzed to
determine the averages within the project groups for the positive range, and for negative range.
Outcomes that exceeded the averages, either positive or negative, were assigned the maximum score,
either a +2 or a -2. Outcomes that were numerically below average were assigned either a +1 or a -1.
Where no change was expected, a value of 0 was assigned. The exception is Goal 1 (Safety), which was
weighted double per direction from the BMPO Policy Board (+4, +2, 0, -2, -4). For example, if all projects
with a positive safety impact create on average a 20% reduction in crashes, a project with a 10%
reduction in crashes would score a +2, while project with a 30% reduction in crashes would score a +4.
While the final recommended project list is expected to include a comprehensive set of improvements
for the entire US 97 corridor, the results of the Level 2 evaluation were organized according to the
following geographic and topical areas to facilitate comparisons between competing alternatives and
those that could potentially be complementary.
•

Corridor-Wide Projects – These projects were applied throughout the length of the corridor and
include ramp metering, right-in/right-out (RIRO) intersection closures, upgrading ramps to
current design standards, and enhanced active transportation projects. Includes TSMO projects
as well, a set of strategies with the potential to improve the safety and efficiency of existing
infrastructure instead of building new facilities to add capacity.

•

North Study Area – Includes the Preferred Alternative from US 97 Bend North Corridor Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).

•

Central Study Area – Includes projects along the US 97 mainline, and at the interchanges with
Butler Market Road, Revere Avenue, and Colorado Avenue.

•

South Study Area – Includes projects at the interchanges with Reed Market Road, Powers Road,
China Hat Road and at Baker Road/Knott Road.
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2.0 LEVEL 2 PROJECT EVALUATION
Using the Level 2 screening criteria, as described in the previous section, projects were evaluated and
ranked to highlight the best performing solutions. The proposed priorities will be reviewed and
discussed by the PMT, TAC, Policy and Sounding Board. Once the draft priorities are revised and finalized
based on that input, they will be further prioritized for implementation in the Investment Strategy.
Projects within each group were scored against the No-Build and compared to each another. The
projects outcomes are reported for the overall corridor, and by north, central and south subareas (see
Figure 1). The narrative in the following sections describes the most significant changes for each
evaluation case relative to the future No-Build scenario. For cases where there was no significant change
Figure 1: Study Areas
for a given criterion, they are so noted.
The documentation of the analysis behind the findings and
results included in this document is summarized as follows:
•

•

•

Appendix 1 – Tables containing the numeric
performance measure or description of qualitative
assumptions behind each score for each project
Appendix 2 – Summarizes the analysis results,
broken down by project bundles (A and B, as
outlined in Technical Memorandum #6, and C,
which includes the ramp meter and RIRO Closure
projects only)
Appendix 3 – Includes all the outputs from the
analysis tools (HCM reports, Vissim documentation
and results, HSM outputs, forecasted traffic
volumes, travel time reliability outputs, etc.)

CORRIDOR WIDE PROJECTS
The first category of projects was applied throughout the US
97 corridor. These projects include:
•
•
•
•

Ramp metering
Ramp closure and modifications at right-in, right-out
(RIRO) locations
Ramp upgrades to current design standards
Enhanced active transportation projects.

Corridor Wide Evaluation results are listed in Table 3 on the
following page. The major differences between the
proposed category and the Future No-Build scenario are
highlighted in the following sections. More specific
performance of individual locations and project types is also
presented in the following sections.
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Table 3: Evaluation Results for Corridor-wide Projects
Goal

1 – Safety (x2)

2 - Economic

3 - Mobility

4 -Accessibility

5 - Multimodal

6 - Environment

7 - Cost

8 - Implementation

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Evaluation Rating
Ramp
Metering

Right-in/
Right-out
Closures

Ramps Improved
to Standard
Lengths

Active
Transportation
Improvements

Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)

2

4

2

2

Reduction in crash severity (all modes)

0

4

0

4

Travel Time Reliability on the Bend Pkwy

1

1

0

0

Percent through traffic on congested
segments

2

1

0

0

Degree to which the alternative
enhances travel for multiple modes

0

0

0

2

Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets

2

1

1

0

Ability to meet Bend mobility standards
(v/c ratios and LOS)

-2

-1

0

0

Travel Time Reliability for specific routes

-1

-1

0

0

Peak Hour VMT by street classification

1

-1

0

0

Number of bike and pedestrian crossing
locations on the Bend Parkway with low
Level of Traffic Stress (LTS 2 or lower)

0

0

0

2

Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian
facilities with low Level of Traffic Stress
within 0.25 miles of the Bend Parkway

-1

0

0

0

Does the alternative allow for TDM
strategies?

2

1

0

1

Total PM peak hour vehicle delay (vehhrs)

1

2

0

0

Total PM peak hour vehicle miles
traveled (regional measure)

1

-1

0

0

Approximate degree of right of way
impacts (order of magnitude costs)

1

1

0

0

Total cost

1

2

2

1

Reduction in delay and crashes

1

2

1

1

Does alternative leverage existing
planned projects and programs?

0

0

0

0

Can the alternative be divided into
fundable and constructible phases?

0

1

1

2

Does the alternative have local agency
support?

1

1

0

1

12

17

7

16

Evaluation Total
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Figure 2: Ramp Metering Project
Ramp Metering ($100,000 - $250,000 per location)
The first corridor project set would apply metering traffic
signals for all on-ramps to the US 97 Bend Parkway
between the Empire Boulevard and the Baker RoadKnott Road interchanges (Figure 2). At on-ramps that
currently fail to meet acceleration length standards
(Colorado northbound, Revere Avenue northbound, and
Division Street northbound), ramp meters were tested in
locations far enough up the ramp that vehicles stopped
at a ramp meter could still achieve existing ramp design
speeds prior to entering the acceleration lanes.

For the purposes of this study, the following key
assumptions were included in the analysis:
•

•

•

Ramp meters were assumed to be run for the
entire peak hour period. This assumption led to
significant peak hour trip diversion onto local
facilities and reduced overall on/off ramp
demand compared to No-Build Conditions, likely
overestimating the project benefits at ramp
terminal intersections and the negative impacts
on the local system.
Ramp meters on the on-ramps with low speed
curves prior to acceleration lanes (Revere
Avenue Southbound On-Ramp and Colorado
Avenue Southbound On-Ramp) were located in
advance of the ramp curvature to ensure
existing conditions vehicle speeds entering the
acceleration merge lanes.
Mainline speed-based ramp metering was also
tested, but under average weekday volume
conditions the ramp meters were seldom
triggered by slowing on the mainline. All these
assumptions would be the subject of further
evaluation through concept design.

All these assumptions would be subject to further
evaluation during as part of the implementation plan and concept of operations for ramp meters along
the Parkway. In addition, it is important to note that existing operations on the Parkway do not indicate
a short term need for ramp meters, with all merge location operating below capacity and no crash
history indicating excessive merging.
The key differences compared to the Future No-Build scenario are described below for each goal area.
Refer to Table 3 for a listing of performance scores.
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Goal #1: Safety
•

Potential for significant reduction in future crash frequency reduction as merge conflicts
increase

Goal #2: Economic
•
•

Moderate improvement to travel time reliability on Parkway due to reduced volume on the
Parkway mainline
Depending on the ramp meter implementation strategy, the percent local trips (beginning and
ending in Bend) on the Parkway could significantly decrease, particularly south of the Revere
Avenue interchange. However, it is important to note that ramp meters are not likely needed
for at least 10-15 years south of Revere Avenue, with the exception of the Colorado Avenue
Interchange.

Goal #3: Mobility
•

•

•

•

•

•

Note that the mobility findings are based off a scenario where the ramp meters were assumed
to be run throughout the entire peak hour. This assumption provides a worst-case trip diversion
to the local system as well as a likely best-case operational condition on the Parkway. The most
likely ramp metering strategies would result in more balance between the Parkway and the local
system.
The demand on the highest volume Parkway ramps would likely decrease, with local to local
trips shifting off the Parkway. This could potentially improve operations at some of the ramp
terminal intersections.
A ramp metering strategy would likely target merge locations where the demand exceeds the
capacity, reducing both crash risk and Parkway queuing. Based on forecasted future demand,
the following locations could experience the greatest benefits:
o SB Division Street On-Ramp – has a Future (2040) No-Build v/c of 1.24
o NB 3rd Street On-ramp – has a Future (2040) No-Build v/c 1.20
While only a partial means to achieving mobility targets across the Parkway system, the ramp
meters could significantly improve operations at several key bottleneck locations, particularly on
the Parkway mainline, resulting in a high mobility score
With some local trips moving off the Parkway, the City system would experience increased
demand, particularly on 3rd Street (from Empire Boulevard to Murphy Road) and Division Street.
Note that upgrading the signals on 3rd Street to accommodate timing coordination could help to
mitigate this impact. The signals on the ODOT portion of 3rd Street are currently being updated
and coordinated as part of the US 20 Empire to Greenwood project. The seven signals south of
Greenwood Avenue would need to be upgraded through a separate project. The cost to upgrade
each signal could vary from $25,000 to more than $100,000 per location, depending on the
range of improvements necessary.
The on-ramp volumes were analyzed to determine which locations would need dual lane ramp
meters. Table 4 summarizes the range of forecasted year 2040 volumes (from average weekday
to 30HV, and ranged across all analyzed No-Build and Build conditions) at each on-ramp and
includes recommendations for locations of dual lane meters.
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Table 4: Ramp Meter Configuration Recommendations

On-Ramp
Empire Ave. SB
Division St./3rd St. SB
Revere Ave. SB
Colorado Ave. SB
Reed Market Rd. SB
Powers Rd. SB
Murphy Rd. SB
Murphy Rd. NB
Powers Rd. NB
Reed Market Rd. (EB Reed Market)
Reed Market Rd. (Division)
Colorado Ave. NB
Revere Ave. NB
3rd St. NB
Butler Market Rd. NB
•

Volume Range
870 – 1,235
440 - 825
430 - 530
430 - 490
135 - 460
50 - 235
580 - 845
160 - 425
290 - 500
220 - 730
545 - 845
1,035 – 1,500
330 - 445
475 - 550
240 - 310

Recommended Ramp Meter Configuration
Multi-Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Multi-Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering
Single Lane Metering

Under average weekday conditions in the ramp metering scenario analyzed, queues from the
ramp meters could be contained within the existing ramps, except at the following locations,
where multi-lane meters should be considered:
o Empire Boulevard Southbound On-Ramp
o Colorado Avenue Northbound On-Ramp
The microsimulation analysis indicated queue spillback issues onto the local system with single
lane metering at the Empire Boulevard Southbound On-Ramp and the Colorado Avenue
Northbound On-Ramp (see recommendations in Table 4), but did not identify any other
significant issues with ramp meter queues spilling back into ramp terminal intersections.

Goal #4: Accessibility
•
•

Could increase demand on low reliability key routes in the City, particularly 3rd Street
Could increases VMT on City streets

Goal #5: Multimodal
•

Provides a system tool that could support a variety of transportation demand management
strategies

Goal #6: Environment
•

Potential to decrease net vehicle delay, depending on metering strategy implemented by
mitigating system bottlenecks (ramp terminals and merge/diverge locations). However, delay
benefits to the Parkway would have to be weighed against the delay impacts to the local system.
A more detailed dynamic analysis would be needed to assess the full net delay benefits or
impacts.
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•

•

Overall minor but measurable VMT reductions potential across the MPO, as ramp meters could
force out-of-direction local trips taking advantage of the Parkway capacity to shift back onto
slower but more direct local routes
Relatively low ROW impact

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•

•
•

Total cost is $100-300k per location assuming no significant ramp improvements. Costs could
increase at certain locations (particularly Colorado Avenue Northbound and Empire Boulevard
Southbound) after further concept design.
Monetary benefits from both reductions in vehicle delay and crashes
Leverages other projects such as RIRO closures/modifications to more effectively manage the
Parkway

Goal #8: Implementation
•
•
•

Included as a stand-alone project in City TSP during the Scenario Evaluation, and is now
captured in a placeholder project to implement findings from the Parkway Study
For most effective implementation, at a minimum would need to complete RIRO closures and
modifications project
Ramp meters are not typically recommended for freeway segments shorter than five miles.
Therefore, phasing could be challenging, although ramp meters could be installed by direction
(i.e. southbound, then northbound) as future demand dictates.

The ramp metering project presents tremendous potential as part of the solution for managing future
congestion and operations on the Parkway. However, the minimum warrants for ramp meters are only
met at a few locations on the Parkway under present conditions, and with no crash history or Parkway
mainline capacity issues identified today, would not provide any significant benefit if implemented as a
short-term solution. In addition, the following projects would need to be implemented first to allow for
effective ramp metering strategies:
•
•

RIRO Closures/Modifications
Ramps Improved to Standard Lengths

Further, most of the benefits of ramp meters would be negated if interchange ramp terminals queue
onto the Parkway. In particular, if the Powers Road intersection retains its current at-grade
configurations, queue impacts stemming from this location would render ramp meters ineffective.
Therefore, ramp meters are Recommended for a Long-Term Implementation Plan, with the first step
being developing a concept of operations to identify the ramp metering strategies that best balance the
system, and the next steps being implementation of the RIRO Closures/Modifications and Ramps
Improved to Standard Lengths, along with some grade separation at Powers Road.
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Right-In/Right-Out Closures and Modifications ($50,000 $250,000 per location)
A separate analysis of right-in/right-out (RIRO) closures
and ramp modifications (Figure 3) was made to
determine the RIRO scenario for more detailed
evaluation. The analysis reported 5 in April 2019
(included in Appendix 2) considered the following
options:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 3: RIRO Ramp Closure Project

Closure of Lafayette Avenue
Closure of Hawthorne Avenue
Conversion of Lafayette Avenue to right-in only
Conversion of Hawthorne Avenue to right-in
only
Closure of Nels Anderson Place, Truman Avenue
and Reed Lane
Closure of all intersections listed above

The closure of the Pinebrook Boulevard and Badger
Road RIRO access to US 97 was assumed as part of the
No-Build analysis.
The analysis findings are attached in Appendix A (RIRO
Appendix). Based on these results and feedback from
the technical advisory committee, the following RIRO
modifications were recommended to advance for Level 2
screening:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nels Anderson Place – full closure
Reed Lane – full closure
Truman Road – full closure
Hawthorne Avenue – close right-out (onto US
97) only, build deceleration lane to standard
5. Lafayette Avenue – close right-out (onto US 97)
only, build deceleration lane to standard,
maintain right-in (onto Lafayette) until closure is
warranted by operational or safety issues

Note that for the RIRO at Nels Anderson Place, findings
from the on-going North Corridor work, in particular related to converting US 97 to a business route at
Nels Anderson Place, will supersede the recommendations of the Parkway Study for this location.
The key performance differences compared to the Future No-Build scenario are described below for
each goal area. Refer to Table 3 for a listing of performance scores.
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum - RIRO Closures/Modifications Alternatives Analysis, April
22, 2019
5
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Goal #1: Safety
•

Major reduction in the number (-79%) and severity (-77%) of crashes when right-in and right-out
access to the Parkway is closed

Goal #2: Economic
•

Improves reliability of segments along the Parkway where RIRO access is modified or closed
(improves travel time reliability by 3%), with the largest improvement occurring on the segment
between Hawthorne Ave and Colorado Ave

•

Net decrease in percent through traffic on roadway segments where the demand exceeds the
capacity on the Parkway

Goal #3: Mobility
•

Major reduction of v/c along the Parkway by removal of multiple over-capacity, at-grade
intersections, offset by increased demand on some ramps, particularly the southbound ramps at
the Colorado interchange and the three of the four ramps at the Revere Avenue interchange.
The Reed Market interchange and Powers Road intersection are largely unaffected by the RIRO
closures and modifications. Also, the ramp demand impacts of the ramp metering project when
coupled with the RIRO closure lead to either no change or decreased demand on all ramps
between Empire and Murphy.

•

The impacts of the RIRO modifications are mainly experienced at the following intersections:
o 3rd St and Olney Ave
o Wall St and Portland Ave
o Wall St and Franklin Ave
o Bond St and Franklin Ave
o 3rd St and Franklin Ave
o 3rd St and Greenwood Ave
o Bond St at Arizona Ave
o 3rd St and Wilson Ave
o 3rd St and Reed Market Rd
Note that all these intersections excepting Wall St and Franklin Ave are at or above a v/c of 1.0
under future No-Build conditions. The Wall St and Franklin Ave intersection degrades from a v/c
of 0.98 to a v/c of 1.03 with the RIRO closures/modifications.

•

Resolves queuing issues on Truman, Reed Lane, Hawthorne, and Lafayette. These queue
mitigations will particularly benefit Lafayette Avenue, reducing the risk of queuing back to Wall
Street, and on Hawthorne Avenue, reducing the risk of neighborhood cut-through traffic.

Goal #4: Accessibility
•
•

Increased demand on key routes within the City flagged as low reliability through the ongoing
Bend TSP update, particularly 3rd Street
Mixed results with VMT, which increases peak hour VMT on the City system, and decreases peak
hour VMT on the Parkway
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Goal #5: Multimodal
•

Partial closure of Hawthorne may allow for a ped/bike overcrossing at Hawthorne, which is
included in the City TSP

Goal #6: Environment
•
•
•

Increases PM Peak hour VMT and delay on city facilities, while decreasing these measures on or
accessing the Parkway
Small net increase in system delay due to reduced access to the Parkway
ROW impacts are minimal. Extending the right-off deceleration lane at Hawthorne Avenue will
not likely require ROW acquisitions, but the ped/bike overcrossing at this location (as planned
by the City TSP) may require additional ROW, or ultimately require a full closure at this location
as well. Extending the right turn deceleration lane at Lafayette Avenue will likely require some
ROW acquisition from the Deschutes County property to the west.

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•
•
•

Partial closure of Hawthorne is consistent with desire for business access to downtown and
consistent with TSP planned ped/bike overcrossing at Hawthorne Ave
Total cost is $50-250k per location
Small negative benefit from net system delay increases, positive benefit from crash reductions

Goal #8: Implementation
•
•

Identified as a project in conjunction with ramp meters during the Scenario Evaluation in the
City’s TSP update
Closures can be phased but would be needed prior to ramp metering in order to ensure their
effectiveness as a traffic management tool.

While the RIRO closure scenario is the ultimate desired solution, particularly to support the
effectiveness of ramp meters, the closures do not need to happen all at the same time. A phased
approach would be more appropriate, with a focus on the high crash and low volume locations first. The
highest crash locations are the Lafayette Avenue and Hawthorne Avenue (which is also the highest
volume location) accesses, while the lowest volume locations are the west legs of the Badger Road and
Pinebrook Boulevard accesses. Maintaining the right-in movement at Hawthorne Avenue provides the
most direct access to downtown, and is therefore recommended to remain open, with improvements to
the right-turn deceleration lane length. Lafayette Avenue provides supplemental access to downtown
and other government facilities and the negative safety impacts of the right-in movement can be
significantly mitigated by also increasing the right-turn deceleration lane length. Therefore, the right-in
at Lafayette is also recommended to remain open at least in the short-term with improvements to the
southbound right-turn deceleration lane. Long-term, the Lafayette right-in should be considered for
closure if warranted by operational or safety issues. Based on overall performance scored against the
project goals, this project is Recommended for Phased Implementation.
Ramps Improved to Standard Lengths ($1,000,000 - $5,000,000)
Acceleration and deceleration lanes on US 97 provide drivers with an opportunity to adjust their speeds
to match the traffic stream while entering or exiting the mainline facility. Locations were identified in
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Existing Conditions where geometric conditions represented a safety risk due to substandard
acceleration/deceleration lane lengths.
There are a variety of approaches available to minimize the costs and ROW impacts of improving ramp
acceleration and deceleration lanes and tapers. Removal of RIRO accesses would eliminate some of the
most problematic substandard locations. The existing median also provides an opportunity for widening
in certain locations to avoid ROW impacts. Removal of the bike lanes – in conjunction with
implementation of parallel low-stress routes – could also help standardize some of the ramp tapers on
the corridor. These options may considerably lower the cost of upgrading the deficient locations and
may be considered in more detail during concept design.
Based on the ramp deficiencies identified in prior work and assuming the closure of all RIRO access with
the exception of the RI at Hawthorne Avenue, the ramps in Tables 5 and 6 are either recommended for
improvement to standards, (Tier 1) or not recommended for further improvement due to feasibility
constraints (Tier 2).
Table 5: Exit Ramp Recommendations

Exit Location

Existing
Deceleration
Lane Length
(ft)

SB US 97 to
Hawthorne Ave
SB US 97 to Reed
Market Rd

ODOT HDM Minimum Deceleration
Lane Length (ft)A

Feasible?

Tier

55 mph
Design
Speed

45 mph Design
Speed

225

320

215

Meets Standard

N/A (Yes)

Tier 1

225

235

220

Meets Standard

N/A (Yes)

Tier 1

Yes

Tier 2

Yes

Tier 2

No

Tier 2

SB US 97 to
Powers Rd

50

320

215

NB US 97 to China
Hat Rd

125

320

215

NB US 97 to
Powers Rd

50

320

215

A Red

Considerations for
Designing to HDM
Standards (45 mph)

Minimal ROW
acquisition;
Potential widening
impacts to existing
sound wall; Would
require widening at
the Powers Rd/US
97 intersection; May
require
reconfiguration of
SB ramp
Minimal ROW
acquisition
Potential widening
impacts to existing
buildings and sound
wall; Would require
widening at the
Powers Rd/US 97
intersection; May
require
reconfiguration of
SB ramp

bold text indicates that the measured deceleration length is less than the standard.
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Note that the China Hat Road northbound deceleration lane is placed in Tier 2 as the China Hat
Overcrossing would remove this access location. Likewise, the Powers Road southbound deceleration
lane was placed in Tier 2, as the ultimate design at Powers Road may completely change these locations.
Table 6: Entrance Ramp Recommendations
Existing
Acceleration
Lane Length
(ft)

ODOT HDM Minimum
Acceleration Lane
Length (ft) A,B,C

Powers Rd to SB
US 97

< 50

960

China Hat Rd to
NB US 97

< 50

960

Powers Rd to NB
US 97

< 50

960

Division St to NB
US 97

425

540

Colorado Ave to
NB US 97

225

540

Revere Ave to NB
US 97

250

540

Entrance Location

A Red

Considerations for
Designing to HDM
Standards
Moderate ROW
acquisition; Potential
widening impacts to
existing sound wall;
Impacts could be
minimized with new
interchange concept
Minimal ROW acquisition
Minimal ROW acquisition;
Would require closure of
at-grade vehicle and
pedestrian access at Reed
Ln
Utility relocation;
Widening impacts to
existing sound wall;
Potential circulation
impacts to adjacent local
street network (McKinley
Ave/ Roosevelt Ave)
May require widening
bridge over Franklin
Avenue, adjacent to
railroad bridge; Limits
pedestrian and bicyclist
access to Franklin Avenue
from Parkway. Note:
Realigning curvature of NB
ramp could allow for
sufficient acceleration
length
May require retaining wall;
minimal ROW acquisition

Feasible?

Tier

Yes

Tier 2

Yes

Tier 2

Yes

Tier 2

No

Tier 2

No

Tier 2

Yes

Tier 1

bold text indicates that the measured acceleration lane length is less than the acceleration lane length standard.
a 55-mph design speed (960’ standard acceleration lane length for at-grade intersections and 540’ for interchanges).
C At-grade acceleration lanes are justified if there are more than 10 veh/hr turning right AND 1) the intersection does not meet
OHP v/c mobility target OR 2) the intersection has a high percentage (10%) of heavy vehicles turning right onto the highway OR
3) the intersection has a history of crashes attributed to vehicles turning right entering the highway. For more details, see ODOT
HDM Chapter 8. Note that all the RIRO entrances to the Parkway included in this table meet the volume and ODOT v/c mobility
target criteria.
B Assumes
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Note that the China Hat Road northbound acceleration lane is placed in Tier 2 as the China Hat
Overcrossing would remove this access location. Likewise, the Powers Road acceleration lanes (both
directions) were placed in Tier 2, as the ultimate design at Powers Road may completely change these
locations.
Goals that applied to this class of improvements were reviewed below. All other goals were not
applicable.
Goal #1: Safety
•

Crash frequency reduction by 11% if ramp acceleration lanes were increased to standard. The
tool used for the analysis did not quantity safety benefits for deceleration lanes, however, they
are expected to improve safety for exiting vehicles.

Goal #6: Environment
•

As discussed previously, the ROW impact for these improvements could vary widely, depending
on the design strategies employed, ranging from worst case bridge widening to best case
construction contained within the existing cross section.

Goal #7: Cost
•

Total Cost: $1-5M per location

Goal #8: Implementation
•

Could be helpful if implemented with the ramp metering project, depending on ultimate designs
for ramp meter locations.

The acceleration lane improvements could be phased with corresponding ramp meter implementation,
potentially allowing for more ramp meter queue storage on the ramps and allowing for more aggressive
(lower) ramp meter rates to better manage system throughput. Based on overall performance scored
against the project goals, this project is Recommended for Phased Implementation.
Active Transportation Improvements
ODOT and the City of Bend have agreed that the preferred approach to providing low-stress active
transportation facilities in the Parkway corridor is to develop parallel routes using City streets and paths
supplemented with enhanced crossings along US 97 to improve connectivity. The identification of
parallel low-stress routes is expected to be a joint City/ODOT effort to be completed at a later date, and
in coordination with the broader low-stress network being developed as part of Bend’s Transportation
System Plan update.
Because the need for enhanced active transportation crossings of the Parkway has already been
established, the evaluation of the crossings shown in Table 3 was completed to indicate their relative
value compared to other improvements for meeting the Parkway Plan goals and objectives. Providing
frequent low-stress active transportation crossings of US 97 is a strategy that scores very well against
the project goals, and could easily be implemented in phases (e.g., one crossing at a time). Therefore,
this set of projects is Recommended for Phased Implementation.
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A Bicycle and Pedestrian Working Group comprised of ODOT and City of Bend staff has provided
supplemental analysis focused on the need for more high-quality crossing opportunities along US 97 for
people walking and biking. This analysis included factors such as the current quality of crossings (e.g.,
level of traffic stress), distance between crossing opportunities, potential demand resulting from
adjacent land uses, crash history, and alignment with the City’s low-stress network. The results of the
analysis included a list of existing and potential future crossing locations with a combination of
quantitative and qualitative (e.g., high, medium, low) scores for each factor considered.
The project team converted all scores to quantitative values to support further refinement and
evaluation of the crossing locations using the ActiveTrans Priority Tool. 6 The many factors scored by the
Bicycle and Pedestrian Working Group were aggregated into the following six categories (no new factors
were considered):
1. Constraints – accounted for impacts to adjacent properties, feasibility, and cost
2. Safety – accounted for history of vehicle and pedestrian/bicycle crashes
3. Existing Conditions – accounted for presence of walking and biking facilities, distance between
crossing opportunities, and existing crossing types
4. Demand – accounted for potential and measured walking and biking activity
5. Connectivity – accounted for connections to the City’s low-stress network, ability to cross 3rd
Street, presence of railroads, and improved access to key destinations
6. Equity – considered total disposable personal income data in the vicinity
Most categories were weighted equally, but safety was weighted nearly twice as high as the others,
which was similar to the approach applied to the project evaluation criteria for other improvements.
The resulting scores were discussed with the Bicycle and Pedestrian Working Group, resulting in
refinement of the prioritization of crossing enhancement locations. Table 7 shows the results of this
analysis, documenting locations of the highest priority crossing enhancements related to both existing
and new crossing locations. Tier 1 locations are considered higher priority and Tier 2 projects, while still
important, are considered lower priority. To improve safety and comfort of users, all crossings are
assumed to be grade-separated (i.e., they would cross over or under US 97) in the future. The full list of
crossings that were evaluated and their resulting scores are provided in Appendix 2.
Note the current proposed strategy in the draft City TSP update is to consider the Franklin Avenue,
Greenwood Avenue, and Hawthorne Avenue crossings as one group of projects. The TSP advisory
committee has recommended a study be completed to determine specific improvements and cost for
each crossing. Funding for two of the crossings would be included in the short-term project list, and the
third crossing would be included in the mid-term project list.

6

http://www.pedbikeinfo.org/topics/tools_apt.cfm; NCHRP Report 803 Pedestrian and Bicycle Transportation
Along Existing Roads – ActiveTrans Priority Tool Guidebook, Transportation Research Board, Washington DC, 2015.
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Table 7: Priority Locations for Improving Existing and Creating New US 97 Pedestrian & Bicycle Crossings
Crossing Investment
Tier 1
Tier 2
Improve Existing or Create New
Study Area
Locations
Priority
Priority
Crossing?*
Cooley Rd
X
Improve existing (at-grade signal)
North

Robal Rd

X

Olney Ave

X

Improve existing (at-grade signal)
Improve existing (overcrossing
unsignalized/signalized)
Improve existing (overcrossing
unsignalized)
Improve existing (overcrossing
signalized)
Improve existing (undercrossing)

Empire Ave

X

Greenwood Ave

X

Improve existing (undercrossing)

Hawthorne Ave

X

Create new crossing

Franklin Ave

X

Improve existing (undercrossing)

Butler Market Rd

X

Revere Ave

Central

South

X

Aune Rd

X

Improve existing (undercrossing)

Wilson Ave

X

Reed Market Rd

X

Canal/ Garfield Ave

X

Improve existing (overcrossing)
Improve existing (overcrossing
unsignalized/signalized)
Improve existing (undercrossing)

Badger Rd/ Pinebrook Blvd

X

Improve existing (at-grade RRFB)

Powers Rd

X

Murphy Rd

X

China Hat Rd

X

Improve existing (at-grade signal)
Improve existing (overcrossing)

Create new crossing
Improve existing (overcrossing
Baker Rd/Knott Rd
X
unsignalized)
* All pedestrian and bicycle crossings of the US 97 Parkway are assumed to be grade-separated in the future
(i.e., overcrossings or undercrossings).
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Transportation Systems Management and Operations Projects
Transportation System Management and Operations (TSMO) Projects include a set of strategies that
focus on operational improvements and maintenance
Figure 4: TSMO Projects
that have the potential to restore or possibly increase
the performance of existing facilities. These projects
generally do not conflict with one another and multiple
strategies may be included. Evaluation scores for each of
the TSMO strategies are shown in Table 8, with more
detailed descriptions of the findings included below.
In general, the TSMO strategies score very well against
the goals related to environmental enhancement (Goal
6), cost-effectiveness (Goal 7), and implementation (Goal
8). Most have little if any right-of-way impacts and can
achieve modest improvements in travel safety and
efficiency that help reduce congestion-related emissions
at significantly less cost than many of the other types of
projects being considered.
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Table 8: Evaluation Results for TSMO Projects
Goal

1 – Safety (x2)

2 - Economic

3 - Mobility

4 -Accessibility

5 - Multimodal

6 - Environment

7 - Cost

8 - Implementation

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Evaluation Rating
Shoulders Built
to Standard

Weather
Warning System

Variable
Speed Signs

Incident
Mgmt.

Enhanced Signal
Operations at Ramp
Terminals

Transit Signal
Priority

Freight
Signal
Priority

Travel Info.
Signing

Roadside Traveler
Info.
Dissemination

Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)

2

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

Reduction in crash severity (all modes)

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

Travel Time Reliability measures on the Bend Parkway
(planning time index)

1

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

Percent through traffic on congested segments (modeled
demand/capacity ratio > 1.0) of the Bend Parkway

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Degree to which the alternative enhances travel for multiple
modes (qualitative assessment)

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ability to meet Bend mobility standards (v/c ratios and LOS)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Travel Time Reliability measures (planning time index) for
specific routes during PM peak hour

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Peak Hour VMT by street classification

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Number of bike and pedestrian crossing locations on the
Bend Parkway with low Level of Traffic Stress (LTS 2 or lower)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian facilities with low
Level of Traffic Stress within 0.25 miles of the Bend Parkway

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Does the alternative allow for transportation demand
management strategies?

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

Total PM peak hour vehicle delay (vehicle hours)

1

2

1

2

0

0

0

0

1

Total PM peak hour vehicle miles traveled (regional measure)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Approximate degree of right of way impacts (order of
magnitude costs)

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Total cost

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Reduction in delay and crashes (based on estimated
monetization of savings in delay and crash costs)

2

2

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

Does alternative leverage existing planned projects and
programs?

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

Can the alternative be separated into reasonably fundable
and constructible phases?

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Does the alternative have local agency support?

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

10

15

13

16

12

9

8

8

8

Evaluation Total
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Shoulders Built to Standard Widths ($2,000,000 - $10,000,000): provide space for law enforcement
activity, disabled vehicles to pull over, bicycle travel, passage around incidents, opportunities for
improved freight operations, potential transit use, and partial storage for snow removal. Standard width
shoulders for the Parkway would be eight feet wide for the outer/right shoulder and four feet wide for
the inner/left shoulder.
Widening the Parkway shoulders is one of the higher scoring TSMO strategies and supports several
project goals. Based on research from other shoulder widening projects, it is estimated that this strategy
could reduce crashes on the Parkway by 5-15%. 7 Wider shoulders would also support faster clearance of
incidents, which can reduce the amount of non-recurring congestion and improve travel time reliability.
HERS-ST modeling of the Parkway corridor found that shoulder widening could reduce incident-based
delay by nearly 40%, which would result in a reduction in overall delay of 8%. Eight-foot wide shoulders
would slightly reduce the level of stress felt by people biking by providing a small buffer between them
and high-speed traffic, but the overall level of stress experienced would still be considered high and not
desirable. This strategy may require a greater cost for implementation than many other TSMO
strategies, but it can also be constructed in smaller phases to better align with available funding.
While not reflected in the scoring or cost assumed, widened shoulders on the Parkway could also
accommodate future hard shoulder running for transit if designed properly. However, this would require
widening beyond the standard 8 feet to 12 feet or more.
Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, this project is Recommended for
Implementation.
Weather Warning System ($5,000 - $450,000 per sign): includes a variety of applications that activate
warnings regarding weather (e.g., roadway flooding, fog, snow, or ice) to inform drivers of potentially
hazardous conditions. Weather warning systems are often tied to variable speed signs.
The anticipated crash reduction potential of a weather warning system alone is relatively low based on
experience from other applications. However, Bend has seen significant increases in crashes during the
months of November and December with half of those related to wet or icy road conditions and has
experienced severe storms that resulted in multiple fatalities. Therefore, the benefit realized on the
Parkway may be greater than typical applications, justifying a higher score than shown in Table 8.
Furthermore, a weather warning system could be bundled with other TSMO strategies like variable
speed signs and roadside traveler information dissemination that can share infrastructure, making them
all more cost-effective.
By preventing crashes during weather events, this strategy would also reduce incident-related delay and
improve travel time reliability. Those benefits would largely be limited to the months of November
through March when most crashes related to wet or icy road conditions occur, but there is the potential
to save hundreds of person-hours per event. 8

7

8

https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Docs_TrafficEng/CRF-Appendix.pdf

Per TOPS-BC analysis, tool developed by Federal Highway Administration.
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Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, this project is Recommended for
Implementation.
Variable Speed Signs ($500,000 - $1,500,000 per sign): used to manage congested corridors, and/or
events caused by incidents or weather by displaying advisory speeds according to the conditions ahead.
Applications of variable speed signs have led to crash reductions ranging from 8-29%. 9,10 The overall
crash reduction potential for the Parkway is conservatively assumed to be on the lower end of that
range since the extent and duration of recurring congestion are relatively small under existing
conditions. However, variable speed signs could also be used to improve safety during weather events
and in advance of incidents and work zones, resulting in a higher score than shown in Table 8.
Improvements in travel time reliability have been realized following some applications of variable speed
systems, but it is unknown if those improvements were directly related to this strategy because variable
speed systems are often bundled with other TSMO strategies such as traveler information, ramp
metering, and incident management. However, if they are effective at reducing crashes, they should
also lead to a reduction in incident-related delay and improvements in travel time reliability.
Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, this project is Recommended for
Implementation.
Incident Management ($50,000 - $500,000 per year): coordination of responses to clear incidents that
impact safe and efficient travel. Strategies include: dedicated incident response programs and
strategies, incident response vehicles, and staged/dry-run towing.
Incident management programs can be among the most effective TSMO strategies for reducing crashes
and incident-related delay. The ability to respond to incidents and clear them quickly is a key factor in
the effectiveness of an incident management program, which can be enhanced through improved interagency coordination, having complete detection/surveillance coverage, and increasing the size of the
responder fleet. Based on past corridor conditions and experience with other programs, a
comprehensive incident management program could reduce crashes by about 3% and could save more
than 13,000 hours of vehicle-delay per year. 11 ODOT has an existing incident management program in
place, but improvements to current practice could help achieve the maximum benefit at a relatively low
cost. Specific actions may be identified as part of the ongoing Deschutes County ITS Plan development,
but enhancements could include funding more full-time responders (one of the existing responder
positions in District 10 is not permanently funded), improving inter-agency
coordination/communication, and expanding surveillance and detection ability. In addition, if paired
with the Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination strategy, the ability to inform drivers of incident
locations would also be improved.

Evaluating Safety Effects of Variable Speed Limit System using Empirical Bayesian Before-After Analysis, Pu et al,
2017.
10
Evaluation of Variable Speed Limits on I-270/I-255 in St. Louis, Bham et al., 2010.
11
Per TOPS-BC analysis, tool developed by Federal Highway Administration.
9
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Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, this project is Recommended for
Implementation as an expansion of current practice.
Enhanced Traffic Signal Operations at Ramp Terminals ($50,000 - $100,000 per terminal): includes
improving existing signals through re-timing/optimization, adaptive systems, or better/increased
detection. Enhanced traffic signal operations could be combined with geometric and lane utilization
improvements to be fully effective. Many of these improvements could be realized through the
upcoming ODOT ATC conversion plan. Furthermore, upgrading ramp signals to new technology helps to
future-proof the network for potential future Connected and Autonomous Vehicle (CAV) applications.
Enhancing traffic signal operations at ramp terminals scored relatively well, primarily because it is a lowcost and easy to implement strategy that can have significant safety benefits where used to prevent offramp queues from encroaching upon the area of the ramp needed to decelerate from a stop from
mainline speeds. In addition, it has the potential to slightly improve travel time reliability and peak
period delay but compared to the other strategies being considered the degree of improvement in these
areas may be minimal. This may be one of the lowest cost strategies, making it a cost-effective option
for near-term implementation.
Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, this project is Recommended for
Implementation.
Traffic Signal Priority for Transit at Signalized Intersections on US 97 ($8,000 - $35,000 per signal):
provides extra green time to reduce delay and/or improve safety for transit.
Transit signal priority scores fairly low against the evaluation criteria, primary because the benefits are
focused only on transit travel. Also, there are only three traffic signals on the Parkway mainline (Cooley
Road, Robal Road, and Powers Road) and the long-term plan is to remove them in favor of gradeseparated facilities. Enhancing transit travel time reliability should be an important part of a
comprehensive travel demand management strategy for the region and transit signal priority systems
could play a key role in that. Because the opportunities on the Parkway mainline may be limited, it may
be more beneficial to consider applications along routes that cross the Parkway. However, if it is
determined that removal of traffic signals on the Parkway may not occur for some time, the low cost of
this strategy may make it an attractive interim improvement, especially in the Cooley Road to Robal
Road segment.
Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, this project is Recommended for Nearterm and Interim Implementation but may have minimal benefits in the long term as signals are
removed from the Parkway.
Traffic Signal Priority for Freight at Signalized Intersections on US 97 ($8,000 - $35,000 per signal):
provides extra green time at traffic signals for freight to reduce delay and/or improve safety.
Similar to traffic signal priority for transit, traffic signal priority for freight scores fairly low against the
evaluation criteria because the benefits are focused only on freight travel and there are limited
opportunities on the Parkway mainline. However, if it is determined that removal of traffic signals on
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the Parkway may not occur for some time, the low cost of this strategy may make it an attractive interim
improvement, especially in the Cooley Road to Robal Road segment.
Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, this project is Recommended for Nearterm and Interim Implementation, but may have minimal benefits in the long term as signals are
removed from the Parkway.
Traveler Information Signing ($2,000 - $30,000): static signing that guides travelers along a certain path.
This strategy supports only a limited number of goal areas and scores fairly low against the evaluation
criteria but is also very inexpensive and relatively easy to implement. The primary area of interest for
improved guide signing is in the north end of the corridor, from Robal Road to Division Street, where
communicating the options for routing to the Parkway could be improved. Therefore, despite the low
evaluation score, this strategy is still Recommended for Near-term Implementation at that particular
location.
Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination ($50,000 - $500,000 per sign): uses variable message
signs (VMS) on roadways or highway advisory radio to disseminate traveler information. This system
could also be used to help guide travelers during special events such as festivals or concerts.
This strategy scores moderately well against the evaluation criteria compared to other TSMO strategies
but would be most cost-effective if bundled with other strategies such as variable speed signs and
weather warning systems that can share infrastructure. Based on experience from other applications,
roadside traveler information may reduce delay on the Parkway by 3-7%. The safety benefits resulting
from this strategy alone are unproven, though having the ability to warn motorists of incidents ahead
could reduce the occurrence of secondary crashes, resulting in a higher crash reduction score than
shown in Table 8.
Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, this project is Recommended for
Implementation Only if Bundled with Strategies such as Variable Speed Signs and Weather Warning
Systems that can Share Infrastructure.

NORTH STUDY AREA
Under future conditions, the forecasted demands in the north portion of the US 97 corridor will have
significant operational and safety issues. The US 97 Bend North Corridor study is assessing some
coordinated projects to address queueing and operational issues around Empire Boulevard, Robal Road,
and Cooley Road. The project analyzed for the Parkway Study is the full FEIS, which to date is only
partially funded. The on-going North Corridor Study will identify the funded interim phases of the full
FEIS Preferred Option, and therefore that analysis will provide different results than those presented for
the North Study Area in this study. This project was identified as its own group as it will affect only the
north portion of the corridor and is compatible with all other projects.
The key performance differences compared to the Future No-Build scenario are described below for
each goal area for this package of improvements in the North Study Area. Note that many of the
performance measures focus primarily on the area from Empire Boulevard to the south, keying in on the
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larger system impacts from the Preferred Alternative from US 97 Bend North Corridor FEIS project
($150,000,000 - $250,000,000). Refer to Table 9 for a listing of performance scores.
Table 9: Evaluation Results for the North Study Area
Goal

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Evaluation Rating
North Corridor FEIS
Improvements

1 – Safety (x2)

2 - Economic

3 - Mobility

4 -Accessibility

5 - Multimodal

6 - Environment

7 - Cost

8 - Implementation

Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)

4

Reduction in crash severity (all modes)

4

Travel Time Reliability measures on the Bend Parkway (planning
time index)

2

Percent through traffic on congested segments (modeled
demand/capacity ratio > 1.0) of the Bend Parkway

2

Degree to which the alternative enhances travel for multiple modes
(qualitative assessment)

1

Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets

2

Ability to meet Bend mobility standards (v/c ratios and LOS)

0

Travel Time Reliability measures (planning time index) for specific
routes during PM peak hour

-1

Peak Hour VMT by street classification

-1

Number of bike and pedestrian crossing locations on the Bend
Parkway with low Level of Traffic Stress (LTS 2 or lower)

2

Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian facilities with low Level of
Traffic Stress within 0.25 miles of the Bend Parkway

2

Does the alternative allow for transportation demand management
strategies?

0

Total PM peak hour vehicle delay (vehicle hours)

2

Total PM peak hour vehicle miles traveled (regional measure)

0

Approximate degree of right of way impacts (order of magnitude
costs)

-2

Total cost

-2

Reduction in delay and crashes

2

Does alternative leverage existing planned projects and programs?

1

Can the alternative be separated into reasonably fundable and
constructible phases?

1

Does the alternative have local agency support?

1

Evaluation Total

20

Goal 1: Safety
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•
•

Major reduction in crashes associated with closure of the at-grade intersections at Cooley Road
and at Robal Road on US 97 and removing the interchange with US 20
Major reduction in both crash frequency (-70%) and fatal and injury crashes (-77%)

Goal 2: Economic
•
•
•
•

Enhances freight, transit, motor vehicle by reducing congestion on North Parkway; enhances
ped/bike with the addition of multi-use paths along 3rd Street and US 20
Major reduction of through traffic on the entire North Parkway section (100 percent reduction
in through traffic on congested segment due to the elimination of congested segments)
Large improvement in travel time reliability from Robal Road to old US 20 interchange (worst
segment on the Parkway sees improvement in PTI index from 3.1 to 1.0)
Overall major improvement in trip reliability (average of 44% reduction in variability)

Goal 3: Mobility
•
•

•
•

Significant mobility benefits north of Empire Boulevard, not captured in this analysis but
indicated in the FEIS
Empire Boulevard and US 97 ramp terminal intersection improve significantly over No-Build
(which assumes some improvements on Empire Boulevard as well), but still remain over
capacity under peak seasonal conditions.
Significant mobility benefits to city streets north of the US 97/US 20 interchange, not captured
in this analysis but indicated in the FEIS.
The FEIS project shifts demand from southbound US 97 to southbound US 20 (3rd Street)
between the US 97 and US 20 interchange and Revere Avenue. This leads to degraded
operations on US 20 (3rd Street) at O.B. Riley Road (v/c increase from 0.91 to 1.10), Butler
Market Road (v/c from 1.24 to 1.49), and Division Street (v/c from 1.34 to 1.48).

Goal 4: Accessibility
•
•

Slight increase in VMT on Parkway without corresponding decrease on City system
Would improve reliability on North 3rd Street with new alignment of US 97

Goal 5: Multimodal
•
•

Multi-use paths added along North 3rd Street, paralleling the new US 97 alignment.
Includes grade separated crossing of the Parkway at Cooley

Goal #6: Environment
•
•
•

PM peak hour delay decreases, mainly due to improvement in the Cooley Road-Robal Road area
Significant ROW impacts, with the project requiring acquisitions
Slight increase in VMT on Parkway/North 3rd Street without corresponding decrease on City
system, due to increase in lane miles for Parkway/North 3rd Street

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•
•

$300 M total cost
Cost benefit both from delay savings and crash reductions
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Goal #8: Implementation
•

•

Projects are included in City’s ongoing Transportation System Plan Update and as an aspirational
project in the MPO Metropolitan Transportation Plan. Also, recently received INFRA grant will
fund significant first phase of the project, coupled with ODOT funds from HB 2017.
Can be constructed in phases as funding continues to become available

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, this project is Recommended for
Implementation.

CENTRAL STUDY AREA
The projects located within the Central area of the US 97 Parkway include a series of proposed solutions
that address specific operational and safety issues along the mainline and at three interchanges. Rather
than treat them as a package of projects as was done for the North Area, these projects were evaluated
separately to identify their specific benefits and impacts. In several cases, this performance analysis
informed the decision process about the preferred traffic control solution at interchange ramp
terminals.
The specific projects evaluated in the Central Study Area include:
•

•

•
•

US 97 Mainline Projects (also a component of the US 97 North Corridor FEIS Preferred
Alternative)
o Auxiliary lanes in the southbound direction between Empire Boulevard and Butler
Market Road
o Auxiliary lane in the northbound direction from 3rd Street to Empire Boulevard
Butler Market Road Projects
o Southbound frontage road connection to Division Street
o Southbound off-ramp terminal traffic control (signal or roundabout)
o Southbound off-ramp with channelized two-stage left turn
o Butler Market/4th Street traffic control (signal or roundabout)
Revere Avenue Project
o Lane re-channelization
Colorado Ave Projects:
o Diamond interchange
o Northbound Ramp terminal traffic control (traffic signal or roundabout)

The key performance differences compared to the Future No-Build scenario are described below for
each group of projects noted above in the Central Study Area. For goal areas that were benefited or
impacted by these projects, the findings are noted below. Refer to Table 10 for a listing of performance
scores for each case.
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Table 10: Evaluation Results for the Central Study Area
Goal

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Evaluation Rating
US 97 Mainline Projects

1 – Safety (x2)

2 - Economic

3 - Mobility

4 -Accessibility

5 - Multimodal

6 - Environment

7 - Cost

8 - Implementation

Butler Market Rd. Projects

Revere Ave.
Projects

Colorado Ave. Projects

Southbound
Auxiliary Lane
from Empire Blvd.
to Butler Market
Rd.

Northbound
Auxiliary Lane
from 3rd St. to
Empire Blvd.

Southbound
Frontage Rd.
to
Interchange

Southbound
Off-ramp
Traffic Signal
or
Roundabout

Southbound
Off-ramp
Formalized
Two-Stage Left
Turn

Butler
Market/ 4th
St. Traffic
Signal

Butler
Market/ 4th
St.
Roundabout

Lane
Channelization

Diamond
Interchange

Northbound
Ramps Traffic
Signal or
Roundabout

Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)

2

2

2

2

0

2

4

2

2

2

Reduction in crash severity (all modes)

2

2

2

2

0

4

4

0

4

4

Travel Time Reliability measures on the Bend Parkway (planning
time index)

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Percent through traffic on congested segments (modeled
demand/capacity ratio > 1.0) of the Bend Parkway

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Degree to which the alternative enhances travel for multiple
modes (qualitative assessment)

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets

2

2

1

2

0

0

0

-1

2

2

Ability to meet Bend mobility standards (v/c ratios and LOS)

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

Travel Time Reliability measures (planning time index) for
specific routes during PM peak hour

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

Peak Hour VMT by street classification

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Number of bike and pedestrian crossing locations on the Bend
Parkway with low Level of Traffic Stress (LTS 2 or lower)

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

2

Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian facilities with low Level
of Traffic Stress within 0.25 miles of the Bend Parkway

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Does the alternative allow for transportation demand
management strategies?

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total PM peak hour vehicle delay (vehicle hours)

1

1

1

2

0

2

2

1

2

2

Total PM peak hour vehicle miles traveled (regional measure)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Approximate degree of right of way impacts (order of magnitude
costs)

1

1

0

1

2

-1

-1

2

-2

0

Total cost

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

-2

2

Reduction in delay and crashes

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

2

1

Does alternative leverage existing planned projects and
programs?

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

-1

0

Can the alternative be separated into reasonably fundable and
constructible phases?

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

-2

1

Does the alternative have local agency support?

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

17

17

14

16

5

14

17

11

8

18

Evaluation Total
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US 97 Mainline Projects
The results of the two auxiliary lane projects ($1,000,000 - $3,000,000) had very similar performance
outcomes, so the results are combined below and in Table 10.
Goal 1: Safety
•

The frequency of crashes decreases in this area with the addition of the auxiliary lanes. Crashes
increase overall due to the volume increases caused by the FEIS project, but the auxiliary lanes
will provide safety benefits to mitigate this issue.

Goal 2: Economic
•
•

Construction of auxiliary lanes on the freeway significantly reduces the share of local trips on
mainline through lanes.
Provides major reductions in peak hour vehicle delays (Goal 6) and makes moderate
improvements to reliability

Goal 3: Mobility
•
•
•

Ramp diverge northbound at Empire Boulevard significantly improves (1.27 in No-Build to 0.82).
Likely similar improvement for SB auxiliary lane
Major reduction in segment demand to capacity ratio to below capacity

Goal 7: Cost Effective
•
•

Total cost $1-2M for Southbound lane, $1-3M for Northbound lane
Both auxiliary lanes are included in the larger FEIS project

Goal 8: Implementation
•

Identified as project in TSP, included in the Parkway Study findings project

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this project is Recommended for Implementation.
Butler Market Road Projects
The Butler Market Road projects address localized operational and safety needs within this interchange
area, and we found that each project tends to respond to only a few performance goals. Therefore,
these results were organized by project rather than by goal area.
Southbound Off-Ramp Terminal Signal/Roundabout ($1,100,000) – The options considered at the offramp terminal with Butler Market Road included either a traffic signal or a roundabout. In terms of
system performance measures, the traffic signal and the roundabout had very similar outcomes and
were significant improvements compared to the existing ramp stop control. The key performance
characteristics of this project evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal 1: Safety
•

Moderate safety benefits (reduction of 20% in frequency and severity)
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Goal 3: Mobility
•

Reduced congestion from the Future No-Build both as a stand-alone project or if combined with
the frontage connection

Goal #5: Multimodal
•

Provides a more safe and accessible condition for multimodal users

Goal #6: Environment
•

Reduces overall vehicle delays
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Goal 7: Cost Effective
•

The estimated cost of $1.1 million is moderate given the benefits

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this project is Recommended for Implementation. While both a signal or a
roundabout could potentially work at this location, timing a signal to operate effectively with US 20 and
Butler Market Road could become infeasible. Therefore, a roundabout solution is strongly
recommended at this location.
Southbound Off-Ramp Terminal Channelized Two-Stage Left Turn ($765,000) – The channelized twostage left turn design provides a safer and more convenient option for vehicle exiting the freeway to
make left turns onto Butler Market Road. The key performance characteristics of this project evaluated
against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal #7: Cost Effective
•

Total cost is $765,000, which is less than the signal or roundabout

Note that it would not be feasible to construct both the frontage road extension and the two-stage leftturn channelization. Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and conflict with a
performing project (southbound frontage road), this project is Not Recommended for Implementation.
Southbound Frontage Road from Interchange to US 20 ($7,250,000) – This new frontage road concept
extends the southbound off-ramp to connect directly to US 20 (Business 97), as shown in Figure 5. The
key performance characteristics of this project evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal 1: Safety
•

Moderate safety benefits, with decreases in both frequency (-18%) and severity (-19%)

Goal 2: Economic
•

The corresponding redesign of the ramp terminals, particularly at Division Street/3rd Street,
provides an opportunity to upgrade traffic controls and moderately improve Parkway crossing
access for multimodal travelers

Goal 3: Mobility
•

The traffic demand for the westbound left turn at the US 20 and Butler Market Road
intersection is dramatically reduced (shifted to the new frontage road), improving operations at
this intersection by v/c ratio increment of approximately 0.1, and eliminating most of the
westbound queue spillback issues between 3rd Street and the US 97 SB Ramp terminal on Butler
Market Road.

Goal 5: Multimodal
•

Potential new north-south low stress connection added between Butler Market Road (and SB
Off-Ramp Path) and Division Street
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Goal #6: Environment
•

Decreases PM peak hour delay, both on the Parkway and the local system

Goal 7: Cost Effective
•

The estimated cost of $7.2 million is moderate given the benefits

Goal 8: Implementation
•

A similar version of this project is under consideration in the ongoing City’s Transportation
Safety Action Plan

Before this project can be implemented, the following supporting projects (as shown in Figure 5) must
first be completed:
•
•
•
•
•

Signal upgrades at 3rd Street and Butler Market Road/Mt Washington Drive
Access refinement (consider RIRO conversion to reduce conflicts) on Butler Market Road
between the southbound ramp terminal and 3rd Street
Re-alignment and multi-model improvements to Division Street/3rd Street, including adjusting
the 3rd Street southbound on-ramp to the Parkway
US 97 southbound off-ramp to Butler Market Road re-alignment
Southbound Off-Ramp Terminal Signal/Roundabout (likely a roundabout) at the US 97
southbound off-ramp and Butler Market Road intersection

Therefore, based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with
other high performing projects, the southbound frontage road project is Recommended for
Implementation, contingent on the prior completion of supporting projects. This project is also
recommended for further analysis as a potential two-way connection during concept design.
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Figure 5: Butler Market Road Southbound Frontage Road Concept (Map data ©2018 Google Earth)

Traffic Control Options at Butler Market Road and 4th Street ($500,000 - $2,500,000) – This intersection
is within the influence area of the interchange and its performance can impact operations at the ramp
terminals. Under future No-Build conditions, eastbound queue spillback along Butler Market Road from
this intersection leads to increased queueing on the US 97 southbound off-ramp. The two traffic control
options considered here are a traffic signal or a roundabout. Today, this location has all-way stop
controls. The key performance characteristics of this project evaluated against the goals are summarized
as follows:
Goal 3: Mobility
•

Both the roundabout and the traffic signal provide performance within the City’s mobility
standards with an improvement of two letter grades for Level of Service

Goal #6: Environment
•

Significantly reduces delays

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•

Overall operational delays for autos and trucks are less for the roundabout option, leading to
better economic benefits
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The other factor to consider is how the adjacent intersections at the US 97 Southbound Off-Ramp
interacts with the choice for traffic control at 4th Street. Generally, it is recommended to implement
compatible control concepts, which would mean either both traffic signals or both roundabouts. Given
the foregoing results, either set of options provide good performance within the horizon year of this
plan. Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other
high performing projects, this project is Supported by the Parkway Study for Implementation through
the TSP.
Revere Avenue Projects
To improve bicycle and pedestrian facilities on Revere Avenue, a lane re-channelization project is
proposed from 4th Street to Wall Street, to reallocate the right-of-way width. The lane re-channelization
will allow for better sidewalks and buffered bike lanes within the existing right of way. Furthermore, the
project would also include the following elements which have the potential to improve safety and
operations:
•
•

Dedicated left turn lanes at Division Street and Revere Avenue
The ability to separate left turn phases at Division Street and Revere Avenue during railroad
closures to the east

The key performance characteristics of this project evaluated against the goals are summarized as
follows:
Goal 5: Multimodal
•

Provides benefits for multimodal travelers

Goal #6: Environment
•
•

Increases delay at the northbound ramps/Division street due to the lane reduction
Slightly decreases delay at the southbound ramps/Wall St

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•

Relatively low total cost of $500k to $2 million

Goal #8: Implementation
•

Consistent with the City’s Low Stress Bicycle Network

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this project is Supported by the Parkway Study for Implementation through the
TSP.
Colorado Avenue Projects
The US 97 northbound and southbound ramps at Colorado Avenue will not provide enough capacity to
serve the forecasted demand. In addition, the northbound ramp intersection at Colorado Avenue was
flagged for safety issues. The projects proposed to address these needs include:
•
•

Upgrade traffic controls at US 97 northbound ramps and Colorado Avenue
Reconstruct the Colorado Avenue interchange to a diamond configuration.
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The Colorado Avenue Projects were evaluated to identify benefits and impacts compared to the future
No-Build scenario for this location. The findings are listed in Table 10 and discussion briefly below.
Upgraded Traffic Controls for US 97 Northbound Ramps at Colorado Avenue ($500,000 - $1,500,000) –
This project was also assumed to include an westbound right turn lane, based off preliminary
operational analysis. The key performance characteristics of this project evaluated against the goals are
summarized as follows:
Goal 1: Safety
•

Replacement of existing TWSC congested intersection with signal or roundabout control
decreases crashes

Goal 3: Mobility
•

Ramp v/c of 0.84 (meets ODOT Mobility Targets)

Goal #6: Environment
•

Reduces vehicle delays to less than 30 seconds per vehicle at the ramp terminal intersection

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•
•

Relatively low cost of $2.5 million
Cost estimate increase over prior analysis is due to the need for an westbound right turn lane at
the intersection to provide sufficient capacity under future conditions, also adding some
potential (although still minimal) ROW impacts

Goal #8: Implementation
•
•

This project is included in the City’s TSP
Consideration would need to be given to the nearby relatively inactive rail spur lines crossing
Scott Avenue. However, this is not a fatal flaw to this project.

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this project is Recommended for Implementation.
Diamond Interchange at Colorado Avenue ($20,600,000) – The existing interchange is a half cloverleaf
design which has traffic signal controls at the SB ramp terminals and stop controls at the NB ramp
terminal. At the northbound ramp terminal intersection, the highest vehicle demands are for the
northbound to westbound and eastbound to northbound movements during the PM peak. These
movements do not conflict under the existing interchange configuration but would conflict under a
diamond configuration. Therefore, the diamond interchange design requires dual eastbound left turn
lanes, and partial two-lane widening on the northbound on-ramp.
The key performance characteristics of this project evaluated against the goals are summarized as
follows:
Goal 1: Safety
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•

Replacement of existing TWSC congested intersection with signal or roundabout control
decreases crashes

Goal 3: Mobility
•
•

Improves operations significantly at the southbound ramp terminal intersection, thereby
reducing the v/c from 1.05 to 0.78 (meets ODOT Mobility Targets)
Improves operations significantly at the northbound ramp terminal intersection, reducing the
v/c to 0.74 (meets ODOT Mobility Targets)

Goal #6: Environment
•
•

Significantly reduces delay at ramp terminal intersections
Significant ROW impacts

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•
•
•

High capital cost
Difficult to phase
Ramps would conflict with Aune Extension under consideration in TSP and Core Area Plan

The Aune Extension and Sisemore Extension would both provide better connectivity in and around the
Colorado interchange. A lower cost solution is likely feasible which would leverage the connectivity
benefits of these two projects, and potentially shift the southbound ramp terminal away from the
Colorado/Arizona couplet. Therefore, based on overall performance scored against the project goals,
high costs, ROW impacts, and availability of lower impact solutions a full Colorado interchange rebuild
project is Not Recommended for Implementation. However, a more detailed study of improvement
options for the southbound ramp terminal intersection in coordination with the outcomes of the TSP
and Core Area plan is recommended for further consideration.
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Figure 6: Colorado Avenue Diamond Interchange Concept (Map data ©2018 Google Earth)
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SOUTH STUDY AREA
The projects located within the South area of the US 97 Parkway consist of a variety of solutions
including grade separations, improvements to existing interchanges, and frontage road treatments. As
with the Central area, these projects were evaluated separately to identify their specific benefits and
impacts.
The specific projects evaluated in the Central Study Area
include:
•

Figure 7: Reed Market Road Projects

Reed Market Road Projects
Dedicated Left-Turn Lanes at the Reed
Market Road and 3rd Street intersection
o Widen the Northbound Off-Ramp
o Signal (or Roundabout) at the
Northbound Off-Ramp
o New Single-Point Urban Interchange
Powers/Murphy Road Projects
o Powers Overcrossing
o Powers Interchange
o Murphy Loop Ramp Interchange with
frontage system (No-Build assumption)
o Murphy Tight Diamond Interchange
o Murphy Frontage Roads
China Hat Road Projects
o Overcrossing
o Frontage Road (Ponderosa to Baker)
Baker Road/Knott Road Projects:
o Traffic signals at ramp terminals
o Roundabouts at ramp terminals
o

•

•

•

The key performance differences compared to the
Future No-Build scenario are described below for each
group of projects noted above in the South Study Area.
For goal areas that were benefited or negatively
impacted by these projects, the findings are noted
below. Refer to Table 11 for a listing of performance
scores for each case.
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Table 11: Evaluation Results for the South Study Area
Goal

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Evaluation Rating
Reed Market Rd. Projects

1 – Safety (x2)

2 - Economic

3 - Mobility

4 -Accessibility

5 - Multimodal

6 - Environment

7 - Cost

8 - Implementation

China Hat Rd. Projects

Baker Rd./ Knott Rd. Projects

Reed Market Rd./
3rd St. Dedicated
Left Turn Lanes

Northbound Ramps
Traffic Signal or
Roundabout

Single-Point
Urban
Interchange

Widen
Northbound
Off-ramp

Overcrossing

Interchange

Overcrossing

Frontage
Road

Traffic Signals
at Ramp
Terminals

Roundabouts
at Ramp
Terminals

Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)

2

2

2

2

4

2

4

0

2

2

Reduction in crash severity (all modes)

2

0

0

0

4

2

4

0

4

2

Travel Time Reliability measures on the Bend Parkway
(planning time index)

0

1

1

1

2

2

1

0

0

0

Percent through traffic on congested segments (modeled
demand/capacity ratio > 1.0) of the Bend Parkway

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

Degree to which the alternative enhances travel for
multiple modes (qualitative assessment)

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

0

0

0

Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets

0

1

2

0

-1

2

1

0

2

2

Ability to meet Bend mobility standards (v/c ratios and
LOS)

1

0

0

0

-2

0

1

0

0

0

Travel Time Reliability measures (planning time index) for
specific routes during PM peak hour

1

0

0

0

-1

1

0

0

0

0

Peak Hour VMT by street classification

0

0

0

0

-1

0

2

0

0

0

Number of bike and pedestrian crossing locations on the
Bend Parkway with low Level of Traffic Stress (LTS 2 or
lower)

0

2

0

0

2

1

2

0

2

2

Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian facilities with low
Level of Traffic Stress within 0.25 miles of the Bend
Parkway

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

Does the alternative allow for transportation demand
management strategies?

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total PM peak hour vehicle delay (vehicle hours)

1

1

2

0

0

2

1

0

1

2

Total PM peak hour vehicle miles traveled (regional
measure)

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

Approximate degree of right of way impacts (order of
magnitude costs)

-1

1

-1

-1

0

-1

-1

-2

0

0

Total cost

2

2

-2

2

1

-2

0

1

2

2

Reduction in delay and crashes

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

0

1

2

Does alternative leverage existing planned projects and
programs?

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

Can the alternative be separated into reasonably fundable
and constructible phases?

1

1

-2

1

0

0

-1

1

1

1

Does the alternative have local agency support?

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

12

13

4

7

10

14

19

4

15

15

Evaluation Total
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Reed Market Road Projects
The Reed Market Road projects tend to respond to only a few goals each because they are intended to
address localized operational and safety needs within this greater interchange area. Therefore, these
results were organized by project rather than by goal area.
Dedicated Left-Turn Lanes at Reed Market Road and 3rd Street ($5 Million) – While not on the actual
Parkway system, the traffic operations at the Reed Market and 3rd Street intersection have a
significant impact on the Parkway ramp terminals on Reed Market road due to queue spillback. This
intersection is also influenced by many other projects included in this study, namely:
•
•
•

RIRO Closures/Modifications – results in a negative operational impact (v/c ratio of the
intersection increases from 1.53 to 1.57)
Ramp Meters – results in a positive operational impact (v/c ratio of the intersection decreases
back to the No-Build condition)
Powers Road Overcrossing – results in a negative operational impact due to a diversion of traffic
and an increased demand at the northbound left-turn movement

This project allows for more efficient intersection operation by removing the split phasing. The key
performance characteristics of this project evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal 1: Safety
•

Reduces crash by up to 10% with protected turn left turn lanes

Goal 3: Mobility
•
•

Reduces v/c from 1.52 to 1.31
Reduces queue spillback impacts to the Reed Market interchange, but spillback issue still exists

Goal 4: Accessibility
•

Improves travel time reliability on key east-west City route by reducing queuing on Reed Market

Goal #8: Implementation
•

Included in Bend CIP 5-year project list with $5,000,000 allocation

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this project is Supported by the Parkway Study for Implementation through the
TSP. However, a more comprehensive solution for this location may be identified as part of a Reed
Market Corridor Study.
Widen Northbound Off-Ramp ($2.4 Million) – This option provides additional storage for a movement
that suffers from excessive queuing under future No-Build conditions. The ramp meter project shifts
some of the demand away from this ramp, providing some initial relief. The key performance
characteristics of this project evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal 1: Safety
•

Minor reduction in crashes (<4%)
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Goal 2: Economic
•

Benefits travel time reliability on the northbound Parkway mainline by decreasing the risk of
ramp terminal queue spillback

Goal #6: Environment
•

ROW impacts are relatively large for a project of this size, likely requiring noise and retaining
wall relocations

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals, due mainly limited to negligible
operational benefits combined with significant ROW impacts, this project is Not Recommended for
Implementation.
Signal (or Roundabout) at Northbound Off-Ramp ($700k-$2 Million) – This project addresses the
existing capacity need at this location. In addition, the ramp meter project shifts some of the demand
away from this intersection. The key performance characteristics of this project evaluated against the
goals are summarized as follows:
Goal 1: Safety
•
•

Provides marginal safety benefits
Potential for much larger safety benefits from a more comprehensive project addressing
restricted left turns and adjacent access treatments in the Reed Market Road corridor

Goal 3: Mobility
•
•

v/c ratio reduced to 0.89, improving operations but not fully meeting the ODOT Mobility Target
Intersection still impacted by left turns onto northbound Division Street and eastbound queue
spillback from Reed Market and 3rd Street

Goal 5: Multimodal
•

Provides designated crossings for pedestrians and bicyclists

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•
•

Relatively low cost
Significant reduction in delay

Goal #8: Implementation
•

Project placeholder in Bend TSP for improvement at this interchange

While this project may provide benefit on its own merit, more benefits could be realized by a
comprehensive set of projects on Reed Market from Bond to 3rd that includes current CIP projects at
Bond/Reed Market and 3rd/Reed Market, access management, control, and turn restrictions at the
interchange, and pedestrian/bicycle crossing improvements. Based on overall performance scored
against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high performing projects, this project is
Recommended for Further Consideration, to be included with an additional Recommendation to study
the Reed Market Corridor from Bond Street to 3rd Street for a coordinated solution.
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Single-Point Urban Interchange ($38.4 Million) – The key performance characteristics of this project
evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal 1: Safety
•

Significantly reduces crashes

Goal 3: Mobility
•
•

Meets ODOT Mobility Targets at the interchange (v/c of 0.74)
Does not solve the issues at Reed Market/3rd, leading to queuing on the ramps and reducing the
benefits of the capacity enhancement to the interchange

Goal 5: Multimodal
•

Reduces north-south pedestrian and bicycle crossing opportunities on Reed Market

Goal #6: Environment
•
•

Some ROW impacts
Reductions in delay

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•

High cost

Goal #8: Implementation
•
•

Would likely have to be constructed in a single phase
Included as a placeholder project in on-going TSP project list

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having conflicts with other high
performing projects, this project is Not Recommended for Implementation.
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Figure 8: Reed Market Road SPUI Concept (Map data ©2018 Google Earth)

Powers/Murphy Road Projects
The Powers/Murphy Road projects address localized operational, access, and safety needs at the current
at-grade Powers Road intersection with US 97 and at the Murphy Road half interchange. The interaction
between the grade separation options at Powers Road and the Murphy Road interchange is analyzed in
greater detail in Technical Memorandum #8. The Murphy Road tight diamond interchange concept was
analyzed for traffic operations and local travel distribution impacts and evaluated and scored to the
level of the other options presented in this memorandum, along with the proposed frontage road
system along US 97 near Murphy Road.
Powers Overcrossing ($8.0 Million) – The key performance characteristics of this project evaluated
against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal 1: Safety
•

Decreases crashes by eliminating conflicts

Goal 2: Economic
•

Significantly improves travel time reliability on the southern portion of the Parkway by reducing
access south of Reed Market Road and removing queuing impacts caused by the existing Powers
Road at-grade intersection

Goal 3: Mobility
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•
•

Eliminates the capacity constraints at the existing Powers Road and US 97 intersection
Shifts significant volume north to the Reed Market Road interchange and south to the Murphy
Road interchange, impacting traffic operations at key Parkway intersections (Reed Market Road
interchange ramp terminals) and key local intersections (Reed Market Road and 3rd Street,
Murphy Road and 3rd Street)

Goal 4: Accessibility
•
•
•

Traffic demand shifted to Reed Market Road worsens travel times on a corridor flagged as
already unreliable in the Bend TSP
Increases traffic demand on lower classification streets south of Reed Market
Would likely increase or create neighborhood cut-through traffic issues, particularly in the Silver
Lake Road area

Goal 5: Multimodal
•

Provides a low-stress bicycle and pedestrian crossing of the Parkway

Goal #6: Environment
•

Minor ROW Impacts

Goal #7: Cost
•

The negative impacts to vehicle delay at Murphy and Reed Market offset some of the benefits
from safety improvements

Goal #8: Implementation
•

The ongoing Bend TSP and MTP both identify an interchange at this location rather than an
overcrossing

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having conflicts with other high
performing projects (Powers Interchange), this project is Not Recommended for Implementation.
However, this concept could be considered as a near term phase to the Powers Road Diamond
Interchange concept, but only if the Murphy Interchange provides full access.
Powers Interchange ($24.7 Million) – This option could include either traffic signals or roundabouts at
the ramp terminals, likely dictated by right-of-way availability. The key performance characteristics of
this project evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal 1: Safety
•

Provides safety enhancement over existing at-grade configuration

Goal 2: Economic
•

Manages queues within the interchange ramps, improving travel time reliability

Goal 3: Mobility
•

Meets ODOT mobility targets at the ramp terminals
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•

Manages queues within the interchange ramps

Goal 5: Multimodal
•

Provides low-stress bicycle and pedestrian access across the Parkway

Goal #6: Environment
•

Has some ROW impacts

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•

High cost project

Goal #8: Implementation
•
•

Could potentially be phased with an overcrossing first, ramps later
Included on both the ongoing Bend TSP and MTP project lists

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this project is Recommended for Implementation. Note that the full right-of-way,
cost, and constructability of this interchange are analyzed in more detail along with the Overcrossing
option in Technical Memorandum #8.
Murphy Tight Diamond vs Loop Ramps and Murphy Frontage System – The preferred alternative buildout of the Murphy Road interchange was selected in the South Parkway Refinement Plan, but the
ultimate construction of the first two ramps (northbound off, southbound on) precluded some key
components of the remaining concept. The loop ramp and a tight diamond concepts are investigated in
more detail in Technical Memorandum #8, including assessment of traffic impacts and feasibility as well
as interaction with other improvements (overcrossing versus interchange) at Powers Road to both
understand the ultimate project at each location and the traffic triggers between the two for proper
construction phasing in Technical Memorandum #8. The evaluation ratings for each Murphy Road
concept, including the frontage roads, are included in Technical Memorandum #8.
China Hat Road Projects
The China Hat Road Projects address two separate but interacting issues related to future development
access to the Parkway between Baker Road/Knott Road and Murphy Road.
China Hat Overcrossing ($12.5 Million) – This option includes closing the RIROs at China Hat
Road/Ponderosa Street and US 97 and replacing them with an overcrossing. Under No-Build conditions,
the demand from future developments in the “Thumb” area overwhelm the China Hat Road RIRO
intersection, and more traffic uses the Parrell Road collector connection to get to 3rd Street. The success
of this project would be highly dependent on the completion of a frontage road from Murphy Road to
Ponderosa Street, which is an assumed No-Build project but may be in question as part of the Murphy
Road tight diamond option. The key performance characteristics of this project were evaluated against
the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal 1: Safety
•

Reduces crash by eliminating RIRO access at China Hat/Ponderosa/US 97
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Goal 2: Economic
•

Improves travel time reliability south of Murphy

Goal 3: Mobility
•
•
•

Benefits the operations at the Murphy Road and 3rd Street roundabout
When coupled with the frontage road from Murphy Road to Ponderosa Street, relieves some of
the demand from Parrell Road
Note that an intersection control improvement to the Parrell/China Hat intersection (likely a
roundabout) would likely be needed as part of this project (which is assumed to rebuild this
intersection anyway).

Goal 4: Accessibility
•

When coupled with the frontage road from Murphy Road to Ponderosa Street in particular, this
project relieves some of the demand from Parrell Road

Goal 5: Multimodal
•

Provides new multimodal crossing of US 97

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this project is Recommended for Implementation.
Figure 9: China Hat Road Overcrossing Concept (Map data ©2018 Google Earth)
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Frontage Road from Ponderosa to Baker ($5-10 Million) – This option would provide better
connectivity between new developments to the west and either the Baker Road/Knott Road or Murphy
Road interchanges. The key performance characteristics of this project evaluated against the goals are
summarized as follows:
Goal 3: Mobility
•

Minimal operational impact

Goal 5: Multimodal
•

Provides opportunity for new north-south Low Street bike/ped facility

Goal #6: Environment
•

High ROW impacts

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•

High cost

Goal #8: Implementation
•

Conflicts with heavy rail lines

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals this project is Not Recommended for
Implementation.
Figure 10: Frontage Road from Ponderosa Street to Baker Road Concept (Map data ©2018 Google Earth)
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Baker Road/Knott Road Projects ($1-5 Million)
The Baker Road/Knott Road options consider either signals or roundabouts at the existing two-way stopcontrolled ramp terminals. The key performance characteristics of this project evaluated against the
goals are summarized as follows:
Goal 3: Mobility
•

Meets ODOT Mobility targets (both signal and roundabout)

Goal #6: Environment
•

Roundabouts outperform the signal option due to decreased delay

Design challenges created by existing grades, the nearby railroad, and surrounding property access
locations warrant a more detailed investigation to determine the appropriate solution, which could
occur through an Interchange Area Management Plan (IAMP). Based on overall performance scored
against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high performing projects, this project is
Recommended for further consideration in an IAMP.
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3.0 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
CONNECTED/AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE DISCUSSION
The introduction of connected and autonomous vehicles (CAV) for general public use brings great
promise for safer and more efficient transportation alternatives than is available today. There are two
interesting facets of this technology that may have implications for the US 97 Bend Parkway corridor.
The first is how CAV vehicles will perform in a mixed vehicle environment. Today, the behavior of drivers
using their own vehicles is well understood and researched. The tools that were applied for this study as
it relates to travel choices, vehicle speeds, and roadway carrying capacity benefits from decades of
research and real-world observations. However, the interaction of CAVs and non-CAVs is a very new
development and requires new ways of thinking about how real people interact with connected vehicle
information systems.
The second aspect of CAV as they are introduced to the general public is how it may lead to more
fundamental changes in travel demand choices than are traditionally estimated for long-range planning.
As an example, the next evolution of the Transportation Network Carriers (TNCs), like Uber and Lyft, will
be based on autonomous vehicles operations, which may sharply reduce travel costs and influence
travel choices and vehicle ownership.
The intersection of new CAV technology with human driving behavior is a complex area of study. There
remain many questions about how the general public will respond to technology-based information in
their own vehicles and how they might interact with non-AV drivers in the adjacent travel lanes. Early
theoretical predictions claimed major upgrades in throughput with CAV technology, as much as double
existing capacity. A recent study 12 by Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) of the I-35 Corridor in Austin,
however, showed much different results. TTI’s model simulations of that 12-mile highly congested urban
freeway corridor evaluated freeway throughput per lane, volumes and overall travel speeds related to
increasing proportions of CAVs in the vehicle mix. The authors demonstrated a major degradation of
mobility, in terms of throughput, speeds and safety as CAV was added to the vehicle mix due to
interactions between CAV and non-CAV. In fact, the higher the CAV share, the lower the travel speeds
and freeway throughput, and greater the travel times became, which is a counter-intuitive outcome.
One of the major performance factors in the mixed vehicle environment is associated with the friction
created between CAVs and non-CAVs in the pursuit of traffic harmonization. When a CAV communicates
to other CAVs of upcoming traffic, the CAVs respond accordingly but the non-CAVs may or may not. This
tends to exacerbate the existing bottlenecks and be more problematic because of increased lane
changing as non CAVs navigate around CAVs that are obeying the rules of the road. These types of
behaviors not only impact congestion but tend to degrade the expected safety benefits of traffic
harmonization.

Impacts Of Connected Vehicles In A Complex, Congested Urban Freeway Setting Using Multi-Resolution
Modeling Methods, International Journal of Transportation Science and Technology, Volume 8, Issue 1, March
2019,
12
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The other aspect of the CAV that is relevant to the US 97 Parkway is a broader effect on community
travel choices and auto ownership. As the CAV market penetration rises, the availability of Transport as
a Service (TaaS) may introduce a fundamental shift in how current transport choices are made. As the
cost of drivers is removed from the business equation, the concept is that TNC type activities will grow
exponentially by offering transportation at a fraction of the current cost per trip. Early estimates by the
ReThinkX research group 13 are that TaaS will offer vastly lower cost transport alternatives, as much as
four to ten time cheaper per mile than buying a new car and two to four times cheaper than operating
an existing vehicle. In addition, they predicted that switching from internal combustion engine vehicles
to all electric powered for TaaS could dramatically increase vehicle-utilization rates, which could reduce
the total number of vehicles on the system.
If these predictions are realized in the greater Bend area, this will fundamentally change how people
travel around the city, including how they use the Bend Parkway. Behavioral issues such as love of
driving, fear of new technology or habit may pose initial barriers to consumer uptake. The side effects of
this type of change are much high VMT per vehicle (at least 10x more than individually owned cars),
lower auto ownership, and lower travel costs. Reductions in auto ownership and usage will drive down
gas tax revenues for local agencies. The same study cited above estimated that TaaS will provide 95% of
passenger miles traveled within 10 years of widespread regulatory approval of AVs. Overall, the travel
behavior trends for AV fleet penetration vary widely across different studies, and for the purposes of the
Bend Parkway, are not well enough understood to provide input into future performance measures and
recommended designs.
ODOT is working towards providing infrastructure to support this type of technology with upgraded
traffic signal controllers and smarter detection. Region 4 currently has the fewest upgraded
intersections to support this technology. The cost to begin implementing this is approximately:
•
•
•

Upgraded Controller = $2,500 per intersection
Upgraded Detection = $30,000 per intersection
Where needed, Communication Upgrades = $10,000 per intersection

This effort would go with improving ramp terminal signal operations which is a recommended
alternative. Working towards CAV is recommended for implementation.

13

RethinkX, Rethinking Transportation Choices 2020-2030, 2017. https://bit.ly/2AeAxJR
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4.0 CONCLUSION
This section provides a summary the projects recommended for investment prioritization based on the
Level 2 evaluation. Table 12 provides the complete list of recommended, broken down by area. It is
anticipated that the results will be discussed with project stakeholders, leading to a refinement of this
list of projects into a final list of recommended projects.
Table 12: Recommended Improvement Projects for the US 97 Corridor

Project Category

Corridor-Wide
Projects

North Study Area

Central Study
Area

South Study Area

Projects Recommended for Implementation1

Ramp Meters
Close All RIRO Except RI (exit from Parkway) at Hawthorne Ave
Ramps improved to standard lengths
Active transportation improvements (Crossings)
Shoulders built to standard
Weather warning system
Variable speed signs
Incident management
Enhanced signal operations at ramp terminals
Traveler information signing
Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination (only if bundled with other
strategies)
FEIS projects
Auxiliary lane Empire Blvd to Butler Market Rd SB
Auxiliary lane 3rd St to Empire Blvd NB
Butler Market SB frontage road to interchange
Butler Market Roundabout (or signal) at SB off ramp
Butler Market Roundabout (or signal) at 4th Ave (Through the TSP)
Revere Avenue Lane Reconfiguration (Through the TSP)
Colorado Avenue Signal (or roundabout) at NB ramp
Colorado Avenue Improvement to SB ramp intersection pending TSP and
Core Area Plan connectivity recommendations
Reed Market Refinement Study from Bond Street to 3rd Street
Dedicated left turn lane Reed Market Rd and 3rd St (Through the TSP)
Powers Road Interchange
China Hat Overcrossing (pending Murphy to Ponderosa Frontage Road)
IAMP at Baker Rd/Knott Rd interchange
Murphy Tight Diamond Interchange (See Technical Memorandum #8)
North Frontage Road (See Technical Memorandum #8)
South Frontage Road (See Technical Memorandum #8)

These projects will be further prioritized for short, medium, and long term in the investment strategy

1
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APPENDICES
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VOLUME 3
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INTRODUCTION
This memorandum focuses on the design option for the US 97/Powers Road and US 97/Murphy Road
locations. The work in this memorandum builds off the analysis already performed in Technical
Memorandum #7 by developing conceptual interchange/overcrossing designs at these locations, as well
as providing additional sensitivity analysis related to the traffic interaction between them. This
memorandum will assess the following concepts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Powers Road Tight Diamond Interchange
Powers Road Overcrossing
Murphy Road Tight Diamond Interchange
Associated Frontage Road Connections

This memorandum will ultimately recommend a series of improvements related to the Powers Road and
Murphy Road connections to US 97, backed by conceptual designs and cost estimates.

CONCEPTS
POWERS ROAD
Under future conditions, the existing Powers Road intersection will fail to provide sufficient capacity for
the northbound and southbound movements on US 97. Two concepts were identified to address this
issue: an interchange and an overcrossing.
Tight Diamond Interchange Concept
To mitigate the capacity issue at this location without complete closure of the intersection and
restricting access to US 97, a compact “tight” diamond interchange could be constructed at the
intersection. This interchange would allow for full access on and off US 97. This concept would also
address some of the safety issues with the current at-grade intersection configuration. A conceptual
configuration of such a tight diamond interchange is shown in Figure 1 and further described in the rest
of this section.

Assumed Concept Elements

The design components are summarized as follows:
•

•

Alignment: The proposed design for the new Powers Road interchange would bring Powers
Road over existing US 97 as a tight diamond interchange. Consideration could be given to
potentially skewing the interchange to reduce right-of-way (ROW) impacts in more detailed
design, if ramp spacing permits.
Cross Section: The assumed roadway for the Powers Road overcrossing was designed to be
consistent with existing conditions and other existing overcrossings in Bend. This includes
matching the existing three 12’ lanes, 6’ bike lanes in both directions, a 6” curb, and 6’ sidewalk
along Powers Road through the existing intersection. Additionally, the inclusion of 7’ planters
leading up to, but not across, the overcrossing on Powers Road will match what is shown on the
recently improved Murphy Road overcrossing.
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Figure 1: US 97/Powers Road Tight Diamond Interchange Concept
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•

Structure: The overcrossing ties down at about 380’ at 6% downgrade on either side of the
existing US 97 edge of roadway. The overcrossing at-grade landings are expected to avoid
impacts to existing commercial driveways and access to neighborhoods on either end.
o As shown in the May 2019 version of the Bend Urban Area Street System map, Powers
Road across US 97 will be a minor arterial. Section 2-3 of the City of Bend Design
Standards: Part II lists a maximum permissible grade of 6% along any arterials.
o The ODOT Highway Design Manual (HDM, 2012) lists a 17’-4” vertical clearance standard
for any roadway over High Routes.
According to the standards above and an assumed structure depth of 5’, it was determined that
the surface-to-surface height of 23’ (rounded up) was required and used for the design height of
the overcrossing.

•

Ramps: The ramps for the interchange were designed per standards listed in Chapter 9 of the
ODOT HDM. Grades ranged from 3%-5% down to existing US 97. With the Powers Road
overcrossing designed first, the ramps connected at-grade to the new Powers Road elevations at
their respective locations shown in Figure 1.
Ramps on the northeast and southwest corners will have little or no ROW impacts while the
southeast and northwest corners have significant ROW acquisitions needed to fit. The southeast
corner (northbound off-ramp) requires acquisition of at least one tax lot (181208CA01700 in
Deschutes County Data Portal) which currently is listed as the Moose Lodge. The northwest
corner (southbound off-ramp) requires the acquisition of potentially several properties
(residential homes) to fit.
With the current Powers Road alignment, a skew was applied to the ramp connections of up to
15 degrees as allowed by the ODOT HDM to help reduce distance offset from the US 97
centerline along Powers Road and to reduce distance along US 97 needed to tie in. The existing
right-in-right-out jug handles at Powers Road and US97 will be removed to accommodate these
ramps. A curb radius of 55’ was used for the ramp terminals on the overcrossing to
accommodate larger vehicles.

•

Other Elements: Retaining walls and sound walls are shown where needed with the
assumptions of flat ground along the existing corridor and a maximum 1V:3H slope from
shoulder to existing, 1V:6H where allowable.

Structural Design
US 97 is part of the State Highway Freight System and is designated as a “High Route” by the Oregon
Department of Transportation. The vertical clearance requirement for US 97 is 17’-4”.
The bridge design concept balances this vertical clearance requirement, US 97 existing corridor width,
and Powers Road profile grade and sight distance requirements, with the structure’s span length / depth
requirements. This resulted in the structure design concept consisting of a two-span precast prestressed concrete girder bridge over US 97, with an overall length of 160’ and a width of 66’-6”.
Additionally, construction projects along the US 97 corridor have included a specific architectural theme
for the bridges and retaining walls. This architectural theme is included in this bridge concept, including
custom pre-stressed precast concrete exterior girders that provide a haunch soffit and arch-like effect,
October 3, 2019
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inward sloping textured abutment walls with earth tone concrete stain, and 2-Tube metal bridge railing
in matching earth tone color.
Although a detailed analysis has not been performed on whether sound walls and retaining walls are
warranted, both are assumed and nominally accounted for in the cost estimate.

Key Constraints

To mitigate the capacity issue at this location without closing the intersection altogether and restricting
access to US 97, a tight diamond interchange (250’ – 400’ spacing between ramps per ODOT Highway
Design Manual) could be constructed at this intersection. This interchange would allow for full access on
and off US 97. This concept would also address some of the safety issues with the current at-grade
intersection configuration.
Without survey data, it is impossible to determine several design details; including where the
overcrossing needs to tie-in on Powers Road, existing condition elevations and grades, and how high
ramps will need to rise to match the overcrossing. This factors into ROW needs, quantities/costs, and
could impact the design.
Further design would need to be done to determine whether the stopping sight distance of the design
would work. Assuming a 40-mph design speed, a stopping sight distance of 305’ would be needed with a
vertical curve of about 520’. Currently, the overcrossing spans 900’ between tie-ins as shown in the plan.

Right-of-Way

The ROW assumptions for the concept design were subject to the following constraints:
•
•

Without survey data, ROW impacts are assumed based on Deschutes County Data Portal taxlot
mapping comparisons to design.
Additionally, without modelling the design it is difficult to say where any elevated facilities will
tie-in to existing conditions.

Cost Estimate
The following assumptions were made as part of the cost estimating process:
•
•
•
•
•

Without survey data, a flat surface was assumed. Therefore, embankment quantities for the
ramps may not be accurate.
Design engineering is not factored into cost estimate.
ROW acquisition is not factored into cost estimate.
Retaining wall(s) are assumed and nominally estimated
The bridge unit price was developed from 2014 ODOT bid data for the Murphy Road interchange
and includes the cost premium for the architectural themed elements. The 2015 prices were
escalated by 3% per year for 2019 prices.

The total estimated cost of the interchange is $24,659,000. The detailed breakdown of the cost estimate
is included in Appendix A.
Overcrossing Concept
The Powers Road overcrossing concept would construct an overcrossing at the US 97/Powers Road
intersection to maintain east-west connectivity, assuming the right-in-right-out (RIRO) intersections
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along the Parkway are closed. The grade separation would allow Parkway traffic to move freely at this
location by removing the at-grade conflicts with Powers Road traffic. Furthermore, with fewer conflicts
between movements, the risk of crashes is reduced.

Assumed Concept Elements
The design concept for the Powers Road Overcrossing is shown in Figure 2. The concept elements used
for the design of the overcrossing are the same as those used for the Powers Road Tight Diamond
Interchange.
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Figure 2: Powers Road Overcrossing Concept
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Structural Design

Assumed to be the same structural design as the tight diamond interchange overcrossing.

Key Constraints
Assumed to be that same as the key constraints for the tight diamond interchange overcrossing.

Right-of-Way
The ROW impacts of the overcrossing are negligible, as the structure could be built in existing ROW.

Cost Estimate

The cost estimate used the same assumptions as the overcrossing portion of the tight diamond
interchange estimate. The estimated cost of the overcrossing is $8,034,000.

MURPHY ROAD
The Murphy Road Crossing Plan includes the following planned facilities:
•
•

Northbound Loop Ramp and Southbound Off-Ramp
South Frontage Road

These facilities were included in all the Technical Memorandum #7 analysis as the assumed Future NoBuild conditions. This memorandum explores a tight diamond interchange design at Murphy Road,
which will be compared through traffic operations sensitivity testing against the Murphy Crossing ramps,
along with additional assessment of frontage system concepts.
Murphy Crossing Plan Northbound Loop Ramp/Southbound Off-Ramp
The Murphy Crossing Plan 1 included a southbound off-ramp to frontage road and a northbound loop onramp from 3rd Street to US 97, as shown in Figure 3, which originated from the Murphy Crossing –
Preferred Plan.
The northbound loop ramp would connect the south approach to the Murphy Road/3rd Street
roundabout to US 97 northbound via a tight radius loop ramp through the current Les Schwab property.
The design of this ramp is still at the conceptual level, but it would likely require design exceptions
related to tight radii and may also require reconstruction of the Murphy Road overcrossing of US 97 to
accommodate acceleration lanes. The cost of this concept was estimated to be $5 million in 2009, which
escalated to present day costs equates to $6,700,000. It is important to note that this cost estimate does
not account for the most recent design and construction of the current ramps and configuration of the
Murphy Road overcrossing, which could potentially add significant cost.
The southbound off-ramp would tie into the south frontage road near Romaine Village Road. Note that
this ramp design would not be functional without at least a frontage road connection between Romaine
Village Road and Murphy Road. The cost of this concept was estimated to be $2.4 million in 2009, which
escalated to present day costs equates to $3,200,000.
South Frontage Road
The south frontage road northern terminus would be located west of the north frontage road
connection to Murphy Road and would extend south skirting existing development to connect to
1

US 97: South Parkway Murphy Interchange Area Management Plan, David Evans and Associates, February 2007.
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Ponderosa Road. The conceptual layout for this project is shown Figure 3. The total estimated cost for
the south frontage road is $10,600,000, assuming a 2.9% escalation over the 2009 Murphy Crossing Plan
cost estimate.
Figure 3: Murphy Cross Preferred Plan Concepts
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North Frontage Road
To provide a parallel route to US 97 and provide circulation and access to current users of the Badger
Road and Pinebrook Boulevard RIRO access locations west of the Parkway, a frontage road is planned to
extend from Murphy Road to Powers Road (See Figure 4).
Figure 4: North Frontage Road Concept
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This improvement would facilitate the closure of access to US 97 from Badger Road and Pinebrook
Boulevard. Note that the Badger Road RIRO access would have to be closed to facilitate an interchange
at Powers Road, and the Pinebrook RIRO access would have to be closed to accommodate a northbound
on-ramp and southbound off-ramp at Murphy Road. Blakely Road would be incorporated into the
frontage road as part of the connection between Badger Road and Powers Road. Where feasible,
roundabouts may be incorporated into intersection design at later stages.
The frontage road is assumed to match the existing proposed typical sections for the 3rd Street bridge
improvements including curb radii between 55’ – 76’, three 12’ lanes, 6’ bike lanes along both
directions, 6’ sidewalks, 6” curbs, and 7’ planters (no planters on the bridge structure). The frontage
road improvements are designed to City of Bend standards as a local street improvement.
Significant ROW acquisition is needed for the frontage road system including multiple empty lots along
US 97 to the west, New Hope Church, and potential impacts to the neighborhood at Blakely Road
between Powers Road and Badger Road. The detailed cost breakdown for the North Frontage Road is
included in Appendix A. The estimated total cost for the North Frontage Road is $15,154,000.
Tight Diamond Concept
This improvement includes building two new ramps on the north side of the existing 3rd Street bridge
located to the south of the Murphy Road overcrossing on US 97. The improvements would widen the
existing bridge and create a full access diamond interchange, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Murphy Tight Diamond Concept

Assumed Concept Elements

The design components are summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•

Cross Section: Typical sections for this bridge and new roadway between Murphy Road to the
west of US 97 and to 3rd Street east of US 97 will match those along Murphy Road - 12’ lanes, 6’
bike lanes, 0.5’ curb, 6’ sidewalks, and 7’ planter strips where shown. Three travel lanes will
match those where the new bridge connects to the existing 3rd Street just south of Murphy
Road, and Murphy Road just west of US 97. A connection from the ramps on the west side of the
intersection to Murphy Road at a location west of the proposed north frontage road will be
provided.
Structure: To accommodate traffic heading eastbound across the bridge along with the two new
ramps, the existing 3rd Street bridge will be widened to the south using an existing abutment on
the east side of US 97 that is anticipated to accommodate the widening.
Ramps: A southbound off-ramp and a northbound on-ramp will be added to the existing half
interchange. These ramps are designed to ODOT HDM standards and tie into existing conditions
on US 97 and 3rd Street. Both ramps are designed with 3% grades which are sufficient for the
ramps to come up to grade with the overcrossing.
Other Elements: Roundabouts at each of the ramp terminals have been considered but may not
be feasible. Using similar design standards as the roundabouts located on Murphy Road just to
the north, it may be difficult to incorporate these roundabouts into the current design and
existing facilities.
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Structural Design

The bridge design concept widens a recently constructed ODOT bridge (number 22019) over US 97.
This recent construction included extending the east abutment retaining wall to the south, in
preparation for a future widening. Our design concept utilizes this accommodation and widens the
existing bridge to the south.
When widening an existing bridge, a key consideration is for the widened portion of the bridge
superstructure to have the same stiffness as the existing bridge. This enables the existing and widened
portions to react uniformly to loading. Our design concept includes removing the existing bridge deck to
the center of the exterior pre-stressed concrete girder and constructing a two-span pre-stressed precast
concrete girder bridge widening with identical girder size and spacing of the existing bridge.
ODOT records note that the existing bridge provides 18’-0” of vertical clearance over US 97. US 97 is
part of the State Highway Freight System 2 and is designated as a “High Route” by the Oregon
Department of Transportation 3. The US 97 vertical clearance requirement of 17’-4” 4 is met by the
existing bridge and the concept widening.
The concept design incorporates the same architectural theme for the bridge widening, including
custom pre-stressed, precast concrete exterior girders with a soffit with haunches, inward sloping
textured abutment walls with earth tone concrete stain, and 2-Tube metal bridge railing in matching
earth tone color.
Although a detailed analysis has not been performed on whether sound walls and retaining walls are
warranted, both are not assumed to be required and are not accounted for in the cost estimate.

Key Constraints
Constraints for the ramps included the Murphy Road overcrossing to the north and utilizing existing
ramps on the south side of the 3rd Street bridge. As-built plans from the US 97/Murphy Rd: BrookswoodParrell (Bend) Phase I project (provided by ODOT, 2014-2015) show room under the northbound side of
the bridge to expand for a 16’ lane and 6’ shoulder along the existing right northbound lane under the
bridge. Assuming this is accurate, there should be room to expand for a ramp, especially since the
alignment of the ramp ties into US 97 south of the bridge.
The northbound on-ramp was designed to accommodate an acceleration lane widening the roadway
while avoiding having to widen the Murphy Road overcrossing of US 97. Potential issues that came up
during design were in ramp length (curves, spirals, entrance angle, acceleration length, and taper) and
descending grade. We found that the length of the ramp to be the controlling factor and that, with a
design fit to ODOT HDM, the grade could be flattened to more desirable conditions.
Typical roadway sections were designed to match those in other areas of Bend to maintain the same
aesthetic.
Existing ramps at the 3rd Street bridge mean any new ramps would likely tie into 3rd Street at the same
locations.
Oregon Department of Transportation, Oregon Freight Plan, amended 2017; Chapter 4 Freight Systems
Oregon Department of Transportation, Oregon Highway Design Manual, 2012; Section 4.5.1
4
Oregon Department of Transportation, Bridge Design Manual, May 2018; Section 3.14.4
2
3
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An abutment built previously during the Murphy Road improvements, means that widening the bridge
to the south would be cheaper and require less work.

Right-of-Way
The ROW assumptions for the concept design were subject to the following constraints:
•
•

Without survey data, ROW impacts are assumed based off Deschutes County Data Portal taxlot
mapping comparisons to design.
Additionally, without modelling the design, it is difficult to say where any elevated facilities will
tie into existing conditions.

Cost Estimate

The following assumptions were made as part of the cost estimating process:
•
•
•
•
•

Without survey data, a flat surface was assumed. Embankment quantities for the ramps may not
be accurate.
Design engineering is not factored into cost estimate.
ROW acquisition is not factored into cost estimate.
Retaining wall(s) are assumed and nominally estimated.
The bridge unit price was developed from 2014 ODOT bid data for the Murphy Road and
includes the cost premium for the architectural themed elements. The 2015 prices were
escalated by 3% per year for 2019 prices.

The total estimated construction cost of the tight diamond bridge and ramps is $11,853,000.
West Loop Frontage Road
To connect the Tight Diamond interchange to Murphy Road, a frontage road concept was developed
that connects the southbound ramp terminal to Murphy Road. This concept is shown in Figure 6 and
would likely terminate at Murphy Road with a roundabout. Note also that this concept could be refined
as a phase of the South Frontage Road concept from the Murphy Crossing Plan. The estimated cost for a
frontage road connection between the southbound ramp terminal and Murphy Road is $10,907,000.
The detailed breakdown of the cost estimate is included in Appendix A.
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Figure 6: West Loop Frontage Road Concept

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
LEVEL 2 EVALUATION
In the Second Level of Alternative Evaluation Technical Memorandum, a more comprehensive
assessment of potential benefits and trade-offs associated with the identified alternatives using a
combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis and evaluation criteria was applied. 5 The Level 2
evaluation and the findings will be described later in this memorandum. The results will be discussed
with project stakeholders, leading to the identification of the best projects to be combined into a final,
Preferred Alternative. More details on the Level 2 evaluation process can be found in Technical
Memorandum #7 (TM #7).
While TM #7 included full Level 2 Evaluation of the Powers Road Overcrossing and Interchange
concepts, the Murphy Road loop ramps and frontage system were assumed as a future No-Build
conditions. Therefore, the Murphy concepts will be scored against the applicable Level 2 Evaluation
Criteria in this memorandum.

POWERS-MURPHY SENSITIVITY TESTING
The Level 2 Evaluation captured the operational impacts of the two following Murphy-Powers
interactions:
5

Second Level Alternatives Evaluation Technical Memorandum #7, DKS Associates, September 2019.
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1. Powers Road Overcrossing with Murphy Road loop ramps/frontage system (Project Bundle A)
2. Powers Road tight diamond with Murphy Road loop ramps/frontage system (Project Bundle B)
To better understand the operational impacts of the improvements at Powers Road and Murphy Road
intersections and interchanges, the following three additional interactions were tested:
3. Powers Road overcrossing with Murphy Road diamond interchange
4. Powers Road diamond interchange with Murphy Road diamond interchange
5. Powers Road diamond interchange with the existing Murphy Road half-interchange
A full four-step Bend-Redmond model run was used to capture the interaction of the existing Murphy
half-interchange with a Powers Road diamond interchange. The other two intersections were tested
using traffic re-assignments in the Bend Redmond model from Project Bundle A and Project Bundle B.
Traffic forecasts for 2040 30HV conditions were developed for the five interaction scenarios at the
following study intersections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brookswood Blvd and Powers Road
Blakely Road and Powers Road
US 97 Southbound Ramp terminal and Powers Road
US 97 Northbound Ramp terminal and Powers Road
3rd Street at Powers Road
Parrell Road and Powers Road
3rd Street and Badger Road
3rd Street and Pinebrook Blvd
Brookswood Blvd and Murphy Road
New Southbound Frontage Road and Murphy Road
3rd Street and Murphy Road
Parrell Road and Murphy Road
US 97 Southbound Ramps and New Murphy Interchange
US 97 Northbound Ramps and New Murphy Interchange
US 97 and China Hat Road
Parrell Road and China Hat Road
Murphy Road and Old Murphy Road
Murphy Road and Parrell Road

The operations at these intersections were then compared across the five interaction scenarios to
determine the synergy between the access conditions at Powers Road and Murphy Road. Some key
assumptions to note:
•

•
•

The Powers Road diamond interchange with the existing Murphy Road half-interchange scenario
is the only scenario tested that includes the existing RIRO at Ponderosa/China Hat Road and
does not include the China Hat Road Overcrossing.
All scenarios that include the Murphy loop ramps and frontage system include both the north
and south frontage roads.
The Murphy Road tight diamond scenarios do not include the complete north and south
frontage roads but do contain the “West Loop Frontage Road”, a frontage road connecting the
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•

3rd Street overcrossing to Murphy Road west of US 97 that could eventually be incorporated into
the south frontage road concept.
All five scenarios include the assumption that the Badger Road and Pinebrook Boulevard RIRO
access would be closed.

The results of the sensitivity testing were then used to update the Level 2 Evaluation results for the
Powers Road concepts and provide a scoring basis for frontage road and the Murphy Road interchange
concepts.

SENSITIVITY TESTING
The sensitivity testing of the interaction of the Powers interchange/overcrossing and the Murphy
diamond/loop ramp and frontage options was conducted as described in the methodology section.
Intersection traffic operations were analyzed using Synchro 10 (signals and stop-controlled) and Vistro 5
(at roundabouts) software and the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 6 methodologies (HCM 2010 7 at
unsignalized intersections, HCM 2000 at signalized intersections, HCM 6 8 at roundabouts). The analysis
was conducted at all relevant study intersections using the seasonally factored 30 HV traffic volumes for
the year 2040. Performance measures used for this analysis include volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio,
seconds of control delay, level of service (LOS), and 95th Percentile Queue lengths.
Tables 1 summarizes the HCM results of this analysis for the five sensitivity test scenarios, comparing
each intersection’s performance against the adopted mobility target. 9 Locations where a performance
measure exceeds the mobility target are bolded for ease of reference. The intersection HCM results are
included in the Appendix D, and the forecasted volumes are included in Appendix E.

2000 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, Washington, D.C., 2000.
2010 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, Washington, D.C., 2010.
8
2016 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, Washington, D.C., 2016.
9
Mobility targets for ODOT facilities obtained from the 1999 Oregon Highway Plan.
6
7
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Table 1: Powers-Murphy Sensitivity Tests Operations Results
Mobility
Target

#

Intersection

Jurisdiction

Control D

Performance *

V/C or
Delay

Powers
Overcrossing
w/ Murphy
Loop Ramps
+ Frontage

Powers
Overcrossing
w/ Murphy
Tight
Diamond

Powers
Interchange
w/ Murphy
Loop
Ramps +
Frontage

Powers
Interchange
w/ Murphy
Tight
Diamond

Powers
Interchange
w/ Existing
Murphy
Configuration

1

Brookswood Blvd & Powers Rd

City

Roundabout

< 1.00

1.25

1.28

1.55

1.61

1.83

2

Blakely Rd & Powers Rd

City

TWSC

(< 50 s)

9.6/>100

9.8/>100

10.4/>100

10.4/>100

11/>100

3

US 97 SB Ramp & Powers Rd

ODOT/City

Signalized

< 0.85

NA

NA

0.92

0.93

0.90

4

US 97 NB Ramp & Powers Rd

ODOT/City

Signalized

< 0.85

NA

NA

0.61

0.67

1.06

5

3rd St & Powers Rd

City

Signalized

< 1.00

0.95

1.00

0.95

1.06

1.21

6

Parrell Rd & Powers Rd

City

TWSC

(< 50 s)

8.7/34.0

8.8/38.1

9.2/63.4

9.4/92.3

9/46.2

7

3 St & Badger Rd

City

Signalized

< 1.00

0.53

0.56

0.55

0.59

0.64

8

3rd St & Pinebrook Blvd

City

TWSC

(< 50 s)

11.9/67.8

12.5/>100

11.8/44.3

12.4/55.3

12.4/72.7

9

Brookswood Blvd & Murphy Rd

City

Roundabout

< 1.00

1.08

1.04

1.07

0.98

0.89

10

New SB Frontage Rd & Murphy Rd

City

Roundabout

< 1.00

0.69

0.50

0.62

0.44

N/A

11

3rd St & Murphy Rd

City

Roundabout

< 1.00

1.30

1.14

1.28

1.11

1.16

12

Parrell Rd and Murphy Rd

City

Roundabout

< 1.00

0.98

1.27

1.01

1.16

1.28

13

US 97 SB Ramp & Murphy Rd

ODOT/City

Signalized

< 0.85

NA

0.95

NA

0.85

NA

14

US 97 NB Ramp & Murphy Rd

ODOT/City

Signalized

< 0.85

NA

0.79

NA

0.74

NA

15

US 97 & China Hat Rd

ODOT/ City

Free F/TWSC

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

--/>100

16

Parrell Rd & China Hat

City

TWSC

(< 50 s)

>100/>100

>100/>100

9.4/16.4

8.0/11.5

9.6/17.6

17

Murphy Rd & Old Murphy Rd

City

TWSC

(< 50 s)

10.0/>100

10.0/70.9

10.1/>100

10.0/>100

9.1/>100

rd

* Overall intersection V/C ratio at signalized intersections, worst case approach V/C at roundabouts, and V/C ratio for Major Street/Minor Street at two-way stop controlled (ODOT and
City jurisdiction). Control delay for Major Street/Minor Street for two-way stop-controlled intersections (City jurisdiction).
BOLD values indicate performance measures failing to meet adopted mobility targets.
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Based on the results of the operations analysis from the sensitivity test, the following findings were
made for each relevant concept:
Powers Overcrossing:
1. Shift significant demand south to the Murphy interchange.
2. Causes operations to degrade well over capacity at 3rd Street and Murphy Road in particular
when combined with the loop ramps at Murphy, mainly due to the eastbound to northbound
Murphy movement being routed through this intersection.
3. Shifts demand north to the southbound off-ramp at Reed Market Road
4. Creates a significant capacity issues at Murphy Road/Parrell Road when implemented without
the north and south frontage roads.
5. If implemented as part of a Powers Road interchange phase, would need to have a full
interchange already built at Murphy Road.
Powers Interchange:
1. Ramp terminals need exclusive left turn lanes (if signalized) by year 2040, even if Murphy Road
is a full interchange.
2. If constructed prior to remaining ramps at Murphy Road, northbound ramp terminal and 3rd
Street/Powers Road will either be over capacity or require mitigation within the next 10 years.
3. Powers Road/Brookswood Boulevard will likely need mitigation within the next 5-10 years if the
Powers interchange is constructed.
Murphy Crossing Plan Ramps:
1. Has significant operational impact on Murphy Road/3rd Street roundabout, as all movements
heading eastbound on Murphy Road to northbound on US 97 or coming from northbound on US
97 to the westbound on Murphy Road must go through this intersection.
Murphy Road Tight Diamond:
1. Relieves some of the demand from the Murphy Road/3rd Street roundabout, compared to the
loop ramp design.
2. Provides more direct access to the SE quadrant of the interchange than the loop ramp option, if
constructed with the frontage connection from the south ramp terminal to Murphy Road.
3. Would function even better with the full build out of north and south frontage roads, as these
connections better connect future land uses to the appropriate sides of the interchange, rather
than routing everything through Murphy/3rd Street roundabout.
4. Functions with signals at ramp terminals.
North Frontage Road:
1. Helps to relieve some of the demand on Brookswood Boulevard at both the Murphy Road and
Powers Road roundabouts.
2. Relieves some of the demand from 3rd Street
3. Would increase the need for an intersection capacity enhancement at Powers Road/Blakely
Road (likely this would need to be included as part of the frontage road concept).
South Frontage Road:
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1. Helps to relieve some of the demand at the Brookswood Boulevard/Murphy Road Roundabout
2. Would likely need enhanced intersection treatment (a roundabout) with any new development
in the Murphy Crossing Area.
3. Relieves demand on Parrell Road, limiting neighborhood cut-through conflicts.
4. Would significantly increase the effectiveness of a China Hat Road overcrossing at dispersing
traffic from future development in the “Thumb” and “Elbow” (SE Area).
West Loop Frontage Road:
1. Relieves demand on the 3rd Street/Murphy Road roundabout, a key future bottleneck in the
system.
2. Could serve and potentially be funded by future developments to the west of the Murphy
interchange.
3. Could be combined as a phase of the South Frontage Road.

RESULTS
POWERS ROAD
The two concepts identified at Powers Road include grade separation and improvements to the existing
interchange. These concepts were evaluated separately to identify their specific benefits and impacts
against the future no build, per the methodology outlined in Introduction (Section 1.0) of Technical
Memorandum #7. Evaluation results are displayed in Table 2 (more detailed scoring can be found in
Appendix C).
Table 2: Evaluation Results for the Powers Road Alternatives
Goal

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Evaluation Rating
Powers Rd. Projects

1

2

3
4

Overcrossing

Interchange

Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)

4

2

Reduction in crash severity (all modes)

4

2

Travel Time Reliability measures on the Bend Parkway
(planning time index)

2

2

Percent through traffic on congested segments (modeled
demand/capacity ratio > 1.0) of the Bend Parkway

1

1

Degree to which the alternative enhances travel for
multiple modes (qualitative assessment)

1

1

Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets

-1

2

Ability to meet Bend mobility standards (v/c ratios and LOS)

-2

0

Travel Time Reliability measures (planning time index) for
specific routes during PM peak hour

-1

1

Peak Hour VMT by street classification

-1

0
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Goal

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Evaluation Rating
Powers Rd. Projects

5

6

7

8

Overcrossing

Interchange

Number of bike and pedestrian crossing locations on the
Bend Parkway with low Level of Traffic Stress (LTS 2 or
lower)

2

1

Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian facilities with low
Level of Traffic Stress within 0.25 miles of the Bend Parkway

0

0

Does the alternative allow for transportation demand
management strategies?

0

0

Total PM peak hour vehicle delay (vehicle hours)

0

2

Total PM peak hour vehicle miles traveled (regional
measure)

-1

0

Approximate degree of right of way impacts (order of
magnitude costs)

0

-1

Total cost

1

-2

Reduction in economic cost of delay and crashes

1

2

Does alternative leverage existing planned projects and
programs?

0

0

Can the alternative be separated into reasonably fundable
and constructible phases?

0

0

Does the alternative have local agency support?

0

1

10

14

Evaluation Total

Powers Road Overcrossing ($8.0 million) – The key performance characteristics of this concept
evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal #1: Safety
•

Decreases crashes by eliminating conflicts

Goal #2: Economic
•

Significantly improves travel time reliability on the southern portion of the Parkway by reducing
access south of Reed Market Road and removing queuing impacts caused by the existing Powers
Road at-grade intersection

Goal #3: Mobility
•
•

Eliminates the capacity constraints at the existing Powers Road and US 97 intersection
Shifts significant volume north to the Reed Market Road interchange and south to the Murphy
Road interchange, impacting traffic operations at key Parkway intersections (Reed Market Road
interchange ramp terminals) and key local intersections (Reed Market Road and 3rd Street,
Murphy Road and 3rd Street)
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Goal #4: Accessibility
•
•
•

Traffic demand shifted to Reed Market Road worsens travel times on a corridor flagged as
already unreliable in the Bend TSP
Increases traffic demand lower classification streets south of Reed Market
Would likely increase or create neighborhood cut-through traffic issues, particularly in the Silver
Lake Road area

Goal #5: Multimodal
•

Provides a low-stress bicycle and pedestrian crossing of the Parkway

Goal #6: Environment
•

Based on the conceptual engineering assessment conducted as part of this technical
memorandum, the right-of-way impacts for the overcrossing are likely less than anticipated in
the Technical Memorandum #7 evaluation scoring

Goal #7: Cost
•
•

Cost is significantly lower than original estimate in Technical Memorandum #7
The negative impacts to vehicle delay at Murphy and Reed Market offset some of the benefits
from safety improvements, changing the score from Technical Memorandum #7

Goal #8: Implementation
•
•

The ongoing Bend TSP and MTP both identify an interchange at this location rather than an
overcrossing
Phasing score improves over Technical Memorandum #7 due to decreased cost

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having conflicts with other high
performing projects (Powers Interchange), this concept is Not Recommended for Implementation.
However, this concept could be considered as a near term phase to the Powers Road Diamond
Interchange concept, but only if the Murphy Interchange provides full access.
Powers Road Diamond Interchange ($24.7 million) – This option could include either traffic signals or
roundabouts at the ramp terminals, likely dictated by right-of-way availability. The key performance
characteristics of this concept evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal #1: Safety
•

Provides safety enhancement over existing at-grade configuration

Goal #2: Economic
•

Manages queues within the interchange ramps, improving travel time reliability

Goal #3: Mobility
•
•

Meets ODOT mobility targets at the ramp terminals
Manages queues within the interchange ramps

Goal #5: Multimodal
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•

Provides low-stress bicycle and pedestrian access across the Parkway

Goal #6: Environment
•

Has some ROW impacts

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•

High cost concept

Goal #8: Implementation
•
•

Could potentially be phased with an overcrossing first, ramps later
Included on both the ongoing Bend TSP and MTP project lists

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this concept is Recommended for Implementation.

MURPHY ROAD
The preferred alternative build-out of the Murphy Road interchange was selected in the Murphy
Crossing Plan, but the ultimate construction of the first two ramps (northbound off, southbound on)
potentially precluded some key components of the remaining concept. A tight diamond concept was
investigated and assessed for traffic impacts and feasibility against the Murphy Crossing preferred
alternative to both understand the ultimate project at this location and the traffic triggers for proper
construction phasing. In addition, several frontage road concepts were also tested and evaluated in this
area. The evaluation results are presented Table 3.
Table 3: Evaluation Results for the Murphy Road and Frontage Road Concepts
Goal

Evaluation Criteria (Level
2)

1

2

Evaluation Rating
Murphy Interchange Projects

Frontage Road Projects

Northbound
Loop Ramp and
Southbound
Off-Ramp*

Tight
Diamond**

North
Frontage
Road

South
Frontage
Road

West
Loop
Frontage
Road

Reduction in crash
frequency (all modes)

0

2

2

2

2

Reduction in crash
severity (all modes)

0

2

2

2

2

Travel Time Reliability
measures on the Bend
Parkway (planning time
index)

0

0

0

0

0

Percent through traffic on
congested segments
(modeled
demand/capacity ratio >
1.0) of the Bend Parkway

0

0

0

0

0
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Goal

Evaluation Criteria (Level
2)

3

4

5

6

Evaluation Rating
Murphy Interchange Projects

Frontage Road Projects

Northbound
Loop Ramp and
Southbound
Off-Ramp*

Tight
Diamond**

North
Frontage
Road

South
Frontage
Road

West
Loop
Frontage
Road

Degree to which the
alternative enhances
travel for multiple modes
(qualitative assessment)

0

2

2

0

0

Ability to meet ODOT v/c
targets

1

2

0

0

2

Ability to meet Bend
mobility standards (v/c
ratios and LOS)

1

1

2

2

1

Travel Time Reliability
measures (planning time
index) for specific routes
during PM peak hour

0

0

0

0

0

Peak Hour VMT by street
classification

2

-1

1

1

0

Number of bike and
pedestrian crossing
locations on the Bend
Parkway with low Level of
Traffic Stress (LTS 2 or
lower)

0

2

0

0

0

Miles of north-south bike
and pedestrian facilities
with low Level of Traffic
Stress within 0.25 miles of
the Bend Parkway

0

0

2

0

0

Does the alternative allow
for transportation
demand management
strategies?

0

0

0

0

0

Total PM peak hour
vehicle delay (vehicle
hours)

0

1

1

1

1

Total PM peak hour
vehicle miles traveled
(regional measure)

1

0

1

1

1

Approximate degree of
right of way impacts
(order of magnitude
costs)

-1

0

-2

-1

-1
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Goal

Evaluation Criteria (Level
2)

7

8

Evaluation Rating
Murphy Interchange Projects

Frontage Road Projects

Northbound
Loop Ramp and
Southbound
Off-Ramp*

Tight
Diamond**

North
Frontage
Road

South
Frontage
Road

West
Loop
Frontage
Road

Total cost

1

0

-1

0

0

Reduction in economic
cost of delay and crashes

1

2

1

1

1

Does alternative leverage
existing planned projects
and programs?

2

2

2

2

2

Can the alternative be
separated into reasonably
fundable and
constructible phases?

0

1

1

1

1

Does the alternative have
local agency support?

1

1

1

1

1

9

17

15

13

13

Evaluation Total

*Evaluation scores include interchange related benefits from the South Frontage Road
**Evaluation scores include interchange related benefits from the West Loop Frontage Road

Murphy Road Northbound Loop Ramp ($6.7 million) and Southbound Off-Ramp ($3.2 million) – This
concept reflects the remaining ramps for the Murphy interchange per the Murphy Crossing Preferred
Alternative. Note that the evaluation scores for this concept also include interchange related benefits
from the South Frontage Road, which is required for the southbound off-ramp to function. The key
performance characteristics of this concept evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal #1: Safety
•
•

Provides safety enhancement by providing a grade separated connection to the Parkway in
place of the RIRO access at Pinebrook Boulevard and China Hat Road
Potential safety issues related to tight radii of northbound on-ramp

Goal #3: Mobility
•
•
•

Ramp terminals (free flow) meet ODOT v/c standards
Degrades operations at the 3rd Street/Murphy Road intersection due to consolidated all on-ramp
access to this single intersection
Improves operations at Parrell Road/Murphy Road roundabout

Goal #4: Accessibility
•

Provides better circulation and relieves some of the traffic demand from Brookswood Boulevard
and Parrell Road (mainly due to the south frontage road)

Goal #6: Environment
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•

ROW impacts to built properties from the north loop ramp.

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•
•

Interchange portion of the concept has relatively low cost (less than $10 million) – this total
does not include the cost of the South Frontage Road
Leverage other planned projects, include the South Frontage Road and China Hat Overcrossing

Goal #8: Implementation
•

Difficult to fully construct with Urban Renewal funding

The north loop ramp and southbound off-ramp concept for the Murphy interchange does not score well
and conflicts with another high scoring option (the tight diamond) and is therefore Not Recommended
for Implementation.
Murphy Road Tight Diamond Interchange ($11.9 million) – The concept evaluated would include traffic
signals at the ramp terminals. For evaluation purposes, this concept was combined with the West Loop
Frontage Road concept, which provides a connection from the southbound ramp terminal to Murphy
Road. The key performance characteristics of this concept evaluated against the goals are summarized
as follows:
Goal #1: Safety
•

Provides safety enhancement by providing a grade separated connection to the Parkway in
place of the RIRO access at Pinebrook Boulevard and China Hat Road.

Goal #3: Mobility
•

Meets ODOT mobility targets at southbound ramp terminal, could potentially also meet targets
at the northbound ramp terminal with additional frontage connection improvements, or with a
signal.

Goal #5: Multimodal
•

Provides low-stress bicycle and pedestrian access across the Parkway

Goal #6: Environment
•

Has some localized (Les Schwab) ROW impacts

Goal #7: Cost Effective
•

Moderate cost concept

Goal #8: Implementation
•

Could potentially be phased

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this concept is Recommended for Implementation.
North Frontage Road ($15.2 million) – This concept creates a frontage road connection from Powers
Road to Murphy Road, west of the Parkway. The concept includes improvements to Blakely Road from
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Powers Road to Pinebrook Road. The key performance characteristics of this concept evaluated against
the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal #2: Accessibility
•

Provides opportunity for low stress bike ped connection parallel to the Parkway

Goal #3: Mobility
•

Improves operations at the Brookswood/Murphy, Powers/Parrell, and Brookswood/Powers
intersections.

Goal #4: Accessibility
•

Shifts some traffic of Brookswood Boulevard

Goal #5: Multimodal
•

Provides opportunity for north-south low stress bike/ped route within 0.25 miles of the Parkway

Goal #6: Environment
•
•

Delay reduction benefits, particularly at the Powers/Brookswood intersection
Has some potential ROW impacts to built out properties

Goal #8: Implementation
•

Could potentially be phased

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this concept is Recommended for Implementation.
South Frontage Road ($10.6 million) – This concept creates a frontage road connection from Murphy
Road to Ponderosa Road, west of the Parkway. The key performance characteristics of this concept
evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal #3: Mobility
•

Improves operations at the Brookswood/Murphy and Murphy/Parrell intersections

Goal #4: Accessibility
•

Shifts some traffic off of Parrell Road

Goal #6: Environment
•
•

Delay reduction benefits, particularly at the Murphy/Parrell
Has significant ROW impacts to currently undeveloped land

Goal #8: Implementation
•

Could potentially be phased, possibly with the West Loop Frontage Road

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this concept is Recommended for Implementation.
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West Loop Frontage Road ($10.9 million) – This concept creates a frontage road connection from
Murphy Road to the Murphy Interchange, west of the Parkway. The key performance characteristics of
this concept evaluated against the goals are summarized as follows:
Goal #3: Mobility
•

Improves operations at the 3rd Street/Murphy intersection

Goal #6: Environment
•
•

Delay reduction benefits, particularly at the critical 3rd Street/Murphy intersection
Has significant ROW impacts to currently undeveloped land

Goal #8: Implementation
•

Could potentially be phased, possibly with the South Frontage Road and the Murphy Tight
Diamond Interchange concepts

Based on overall performance scored against the project goals and having no conflicts with other high
performing projects, this concept is Recommended for Implementation.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the analysis and findings from the memorandum, the following implementation
recommendations are made related to the Murphy Road and Powers Road interchanges:
1. The highest priority should be the Murphy interchange. The costs of the tight diamond concept
make this improvement feasible, and this connection should help to relieve some of the existing
operational issues at the Powers Road/US 97 intersection. Also, closure of the Badger Road and
Pinebrook Boulevard RIRO access will only increase traffic at Powers Road/US 97 in absence of a
full interchange at Murphy Road. This interchange is likely needed to serve both the Murphy
Crossing Urban Renewal District and the SE Area, both of which are likely to develop in the short
term. In addition, if the Powers Road interchange needs to be phased for funding purposes, the
full access Murphy interchange is critical to serve short term demand while Powers Road access
to the Parkway is limited.
2. The next highest priority should be the Power Interchange, as this location is already under
heavy traffic demand. An overcrossing is not the ultimate solution at this location due to
negative operational impacts both south at Murphy and north at Reed Market. However, an
overcrossing could be implemented in the short term as an initial phase of a full interchange,
provided the Murphy interchange is already full access. An interchange at Powers provides
connection that could ultimately be used connected to a southern river crossing. The final
interchange solution at Powers Road should include consideration of the travel demand impacts
of a southern river crossing.
3. The north frontage road priority is predicated on the access and circulation strategy that will be
implemented with the closure of the Badger Road and Pinebrook Boulevard RIRO access
locations. This concept is recommended to be included with the Powers Road interchange at the
latest, as that concept requires the closure of the Badger Road RIRO access.
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4. The south frontage road is recommended to be implemented when the Murphy Crossing Urban
Renewal District begins to develop, or when the “Thumb” develops, or when the China Hat
overcrossing is constructed.
5. The west loop frontage road is recommended to be implemented as soon as possible after the
construction of the Murphy tight diamond, preferably while the first commercial developments
west of the interchange are under construction.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
The US 97 Parkway Plan is a multi-phase planning process to improve safety, mobility, and active
transportation and transit use on the US 97 Parkway between Bend’s northern city limit at Clausen Road
and Baker Road, most of which is within the city of Bend, Oregon. The first phase, now complete,
focused on developing goals and objectives and understanding existing conditions and plans. The second
phase commenced with the development of a project vision and analysis of future conditions.
Alternatives were then developed to address the identified needs and evaluated against project goals,
objectives and criteria.
This memo builds on the evaluation of alternatives and public input to establish priorities for
implementation. The investment strategy will also include next steps and will serve as a roadmap for
management of the facility over the next twenty years. Final plan recommendations will be incorporated
into the Bend Metropolitan Planning Organization (BMPO)’s Metropolitan Transportation Plan and the
City of Bend Transportation System Plan. It will inform and be informed by other regional planning
efforts. The final plan will be adopted as an Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) Facility Plan
by the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC).
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2.0 SUMMARY OF WORK TO DATE
GOALS AND NEEDS
Project goals, objectives and evaluation criteria were previously defined in the Methodology
Memorandum. 1 The goals are:
1. Improve safety for all modes
2. Support economic development throughout the region and State
3. Manage transportation mobility into the future
4. Consider accessibility to key destinations now and into the future
5. Facilitate the use of multimodal travel options
6. Enhance the environment
7. Identify cost-effective solutions
8. Develop an implementation plan
Prior to the two levels of alternatives evaluation, existing and future conditions analyses were
performed, outlined in Technical Memorandum 2 2 and Technical Memorandum 4 3, respectively.

FIRST LEVEL EVALUATION
Preliminary alternatives were developed to meet these goals starting from a base of existing planned
projects and strategies, with additions and refinements as outlined in Technical Memorandum 5 4.
Technical Memorandum 6 5 outlines this process and provides a high-level view of each alternative type,
listing source plans (if any), typical cost ranges, applicable locations, and which goals they potentially
address.

US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Methodology Memorandum, July 17, 2018
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #2: Existing Conditions
3
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #4: Future Conditions
4
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #5 Preliminary Alternatives, February 25, 2019
5
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #6 First Level Alternatives Evaluation, July 9, 2019
1
2
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Corridor-wide projects evaluated include:
• Ramp meters at on-ramps throughout the corridor
•

Full closure of right-in-right-out (RIRO) accesses, or closures of right-turn access onto the
Parkway (right-out) and modification of right-in access from the Parkway to extend acceleration
lane

•

On and off ramps improved to standard lengths and geometry

•

Active transportation grade-separated crossing improvements

•

Transportation systems management and operations (TSMO) projects: weather warning system,
variable speed signs, and roadside traveler information dissemination; incident management
program; shoulders built to standard widths; enhanced traffic signal operations at ramp
terminals and traveler information signing; and traffic signal priority for transit and freight at
signalized intersections on US 97.

Other projects that are not corridor-wide are organized by three study areas: North, Central, and South.
Types of location-specific projects include auxiliary lanes, frontage roads, lane reconfigurations,
roundabouts or signals, intersection and interchange improvements, and overcrossings.
Transit improvements were not proposed because, while several intercity bus routes operate on the
Parkway, there is only one transit stop on the Parkway (in the North Study area) and that stop will be
moved to Third Avenue as part of the North Corridor FEIS. Additionally, while buses will continue to
operate on the Parkway in the future, the 2040 Cascades East Transit (CET) Master Plan that is currently
in development does not propose specific improvements to the Parkway.
After the First Level Evaluation, the list of alternatives was narrowed down and combined into two
bundles of projects to be further analyzed in the Second Level Evaluation.

SECOND LEVEL EVALUATION
The Second Level Evaluation Process applied a more comprehensive assessment of alternatives using a
combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis and evaluation criteria. This process is outlined in
Technical Memorandum 7 6. Further analysis of RIRO closure and modification projects is outlined in the
RIRO Closure/Modification Alternatives Analysis 7, an appendix of Technical Memorandum 7.
Many of the evaluation criteria presented in the Methodology Memorandum are quantitative and
required a more detailed analysis than was conducted during Level 1 screening. The goals, objectives
and evaluation criteria applied for Level 2 screening are summarized in Table 1 below. Note that while
the evaluation criteria are mostly focused on Parkway performance, some network and local system
measures were also considered and provide input into project implementation recommendations.

US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #7 Second Level Alternatives Evaluation, November 6, 2019
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Draft Technical Memorandum – RIRO Closure/Modification Alternatives Analysis,
April 16, 2019

6
7
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Table 1: Level 2 Screening Evaluation Criteria

Goal

Objectives

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Reduce the frequency and severity of Reduction in crash frequency (all modes)
1. Improve safety
crashes for all modes with an
for all modes
emphasis on severe and fatal injuries
Reduction in crash severity (all modes)

2. Support
economic
development
throughout the
region and state

3. Manage
transportation
mobility into the
future
4. Consider
accessibility to
key destinations
now and in the
future

Support efficient movement of
people, goods and services, and
recreational traffic to, within and
through the City of Bend

Evaluation
Method

HSM Part C / TOPS BC
/ Crash Modification
Factors (CMF)
HSM Part C / TOPS BC
/ CMF

Travel Time Reliability measures on the Bend
HERS-ST / TOPS BC
Parkway (planning time index)
Percent through traffic on congested segments
(modeled demand/capacity ratio > 1.0) of the Bend Travel Demand Model
Parkway

Develop strategies to accommodate
planned growth through provision of Degree to which the alternative enhances travel
transportation options now, and into for multiple modes (qualitative assessment)
the future
Evaluate the ability to achieve ODOT
volume/capacity (V/C) targets and
Ability to meet ODOT v/c targets
develop alternative mobility
measures and targets, where
appropriate
Ability to meet Bend mobility standards (v/c ratios
Assess impacts on local system
and LOS)
Travel Time Reliability measures (planning time
Evaluate and assess reliable travel
index) for specific routes during PM peak hour
times between key destinations
during peak periods
Peak Hour VMT by street classification

Qualitative
Assessment

Synchro/Vistro/ HCS
Analysis
Synchro/Vistro
HERS-ST / TOPS BC
Travel Demand Model

Number of bike and pedestrian crossing locations
on the Bend Parkway with low Level of Traffic
Bike/Ped LTS Analysis
Enhance transit, bicycle and
Stress (LTS 2 or lower)
pedestrian facilities along, parallel to,
5. Facilitate the
Miles of north-south bike and pedestrian facilities
use of multimodal and across, US 97
with low Level of Traffic Stress within 0.25 miles of Bike/Ped LTS Analysis
travel options
the Bend Parkway
Look for transportation demand
Does the alternative allow for transportation
Qualitative
management opportunities
demand management strategies?
Assessment
Synchro/Vistro
Reduce emissions through reduction
Total PM peak hour vehicle delay (vehicle hours)
Analysis
of vehicular delay, improved
connections in the local system, and Total PM peak hour vehicle miles traveled (regional
Travel Demand Model
the use of alternative modes
measure)
6. Enhance the
Conceptual Layout/
environment
Approximate degree of right of way impacts (order
Minimize right of way impacts
Qualitative
of magnitude costs)
Assessment
Design projects to avoid, mitigate and Not applicable (design criteria; applies to all
N/A
minimize impacts
projects)
Unit Cost/Planning
Total cost
Level Cost Estimates
Prioritize low cost, high benefit
Synchro/Vistro
solutions
7. Identify cost
Reduction in delay and crashes
Analysis & HSM Part
effective solutions
C/ TOPS BC
Prioritize solutions that leverage
Does alternative leverage existing planned projects
existing planned projects and
Yes/No Assessment
and programs?
programs
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Goal

8. Develop an
implementation
plan

Evaluation Criteria (Level 2)

Evaluation
Method

Can the alternative be separated into reasonably
fundable and constructible phases?

Qualitative
Assessment

Objectives
Consider available funding sources
and existing planned project and
programs
Recommend potential future funding
sources

Include partner commitments to
short term actions

Not applicable (funding sources to be
recommended in implementation plan)

Does the alternative have local agency support?

Qualitative
Assessment
Is included in an
adopted or in-process
plan demonstrating
local support.
However, local
agencies will need to
confirm support
through this process.

Based on input from the Technical Advisory Committee each goal was weighted equally, except for
safety, which was weighted twice as high as the others. Within each goal, performance measures were
scored equally.
The results of the evaluation were organized into scoring bins to simplify comparing outcomes across
goal areas. Each candidate project was scored to assess its positive, negative, or neutral impacts relative
to the Future No-Build alternative, unless otherwise indicated. A five-step scoring system was used by
assigning a value of +2, +1, 0, -1 or -2, according to the scale presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Level 2 Evaluation Scoring Scale

Evaluation Score
Level of support for
goals and
objectives

Score = 2
Strongly
supports

Score = 1
Moderately
supports

Score = 0
No significant
change

Score = -1
Moderately
conflicts

Score = -2
Strongly
conflicts

Groups of similar projects, or projects that address the same problem, were identified in Technical
Memorandum 6 8. Within each group projects were scored against the No-Build and compared to each
another.
For most of the quantitative measures, the range of values reported were analyzed to determine the
averages within the project groups for the positive range, and for negative range. Outcomes that
exceeded the averages (whether positively or negatively) were assigned the maximum score, either a +2
or a -2. Outcomes that were numerically below average were assigned either a +1 or a -1. Where no
change was expected, a value of 0 was assigned. The exception is Goal 1 (Safety), which was weighted
double based on direction from the BMPO Policy Board (+4, +2, 0, -2, -4).
Recommended Projects
The Second Level Screening recommended 11 corridor-wide projects, 8 projects each specific to the
Central and South Study Areas, respectively, and only North Corridor Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) projects specific to the North Study Area. Table 3 provides the complete list of
recommended projects, broken down by area. The results were later discussed with project
8

US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #6, First Level Alternatives Evaluation
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stakeholders, leading to a refinement into a final list of recommended projects. Figures 1-3 show the
location of recommended projects in each of the three study areas, differentiated by color according to
project type.
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Table 3: Recommended Improvement Projects for the US 97 Corridor

Project Category

Corridor-Wide
Projects

North Study Area
Central Study
Area

South Study Area

Projects Recommended for Implementation1
Install Ramp Meters
Right-In-Right-Out
Extend acceleration and deceleration lanes
Active transportation crossing improvements
Shoulder width improvements
Weather warning system
Variable speed signs
Incident management
Enhanced signal operations at ramp terminals
Traveler information signing
Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination
FEIS projects
Butler Market Interchange Improvements
Revere Avenue Lane Reconfiguration
Colorado Avenue Signal (or roundabout) at NB ramp
Colorado Avenue Improvement to SB ramp intersection
Reed Market Refinement Study from Bond Street to 3rd Street
Dedicated left turn lane Reed Market Rd and 3rd St
Powers Road Interchange
China Hat Overcrossing
IAMP at Baker Rd/Knott Rd interchange
Murphy Tight Diamond Interchange
Murphy North Frontage Road
Murphy South Frontage Road

Project
Number(s)
C1
C2a - C2h
C3a - C3d
C4a - C4r
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
N1
M1
M2
M3
M4
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

Following the Second Level Evaluation. Projects are further prioritized for short, medium, and long term in the
investment strategy

1

Murphy Road and Powers Road Improvement Concepts
Technical Memorandum #8 9 focuses on the design options at two locations: where US 97 intersects
Powers Road and Murphy Road, respectively. It builds upon analysis performed in Technical
Memorandum #7 by developing conceptual interchange/overcrossing designs at these locations and
providing additional sensitivity analysis related to the traffic interaction between them. The
Memorandum recommended a series of improvements backed by conceptual designs and cost
estimates.
Based on the analysis and findings from the memorandum, the following implementation
recommendations are made related to the Murphy Road and Powers Road interchanges:
1. The highest priority should be the Murphy interchange. The costs of the tight diamond concept
make this improvement relatively feasible, and this connection should help to relieve some of
the existing operational issues at the Powers Road/US 97 intersection. Also, closure of the
US 97 Parkway Plan Phase 2: Technical Memorandum #8, Murphy Road / Powers Road
Improvement Concepts, October 26, 2019

9
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Badger Road and Pinebrook Boulevard RIRO access will only increase traffic at Powers Road/US
97 in absence of a full interchange at Murphy Road. This interchange is likely needed to serve
both the Murphy Crossing Urban Renewal District and the SE Area, both of which are likely to
develop in the short term. In addition, if the Powers Road interchange needs to be phased for
funding purposes, the full access Murphy interchange is critical to serve short term demand
while Powers Road access to the Parkway is limited.
The next highest priority should be the Powers Interchange, as this location is already under
heavy traffic demand. An overcrossing is not the ultimate solution at this location due to
negative operational impacts both south at Murphy and north at Reed Market. However, an
overcrossing could be implemented in the short term as an initial phase of a full interchange,
provided the Murphy interchange is already full access. An interchange at Powers provides
connections that could ultimately be connected to a southern river crossing. The final
interchange solution at Powers Road should include consideration of the travel demand impacts
of a southern river crossing.
The north frontage road priority is predicated on the access and circulation strategy that will be
implemented with the closure of the Badger Road and Pinebrook Boulevard RIRO access
locations. This concept is recommended to be included with the Powers Road interchange at the
latest, as that concept requires the closure of the Badger Road RIRO access.
The south frontage road is recommended to be implemented when the Murphy Crossing Urban
Renewal District begins to develop, or when the “Thumb” develops, or when the China Hat
overcrossing is constructed.
The west loop frontage road is recommended to be implemented as soon as possible after the
construction of the Murphy tight diamond, preferably while the first commercial developments
west of the interchange are under construction.
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Figure 1: Locations of Recommended Projects from Second Level Screening, North Study Area
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Figure 2: Locations of Recommended Projects from Second Level Screening, Central Study Area

Figure 3: Locations of Recommended Projects from Second Level Screening, South Study Area
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3.0 ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND STAKEHOLDER INPUT
The Bend MPO Policy Board and TAC are the official advisory committees for the project. They have
reviewed and provided guidance on all major deliverables throughout the planning effort. In addition, a
Sounding Board comprised of community and business representatives has been engaged to provide
input at two key milestones during the planning process. Input from the general public has also been
solicited in the form of an on-line survey and open house, as further described below.

VISIONING PROCESS
A visioning Process took place in the Fall of 2018, which included a visioning workshop during the BPMO
Policy Board and TAC Joint Meeting on November 29. The vision was shaped by feedback from the
BMPO Policy Board, the project’s Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), and the project Sounding Board,
as well as an online open house that elicited information and feedback from the larger Bend community.
The vision statement adopted by the BMPO Policy Board in December 2018 states:
In 2040, the Parkway is a key part of the larger US 97 highway corridor, which has a primary function of
providing safe and reliable travel between communities and connections to recreation areas and
economic centers with minimal interruptions, including travel to and from Bend as a major regional
destination given its many major employment and commercial areas. The Parkway continues to support
statewide, regional, and local interests as a critical asset in support of communities and economies,
relative to the hierarchy of US 97’s national, statewide, and regional designations.
Major elements, which are more fully detailed in the adopted document, include:
1. U.S. 97 Bend Parkway is part of a significant statewide route
2. U.S. 97 Bend Parkway is a significant local route
3. U.S. 97 Bend Parkway is facilitating through travel
4. The U.S. 97 Bend Parkway is fully integrated into the overall Bend multimodal transportation system
with strategic on/off ramps, overcrossings/undercrossings, and a strong parallel system that
accommodates the community’s transportation needs
5. Local traffic growth is primarily accommodated on the local roadway system
6. The U.S. 97 Bend Parkway Corridor is safer for all users and more efficient due to access changes
7. The U.S. 97 Bend Parkway Corridor is part of a transportation system that supports active
transportation modes such as walking, biking and taking public transportation

EVALUATION OF PROJECTS
A joint meeting of the BMPO Policy Board and the TAC was convened in the spring of 2019 to review and
provide input to the First Level Alternatives Evaluation. Another joint meeting was held on November
19, 2019 regarding the Second Level Alternatives Evaluation. At that meeting, members heard
presentations on both the Second Level Alternatives Evaluation and the Murphy Road/Powers Road
Improvement Concepts.
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The Policy Board and TAC members expressed a variety of questions and comments following the
presentation by project staff and consultants. Areas of emphasis for the Policy Board and TAC included:
•
•
•

Impacts of potential RIRO closures and whether right-ins and right-outs could be evaluated
separately
Coordination of US 97 Parkway Plan recommendations with projects already included in the
Bend’s Capital Improvement Plan
Distance between active transportation Parkway crossings

A Public Outreach Update to the Policy Board and TAC Members discussed strategies used to obtain
input on vision and needs, results of Bend’s demographic profile, and outreach contacts.
The second meeting of the Sounding Board was held on November 20, 2019. At that meeting, the group
reviewed the alternatives evaluation and provided input on the investment strategy.
Areas of emphasis for the Sounding Board included:
•
•
•

Several questions regarding the RIRO recommendations, including concerns about the
cumulative impacts of widespread RIRO closure
Concerns on whether ramp meters would lead to queuing and gridlock on City streets
Interest in coordination of US 97 Parkway Plan improvements with Bend TSP projects

Online Open House
An online open house was hosted to share information about possible solutions and for gather feedback
from the general public. The online open house differed from a conventional survey in that it contained
more details, images, and links to other information intended to help create informed feedback. Survey
details and results are outlined in the US 97 Parkway Phase 2: Online Open House Survey Summary 10.
A Title VI report and demographic analysis did not identify a prominent Title VI population but did
recommend additional focus on reaching low-income populations based on their lower participation in a
2018 online survey. During the outreach period, the project team provided project information to local
food pantries and social service organizations and hosted two tabling events at discount grocery stores
where they engaged with 90 shoppers and referred them to the online survey.
The online survey was available from November 26 to December 15, 2019, and received 1,122
responses, including 455 long-form open-ended comments. Emails and handwritten letters received
during the survey period were incorporated into the summary.
The first 13 questions were multiple choice and asked respondents about the relative urgency of
proposed solutions and strategies to problems on the US 97 Parkway, selecting from “Very urgent”,
“Somewhat urgent”, “Less urgent”, “Not needed”, “I have concerns”, or “Not sure.” These rating options
were selected to help ODOT prioritize timing of future investments. Additional options were also
intended to allow the public to weigh in on overall necessity (“not needed”), to flag problematic
solutions (“I have concerns”), and to identify where not enough information has been provided (“not

10

US 97 Parkway Phase 2: Online Open House Summary DRAFT, January 2020
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sure”). Solutions and strategies with more “not sure” or “I have concerns” were listed as having aspects
that could benefit from further clarification in the Next Steps section of the survey summary.
Question 14 asked the open-ended question: “Is there anything else you want to tell us about the project
or the proposed solutions? (Please explain below.)” Congestion was the most commonly identified
general problem (61 individuals), followed by Safety (33), Speed (18), and Traffic Signals (19). The most
common of comments tagged as common solutions and opinions was keeping RIRO exits open (104),
followed by adding new ramps or merge lanes (47) and better enforcing the speed limit on the Parkway
(36). The most popular locations mentioned were Hawthorne Avenue (106), Lafayette Avenue (90),
Reed Market Road (46), Empire Avenue (33), Murphy Road (30), and Powers Road (29).
Respondents were asked questions on their demographics and usage of the Parkway. More specifically,
these are questions of zip code, modes of transportation used in general and on the Parkway, frequency
of Parkway usage, age, gender, household income, race/ethnicity, and languages spoken at home.
The qualitative feedback from the public about the urgency of the needs and concerns about solutions
was used along with the results of the technical work to inform the timing of the need and next steps for
implementation as part of the investment strategy. The prioritization process and criteria are described
in more detail in the next chapter.
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4.0 PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
The Investment Strategy further prioritizes the identified projects with an eye toward implementation.
The process starts with the timing of the need based on technical analysis and the evaluation scoring,
the interrelationship with other projects, the severity of the need and the type of solution. The timing of
the need is then considered against the potential for phasing and opportunities for funding. Project
costs were developed in coordination with ODOT.

PROPOSED TIERS
The proposed tiers for projects were assigned not only by technical need or work, but also by
opportunities for phasing or funding.
Tier 1 projects are intended for implementation in the short-term (0-10 years). There are 27 Tier 1
projects. Most Tier 1 projects address needs identified for the short-term, and others are included due
to linkages with other projects or funding. All but two RIRO projects and the majority of active
transportation crossing improvement projects fall under this category. No Tier 1 projects are
development driven.
Tier 2 projects are intended for implementation in the medium-term (11-15 years). There are 21 Tier 2
projects. Tier 2 projects may be needed in the short-, mid-, or long-term but fall under this timeline due
to phasing or funding limitations. All development driven projects are Tier 2.
Tier 3 projects are designated for implementation in the long-term (16-20 years). Only one project is
proposed as Tier 3: the Active Transportation Crossing Improvement at Wilson Avenue (C4p).
Below is a summary of the investment strategy. A more detailed table with project triggers and
dependencies, cost estimates, funding opportunities, and other considerations is included in the
appendix to this memorandum. Projects without specific funding opportunities described in this
memorandum or in the detailed table in the appendix will need to compete for limited local, state, and
federal funding through the City of Bend Transportation System Plan, the Bend Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP) and the State Transportation Improvement Program or federal discretionary
grant programs.

CORRIDOR WIDE PROJECTS
Ramp Meters (ITS/TSMO)
Installation of ramp meters is proposed as a Tier 2 project. While expected to provide benefits to traffic
operations, they may not be needed in the short term. Additionally, RIROs need to be closed first for
ramp meters to function effectively and further study is needed to develop operational details.
The Concept of Operations is proposed for development in the short-term and implementation would
take place in the medium-term. There is potential for phasing, with ramps north of Powers Road
implemented as Phase 1 because the interchange projects at Powers Road and Murphy Road would
need to be completed prior to metering due to changes in flow and operations.
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The Concept of Operations would include an assessment of all other ramps that are substandard to
determine whether other roadway improvements are required to accommodate ramp meters. Ramps
would likely operate most effectively if implemented together rather than ramp by ramp. Specific
triggers for installation of ramp meters would be identified in the Concept of Operations, however,
merge failures at some locations on the Parkway are likely to occur in the next 10 to 15 years or sooner,
depending on development, changing trends in travel demand, and other projects.
RIRO Closures/Modifications (Operations)
Right-in-right-out (RIRO) projects either close both a right-turn onto the Parkway (right-out) and rightturn from the Parkway onto a local road (right-in), or one or the other with modifications to extend the
remaining acceleration or deceleration lane. Triggers for RIRO projects include existing safety and
operation issues, geometric deficiencies, needs of other projects for closure, and development. Six of
eight RIRO projects are Tier 1 projects and are needed in the short term to address existing safety,
operational, and geometric problems, or are needed for projects that are not development driven. China
Hat Road and Ponderosa Street (C2g), and Rocking Horse Road (C2h) RIRO closures are Tier 2 because
their need is development driven.
Completion of all RIRO projects north of Powers Road (C2a though C2d) is needed for installation of
Ramp Meters (C1) to operate effectively. Thus, the need for RIRO closure or modification is triggered by
the need for ramp metering.

Most RIRO projects are anticipated to be completed with minimal ROW impacts. However, the Lafayette
Avenue project (C2a) will need ROW for the deceleration lane extension.
The closures of China Hat Road and Ponderosa Street RIRO intersections with the Parkway (C2g) may be
completed separately, but full closure at this location is necessary for the China Hat Overcrossing project
(S4).
The Powers Interchange (S3) and Murphy Road Tight Diamond (S6) projects trigger the need for closure
of Badger Road RIRO (C2e) and Pinebrook Boulevard RIRO (C2f), respectively. Both RIRO projects are
also needed for the Murphy North Frontage Road (S7) to operate effectively. While these two RIRO
Projects may be phased where each side is closed separately, full closures are required for projects S3,
S6 and S7.
The need for the Rocking Horse Road RIRO closure is driven by development build-out south of
Ponderosa Street within the urban growth boundary. An IAMP at Baker Road and Knott Road
Interchange (S5) is needed to determine access plans for this location. The Murphy Tight Diamond
Interchange (S6) and South Frontage Road (S8) are also needed prior to this RIRO closure.
The next step is to advance scoping to consider:
•

How to bundle RIRO projects.

•

Needed mitigation

•

Whether they could be done in phases, without final mitigation
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One possibility may be to move forward with the highest-priority locations first (including Lafayette,
Hawthorne, Truman, and Reed), with others following later. A RIRO study can be bundled with a study
on shoulder width improvements.
Ramps Improved to Standard Lengths (Operations)
There are two deceleration lane extension projects, one to Hawthorne Avenue southbound (C3a) and
the other to Reed Market Road southbound (C3b). Both are proposed as Tier 1.
There are two acceleration lane extension projects, one from Revere Avenue northbound (C3c) and the
other from Colorado Avenue northbound (C3d). Both are proposed as Tier 2.
All four ramp extension projects are triggered by existing geometric deficiency. Safety issues are also a
concern, particularly at Hawthorne Avenue. The Colorado Avenue project is the only one with likely
ROW impacts, where some space on the Franklin Avenue overcrossing could be repurposed to fit in the
extended acceleration lane.
The southbound deceleration lane at Hawthorne Avenue is needed to maintain Parkway exit access to
downtown. It should be considered for pairing with nearby overcrossing projects, but has independent
safety issues and needs to be addressed in the short term.
Active Transportation Crossing Improvements (Active Transportation)
There are 18 Active Transportation Crossing Improvement projects. Ten are proposed as Tier 1, seven as
Tier 2, and only one, at Wilson Avenue, as Tier 3. These projects are all triggered by existing gaps in the
high priority low-stress bicycle and pedestrian network.
Funding opportunities vary for these projects. At least two projects could be funded through Infra grants
(C4a, C4l), at least six could be part of potential bond projects (C4b, C4c, C4d, C4e, C4f, C4o). The active
transportation crossing improvement does not appear to be included in the bond project for Reed
Market Road improvements, though active transportation improvements would be part of any ultimate
solution at this location. A crossing improvement at China Hat Road, triggered by development of the
“Thumb” area, is likely developer or city funded.
Next steps for certain Active Transportation Crossing Improvement projects include coordination with
Infra grant design (C4a, C4l), coordination with TSP improvements, coordination with (or completion of)
other projects, and analysis and/or conceptual design. Individual projects could be implemented
separately or grouped together. Cost estimates for these projects will be developed on a case-by-case
basis as part of stand-alone scoping efforts or integrated as part of larger interchange or corridor
projects.
Transportation Systems Management and Operations Projects (ITS/TSMO)

Weather Warning System, Variable Speed Signs, and Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination
Weather Warning System (C6) and Variable Speed Signs (C7) are both Tier 2 projects. Roadside Traveler
Information Dissemination (C11) is not assigned a tier but could be bundled with these two projects. All
TSMO projects can be bundled together, or each in combination with other TSMO projects.
Of these three projects, phasing is only considered for the weather warning system, as signs do not need
to be installed all at once, and costs for these projects is per sign.
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The needs for each of the three projects are all triggered in part by existing travel time reliability
impacts. Namely, seasonal crash trends affect the need for Weather Warning System, seasonal weather
impacts affect the need for Variable Speed Signs, and special events impact the need for Roadside
Traveler Information.
The recommended next step for all three projects is that ODOT coordinate with current County or MPO
ITS planning effort and explore previous funding sources for ITS projects as well as communications
infrastructure needs

Incident Management (ITS/TSMO)

Incident Management (C8) is a Tier 2 project triggered by travel time reliability impacts from crashes. It
could be bundled with Roadside Traveler Information Dissemination (C11). It is more effective if
implemented with Shoulders Built to Standard Widths (C5). The recommended next step is that ODOT
coordinate with current County or MPO ITS planning effort and explore previous funding sources for ITS
projects. The estimated cost is $50,000-500,000 per year.

Shoulders Width Improvements at Strategic Locations in the Corridor (Operations)
Shoulder width improvements at strategic locations in the corridor (C5) is proposed as Tier 2, and the
project need is triggered by existing geometric deficiencies and travel time reliability issues. This project
increases the benefit of Incident Management (C8) and can support traffic enforcement.
Right-of-way space needed to widen shoulders will either need to be purchased or repurposed by
modifying medians where the right-of-way is tight.
Phasing can be implemented by segment. The next step would be the study and identification of priority
locations based on operational issues and needs, and available ROW. This study can be bundled with a
RIRO study.

Enhanced Traffic Signal Operations at Ramp Terminals and Traveler Information Signing (Operations)

Enhanced Traffic Signal Operations at Ramp Terminals (C9) is a Tier 1 project, the need for which is
triggered by queuing, particularly at Powers Road. It should be coordinated with ODOT’s ongoing ATC
conversion plan. This could include freight and transit signal priority as interim solutions. Phasing is
possible following the implementation of ATC controllers. The next step is to complete the ATC
conversion plan and obtain additional radar funding.
Traveler Information Signing (C10) is also a Tier 1 project, the need for which is triggered by confusion of
drivers, particularly those less familiar with the regional road network. It could be included as part of the
Infra grant for improved wayfinding from Robal Road to Division Street. The recommended next step is
that ODOT coordinate with current County or MPO ITS planning effort and explore previous funding
sources for ITS projects. The recommended next step is that ODOT coordinate with current County or
MPO ITS planning effort and explore previous funding sources for ITS projects. Cost to implement is
estimated at $2,000-$30,000 per location.
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NORTH STUDY AREA
FEIS Projects
FEIS Projects (N1) are not assigned a tier. Instead, timing depends on the larger North Corridor process
and availability of funding to address existing operational and safety issues. The Infra grant-funded
portion is the short-term first phase, and the full FEIS is long-term.

CENTRAL STUDY AREA
US 97 Mainline Projects (Modification)
The auxiliary lanes on southbound US 97 between Empire Avenue and Butler Market Road and on
northbound US 97 between 3rd Street and Empire Avenue are part of the N1 project. They do not serve
an existing need, but it is anticipated they will when traffic volumes are well over capacity 20 years out.
They are part of the ultimate build out of FEIS Projects (N1) and should be re-assessed after the
completion of the Infra grant phase.
Butler Market Road Projects

Interchange Improvements (Modification)
Butler Market Road Interchange Improvements (M1) is a Tier 1 project that involves a southbound
frontage road to the interchange and roundabouts (or signals) at the southbound off-ramp and at Butler
Market Road and 4th Avenue.
The southbound off-ramp terminal fails to meet the existing mobility target. The control type
(roundabout or signal) should match what is installed at Butler Market Road and 4th Street). The project
could be a part of a bond. Unlike the frontage road to interchange, there are likely no significant ROW
impacts.
The southbound frontage road to interchange ramp terminal fails to meet the existing mobility target
and westbound Butler Market queuing issues exist. Exact project trigger needs to be determined
through a more detailed study. This project requires signal upgrades at 3rd Avenue and Butler Market
Road, access refinement between the ramp terminal and 3rd Avenue, re-alignment of the west leg at
Division Street and 3rd Avenue, and completion of the roundabout or signal at the Butler Market
southbound off ramp, a part of this project. The project could be part of a bond. ROW impacts are
minimal.
The trigger for traffic control options at Butler Market Road and 4th street is to address existing
operational need. The control type, roundabout or signal, should match what is installed at the Butler
Market Road southbound off-ramp. A roundabout scored higher than a signal in the Second Level
Evaluation.
Revere Avenue Projects (Modification)
Revere Avenue Lane Reconfiguration (M2) is a Tier 2 project needed to address existing geometric and
active transportation needs. It could be combined with a larger “Z” project that extends to Portland
Avenue/Wall Street.
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Colorado Avenue Projects (Modification)
Two projects besides the northbound on-ramp acceleration lane extension are proposed for Colorado
Avenue.
•

•

A signal or roundabout at the northbound ramp (M3) is a Tier 1 project that addresses existing
operational needs. There are potential impacts to rail properties due to a westbound right turn
lane.
Improvement to the southbound ramp intersection is a Tier 2 project. A study should occur in
the short-term to prevent Core Area solutions from precluding interchange solutions. This study
can happen at any time, as there are no project dependencies and TSP findings are sufficient to
support a study at this location. Cost estimate is unknown.

SOUTH STUDY AREA
Reed Market Road (Modification)
Reed Market Refinement Study (S1) from Bond Street to 3rd Street is a Tier 1 project triggered by
existing operational needs on Reed Market Road. Solutions will likely require some ROW acquisition,
particularly north of the northbound ramp terminal. The next step is to complete a refinement study,
which can happen at any time, as TSP findings are sufficient to support a study at this location. Both the
study and implementation of study recommendations should start in the short-term. Outcomes from
the study are potential bond projects.
Dedicated left turn lane at Reed Market Road and 3rd Street (S2) is also a Tier 1 project triggered by
existing operation needs on Reed Market Road. Ultimate solutions will be identified by the refinement
study and will also likely require some ROW acquisition. This project is already funded through the City
of Bend five-year CIP.
Powers Road (Modification)
The Powers Road Interchange project (S3) is a Tier 1 project. This project is recommended for after
completion of the Murphy Road Tight Diamond Interchange project (S6), which can partially address
existing needs. Badger Road RIRO project (C2e) is required prior to this project. Potential phasing would
be to construct an overcrossing before the interchange, but only after Murphy Tight Diamond project is
completed. Next steps are to refine preliminary design and begin ROW acquisition in the short-term,
followed by construction in the mid-term.
Murphy Road (Modification)
The Murphy Road Tight Diamond Interchange (S6) is a Tier 1 project. It is triggered by the need for
development of the Urban Renewal District around Murphy Road and to provide some relief to existing
operations issues at Powers Road. It requires a RIRO closure at Pinebrook Boulevard (C2f), and likely
requires some ROW acquisition. Potential funding sources are a bond or urban renewal funding. The
recommended next step is for ODOT to develop a detailed project coordination plan with the City of
bend regarding the implementation of Murphy and Powers Road Interchange projects.
Both frontage road projects are development driven Tier 2 projects, triggered by growth south of
Murphy Road related to future buildout of the Murphy Crossing Area and the “Thumb” area, the
undeveloped UGB land bounded by China Hat Rd, Knott Rd, and US 97.
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The North Frontage Road is dependent on the Pinebrook Boulevard and China Hat Road/Ponderosa
Street RIRO Closures (C2f, C2g). There is potential for phasing, with improvements to Blakely Road first,
followed by new construction south of Pinebrook. Some ROW acquisition is required. The project is
likely to be partially developer funded.
The South Frontage Road is dependent on the Murphy Tight Diamond (S6), China Hat Road Overcrossing
(S4), and Rocking Horse Road Closure (C2h) to function effectively. There is potential for phasing with
connection from the tight diamond to Murphy Road first, followed by the extension to Ponderosa Street
as development increases. It is likely the South Frontage Road project would require minimal ROW
acquisition. The South Frontage Road is a City of Bend responsibility, likely partially developer funded
through properties in the Murphy Crossing area.
China Hat Road (Modification)
China Hat Overcrossing (S4) is a Tier 2 project, triggered by build out of the “Thumb” and dependent on
the RIRO closure at China Hat Road and Ponderosa Street (C2g) and the Murphy Tight Diamond
Interchange (S6). The overcrossing likely requires some ROW acquisition. The project is likely to be
developer or City funded.
Baker Road/Knott Road (Modification)
Interchange Area Management Plan (IAMP) at Baker Road/Knott Road interchange (S5) is a Tier 1
project. Improvements are needed now to accommodate growth near this interchange. The Baker/Knott
IAMP will start this summer (2020) and may identify a phased set of solutions.
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5.0 ALTERNATIVE MOBILITY TARGETS
THE PURPOSE OF ALTERNATIVE MOBILITY TARGETS
It is important for a highway facility plan to identify a broad range of transportation system projects and
services that would address the deficiencies that would exist at the end of a 20-year planning horizon if
the community grows in accordance with its existing adopted land use plan and no additional
improvements are made during that period of time. However, it is also important to realistically identify
which transportation projects and services are reasonably likely to be implemented over the 20-year
planning horizon, based on financial or other constraints. This exercise enables the community and, as
appropriate, the state to establish realistic expectations for how that transportation system will likely
operate at the end of the 20-year planning horizon.
Because of the financial and other constraints that have been faced by state and local governments over
the last 20 years and which are expected to continue into the foreseeable future, it is often the case that
the local and/or state roadways will not be able to meet local level-of-service (LOS) standards or, in the
case of ODOT, roadway volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio based mobility targets, at the end of the 20-year
planning horizon if the community grows in accordance with its land use plan. This is particularly
common in larger communities or in those with roadways that experience higher travel demands. In
these cases, it is appropriate to adjust roadway performance expectations, as expressed through local
LOS standards or state mobility targets, to match the performance that is actually forecasted to exist at
the end of the 20-year planning horizon, through the adoption of alternative standards or mobility
targets.
In these situations, adopting alternative standards or mobility targets is simply adjusting roadway
performance expectations to match realistic expectations for how the roadways are forecasted to
operate, taking into account financial and other constraints. In addition to establishing realistic
expectations for future system performance, this process will help reduce the potential for state and
local investment needs by not continuing to require compliance with standards or targets that both
parties acknowledge cannot likely be achieved.

THE NEED FOR ALTERNATIVE MOBILITY TARGETS
In Bend, the transportation system analysis from the US 97 Parkway Plan has revealed that several
locations within the US 97 Parkway corridor are not expected to meet ODOT’s existing adopted mobility
targets at the end of the 20-year planning horizon. This assessment was based on the transportation
impact associated with the population and employment growth expected through implementation of
the City’s existing, adopted land use plan and the transportation system performance that would result,
assuming implementation of those projects and services that have been identified as reasonably likely to
be funded during the 20-year planning horizon. Where there is projected to be a significant disparity
between adopted mobility targets and achievable performance even after improvement projects that
are reasonably likely to be funded are in place, alternative mobility targets should be considered.
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The traffic analysis for the US 97 Parkway Plan included a scenario (No-Build) which included projects in
the Financially Constrained Project List as of the 2019 MTP Update (but not including the on-going Bend
TSP reasonably likely project list). It also considered scenarios with a variety of improvements under
consideration in place during the year 2040.
This assessment of the need for alternative mobility targets in the US 97 Parkway corridor is based only
on the performance of the Parkway Study future No-Build (2019 MTP Financially Constrained) and FullBuild scenarios. While this will provide insight into the magnitude of the need for alternative mobility
targets and likely locations, the analysis results provided provide more of a bookend to a range of
potential outcomes, as a standalone scenario with all of the Parkway Study recommendations was not
analyzed.
An assessment of which of the recommended improvement projects are reasonably likely to be funded
during the 20-year planning horizon has been conducted as part of the Bend TSP, along with a new
traffic analysis scenario evaluating performance with those projects in place. The draft version of this
analysis was presented to the Bend TSP Citywide Transportation Advisory Committee (CTAC) in May of
2020, and is currently included in the draft documentation for Chapter 3 of the Bend TSP. The TSP
analysis work was conducted after the completion of the US 97 Parkway Plan traffic analysis and
incorporated the most current project assumptions and recommendations from the Parkway Plan.
Table 4 lists all state intersections within the US 97 Parkway corridor that were evaluated and shows
how they are expected to perform through 2040 compared to adopted mobility targets. This analysis
was based on conditions present during the 30th highest annual hour of traffic, which is the basis of
ODOT’s adopted mobility targets. Again, the traffic operations results do not reflect a scenario showing
performance with only reasonably likely to be funded improvements in place, so this comparison is
intended to only assess the likely need for alternative mobility targets.
The results in Table 4 show that 18 of the 22 intersections evaluated will not comply with ODOT’s
mobility targets by 2040 under the No-Build scenario. With all recommended improvements in place,
operations improve in many locations, but 13 intersections are still estimated to fail to meet mobility
targets and 11 of those would have volume-to-capacity ratios of 1.0 or greater.
For the purpose of this exercise, the “Potential Need for Alternative Mobility Target” in Table 4 is based
on the ability to comply with current mobility targets under the 2040 Build Condition. However, as
stated earlier, this assessment should ultimately be based on a 2040 scenario with only the reasonably
likely to be funded projects in place. Therefore, results from the 2040 Bend TSP project list scenario are
not expected to match these results, but the overall congestion trends should remain the same.
The “Approximate Timing of Need” was determined by assessing the level of development present
versus forecasted near each study intersection. For example, a study intersection in a currently
uncongested, undeveloped location would have a long-term need if projected to fail to meet targets by
2040, while a location either failing or nearly failing today due to existing land use would have a short or
medium-term need, depending on the severity of the failure.
A comparison of Parkway mainline operations (merge and diverge locations) to adopted mobility targets
was also conducted as shown in Table 5. As shown, the segment of the Parkway from the southbound
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on-ramp at Division Street to the Colorado Avenue interchange will fail to comply with mobility targets.
While the adoption of alternative mobility targets for the Parkway mainline could be pursued, such
action should be deferred and reevaluated after the range of recommended system management
strategies from the Parkway Plan has been implemented.
One possible approach to establishing alternative mobility targets would be to base them on an average
weekday condition rather than on the 30th highest annual hour of traffic. Under the average weekday
condition traffic volumes on the Parkway are 11% lower, which would lessen the degree to which
mobility targets are not met. If it is found that volume-to-capacity ratios less than 1.0 still cannot be
achieved under average weekday conditions, consideration should be given to applying an hours of
congestion-based mobility target. Hours of congestion-based mobility targets essentially do not apply a
maximum congestion threshold for a specified number of hours during the day. With any alternative
mobility target applied to interchange ramp terminals, consideration should also be given to including a
condition that while more congestion will be accepted, unsafe vehicle queues on off-ramps will not be
allowed. Another factor to consider is the appropriate timing of adoption for alternative mobility
targets, which could involve the use of triggers related to the completion of projects or the relationship
with planned development.
The process for considering the adoption of alternative mobility targets requires further conversations
with local elected officials and other affected stakeholders to ensure everyone understands and
supports the trade-offs involved. Formal approval by Bend City Council, such as documenting support
for the establishment of alternative mobility targets in an adopted Transportation System Plan, may be
required prior to gaining approval by the Oregon Transportation Commission.
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Table 4: US 97 Parkway Corridor Intersection Alternative Mobility Standard Needs

Locations

Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp & Empire Ave
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Empire Ave
US 20 & Empire Ave
US 20 & Butler Market Rd
Bend Pkwy SB Off-Ramp & Butler
Market Rd
Bend Pkwy NB On-Ramp & Butler
Market Rd
Bend Pkwy SB On-Ramp/Division St &
3rd St
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Revere Ave
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Revere Ave
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Colorado Ave
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Colorado Ave
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Reed Market
Rd
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Reed Market
Rd
Bend Pkwy SB Ramps & Powers Rd
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Current ODOT
Mobility Target
(v/c)
< 0.85
< 0.85
< 0.85
< 0.85
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Butler
Market Rd)
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Butler
Market Rd)
< 0.85
< 0.85
< 0.85
< 0.85
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Colorado
Ave)
< 0.85
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Reed
Market Rd)
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Powers
Rd)

2017 Existing
Conditions
(v/c)

2040
No-Build
(v/c)

Intersections
0.72/0.71
1.28
0.87
1.33
0.96
1.32
0.92
1.27
NA/0.76
NA/1.30

2040 Build
(v/c)

1.12
1.11
1.19
1.4
0.75

0.12/0.04

0.11/0.04

0.14/0.06

0.97

0.95

1.04

0.69
0.62
0.79
0.88/ >2.00

0.99
0.94
1.17
0.52/1.29

1
0.96
1.05
0.84

0.95

1.32

1.04

NA/1.53

NA/>2.00

0.89

0.07/0.83

0.08/1.24

0.84

Potential Need
for Alternative
Mobility Target

Approximate
Timing of Need
(short, medium,
or long-term)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Medium
Short
Short
Short

No

-

No

-

Yes

Short

Yes
Yes
Yes

Long
Long
Medium

No

-

Yes

Short

Yes

Long

No

-
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Locations

Bend Pkwy & Powers Rd
Bend Pkwy NB Ramps & Powers Rd
US 97 SB Ramps & Baker Rd
US 97 NB Ramps & Knott Rd
US 20 & O.B. Riley Rd
Revere Ave & 3rd St
US 97 SB Ramp & Murphy Rd
US 97 NB Ramp & Murphy Rd
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Current ODOT
Mobility Target
(v/c)
< 0.85
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Powers
Rd)
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Knott Rd)
< 0.85 (ramp)
< 0.95 (Knott Rd)
< 0.85
< 0.85
< 0.85
< 0.85

2017 Existing
Conditions
(v/c)

2040
No-Build
(v/c)

2040 Build
(v/c)

1.12

1.45

0.21/0.09

0.28/0.09

(no longer
an
intersection)
0.57

0.05/0.87

0.02/1.26

0.63

0.31/1.76

0.41/>2.00

0.8

0.62
0.83
NA
NA

0.91
1.17
NA
NA

1.09
1.12
0.85
0.74

Potential Need
for Alternative
Mobility Target

Approximate
Timing of Need
(short, medium,
or long-term)

Yes

Short

No

-

No

-

No

-

Yes
Yes
No
No

Long
Medium
-
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Table 5: US 97 Parkway Mainline Alternative Mobility Standard Needs

Locations

SB Division Street Ramp
SB Revere Avenue Ramp
SB Revere Avenue Ramp
SB Colorado Avenue Ramp
SB Colorado Avenue Ramp
NB Reed Market Road Ramp
NB Division Street Ramp (Reed Market)
NB Colorado Avenue Ramp
NB Colorado Avenue Ramp
NB Revere Avenue Ramp
NB Revere Avenue Ramp
NB 3rd Street Ramp
NB Butler Market Road Ramp
NB Empire Avenue Ramp
NB Empire Avenue Ramp - Sisters Loop
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Current ODOT
Mobility
Target (v/c)

2017
2040
Existing
No-Build
Conditions
(v/c)
(v/c)
Merge/Diverge Locations
US 97/Bend Parkway Southbound
< 0.85
0.94
1.24
< 0.85
0.94
1.24
< 0.85
0.94
1.2
< 0.85
0.94
1.21
< 0.85
0.9
1.13
US 97/Bend Parkway Northbound
< 0.85
0.42
0.66
< 0.85
0.54
0.82
< 0.85
0.54
0.73
< 0.85
0.84
1.09
< 0.85
0.83
1.1
< 0.85
0.72
0.98
< 0.85
0.88
1.2
< 0.85
0.97
1.27
< 0.85
0.95
1.27
< 0.85
0.61
0.56

2040 Build
(v/c)

Potential Need
for Alternative
Mobility Target

1.04
1.04
1.09
1.02
0.97

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.52
0.78
0.78
1.08
1.08
1.03
0.57
0.49
0.82
NA

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
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THE CITY OF BEND’S ALTERNATIVE MOBILITY TARGETS TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
After completion of the analysis for the Parkway Plan presented in Tables 4 and 5, the City of Bend
produced a technical memorandum for the TSP CTAC in May 2020 that summarizes preliminary
evaluation of potential locations where alternative mobility targets may be needed on the State highway
system within Bend. As noted previously, the traffic analysis preformed for the City’s memorandum
combined the City’s 2040 TSP project list with a list of recommended projects from the Parkway Plan
deemed to be reasonably likely to be funded by the year 2040. Therefore, the results provided in that
draft technical memorandum were expected to differ from intersection operations results provided in
Table 4, as the results in Table 4 are compiled from series of project bundle scenarios with a single set of
underlying local system assumptions. The TSP analysis did not include operations of
merge/diverge/weave segments on the Parkway.
The TSP memorandum examined 16 US 97 locations and 13 US 20 locations, using the first four steps of
ODOT’s methodology for determining alternative mobility targets:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Implement recommended improvements in the TSP
Increase v/c targets from 0.85 to 1
Remove peaking by setting the peak hour factor to 1.0
Analyze average weekday conditions instead of 30th highest annual hour of traffic

Seven of the 16 US 97 intersections met targets following the first step, 14 met targets following the
second and third steps, and only one location (US 97 NB Ramps & Knott Road) did not meet targets
following the four-step process.
The alternative mobility targets are not to be adopted as part of the US 97 Parkway Plan. There will be a
separate process for ODOT and the City of Bend to reach an agreement on targets.

6.0 NEXT STEPS
This memorandum provides a roadmap for improvement and management of the US 97 Parkway for the
next twenty years. The planning process has included:
•
•
•

•

Identification of the 20-year project needs
Development and evaluation of project solutions to address the needs
Recommended tiers that would establish time frames for implementation based on urgency of
the need, interrelation with other projects, phasing, and funding opportunities, among other
considerations
Time frames for consideration of alternative mobility targets throughout the corridor

Table 6 below presents a summary of the projects, their tiers, and next steps for implementation for
each. A more detailed table with project triggers and dependencies, cost estimates, funding
opportunities, and other considerations is included in the appendix to this memorandum.
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Table 6: Project Tiers and Next Steps

Project
Number
C1

C2a
C2b
C2c
C2d
C2e
C2f

Project Name

Install Ramp Meters
Close Lafayette Ave. right turn onto
Parkway and extend the deceleration
lane for the right turn off the Parkway.
Close Hawthorne Ave. right turn onto
Parkway.
Close Truman Ave. RIRO intersection
with Parkway
Close Reed Ln. RIRO intersection with
Parkway
Close Badger Rd. RIRO intersections with
Parkway
Close Pinebrook Blvd. RIRO intersections
with Parkway

Proposed Tier

Tier 2

Tier 1
Tier 1
Tier 1
Tier 1
Tier 1
Tier 1

C2g

Close China Hat Rd. and Ponderosa St.
RIRO intersections with Parkway

Tier 2

C2h

Close Rocking Horse Rd. RIRO
intersections with Parkway

Tier 2

Extend Southbound right turn
deceleration lane at Hawthorne Avenue
Extend southbound deceleration lane to
C3b
Reed Market Rd
Extend Revere Avenue northbound onC3c
ramp acceleration lane
Extend acceleration lane for Colorado
C3d
Ave northbound on-ramp
Active Transportation Crossing
C4a
Improvements: Cooley Rd
Active Transportation Crossing
C4b
Improvements: Butler Market Rd
Active Transportation Crossing
C4c
Improvements: Olney Ave
Active Transportation Crossing
C4d
Improvements: Greenwood Ave
Active Transportation Crossing
C4e
Improvements: Hawthorne Crossing
Active Transportation Crossing
C4f
Improvements: Franklin Ave
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C3a

Next Steps
Concept of Operations (Cost is
approximately $50K). Would
operate most effectively if
implemented together rather
than ramp by ramp.
Advance scoping to consider
how to bundle RIROSs.
Consider moving forward with
top locations (Lafayette,
Hawthorne, Reed Lane and
Truman) first. Consider
whether they could be done in
phases, without final
mitigation, and whether all
should be done together or
broken up. The scoping study
could also include the strategy
for the corridor.
S4 (China Hat Overcrossing)
would likely require closure.
Development Driven.
Consider timing for closure in
S5 (Baker/Knott IAMP) and S6
(Murphy interchange.

Tier 1
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 2
Tier 1

Tier 1

Coordinate with Infra grant
design.
Coordinate with TSP
improvements.
Coordinate with TSP
improvements.
Conceptual design and analysis

Tier 1

Develop feasible design.

Tier 1

Conceptual design and analysis

Tier 1
Tier 1
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Project
Number

Project Name

Proposed Tier

Next Steps

Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Canal/Garfield
undercrossing
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Badger/Pinebrook
Overcrossing
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Murphy Rd
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: China Hat Rd
Overcrossing
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Baker Rd/Knott Rd
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Robal Rd
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Empire Ave
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Revere Ave
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Aune Ave
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Wilson Ave
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Reed Market Rd
Active Transportation Crossing
Improvements: Powers Rd
Shoulder width improvements at
strategic locations in corridor

Tier 2

Conceptual design

Tier 2
Tier 1

Conceptual design to
determine optimal location
(Badger vs Pinebrook)
Conceptual design

Tier 2

Conceptual design for S4

Tier 2

Coordinate with outcomes
from IAMP.
Coordinate with Infra grant
design
Identify Empire Ave project
(3rd to SB Ramp terminal)
Refine M1 conceptual design

C6
C7
C8

Weather warning system
Variable speed signs
Incident management

Tier 2
Tier 2
Tier 2

C9

Enhanced signal operations at ramp
terminals

Tier 1

C10

Traveler information signing

Tier 1

C4g
C4h
C4i
C4j
C4k
C4l
C4m
C4n
C4o
C4p
C4q
C4r
C5

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 2
Tier 1
Tier 3

Develop Aune Extension
conceptual design
Conceptual design

Tier 2

Complete S1

Tier 1

Refine Conceptual design for S3

Tier 2

Study corridor to determine
which locations this should be
completed based on
operational issues/needs and
available ROW. This could be
bundled with RIRO study.
Concept of Operations. ODOT
should coordinate with the
County and MPO as this is also
part of the Deschutes County
ITS Plan.
Complete ATC conversion plan
and obtain additional radar
funding.
Incorporate into the nearterm Infra Grant project in the
Cooley – Empire area, which
may change local circulation.
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Project
Number
C11

Project Name

Proposed Tier

Roadside Traveler Information
Dissemination

Tier 1

Tier 1
Tier 1

S3

FEIS Projects
Butler Market Interchange
Improvements
Revere Avenue Lane Reconfiguration
Colorado Avenue Signal (or roundabout)
at NB ramp
Colorado Avenue Improvement to SB
ramp intersection
Reed Market Refinement Study from
Bond Street to 3rd Street
Dedicated left turn lane Reed Market Rd
and 3rd St (Through the TSP)
Powers Road Interchange

S4
S5
S6

China Hat Overcrossing
IAMP at Baker Rd/Knott Rd interchange
Murphy Tight Diamond Interchange

Tier 2
Tier 1
Tier 1

S7
S8

Murphy North Frontage Road
Murphy South Frontage Road

Tier 2
Tier 2

N1
M1
M2
M3
M4
S1
S2

Next Steps
ODOT should coordinate with
the County and MPO as this is
also part of the Deschutes
County ITS Plan.
Infra grant is Phase 1

Tier 2
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 1

Conduct Study
Complete Refinement Study.

Tier 1
Tier 1

Refine preliminary design and
begin ROW acquisition.
ODOT and City of Bend to
develop a detailed
coordination plan for
implementation of Powers
and Murphy Road Interchange
projects
Could be built in phases based
on development
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